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Abstract

This thesis takes as its starting point that second language classroom discourse occurs

in a complex setting, where language is used as both the medium and focus of
instruction. The complexity is greater in the specific purpose teaching and learning

context, as topics are introduced both for language exposure and practice, and also as

substantive focus. The context is further complicated by the sometimes conflicting
demands of the class group and the motivations of individual participants. The aims of
this study was twofold - to describe classroom discourse and participation, and to

investigate participants' perceptions of their rights and responsibilities in this setting.

An investigation was carried out into two Business English classes; a total of ten

lessons were observed, video-recorded and transcribed. In addition, course

participants and the two teachers in the study were interviewed using video-based
stimulated recall. This data was supplemented by fieldnotes taken during observation.

The discourse of the lessons was analysed in terms of "layers" of classroom discourse,
and a model proposing different discourse worlds was proposed. The lessons were

then analysed in terms of their different stages, and several stages were identified,
described and combined in a cyclical model. Finally, the participants' perspectives on

their rights and responsibilities were investigated in the interviews, focusing on

various incidents and stages of the lessons, in particular the tensions between group

demands and individual motivations.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 1: Introduction

The language classroom provides a unique setting for research, and has prompted a wide

range of investigations into various aspects of teaching methodology, learning outcomes and
tasks. Researchers have also looked at issues related to culture, socio-economic

circumstances and attitudes of participants, both teachers and learners, while another strand
of research has looked at the discourse of the language classroom, and attempted to describe
and characterise this complex speech event. This thesis belongs to this latter area of enquiry,
and looks at multilingual, multicultural adult ESP classes in a UK university context.

Chapter 1 introduces the main themes of the thesis, and discusses some of the features of the
classroom as a discourse context and research setting. It begins by highlighting the complex
nature of language classroom discourse. The following section outlines the background to

the study, describing the initial formation and narrowing of this study's research focus

through the means of an MSc dissertation study and exploratory observations. Chapter 1
concludes with a statement of the research questions to be addressed.

Chapter 2 consists of a chronological literature review of the field of second language
classroom research. It looks at the major movements and approaches in this field, giving

examples of studies exhibiting a variety of aims and research methods. In this review, the

chapter narrows its focus towards the area of classroom research that is most relevant to the

present study, and concludes by drawing connections between these findings and the present

research questions and aims.

Following on from chapter 2, chapter 3 provides a review of work conducted in classroom
discourse. It focuses on a set of studies which characterise classroom discourse as consisting
of "layers", or levels - an area of enquiry which is particularly relevant to this study.

Chapter 4 returns to the research questions. It briefly summarises views of discourse and

context, theoretical standpoints related to discourse and participation research, and how these

may affect methodological approaches. It goes on to describe the background to the study,

covering the research context, anticipated problems, access to the participants and issues of
ethics and informed consent. Information about the participants and the process of data
collection is then given, describing the observations and recording of the lessons in two

1



Chapter 1 Introduction

phases, lessons 1-5 and lessons 6-10. In describing the process of data collection, the chapter
discusses some of the issues related to justifying claims in qualitative research. It goes on to

mention the features and issues related to the methodology, discussing case study research,
classroom observation approaches, recording discourse and conducting interviews. It then

describes the minor methodological modifications made subsequent to lessons 1-5, before

giving information about the participants and process of lessons 6-10. The following section
describes the data analysis approach, including transcription, analytical approaches and

integrating multiple data sources.

Chapter 5, 6 and 7 present data analysis and discussion addressing the three research

questions of the study in turn. The overall focus of these three chapters is summarised at the
end of chapter 4.

1.1 The complexity of classroom discourse

Considered in terms of the ethnography of speaking, lessons stand at a midpoint
on the continuum between highly ritualised, formulaic speech events, in which
all the functional slots and their formal contents are prespecified, and highly

spontaneous speech events, in which neither the successive slots nor their
content is prespecified.

Erickson 1982: 161

Erickson seems to touch on a key aspect of classroom discourse - its ambiguous nature. As

he points out, it seems to be neither entirely formal nor informal, and neither completely
formulaic nor spontaneous:

CLASSROOM

DISCOURSE

Figure 1.1: Erickson's continuum
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Chapter 1 Introduction

This "in between" aspect of classroom discourse has been noted elsewhere:

At one end are the fixed, institutionalised statuses (Cicourel 1972: 231) of

teacher and student, with their expected and predictable behaviour patterns,

acquired through years of schooling. At the other end are a variety of roles and

tasks, negotiated by speakers and hearers brought together by the common

foreign language and engaged in natural conversation. Neither extreme ever

exists in the classroom in its pure form. Teacher- student institutional statuses are

determined by the cultural norms and personal experiences of each participant.

Kramsch 1984: 171

Edmondson creates the construct of discourse worlds in his discussion of the multi-layered

complexity of classroom talk:

In the light of such aspects of the complexity of foreign language classroom

discourse, I have elsewhere suggested the notion of coexisting discourse worlds
as a useful concept for the understanding of the structure of coherence of such
talk. In other words, the complexity of the classroom is such that several things

may be going on publicly through talk at the same time.

Edmondson 1984: 162

Pennington also recognises this multiple layering effect in classroom discourse:

...within the roleplay, S2 seems to maintain the "teacher" role while at the same

time giving some of his own (real) opinions, based on the questions he is asked

by SI. Under the guise of the roleplay, S2 is therefore able to exploit what
Bakhtin (1935/1981) calls "double voicing" to express different messages,

including some of his views that are critical to students and teachers and that

represent his true opinions.

Pennington 1997: 8-9

All of these commentators seem to be discussing the same issue - the complexity and

multifunctionality of classroom discourse. This notion was a key starting point in this study,
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and it has informed the entire research process. Before discussing this concept in more detail,
this chapter will give a brief account of the process of research and reflection that lead to this
research focus.

1.2 Background to the present study

This study takes an exploratory, investigative approach, beginning with a broad focus, which

progressively narrows throughout the process of data collection, analysis and reflection. For
this reason, the various steps in the evolution of the study will be made transparent

throughout. Edge & Richards summarise Lincoln and Guba's (1985) guidelines for

operationalising "trustworthiness" criteria in naturalistic research. Among other points, they

emphasise the importance of documenting research adequately, including "records of
reflection and decision making according to which the steps of the research process can be
reconstructed", (Edge & Richards 1998: 345). Similarly, Mehan discusses the notion of

"ethnography of ethnography" (Berreman 1972), which he defines as "...a method that

preserves materials so that they can be retrieved as they are transformed into data and

analysed and a method of documenting sources and the basis of inferences" (Mehan 1979:

19).

In addition, in naturalistic inquiry, unlike in the positivist research paradigm, the relationship
of the researcher to the research context and participants is not viewed as entirely objective
and detached - a concept which is discussed in detail in chapter 4. For these reasons I would
like to begin by giving an account of the origins of my interest in this particular topic, and
the preliminary stages of the investigation. In doing this I will mention issues which have
arisen during my teaching career, study for teaching qualifications, my Master's dissertation

study, and the research interests which have led me to the present study.

1.2.1 Professional experience

My initial interest in the present study has its roots in teaching in EFL, and a growing
interest in ssues related to classroom, management and group dynamics. Working overseas,

very often with the same classes for extended periods of time, it was possible to get to know

groups of students well, and observe their development as groups. This development was

apparent in terms of their roles within the class, their modes of participation, their

relationships with each other and the teacher. How the learners negotiated their way through
the classroom experience, the decisions they took, and the balance of control that was struck
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Chapter 1 Introduction

between them and the teacher, both explicitly and implicitly, became increasingly

interesting. Several issues relating to the use of LI in monolingual classes arose at that stage,

such as: learners' use of LI in order to complete classroom activities, translation of

instructions (however simply worded in English by the teacher) into LI before groupwork,
and use of LI address the teacher, either in plenary mode, or during groupwork. Through
observation as a teacher I became aware of a strand of LI discourse which seemed to run

through the lessons, "weaving" through the L2 discourse. This seemingly could not be

explained completely in terms of the need to comprehend the input material, or to understand
the requirements of a task. There seemed to be an underlying layer of social discourse

present, working on a different level - an idea that is important to the present study.

Another area of professional interest was the activity of individuals in groupwork, the
contributions they made to the whole group, and how this activity contributed to the overall

classroom process. Examples of the issues that arose were: plenary questions and individual
choices in responding to them, conventions of putting hands up or simply answering,

explanation (either in LI or L2) or language or procedural points to other students during

groupwork, and spontaneous movement between groups.

The above were areas of classroom process which were of interest to me as a novice teacher.

After completing the RSA DTEFLA, the general area of learner independence became

increasingly interesting. This emphasis on independence seemed to go in parallel with a

greater emphasis on individualisation and learning styles, (e.g. Reid, 1987, British Council,

1988), learning strategies, (e.g. Wenden & Rubin, 1987, Wenden, 1991), self instruction and

autonomy, (e.g. Little, 1991, Dickinson, 1987), and learner training, (e.g. Ellis & Sinclair,

1989, Dickinson, 1992). All of these themes were under discussion among colleagues, in the

literature and at professional gatherings such as British Council seminars. It seems that many

of my initial interests and concerns as a novice teacher were addressed by the ideas
contained in this area. This topic was subsequently the focus of my MSc dissertation. In the

next section I will outline briefly the dissertation study, and go on to discuss various facets of

this area, highlighting their connections with the present study.

5
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1.2.2 MSc dissertation research

The MSc dissertation research consisted of an investigation into learner attitudes to speaking
tasks exhibiting differing degrees of teacher involvement. The focus of the study was on

learner attitudes to learner-centred classroom methodology, more specifically the reactions
of students to speaking tasks exhibiting differing degrees of learner-centredness. It was

conducted at the Institute of Applied Language Studies at Edinburgh University, and

investigated the attitudes of three classes from the General English summer school. Thirty
students were asked to give their reactions to two different speaking activities, one of which

involving the teacher as a participant in a discussion, the other involving the teacher in a

purely observational role. The students completed a questionnaire focused on their feelings
and preferences regarding the teacher's role and their own in the two activities.

Perhaps the most relevant insight yielded by the study was a tendency among the students to

expect teacher guidance in terms of turn management during the activity in which featured
the teacher as a participant. Several of the students' responses indicated the presence of this

type of expectation. The following are comments from students who ticked the opinion "I
wanted the teacher to participate more." in relation to the discussion activity involving the
teacher:

Table 1.1: MSc dissertation data

Option chosen on
form

Additional comment

I wanted the teacher
to participate more

"Because not all the students participated. Maybe the teacher could
have asked opinions to all the students who never participated.
They might want to say something, but just don't have the
courage'"

"She should ask all the students to answer."

"I couldn't find a room where I could speak."

"Sometimes I cannot interrept (sic) other students who are
speaking and cannot express my opinion. If the teacher participate
more, she can stop them and give me a chance to speak."

These comments from the students raise questions about their expectations of the teacher,
and suggest a rather one-dimensional conception of his or her role - either fully involved and

controlling the activity, or observing from outside. This "gravitational pull" the teacher
seems to exert on the discourse has been noted elsewhere:

6
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...it can hardly be claimed that the teacher stimulates communication between
members of the group: in fact his presence alone is enough to short-circuit it,
because he is seen as a leader and because the learners keep turning to him.

Gremmo & Abe 1985: 240

The pupils behave largely as one many-headed participant, avoiding cross-

conversations and acknowledging the authority of the teacher in their verbal
behaviour.

Sinclair & Brazil 1982: 3

In addition to commanding all the attention by his or her presence, the teacher seems to hold
the default right to turns, and has greater rights in terms of interruption. However, the picture

may be more complex, and these findings could raise questions as to the students'

perceptions of their own place in the process, and their rights and responsibilities in different

phases of the lesson.

After completing the MSc dissertation, I continued to focus the issue of teachers' influence
on student behaviour. At the initial stages of the PhD, the focus had broadened out somewhat
to wider investigation of teacher - learner negotiation of classroom process. In narrowing
and refining the research focus, the subsequent stage involved exploratory classroom
observations, as described below.

1.3 Exploratory observations

A small number of exploratory observations of lessons were conducted at IALS. The aims of
these observations were as follows:

• To gain practice in observation techniques, including the trialling of coding
schemes and observation instruments

® To refine and focus research questions.

This section will mention some of the broad themes and interests that arose from these

observations and subsequent reflections.

7
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All teachers and students involved consented to these observations, which did not include

audio or video recording. The classes were observed for an hour or longer. In the first two

observations, half the time was devoted to taking unstructured observation notes, half

trialling two different coding schedules. The first observation schedule was taken from an

unpublished in-house research project, (General English PM classes). The second was taken
from Good & Brophy (1997).

Table 1.2: Initial exploratory observations

Class Observation approach
Advanced 74 unstructured note-taking, 74 GEPM Project 1996
Advanced 74 unstructured note-taking, 74 Good & Brophy 1987
Academic English Unstructured note-taking

Reflections on the process were written after the observations. The next section summarises
these reflections in two categories; the different observation techniques, and a narrowing of
research focus.

1.3.1 Observation techniques in the exploratory phase

In the first observation, the GEPM coding schedule was used. This observation schedule was

designed to look at a wide range of classroom phenomena, using different pages designed to

look at different issues:

Table 1.3: GEPM coding sheet overview

Page Focus Observation technique used
1 Teacher dependence / independence Observer takes unstructured notes for pre-

specified five minute periods
2 "On task" Observer fills in grid entries for each

student each minute for a pre-specified
five-minute period, using a set of
categories.

3 Silence / apparent unproductivity Observer takes unstructured notes for pre-
specified five minute periods

4 "Turn taking" Observer fills in grid entries for each
student each minute for a pre-specified
five-minute period, using a set of
categories.

5 Miscellaneous Observer takes unstructured notes for pre-
specified five minute periods

6 "Negotiation" Observer fills in grid entries for each
student each minute for a pre-specified
five-minute period, using a set of
categories.

8
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This observation schedule has a fairly broad research agenda, addressing a variety of themes

relevant to the present study. It has been designed to incorporate two different styles of

recording / note-taking. Parts 1, 3 and 5 require the observer to take "free" notes for pre-

specified five-minute periods of the lesson, concentrating on stated themes. The sections
numbered 2, 4 and 6 consist of coding sheets, in which the observer is asked to fill in boxes

referring to individual participants at one minute intervals, and also during pre-specified
five-minute intervals.

The intensive minute-by-minute coding was found to be extremely difficult with more than a

small number of students, as there was insufficient time to observe them all within a minute

and choose one descriptor each from a list of categories. This was admittedly a first attempt

at the technique, which requires training and practice. However, an additional, perhaps more

serious, problem was that the schedule required the observer to look at different aspects of
the classroom process at arbitrary fixed points in the lesson, and there was no guarantee that
the particular phenomena to be focused on would be evident at that time.

The second observation schedule (Good & Brophy 1987) had a far more restricted research
focus. It looked at teachers' responses to students' questions, to be used "When a student
asks the teacher a reasonable question during a discussion or question-answer period" All
the incidences of student questioning were recorded, there were five examples in the half-
hour period, all of which fell under one of two categories. The third observation was

conducted in an EAP class, and only free note-taking was used.

Looking over the data generated in these observations, it became apparent that the most

generative technique had been the free note-taking. It is possible that this was simply an

artefact of the exploratory stage of the investigation. However, given that both the
observation schedules had as their stated foci themes close to or identical with my own

research questions at that time, their apparent failure to generate data of substantive interest
raised questions as to the appropriacy of using either a taxonomy of a priori categories, pre-

specified themed time frames, or indeed a narrow pre-stated observational theme.

The data collection approach used in the study is discussed more fully in chapter 4.

9
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1.3.2 Establishing the research focus

Several themes came up in the free note-taking, in particular teachers' strategies and

language used to perform various functions, such as gaining the attention of the class,

responding to replies, beginning new activities, giving instructions, interacting with students

during pair and group work and correcting errors.

The observations also brought to light various aspects of the discourse:

Table 1.4: Aspects of discourse in exploratory observations
'

The teachers seemed to have a default right to interrupt students.

The students tended to go into a spontaneous drill when the teacher repeated an utterance,
without any gestures or instruction indicating that they should repeat.

The teachers rephrased or repeated some questions immediately after asking them the first
time.

Some questions to the class were marked only with rising intonation: "And the reference
point...?", "With...?"

One of the teachers followed many questions by a nomination, while the other teachers did
not.

The teachers occasionally answered their own questions

The teachers echoed student replies.

Groups of students sometimes chatted during plenary phases.

These findings, in addition to the findings of the MSc study described above, contributed
towards a narrowing of research focus and the formulation of the research questions, as

stated in the next section.

1.4 Research questions

Three main themes were emerging at this stage of the research. The first was related to the
issues of the use of LI, and the notion of more than one "channel", or "layer" of classroom
discourse. This theme lead to the formulation of the first research question:

1. How is the classroom discourse in the study structured in terms of

"layers", and what are their characteristics?

10
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The second theme which emerged from the MSc study and exploratory observations was that

of the stages of the lesson, such as the plenary and groupwork, and the differences between
them in terms of discourse and participation. This theme lead to the second research

question:

2. What are the characteristics of the discourse at different stages of the
lessons?

The third to arise at the early stage of the research concerned the discourse participants and
their perceptions of their roles. This theme had been explored in the MSc research in relation
to student and teacher roles in groupwork. The third research question applied this question
to the broader area of the various stages of the lessons:

3. What are the participants' perceptions of their rights and responsibilities
at different stages of the lessons?

This chapter has provided a brief overview of the thesis, and some background to the overall
research direction and questions. The next chapter will focus on previous research and

commentary related to language classroom research in general, in order to put the study in its
historical and theoretical context.

II
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Chapter 2 Second language classroom research

Chapter 2: Second language classroom research

Classroom research investigates the processes of teaching and learning as they
occur in language classrooms...Methodologically speaking, classroom research
is very diverse - ranging from relatively simple observations to tightly controlled
experiments.

Allwright& Bailey 1991: xiv

In any overview of this field, its huge diversity must be acknowledged and explored. This

chapter provides an overview of the origins and history of language classroom research,

beginning with early studies into methods, and going on to look at the development of
research methodology, in particular systematic observation schedules. It describes the
criticisms of these early approaches, and considers the subsequent adjustments to research in
terms of purpose, focus and methodology. It goes on to summarise the influences on

classroom research from other disciplines, and describes the resultant diversification in the
aims and approaches. It concludes by highlighting and summarising findings and issues from
the review that have special relevance to the aims and focus of the present study.

2.1 Method comparison studies

This section will give an overview of the origins and early development of modern
classroom research. It begins by describing early work in the U.S. focused on testing and

comparing teaching methods.

2.1.1 Early studies and their aims

The roots of modern classroom research go back to the 1950s, when teacher trainers began

systematically observing trainees and giving them feedback on their teaching practice

(Allwright & Bailey 1991). However the impetus for large-scale systematic studies did not

arise until the 1960s.

During the Second World War, the US military had run an extensive language programme

for military personnel, based on the behaviourist psychology prevalent at that time.
Behaviourism also formed the basis for a popular subsequent approach to language teaching

-audiolingualism (so-called because of its emphasis on listening and speaking). This new

13
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approach was backed up later by technological innovation in the form of the language

laboratory, and was widely adopted in the USA. Allwright and Bailey (1991) speculate that
the language teaching profession may have discovered classroom research rather later than

general education because of the confidence of the audiolingualism years, and the underlying

widespread confidence in behaviourism. However, as they point out, Chomsky's (1959)
attack on the behaviourist foundations of the method, coupled with reports that audiolingual

drilling and repetition was unpopular with learners, began to raise questions about its

efficacy. Additionally, as a result of the crisis of confidence provoked by the launch of the
Soviet satellite Sputnik, the US authorities made greater funding available for education, in

particular language education, and with this funding came a need for accountability and

proof (Allwright 1988).

The first study that attempted to evaluate audiolingualism was in fact focused on language
laboratories (Keating 1963). Keating's report was a negative one, however, which increased

the pressure for demonstration of the superiority of audiolingualism (Allwright 1988). Major

experiments were carried out in the 1960s in the USA, with the aim of establishing whether
or not audiolingualism brought about more effective learning than "traditional" techniques.
These studies employed pre-determined descriptors used for real-time coding - the use of
low-inference categories and statistical analysis being seen as an answer to perceived

problems of observer subjectivity. In one study, Scherer and Wertheimer (1964) compared
the audiolingual method with grammar-translation teaching over a two-year period at

university level in Colorado, and failed to establish significant differences, although the

integrity of their results was compromised as they experienced difficulty in keeping the two

groups distinct. They did not keep observational records of the study period, and so it was

not possible to ascertain to what extent the teachers involved in the study had actually

employed the different methods (Allwright 1988).

Another, highly ambitious piece of research, The Pennsylvania Project, began at this time

(Clark 1969, Smith 1970). It was a large-scale longitudinal study, which set out to prove the

superiority of audiolingualism as a teaching method. Three methods were compared:

traditional, functional-skills (essentially audiolingualism), and functional-skills plus

grammar. The results of this study were eagerly anticipated by the profession, who were no

doubt anxious for confirmation that their efforts in adopting this new method had been

worthwhile, and that it was in fact more effective than the traditional grammar-translation
method (Clark 1969). Fifty-eight schools and over two thousand students were involved,

14
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over a period of four years. In an attempt to avoid the shortcomings of Scherer and
Wertheimer's research design, care was taken to ensure that teachers in the project were

given detailed guidelines on the techniques and procedures expected of them. They attended

workshops in advance of the experimental period, and field consultants visited classes to

ensure that teachers were in fact adhering to the guidelines that had been set down. The
observers used specially-designed observation schedules featuring the types of pedagogic
behaviours expected of the teachers. Disappointingly, however, despite the huge amount of

planning and work, when tests were administered at the end of the experimental period no

significant overall difference was found. Retrospective consideration of the experiment
revealed several weaknesses in the design. Clark himself points out that the observation
schedules were different for the different methods. This meant that, although observers could
record the extent to which a teacher was following the principles of the particular technique
he or she had been asked to follow, they could not adequately record a situation in which the
teacher used the features of one of the other methods. It seems that teachers who were

supposed to be using the "traditional" style, in fact used elements of audiolingual practice,
and vice versa.

2.1.2 Criticisms and reflections on method comparison studies

The Pennsylvania Project, for all the efforts and best intentions of its authors, seems to have
rested on some questionable assumptions. Firstly, it assumed that teachers would use a

particular method in class if instructed to, and secondly, that observable learning would

proceed unproblematically from teaching, showing a clear causal relationship between the
use of a particular method and resultant language acquisition. In addition to highlighting

shortcomings in the research design, the failure of this project and other "global" methods

comparison studies prompted more far-reaching criticisms as to whether this type of
educational experiment could in fact bear fruit. Grittner (1968) quoted by Otto in a special
issue of Modern Language Journal (1969) devoted to the project, voiced his concerns and

highlighting the need for a new approach in research:

The validity of the research used by Smith and Berger is being increasingly
questioned by educational psychologists and curriculum specialists. For
example, Stephens in The Process ofSchooling (1967) documents 780 such
studies involving control and experimental groups. Of these 580 showed "no
significant difference" or "NSD". The remaining 200 students were rather evenly
divided between positive and negative results. In short, a halfcentury ofsuch
"research " has told us almost nothing about the relative superiority ofone
educational strategy or system over another! .. .Tables showing standard
deviation, covariance, F-ratios and the like are very impressive; however, if the
ultimate result of such studies is that they cancel one another out, perhaps we
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should ask for a cease fire while we search for a more productive means of
investigation. Perhaps the most significant conclusion that can be drawn from
studying the Pennsylvania Project is that we must have better research regarding
the processes of learning a foreign language and the subsequent patterns of
teacher-student interaction.

Grittner 1968 in Allwright 1988: 9-10

In addition to raising questions about research methodology, the Pennsylvania Project

experience seems to have cast doubt on the search for a global teaching method. In fact, the
failure of large-scale studies to establish the supremacy of a single method could perhaps
have laid the foundation stone of the current eclecticism in teaching approaches. The
ultimate casualty was global methodological prescription, as it became apparent that one

method could not be "proved" to be superior (Allwright & Bailey 1991). The failure of the
studies also indicated that:

The time was ripe for an alternative approach to classroom language learning
research, an approach that would no longer see the language teaching world in
terms of major rival "methods", and one that would be more respectful of the
complexities of the language teacher's task.

Allwright 1988:10

This questioning of the concept of an overarching method has relevance for research today,
and for the present study. These early studies found that teachers interpreted and applied
methods in different ways, which highlights the degree of variation present in teaching

practice across differing contexts, and underlines the difficulties associated with prescriptive
recommendations for teachers.

2.2 Systematic observation schedules

This section looks at the next important and influential development in classroom research,
the development of systematic observation schedules. It begins by summarising their initial

introduction, and goes on to reflect on their uses and limitations.

2.2.1 The origins and development of systematic observation schedules

Classroom observation was already an established research technique in general education
studies when, in the early 1970s, the value of systematic observation began to be recognised
in foreign language teacher education. The challenge of the time was to find a way of
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evaluating trainees' teaching practice that would be regarded as systematic and objective, as

it was felt that supervisors' observations could be impressionistic (Allwright 1988). As

discussed above, the failure of studies like the Pennsylvania Project highlighted the problems
of researching teaching and learning without adequately describing or monitoring classroom

process.

By far the greatest influence from general education on language classroom observation at

that time was the work of Flanders (1960). His focus was more on the investigation of

teaching styles than on overall methods, and the emphasis was on looking at actual
classroom behaviour, which distinguished it from the previous studies mentioned above. The

Flanders System of Interaction Analysis was an observation schedule designed to record
classroom process in detail, and was originally developed for use in a general education

context, Flanders started from an anti-authoritarian position, and designed the schedule to

promote the use of a "democratic" teaching style, through indirect rather than direct
influence on the learners (Allwright & Bailey 1991:10). The prescription seems to have been

that the more indirect the teacher, the better, allowing the students more space to

communicate. This notion was echoed by Moskowitz (1968) in her paper describing how the

system was adapted for use in foreign language teacher education, with the main aim of

bringing about change in teachers' practices, allowing for greater freedom of expression for
the students. The Flanders schedule made use of ten categories, seven of which refer to

teacher behaviour, two for students and one to record "silence or confusion". This system,

and adaptations of it, was originally used primarily as a consciousness-raising tool for

teachers, with an emphasis on expanding their interactional repertoire and encouraging

greater student engagement. Systematic observation schedules were described as objective
"mirrors" (Simon & Bower 1967), for teachers to use to analyse the processes of their own

classes, with a view to resultant long-term self-monitoring. The aims of interaction analysis

systems were seen as advantageous to teachers as they allowed them to:

Air knowledge about principles of teaching and learning

Make use of such knowledge in a situation characterised by personal meaning.

Get immediate feedback regarding the effects of their behaviour in the
classroom, and thus,

Discover for themselves more effective patterns of teaching behaviour.

Amidon & Hough 1967: 307 in Bailey 1975.
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Comments from teachers trained to use the Flanders system seem to reflect the

developmental potential of these schedules:

After learning the Flanders system, I felt completely different as I started
teaching in September. Everything I learned during the course, I applied to my
teaching, and I strongly believe it has worked just beautifully.

This course should be a "must" for all perspective teachers. I said to myself, "If
only I had this training during my early college years, I know I would have been
a better teacher today.

Moskowitz 19681 in Allwright 1988:81

Another well-known schedule was FOCUS, (Focifor Observing Communications Used in

Settings), developed by Fanselow (1977). Fanselow modified a system originally developed

by Bellack (1978) for use in teacher education, but it was designed to be applicable to any

human interaction (Allwright & Bailey 1991). As the teachers' comments above show, a

high degree of enthusiasm existed among those practitioners for the Flanders system. For a

time, interaction analysis, as it was then known, was seen as a panacea for all ills in teacher
education (for a comprehensive survey of systematic observation schedules see Mitchell

1985). It was combined with the then new technology of closed-circuit TV, which allowed
teachers to see themselves teaching for the first time and retrospectively analyse their

performance (Allwright 1988). This technique is still popular in teacher education, in

particular in pre-service courses such as the RSA CELTA.

However, despite the high degree of enthusiasm for observation schedules as a tool for
teacher refection, doubts began to be expressed about their use in research. The next section
summarises these criticisms of systematic observation schedules.

2.2.2 Criticisms of systematic observation schedules

Doubts about observation schedules began to be raised in the mid-seventies. Bailey (1975)
outlines several difficulties inherent in the use of such schedules, concentrating on

Moskowitz's (1967) adaptation (and extension) of Flander's system for the language
classroom context, Flint, (foreign Language mferaction). Bailey criticises the schedule on

1
Interestingly, considering the subsequent arguments between proponents of systematic observation

and ethnographers, Moskowitz's study was criticised at the time "by hard-line empiricists" for using
teachers' testimonials as data (Allwright 1988: 84).
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various counts - that she had experienced problems in judging which category to choose in
the time available, that some of the categories were too high-inference, and that in some

instances of classroom process more than one category could be applied, indicating an

ambiguity in the categories. The concepts of direct and indirect also draw criticism for not

being clear. The scheme does not allow for recognition of modalities such as sarcasm. She

questions the concept of "predictable" student talk - as the observer would need to be
omniscient to know what type of talk is likely to occur as student responses. The "silence
and confusion" category is itself confusing, as the two elements are quite different, and

meaningless as it can encompass such a wide range of activities.

Ambiguity, too many categories, the possibility of multiple interpretations and lack of time
all weaken the effectiveness of the schedule for Bailey. She also calls into question the

reliability claims made by researchers using FLint, critically examining procedures used to

obtain inter-observer reliability. She suggests that the best way to check agreement would be
to compare the individual tallies one by one. However, the method used was to compare

summaries of the categories used by different observers, thus obscuring differences in

coding, and she claims, exaggerating the degree of internal reliability. She also raises the

question of accessibility for the non-researcher, arguing that the use of a matrix and the

computation involved is time consuming and tedious, and expresses doubts as to whether
teachers using the system for self observation would in fact be unbiased. For all of these
reasons she casts doubt on research studies focused on interaction analysis and teacher

change.

Not only were coding schedules attracting criticisms from within the classroom research

community, but the tide seemed to be running against this approach to classroom research at

a disciplinary and inter-disciplinary level. The next section looks at how theoretical and

methodological influences from other areas of enquiry began to influence and change

language classroom research, leading to a diversification of focus.

2.3 Influences and diversification

This section will give a brief overview of developments in related fields at this time, and
how these had an effect of classroom research.
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2.3.1 Influences from other disciplines

Observation schedules and their underlying assumptions began to attract criticisms from
outside the field. Hammersley summarises criticisms made by commentators from other

research areas (Coulthard 1974, Hamilton & Delamont 1974, Walker & Adelman 1975,

Stubbs 1975), which were the following:

The use of pre-established categories prevents recognition of the complexity of
classroom behaviour and obstructs the development of theories that are sensitive
to this complexity.

That by using arbitrary time sampling, systematic observation neglects patterns
in classroom interaction.

That classroom interaction is studied without any attempt to understand the
context in which it occurs and in particular the perspectives of the teachers and
pupils involved.

Hammersley 1993: xiii

The scepticism of representatives from outside the field was understandable. Early classroom
research had been strongly influenced by psychology, which had gone on to diversify in the

1970s, with the development of cognitive psychology, artificial intelligence, and the

development in social psychology of ecological, ethogenic and phenomenological

approaches, challenging the dominant paradigms of experimentation and correlation. Van
Lier defines an ecological perspective in research as one whose hallmark is "...a focus on

action, perception and language within the context, however broadly or narrowly draw for
the purposes of research in which they occur" (1997:784). Within social psychology, the

ethogenic method of analysing social episodes differs from a positivistic approach, in that it
takes into account subjects' interpretations, concentrating on how the world is construed by

people, and their own accounts of their actions are emphasised in this approach.

Phenomenology can be defined as "...a theoretical point of view that advocates the study of
direct experience taken at face value; and one which sees behaviour as determined by the

phenomena of experience rather than by external, objective and physically described reality"

(Cohen & Manion 1994: 29). Naturalistic study using relatively unstructured qualitative

approaches was being increasingly advocated in other disciplines, and this impacted on

classroom research, as did the rise of cultural anthropology, particularly in the US

(Hammersley 1993). Sociology was also a source discipline, with an increasing interest in

interpretive viewpoints in the 1960s and 1970s. These new approaches, in particular
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symbolic interactionism and ethnomethodology, put greater emphasis on the study of face-to-
face interaction.

Symbolic interactionism came partly out of a reaction to the notion of human action as no

more than response to social forces or conditioning. Blumer (1969) argued that human
reactions were in fact constructed through complex processes of interpretation, the process of

making sense of the world. The relationship between action and social environment was

regarded as a reflexive one - a relationship in which action is seen to affect environment and
vice versa - and for that reason, the appropriate source of data was the naturalistic setting,

using ethnographic techniques. (Hammersley 1993). Ethnomethodology (Garfinkel 1967,

Heritage 1984) also emphasises the role of interpretation in human action, but parts company

with symbolic interactionism, in that it sees meanings as context-dependent, being created by
actors with shared methods of producing intelligible behaviour, rather than being the product
of perspectives shared by social groups. Hammersley sums up the effect these influences had
on the field of general education classroom research:

Not surprisingly, given its recent history, classroom research has been the site for
some major theoretical and methodological debates. To some degree this is the
product of a clash of different disciplines, but at least as important has been the
character of the particularly intra-disciplinary perspectives which have been
applied to classroom research. Indeed, there are some striking similarities
between ecological, ethogenic and phenomenological approaches in psychology,
interpretive approaches in sociology, and linguistic analyses of discourse. The
growth in influence of these approaches has produced a cross-disciplinary shift
away from quantitative analysis of large samples towards detailed, qualitative
investigations of smaller amounts of data, even of single lessons.

Hammersley 1993: xii

Meanwhile, in language classroom study, researchers had begun to narrow their sights
somewhat, looking at smaller units, concentrating on technique, or the activities used in a

lesson, after Anthony's (1963) three-way distinction between approach, (philosophy of

language and learning), method, (systematic collection of procedures reflecting approach),
and technique. An early example of this type of research was the Gothenburg English

Teaching Method Project (Lindblad 1969), which attempted to compare classroom

techniques. The aim was to test the effectiveness of grammatical explanation, based on
\

Chomsky's (1957) version of Transformational Generative Grammar. The results were

inconclusive with children, although adults did seem to benefit from the explanations.

However, the scale of the study was small, and audiotapes were used instead of live teachers,
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which meant that the results did not add up to a warrant for global method prescription

(Allwright & Bailey 1991). In another study, Politzer (1970) videotaped and analysed

secondary school French classes, and recorded the frequency of different types of pattern

practice. He aimed to correlate the occurrence of these elements of classroom process with

pupil achievement. His findings, however, did not seem to support prescription at the level of
teacher education (Allwright & Bailey 1991). Politzer's own conclusion was that "the very

high complexity of the teaching process makes it very difficult to talk in absolute terms

about "good" and "bad" teaching devices" (1970:43 in Allwright & Bailey 1991: 9). These
smaller-scale studies had not proved effective in supporting the prescription of any particular
overall method, and the great complexity of the context was beginning to be recognised. A

further retreat seemed to be necessary:

Having already retreated from a focus on "method" to one on "technique" it
therefore seemed necessary to retreat at least one step further back into the
unknown. In fact two moves were involved. First, it meant retreating from
prescription altogether in favour of a descriptive approach, and second, it meant
retreating from "techniques" to "processes".

Allwright & Bailey 1991: 9

Observation schedules had been constructed in order to bring about teacher change, and as

such carried with them assumptions about what constituted "good" or "bad" practice.

However, an interest in pure description of classroom process seemed to be building.
Rothfarb (1970) undertook an evaluation of modern language teaching in her state, and in

doing so carried out "the first simply descriptive study" (Allwright 1988: 34-35). Unlike

previous work in the field, she did not attempt to correlate teacher behaviour with learning
outcomes.

2.3.2 Diversification in language classroom research

It was at about this time that the aims of language classroom research began to diversify. As
discussed above, tt had begun primarily as a tool for teacher education, going on to develop
into a means for testing overall method. It had been used in teacher education for self-

monitoring, and it had also begun to be used to evaluate the effectiveness of particular

techniques in teaching. The influence of the social sciences had fed an interest in descriptive,

interpretive studies, introducing a new set of aims. From then onwards, it seems that

language classroom research split into two broad streams, the first an extension of the
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technique-focused studies, a strand of research which has continued to look at classroom

process and its relationship to second language acquisition. In contrast, the second strand has

emphasised observation and description of classroom process, looking variously at

participation, discourse and a wide variety of related social and political issues. Allwright
and Bailey (1991) define these two strands of classroom research as a linguistic orientation

and a sociological orientation. Ellis (1989) expresses a slightly different division, the

linguistic /psycholinguistic approach and the educational /pedagogic approach. There has
been a proliferation of overviews of the field over the last fifteen years, (e.g. Chaudron 1988,

Allwright 1988), and different commentators have chosen to divide up the field in different

ways. For the purposes of this review, this chapter will adopt Allwright and Bailey's (1991)
broad division.

The next section will provide a summary of these two areas, outlining key points of
relevance to the present study.

2.4 A linguistic orientation

This is a broad band of research that has looked at a variety of teaching and learning

contexts, using a range of investigative techniques. Some of the studies have been large-

scale, some relatively restricted in size. Not all studies have gone on to measure post-

observation acquisition. What all the studies have in common, however, is a focus on

classroom process and how it may impact on second language acquisition. It is a large and

complex area, and so this review will focus on some of the main areas of interest in this

field, giving one of two examples rather than attempting a comprehensive review. The areas

of this field of research which are of most relevance to the themes of the present study are

highlighted in the review and summarised at the end of this chapter.

2.4.1 Linguistic input

The first part of this review looks briefly at the issue of linguistic input in the classroom.

Input - the target language the learners are exposed to - has been regarded as an important
area of classroom SLA research, as without language input, learners cannot make progress.

However, although input is provided in order to bring about learning, the provision of input
does not lead unproblematically to (observable) acquisition, as many teachers would attest.

The relationship between input and intake —the changes made to students' developing
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language proficiency, is far from clear. The behaviourists regarded the link to be relatively

direct, a conviction which lay behind the prohibition of exposing learners to any errors in
case they were "picked up". However, the students do not pick up everything that they are

exposed to, as teachers know. Subsequent developments in the field of second language

acquisition have shown the teaching profession that the language learning process is a great

deal more complex than previously thought, and as yet only partially understood.

This issue has been researched by Ellis (1985), who points out that for second language

acquisition to take place, two factors must come into play - target language data input, and a

set of learner internal mechanisms to process this data. Morpheme studies, such as that of
Brown (1973), have shown that children follow a predetermined order in first language

acquisition, which has led to the notion that L2 acquisition, like that of LI, follows a fixed

sequence of development. Although language instruction may not be able to "beat" this
natural order, it may accelerate the acquisition process - so affecting the rate, if not the route

of acquisition. The instructional setting is hypothesised to do this in several ways. This can

be summarised by looking at the features of the input available in the classroom environment
that may facilitate this "speeding up" of the process - comprehensible positive evidence,

negative evidence, salience of languagefeatures, and interaction and the negotiation of

meaning.

Lightbown & Spada: 1993 investigate comprehensible input, finding that the speaker may

adjust his or her language in order to render it more comprehensible, keeping the emphasis
on successful communication. In the language classroom, the teacher is one of the main
sources of linguistic input for learners. This area of research touches on issues of teacher talk
and the role that it may play in providing a linguistic model for students. This theme is
returned to in the analysis of plenary discourse in chapter 6.

2.4.2 Use of L1 and L2

The choice of teachers' language has also been a subject of research, particularly in the

investigation and comparison of different learning programmes in the US and Canada. In

settings where the teacher is bilingual, or has some proficiency in the LI of the learners, the
choice of language made by the teacher may play an important part in creating the learning
environment (Chaudron 1998). In some programs, such as the maintenance bilingual
education program model in the US, the teacher is expected to provide an environment in
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which the LI is allowed to develop in tandem with the target language, in contrast with
immersion programs (Chaudron 1988). In the bilingual education setting where children are

acquiring a socially dominant L2, very little LI use by teachers has been observed in classes,
even when LI maintenance is recognised as a priority (Chaudron 1988). Several studies have
found this, (e.g. Legarratta 1977, Bruck & Schultz, 1977, Wong-Fillmore 1980).

In foreign language classrooms, an "immersion" approach is also often taken, sometimes

through necessity, as the teacher may not have much proficiency in the learners' LI, or the
class may be composed of speakers of more than one LI. The extensive use of the target

language has also been encouraged in the "local teacher, local students" situation.
In foreign language classrooms, the level of target language use by the teacher has been
found to be high, (Frohlich et al. 1985, Mitchell et al. 1981, Mitchell & Johnstone 1984).
However, the value of the target language used cannot be measured solely on the amount

used in class. The purposes for which the target language is employed have also been

investigated.

Several studies have looked at the functional allocation of teachers' language. Townsend and
Zamora (1975) looked at teacher speech in bilingual pre-schools using a Flanders-type
observation schedule, and found differences in how Spanish and English were used by the
teachers. In Spanish-medium classes, more questions were asked, more responses given,
more answers rejected, and more responses were followed by teacher acceptance. In English-
medium classes, they observed more direction-giving, more praise and more reinforcing
behaviour. Legarrata (1977) obtained similar results in another study of Spanish/English

bilingual classes. English was found to be used more for direction, correction and discipline,
and to give positive feedback (Chaudron 1988). In Guthrie (1984) the Cantonese LI was

used most for translation, classification, comprehension checking, procedures and directions,
and as a solidarity marker. Wong-Fillmore's study (1980) also found the LI being used

predominantly for explanation and clarification (Chaudron 1988). Similar results arose in
Milk (1982), who found that English was used more commonly than Spanish in a grade 2

bilingual class for directives and metastatements, but the two languages were more balanced
for other functions. These studies seem to indicate that the LI is used more for language
functions connected with communication of meaning, whereas the L2 seems to dominate in

language functions more associated with instruction.
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These findings are relevant to the present study as they all show a functional differentiation
in classroom situations where more than one language is used. This echoes the notion of

layers of classroom discourse, used for different purposes. In the cases described above, the
classes consisted of monolingual groups. Some examples were observed in the present study
of subgroups using LI in the lessons, although these examples are few, as the present study
involves multi-lingual groups, most of whom cannot access a shared LI. However, the theme

of discourse layers seems to be common to both settings.

2.4.3 Errors, feedback and student expectations

A further area of enquiry in the "linguistic orientation" towards language classroom research
is the treatment of error. This section gives a brief overview of this area, and touches on

research into student expectations as regards error correction.

Adult second language learners, unlike children acquiring their first language, are not only
constrained by their Universal Grammar principles, but also by their knowledge of their LI

and other languages, and their general cognitive procedures when formulating and testing

hypotheses. This process depends on the existence of negative evidence, without which
learners cannot disconfirm and retreat from over-powerful, over-generalising hypotheses.

Negative evidence presents the learner with information about what is not possible in a

language, information that may reveal a mismatch between the learner's interlanguage

grammar and the fully formed target language grammar. This may take a variety of forms,
some explicit, some implicit and is an important area in SLA classroom research. Studies
include Schachter (1991), who points out that adults and older children respond to negative
evidence more readily than children do in general hypothesis-testing experiments. This

suggests that negative evidence has perhaps more of a role to play in second language

hypothesis testing than in first language acquisition. Unlike U.G., adult general cognitive

procedures seem to respond to and require this type of evidence.

Negative evidence may take the form of explicit correction, confirmation checks or

clarification requests. Negative evidence does not, however, automatically result in a

restructuring of the learner's interlanguage grammar. In order to be psycholinguistically

effective, certain conditions must prevail. The learners must be at the appropriate stage of the

acquisition order, the point at which they are psycholinguistically "ready" to acquire the
feature in question. Their present hypothesis must be "weakly confirmed" in order to be
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effectively challenged by the negative evidence they are exposed to. Another precondition
for effective restructuring is that the negative evidence must be recognised as such by the

learner, and the critical rules under question must be apparent. Further studies in this area

include Sharwood Smith (1991), who discusses error correction as a form of enhanced input

and proposes two separate dimensions along which this focusing of the formal properties of
the language could vary - explicitness and elaboration. Using these two dimensions,
Sharwood Smith suggests that "some kind of instructive taxonomy of consciousness-raising

techniques" could be arrived at (1991: 119).

Chaudron (1988) refers to number of studies which have indicated that teacher may give

ambiguous or confusing correction, (e.g. Allwright 1975). This suggests that providing
correction is not an easy part of a teacher's instructional repertoire. However, doubts have
been raised in research as to the developmental value of error correction. Lyster & Ranta

(1997) look at learner uptake of corrective feedback, reporting on a study involving four

primary immersion classrooms. They found that the teachers in the study tended to use

recasts, although these were ineffective at eliciting student-generated repair. In contrast,

other types of feedback - elicitation, metalinguistic feedback, clarifaction requests and

repetition - proved more effective in eliciting repair. Lynch (1997) analyses teacher
interventions in task-based learner talk, and finds that teacher's interventions stifled learners'

attempts at repair. He concludes that teachers should not jump in immediately with
correction, but should allow learners enough time to attempt self-repair. (See Chaudron 1988
for a comprehensive summary of these issues).

However, correction seems - superficially at least - to be popular with learners. Cathcart and
Olsen (1976) found that although a group of learners expressed a desire for comprehensive
error correction. When provided with this, however, they expressed dislike and found
communication impossible (Chaudron 1988). Chaudron reports another study, which

surveyed over 400 non-native speakers, and found a strong preference for more correction,
this time in social situations with native speakers (Chenoweth et al. 1983).

The above area of research raises issues of student expectations of the teacher's role, which
is one of the themes of the present investigation, in particular student attitudes towards
teacher monitoring in groupwork. The study also looks at the features of plenary checking

sequences in the observed lessons, and how the teacher and students handle error and repair.
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2.4.4 Salience, noticing and focus on form

Another area of research in this field focuses on how features of language in the input are

made salient to learners. This section looks at work in this area, and its relationship to

teaching practice.

The term intake is used in the literature to describe the language information that is
internalised by the learners, leading to a restructuring of their interlanguage grammars.

However, as discussed above, this relationship is far from automatic. One important element
must be present if learners are to convert aspects of the linguistic input into learning, and add
to their interlanguage grammars and communicative skills. Throughout this process, certain
features must become salient to the learners - like the negative evidence, the new elements of

input must be noticed before they can begin to be assimilated. Sharwood Smith (1991)

distinguishes two types of salience - internally created, brought about by the learner's own

processing mechanisms, and externally created, induced by markers in the input. The latter

type of salience, which is relevant to teachers and educators, can be achieved by what
Sharwood Smith calls input enhancement or consciousness-raising, which he defines as "...a
deliberate focus on the formal properties of language with a view to facilitating the

development of L2 knowledge" (Sharwood Smith 1991: 118). The possible restructuring
influence of induced salience echoes Rutherford and Sharwood Smith's (1988) Pedagogic
Grammar Hypothesis, which states that:

Instructional strategies which draw the attention of the learner to specifically
structural regularities of the language, as distinct from the message content, will
under certain specified conditions significantly increase the rate of acquisition
over the rate expected from language learners acquiring that language under
natural circumstances where attention to form may be minimal and sporadic.

Rutherford & Sharwood Smith 1988

Consciousness-raising differs from traditional grammar teaching in that it emphasises, as the
name suggests, a raising of the learner's awareness about features of the target language, as

opposed to an attempt to instil grammatical patterns directly. Unlike traditional grammar

teaching, it acknowledges the indirect and complex nature of the relationship between input
and intake, and makes no claims about automatic results in terms of the learners' resultant

observable competence.
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A feature of the instructional setting which is normally less prevalent, or absent, in a

naturalistic acquisition environment is a focus on form - giving salience to features of the

language. An attention to form, and some kind of guidance, is what learners often expect

from the language classroom, and practically all instructional settings provide at least a

minimal element of this in their teaching programmes. As Widdowson has stated "...the very

learning process implies a focus on form as a necessary condition for the subsequent focus
on meaning" (1990: 45). The nature of this focus and the way in which it is achieved

depends on a variety of factors, such as the content of the teaching syllabus, the needs and

expectations of the learners, and the methodology used in the classroom. Sharwood Smith

(1991) presents the notion of enhanced input, which includes the provision of negative

evidence, arguing that the inclusion of these elements in the input provided can aid the

acquisition process, in that they have been seen to speed up the rate of acquisition. The

emphasis is on the linguistic material as opposed to the learners' mental processes, and it

consists of:

...attempts to put "flags" in the input, that is, to direct the learners' attention to
particular properties of the input in the hope that they can use these flags to
develop their own internal mental flags.

Sharwood Smith 1991: 120

These "flags" in the input may be of different types. The teacher may underline or highlight
certain features in a text in order to bring them to the attention of the learners, who may then
be invited to speculate on elements of the form. The teacher may also set leading questions,
which can help to lead the learners to an understanding of the workings of the grammatical

system - for this reason such techniques are often referred to as guided discovery. This is
another research area of relevance to the present study, which investigates the issue of focus

on linguistic form and substantive content through analysis of the observed lessons in

chapter 5.

(For further work in this area see Gass & Madden 1985 for a collection of papers on input
and second language acquisition, and Doughty & Williams 1998 for an extensive review of
research into focus on form). More recent studies have looked at these issues, e.g. Thornbury

(1997), who looks at tasks that promote noticing, and Lynch (1997), who looks at teacher
interventions in task-based learner talk.
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2.4.5 Intake, uptake and individual perceptions

A related issue to salience and focus on form is learner intake of linguistic input. In the past,

however, researchers attempting to investigate the relationship between input and learning
have faced many problems in quantifying intake, as it is notoriously difficult to gauge the
extent to which classroom input has been taken in by learners. In addressing this problem, an

alternative viewpoint on investigating learning has been proposed — that of uptake (Allwright

1984), defined by Slimani as ".. .what learners claim to have learned from a particular
lesson" (1992: 197). Slimani approaches the problem of investigating learning in a study
which focuses on the classroom process itself. She points out one problem of measuring
intake - the enacted lesson is very seldom, if ever, an embodiment of the teacher's plan, the
coursebook guidelines, or even the researcher's instructions. This presents a difficulty for
researchers who aim to administer post-lesson tests to evaluate learning, as they cannot know

exactly what will be focused on in the lesson in advance (Slimani 1992).

Slimani also critiques elicitation procedures such as those used by Lightbown (1983),

arguing that these techniques select particular linguistic features present in the teacher's plan,
an approach which can serve to mask other features noticed by learners in the lesson. She
characterises lessons as co-constructed social events, and as such describes them as being

fundamentally unpredictable at a detailed level. For this reason, she argues that the enacted
classroom process must be the primary source of data on input provided. In her study, she

directly questioned the students about their uptake - what they thought they had learned in
their English lessons. This innovative approach yielded fascinating findings, not least of
which was the degree of idiosyncrasy present in students' post-lesson reflections.

Slimani's findings are extremely relevant for the present study, as she emphasises the

potential differences which can exists between individuals in a class regarding perceptions of
classroom process and aims. The present study devotes chapter 7 to an investigation of
individual perceptions of classroom process and participant rights and responsibilities in the
observed lessons.

2.4.6 Interaction and the negotiation of meaning

Another important area of classroom SLA research is the investigation of interaction. Ellis's

(1990) Input Interaction Hypothesis states that "...L2 acquisition occurs most efficiently
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when learners have plentiful opportunities to negotiate meaning whenever there is some kind
of communication difficulty" (1990: 12). According to this idea, the learners are more likely
to attend to second language data if they are trying hard to overcome the difficulties inherent
in attempting to communicate using limited linguistic resources. Features of the language, it
is argued, will become salient to learner more readily if he or she is engaged in a genuine
information exchange, with the emphasis on meaning. In addition, it may be argued that

acquisition of a second language involves more than just grammatical acquisition - the

acquisition of discourse and sociolinguistic competences may also be seen as playing a part.

Swain (1985) highlights the case of immersion students, who have scant opportunity for
interaction in the classroom, although they receive a rich diet of comprehensible input. Their

apparently limited grammatical development may possibly be due to this lack of "two-way,

meaning-negotiated exchanges" (1985: 247).

This interaction can take many forms. It may take place between the teacher and the learners,
or between the learners themselves, in pairs, groups or as a class. A variety of classroom
activities can be described as "interactive" in some way, but some are more interactive than
others. Ellis refers to two types - one-way and two-way tasks. One-way tasks are those in
which the participants may choose whether or not to contribute, the two-way type being the

information gap in which all the participants hold some information, and must volunteer it in
order to complete the task. Long (1983a) found that the two-way tasks involved more

interactional modification, but as Ellis points out, the research is inconclusive. Ellis also

suggests, however, that all classroom discourse is interaction of a kind, whether it is form or

meaning-focused instruction. He outlines what he considers to be key points in attempting to

achieve an optimal communicative environment:

1. Clear separation between the learners' LI and the target language,
encouraging them to use the L2 for communication - clearly easier to
achieve in a multilingual class.

2. Learners are interested in the topics, and have opportunities to control the
topics under discussion.

3. All participants try hard to understood by the others - calling for the use of
interactional strategies.

4. Learners are "pushed" to stretch their linguistic resources.

5. The discourse types that the learners participate in in class should reflect
their communicative needs outside the instructional setting.
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6. The teacher should provide "scaffolding" for the production of complex
structures if necessary.

7. The learners in later stages should have adequate access to discourse rich in
marked linguistic features.

8. Production should not be forced.

Ellis 1985: 126-7

This checklist seems to provide a useful account of what constitutes an optimal "acquisition-

friendly" communicative environment in the classroom. (Research into interaction and
second language acquisition is summarised in Chaudron 1988) The present study touches on

groupwork in the data analysis presented in chapter 5.

2.4.7 Classroom questions

Research into classroom questions is an area of interest for this study, given that the question
seems to play a prominent role in classroom interaction. This section will summarise
research into this aspect of classroom discourse.

2.4.7.1 Question frequency and question types

Frequent teacher questions have been seen as a characteristic feature of classroom discourse
- White and Lightbown (1984) found an ESL teacher used 427 questions in a fifty-minute
class. Chaudron reviews research work on questioning behaviour, starting with that of
teachers. Teachers' questioning behaviour has been investigated in some L2 studies focusing
on the relationship between teachers' questions and target language production, or

"...correct and meaningful content-related responses by students" (1988: 126). Chaudron

argues that teachers' questions engage the attention of learners, promote verbal responses

and also help teachers to evaluate learners' progress. Much research in this area has been
concerned with looking at teaching practice with a view to improving it by discovering how
teachers can avoid asking vague or restrictive questions (Chaudron 1988). Chaudron goes on

to look at the factors which have been considered to either limit or enhance productivity in
the responses students give, beginning with question types.

The first distinction between classroom question types was drawn by Barnes (1969), who

distinguished between two categories - open questions, which elicit a longer response, and
closed questions, which require only a "yes" or "no" answer. A further distinction was made
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in second language classroom research by Naiman et al. (1978), and Bialystok et al. (1978),

who distinguished between specific and general information question types, the specific

question restricting the range of possible replies, with the general information type allowing
for a freer response. Mehan (1979), investigating a general education class, identified known

information questions. Long and Sato (1983) discuss this question type in their study, in
which they compared questions used by six native speaker teachers in classrooms with those
used by thirty-six native non-teachers in conversations with non-native speakers. A strong

difference was found in that the classroom questions were predominantly display questions,

(questions to which the teacher already knew the answer), whereas outside the classroom the

questions were nearly all referential, (questions to which the speaker does not already know
the answer). Pica and Long (1986) compared experienced and inexperienced teachers in
terms of linguistic and conversational performance and looked at linguistic complexity, the
functions of questions, statements and imperatives and question types. They also recorded
teachers' use of conversational adjustments such as comprehension checks and clarification

requests, which are hypothesised to facilitate acquisition through comprehension (Nunan

1989). They found that the experienced teachers used a wider range of question forms, but
the two groups were in general more similar than they were different. Brock (1986)

investigated the effect of higher frequencies of referential questions on classroom discourse.
In her study, two teachers were trained in using more referential questions, and two were not.

All four teachers taught the same lesson to groups of six students. She found that the
treatment pair of teachers asked more referential questions than the control pair, and that the
student responses were longer, more syntactically complex and had more examples of
connectives between propositions. She suggests that this greater output on the part of
students may be beneficial, seen in terms of Swain's (1983) emphasis on output in SLA.

Early (1985) also found a greater proportion of display questions in a study of ESL social
studies students. Ramirez et al. (1986) observed twice as many display questions as

referential ones in their study of different program types (Chaudron 1988). However

Bialystok et al. (1978), in their study of core and immersion French classes, found that the
teachers did not follow these trends, as only the immersion teachers used more referential

questions. Chaudron suggests that "...the more language-oriented the classroom, the more

the teacher finds it appropriate to elicit linguistically constrained student contributions in
order to promote practice in the language" (1988: 127).
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2.4.7.2 Repeated questions and other teaching strategies

White and Lightbown (1984) point out that teachers tend to repeat and rephrase questions in
a study of three secondary ESL teachers (Chaudron 1988). They found them asking up to

four questions a minute, overall about 40% of the questions receiving no response, and up to

64% being repetitions of earlier questions. They found that the success rate of learners

responding to repeated questions was often lower than to questions posed only once,

suggesting that repetition may not always help. However, this may be due to the need to

repeat or rephrase the more difficult questions (Chaudron 1988). Buckheister and Fanselow

(1984) looked at teachers' methods of "narrowing" questions, and found that they achieved
this by giving clues, comparing and contrasting expected responses, and generally limiting
the possible responses that can be given. One way that this can be done is by offering an "or-

choice", a question that includes alternatives to choose from. Long (1981) observed twice as

many "or-choice" questions in NS-NNS interactions than in NS-NS interaction (Chaudron

1988). Long however questions the helpfulness of rephrasing, giving an example, which he

suggests is potentially confusing:

Are the islands the same - do they look the same?...as Japan as... the country in
Japan? Are the houses, for example, are the houses the same on Osima... as say
in the country... Sapporo or (Akairo)? Do the people talk the same or do the
houses look the same?... Or are the trees the same?

Long 1981: 152 in Chaudron 1988: 128

However, Chaudron (1988) goes on to acknowledge that teacher questioning can be more

complex than isolated questions and answers, and may be used to create a structure for
students, within which teachers using a Socratic form of dialogue to guide students towards

knowledge. He identifies another subset of questions used by teachers to maintain interaction
- comprehension checks, confirmation checks and clarification requests - and summarises
research which has looked into the extent to which these features of teacher speech increase
student negotiation, hypothesised to facilitate acquisition, citing studies from Ellis (1985)
and Early (1985). Long and Sato (1983) and Pica and Long (1986) compared ESL teachers'

questioning behaviour with the questions used by native speakers carrying out an

information gap task with NNSs, and both studies found that while comprehension checks
were infrequent in the dyads, they were common in the teachers' speech, the reverse being
true for confirmation checks. Pica and Doughty (1985) compared teacher-fronted activity
with group activity, and found more examples of the three question types in the teacher-
fronted activity. This ran counter to their hypothesis, which was that the group work would
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afford more opportunities for this type of interaction, assumed to be beneficial for

acquisition. Chaudron concludes from these studies that questions alone are not sufficient to

generate extensive student use of the target language, and that the teachers must be aware of
"the pitfalls of too closed, too fast, or too vague questions, or worse, too many repetitions of
the same non-understood question." (1988:131).

Wait- time - the time the teacher waits for a student to answer - is another area that has

received attention in the research literature. Holley and King (1971) argued for at least a

five-second wait in an L2 classroom setting, having found that this length of a pause had
elicited more student responses in college German classes. White and Lightbown (1984) and

Long et al. (1984) back up this recommendation for longer wait-time (Chaudron 1988).
Shrum and Tech (1985) also looked at wait-time in high school foreign language classes, and

found relatively short wait-times and responses, particularly in the target language. They

interpreted this as an artefact of the undemanding nature of the drill-like questions

(Chaudron 1988).

Less attention has been paid to students' questions in research, perhaps due to their relative

infrequency - Dillon (1981) found 95 examples of students questions compared with 378
teacher questions in 27 high school lessons. White and Lightbown (1984) found a greater

difference in Canadian ESL classes. They looked at seven teachers and their classes, and

counted a total of 1387 teacher questions, as opposed to only 104 student questions. Markee

(1995) focused on this issue by looking at how three university ESL teachers responded to

student requests for help in interpreting unknown vocabulary items. She found that teachers
tended not to answer referential questions directly, instead using display questions, in what

she calls a counter-question strategy.

2.4.7.3 Question contexts and functions

One or two points may be raised when considering the findings of these studies, regarding
both the speech contexts used in the research, the individual motivations of students, and the

possible functions of classroom questions beyond the elicitation of a response.

As suggested above, it is worth bearing in mind that Long's data collection involved

strangers being paired and asked to have a conversation. Participants may have felt nervous

in this rather unusual interactional situation, which may have lead to questioning like the
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example cited above — a string of questions used perhaps as an attempt to maintain
conversation in a slightly awkward social encounter.

This work could also be criticised for the apparent assumption that learners will answer

questions as quickly as possible within the limits of their language comprehension and

proficiency. It does not seem to take into account other forces which may be at work in the
classroom situation, forces which could influence students' decisions about whether or not to

answer, the speed with which they reply, and the length and complexity of the response.

Factors such as individual reticence, mood, tiredness, position in the room, cultural role

expectations, gender expectations, previous learning experience, and pressure not to "show
off' in front of peers, may have a part to play in student decisions of this type. However,

they do generate interesting implications about the effect of different question types on

classroom interaction.

The assumption of researchers also seems to be that the sole aim or attempted function of
teachers' classroom questions is to elicit student responses. The present study examines this
issue, discussing the occurrence of possible functions of repeated and unresponded-to

questions in the recorded lessons.

2.4.8 Discussion of "linguistically-oriented" classroom research

This section discusses some issues related to the interpretation of this area of research, and

argues for a stronger focus on context when investigating the language classroom. It
illustrates this with a critique of the distinction between display and referential questions,
based on a consideration of context.

Although work in this area has provided many interesting and informative findings, there are

a few points that can be raised about this research and its relationship to practice. Caution
should perhaps be exercised in interpreting the results of studies that attempt to apply tests of
statistical significance in comparisons between very different social contexts, such as the
classroom versus a conversational setting. In one case, the teacher acts in a professional /
institutional capacity, fulfilling a role which has been culturally shaped - a role which is

generally expected to certain functions.
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If we take the example of an investigation into display questions, it could be argued that

checking and evaluation is part of a teacher's job, and so it is unsurprising to find it more

frequent than in a non-teaching conversational setting. Additionally, even when the teacher
interacts with one student in plenary mode, in a sense the interaction is intended for the

consumption of all - a group of people is present, and they are expected to pay attention. The
teacher may use elements of classroom interaction such as display questions as a form of
covert group instruction.2 In contrast, informal conversation involves participants acting out

non-institutional roles, and so it is not perhaps surprising that the interaction does not include
features such as display questions - the concept of display is anyhow rendered meaningless
if there is no audience, as in a conversational dyad. Additionally, there are a number of other
variables at play which may also have a bearing on the number of question forms used in the
conversation, such as whether it involves people meeting for the first time in an experimental

setting, or friends conversing in a non-experimental situation. In the native-speaker -

nonnative speaker (experimental) conversation, the native speaker may feel responsible for
the social encounter and the comfort of the nonnative, especially if the exchange is taking

place in his or her (socially dominant) language. The native speaker then, motivated by

politeness, may perhaps use a lot of questions to help to give the interaction a simple
structure and put the nonnative interlocutor at their ease. Asking a lot of referential questions

is, in any case, a strategy often employed in first-time social encounters.

Brock (1986) gives an example of a "typical" display question - "What does temperament

mean?" and a referential question - "Do you have any Filipino friends?" Her study, as

discussed above, was predicated on the belief that referential questions are preferable to

display questions in promoting second language acquisition. These two example questions
seem to be a clear illustration of the double nature of the classroom process - the display

question is explicitlyfocused on form, and the referential question is focused on meaning.

However, the insistence on a dualistic distinction between display and referential may

falsely "tidy up" a complex set of speech events - what, for example, would be the status of
a question such as "What time do you get up?" in a lesson focused on the present simple
tense? This question is a request for genuine information, but it also focuses on form. The
extent to which this is explicit or implicit may rest entirely on how it is framed by the teacher
or coursebook, and how it is interpreted by the students. This type of display/referential (or

2
Ulichny (1996) deals with this issue in her analysis ofperformed conversations - discussed here in

chapter 3.
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form/meaning) combination is in fact extremely common in language practice tasks

presented in commercially produced teaching materials.

Banbrook & Skehan (1989) also question the ease with which questions can be assigned to

the display or referential categories, in an article that casts doubt on the extent to which this

theory-driven approach can establish internal and external validity. Firstly, the construct of
the "question" is problematised - it is not easy to ascertain whether a teacher question is in
fact a question or an imperative. Looking at a question in isolation from its discourse context

may also present problems of interpretation. Additionally, not all questions are presented as

grammatical interrogatives. They give examples from Banbrook's (1987) data, which
illustrate the ambiguous and complex nature of classroom questions. In the first example, the
teacher asks a student what could be classed as a referential question:

T Good. Jogging. Yeah? OK.
I Do you jog?

S10 No.
T Good. Are you fit?
S10 No.

T All right.

Banbrook & Skehan 1989: 144

However, the use of "good" to evaluate the response indicates that there is an element of

display at work. A simultaneous display and referential focus may also be seen when the
teacher asks a display question, but in doing so refers to a student's personal context -

Banbrook and Skehan talk about the need to "parade" the structure (1989: 144).

Additionally, they found that different lessons produced different types of display questions.
In one lesson, the display questions tended to be focused on word meaning, whereas in
another lesson they focused more on content. They argue for a finer sub-categorisation,

showing display questions placed on parallel clines:

Content

NARROW Form BROAD

Figure 2.1 Banbrook & Skehan 1989: 145

The content ranges from eliciting a predictable, or restricted response, to an open question.

Similarly, the form of the response may be restricted or open. They also argue that individual
classes may establish sociolinguistic norms understood within that particular context, a view
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that has been expressed by other writers (e.g. Stubbs 1975, Sinclair & Brazil 1982, Brown &

Edmondson 1984, Mehan 1979). For this reason context-bound interpretation of utterances is

necessary, if a fuller understanding of the function of utterances is to be gained.

This critique raises important questions about the extent to which the experimental model of
research can shed light on classroom process. The next section will go on to review the
second broad category of research identified by Allwright and Bailey (1991), the

"sociological orientation". It will conclude by arguing that this strand of enquiry is more

suited to the focus of the present study.

2.5 A sociological orientation

Several commentators have criticised classroom SLA research on the grounds that it does not

take sufficient account of the social context of the language in use, (e.g. Breen 1985, Van
Lier 1988, Bartu 1991). However, the concept of "context" may be understood at more than
one level. One area of discussion and research has looked at what could be termed macro-

contexts of language teaching and learning, in its discussion of the role of English as an

international language, and issues of cultural and linguistic imperialism in English language

teaching. Another group of studies has focused on micro-contexts, dealing with issues such
as socialisation, group dynamics and the classroom micropolitics of macro social issues such
as ethnicity, gender and social class. To separate this field into two strands is not to say,

however, that they are mutually exclusive - some studies explicitly link the macro and micro

aspects of context in their interpretations of classroom process (e.g. Spada & Lyster 1997).
However, I have used the broad macro / micro distinction for the purposes of this review.

2.5.1 Macropolitics of the classroom

This strand of research and discussion has looked at the macro-political issues surrounding
the role of English as an international language, and the related role of the global English

language teaching profession. The spread of English around the world has been attacked as a

form of linguistic imperialism (e.g. Phillipson 1992, 1996, Pennycook 1994). Phillipson

(1992) levels a number of charges at what he sees as the damaging and essentially

exploitative role of English as a modern-day world or international language, focusing on the

position and function of the world-wide English language teaching profession, and the
academic discipline of Applied Linguistics.
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Phillipson and others have drawn attention to the prevailing dominance of what they call the
centre of the English-speaking world - Britain, North America and Australia and New
Zealand - in the development and propagation of teaching methodology and materials. This
dominance has been heavily criticised as inappropriate and culturally alienating for many

teachers and learners around the globe, and there has been a call for appropriate

methodology (e.g. Holliday 1994, 1997, Ellis 1996, Kramsch & Sullivan 1996).

Additionally, teacher education practices have been criticised for cultural inappropriacy (e.g.
Bax 1995). Writers from the periphery, (e.g. Canagarajah 1993, 1999), have begun to

question this hegemony from a localised perspective, and have proposed an alternative

approach to pedagogy. Commentators have challenged the notion that English is in some

sense the "property" of any dominant socio-economic group (e.g. Norton 1997). Several
books for teachers have appeared, focusing on issues of intercultural communication (e.g.
Jordan 1994, Scollon & Wong Scollon 1995, Valdes 1986), cultural awareness (e.g. Tomalin
& Stempleski 1993) and the position of English in the world (e.g. Graddol & Meinhof 1999).
Others have concentrated on the appropriacy of methods and teaching materials for the
cultural context, (e.g. Ellis 1996, Kramsch & Sullivan 1996, Canagarajah 1999).

2.5.2 Micropolitics and ethnography of the classroom

Classroom interaction cannot be viewed in isolation of home, community, or the
micropolitics of the school and broader social, cultural and economic contexts.
An adequate definition of the micropolitics of classroom interaction would also
have to account for the plurality of meanings extant in classroom interaction and
for how and to what purpose meanings are contested.

Bloome & Willet 1991:208

Also working in an explicitly political framework, Bloome & Willet (1991) coin the term

micropolitics of classroom interaction in their discussion of general education classrooms
and issues related to ethnic and linguistic minorities. They present the notion of micropolitics
as a way of approaching and interpreting classroom process in relation to these issues. They

argue that any definition of micropolitics must account for structural issues - "the structures

of teacher-student interactions", substantive issues-"the meanings constructed through
classroom interaction", and historical issues - "the classroom interaction experiences that
students and teachers have had over time" (1991:207/8). In their discussion, they challenge
the standard definition of power as power over others, arguing that this reinforces a

male/patriarchal view of human relationships. Instead, they conceive of power as
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manifesting itself in cooperative, supportive relationships. They also emphasise the present-

day orientation of classroom interaction, arguing that for many teachers and students, the
immediate goal is to make it through that particular day, as opposed to focusing on higher-
order educational aims.

Bloome and Willet distinguish two strands of ethnographic studies within the general

education framework, one US-based, which has focused on issues related to ethnic, linguistic
and racial minorities, and the other based in Britain, where the focus has been more on socio¬

economic class. They argue that these two strands of research rest on quite different
theoretical underpinnings. In the US, the influence on ethnographic study came from

sociolinguists (e.g Bernstein 1971, Labov 1972 and Searle 1965, 1972), sociolinguistic

ethnographers (e.g. Gumperz 1982, Gumperz & Hymes 1972, Hymes 1974) and

ethnomethodologists (e.g. Garkinkel 1967, Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974). This

tradition "...provided a theoretical basis for understanding how language is used to construct

the social and cultural contexts of face-to-face events" (1991: 211). The theoretical ideas

were taken and used by educational researchers (e.g. Cazden, 1988, Cazden & Wallat 1981,

Heap 1980, 1989, Heath 1983, McDermott 1977, Mehan 1979, Wilkinson, 1982). In this

conception, "As teachers and students interact with each other, they continuously construct

and reconstruct interpretive contexts that define who they are socially and the cultural norms

for how to act, think, feel, believe, and assign meaning" (Bloome and Willet 1991: 211).

Bloome and Willet argue that this led to teaching and learning in US research being defined
in terms of linguistic and socially-constructed processes. The routines of classroom process

were regarded as being socially constructed through interaction, and this was the focus of

many ethnographic studies in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. They summarise US studies
focused on structures ofparticipation that served to exclude ethnic or linguistic minority
students (e.g. Collins 1987, Erickson & Mohatt, 1982, Michaels 1981, Trueba 1988). They
also describe a subsequent shift within US ethnographic research, away from generalisation
and universals towards interpretation and particularity. In contrast, they describe the British
research as being more sociological, quoting Atkinson, Delamont and Hammersley on the
difference between the two traditions:

[British] studies of everyday life in schools and classrooms have consistently
treated the teacher as a "worker" faced with repeated problems of "coping" and
"surviving" under trying circumstances. This represents a subtle but important
difference from much American writing which has placed greater emphasis on
the role of the teacher as representative of "mainstream" culture, contrasted with
local regional or ethnic subcultures of student groups. British interactionists have
thus frequently portrayed the classroom as a site of actual or potential conflict, in
which the participants engage in strategic interaction [emphasis added].
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Teachers and students are locked in a competitive struggle for legitimacy and
control... It is entirely in keeping with respective sets of national preoccupations
that North America scholars should more frequently represent a situation of
cultural pluralism, while their British counterparts represent local manifestations
of class conflict.

Atkinson, Delamont & Hammersley 1988: 212-213

In the British tradition, the emphasis has been on teachers' strategies for getting through the

day, (e.g. Ball et al. 1984, Hargreaves 1984). Other themes have been strategies for dealing
with contradictory role demands (e.g. Peterson 1984), strategies for resisting (e.g. Benyon &
Atkinson 1984, Hammersley & Turner 1984, Willis 1977), and strategies for controlling (e.g.

Hargreaves et al. 1984).

Bloome and Willett go on to look at data from a four-year ethnographic study in the US
which investigated language and academic socialisation in a community of graduate students
and their families. The study included the recording and transcription of classroom
interaction in a first-grade class consisting of 22 children - 9 bilinguals, 8 monolingual

English speakers, and 5 limited-English speakers. The transcript is analysed on more than
one level, and they conclude that, "...political struggle occurs simultaneously on multiple
levels that reciprocally influence each other" (1991:219):

Figure 2.2: Bloome & Willet 1991: 219
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Bloome and Willett describe both lessons' academic content and conversational structure as

"...a political frame for classroom interaction" (1991: 220) in their discussion of ethnicity,

language, class and gender issues in the first-grade class. This metaphor of concentric circles

representing "layers" of classroom discourse in echoed in Pennington 1998, discussed in

chapter 3, and is highly relevant to the present study.

Mitchell (1985) surveyed the area ofprocess research in second language classrooms,

contrasting systematic observational studies with ethnographic research, in addition to

covering classroom SLA research. She begins by mentioning other earlier overview articles,

including that of Long (1980), who argued for a combination of systematic interactional
studies and ethnography for the study of what constitutes effective teaching. Also Allwright

(1983) looked at the historical development of the field, and Gaies (1983) reviewed research
into aspects of classroom process such as teacher talk. Mitchell concludes that throughout
the reviews of the (SLA) research literature, no clear conclusions have been drawn, nor

causal relationships between process and acquisition firmly established.

She also mentions reviews of ethnographic classroom studies (Enright 1984, Cazden et al.

1980, Ramirez 1980, Trueba & Wright 1981). In looking at "global" ethnographic classroom

studies, she too points out the difference in the US and British research orientations. The
scarce ethnographically-influenced British research was represented by Edmondson (1980)
in his discussion of classroom discourse worlds, (discussed in chapter 3), and Cicourel

(1984) and Van Lier (1984), who both adopted a ethnographic perspective. Several British
writers had argued at that time for a more ethnographic approach to classroom research (e.g.
Trueba (1982). Trueba & Wright (1981) and Erickson & Mohatt (1982) urged the use of

microethnography, which differs from traditional ethnography in that it has a more restricted

scope, and focuses on particular institutional contexts (Mitchell 1985). Microethnography
also involves a different orientation to the research context:

While general ethnography reports overall narrative destriptions of events,
microethnography attempts to specify the processes of face-to-face interaction in
the events by which the "outcomes" of those events are produced. Detailed
analysis of audiovisual records of events is the means by which the interaction
processes are studied intensively...

Erickson & Mohatt 1982 in Mitchell 1985: 335
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Cazden, John and Hymes's (1972) collection of sociolinguistic papers was influential - for

example it was in this collection that Philips (1972) introduced the concept ofparticipant

structures. He defined these as "...ways of arranging verbal interaction with students, for

communicating different types of educational material, and for providing variation in the

presentation of the same material to hold children's interest" (Philips 1972 in Mitchell 1985:

335). Mitchell suggests that the concept ofparticipant structure was the ethnographic

equivalent of the transaction, segment or activity levels identified in systematic analysis.

Participant structure was a construct used subsequently by other researchers (e.g. Mehan

1979, Van Ness 1981, and Mohatt & Erickson 1982).

Van Lier (1988) also argues for an ethnographic approach, drawing a distinction between

understanding processes and establishing causal proofrelationships. He argues for using

microethnography to aid interpretation in context, both micro and macro. Candlin expresses

this connection in his introduction:

Any analysis of classroom language learning must take account of the social
facts of classrooms as particular social institutions in which the local contexts of
particular participation must be connected to the broader social forces governing
the school as a predominantly "languaged" institution.

Candlin in Van Lier 1988: x.

There have been several more recent ethnographic studies in second language classrooms.
Kanaris (1996) looks at the relationship between classroom processes and the maintenance
of gender roles. Lynch & Hilles (1996) report on a 3 year participant observer study in an

inner city elementary school, Duff (1995) conducted an ethnography of communication in
immersion classrooms in Hungary, and Willett (1995) looked at ESL children in an

ethnographic study in the US. Trueba et al (1981) looked at examples of classroom

ethnography in bilingual settings, and Johnson (1995) reported on short case studies.

2.5.3 Discussion of "sociologically-oriented" classroom research

The overview presented above shows that this strand of research is varied, in terms of focus
and approach. However, there are several themes which seem to run through it.

The first of these is sensitivity to social context beyond the classroom. The macropolitical
work of Phillipson and others is concerned with the wider sociopolitical contexts of teaching.
The micropolitical work of researchers such as Bloome and Willet also take these social and
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political concerns into account, but examine how they may be enacted in and effect
classroom process. Secondly, as discussed above, investigation into these themes regarded
classroom process as an event which is socially constructed through the medium of
interaction. The emphasis here is on evolution and change within local context, and away

from universals and generalisability, assumed in the experimental approach. This tradition
also sees the development of theoreticalframeworks to account for classroom interaction,
such has the notion of structures ofparticipation proposed by Philips (1972), and the
introduction of "layered" models of classroom process, such as that of Bloome and Willet

(1991).

These constructs were developed to enable description and interpretation of classroom

process in such a way as to focus on participation, and to take into account the various
influences and foci of process and interaction. This work has been influential in subsequent
research into classroom discourse, and plays an important role in the formation of the

analysis in the present study. Chapter 3 will return to the developments in classroom
discourse. However, this chapter will conclude by looking briefly at some of issues

surrounding the relevance of classroom research to classroom practitioners.

2.6 Relating research to teachers and learners

Since language classroom research moved away from its base in teacher education in the late
1970s, the relationship between research and pedagogy has been rather a problematic one.

This can be perhaps seen on two dimensions — relating findings to teachers and learners, and

involving teachers and learners in research.

2.6.1 Making research relevant

Ellis highlights some problems associated with using experimental studies to inform

teaching, using as an example previous research into the effects of language practice:

"Practice" is, in fact, a vague construct. It means different things to different
teachers. Not surprisingly, researchers have operationalised the construct in
different ways.

..."acquisition" can also mean different things. Researchers measure acquisition
in different ways.

Most of the studies examined the relationship between overall practice and
overall acquisition rather than investigating whether practice in the production of
a specific linguistic feature led to the acquisition of that feature.
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The research is predicated on the assumption that practice causes acquisition.
However, it is equally possible to argue that it is acquisition (what the learners
know) that determines who receives opportunities for practice.

Ellis 1989: 65

His final point is that language "practice" is an interactive event, which is influenced by
social and interpersonal factors, and so cannot be easily isolated and standardised. He

expresses scepticism about the positivistic view that well-designed and well-conducted
research may provide definitive answers and directly effect global pedagogic change, (e.g.
Chaudron 1988). He cites two reasons: firstly, that the relationship between teaching and

learning is complex and non-linear, and secondly, that educational change is a subtle,

negotiated process which takes place within the constraints of local settings.

2.6.2 Involving participants

In addition to the epistemological doubts about experimental research and its relationship to

teaching practice, an additional barrier between the research world and the teaching world
exists. Practitioners have expressed a sense of being excluded and patronised by researchers,
who have at times been regarded as over-privileged inhabitants of ivory towers, out of touch
with classroom realities. Experienced and competent teachers do not always take kindly to

being told what to do in their classes, less so by people who they may feel do not have a

warrant to advise them. This hostility, or at least indifference, towards those who have been

regarded as "parasitic researchers" (Allwright & Bailey 1991:xv) may block the
dissemination of useful research findings to the people who may find them helpful. Learners
also seem to have been largely excluded from both an active, creative role in the research

process, and the discussion of research findings. However, classroom researchers do not

necessarily find this to be a desirable state of affairs. Pica (1994) argues for a greater degree
of collaboration between teachers and researchers, pointing out that much of the classroom
research community is made up of ex-teachers, and that researchers should respond to the
concerns of practitioners. Pica envisages teachers having more than a merely symbolic
involvement in the research process - they should have real input into research agendas. It
could indeed be argued that without their perspectives and contributions, any inquiry into
classroom process is at best partial. If the context is to be seen as inextricably intertwined
with classroom process, then the participants must be seen as primary sources of information
about that process - as insiders, they are privy to knowledge that the observer cannot

possibly access. The research community has attempted to relate their work to teachers, and
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several books has been produced which translate the findings of classroom research into

implications for teaching practice (e.g. Lightbown & Spada 1993, Lynch 1996).

2.6.3 Teachers as researchers

Despite these efforts, concern about this somewhat dysfunctional relationship between
researchers and practitioners has grown, and various suggestions have been put forward for

increasing practitioner engagement and involvement, not only as informants, but as active

inquirers:

Understanding what is to be a teacher, from direct and substantial experience, is
different from understanding teaching processes from outside. Knowing how to
teach, knowing as an outsider what teachers do, and knowing from experience
the practice of teaching, are three different modes of understanding. By
combining them, a fuller picture of the teaching process will be built up than
relying on one only. And exactly the same points can be made about knowing
language learning processes. The risk for teachers is that research will come too
much from outside the profession, so that the contingent and contradictory
experiences actually encountered in schools and classrooms are neglected in the
efforts of outside researchers to be tidy and concentrated.

Brumfit & Mitchell 1989: 10

Beasley and Riordan list advantages of teacher-initiated research:

It begins with and builds on the knowledge that teachers have already
accumulated through research.

It focuses on the immediate interests and concerns of classroom teachers.

It matches the subtle organic process of classroom life.

It builds on the natural processes of evaluation and research which teachers carry
out daily.

It bridges the gap between understanding and action by merging the role of
researcher and practitioner.

It sharpens teachers' critical awareness through observation, recording and
analysis of classroom events and thus acts as a consciousness-raising exercise.

Beasley and Riordan 1981:36 in Nunan 1989: 17

Teachers' greater involvement in research has been more recently promoted through a series
of conferences and resultant publications (e.g. Edge & Richards 1993).
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Action research, an approach that originated in general education, has also become
influential in language teaching. This form of research puts the teacher in control, and asks
teachers to formulate their own research questions and carry out their own investigations into
their own teaching. This movement grew out of a desire to involve teachers in research, and

encourage them to set their own research agendas. It is regarded as a form of awareness-

raising within teacher education, and as such is often included in professional development
courses. Wallace (1998) gives a practical guide to action research, which "...can be used by
teachers who wish to develop their professional expertise by investigating their own teaching
in a systematic and organised way" (1988: back cover). The emphasis is on improvement,

using research techniques derived from normal teaching practice.

However beneficial action research may be, it has been criticised on two counts - firstly, that
it seems to expect teachers to master complicated research techniques, and secondly, that in
real life teachers do not have time or energy for research on top of their normal workload.

Allwright talks about an "irreconcilable conflict between the demands of quality and

sustainability" in practitioner research (Allwright 2000). As research is a demanding process,

it can become unsustainable and be abandoned by teachers as a result. Allwright argues that
in action research, teachers may feel pressurised into becoming "expert" academic
researchers. Practising teachers may experience problems finding time for extensive reading
and research procedures, and may also experience failure, resulting in disillusionment. They
often report relief that they can "get back to normal".

An alternative is presented in the form of exploratory teaching, or exploratory practice (e.g.

Allwright & Bailey 1991, Allwright & Lenzuen 1997) - an approach to classroom

investigation which has been developed primarily in Rio de Janeiro at the Cultura Inglesa

teaching institute, in collaboration with the Linguistics Department at Lancaster University.

Exploratory practice differs from action research in that it sees as its starting point the

questions that teachers would like to address about their classes - know as puzzles. Another

important difference is that exploratory practice utilises existing pedagogic practices as

research tools. On a practical level, this means that a teacher engaging in exploratory

practice can embed the research element in a normal classroom activity. The teacher adapts a

classroom activity in order to investigate his or her puzzle - for example a small group

discussion could be set up on the theme, thus providing speaking practice at the same time as

investigating learners' views. The emphasis here is on procedures that can be incorporated
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into teachers' normal workload, leading to local understanding as opposed to

generalisability. This approach aims to prioritise sustainability over quality - as without

sustainability, it is argued, nothing of value comes out long-term - rather than prioritising

quality at the expense of the already difficult relationship between practitioners and
academics.

2.7 Discussion

The story of this area of research seems to reflect a gradual move from the large-scale,

product-focused, expert-led project aimed at "global" prescription, confident in its positivist
research paradigm, to the locally-situated, small-scale, descriptive, more relativistic,

practitioner-led enterprise. This growing scepticism about overarching language teaching
method has been expressed in several critiques (e.g. Allwright 1983, Pennycook, 1989,

Long 1989, 1991, Prabhu 1990, Brumfit 1991, Clarke 1994, Kumaravadivelu 1994). The
move away from large-scale theories of practice to locally-situated inquiry may, to an extent,

be seen as a representative of the wider sociocultural and intellectual movement of the latter
half of the twentieth century - postmodernism - with its questioning of global "truths" and its

emphasis on local situations. Lyotard (1980) charts what he sees as the collapse of the
"Grand Narrative" and suggests that these must give way to the less ambitious "petits recits",
defined as:

...little narratives that resist closure and totality, stressing the singularity of
every "event"...there is no longer a final authority that can speak for all human
beings from a universal perspective without already invoking some ideological
formation. Only by means of repeated testimony as petits recits can we be
reminded of the irreducibility and particularity of "events" in our lives that resist
global categorisation.

Kearney & Rainwater 1996: 426

Kumaravadivelu (1994) gives a nod to this philosophical source by adapting Lyotard's

original title (The Postmodern Condition) in his article entitled The Postmethod Condition.
He questions the concept of the method in language teaching, arguing that it has been a

product of a power imbalance between teachers and researchers/theorists. He argues for a

break in the cycle of fashion in method, moving on to a postmethod condition which

challenges the lowly role of practitioner, and empowering teachers to "construct classroom-
oriented theories of practice" (1994: 29). He cites Widdowson, who has also argued for the

primacy of the "domain of application" in the realisation of the relationship between theory
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and practice (1990:30). On the same theme Clarke (1994) presents a bold challenge to the
status quo, expressing the view that teachers are central to educational reform, and as such
must be made central to theory-building and research.

The early studies, the reactions to them and the two broad streams of subsequent classroom
research all inform the present study, in various ways. The experiences of the early method
studies underline the difficulties associated with using research to prove the superiority of a

set of classroom practices. This study does not set out to evaluate or to propose teaching

practices. They highlight the importance for observation and analysis of classroom process,

which is the key focus of this study in terms of the data collection. The reflections on the use

of systematic observation schedules has informed the research design of the study, as the
research questions seem to lend themselves to a flexible data collection approach which does
not begin with pre-observation categories.

The two broad strands described above cover a wide range of issues, and the reviews

highlighted the main findings of relevance for the study. The first, "linguistically-oriented"
strand offers a variety of findings related to several elements of classroom process and

discourse, in brief:

Table 2.1 Summary of "linguistically-oriented" research review

Findings / claims Examples of studies
The need for comprehensible input for language acquisition Ellis 1985

The functional differentiation in L1 and L2 use in the classroom Townsend & Zamora
1975

Older children and adults respond to negative evidence Schachter 1991

Error correction may vary in terms of explicitness and
elaboration

Sharwood Smith 1991

Teacher intervention may stifle learner attempts at repair Lynch 1997

Learners express a desire for correction, although they may
dislike it when it is provided

Cathcart & Olsen 1976

Linguistic elements of the input may be made salient to learners
through teaching techniques such as consciousness- raising

Sharwood Smith 1991

Individual student in one class may differ in terms of which
element of the lesson was salient to them

Slimani 1992

The negotiation of meaning encourages L2 acquisition Ellis 1990

Questions are frequent in classroom discourse White & Lightbown 1984

Classroom questions may be divided into "open" and "closed " Barnes 1969
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Classroom questions may be divided into "specific" and "general
information"

Naiman et al 1978

Classroom discourse may include "known information"
questions

Mehan1979

"Display" questions are more frequent in the classroom,
"referential" questions more frequent in conversation

Long & Sato 1983

Student replies to referential questions are longer and more
complex than to display questions

Brock 1986

Teachers tend to repeat and rephrase questions, and many of
their question receive no response

White & Lightbown 1984

Teachers narrow questions by giving clues and presenting "or"
choices

Buckheister & Fanselow
1984

Questions have different functions, such as comprehension
checks, confirmation checks and clarification requests

Ellis 1985

The second strand offers new conceptions of the nature of classroom process, and new

possibilities in terms of research methodology and approach:

Table 2.2 Summary of "sociologically-oriented" research review

Findings / claims
Classroom process and discourse can be analysed in terms of
structures of participation, which are routines and methods of
arranging interaction in the classroom

Examples of studies
Philips 1972

The structures of classroom process and the meanings
constructed by participants may be investigated by means of an
ethnographic approach focused on the "micro" level of process

Bloome & Willet 1991

Multiple levels of influence are present in educational interaction Bloome & Willet 1991

Microethnography may be useful for study of interaction in
institutional contexts

Erickson & Mohatt 1982

Although the aims of this study place it more within the latter "sociological" tradition, the

findings of the linguistic strand of research also have relevance to the context under

investigation.

The next chapter focuses on classroom discourse research, and reviews a range of studies
conducted in this area.
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Chapter 3: Classroom discourse research

In the previous chapter, the review of the history of language classroom research showed a

growing awareness of the complexity of classroom life and classroom interaction. The large
number of individual and cultural variables at play in the classroom context, coupled with
the multiplicity of aims and imperatives influencing discourse participants, make for an

intricately complicated speech event. In this chapter I will look at studies which have

analysed and discussed classroom process in terms of discourse, paying special attention to

studies which look the lesson as a multi-layered speech event.

3.1 Classroom discourse studies

The previous chapter covers studies that looked at classroom interaction, which raises the

question of the difference between these studies and classroom discourse research. Often
both groups seem to be looking at similar phenomena. However, this chapter will
concentrate on studies that treat classroom talk as the main object of investigation, and, as

opposed to quantifying isolated aspects of classroom discourse, aim for a more holistic

description and understanding of discourse in context.

A number of studies have investigated classroom discourse, addressing a variety of research

questions, and they utilise a range of discourse analytic approaches. However, they all take
into account the co-text, or surrounding discourse, and wider contextual factors to varying

degrees. This review will concentrate on second language classroom studies, although it will

mention first language classroom work that seems to be relevant to the present study. It will

review key studies and findings, and will summarise these and discuss their relevance to the

present study at the end of section 3.1.

Cazden (1986) identifies two traditions in a review of classroom discourse research - those

that aim to describe and define classroom processes, and those that investigate the

relationship between teaching and learning outcomes, echoing the distinction employed in

chapter 2. She highlights the differences between these two strands - the emphasis on pre-

established categories in process-product studies, as opposed to the sociolinguistic tradition,
whose studies work from transcriptions and observation notes, with the emphasis on

qualitative analysis. These two traditions have developed separately, and their differences are

representative of the wider controversy between positivistic and interpretive approaches in
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social research. This review will focus on this sociolinguistic tradition of classroom research,
in both the UK and the US. Significant strands of research or individual studies are

highlighted and described.

3.1.1 The US and ethnography of communication

Cazden (1986) looks first at one strand of US work - developed from the field of the

ethnography ofcommunication, (see Bauman & Sherzer 1975 for history and overview).
This review draws on Cazden's discussion of this area.

Hymes (1962) coined the term, and in 1965, after the beginning of the "Head Start"
educational programme, and rest of President Johnston's "war on poverty" the US Office of
Education held a small interdisciplinary conference to discuss directions in research into
children's language and success at school. There was concern at the conference about

contemporary "deficit models" of minority children's language and what was viewed as

undue emphasis on dialect differences in intervention programmes. The conference
concluded that research into differences between home and school language use was needed.
This lead to a number of influential publications: "On communicative competence" (Hymes

1971), "Functions of Language in the Classroom" (Cazden et al. 1972), "Directions in

Sociolinguistics: The Ethnography of Communication" (Gumperz & Hymes 1972), and the
new journal "Language and Society". While ethnography of communication grew out of the
field of anthropology, another related field was developing in sociology. Ethnomethodology
has been defined as a field of study which "...studies how people organise and understand
the activities of normal life... people's relations to each other and how social interaction
takes piace between people" (Richards, Piatt & Piatt 1992: 130). Cicourei, Jennings,

Jennings, Letter, Mackay, Mehan, & Roth (1974) introduced the first classroom research

using this approach, and the methodology of conversation analysis subsequently had a strong

influence on classroom discourse work, particularly Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974).
US research into "teaching as a linguistic process" continued to enjoy government funding

throughout the 1970s (Cazden 1986: 433).

3.1.2 The UK and a sociological focus

Cazden contrasts the US situation with that of the UK at that time, identifying four strands of
work. The first she identifies is the work of teachers of English, such as Barnes, Britton and
Rosen (1969). These studies were concerned with issues such as the linguistic expectations
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of children and the demands of secondary school. Cazden's second strand of research is the

"new sociology of education" (Young 1971, Karabel & Halsey 1976, Woods & Hammersley

1977), which shares its theoretical and methodological roots with US ethnomethodologists
such as Cicourel, but puts more emphasis on the (re)production of social inequalities within
the school (Cazden 1986: 434). The third area highlighted by Cazden is that of the linguists,

particularly Sinclair and Coulthard (1975). The final category consists of educational
researchers (e.g. Chanan & Delamont 1975, Stubbs & Delamont 1976, Stubbs 1983,
Delamont 1983, Stubbs & Hillier, 1983) critical of US process-product research, who
advocated the use of ethnography and linguistics in the study of classroom talk. While

anthropological influences dominated in the US, sociology was the main source discipline in
the UK. The research focus in the US was on issues of race and culture, whereas attention

was focused on social class in the UK, as discussed above. This accounts for the fact that

much of US work was undertaken in the primary grades, as it is at this stage of education
that cultural differences were assumed to be most prominent as children first encounter the
school setting. In contrast, the UK research dealt with secondary level students, as this was

felt to be the stage at which inequalities in social class were strongest.

3.1.3 Sinclair and Coulthard: initiation, response and feedback

In the same period, Sinclair & Coulthard (1975) provided one of the earliest descriptions of
classroom discourse, describing classroom it as being made up of exchanges, which
consisted of moves, which were in turn made up of speech acts. They identified the three-

part sequence of initiation - response -feedback (IRF) as the fundamental building block of
the lessons that they studied. This model has been extensively applied to second language
classroom discourse. For Sinclair and Coulthard, however, the classroom was simply a

convenient starting point for the analysis of discourse, as it seems to be relatively structured

by clear rules of procedure (Nunan 1993). The IRF model has been very influential in the

study of classroom discourse, and will be examined in relation to the present study in chapter

6, which looks at examples of IRF discourse from the observed lessons.

3.1.4 Mehan and constitutive ethnography

Following papers such as Labov (1970), and Hymes (1974), by the mid-seventies a greater

importance was being placed on the social context of language use within the field of applied

linguistics. This increasing interest had an influence on the tone of the research, particularly
in the US, where investigations of content classrooms placed a strong emphasis on the notion
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of improvisation and co-construction of classroom discourse and process. In this conception,
the complexity of the context and the flexibility of the discourse were given greater

recognition.

In one of the most influential US studies of the time, Mehan (1979) focused on how children

learn the conventions ofthe classroom and educational setting. He analysed a total of nine

videotaped lessons with a multi-ethnic elementary class, (mixed grades 1-3), using an

ethnomethodological approach. Mehan found that the students over time became more

competent at responding appropriately and correctly to the teacher's questions, and initiating

sequences of interaction. Cazden, in her introduction, emphasises the implicit nature of the
rules the children were acquiring:

Since none of the participants, not even the teacher, knew this structure explicitly, the
children had to learn it as they learnt language, without explicit tuition. As with language,
they learned more than anyone could have explicitly taught. This is the kind of subtle
progress during the year that a teacher can rarely hear for herself.

Cazden in Mehan 1979: x

Mehan makes the case for small-scale descriptions of classroom process, arguing that
researchers have discussed the influence of schools on students without directly studying
school life - instead it has been treated as a "black box" between input and output factors:

What are lacking in most discussions of the influence of schools are descriptions of the
actual processes of education. If we want to know whether student-teacher ratios, classroom
size, teaching styles, and all the rest actually influence the quality of education, then we
must be able to show how they operate in pragmatic educational situations. Like-wise, if we
are to understand how so-called input factors like social class, ethnicity, or teachers'
attitudes influence educational outcomes, then their influence must be shown to operate in
the course of interaction among participants in actual educational environments.

Mehan 1979: 5

He proposes constitutive ethnography as an alternative to correlation studies, the emphasis

being on " how people constitute their daily lives" (Mehan 1979: 8). He prefers this term to

microethnography (e.g. Erickson 1975) which, he argues, preserves the macro-micro

distinction by seeming to neglect macro contextual factors. In contrast, Mehan claims that

constitutive ethnography may "...put structuring and structure on an equal footing by

showing how the social facts of the world emerge from structuring work to become external

and constraining" (1979: 18). He summarises the aims of constitutive analysis as

"...retrievability of data, comprehensive data treatment, convergence between researchers'
and participants' perspectives on events, and an interactional level of analysis" (Mehan
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1979: 19). He criticises quantification schemes of classroom interaction, such as that of
Flanders (1970), arguing that such schemes obscure the contingent nature of interaction - in

particular the students' contributions, the interrelationships of verbal and non-verbal

behaviour, the relationship of behaviour to context, and the functions of language (Mehan
1979: 10). Like other earlier commentators, Mehan finds the conception of the classroom
inherent in these schemes over-simplistic, and too focused on the teacher. He argues that,
even if classroom interaction were restricted only to teacher questions and student responses,

this type of interaction should still be recognised as a complex and subtle co-production,

brought about by the joint participation of students and teacher. He also critiques the field

study approach to participation research, arguing that it can be anecdotal and lacking in
criteria for the selection of examples taken from fieldnotes. For this reason, he suggests, it is
difficult to draw conclusions about the representativeness of the examples chosen.

Additionally, in this type of work, data is abstracted to form summaries, losing the original
"raw materials" in the process, and thus limiting the possibilities for alternative

interpretations (Mehan 1979: 15). The data studied by Mehan and his associates consisted of

recordings of the first hour of each morning, involving the same routines as the children

began their school day. Mehan emphasises the need for students to understand the norms of
classroom interaction:

Students not only must know the content of academic subjects, they must learn the
appropriate form in which to cast their academic knowledge...They must know with whom,
when, and where they can speak and act, and they must provide the speech and behaviour
that are appropriate for a given classroom situation. Students must also be able to relate
behaviour, both academic and social, to varying classroom situations by interpreting
implicit classroom rules.

Mehan 1979: 133

3.1.5 Allwright and patterns of participation

Allwright (1980) applied a case study approach to his investigation of patterns of

participation. He highlights the complex nature of classroom participation, and the difficulty,
in his view, of attempting to quantify it. The learners are seen as being in a "bargaining

position" (Allwright 1980: 166) in a negotiated process. He proposes a macro-analysis of

teaching and learning, identifying three basic elements of classroom process:
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Instances of the target language, in isolation or in use.

Instances of communication concerning the nature of the target language
- rules and explanations, hints and clues, and quality judgements.

3. Management Aimed at ensuring the profitable occurrence of 1 and 2.
.

Allwright 1980: 166

These are not regarded as mutually exclusive, since instances ofguidance and management

in the target language are simultaneously samples. Allwright stresses that this analysis is not

designed to distinguish between teachers and learners - instead it allows differences to

emerge from the data. Neither does it differentiate between verbal and non-verbal behaviour.
He outlines his turn-taking analysis, and uses it to focus on one particular student, Igor. He

elaborates a topic analysis using the following categories:

M Instances of the target language intended primarily (if not exclusively) as
"models".

I *,»£ Instances of communication concerned primarily (if not exclusively) with

P U Instances of communication concerned primarily (if not exclusively) with
pedagogical / procedural matters.

O Any other use of language or non-verbal communication.

Allwright 1980: 174

Allwright also uses text analysis to shed light on a particular episode involving Igor, and

accompanies the transcript with a line-by-line interpretive commentary. He concludes his

paper by advocating a combination of macro-analysis of classroom process, with an

embedded case study involving analysis of individual episodes.

3.1.6 Socialisation and participation structure

In the field of general education in the US at this time, work continued on aspects of school
and socialisation. For example Erickson & Shultz (1981) discussed children's social

competence, Shuy & Griffin (1981) investigated the development of communicative
functions of primary school children, Green & Wallat (1981) researched the organisation of
formal activities such as the lesson, and Wilkinson, Clevenger & Dollaghan (1981) and

Cooper, Ayers-Lopez & Marquis (1982) focused on peer interaction. In their analysis,
Erickson and his colleagues emphasise participation structure — the rights and obligations of
discourse participants. Erickson (1982), drawing on an ethnomethodological tradition,
describes classroom talk as "...the collective improvisation of meaning and social
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organisation from moment to moment" (1982: 153). He sees two forces at play in classroom
discourse - academic task structure (ATS) and social participation structure (SPS) in his

research in a first-grade mathematics lesson. He defines the ATS and SPS respectively as

".. .a patterned set of constraints provided by the logic of sequencing in the subject-matter
content of the lesson" and "...a patterned set of constraints on the allocation of interactional

rights and obligations of various members of the interacting group" (1982: 154). The ATS is
seen as having four aspects:

A The logic of subject matter sequencing
B The information content of the various sequential steps
C

. The "meta-content" cues toward steps and strategies for completing the task
D The physical materials through which tasks are accomplished

Erickson 1982:154

Like Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), Erickson uses the construct of moves, the sequencing of
which is seen as rule-governed, controlled by the ATS. He uses the metaphor of a

mathematical problem to suggest that academic tasks have a fixed structure in terms of the

sequence of moves. Using the conversation analysis concept of the adjacencypair, he claims
that "Both in conversation and computation these are invariant relationships of series

position, hierarchically and sequentially ordered" (1982: 154). The SPS functions at the level
of interaction, and is described as "...the configuration of all the roles of all the partners in
an interactional event" (1982: 155). It, too, is seen consisting of four aspects:

A The social gate-keeping aspect of access to people and other information
. ■ sources during the lesson

B } ^ « The allocation of communicative rights and obligation among the various
? " interactional partners in the event

C #*8 *„ The sequencing and timing of successive functional "slots" in the interaction

D qi The simultaneous actions of all those engaged in the interaction during the
lesson

Erickson 1982: 155

Erickson defines occasions of social interactions as encounters (Goffman 1961). Although
the encounter is permeable to the outside world, it has its own internal logic - it is, in

ethnomethodological terms, a site of local production (Erickson 1982: 155). The actions of

partners in encounters are seen as existing on both a sequential and a simultaneous plane -

Erickson gives the example of speakers filling in sequential slots in interaction, and also

nodding while the other speaks. Gumperz (1982) used the term contextualization cues, which
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Erickson defines as the "surface-structural means by which communicative intent and

interpretive form are signalled" (1982: 159). These cues include keying of modalities such as

irony or sincerity, and framing (Goffman 1974, Schank & Abelson 1977, Tannen 1979) of
connected sets of communicative functions as speaking activities. Inherent in the notion of

framing is the idea that a scene of action alone does not provide enough information about
the context:

The scene is too complex and broad to be informative by itself. Specific features of context
must be pointed to continually and sustained though communicative behaviour. The cues
are manifested across many levels of organization of speech and non-verbal behaviour, in
syntax, lexicon, stylistic register of speech, in speech prosody, in body motion, gaze,
postural position, and interpersonal distance.

Erickson 1982: 159.

The ability to read these cues is crucial, Erickson argues, to communicative competence

(Hymes 1974). He goes on to argue that the potential opportunities for social action in a

lesson cannot be predicted - there is an element of fortuity. He discusses this balance of pre¬

determined structure and flexibility in terms of dominant sociological theories:

Considered in terms of social theory and socialization theory, school lessons are of special
interest because they are anomalous in the paradigms at either theoretical extreme; that of
social or psychological determinism on the one hand, and that of radical contextualism on
the other hand.

Erickson 1982: 161

Wilkinson (1982) features a range of classroom themes, such as the language used by first-

grade students to request and obtain information in reading groups (Wilkinson & Calculator

1982), discourse rules for literacy learning in teacher-student interaction (Stefano, Pepinsky
& Sanders 1982), structures of control in the classroom (Ervin-Tripp 1982) and teachers'

interpretations of students' behaviour (Mehan, Hertweck, Combs & Flynn 1982).
Wilkinson's introduction proposes a sociolinguistic approach to classroom communication,

discussing several assumptions about the nature of classroom discourse. Firstly, classroom
activities demand both structural linguistic competence and classroom communicative

competence, echoing Mehan (1979). Secondly, the classroom is a unique setting, requiring

specific competence. Thirdly, she assumes that students do not all possess the same degree
of communicative competence, in general or particularly in the classroom context. She
summarises findings in this area of research, concentrating on three themes: complexity of
social interaction in the classroom, diversity of students' learning and development, and the
central role of the teacher (Wilkinson 1982: 5). She highlights the social and educational
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barriers faced by children who find themselves unfamiliar with the "rules of game" in the

classroom, and the problems of assessing such children, mentioning that these problems can

be more pronounced in children from different cultural backgrounds. She also explores the
issue of individual differences in competence, citing studies that have looked at language
differences between school and home (Philips 1972, Heath 1982). These studies argue that

"...culturally diverse students do not receive an adequate explication of the "rules of the

game" for classroom interaction, which can contribute to their failure to learn these rules"

(Wilkinson 1982: 6). Wilkinson argues that this failure can result in an inability to function

adequately in the classroom, leading to lowered teacher expectations.

3.1.7 Edmondson and discourse worlds

Edmondson (1984) approaches the issue of cognitive processing and discourse complexity in

foreign language classroom settings, outlining areas of complexity in classroom discourse,
such as the element of make-believe and the suspension ofdisbeliefrequired for the

participation in many learning activities such as role-plays. He also mentions the teacher
behaviour, which, he argues, may involve an element of self-parody and irony as strategies
used to distance themselves from their roles and express themselves "as themselves". These

phenomena result, he argues, from the tension between target discourse and classroom
discourse - the "Labovian paradox" inherent in a situation in which people are taught
"...how to talk when they are not being taught" (Edmondson 1984: 162). He explicates this
tension:

In the foreign language classroom, the foreign language may be the content of instruction,
the medium of instruction, the medium of classroom management, the medium of everyday
(non-pedagogic) talk, and the medium for practising target discourse (so-called "authentic"
language use). More often than not, a specific utterance in the foreign language will
necessarily carry more than one of these functions at the same time.

Edmondson 1984: 162

He posits the idea of co-existing discourse worlds as a means of understanding this

complexity, defining a discourse world as "...a set of elements whereby a unit of talk

acquires a particular negotiated communicative value in the ongoing discourse" (Edmondson

1984:162). Other elements are recipient/s, shared pre-suppositions, the intentions of the

speaker, and the function of the interaction. Edmondson illustrates the embedded nature of

these discourse worlds with a fabricated example:
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T. 'U John, ask Mary the time.
J What time is it Mary?
M It's five past two.
T Fine.

Edmondson 1984: 162

Edmondson presents this example as duallyfunctional - the students show the teacher that

they can produce the language required, and simultaneously the exchange functions as a

public performance, displaying the interaction for the rest of the class. He goes on to show a

more complex example of classroom talk, indicating the discourse worlds involved in the

interaction, and arguing that this exchange can only achieve coherence through reference to

these co-existing worlds:
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3.1.8 Subsequent analyses of classroom discourse

Kumaravadivelu (1993) also looks at teacher intention and learner interpretation of tasks. He

begins by setting up a distinction between task-based pedagogy and audiolingualism in terms

of the degree of flexibility, which in turn puts greater emphasis on teacher and learner

interpretations of classroom goals and process. This greater unpredictability, he argues,

results in a need to identify sources of mismatch. He quotes Breen, who comments on how
learner interpretation of a task is formed by . .their assumptions about what they
themselves should contribute; their view of the nature and demands of the task itself; and

their personal definitions of the task situation" (Breen 1987: 24). Kumaravadivelu argues

that, from the teacher's perspective, the key to success depends on the degree of convergence

between these two factors. He looks at potential sources of mismatches, transcribing two

pairs of students undertaking a task that required them to look at advertisements, and choose
first a wedding dress, and secondly an apartment for rent. He uses the transcripts as primary

data, his secondary data being interviews with the participants. In his analysis he discusses
and exemplifies ten sources of mismatch: cogttitive (prior knowledge), communicative (skills
used to exchange messages), linguistic (repertoire), pedagogic (perceptions of aims of tasks),

strategic (learning strategies), cultural (knowledge of norms), evaluative (monitoring

progress), procedural (ways of problem-solving), instructional (directions) and attitudinal

(towards L2 learning).

Cazden (1986) examines the complex relationship between context and classroom discourse.
The first is defined as ".. .the situation as the speaker finds it, antecedent to the moment of

speaking; and it is the rules for speaking in such a context to which the speaker's utterances

must be appropriate" (Cazden 1986: 435). The rules that must be learned by children in order
to function appropriately in the classroom are the focus for much classroom discourse
research. However, Cazden points out, the role of the participants is not entirely passive, as

they also actively contribute to the context. In discussing this point she highlights a crucial
theoretical issue "...how any one researcher weights these two relationships between
utterance and context can seem to depend on that researcher's point of view: like the
reversible figures of the psychology of perception, what one sees depends on how one

looks"(Cazden 1986: 435). Some have argued, however, that the first view is an error

inherited from the natural sciences, and that the relationship between utterance and context

must be viewed as reflexive. Bateson (1972) conceives of context as an ecological

subsystem, as opposed to either a product or effect (Cazden 1986: 435). Cazden links the two
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views by arguing that "...speaking appropriately in the first meaning is not just a passive

conformity to a context that has an independent existence, but actively reaffirms, and thereby

strengthens, the prevailing shared interpretation of the context that all the participants are in"
(Cazden 1986: 435).

Musemeci (1996) looks at teacher-student exchanges in content-based classes, in particular
at "...persistent archetypal patterns of classroom interaction" (1996: 286). In her data, the
teachers talk and initiate most, using display questions. The students use referential questions
to initiate, and the teacher modifies his or her speech when students seem not to understand,

regardless of the activity type. The students prefer to ask for help from the teacher when in
small groups or in one-to-one interaction with the teacher. Musemeci supplements her
discourse data with teachers' explanations of their classroom behaviours, and students'
course evaluation forms. She describes the aim of the participants as an attempt ".. .to

achieve the dual instructional objectives of acquisition of subject matter and language

competence, through the medium of the second language, oral and written" (1996: 287). The

subject matter in this case is the social geography of Italy, the L2 Italian. She finds the
teachers using content-based display questions, which require a substantively correct reply.
The teachers do not use correction in this context, and grammatical accuracy does not seem

to be a priority. The teachers also use what Musemeci terms the "guess what's in my head"

type of display question, which may elicit a wide range of responses, although the teachers'

predetermined answer is quite specific. Teachers' use of referential questions, in contrast,

was rare.

Code switching - the alternation between the LI and L2 - is a common classroom

phenomenon, particularly in classes composed of speakers of the same language.

Eldridge (1996) investigated code switching with 11-13 year-olds in a Turkish secondary

school, recording 100 instances. He argues that, far from being detrimental to the classroom

process, the use of LI in these classes was purposeful and related to pedagogic goals. He
found that high-achieving students code-switched just as much as the others, and also that
77% of all instances of code switching in his data were oriented to classroom tasks. He

reports that reversion - the use of the LI to talk about a topic unrelated to the lesson - was

rare. The function of code switching has been defined as a "...discourse phenomenon in
which speakers rely on juxtaposition of grammatically distinct subsystems to generate

conversational inferences" (Gumperz 1982: 97 cited in Eldridge 1996: 305). Gumperz makes
a distinction between situational and metaphorical switches, the latter being where the
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switch is a symbol of the relationship between the interlocutors. He identifies several

functions of code switching, including message qualification, reiteration, addressee

specification, and personalisation versus objectivisation (Eldridge 1996). However, as these

categories had been derived from bilingual speech communities, Eldridge chooses to apply
new ones, arising from his classroom data. He draws ups a list:

Equivalence
.

Teacher, cave it means in Turkish magara? (cave)

Floor-holding Where did Robert?...ondan sonra (after that)?...neydi? (what was it)?

Metalanguage T: Where did Gary go?
L: Ben sorucagim (1 will ask). Where did Gary go?

Reiteration L1: Flowers...he?...flowers
T: Flowers.
L2: Flowers...cicek (flowers)

Group
membership

'

L: My bestfriend/m (my)

Conflict control
.... ;

. --
.. . ......

"I say liar (in English) to my friends, because I don't want to say yalanci
(liar) because I'm not sure."

Alignment and
disalignment

L1: What did you do yesterday?
L2: Neden siz...Why are you...

'

Eldridge 1996: 305

Craig (1997) conducted a study of her own Taiwanese class, in a situation in which the
teacher and students have been socialised in different educational systems, and therefore
have mismatching expectations as to the norms of discourse in the classroom. She collected
data while teaching by acting as a participant observer over the course of a year, analysed
their assessed interviews, and solicited periodic informal written feedback. Through the
feedback and interviews, she asked the students to explicitly state their expectations, and

adjusted her pedagogic approach accordingly. For example, she found that the students

enjoyed social conversation in groups in the classroom environment - something entirely
new for them. However they were initially reluctant to use English in group work, although

they used it in whole class work. Craig recognised this and did not attempt to force them to

speak English - she found that their approach gradually changed and they spoke more

English in groups, having been able to formulate their ideas first in Chinese. One of her
students expressed their feelings on a Christmas card:
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I am being sorry for you. Several times, I am eager to respond you but finally I choose to
say nothing. I believe many classmates have the same feeling. Please forgive us. Since we
were young, we have not the power to express out feelings. Suddenly we have the right. It's
unfamiliar to us. So please continue to be patient to us. Merry Christmas and may god bless
every one.

Craig 1997: 18

Craig concludes that through the process of negotiation, she and her students had created
what Kramsch has called a linguistic and cultural "third place"(1993:9) between the two

languages and cultures.

Jarvis & Robinson (1997) investigate the discourse of primary level EFL classes, using data
collected in Malaysia, Malta and Tunisia. They look specifically at teachers' responses to

pupils and their support to pupils' learning. They apply a functional analysis to a lesson that
took place in West Malaysia, concentrating on the pedagogicfunctions of the teacher's
discourse (e.g. "show acceptance", "model language"). They identify a common classroom

pattern in thefocus - build - summarise sequence. They, like other writers, comment on the

complex nature of classroom discourse, and the problems it poses for description - it is

"...multifunctional, multivoiced, and multilayered" (Jarvis & Robinson: 225).

Cadorath & Harris (1998), in a methodology-focused paper, use extracts of classroom
discourse when looking at the topic of unplanned classroom language, arguing that the use

of predominantly coursebook-based activities may inhibit the use of unplanned teacher-
student interaction hypothesised to aid acquisition through the generation of negotiation of

meaning. In their data, collected in high school classes in Southeast Mexico, they find
occasions in which they felt teachers do not follow up communicative opportunities:

T
S

well then, Jorge...did you have a good weekend?
Yes

T what did you do?
S 1 got married
T [smiling] you got married. (0.7) you certainly had a good weekend then. (5.0)

[laughter and buzz of conversation]
T Now turn to page 56 in your books. (1.6) you remember last time we were talking

about biographies...[T checks book and lesson plan while other students talk to
Jorge in Spanish about his nuptials.]

Cadorath & Harris 1998: 188

The Mexican teachers are under pressure to "stick to a script" (Cadorath & Harris 1998:

191), due to several factors. There is an expectation that they will finish units of the
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coursebook by a certain time. In addition, many are unfamiliar with communicative

methodology - the coursebook provides security and structure for these teachers. Training
courses and particularly observations requiring detailed lesson plans convince teachers that

they have to stick to what they had planned. Cadorath and Harris argue for the benefits that

may be gained from a looser, less planned type of teacher-student interaction. Firstly, they

argue that real-life topics can increase engagement and result in a more real-life-like form of

English. Secondly, this may provide an opportunity for negotiated interaction, which is

hypothesised to aid acquisition. Finally, locally relevant topics can be introduced, which may

increase rapport. They conclude that "...a classroom without chat is a classroom without
social organisation" (Cadorath & Harris 1998: 193). They suggest that chatting and social

English should be included as a component of teacher talk in training courses, and also

provide suggestions for including this type of interaction in activities such as drills.

Nassaji & Wells (2000) consider the concept of triadic dialogue (the IRF sequence) in their
discussion of the "spoken texts of classroom interaction" (2000: 376). They see classroom
discourse as being co-constructed according to the particular educational genre

specifications. They argue that, although this form of dialogue has been criticised for stifling

creativity (Lemke 1990, Wood 1992), in their data it was used in a variety of ways. They
describe triadic dialogue as being "...recruited by teachers for a wide variety of functions,

depending on the goal of the activity that the discourse serves to mediate and, in particular,
on the use that is made of the follow-up move" (Nassaji & Wells 2000: 376).

3.1.9 Discussion

The research surveyed above contains several themes of relevance to the present study. The
work on the ethnography of communication in the US and the sociologically-focused work
in the UK at the same time provide models of investigative approaches which attempt to

account for the social contexts and participant motives. Sinclair and Coutlhard's work on

classroom discourse is also relevant, and the concept of IRF sequences is integrated into the

analysis of the lessons in this study. Mehan's work on constitutive ethnography, in particular
his characterisation of the how social actors constitute to the ongoing context, and his

emphasis on the importance of participant viewpoints on events as a key part of building an

account of a setting, have been influential on this study, in particular in the area of research

design. Allwright and his work on categories of classroom discourse provides an early model
of a functional analysis of classroom discourse, focusing on language used as a model and
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also to facilitate classroom process. This recognition of the multiplicity of classroom

language functions also informs the present study.

Returning to the US, the work in the area of participation structure has much to offer this

piece of research, both conceptually and in terms of research approach. In particular, the
work of Erickson and his identification of the SPS and ATS to account for two frameworks

present in classroom process, and his conception of the balance between ritual and

spontaneity in participation seem especially relevant to the aims of the present study, with its
focus on layers of classroom discourse, the stages of the lessons, and the participants'

perceptions of their roles within them. Edmondson's construct of the co-existing discourse
world seems to be a powerful one, also very relevant to the goals of this research.

Subsequent, more recent examples of discourse studies also inform the direction of the

present study. The various studies described above have looked at aspects of classroom
discourse such as mismatches in expectations (Kumaravadivelu 1993), the dynamic,
reflexive relationship between discourse participants and discourse context (Cazden 1986),
and the patterns of questions used by teachers (Musemeci 1996). Eldridge (1996) discussed
the functional differentiation in use of LI and L2, echoing earlier work surveyed in the

previous chapter. His study also proposed a thought-provoking set of categories touching on

in-group social issues, including function such as "group membership" and "conflict

control", again issues of relevance to this study, in particular issues related to student

perceptions and motivations. Cadorath and Harris's (1998) study also touches on the issue of

spontaneity, with their discussion of the use of coursebooks and their structuring effect on

the resultant discourse. The final study mentioned in the review, that of Nassaji and Wells

(2000), discuss the creative use of IRF discourse for a variety of functions, again a theme of
relevance to the analysis of the data in this study.

The next section moves on to look specifically at studies which have characterised classroom
discourse in terms of layers, or levels.

3.2 Multilayered classroom discourse

The studies described above looked at classroom discourse, some in an attempt to provide a

broad description, others looking at more specific elements. However, all the studies seem to

indicate a situation in which a variety of influences are at work, some at a micro level, and
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some at a wider macro level. In this section I will look in more detail at a group of studies
which emphasise the dual or multilayered nature of classroom discourse.

In discussing these classroom studies, it may be useful to go back to the research mentioned
in the previous section in US general education research in the late 1970s and early 1980s in
the area ofparticipation structure, particularly Erickson (1982). He characterises classroom
discourse as "...the collective improvisation of meaning and social organisation from
moment to moment" (1982: 153). He refers to studies that have looked at aspects of social

participation structure in the traditions of conversation analysis and ethnography of
communication (e.g. Sacks et al. 1974 on turn allocation, Schegloff 1968 on question-answer

sequences, and Duncan & Fiske 1977, Erickson 1979, and Kendon 1967 on listener-speaker

coordination). He defines occasions of social interaction in Goffman's (1961) terms as

encounters, "...focused gatherings in which the focus is on what others are doing there."

(Erickson 1982:155). The boundary between the encounter and the outside world is seen as

permeable, but the action within it is, to an extent, self-contained - what the

ethnomethodologists call local production. Erickson cites several studies, mostly from the

US, which have looked at SPS in a general educational setting (Bremme & Erickson 1977,
Erickson & Mohatt 1982, Gumperz & Cook-Gumperz 1979, Mehan 1979, Michaels &

Cook-Gumperz 1979, Shultz et al. 1982, Sinclair & Coultard 1975, and Wilkinson,

Clevenger & Dollaghan 1981). He argues that in order to adequately describe classroom

discourse, research must take account of both social participation structure and academic
task structure. This dual distinction between SPS and ATS seems to be echoed in later

analyses.

Van Lier (1984) suggests an approach to analysing interaction in second language

classrooms, proposed as an alternative to "traditional" discourse analytic techniques. Like

Allwright (1980), he emphasises turn-taking. He challenges the Sinclair and Coulthard

conception of classroom discourse, asserting that the situation is more complex. He
illustrates his point with an example:

1 T I'm fine thanks, and you? can you say that? I'm fine thanks and you?
2 L9 e:r I'm fine too.
3 T okay can you just repeat that sentence, I'm fine thanks and you?
4 L9 ...er:m ((unintelligible))
5 ' \ T ' ((unintelligible)) just repeat the sentence, I'm fine thanks and you?
6 L9 I'm fine thanks and you?

Van Lier 1984: 161
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His interpretation of the problem in the extract is that the teacher and student are operating in
different activity frames. The teacher is in the "repeat after me" frame, while the student is in
the "produce the appropriate response to the question" frame. Normally, he argues,

participants have no problems of this kind, as they know which frame they are operating in,
due to signals indicating changes from one activity to another. Van Lier speculates as to why
the student in the exchange did not pick up on the teacher's signal that he or she should

repeat "...can you just repeat that sentence". Ethnomethodologists Sacks, Schegloff &

Jefferson (1974) argue that the turn-taking system in conversation has a built-in need for

participants to listen to all utterances. As this system comprises a variety of techniques,

participants must pay close attention if they are to join in. In the classroom situation, the
rules of turn-taking are more controlled and predictable, which, Van Lier argues, takes away

the intrinsic motivation to listen carefully. He discusses another difference between
conversation and classroom discourse - in conversation all participants have equal rights to

turns, whereas in classroom discourse these rights may be suspended. He points out that, as a

result, classroom interaction studies have been dominated by the view of the "teacher-as-

supreme-ruler" of the discourse, resulting in an over-emphasis on teachers, and not enough
attention on learner initiation (Van Lier 1984: 163). In looking at how learners initiate, he

distinguishes four activity types:

Less topic orientation, less
activity organisation

7 | i

More topic orientation, less
activity organisation

More topic orientation,
more activity organisation

Less topic orientation,
more activity organisatioi

, >v .. --Gloss
••••-• —> >' -

„ v , r

"Talk about anything you
want in any way or order that
you want to."

Examples
Small talk, general "polite"
conversation, the warming
up stage of a lesson.

Announcements,
instructions, explanations,
lectures.

Elicitation, (teacher-learner
recitation, Socratic dialogue),
interviews, reports,
summaries, discussions,
debates.

Repetition drills, pair work,
role-taking exercises.

"There is some information
that needs to be exchanged"

"Some information needs to
be exchanged, and this
exchange must take place in
such-and-such a way,
following specific rules."
"Such-and-such must be said

following specific rules.
Follow the rules and you'll be
OK."

Van Lier 1984: 164

He uses transcripts to illustrate student initiation in each category, and also to show how

participants may switch from one activity type to another, if it is not achieving the desired
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effect. He concludes that the Sinclair and Coulthard approach is inadequate, since "...such

systems attempt to find the structure of discourse (a futile quest, I believe), but fail to attend
to the dynamism of interaction, the structuring work undertaken by all participants in order
to achieve a classroom lesson." (Van Lier 1984: 166).

Kramsch (1984), in her analysis of classroom interaction, presents a continuum between
instructional discourse and natural discourse. She too characterises language classroom
discourse as dual-levelled, pointing out that "...the foreign language is not only a tool for
future encounters in the outside world; it is the instrument that creates and shapes the social

meaning of the class itself' (Kramsch 1984: 170). She sees learning as taking place in a

double context, the students refer to the external context of target culture, and also to an

internal context - the unique classroom context of which they are a part. She argues that,

although the classroom context may be regarded as having a relatively fixed set of

conventions, each classroom group creates their own context anew. She also suggests that
this double context may create several tensions in the classroom:

The dual nature of the language learning task, learning the forms and learning how to use
them, creates tension between individual work and group work, between teacher-controlled
and group-managed learning, between instructional and natural forms of discourse.

Kramsch 1984: 170/171

She represents this continuum as a diagram:

. ' ■:
Instructional discourse Natural discourse

Roles:
||||||| |||f sjPftl

Fixed statuses Negotiated roles

Tasks: Teacher-oriented Group-oriented
1 Position-centered Person-centred

Knowledge: Focus on content Focus on process
Accuracy of facts Fluency of interaction

Kramsch 1984: 171

Roles are seen as negotiable within the two extremes:
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At one end are the fixed, institutional statuses (Cicourel 1972:231) of teacher and student,
with their expected and predictable behaviour patterns, acquired through years of
schooling. At the other end are a variety of roles and tasks, negotiated by speakers and
hearers brought together by the common foreign language and engaged in natural
conversation. Neither extreme ever exists in the classroom in its pure form.

Kramsch 1984: 171

The composition of the group, their previous learning experiences, and the limits set by the

asymmetric nature of teacher-learner discourse, are all seen as constraining factors in this

negotiation process. Tasks also vary along this continuum, in terms of the extent of focus on

the group as opposed to the teacher. Within this framework, individuals must also make a

variety of decisions as to their own participation in group work. There is also variation in the

type of knowledge that is exchanged - Kramsch draws a distinction between position-centred
interaction and person-centred interaction. In the former, the focus is on the content of the
lesson. Information is delivered by the teacher, and the emphasis is on accuracy and
individual linguistic acquisition. The latter type is concerned with the process of interaction
itself, group work being seen as an opportunity for the negotiation of meaning and the

development of fluency. Kramsch stresses that, at this end of the continuum, classroom
discourse competence is vital.

Kramsch goes on to identify three factors in what she terms, echoing Goffman (1959), "the

presentation of self in the foreign language classroom" (1984: 173). These are relative

power, social distance and degree ofsociocultural imposition. The first factor refers to the

power that an individual student may have in the group, due to extra teacher attention,

superior knowledge, or more commonly, she suggests, better control over the interaction.
Social distance relates to the social relationships between the students, taking into account

the expectations that may be placed on men, women, different ethnic groups and different
cultures. Sociocultural imposition refers to the extent to which speakers are comfortable with

patterns of interaction which demand a particular type of response, or constrain the
interlocutor. She cites the example of (north) American questioning, which can seem overly
direct and threatening to members of other cultures - these differences in norms across

different languages and cultures may also cause problems in a multilingual classroom
situation. Kramsch argues that in order to manage these difficulties, participants must put in
a lot offace work (Goffman 1967) - the efforts made by participants in interaction to ensure

that no-one loses face. Kramsch raises the point that most people are able to do this in their
own language, but the foreign language classroom presents a challenge in this regard - not
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only are interlocutors using a foreign language, they are also not able to "escape" from face-

threatening interactions easily. Additionally, they may be anxious that they could

inadvertently offend any native speaker present. Kramsch makes the highly interesting point
that the institutionalised setting of the classroom affords protection to learners from this type

of gaffe - as she puts it:

The need for face-work in teacher-oriented classrooms is greatly reduced by the "fool's
impunity" that accompanies the institutionalised status of the learner and by the
institutional authority granted the teacher. The traditional, placating advice to students in
such a context has been: "If you want to be a successful language learner, you have to
accept making a fool of yourself."

Kramsch 1984: 174

However much this may protect students in the teacher-fronted situation, Kramsch points out

that as teaching activities move along the continuum towards more student-controlled

interaction, learners need to take responsibility forface-work themselves, and so must be

taught strategies with which to do this - for example, indirectness. She concludes that
classroom interaction can be neither wholly instructional, nor completely natural. In the

past, she suggests, it has positioned itself too far towards the instructional end of the

continuum, restricting the types of interaction and reinforcing ethnocentric attitudes.
However, she cautions against pretending that the classroom environment is similar to a

natural one, as this may be "deceiving and threatening" to discourse participants (Kramsch
1984: 182).

Faerch (1984) also distinguishes between two types of discourse - meta transactions and
content transactions. Meta transactions are those focused on the foreign language code, and
content transactions are focused on the content. Meta talk - talk about the foreign language -

may be embedded within both the larger meta or content transactions. He analyses seven

lessons in a Danish upper secondary school, four in English and three in German. He looks
at two aspects of this type of meta talk: scaffolded constructions distributed over several

speech turns, and "...the norms holding for talk about talk" (1984: 184). Scaffolding is
defined by Faerch as "...an interactional construction of a syntagm" (1984: 186), a syntagm

being "...a structurally significant combination of two or more units in a language"

(Richards, Piatt & Piatt 1992: 369). He gives an example taken from a translation exercise in
an English lesson:
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T Og tog den ene afpindene og slog James pa ryggen - ("and took one of the sticks and
beat James on the back")

S1 and - took on of the - er sticks
T ja og slog - er James pa ryggen - ("yes and beat James on the back")
S1 and -

T ;; slog ("beat")
51 er det kan jeg ikke huske - ("I don't remember")
T - ■ Jette
52 beat
T er beat Peter pa ryggen ("on the back"; Peferwith English pronunciation)
S1 on his back

Faerch 1984: 186

Faerch differentiates teachers' goals in the two types of discourse - in content transactions

the goal is semantic appropriacy, whereas in meta transactions the goal is also structural

accuracy. He characterises scaffolding as .a type of communication in which the teacher
has maximal control over semantic as well as syntactic planning" (1984: 194), particularly in

meta transactions. In meta talk, he argues that the students have more freedom to set their

own goals, by asking questions and challenging the teacher, in this case in a German lesson,
with the Danish translated into English:

S1 can't you say "faktisch" - you see
S2 yes - it says so in the dictionary
si
T

It says "tatsachlich" and "faktisch"
faktisch

S1 but er "faktisch" that's more like a Danism isn't it
S2 it can't be when it says so in the dictionary
Sn (laughter)
T - 5 -a fact something definite is called "die Tatsache" - so you - you see you

. should use the German word - rather than the - foreign word - "faktisch" - das
glaube ich tatsachlich...

Faerch 1984: 194

In this sense, he argues, it is more similar to "non-educational communication" (1984: 194).

However, the teacher still maintains the right to enforce the rule. Faerch concludes that:

.. .we have a variety of types of meta talk exhibiting various degrees of teacher control. At
one extreme, we have the use of scaffolded structures in a situation where the teacher is in
full control of both semantic and syntactic planning. At the other extreme we have the
(theoretically possible) student-centred negotiation of rule knowledge with the teacher
functioning more as a consultant than as a director.

Faerch 1984: 194

Wright (1987) examines the relationship between instructional task and the type of discourse

produced by learners, in particular the extent to which discoursal outcomes may be predicted
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on the basis of the task type. He cautions against a deterministic approach to tasks and
discourse, in which the discourse is prescribed in advance. This, he warns, may result in a

loss of linguistic freedom and creativity, in "controlled discourse practice" (1987: 47). He
refers to Barnes's (1969) categorisation of instructional questions, and Edwards's subsequent

(1976) discussion, in which he proposes a continuum of discoursal outcomes, going from
"...a tightly-structured teacher-pupil exchange to a more exploratory, fluid exchange"

(Wright 1987: 48). Wright proposes a distinction between skills-oriented (more open output)
and content-oriented (more closed output) tasks. He presents the following grid:

Reasoning questions (open)

Open

Open questions (observational or factual)

Skills

TASKS

Reasoning questions (pseudo-open)

Closed
1. Factual questions

2. Reasoning questions (closed)
Content
ORIENTATION

Figure 3.1: Wright 1987: 49

He uses this framework to look at the communicative potential of task types. He also

distinguishes between teachers' short-term goals to be achieved within the lesson, and

higher-order institutional or socio-cultural goals. He refers to Walker and Adelman's (1975)
distinction between formal and informal classrooms, on the basis of the types of talk

generated in them. Formal classrooms, they argue, emphasise the transmission of
information, whereas informal classrooms function to "sustain complex social relationships"

(Wright 1987: 50). However, Wright argues that this need to sustain social relationships is
also apparent in formal classroom settings. He also maintains that formality and informality
in the classroom should be seen as more of a continuum than Walker and Adelman's

dichotomy.

Wright cites Goffman's (1981) notion of the educational imperative, which he claims is the
force behind the type of IRF discourse described by Sinclair & Coulthard (1975). This

imperative requires teachers to continually evaluate students' knowledge. However, Wright

disagrees with what he sees as an overly fixed view of the teacher's role and resultant
students' discoursal output, arguing that classroom process is in reality more "messy". He

prefers to look at the classroom as an activity type, after Levinson (1979), who defines it as
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"...a fuzzy category whose focal members are goal-defined, socially-constituted, bounded
events with constraints on participants, setting and so on, but above all, on the kinds of
allowable contributions..." (Levinson 1979: 368). He proposes an analytical framework:

Sociocultural Milieu

Institution

Activity Type

Figure 3.2: Wright 1987

Wright expresses how participants make sense of the process:

At all levels of the framework, each element, or axis, is open to interpretation by the
participants. That is, during talk, participants activate and recognise contextual conventions
(Gumperz 1982). These, added to participants' linguistic and situational knowledge add up
to a set of means by which participants deduce from talk what discourse tasks is being
mediated, the topic at issue, and so on. Communicative breakdown is a sign that
participants have a mis-match of interactive mechanisms. As expectations play a large part
in the interpretive process, breakdown may occur when expectations are unfulfilled. It
follows that if this occurs participants will constantly shift roles and goals during talk in
order to achieve an overarching goal. Topic shift and task change may be indicators of this.
In discoursal terms, participants decide what task is being performed and what activity is
required, constantly evaluating and contributing to the discourse as they do this.

Wright 1987: 53

The continual shifting of roles and goals, in Wright's view, accounts for the shifts between

formal and informal modes of talk - some episodes are rooted in the educational imperative
of the classroom, whereas others have "wider social implications"(1987: 53). He looks at his
data in terms of the topic/task axis. The study was conducted in an English-medium private
school in Cameroon, in a class consisting of 67 students aged 14-19. He analyses various

stages of the lesson, finding that each activity type activates roles different from those
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expected by the book or the teacher. For example, in the "reading aloud" stage, students

constantly chip in with peer corrections, taking on a monitoring role which is not challenged

by the teacher. In a later stage, he finds a mismatch of formality / informality in the teacher's
and students' discourse. The teacher uses real-life examples in an attempt to introduce a

transformation drill, but the students do not comply, as they seem to interpret it as a

conversational interlude. This results in a discourse "bargaining" situation, in which the class

reshapes the discourse, and the teacher is forced to repair and reformulate in order to

maintain his instructional goals. In contrast, the textbook-based activities, particularly closed

ones, are seen as discoursally "low risk", resulting in more orderly classroom process (1987:

63). Wright concludes that it is not wise to predict discourse processes on the basis of the

open/closed task distinction, as closed tasks do not necessarily result in IRF sequences. He
also concludes that in his research context, some tasks are more discoursally "high-risk" than

others, particularly informal ones, as they can result in a mismatch of expectations, and
incoherence in classroom process.

In a study undertaken in an intermediate adult multilingual class in the US, Ulichny (1996)
refers to the dual focus on communication and instruction which language teachers attempt

to maintain, looking at a stretch of classroom discourse in those terms. She takes as her unit
of analysis the classroom speech event, which she defines as "...a stretch of lesson

discourse, having a particular topic, and involving the participants...in a distinctive

configuration of roles, linguistic and organisational" (Mitchell, Parkinson & Johnstone

1981:12). She identifies a structure of classroom interaction that seems to combine the twin

goals of instruction and communication, calling it the performed conversation, which she
defines as "...a conversation between participants, the real purpose of which is to display
authentic and correct language to members of the class rather than to engage in a dialogue
with a single student" (Ulichny 1996: 739). This speech event is characterised by its
embedded nature - Ulichny uses the metaphor of Russian dolls. The transcript is presented in
a layered or embedded format, as this short excerpt shows:

Conversation

% 1 IS
Correction/conversational Instruction

_ i.replay
T: [Not recorded on tape]
(How was your volunteer
work at the hospital?)
K: well 1 1 don- don-1 don't
think that 1 go back//
T: why not [high tone] //.

1 don't think l.'LL go back//
why notII
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Tell us WHAT happened,
why you don't wanna go
back,. But we//
all the students can learn
from your experience too//
huh=

K: =uh*

Ulichny 1996: 747

Ulichny's analysis seems to echo Edmondson's (1982) simultaneous functions of classroom
discourse. She bases her approach on Cicourel's (1982) assertion that in order to make sense

of the "multilevel, parallel processing [needed to] achieve a complex synchronisation"

(1982: 743) the analyst must concentrate on the meaning-making demonstrated by the

speakers by their participation in the speech event. She employs the technique of running

commentary in analysis, which several researchers have used (e.g. Philips 1972, Mehan
1979, Gumperz 1980, Corsaro 1981, Cicourel 1982, Erickson and Shultz 1982 and Tannen

1984). In the extract we see the teacher moving through what she calls embedded speech
activities.

Hancock (1997) applies a frame analysis to a classroom context. He defines frames as

"speakers' definitions of the kind of activity they are engaged in" (1997: 219), which serve

to determine the type of alignment that the participants adopt towards each other. In his

study he looks at code switching and layering in monolingual classrooms, and adopts
Goffman's (1974) distinction between a literal and non-literal frame. His data come from a

small-scale study with two sets of dyads working on role plays, while being recorded for
assessment purposes. His analysis sets out the features of the two frames he identifies:
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Hancock 1997: 225
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He identifies a two-layered pattern - the on-record discourse is the "dialogue that the

participants are offering as the product of their efforts", while the off-record discourse

"represents what the participants have had to do in the process of creating this product"

(Hancock 1997: 222). Off-record exchanges include subordinate exchanges, which are

embedded in the on record discourse, for example:

i M forty-nine pounds.
2 B eh cara como se dice Thow do vou sav expensive]
3 M expensive
4 D is very expec-expensive eh?
Hancock 1997: 223

Off-record discourse also includes boundary exchanges, discourse at the beginning or end of
a performance - a concept he takes from Sinclair & Coulthard (1975). He gives an example:

eh yo soy.. .yo s eh no o sea tu eres el que lea el menu y
todo eso y yo soy el otro. [eh I'm no I mean you're the
one that reads the menu and I'm the other],
vale pues va esta [right, well that's it],
empiezo yo? [do I start?]

Hancock 1997: 227

He summarises his findings as regards the features of off-record discourse, which consists of

metatask, metalanguage and selfaddress, using the unmarked code of Spanish. However, it
could be argued that what Hancock appears to define as discourses are in fact functions
within the wider classroom discourse:
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Discourse
Metatask discourse

Description
Turn dispute- establishing who should say what when
Prompting - one participant prompts the other
Prompt appeal - one participant appeals to another for a
prompt
Boundary exchanges - exchanges which open or close a
task.
Modelling - one participant tells the other what to say
Translation appeal- one participant asks another for a
translation

Metalinguistic discourse

-

-v.; .:',7 TTf T':%r

Self-address Checking to self, allowing the possibility that other will
overhear and correct if wrong. Generally low volume or
whispered.

On-record discourse The code is English, and utterances are attributable to the
characters they are playing. Spanish is signalled to be illicit.
On record Spanish - insertions and jokes.

Hancock 1997

Cullen (1998) looks at teacher talk, suggesting that it should not be judged in terms of how
similar it is to the talk of the outside world. He argues that previous analyses of teacher talk
have been simplistic and unhelpful, as they have ignored "...the reality of the classroom
context and the features which make for effective communication within that context"

(Cullen 1998: 179). He undermines some of the criticisms that have been levelled at

classroom - for example that it is "inauthentic". One argument that has been used to show
this inauthenticity, is that the participants do not have equal rights to turns. However, as

Cullen points out, turns are not "up for grabs" for all participants at any time in many non-

classroom settings - for example, in a business meeting there is usually some kind of
structure or set of conventions governing speaking turns (Cullen 1998: 181). The classroom

may be seen to be another institutional setting, and as such it is not surprising that its
discourse exhibits features showing it to be a form of institutional discourse. He emphasises
that "...the classroom is a unique social environment with its own human activities and its
own conventions governing these activities" (Breen & Candlin 1980: 98 in Cullen 1998:

182). Cullen goes on to define what he sees as the defining characteristics of teacher talk,
and discuss how these features can contribute towards communication in the classroom. He

acknowledges the dual nature of the teacher's role:
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Communicative language teaching means communicative teaching as well as
communicative use of language, and defining the notion of "communicative" in relation to
teacher talk must therefore take account of the teacher's dual role as an instructor as well as

interlocutor.

Cullen 1998: 185

Pennington (1999) touches on the same issue, arguing that classroom discourse analysts have
not always included all the classroom talk recorded, choosing instead to transcribe only the
talk occurring in the "lesson channel" (1999: 91). She contrasts this with a transcript which
includes the "side noises" (in this case in Cantonese) from those not participating directly in
the classroom activity and, like Hancock, applies a frame analysis. Looking at Hong Kong
Chinese secondary school students in an English-medium English language class, she

distinguishes three frames 1 (1999) where the dotted lines indicate permeability, conceiving
of them as concentric circles - in a diagram reminiscent of Bloome and Willitt (1991):

Figure 3.3: Pennington 1999: 99

The central circle is the lesson frame, where the lesson or curriculum content is presented.

Pennington describes this frame as being sheltered from outside influences, and is therefore
more likely to feature second language use. The next, support frame helps to maintain the
structure of the lesson, providing clarification, repair and disciplining moves - the function of

1 Mehan also uses this image when he talks about "...increasingly general concentric circles of
context" (1979: 13).
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this frame is to maintain the genre of "lesson". The final commentary frame is conceived as

being most permeable to the influence of popular culture and vernacular language, and is the
interface between the classroom context and the outside world. These frames are represented
in Pennington's transcription as columns, suggesting a layered structure:

Lesson frame Lesson-support frame Commentary frame
51 Excuse me Sir. We wants
to make a interview for you.
Do you mind to answer,
some questions?
52 No, I don't mind. Please
ask.

SS [indistinct student voices
mainly speaking in
Cantonese]

KK2 Sssh!
51 How do you think about,
your students?
52 I think - I thought that in
the, class, the public
[examinations] or the result of
them are always very kind;
but some can be always very
unkind. And I think that it, in -

in the word truth the public
[examinations] had been very
see the - not the many very
important. I think this, thing
must be stopped.
51 Did you have any, hap
happy time or, things in your
school life?
52 In my school life in this
year I think, my happy time
is, in sport day. [Because I uh
we have seen many - [laugh]
many students bring in prize.

53 [On
54 [On
T [ On <a> ("It's on")
55 [ On <a> ("It's on")
56 [ On <dihng> of <a>

Sir? ("On or of, Ah-
Sir?")

51 How do you think the
other teachers?

Ss [laugh]
T Sssh!

52 I think that's it they are
quite good. But someone like

2 KK is the teacher, but the students have been asked to roleplay an interview about his "lifestyle" in

which S2 plays the teacher.
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Mr X [name of a teacher] is
very unkind.

S3 <Ngoh! Neih sei la. Mr X
yaan gaan...> ("Oh!

You're
dead. Later MrX...")

Pennington 1999:100

Erickson uses the metaphor of religious ceremonies to describe the ambiguous status of the
lesson. He argues that it lies between a Roman mass and an evangelical sermon with
audience participation. He likens aspects of the ATS to the mass, an event in which the

participant's contributions are very constrained. However he argues that the SPS is more

similar to the evangelical sermon, in that the turn-taking is not fully pre-specified, although it
is influenced by cultural norms outside the situation of use. The lesson is seen, then, as a

"Janus-faced" speech event, in which participants can both draw on their shared cultural
norms from outside the event, and also take advantage of the "unique circumstances of
fortuitous happening" (1982: 164). In this sense, he argues, the lesson is an improvisation -

the combination of local and nonlocal bases for organising performance. He concludes that:

It is precisely the combination of the predetermined and formulaic along some dimensions
of organization, together with openness to variation along other dimensions, that provides
opportunity for improvisation.

Erickson 1981: 165

He introduces further metaphors of twelve-bar blues and commedia dell'arte to illustrate his

point, and stresses that this conception of improvisation ".. .avoids the extremes of social or

psychological determinism on the one hand, and radical contextualisation on the other"

(1981: 165). It simultaneously allows for creativity, but does not conceive of the classroom

speech event as existing separately from the wider society.

The various studies discussed above can be summarised and compared in a chronological
table. The first study is Erickson (1982) with his central concept of the continuum between
ritual and spontaneity. Kramsch (1984) seems to echo Erickson's concept, in her two-way

distinction between instructional and natural discourse. In the same year, Faerch made the
distinction between content and meta transactions. In his analysis, content transactions are

concerned with the content. Wright (1987) also makes a dual distinction, this time between
formal discourse based on the educational imperative, and informal discourse based on the
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social imperative. Ulichny (1996) distinguishes between three types of discourse -

instruction, correction / conversational replay and conversation, which can be combined in
an embedded structure during plenary mode, the teacher moving the discourse between
instruction and performed conversation. Hancock (1997) shows us a binary choice on

institutional discourse and non-institutional discourse, with sub-choices available to students

during performance-focused pair work. Pennington (1999) conceives of three concentric

rings, moving from the lesson at the centre, through lesson support to the commentary on the
outside:
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Table 3.1: Models of dual or multi-layered classroom discourse

Erickson 1982 Spontaneity^ ^ Ritual

Erickson 1982 Social Participation Structure Academic Task Structure

Van Ller 1984 Less topic
organisation,
less activity
organisation

More topic
organisation,
less activity
organisation

More topic
organisation,
more activity
organisation

Less topic
organisation,
more activity
organisation

Kramsch 1984 Natural discourse Ingtructional discourse

Faerch 1984 Content transactions. Meta transactions
W

Wright 1987 Informal Formal

(Social imperatives) (Educational imperative)

Ulichny 1996 Conversation Correction /
conversational replay

Instruction

Hancock 1997 Off-record discourse On-record discourse

Cullen 1998

.....

Non-institutional discourse Institutional discourse

A ►

Pennington 1999 Commentary Lesson support Lesson

All these studies share both the concept of the double or multi layer structure in the

discourse. These layers have different referents, with the participants governed by different
constraints at the different levels. They also differ in their norms of interaction and roles, and

some layers are more permeable to outside influence than others. The different analyses also
share the notion of a cline or choice between a more marked instructional discourse and a

more conversation-like discourse.

The aim of my study is to build on this strand of research, looking at an ESP classroom
context. My aim is to describe the discourse of the classes in my study in terms of its

"layers", and to investigate the characteristics, functions and the students' perceptions of
their roles when participating in them. The next chapter begins with a statement of my

research questions, a discussion of methodological issues in classroom research, and a

description of the methods employed in this study.
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Chapter 4: Research questions and methods

This chapter begins with a re-statement of the research questions, giving a brief overview of
the focus on each of the analysis chapters. It then looks at some of the theoretical and

practical issues related to investigating discourse in general, and language classroom
discourse in particular. It goes on to discuss some of the issues related to conducting

qualitative research in language education.

The following section gives the background to the study, in terms on the research context,

the anticipated problems, the process of negotiating access and the ethical standards applied,
and information about the participants.

The next section of the chapter provides an outline of the study approach, describing how the

methodology was designed to address the research questions. It also discusses issues related
to the use of the various research techniques, in addition to outlining some of the issues
associated with good practice in qualitative research.

4.1 Research questions and analysis overview

The first research question aims to build on the work reviewed in chapter 3, focusing on the
notion of "layers" in classroom discourse:

1. How is the classroom discourse in the study structured in terms of

"layers", and what are their characteristics?

This question is tackled in chapter 5: "Classroom discourse worlds". This chapter looks at

two of the lessons in the study, focusing on two main issues: the construction and use of
fictional contexts, and the balance of focus on form and content. It develops an analysis
which draws on Edmondson's (1984) notion of the discourse world.

The second research question is concerned with the sequential stages of the lessons:

2. What are the characteristics of the discourse at different stages of the
lessons?
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This question is tackled in chapter 6, which analyses and describes the stages of the lessons
in terms of the characteristics of the discourse and participation. This chapter refers to a

variety of examples from the data.

The third research question focuses more on the perceptions and perspectives of the

participants:

3. What are the participants' perceptions of their rights and responsibilities
at different stages of the lessons?

This question is dealt with in chapter 7, which draws mainly on the interview data, with
reference to some lesson transcriptions.

The next section looks at some of the discussions in the field related to concepts of discourse
and the relationship between discourse and context.

4.2 Discourse, context and qualitative research

The first part of this section considers the different conceptions and definitions of discourse.

4.2.1 Views of discourse

Discourse is a notoriously slippery, cross-disciplinary term, and the point at which the line is
drawn between discourse and context varies according to source discipline, theoretical stance

and research approach. The word is used to describe a wide variety of social and linguistic

phenomena, ranging from a purely structural conception of discourse as "language above the
level of the sentence" (Stubbs 1983:1), to the notion of discourse as a society-level

phenomenon, such as in the work of the critical discourse analysts. Schiffrin (1994) divides

conceptions of discourse into two main paradigms, formal and functionalist, summarising
Leech's (1983) overview of the differences between the two approaches:

1. Formalists (e.g. Chomsky) tend to regard language primarily as a mental phenomenon.
Functionalists (e.g. Halliday) tend to regard it primarily as a societal phenomenon.

2. Formalists tend to explain linguistic universals as deriving from a common genetic
linguistic inheritance of the human species. Functionalists tend to explain them as
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deriving from the universality of the uses to which language is put in society.

3. Formalists are inclined to explain children's acquisition of language in terms of a built-in
capacity to learn language. Functionalists are inclined to explain it in terms of the
development of the child's communicative needs and abilities in society.

4. Above all, formalists study language as an autonomous system, whereas functionalists
study it in relation to its social function.

Leech 1983: 46 in Schiffrin 1994: 21

Schiffrin identifies what she sees as the two main assumptions offunctionalism: that

"...language has functions that are external to the linguistic system itself...[and

that]... external functions influence the internal organisation of the linguistic system"

(Schiffrin 1994: 22). She contrasts this with formalism, which acknowledges social

dimensions, but sees them as separate from the "...internal organisation of language" (loc.

cit). In her discussion Schiffrin touches on a range of issues which are beyond the scope of
this thesis. However, the differing views of the relationship between language and its social

surroundings are at the core of varying conceptions of what constitutes discourse and
context. As she points out, structural analyses have tended to focus on the interrelationship
between elements of the discourse, as opposed to their interplay with contextual factors. The
term discourse analysis was originally coined by Harris (1951), who saw discourse as the
next level up in a hierarchy of morphemes, clauses and sentences (Schiffrin 1994). Harris
was attempting to extend the reach of structuralism to the level of discourse, and render it

subject to a structural analysis into constituent units. The functionalist view, in contrast, sees

discourse as primarily language in use:

...the analysis of discourse is, necessarily, the analysis of language in use. As such, it
cannot be restricted to the description of linguistic forms independent of the purposes or

functions which these forms are designed to serve in human affairs.

Brown & Yule 1983: 1

As Schiffrin mentions, this view exists in its most extreme from in critical language

analysis, an approach deriving from the post-structuralist philosophy of Foucault (1982)
which sees language phenomena as social practices (e.g. Fairclough 1989). However, in
other forms of functionalism "...discourse is assumed to be interdependent with social life,
such that its analysis necessarily intersects with meanings, activities, and systems outside of
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itself' (Schiffrin 1994:31). This view of discourse leads to the use of more interpretive

approaches to analysis, which attempt to investigate actors' goals. Schiffrin also adds that in

interpretive analysis, a distinction has been drawn between etic and emic perspectives. These
terms are derived from phonetic - an analysis which makes use of all possible distinctions,

although they are not all used in a particular language, and phonemic - which uses only the
distinctions which are meaningful within a particular language. In linguistic and

anthropological research this metaphor is applied to highlight the difference between an

approach that applies pre-determined universal categories of analysis (etic), and one that
utilises categories derived from what is observed in a particular context (emic).

The present study belongs to the emic category, and aims to investigate classroom discourse
within its naturally occurring context, alongside issues of motivation and participant aims.
For this reason, issues of context and integrating data sources are of central importance to the

study. In this sense it is clearly part of thefunctionalist tradition - the theoretical assumption
that discourse and context are interdependent is already implicit in the research questions.
The interpretive techniques favoured by the functionalist paradigm also seem to offer the
most fruitful techniques for an investigation that seeks to incorporate participant viewpoints
with discourse analysis. As Candlin puts it:

Any analysis of classroom language learning must take account of the social facts of
classrooms as particular social institutions in which the local contexts of particular

participation must be connected to the broader social forces governing the school as a

predominantly "languaged" institution.

Candlin in van Lier 1988:x

The research focus of the present study places within this interpretive category. However,
there are many challenges associated to investigating the social and context-specific aspects

of a language classroom. The next section will look briefly at some of the issues related to

conducting qualitative research in language education, before going on to discuss issues
related to accessing discourse participant viewpoints in research.
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4.2.2 Qualitative research in language education

Qualitative research procedures in general have been increasingly used in second language
research in recent years. This has come about as a result of several factors, already touched
on in chapter 2. These include the problems associated with the control of variables in
classroom research, the failure of the large-scale "methods" studies, the increased use of

qualitative research in related fields such as psychology and education, and concerns about
the distorting effect of controlled experimental approaches on the data (Seliger & Shohamy

1989). As discussed in chapter 2, classroom research has developed in two broad (although
not completely exclusive) directions - one more focused on the hypothesised relationships
between classroom practice and second language acquisition, the other more concerned with
the social and cultural dimensions of classroom teaching and learning. The latter strand of
research in particular has tended to use non-experimental methods to address these issues. As
this study adopts the latter perspective, this section will look at some of issues related to this

type of research.

As described in chapter 2, methodological debate in second language research dates back to

the 1960s and the controversies that surrounded the large-scale experimental studies
undertaken at that time in schools. The parallel strand of sociolinguistic research that grew

up in the 1970s has used a variety of non-experimental approaches to classroom research,

variously described as qualitative, ethnographic, descriptive and interpretive. These terms

are not however, synonymous, and each carries a slightly different set of meanings. As these
and other research-related terms are often used differently, (or interchangeably) by different

writers, the exact meanings can be unclear. Qualitative data can be defined as non-numerical

(Richards, Piatt & Piatt 1992). By this definition, a great deal of classroom research data is

qualitative, including the data analysed in this study. However the status of the data is not the

only defining feature of qualitative research, whose techniques are derived from the

anthropological and sociological study of human behaviour in naturalistic contexts -

research which foregrounds the perspectives of the subjects (Seliger & Shohamy 1989).

Qualitative and descriptive research are both "...concerned with providing descriptions of

phenomena that occur naturally, without the intervention of an experiment of an artificially
contrived treatment " (op cit: 116). However, Seliger & Shohamy argue that the underlying

perspectives on research are different - for them qualitative research is heuristic rather than
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deductive, meaning that a priori decisions are not taken about research questions and

variables, but organically as part of the research in progress. Their definition of descriptive
research allows for the possibility of a heuristic or deductive approach.

There are a number of review articles and papers that discuss issues pertaining to non-

experimental research in the second language classroom (e.g. Erickson 1985, Hammersley

1986, Watson-Gegeo 1988, Van Lier 1988, 1989, Nunan, 1992, Hammersley 1993,

Cumming 1994). Lazaraton (1995) provides a recent review, highlighting the increasing

prominence and acceptance of qualitative work within the discipline, as exemplified by the

special issue of TESOL Quarterly in which her article appears. She also points out, however,
the dearth of published qualitative studies in Applied Linguistics journals, and emphasises
the point that the research questions should guide the researcher towards the research

approach, rather than the dictates of fashion within the discipline.

In the same issue Davis (1995) looks at theory and methods in qualitative applied linguistics
research. She discusses SLA, ethnography ofcommunication and sociolinguistics, and points
out that SLA theorists and researchers have tended to view language acquisition as primarily
a mental process, and have therefore utilised research approaches which look at SLA from
this perspective, (e.g. introspection, diary studies). By the 1980s, SLA research commonly

applied statistical analysis based on logical-positivistic approaches, following the move in

psychology research, the underlying philosophical standpoints being mentalism,
behaviourism and individualism (Davis 1995: 428). In contrast, the ethnography of
communication is focused on "...the social meaning of language within the context of

particular groups (cultures)" (loc. cit). She highlights the difference between interpretive and

ethnographic approaches:

A distinction often made between interpretive qualitative studies and ethnographic studies
is that the former focus on the construction or co-construction of meaning within a

particular social setting (e.g. classroom), whereas the latter focus on the shared meaning of
a particular social group (culture) and/or on interactions among cultural groups.

Davis 1995: 433

Erickson makes a further distinction between interpretive approaches and rich description,

arguing that rich description is a research technique as opposed to a method. He maintains
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that "...continuous narrative description can also be used by researchers with a positivist and

behaviourist orientation that deliberately excludes from research interest the immediate

meanings of actions from the actors' point of view" (Erickson 1986:120 in Davis 1995: 434).

Thick description, in contrast, employs an emic perspective, as it includes actors'

interpretations and other social information (Davis 1995).

Usher (1996) gives a summary of Kuhn's (1970) critique of positivist / empiricist

epistemology and then goes on to look at hermeneutic / interpretive epistemology, stating
that "In social research, knowledge is concerned not with generalisation, prediction and

control, but with interpretation, meaning and illumination" (Usher 1996: 18). He points out

that this epistemology focuses on social practices, and that human action is meaningful and
therefore must be interpreted within the context of these practices:

To explain the social world we need to understand it, to make sense of it, and hence we

need to understand the meanings that construct and are constructed by interactive human
behaviour. Human action is given meaning by interpretive schemes or frameworks. It
follows from this that as researchers (engaged in the human action and social practice of

research) we too seek to make sense of what we are researching and we too do so through

interpretive schemes or frameworks, this process of double sense-making is referred to as

"the double hermeneutic". In other words, unlike the situation in the natural sciences, in

social research both the subject (the researcher) and object (other people) of research have
the same characteristic of being interpreters or sense-seekers.

Usher 1996: 18-19.

Bailey & Nunan (1996: 1) cite Lincoln and Guba (1985), highlighting what for them are

defining features of naturalistic inquiry:

® Realities are multiple, constructed and holistic

• The knower and the known are interactive and inseparable

• Only time-bound and context-bound hypotheses are possible, (in contrast to the
positivist desire for time-free and context-free generalisations)

a It is impossible to distinguish causes from effects since "all entities are in a state of
mutual simultaneous shaping"
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• Inquiry is value bound, (in contrast to the experimentalist notion that legitimate inquiry
must be value free, which is, in itself, a value statement).

Lincoln & Guba 1985 In Bailey & Nunan 1996:2

The present study belongs to this broad area of enquiry, and aims to work within the
conventions of this tradition. Before describing the process of the study itself, the next

section raises the issue of participant perspectives in discourse research.

4.2.3 Language classroom discourse and participant perspectives

Van Lier (1988) provides a full discussion of the issues pertaining to interpretive approaches
and second language research, criticising much contemporary classroom research, and

accusing it of neglecting social context through over-concern with cause and effect

relationships. Instead he stresses the importance of understanding over proof. He also argues

that an interpretive, ethnographic approach is more accessible, and so has potential use in
teacher development and awareness-raising. He advocates its use as a way of linking the
micro- and macro- sociological aspects of classroom life, based on Cazden's (1985)
distinction:

Context may be regarded as extending, like ripples on a pond, in concentric circles from

any particular action or utterance. At some point we will have to draw a line and say: this is
as far as we shall look. What we are doing when we examine an utterance in context is

basically of course explaining the occurrence of that utterance at the same time as

describing. We therefore engage in explanation, and in that sense a distinction between

descriptive and explanatory research is simplistic: it is not possible to do one without the
other.

Van Lier 1988: 10

Breen (1985) differentiates between conceptions of the classroom reflected in research

traditions, characterising the view inherent in SLA research as the classroom as experimental

laboratory in which the learners are exposed to linguistic data. He presents an alternative

conception of the classroom viewed primarily as discourse:

Recent class-based or classroom-oriented research explicitly seeks to describe what actually

happens in a rather special social situation. This research relies upon methods of
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conversational and sociolinguistic data collection and analysis, thereby seeking to offer a

richer and less prescriptive account of classroom language learning than earlier

investigations of the comparative effects of different teaching methodologies. Classroom-
oriented research focuses primarily upon the discourse of classroom communication. It sees

teacher and learners as active participants in the generation of the discourse of lessons.

Here, the researcher explores the classroom as a text which reveals such phenomena as

variable participation by learners, various error treatments by teachers, and specific features
of classroom talk such as teacher evaluation, teacher - learner negotiation, and prevalent
instructional speech acts including display questions, formulation or explanation, and

message adjustment.

Breen 1985: 139

He goes on to outline some of the pitfalls of an emphasis on the classroom purely as

discourse, arguing that such research assumes the "surface text" will reveal the psychological
forces which create it. He argues that a single perspective on the discourse is inadequate,

emphasising the importance of discourse participants' viewpoints. To achieve a focus on

both discourse and participants, the researcher will need not only to record and analyse the

discourse, but also to adopt an interpretive approach towards the setting under investigation,

attempting to gain access to insiders' perspectives. In order to get at this type of information,
an ethnographic stance may be adopted towards data collection and analysis.

Mehan (1979) also discusses the need for convergence between researchers' and

participants' perspectives, and the concept ofpsychological reality of ethnographic findings.
One way of testing the plausibility of interpretations has been to use elicitation frames - a

technique that involves testing researchers' interpretations by questioning participants about
that phenomenon. If their answers match the analysis, then the ethnographer may have more

confidence in the findings, (e.g. Tyler 1969). However, as Mehan points out, this technique
raises difficulties as regards the presence of demand characteristics - the researcher may

structure participants' answers in order to make them fit their own analysis. Mehan
concludes that the only way to investigate participant viewpoints is by direct observation of
the context under investigation.

However, there is circularity in Mehan's argument. He asserts that the views and

interpretations of participants can be accessed by observation of the interaction in progress.

He argues that the ongoing "consequences of action" will confirm or disconfirm the
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researcher's interpretation of what is going on. This view, in effect, suggests that what is
observable in interaction is the sum of what is going on in interaction. Mehan seems to be

suggesting that the researcher's checking on participant viewpoints would go something like,
for example, "I think they are disagreeing, and I can know that they think they are

disagreeing too, because they seem to be disagreeing to me". This effectively collapses
researchers' interpretations and participant viewpoints into researchers' interpretations only.
At a superficial level, it may be possible to confirm the researcher's hunch that the

participants are, taking the above example, disagreeing, by observing them interacting and

using common sense world experience to assume that the participants do view the interaction
that way too. He cites Sacks's: "If it is a phenomenon, it must be interaction"(Sacks 1963).
Mehan claims that adherence to this maxim may help to avoid "...unfounded attributions to

the mental states or intentions of the participant, unwarranted psychological reduction, and
the reification of unobservable, abstracted sociological notions"(1979: 24). But the

assumption that what the researcher may observe is direct evidence of participant viewpoints
is itself inference, not evidence, and effectively denies the possible complexity of

participants' motivations, reducing everything to the observable surface text and behaviour.

These commentators advocate an investigative approach towards classroom discourse that

attempts to go beyond description of the discourse as text, also exploring the motivations and

perceptions of the participants, who are seen as active creators of the ongoing discourse and

process. Van Lier stresses the importance of explanation through an interpretive,

ethnographic approach with takes account of social contexts. Breen also advocates an

approach which aims at a richer account of classroom process in particular contexts,

emphasising the need to access the perspectives of the participants. Mehan also emphasises
the desirability of accessing participant perspectives, using techniques which elicit their

viewpoints on classroom phenomena, but argues that demand characteristics would
invalidate the results. The counter argument, however, is that reliance on observation alone
is to reduce classroom process to observable behaviour only, potentially disregarding other
forms of "unobservable" data, such as participant accounts and viewpoints. However,
Mehan's caution as to demand characteristics is well-placed - this issue is discussed later in
this chapter.

Several classroom studies have used participant viewpoints to inform analysis of classroom

process. Bailey (1996) looks at teachers' classroom decisions using video-based stimulated
recall. Nunan (1996) also explores the perspectives of the teachers, using post-lesson
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conferences, and asking teachers to annotate transcripts of the lessons. However, there do not

seem to be many studies that attempt to combine discourse analysis with interpretive

techniques in order to investigate participant viewpoints.

The present study, as it attempts to investigate themes related to participant viewpoints,

adopts the overall standpoint of these commentators - that to gain some degree of
understanding of classroom discourse and process, some attempt to access participant

viewpoints should be made. The study design is described below, with discussion of the
issues associated with the various techniques employed.

4.3 The study design

This section will begin discussing the data collection and analysis techniques which would
best address the research questions.

1. How is the classroom discourse in the study structured in terms of "layers",
and what are their characteristics?

The first research question is focused on the discourse and aims to describe and characterise
it. In order to address this question, techniques to observe the discourse of the lessons were

required. However, observation alone would not be sufficient - for close detailed and
accurate analysis of the lesson, recording would also be necessary. Recordings preserve the
classroom process in data which (although mediated) is "...close to the original form"

(Mehan 1979:16), allowing the researcher to examine it again and again. Audio recording

may provide a clear record, however video has the advantage of providing more information
about the ongoing process in terms of the non-verbal communication and action.

2. What are the characteristics of the discourse at different stages of the
lessons?

The second question, like the first, required recording of the discourse in order to describe
and categorise it at the different stages.

3. What are the participants' perceptions of their rights and responsibilities at
different stages of the lessons?
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The third question was more focused on the perception of the participants and their

viewpoints on the classroom discourse and process. This question required a technique that
would access their views, while still focusing on the lesson process.

These questions suggested a study which was relatively limited in scale, in order to focus on

small groups of participants. A case study approach was adopted, in which two classes
would be focused on. The research plan was designed to employ a dual level of analysis -

both the "surface text" and a wider conception of classroom process as discourse and

participation. It aimed to provide a balance between a more interpretive, ethnographic

approach, and transcription and analysis of the discourse, also allowing for input from the

participants. The research plan comprised three sections: observation and recording,
fieldnotes and stimulated recall interviews. The overall research design consisted of the

following elements:

Technique Rationale
Observation and fieldnotes

■ \ ~ ' T.

.

To allow for an observer's viewpoint and interpretations of
the ongoing discourse and action. Free note-taking was
favoured over a systematic observation schedule, as it was
felt to be a more flexible method which could allow for
analytical categories to arise from the data, and could give
a richer description of the classroom process.

Video recording
; •

•'
. ■

A video camera was used to film and audio record different

groups on different days. This method was chosen as it
could provide richer and clearer data than audio, and could
also be used as a stimulus for the interviews.

Video recall interviews with

participants

... .

•

In order to access participant viewpoints, selected clips
from the lessons were shown to participants during
interviews. The participants were asked to comment on the
selected incidents and related issues. This technique was
chosen as it seemed to offer an opportunity to access
viewpoints related to specific incidents involving
participants, and was intended to supplement the analysis
and interpretations of the observer.

The interviews were loosely based on the following aide memoire (not seen by the

interviewee) rather than a strict list of questions:
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Table 4.1: Interviewer's aide memoire

INTERVIEWER'S AIDE MEMOIRE

Introduction
Before switching tape on - chat to put respondent as ease. Switch tape on.
How long have you been a student at the Institute? Why did you decide to come and study
here?

Previous learning experience
Could you tell me something about your previous experience of learning languages? School
/ university / language school? Can you describe the classes - what were they like?

Recall
Now I'm going to ask you to remember a lesson from when I was watching your class. (Show
photocopy) Do you remember this activity? Can you describe what you were doing? Now I'm
going to show you a clip from the video I made that day, with you in it. I'd like you to watch it
and try to remember that moment, how you were feeling, what you were thinking at the time.
I'd like you to explain to me what is happening on the video in as much detail as possible.
(Play clip eliciting commentary and noting counter numbers). Then play again and ask
question related to that incident and related themes.

Role perceptions
Do you think students in class always do exactly what the teacher asks them to do?
Examples / own experience? Why is that? Do you think the teacher directs everything that
happens in class? When is it most important to listen to the teacher/other students? When is
it less important? How is talking English in class different to talking English outside class?

The aide memoire covered the main themes to be investigated in the interview. The aim of
this phase was to gain insights into students' perceptions of participant frameworks, and to

access insiders' perspectives on individual incidents in class, captured on video. The video

excerpts were selected as being in some way representative of the student's classroom

participation during the time of study, or as an example of a critical moment, in which a

change or violation of the framework is apparent. More detail about the aims and findings of
the interviews is given in chapter 7.

However, first the following section gives a brief outline of some of the issues related to

implementing this research design, beginning with the advantages and challenges of case

study research.
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4.3.1 The case study approach

Cohen and Manion present a set of possible advantages of case study research (adapted from

Adelman, Jenkins, & Kemmis 1980). They begin with the assertion that case study data is

"strong in reality" but difficult to organise, while other types of research data may be "weak
in reality" but easy to organise. Case studies are described as accessible, as they are close to

everyday experience, and they also acknowledge the "embeddedness" (1995: 123) of social

truths, allowing for alternative interpretations. Case studies are seen as rooted in the "a world
of action" (loc.cit), and as such are more likely to contribute to change. Case study research

reports are also readily accessible, as they are presented in more straightforward language
that can be understood by a wider, non-specialist audience. However, case studies present

their own problems, especially in the area of selection of data. Cohen and Manion outline
some of questions that this process raises:

• How do you get from the initial idea to the working design (from the idea to a
specification, useable data)?

• What do you lose in the process?

• What unwanted concerns do you take on board as a result?

• How do you find a site which provides the best location for the design?

• How do you locate, identify and approach key informants?

• How they see you creates a context within which you see them. How can you handle
such social complexities?

• How do you record evidence? When? How much?

• How do you file and categorize it?

• How much time do you give to thinking and reflecting what you are doing?

• At what points do you show your subject what you are doing?

• At what points do you give them control over who sees what?

9 Who sees the reports first?

Adapted from Walker 1980 In Cohen & Manion 1994: 113.

This list of points provided a useful reminder of some of the important issues to be borne in
mind when undertaking case study research. These issues will be discussed in relation to the

present study in the section focused on analysis.
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4.3.2 Observation

An important issue in observation-based research is the status of the observer, and whether
he or she is regarded as a member of the group under investigation, or an outsider. In full¬
blown ethnographic research, it is common for the researcher to attempt to integrate
themselves into the group or society, using their in-group status to gain the trust of the
informants. However, the situation may be a little different in the institutional setting:

In a natural setting it is difficult for the researcher who wishes to be covert not to act as a

participant. If the researcher does not participate, there is little to explain his presence, as he
is very obvious to the actual participants...Most studies in a natural setting are unstructured

participant observation studies...Much the opposite is true in an artificial environment.
Since there is no natural setting, in a sense none of the persons being studied are really

participants of long standing, and thus may accept a non-participant observer more

readily...Laboratory settings also enable a non-participant observer to use sophisticated

equipment such as videotape and tape recordings...Thus most studies in an artificial

laboratory setting will be structured and will be non-participant studies.

Bailey 1978, in Cohen & Manion 1995: 109

This seems to provide an appropriate argument for adopting a non-participant stance in the

present study. If "artificial laboratory" is replaced by "institutional", then the potential
difficulties of participant observation may perhaps be appreciated. In the context of the

present study, it would have been impossible in any case for the observer to attain an "in

group" status within the classroom, as the observer is a native speaker of English, and the

defining feature of the students' institutional role is that they are not. The default institutional
role for a native speaker of English in the EFL classroom context is teacher, or perhaps

teaching assistant, and there would be no way ofjustifying the presence of a native speaker
in the class as a "student". For these reasons it was felt that, although a participatory role

may have yielded more in-depth data on the students' classroom experiences and

motivations, the perceptions of the students that the observer was some kind of teacher
would have had at the least some kind of inhibitory effect on them. They may have felt
intimidated by the presence of a native speaker, which may have changed their behaviour to

such an extent that the research questions could perhaps not have been addressed.
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4.3.3 Fieldnotes

As mentioned above, free note-taking was used, rather than a coding system for classroom
observation. (For fuller discussion of this issue see Parkinson, Sandhu, Lacorte & Gourlay

1998). The use of this unstructured data collection procedure was intended to allow for

insights into the workings of the day-to-day classroom process first hand. The emphasis was

on allowing categories to emerge from the data, rather than working with a set of pre-

decided aspects of classroom discourse and behaviour. Also, as my focus was more on

sequence and pattern than on frequency, a free style of note-taking seemed to be the most

appropriate, (as discussed in chapter 1).

The notes were additionally intended to back up the recordings in terms of language, as it
was anticipated that the equipment would not record the discourse clearly throughout. The

general approach was like a "hoover" instead of a "filter" - the idea being to collect as much
as possible and make sense of it later. The aim was to counterbalance potentially selective
nature of this type of note-taking with the later transcriptions and microanalysis of the
recorded interaction. This phase of the research may be said to exhibit an ethnographic

stance, although not conforming to the specifications of ethnographic fieldwork in its purest

form, as the observer would be non-participating rather than integrated into the culture of the
classroom as an active participant over a more extended period of time, as in some previous

research, (e.g. Duff 1995, Willett 1995).
/

4.3.4 Interviews

A researcher's interpretation of the "text" of classroom discourse has to be derived through
the participant's interpretations of that discourse.

Breen 1985: 140

There exists a wide variety of research methods for investigating participants' motivations,
attitudes and perspectives.

Spradley (1979) provides the definitive guide to conducting the ethnographic interview.

However, he describes a process that places contact with informants at the heart of a long

period of engagement in full ethnographic research, and as such this is not completely

applicable to this study. Parkinson (1994) questions the extent to which applied linguists can
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do ethnographic interviews, describing what he calls a "diluted" version of Spradley's

ethnographic interview, (essentially one interview rather than extended contact). He outlines

the problems encountered in his study as he and another researcher attempted to adopt
"outsider" roles. He argues that in their case, the "naive" outsider status was impossible to

attain - by default he and the other researcher were viewed as "experts" as they were

interviewing students about topics close to their own specialisation. Parkinson notes that the

respondent in one interview "...moves [the interviewer]... into the role of supportive teacher
/ expert" (1993: 11). Parkinson analyses several interviews, and concludes that the "most
successful" was the one in which the interviewer acknowledged his expertise and allowed
the respondent to acknowledge and offer hers.

Introspective and retrospective methods have been widely discussed in the literature (e.g.
Faerch & Kasper 1987). An increased degree of attention to actors' viewpoints in this field
can be seen in recent work exploring teachers' professional narratives (e.g. Olshtain &

Kupferburg 1998), and also learners' perceptions of learning, (e.g Barkhuizen 1998). Block

(2000) also points out this increased tendency, in his discussion of interview data. He

highlights the increased popularity of interviews in language education research, as part of

triangulated data collection. However, he cautions against the tendency for researchers to

present the content of interviews as completely unproblematic, which can lead to readers

taking the information provided by subjects at "face value" and assuming it is entirely
unmediated. As he points out, the social sciences have long recognised the interview as a co-

constructed discourse event (e.g. Cicourel 1964, Mishler 1986), "...not as a direct window
on the minds of the interviewees" (Block 2000: 758). This is not to say, however, that
"unreliable" accounts given by participants are irrelevant and uninteresting to the researcher.

He cites Kvale (1996), who distinguishes between veridical and symptomatic readings of
interview data. A veridical reading assumes that the accounts are reliable, while a

symptomatic reading regards the account more as a document of that individual's attitude to

the topic and the interview as an event. The data are recast as voices, rather than memories,

linking back to Bakhtin's (1981) notion of the voice - an entity jointly constituted by, and
constitutive of the discourse community in which it occurs (Block 2000). In the context of

the interview, the interviewee may adopt different roles at different times, positioning the
interviewer differently through doing so - echoing Parkinson (1994). Block gives the

example of an interviewee in a previous study who seemed to use the interview as an

opportunity to talk about her frustrations in learning English - renegotiating the interview as

an event akin to a therapy session. This tendency was also evident in the present study.
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An advantage of using video clips as the basis for interviews was that, rather than asking
students more general questions about their class participation, it required the participants to

reflect directly on the particular context, acting as an aide memoire. As Nunan points out:

Such a technique can yield insights into processes of teaching and learning which would be
difficult to obtain by other means. It is a particularly useful technique in collaborative
research because it enables teachers and students as well as the researcher to present their
various interpretations of what is going on in the classroom, and for these interpretations to

be linked explicitly to the points in the which gave rise to them.

Nunan 1992: 94

Nunan mentions two studies which have employed this technique, (Woods 1989, Nunan

1991), one of which used video, the other tape-recorded discourse and transcription.

4.4 The data collection process

This section gives some information about the institution, the course, the anticipated

problems, and the process of negotiating access to classes.

4.4.1 The research context

The study took place at the Institute for Applied Language Studies, (IALS), Edinburgh

University. IALS is linked to the Department of Theoretical and A„pplied Linguistics, and
members of IALS staff make a substantial contribution to the Masters degree in Applied

Linguistics. IALS's main activities are language teaching and teacher education, and it
consists of two main sections: English as a Foreign Language, (EFL), and Modern

Languages, (ML). The data was collected during the academic year, (as opposed to during
the summer school), when the EFL section offers full-time programmes in General English,
with options in Business, Legal, Medical and Academic English. Specialist exam options are

also offered. IALS is also committed to small-scale research, primarily into issues related to

language teaching and learning, and part of this commitment has been to offer scholarships
for higher degree studies in these fields - it was on this basis that I began the study.
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4.4.2 Anticipated problems

The initial observations described in chapter 1 were conducted and the research questions
were then formulated. The first phase of data collection (lessons 1-5) was aimed in part to

test the practicability of the research design in order to discover whether the combination of
research procedures would in fact elicit the type of information which could address the
research questions. It was also an opportunity to test the adequacy of the recording

equipment - as an important part of the proposed research was to transcribe and analyse
classroom discourse. In addition, as one of the key concepts of investigative research in a

naturalistic setting is that of the cycle of observation, refining of analytic focus, and further
observation. For this reason this phase of data collection was also intended to play an role in

refining and narrowing the analytical focus of the study, through initial analysis of the data
and identification of emergent themes, both in the observation and recording of the
classroom process, and also in the interviews, through gaining access to participants'
accounts.

Before negotiating access to a class and collecting data, several potential problems were

anticipated. Some resistance, or at least reluctance, on the part of teachers was expected
when asked to take part in a study which would involve being filmed, observed, and
interviewed, in addition to their students being interviewed while watching clips from the
class in progress. Another potential problem was that, for many teachers, the experience of
observation is intimately bound up with the experience of being assessed, e.g. in the RSA
DELTA practical examinations, and so may have seemed intimidating. Another potential

difficulty was that of student reluctance to take part, although this was not seen as highly

likely, for a variety of reasons. IALS presents itself to students as a research institution, is

engaged in ongoing research projects, and had already played host to the research project
described in chapter 1. Its involvement in research could indeed be seen as one of its
commercial selling points. In addition, students may view the institution as "serious" about

teaching and learning if they witness research procedures taking place. Another, more human
reason may be suggested - many people enjoy attention, and also enjoy talking about

themselves, both elements of the present study. However, there still remained a possibility
that learners could react against the research, by refusing to give consent, or by reacting

against it once in progress. Their courses clearly cost them time, money, effort, long-distance
travel and involve cultural, social and possibly pedagogic unfamiliarity. In this sense they are
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already coping with a challenging situation. Involvement in a research project may have

represented an additional unwanted burden.

As much of the study hinges on recordings, a major concern was that the equipment should
work well and be reliable, since audio recording equipment can perversely refuse to work
when it is most needed. The size of the class was a potential problem, in that a largish class

may have rendered the task of transcription more difficult. The volume during group

speaking activities may have been too high to make it possible to catch what individual
students are saying, and to reconstruct the discourse of a particular group.

Labov (1972), spoke of one of the main difficulties associated with research based on

observation - the observer's paradox. This refers to the effect the presence an observer may

have on subjects, who may feel self-conscious, nervous or intimidated, and may as a result
not act "normally", as they would unobserved. The paradox lies in the fact that the observer

may be attempting to record "natural" behaviour, but his or her presence alone alters the
situation to the point where it these normal responses are not possible. In Labov's own work
into the relationship between pronunciation and social class, this may have resulted in people

talking in a high prestige register. In a classroom situation, it could perhaps result in students
and teacher trying to maintain what they regard to be "model" behaviour. The presence of a

video camera could exacerbate this effect, as people may worry that unknown individuals

may watch the videos later, and possibly assess of their language or quality of their
contribution. For these reasons it was very important to maintain a low-key presence during

observations, and to emphasise to the students who the restricted audience of the videos
would be.

4.4.3 Access, ethics and informed consent

The first step towards conducting the study was to negotiate access to a class. There were

several criteria for the selection of the class and course. The first was that it should be at

intermediate level, as any lower may have presented difficulties of self-expression in the
interviews. A highly-structured course was not chosen, as the theme of teacher-student

negotiation was important to the research. An ESP class was selected, as it seems to offer a

more complex and potentially interesting discourse context than General English.
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Permission to approach teaching staff was gained from the Director of Studies, and then ESP

staff were approached individually. The teachers were fully informed in writing as to the

proposed study, and agreed to participate. An explanation of the aims and procedures of the

proposed study was given to the students, who were invited to ask questions. They were then

provided with a consent letter to read and sign.

4.4.4 The teachers, course and participants

The first phase of data collection involved the observation and recording of lessons 1-5. The
teacher whose lessons were observed in this phase is a highly experienced teacher of General
and Business English, who had at that time worked at the Institute for approximately 10

years. He seemed very interested in the study as soon as it was mentioned, and agreed to the
observations without any sign of misgivings. The class chosen was a Business English (BE)
class. The students were all attending the course full-time and attended two or three different
classes throughout the day. The IALS General English programme during the academic year

is structured as follows:

Table 4.2: The structure of the IALS (year-round) EFL programme

9.15-10.45
A SLOT

11.15-12.45
B SLOT

2.00-3.45
C SLOT

Based on a General English
coursebook, with a focus on

language input and practice,
and reading skills.

Based on a combination of

commercially-produced and
in-house materials, with a
focus on writing and
listening skills.

Based on a combination of

commercially-produced and
in-house materials, with a
focus on speaking skills.

Students are placed in classes by level, which is assessed using an in-house cloze test and
interview. There are usually 8-10 levels available. There are specialist options within the

program at different times of the day - the BE class is an alternative to the GE B Slot. As
students take BE (and, depending on demand, other specialist options) at this time, the
students do not necessarily stay together in the same class groups throughout the entire

morning. The afternoon speaking classes are also organised into levels - however the
students tend to be grouped slightly different to the morning classes, reflecting the fact that
some students may be very proficient "on paper", but less proficient in speaking, or vice
versa.

The BE option is described in the introductory notes as being intended for "...students

studying business, economics or a commercial subject or for those who may already be
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working in commerce or industry". Students are required to have a "good intermediate" level
to take the course. As there is normally only one class, there is a wider range of levels than in
other GE classes. The aims of the course are described in the notes as "to activate and

enlarge vocabulary directly related to business" and "to develop reading, writing, listening
and speaking skills within a business context". Most of the students in the BE class in the

study were new that term, although there were also one or two continuers. The class
consisted of the following students (not their real names), the information presented is based
on their registration forms, the class consisted of 11 students of 5 nationalities: 5 Japanese, 2

Spanish, 1 Chilean, 1 Italian and 1 Omani:

Table 4.3: Lessons 1-5 students' biodata

NAME GENDER/AGE NATIONALITY OCCUPATION
1. Kyoko F / 25-30 Japanese School employee
2. Reiko F/21-24 Japanese Graduate
3. Masami F/21-24 Japanese English language student
4. Torn M/31-40 Japanese Business professional
5. Yukitaka M/21-24 Japanese Economics student
6. Donald M / 25-30 Taiwanese Student
7. Benicio M/21-24 Spanish Business graduate
8. Elena F/21-24 Spanish Business student
9. Paolo M / 25-30 Italian Economics graduate
10. Catalina F/21-24 Chilean Business student
11. Amir M / 25-30 Omani Company director

Access was granted for five observations, each an hour and a half long, yielding seven-and-
a-half hours of recorded data. These observations took place over the course of a week. In
the following section I will look at how the experience of collecting the data lead both to a

refining of analytical focus and to some adjustments to the data collection procedures in the

subsequent observations of lessons 6-10. Fuller overviews of the content and focus of all the

lessons and interviews in the study may be found in the appendices.

4.4.5 Observations of lessons 1-5

The following describes the practical experience of conducting the first five observations of
the study, and the associated five student interviews and one teacher interview.

4.4.5.1 Lesson recording and note-taking

In this study, the recordings were made using a Sony V8 camcorder mounted on a tripod.

However, it quickly became apparent that the camera could not film all the students
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simultaneously as the angle of view was too narrow, so different groups were filmed on

different days. The students sat at three tables, so this arrangement was relatively easy to

implement. As anticipated, the technical side of the recording was prone to difficulties. The
camera was set up in advance of the lesson, and was not checked during the lessons, as it
seemed too intrusive. The sound quality was satisfactory for most of the plenary phases of
the lessons, but less so for group work.

The fieldnotes were used to record seating arrangements, movement, and any other aspect of
the process that could not be adequately captured by the video. The notes were also used to

record aspects of behaviour during interaction such as gesture, facial expression, proximity,
movement and position, which could not be captured in their entirety by the video camera. In

note-taking, comprehensive treatment proved to be very difficult, due to the speed and

complexity of the classroom process. It became apparent that a narrower focus would be
more realistic, so one group was focused on at a time during groupwork, and the whole class

during plenary. Some researchers have used schematic representations of participation
structures (e.g. Shultz, Erickson & Florio 1982). These informed the note-taking approach in
this study, which made use of diagrams to illustrate groups and interaction. An example of a

page from the notes is given in the appendices.

4.4.5.2 Interviews

Five students from lessons 1-5 were selected in an attempt to use a cross-section of the class
in terms of gender, age and nationality. The following interviews were conducted, audio

taped and transcribed:

Table 4.5: Lesson 1-5 interviews overview

NAME VIDEO CLIP USED FOCUS

1. Paolo Lesson 3 - "Marketing Disasters"
From seating to beginning of group
work in marketing definitions reading
task

His group was not working together.
Discussion of why, touching on
cultural unfamiliarity, social
difficulties, what happens when
teacher tells them to work together.

2. Amir Lesson 4 - Marketing and phoning
From group work jigsaw reading to
teacher's arrival to monitor group.

Differences between working in
groups or in whole class. Cultural
unfamiliarity.

3. Kyoko Lesson 5 - "Trends" mingle
From end of teacher instructions to

Social challenges involved in
approaching other students in
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beginning of mingling activity. mingling activity.

Lesson 2 - Letter writing Tensions between individual work
From pair work - use of dictionary and group participation,
during checking stage.

Video 2 -Letter writing Cultural differences - frustrations in
During teacher instructions. group work. The effect of the teacher

listening on performance.

The incidents chosen as the focus of the interviews and the resultant data are described in

more detail in chapter 7.

4.4.6 Methodological modifications

A reflective stance was aimed at throughout the process of data collection and initial

analysis, in order to be aware of any inadequacies in the data collection and analysis

procedures and to allow for adjustments in approach.

It became obvious that that video alone was inadequate for the recording of group work, and
so it was supplemented with audio recordings in the subsequent observations. The rest of the
data collection procedures seemed generally successful, and were largely unchanged,

although as mentioned above, the focus in the note-taking was narrowed. Also, a looser style
was adopted for the interviews based on lessons 6-10, in order to allow more space for
diversions and narratives. Any strict attempt to elicit detailed recall was abandoned, and
instead the students were encouraged to use the clips to talk about any issues and incidents
that seemed salient to them. After the first few interviews the approach to the use of the
video was changed, as the respondents were asked to watch the clip through without being
asked to speak, then rewinding it and playing it again, pausing it to ask questions. This was

felt to be preferable as it gave the respondent more time to familiarise themselves with the
content of the clip. Additionally, pausing the video to ask questions seemed to be more

effective than asking the respondent to give a simultaneous commentary, as they seemed to

find it easier to watch, pause to think, and then answer a question or make a comment

spontaneously. Producing a commentary concentrating on the minute features of a single
interaction seemed to be very difficult for the respondent in the first interview. Subsequently
less emphasis was placed on recall and detailed explanation of the particular interaction in
the clip, and more on general comments about that phenomenon, using the video as an

example. There seemed to be strong tendency to talk about the phenomenon in general, or to
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jump ahead. Also, the time lapse between recording the video and conducting the interviews
was probably too long (up to a week) for effective recall. Unfortunately, it was not possible
to interview the students immediately after the lessons, due to practical considerations and
the fact that time was needed to analyse the videos, and choose an appropriate segment.

In the light of these experiences, lessons 6-10 were observed, with interviews scheduled
between observed lessons. This seemed to have several advantages as it allowed sufficient
time for viewing of the video and selection of a segment immediately afterwards, rather than

organising data collection for the following day. Also it did not tax the patience of the
students with a solid week of data collection. In addition, it allowed for a longer overall

period of engagement with the class, thus minimising the "snapshot" effect. The downside of
this approach was that, as the course involves continuous enrolment, the membership of the
class did not remain completely static throughout the study period.

4.4.7 Observations of lessons 6-10

The second phase of data collection was conducted with a different BE class and teacher.
The teacher involved had at that time approximately 15 years experience of teaching ESP,
and like the first teacher, was very accommodating and sympathetic to the study. This
teacher was also approached in writing and gave written consent. The study was explained to

the students, who were given the opportunity to ask questions. They were then given a

consent letter, which they all signed except Lin, who clearly gave verbal permission but said
she did not want to sign her name1.

Table 4.6: Lessons 6-10 students' biodata

NAME GENDER/AGE NATIONALITY OCCUPATION
1. Christine F / 25-30 French Law student
1. Jules M / 25-30 French Law student
2. Ricardo M/21-24 Spanish Lawyer
3. Lin F / 25-30 Chinese Manager
4. Helen F / 25-30 Chinese Prospective MBA student
5. Eun Joo F/41-50 Korean Finance professional
6. Kazumi F / 18-20 Japanese Law student - prospective UK
7. Hiro M / 25-30 Japanese Businessman
8. Annette F / 25-30 German Lecturer in finance
9. Yolanda F/21-24 Colombian Recent graduate

'
Colleagues familiar with Chinese culture speculated that this may have stemmed from a mistrust of

the authorities and the legal significance of a signature.
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Again five lessons were recorded, (lessons 6-10), but this time the observations were spread
out over a period of weeks. The aim was to interview all the students, but it was only

possible to interview seven as Hiro did not wish to be interviewed and Ricardo was willing
but too busy. In this second phase the students were required to give individual class

presentations during the study period - although not during observed lessons. Following the

principle of "giving something back" to the research participants, I offered to video students

giving their presentations and give them the videotapes to keep. Jules and Kazumi took up

this offer.

Table 4.7: Lessons 6-10 interviews overview

Lesson 3 - Letter writing
Gap between checking
"comparisons" homework and letter
writing task

Lesson 3 - Letter writing
During checking stage of
"comparisons" homework

3. Jules Lesson 2 - Bonds

During feedback stage after
dictionary work to beginning of

f group work in "marketingdefinitions" reading task.

Individual and sub-group activities
during transitions

Misunderstandings and student-
initiated repair

Whispering with another student and
writing - focus on perceptions of
rights and responsibilities

m

4. Christine Lesson 1 - Highland Wool
Teacher joins group during
checking stage

Lesson 2 - Bonds
Information gap activity with teacher
listening

Lesson 5 - The Euro

Lesson 4 - Island Silks

5. Lin

6. Kazumi

7. Annette

Effect on discourse, student attitude

Discussion of Lin and others looking
at maps and planning trip to London
at the beginning of the lesson

Discussion of feelings when teacher
is listening to group work
The tensions of individual and group
work

The interviews based on lessons 6-10 seemed to bebefit from the looser approach taken ot

the recall section. Again, more information about the rationale for the focus in each
interview is given in chapter 7, and also in the overview in the appendices.

This section has given a brief overview of the practicalities of implementing the research

plan. The next three chapters of the thesis are devoted to data analysis, each research
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question being addressed in turn. This chapter will conclude by discussing some issues
related to data analysis in relation to this study.

4.5 Approaches to data analysis

This section looks at issues related to analysis, beginning with the role of transcription. It
then considers some of the main approaches towards the analysis of spoken discourse and
outlines the approach adopted in this study. It ends with a discussion of the issues related to

justifying claims in qualitative research of this kind.

4.5.1 Transcription

Several commentators have argued that transcription goes beyond representation to

interpretation (e.g. Roberts 1997, Green, Franquiz & Dixon 1997). Pennington (1999)
discusses the issues involved in the transcription of classroom discourse in particular, and the
decisions that researchers must make which have a bearing on the analysis - what to include,
what not to include, and how to encode the data. In doing this they must attempt to be

comprehensive, but also to render the data manageable. She touches on the tensions involved
in transcription, as in other empirical research:

...the constant pressure to trade off between the goals of reliability and validity, feasability
and representativeness, consistency and comprehensiveness, accessibility and authenticity,

recording and analysing, actuality and abstraction, data and theory.

Pennington 1999: 86

For the classroom discourse analyst, Pennington argues, the boundary between what is

context, and what is data, is in a constant state of negotiation. The researcher has a

responsibility both towards the informants, who must be adequately represented, and also to

represent the data in a format that will be relevant to the potential audiences of the research

(Pennington 1999). Interestingly, the explanatory potential of classroom transcripts has

begun to be explored for awareness raising in teacher development (Cullen 1995, Lynch

1998), and promoting students' noticing of language features (Lynch 2001).

The experience of this study seems to confirm Pennington's observations as regards the

ambiguous nature of the transcription process. The transcription of lessons 1-5 and initial
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analysis brought a clearer research focus to the second part of the overall study. Throughout
this process, the distinction between transcription and analysis became increasingly blurred.
The close and repeated attention to the discourse required for accurate transcription afforded
the opportunity for analytic thought. In addition, in the transcription of complicated and
varied group classroom discourse, the processes of interpretation and transcription could not

be separated - it became necessary to make sense of the discourse while typing it up. Also,
as transcrition was conducted from the videos using a mini Video 8 player with headphones,
it involved watching the recorded classroom process, which meant that repeated viewing of
the non-verbal data was completely integrated into the transcription process.

4.5.2 Approaches to analysing spoken discourse

The analysis of spoken discourse is a wide area, and this section does not attempt a

comprehensive review, but merely touches on some of the issues involved in selecting an

approach towards discourse representation and analysis in this study.

Jaworski & Coupland give an extensive summary of the dimensions of discourse that must

be attended to, in order to understand "how it functions as a social event" (1999: 12). They
summarise points to bear in mind while analysing discourse in a social context, arguing that
the "social significance" of discourse lies in the relationship between linguistic meaning and

context, which leads them to advocate a functional analysis. As participants infer meanings
in the discourse, so must the observer "Analysing discourse is often making inferences about
inferences" (1999: 12). They maintain that meaning-making is a process of construction
which hinges on social categorisation, and so attribution of meaning can never be value-free.
Discourse is accessed via textual data that has already been "filtered" or "mediated".

Additionally, discourse is related to non-verbal aspects of context and is "...more than

(verbal / vocal) language itself' (loc.cit). They emphasise the potential of discourse analysis
for the investigation of "the creative inter-subjectivity of social interaction", and conclude
with the point that discourse analysis can shed light on broader social structures, as "It can

let us see how macro-structures are carried through micro-structures" (loc.cit). This seems to

echo the aims of the present study.

One of the most well-known and established forms of discourse analysis is derived from

speech act philosophy and the work of Austin (1962) and Searle (1969). Speech act theory
relies on hypothetical examples, and speech act analysis has continued in many cases to
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consider invented examples and contexts (Schiffrin cites Cole & Morgan 1975 as an

example). This reflects the view expressed by Searle (loc. cit) that abstraction and
idealization are essential for systematisation and the construction of theory. Schifffin lists
other analysts who have applied speech act theory to actual utterances (Blum-Kulka 1987,

Ervin-Tripp 1976, Cherry 1990, Herbert 1990, Holmes 1989, 1990, Pufahl 1988, Stubbs

1983, Halliday 1973, 1975, Labov & Fanshel 1977). However these studies do not look at

utterances in sequence - instead they separate them from their contexts and analyse them

individually. Schiffrin emphasises the need for an account of both sequential coherence, and
the contribution of one speech act's function to that of another, if speech act analysis is to be
used in relation to discourse (Schiffrin 1994: 61). This separation from context suggested
that speech act analysis would not be an appropriate analytical approach for the present

study.

Another, very different, approach to the analysis of discourse is conversation analysis and

ethnomethodology. Hammersley highlights ethnomethodology's emphasis on the methods
used by people in everyday situations:

...where interactionism sees the meanings embedded in action as the product of relatively
stable perspectives shared by social groups, ethnomethodolgy treats meanings as context-

dependent. From this point of view, agreement among actors is not produced by a

commonality of meanings but rather by the collective use of shared methods to create

intelligible behaviour, and to find meaning in others' actions. Thus where interactionists

investigate the perspectives and practices shared by groups of actors, ethnomethodologists
are concerned rather with documenting the methods by which actors produce and
understand everyday behaviour.

Hammersley 1993: xii

Conversation analysis looks at very fine-grained transcriptions of small samples of
discourse, and closely analyses them line-by-line. The transcription techniques used in CA

provide a great deal of detail about the interaction, and it was not felt that such fine-grained

transcription was necessary for the present study. Additionally, this style of transcription is

extremely labour-intensive, and for this reason was not seen as practical for the amount of
data under consideration. Another reason to reject a conversation analysis approach was

theoretical. The ethnomethodologists place primacy on the minute-by-minute methods

employed by social actors in everyday interaction, thus de-emphasising the role of
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participants' previous experiences of speech events, like classroom discourse. One criticism
that may be levelled at CA is that it presents the discourse participant as a tabula rasa in
terms of discourse literacy - he or she is seen as negotiating each discourse situation as an

entirely new experience. This view does not seem to adequately account for the classroom

situation, where participants do seem to draw on previous classroom experiences as a

(flexible) template for their participation in the new setting. For these reasons, a conversation

analysis approach was not adopted in the present study. (For recent overview of conversation

analysis see Hutchby & Woofit 1998, for an overview plus critique see Schiffrin 1994).

Tannen reviews a "wave" of theories and studies which, in contrast to conversation analysis,

foreground the importance of previous experience. These are taken from a variety of

disciplines, drawing together notions offrames, scripts and schemata from linguistics,
artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology, sociology and anthropology. She groups them

together as structures ofexpectation, which we draw on in order to predict the form of new

situations and relationships. She defines frames in reference to Hymes:

In his work on the ethnography of speaking, which seeks to analyse language as it is used

by people in specific cultures, Hymes, (1974), includes frames as one of the "means of

speaking". In order to interpret utterances in accordance with the way in which they were

intended, a hearer must know what "frame" s/he is operating in, that is, whether the activity

being engaged in is joking, imitating, chatting, lecturing, or performing a play, to name just
a few possibilities familiar to our culture. This notion of frames as a culturally determined,
familiar activity is consonant with the term as used by Gofftnan, (1974) and Frake, (1977).

Tannen 1993: 18

The term "frame" is closely associated with Goffman, who presents a picture of a dynamic,

co-negotiated definition of a situation, tacitly agreed by the participants:

The maintenance of this surface of agreement, this veneer of consensus, is facilitated by

each participant concealing his own wants behind statements which assert values to which

everyone present feels obliged to give lip service. Further, there is usually a kind of
division of definitional labour. Each participant is allowed to establish the tentative official

rule regarding matters which are vital to him but not immediately important to theirs, e.g.,

the rationalisations and justifications by which he accounts for his past activity...We have
then a kind of interactional modus vivendi. Together the participants contribute to a single
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over-all definition of the situation which involves not so much a real agreement as to whose
claims concerning what issues will be temporarily honoured. Real agreement will also exist

concerning the desirability of avoiding an open conflict of definitions of the situation.

Goffman 1959:21

Goffman emphasises the importance of expectations and previous experiences in guiding our

perceptions of new individuals and situations, helping us to predict the behaviour of others.
The emphasis on previous expectations and experiences, coupled with the suitability of
frame analysis to describe a multi-layered discourse situation, seem to recommend it as a

useful analytical approach for the investigation of a complex discourse setting. Additionally,
it is utilised in the analysis of layers of language classroom discourse, as in a number of the
studies discussed in chapter 3, and so its use offers theoretical continuity with preceding

closely related work. For these reasons, the analytical approach adopted in the present study
was loosely based on the concept of discourse frames.

A further methodological influence on the study was narrative analysis (Mishler 1986),
which informed my approach to the interviews in the study. As mentioned above, the
stimulated recall techniques employed in the interviews, although not entirely successful at

eliciting close retrospective commentary on the discourse of the particular video clips,
seemed to lead to unsolicited data in the form of personal narratives about other classroom
incidents. Mishler bases his approach on the analysis of narratives provided by interviewees,
whose stories are not viewed as deviations from the topic, but acts of self-construction.

Throughout the data collection process, I came to value these narratives as important data, as

opposed to tangents from the questions set in the interviews. Narratives have formed the
basis for studies in the field of language education, e.g Olshtain & Kupferburg (1998) looked
at the narratives of foreign language teachers and how they used them to reflect their

professional knowledge.

4.5.3 Justifying claims in qualitative research

In interpretive research, as in experimental investigations, there must be a system of checks
and balances to ensure quality. This type of research has often been criticised for a lack of

rigour and over-subjectivity. Unlike experimental work, the researchers tend not to follow a

fixed and universally accepted set of steps - partly due to the context-bound and flexible
nature of this type of investigation, and possibly owing to the relative youth of the approach
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in comparison with the positivist experimental paradigm. However, several sets of guidelines
have been proposed.

TESOL Quarterly provides guideline criteria for good practice in qualitative research.

However, this advice is designed specifically with ethnographic work in mind, and cannot be

applied easily to discourse-analytic studies, which ".. .present the researcher with a different
set of data analysis and presentation concerns than does ethnography" (Lazaraton 1995:

461). Edge & Richards discuss justifying outcomes in qualitative research, specifically what

they term "...the investigation of contextual ised experience [which requires that] the
researcher's findings take account of the interpretations and constructions of others who live
in the context being explored" (1998: 334). Their paper is aimed at novice researchers doing

supervised research of this kind, and as such is very relevant to the present study. They

highlight the difficulties facing such researchers "... In a fragmented field where traditional

concepts such as reliability and validity are no longer accepted as unproblematic, the onus is
on the researcher to establish his or her own warrant" (1998: 335). Problems exist, they

argue, as a result of the lingering "paradigm war" between rationalist, logical-positivism and
the humanistic, or naturalistic paradigm:

Researchers in this humanistic, or naturalistic, paradigm see themselves as participants in
the situations they investigate, and assert that their values and beliefs are multiply involved
in choosing what to research, how to research it, and how to represent and use their

findings. They maintain that there are differing versions of truth and reality, depending on

perspective, that experience cannot be understood by breaking it up into pieces, and that

causality is a concept insufficient to help one understand how human situations develop.

Edge & Richards 1998: 336.

They argue that this form of research is still marginalised within TESOL / Applied

Linguistics, which they maintain is still dominated at the higher levels by the positivist

paradigm, inhibiting the development of qualitative methodologies. They look at ways in
which doctoral candidates should justify their claims in interpretive studies, pointing out that
the rejection of the positivist paradigm forces researchers to place their investigations in
"...an increasingly complex conceptual environment" (1998: 340). The wide range of

techniques and sources make for a bewildering landscape of overlapping terms and ideas.
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Cohen and Manion present some practical guidelines, reproducing Denzin's (1970) set of

steps in participant observation:

• A rough definition of the phenomena is formulated
• A hypothetical explanation of that phenomenon is formulated

• One case is studied in the light of the hypothesis, with the object of determining
whether or not the hypothesis fits the facts in that case.

• If the hypothesis does not fit the facts, either the hypothesis is reformulated or the
phenomenon to be explained is redefined so that the case is excluded.

• Practical certainty may be attained after a small number of cases has been examined,
but the discovery of negative cases disproves the explanation and requires a
reformulation.

• This procedure of examining cases, redefining the phenomenon, and reformulating the
hypothesis is continued until a universal relationship is established, each negative case
calling for a redefinition of a reformulation.

Denzin 1970 In Cohen & Manion 1995:111.

These guidelines seem designed for application to a hypothesis-testing model of research
based on qualitative data. In this respect, they do not match perfectly the design of the

present study, which does not seek to prove hypotheses. However, the guidelines highlight
the importance of avoiding over-interpretation, the need for evidence to back up claims, and
the dangers of over-generalisation on the basis of few examples. The current study attempts

to bear these pitfalls in mind throughout the analysis.
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Chapter 5: Classroom discourse worlds

5.1 Introduction and chapter overview

Chapter 3 outlines a wide variety of analyses of classroom discourse, focusing particularly
on studies which describe classroom discourse in terms of layers, levels, or concentric rings.
This chapter aims to build on this area of research, looking at selected lesson data and

investigating the first research question:

1. How is the classroom discourse in the study structured in terms of

"layers", and what are their characteristics?

As summarised in chapter 3, various studies have resulted in analytical models showing a

layered structure in classroom discourse. That chapter concluded that these analytical
frameworks share a broad conception of classroom discourse composed of either a

dichotomy or a continuum between a type of discourse found in the outside world, and more

classroom-specific discourse. Examples of these discourses include Kramsch's (1984)
natural discourse, Wright's (1987) informal discourse, Ulichny's (1996) conversation and
Cullen's (1998) non-institutional discourse. The commentators contrast this type of

discourse, not specifically rooted in the classroom, with one more particularly classroom-
based.

As this theme seems to be a common one running through various studies, it also seemed to

be a theme worthy of investigation in the present study. The next section of this chapter will
consider a topic that seems relevant to this dual, or multi-level conception of classroom
discourse: the relationship between classroom discourse and outside world discourse. This
debate covers issues of the extent to which classroom discourse can be "natural", the

relationship between classroom discourse and conversation, and conceptions of classroom
discourse as institutional discourse. This discussion will be related to the analysis of two of
the lessons from the study, Lesson 9: Island Silks and Lesson 6: Highland Wool.

Another theme discussed in the literature is the relationship between form and meaning in
classroom discourse. Section 5.3 will summarise some arguments and issues surrounding this

topic, related to general language classrooms. It will go on to look at one conception ofform
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and content in ESP classroom discourse. This discussion will be related to an analysis of

another lesson from the study, Bonds, summarised and contextualised in that section.

In both analyses, examples will be provided from the data set, drawing on both lesson and
interview data. The chapter will conclude by proposing a model of classroom discourse

based on Erickson's (1884) notion of the discourse world.

5.2 Outside world and language learning world discourse

As suggested above, the classroom / non-classroom duality is an identifiable broad theme

running through much of the research work on language classroom discourse. This section
will begin by exploring the concepts employed to characterise the non-classroom side of this

dichotomy. It will look at various commentaries on the status of classroom discourse in
relation to the discourse of the world outside the classroom, variously referred to as

authentic, natural and non-institutional.

Seedhouse (1996) when discussing the status of classroom discourse, argues that it is in fact
a form of institutional discourse. He characterises this quoting Drew and Heritage:

Institutional interaction involves an orientation by at least one of the participants
to some core goal, task, or identity (or set of them) conventionally associated
with the institution in question, in short, institutional talk is normally informed
by goal orientations of a relatively restricted conventional form.

Institutional interaction may often involve special and particular constraints on
what one or both of the participants will treat as allowable contributions to the
business at hand.

Institutional talk may be associated with inferential frameworks and procedures
that are particular to specific institutional contexts.

Drew & Heritage 1992: 22

However, other debates within the language teaching profession seem to present a different

conception of the status of classroom discourse. The ELT profession has become

increasingly concerned with the extent to which classroom materials and tasks were

"authentic", like those in the world outside the classroom, or (a debate which can trace its

origins back at least twenty years, e.g. Widdowson 1978, Porter & Roberts 1981). An

implicit assumption in the drive for authenticity seems to be that through an emphasis on
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"real life", the classroom could be transformed into something else, lessening its institutional
status.

However, there are problems associated with claiming that institutional discourse is
somehow less natural than conversation - since both discourse events are governed by
internal culture-bound structures. However beneficial these movements within ELT have

been, as Seedhouse points out, they do not stop the classroom being a classroom, they just
make it into a different kind of classroom, and classrooms are institutional settings. He
deconstructs the "communicative orthodoxy" regarding classroom interaction as follows:

There is such a thing as "genuine" or "natural" communication (Nunan 1987:
137; Kumaravadivelu 1993: 12; Kramsch 1981:8)

It is possible for EFL teachers to replicate genuine or natural communication in
the classroom but most fail to do so. (Nunan 1987:144; Kumaravadivelu
1993:12; Kramsch 1981:18).

Most teachers produce interaction which features examples of the IRF cycle
(teacher initiation - learner response - teacher follow up) and display questions;
these are typical of traditional classroom interaction, but rarely occur in genuine
or natural communication (Nunan 1987:141; 1988:139; Dinsmore 1985:226-7;
Long and Sato 1983:284).

Teachers could be trained to replicate genuine or natural communication in the
classroom (Nunan 1987: 144: Kumaravadivelu 1993:18).

Seedhouse 1996: 16-7

He goes on to challenge each of these assumptions. On the assumption that there is such a

thing as genuine or natural communication, he refers to Nunan's (1987) definition of

"genuine communication", involving:

... uneven distribution of information, the negotiation of meaning (through, for
example, clarification requests and confirmation checks), topic nomination and
negotiation by more than one speaker, and the right of interlocutors to decide
whether to contribute to an interaction or not. In other words, in genuine
communication, decisions about who says what to whom and when are up for
grabs.

Nunan 1987: 137. In Seedhouse 1996: 17

Within this view, as he points out, genuine or naturalistic communication is equated with
conversation. However, he points out that sociolinguistic theory sees conversation as:

...a kind of benchmark against which other more formal or "institutional" types
of interaction are recognised and experienced. Explicit within this perspective is
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the view that other institutional forms of interaction will show systematic
variations and restrictions on activities and their design relative to ordinary
conversation.

Seedhouse 1996: 18

Seedhouse also challenges the assumption that it is possible for EFL teachers to replicate

genuine or natural communication in the classroom, but most fail to do so. He argues that it
is not possible for teachers to replicate conversation in a lesson, citing Warren's definition of
conversation:

A speech event outside of an institutionalised setting involving at least two
participants who share responsibility for the progress and outcome of an
impromptu and unmarked verbal encounter consisting of more than a ritualised
exchange.

Warren 1993 In Seedhouse 1996: 18

Following Seedhouse's argument, in order for classroom interaction to qualify as

conversation, several conditions must be met. The setting must not be an institutional one,

turn taking and participation rights in conversation must be unrestricted, responsibility for

managing and monitoring the progress of the discourse must be shared by all participants,
conversations must be open ended and participants jointly negotiate the topic. This, he

argues, results in an instructor's paradox, as the teacher instructing student to have a

conversation invokes the institutional purpose. He concludes that conversation can take place
in the classroom, but not as part of a lesson. However, it may be impossible for teachers to

create the conditions for a conversation in strict terms, or to instruct the learners to have one,

but classroom discourse data can reveal that students may converse in the gaps between
activities when they are "off task" (Lynch 1998). This may not be on the teacher's lesson

plan, but it takes part in lesson time and in the classroom. These instances reveal a more

complex picture than the one Seedhouse envisages.

Widdowson (1998) goes further in his discussion of authenticity in the classroom, claiming
that learners cannot, by definition, be insiders in a discourse community when using English:

The authenticity or reality of language use in its normal pragmatic functioning
depends on its being localised within a particular discourse community. Listeners
can only authenticate it as discourse if they are insiders. But learners are
outsiders, by definition, not members of user communities. So the language that
is authentic for native speakers cannot possibly be authentic for learners.

Widdowson 1998: 711
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This argument, however, seems flawed, as Widdowson seems to be claiming English as the

sole property of the native speaker. He generalises about all learners in all cultures and

learning situations - reducing all to the monolithic "non-native speaker". He fails to take
account of learners in second language learning situations where English is used every day
for communication outside the classroom, or indeed any learner using English in their day-

to-day lives. He also misrepresents the situation of multilingual groups of learners who use

English as a linguafranca in and out of the classroom - as it seems strange to claim that the

language that they use is "not authentic".

These commentaries highlight the complexity of the status of classroom discourse in this

regard. Seedhouse opts to characterise it wholly as institutional discourse, and seems to

suggest that as a result, conversation cannot take place within it. Widdowson also employs a

reductive analysis that seems to preclude the possibility of a more complex picture.

Both discussions centre on classroom discourse and its relationship to the discourse of the
outside world. This concept is relevant to the analysis presented in the next section, which

develops the notion of the outside world as a category in classroom discourse. It goes on to

propose another category, the other world, to describe a frame of reference consisting of a

fictional situation jointly constructed by the discourse participants.

5.3 Analysis of Lesson 9: Island Silks

This section begins by looking at the discourse and participation in lesson 9: Island Silks, in
order to investigate these themes. This lesson was chosen for analysis as it involves reference
to target language situations in the outside world, and also the construction of a fictional
world in which the students conduct a roleplay. In this way a variety of frames of reference
are exhibited within one lesson. The overall focus, participants and main stages of the lesson
are summarised below:
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Overview of Lesson 9: Island Silks

9 | "7 Non-plenary ~~ Lines in
transcript

Plenary, T gives
instructions for
discussion activity

Instructions 1 2-3

2 Groupwork, SS discuss
"What makes a good
negotiator?"

4-21

3 Plenary, T checks
answers, T gives
instructions for

negotiation preparation
task

Checking 1
Instructions 2

22-218

4 Groupwork, SS prepare
for the negotiation in
two groups, A and B. *

219

5

v.

Plenary, T gives
instructions for
negotiation

Instructions 3 220

o Groupwork, SS
negotiate. One S plays
a representative from
Island Silks, the other S
is from Trendsetters.

221

The following analysis begins by looking at the stated focus of the coursebook the lesson
was based on, and the teaching notes provided in the coursebook for that lesson. It goes on to

look at how the activities were framed by the teacher, as the teacher interprets the published
material and constructs a context. It then looks at the negotiation task enacted by two of the
students.

5.3.1 Framing and enactment of lesson 9: Island Silks

This lesson was based on Unit 7, Negotiations, from Business Class, (Cotton & Robbins

1993). The book outlines its overall purpose as follows:

Business Class is a topic- and skills-based course for business professionals and
students of business at an upper-intermediate to advanced level of English. The
course will develop students' oral and written communication skills, while at the
same time enlarging their knowledge of the business world.

Cotton & Robbins 1993: back cover

The unit under discussion is one of three that provide:

...training in the key business skills required for negotiations, presentations and
meetings. The emphasis is on improving both the organisational and language
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skills needed for students to perform more effectively in the world of
international business.

Cotton & Robbins 1993: back cover

So these statements imply a double focus - on linguistic form and also on content -

"enlarging their knowledge of the business world". There are no teachers' notes for the
individual units.

The teacher introduces the focus of the lesson as follows:

Data Extract 5.1: Lesson 9 Island Silks

1 SS y • Come in and sit down
2 Teacher:- /Returning homework/ Em, we're planning to do something on negotiating this

morning, and if possible, carry out a negotiation, because I promised the class that we
T;; would do a second one, so this is the second one. Em, usually we look at business news

' V - today, but we looked at business news the day after the budget, and so we'll do a

negotiation today. /Beginning loud and becoming quiet/To get started
I'd just like you to read the list at the top, em don't worry about the second half of the
page at this moment. The art of negotiation. It's just something about negotiating, em.
just to get you thinking.

The teacher then gives out a handout of p 64, featuring the following instructions and text:
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Lesson 9 Island Silks Handout 1: Text basis for discussion in stage 2

TEXT 1 :Read the text and summarise the main points as a list of guidelines on negotiating:

The Art of Negotiation

There has been a great of research into the art of negotiation, and, in particular, into what
makes a 'good' negotiator.
One point most researchers seem to agree on is that good negotiators try to create a
harmonious atmosphere at the start of a negotiation. They make an effort to establish a good
rapport with their opposite number, so that there will be a willingness - on both sides - to
make concessions, if this should prove necessary.
Good negotiators generally wish to reach an agreement which meets the interests of both
sides. They therefore tend to take a long-term view, ensuring that the agreement will
improve, or at least not harm, their relationship with the other party. On the other hand, a
poor negotiator tends to looks for immediate gains, forgetting that the real benefits of a deal
may come much later.
Skilful negotiators are flexible. They do not "lock themselves" into a position so that they will
lose face if they have to compromise. They have a range of objectives, thus allowing
themselves to make concessions, for example, "I aim to buy this machine for £2,000" and
not "I must buy it for £2,000". Poor negotiators have limited objectives, and may not even
work out a "fall-back" position.
Successful negotiators do not want a negotiation to break down. If problems arise, they
suggest ways of resolving them. The best negotiators are persuasive, articulate people, who
select a few key arguments and repeat them. This suggests that tenacity is an important
quality.
Finally, it is essential to be a good listener and to check frequently that everything has been
understood by both parties.

After reading the text, the students are asked to make a list of the attributes of a good

negotiator.

Data Extract 5.2: Lesson 9 Island Silks

10 T /Draws breath/ I'll give you just another few minutes to read the text and then I'd
like you to discuss with a partner em, what you think makes a good negotiator,
according to the text, and you can discuss whether or you agree or disagree with the
advice given. So two or three more minutes to read, and then I'd like you to em,
discuss with the people you're sitting with, em, guidelines, I'd call them, guidelines for
negotiators, what makes a good negotiator? What makes a good negotiator?

The students discuss this point, then the teacher asks them to give their ideas and writes them
on the whiteboard. This phase of the lesson carries on until the teacher has compiled a list of

points on the board, summarising the points raised by the students. So far the focus has been
on the professional skills involved in negotiating. The focus is on interpersonal issues and

professional techniques that will be useful for the students in the outside world.
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After this phase, the teacher then directs the students to form groups to prepare for the

negotiation. They are divided into groups according to their roles.

Data Extract 5.3: Lesson 9 Island Silks

218 T OK. What I'm going to ask you to do now then is to prepare for a negotiation. And
fortunately we have six people, so you can all negotiate in pairs, em, and the
negotiation is based on..../Starts giving out handouts/A buying and
selling situation. There are two companies, one is Island Silks, which is a medium-
sized clothing company based in Hong Kong. Right? So would you like to be Island
Silks? Alright? Who are a Hong Kong clothing company. /Giving out handouts
/ And, the other company is Trendsetters Inc.. which is a major American clothing
retail chain, alright? So you sell, you sell clothes, and you're Americans.
/Pronounced in US accent/So I'm going to give you 15-20 minutes to read
through the instructions, alright? And discuss in your groups, right, discuss in your
groups, and prepare for the negotiation. If there's anything you don't understand, you
can ask me and I'll come round and explain things to you.

This instruction sequence involves the teacher setting the scene for the preparation and

subsequent pair negotiation stages. The teacher is simultaneously guiding the students
towards a task which has a purpose in terms of language learning, and also one which
involves taking on a role in a fictitious situation. Given its dual focus, this stretch of
discourse seems worthy of further analysis in terms of the discourse worlds proposed above,
to reveal its complexity. In the following extract I have proposed two discourse worlds in

interplay, the language learning world and the other world. I classify utterances as part of
the language learning world if they explicitly enact the teacher's institutional role, or directly
refer to the situation in hand as a task belonging to the language classroom. I use other world
to classify utterances that seem to require suspension of disbelief, referring to the pretend
Island Silks situation:
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Data Extract 5.4: Lesson 9 Island Silks

Line

218

218

218

a:-.'..'. a'aaaa;.; vv.;-,: .a/a:'--.";a.-. ./aa'a'

What I'm going to ask you to do now then is to
prepare for a negotiation. And fortunately we
have six people so you can all negotiate in pairs,
em And the negotiation is based on...
/Starts giving out handouts/A
buying and selling situation.

There are two companies, one is Island Silks,
which is a medium-sized clothing company
based in Hong Kong. Right? So would you like
to be Island Silks? /Giving out
handouts/ Alright? Who are a Hong Kong
clothing company. And, the other company is
Trendsetters Inc., which is a major American
clothing retail chain. Alright? So you sell, you
sell clothes, and you're Americans.
/Underlined words pronounced in
US accent/
So I'm going to give you 15 - 20 minutes to
read through the instructions, alright? And
discuss in your groups, right, discuss in your
groups and prepare for the negotiation. If there's
anything you don't understand you can ask me
and I'll come round and explain things to you.

LANGUAGE LEARNING WORLD

"\

V OTHER WORLD

J

>
LANGUAGE LEARNING WORLD

Looking at this stretch line-by-line, it seems that these two discourse worlds are

simultaneous and closely intermeshed, highlighting the hybrid nature of this stretch of
discourse. The teacher keeps both active, and moves between them constantly in her
instruction phase.

The handouts given out at this stage contain the following instructions:
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Lesson 9 Island Silks Handout 2A: Role instructions for negotiation

Role-play: Negotiation

Work in pairs, one of you playing the Sales Director from Island Silks, the other playing the
Chief Buyer from Trendsetters Inc. Study your role-card, and prepare for the negotiation
carefully. When you have finished negotiating, use the chart provided to provide constructive
feedback on your opposite number's performance.

Role-card for Chief Buyer, Trendsetters Inc.

Trendsetters Inc. is a major American clothing retail chain, based in New York. As Chief
Buyer, you have not previously done business with Island Silks, a medium-sized clothing
manufacturer based in Hong Kong, but you were very impressed with the silk scarves in their
new 'Miriam Designer Collection' on show at last month's Hong Kong Clothing Fair. You
have been quoted a unit price of $US50, including the cost of insurance and shipping, and
are keen to place an order for 50,000 scarves from the collection.
It is now November 1 and you need the goods quickly as you are approaching your peak
selling period - the six weeks before Christmas. The scarves should sell well if they hit the
shelves at the right time and mid-November would be ideal. Your customers like bright
clothing and intricate patterns, and expect to be able to choose from a wide range of
designs. Your objective is to negotiate a satisfactory deal, making as few concessions as
possible - the retail clothing market in the US is highly competitive.

Decisions

Delivery Date:
Different Patterns:
Colours:
Terms of Payment:

Discount:

Nov 15, Nov 30, Dec 7
20, 15, 10
12, 10, 6
By irrevocable letter of credit: 90 days presentation, 60 days
presentation, 30 days presentation, at sight.
4%, 3%, 2%, 1%, 0
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Lesson 9 Island Silks Handout 2B: Role instructions for negotiation

Role-play: Negotiation

Work in pairs, one of you playing the Sales Director from Island Silks, the other playing the
Chief Buyer from Trendsetters Inc. Study your role-card, and prepare for the negotiation
carefully. When you have finished negotiating, use the chart provided to provide constructive
feedback on your opposite number's performance.

Role-card for Sales Director, Island Silks.

Island Silks, a medium-sized clothing company based in Hong Kong, operates in a highly
competitive environment and is in danger of losing market share to Thai silk manufacturers.
As Sales Director, you are delighted, therefore, to have the chance of a contract with
Trendsetters Inc., a major American clothing retail chain, based in New York. Trendsetters is
interested in buying 50,000 silk scarves from your new 'Miriam Designer Collection' at a unit
price of $US50, including the cost of insurance an shipping to the US.
You have some temporary cash flow problems at the moment. It is November 1, and you
really need a deal which will bring in some money quickly. You know that Trendsetters will
require the scarves as soon as possible as the company is approaching its peak selling
period (the six weeks before Christmas). Despite your cash flow problems, however, you
would prefer not to deliver before early December, as you are behind schedule with your
orders and must give priority to existing customers. Also, you know Trendsetters will expect
a wide range of colours and patterns, and, although your factory can cope with this, it will
cost more and mean employing extra staff. Your objective is to negotiate a satisfactory deal
for your company.

Decisions

Delivery Date: Nov 15, Nov 30, Dec 7
Different Patterns: 20,15,10
Colours: 12, 10, 6
Terms of Payment: By irrevocable letter of credit: 90 days presentation, 60 days

presentation, 30 days presentation, at sight.
Discount: 4%, 3%, 2%, 1%, 0

The students prepare for the negotiation in two groups, one representing Island Silks, the
other Trendsetters. The teacher then asks them to find their opposite numbers and begin the

negotiation. Again the teacher's discourse can be analysed in terms of the two discourse
worlds proposed above:
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Data Extract 5.5: Lesson 9: Island Silks

Line Speaker Discourse World

220 T Two minutes! Two minutes! OK are LANGUAGE LEARNING WORLD

you ready to negotiate? OK are you
ready to negotiate? Are you ready? I've
em paired you off, so if you look on the
board you'll be able to see who your

.....

.

negotiating opposite number is.
220 T And, em. Let's see, are we in Hong TRANSITION

Kong or are we in America? I think
HHHHHBnPP we're in Hong Kong, aren't we?
220 T So Trendsetter buyers if you'd like to OTHER WORLD

' go to Hong Kong to meet your Island
Silks em sales managers, sales
directors

220 T You've got fifteen minutes to reach LANGUAGE LEARNING WORLD
■

some conclusions.

The fictional nature of the situation is acknowledged in the utterance "...are we in Hong

Kong or are we in America?", which seems to lie on the boundary between the two frames of
reference, simultaneously acknowledging the fictional nature of the other world under

construction, and establishing the context. The students are addressed as "Trendsetter

buyers". All of this is wrapped up in a package of classroom task-related discourse, making
for quite a complex stretch of discourse in terms of its frames of reference. The students then

proceed to the negotiation.

Activity 5 of the lesson, the negotiation task, was selected for analysis as it allows us to see

the students taking on roles and playing parts. In the negotiation, the focus is on several

points. The students should exhibit the features of the good negotiator, (as discussed earlier
in the lesson), aim to achieve the goals agreed by the group in the preparation activity, and

play the role of a businessperson meeting another for the first time in a relatively formal
context. The two students recorded and transcribed were Eun Joo, a Korean woman in her

forties, and Helen, a Chinese woman in her early twenties. (All names used in this thesis are

pseudonyms). The following extract shows Eun Joo and Helen at the beginning of the

negotiation task. Again I have analysed it in terms of the discourse worlds proposed above:
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Data Extract 5.6: Lesson 9 Island Silks Groupwork: Negotiation

Line Speaker Discourse World

1 Helen
2 Eun Joo
3 Eun Joo
4 Helen
5 Eun Joo
H

Nice to meet you
Nice to meet you, hello /laughs/
I'm visit you in Hong Kong?
Yes, Hong Kong, Hong Kong.
We should make contract?

7 OTHER WORLD

if
OTHER WORLD
CONSTRUCTION

7 Eun Joo
8 Helen
9 Eun Joo
10 Helen
11 Eun Joo
12 Helen
13 Eun Joo
14 Helen

>

We should make contract.

OK, so er, we
Let me introduce my first
OK! /laughs/
I'm a manager of Trenset, Trendset, Trendsetters.
Mm, yes

My company is the biggest
Mm

clothing centre
Mm
retailer
Yes

V OTHER WORLD

17 Eun Joo
18 Helen in American. So, at first, we never, mm, how to say,

we never have the.... how say... er we never done,
done the business with your company

1 '

The sequence begins with Helen launching straight into the other world of Island Silks. Eun

Joo plays along, but they then both step back into a discourse which may be characterised as

other world construction, (shown in the shaded area), which lies between the language

learning world and the other world. In the other world construction they seem to establish the

terms of the teaching and learning world activity, and also the parameters of their roles and
situations in the other world. This phase is marked by laughter from both participants. Once

they have established the parameters of the activity, they continue into the other world. One

noticeable feature of the other world discourse in this activity is the use of the text from the

handout, underlined above. For example, Helen reads aloud from the handout, telling Eun
Joo about her other world company. The handout, an artefact from the classroom, is used to

support and maintain the other world. (If she were in the real situation, this statement would
be redundant and inappropriate).

In the negotiation, the two students attempt to secure the outcome agreed on in their

respective preparation groups. There is more use of the handout text, as they lift phrases

directly from the page. In lines 34-37 they seem to reach an impasse. At this point, they step

out of the other world momentarily, their speech accompanied by laughter:
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Data Extract 5.7: Lesson 9 Island Silks Groupwork: negotiation

Line Speaker Discourse World

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

78

79
80
>' •

81
82

83
84

85
86

87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

Helen
Eun Joo
Helen
Eun Joo
Helen
Eun Joo
Helen
_ .

Eun Joo
Helen
Eun Joo
Helen

Eun Joo

Helen
Eun Joo

Helen
Eun Joo

Helen
Eun Joo

Helen
Helen

Eun Joo
Helen
Eun Joo
Helen
Eun Joo
Helen
Eun Joo
Helen
Eun Joo
Helen
Eun Joo
Helen

November 30th
If it's OK for you?
Mm, how to say November
Then
November of 20,h I think is too late
Too late

Yeah, because you know the peak period
Mm
in America is a six weeks before Christmas
Mm
So at, er the best sending time is fifteenth of
November
OK If we have to deliver it er, er before November
30th
Yeah
Then we have to our we have to hire the new more

extra staffs to product this materials
Yeah
And we should the cost will be increased some part
some part increased, delivery
OK! /laughs/
Laughs

How to say /laughs/ ^
I mean, er you are, how to say, your company is
very big company in Hong Kong
Er
So I think for the scarf
Yes
I think should
Yeah
know should know the
But

peak
OK

selling time for your company is
Yes, thank you, thank you
before, before the November, I think

\ OTHER WORLD

INTERPERSONAL
WORLD

V OTHER WORLD

In this case, it seems that they are stepping directly into an interpersonal world, where they
can relate to each other as individuals, and deal with this potentially face-threatening sticking

point in the negotiation.

The use of the transition to establish the context is reminiscent of Hancock's (1997) off-
record discourse, discussed in chapter 3. This transition is similar to Hancock's metatask,

boundary exchange category, in which students negotiate their roles. However, the
withdrawal from the other world into the interpersonal world presented above does not seem

to match any of the categories in Hancock's model, as it seems to be concerned with the
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maintenance of good relationships beyond the world of the roleplay. (It may be that
Hancock's roleplay did not generate this type of situation).

Laughter and a sense of playfulness seem to be a frequent feature of roleplays - activities in
which students must enter another world and speak as someone else. It is interesting to

reflect on the dual meaning contained in the etymology of the word play - to perform, and
also to have fun. It seems both aspects of the word are relevant here. However, the laughter
here could equally reflect nervousness on the part of the participants - it occurs most during

face-threatening points of potential conflict. Cook (2000) discusses the nature of play, and
how it operates on two levels simultaneously:

People commonly recognise the events and relationships of play and games as in
some sense distinct from "real" ones. On the other hand, we can see play as a
different rather than a non-reality: what is real outside the game is not real inside
it, and vice versa.

Cook 2000:171

Cook points out that a "...temporary dissociation from 'reality' - or the sense of stepping
into another reality" (loc. cit) is common in work settings, documented by Goffman (1974)
in his taxonomy of behaviour that is not "real, actual or literal". This category includes play-

type activities and also what Goffman calls "technical redoings" - mental or actual
rehearsals, demonstrations and replications. Viewed in these terms, the role play above
seems to fall into this category - it relates to real life target situations, but is enacted within a

non-real, playful frame within the wider classroom discourse.

The teacher was interviewed about the purpose of the negotiation task, and gave the

following explanation:

Data Extract 5.8: Interview Natasha

296 Natasha 1 I think all of these activities are, I mean my main purpose in those is to
give them speaking practice

297 Interviewer Mm
298 Natasha To get them, you know, speaking, listening, using the language, activating

the vocabulary that they have
299 Interviewer Mm
300 Natasha In an, in a situation that they find motivating
301 Interviewer Mm hm
302 Natasha So really, yeah I suppose my main aim there is very much a language-

, ">*;</ related one
303 Interviewer Right
304 Natasha Yeah. In this context, in this classroom context. Because they're not, em,

you know they're not all immediately going to need to negotiate in English
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305 Interviewer Mm
306 Natasha And perhaps some of them never will
307 Interviewer Uhuh?
308 Natasha So it's really more of a role play
309 Interviewer Right
310 Natasha Quite frankly
312 Interviewer Uhuh
313 Natasha That's how I would see it in this context

In this sequence, the teacher refers to the importance of both the demands of the outside
world target situations, and also the focus on language practice. She seems to make the point
that the negotiation task may be a rehearsal for some, if they are likely to meet this type of
situation, but indicates that not all of them will.

The interview also focused on the follow-up to the negotiation. The teacher emphasised the
need for a debriefing session first, in which students are given the opportunity to talk about
their emotional reactions to the negotiating activity:

Data Extract 5.9: Interview Natasha

422 Natasha OK, well straight after the negotiation, I think it's quite important to give them
an opportunity to em express any emotion or feeling that the activity has
generated

423 Interviewer Mm
424 Natasha It's kind of, sort of debriefing, em, because they can really get into this

activity, you know, and if they've been successful, then they feel really,
really good. If they haven't, they might feel really, really down. You know,
so first of all you want them to have an opportunity to express their feelings
about it, to, to just say, you know, how it was

425 Interviewer Mm hm
426 Natasha To let off steam a little bit, so that's the first thing
427 Interviewer Mm hm
428 Natasha Before you even tackle the language
429 Interviewer So they do get quite emotionally engaged?
430 Natasha They can do yes, yes. And em...I think this would be normal practice in any

kind of training session
431 Interviewer Mm
432 Natasha If you were training people in negotiating skills, it's sort of usually recognised

as quite important to give people
433 Interviewer Mm
434 Natasha That period of time to actually express any kind of emotion
435 Interviewer Mm
436 Natasha And to sort of...you know, just say what's on their minds at the time. Because

people can have quite strong feelings about the experience, particularly if
they haven't done it much before

437 Interviewer Mm
438 Natasha If that isn't something they've done before
439 Interviewer Right
440 Natasha Sometimes they get very frustrated if they're not experienced at negotiating,

em, they get very frustrated with their partner, who they feel really has been
unreasonable, so I mean, they might need to say something about that. So,
so that, that's the first stage. So that's something that really isn't related
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- so that, that's the first stage. So that's something that really isn't related
441 Interviewer Mm
442 Natasha To, to em... language
443 Interviewer No

In the follow-up to the activity, the emotional reactions of the students are tackled first, and

they are given the opportunity to express their reactions to the experience. This phase of the
lesson seems to also act as a transition between the language learning world and the other
world, in which the experience of pretending - inhabiting the other world - must be dealt
with first. This is achieved through a teacher-mediated deconstruction of the other world,

allowing the participants to shed their roles and gain distance before they can discuss the

outcomes, and then the language.

5.3.2 Discourse worlds in lesson 9: Island Silks

Throughout the Island Silks lesson, several frames of reference seem to be accessed by the

participants. It begins with discussion of negotiation skills in the professional world. Here,
the emphasis is not on language, but on strategy and approach. The negotiation activity is
also framed as both a task related to language learning. A fictitious context is then

established, involving invented characters from invented companies. There is an extended

preparation stage as the students meet in groups to prepare for the negotiation activity. They
are then paired and take on their fictional roles. However, the students seem to step out of
these roles to maintain relationships and deal with potential conflict.

The following table proposes five layers, or discourse worlds:

Tabie 5.1: Discourse worias in Lesson 9 island Silks

Discourse world Description Examples from lesson 9:
Island Silks

Outside world

: \' ' ' ' v.-, ■

Operates in the direct discussion
of skills or topics from the outside
world. These may be in the
previous experience of the
participants, or they may be
target experiences that they have
not yet encountered.

What makes a good
negotiator?

Language learning
world

. "... .. \ y ; . * ; fY y , . y;.- v.

Makes use of the language
normally used to introduce
classroom tasks and procedures.
It presents activities and tasks in
terms of their aim or potential
benefit for language learning

What I'm going to ask you to
do now...

You can negotiate in pairs.
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Other world
construction

Used to establish the parameters
of the fictional context.
Characterised by utterances that
show the pretend nature of the
situation.

So would you like to be
Island Silks?

You sell clothes, and you're
Americans.

There are two companies...

Other world

fjjj >'V |§! 1 ft|

Involves participants in role.
Requires collective suspension
of disbelief. Seems to involve

playfulness, for example the
teacher's American accent.

The best sending time is
fifteenth of November

Then we have to hire the
more extra staffs to product
this materials

Interpersonal world

;.\.V

This is used by participants to
interact as themselves, possibly
to maintain relationships. They
may whisper, laugh or chat about
both lesson-related and non

lesson-related topics.

Eun Joo and Helen's

laughter during the Island
Silks negotiation

This table focuses on this particular lesson, but will be reproduced in a different later in this

chapter with reference to further examples from the data. Viewed sequentially, the Island
Silks lesson can be represented as follows in terms of discourse worlds:
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In the diagram, the various stages of the lesson are shown moving from a focus on the
outside world of professional skills, through an explicit focus on language learning, into a

transition phase in which the fictional context is constructed and prepared for. The fictional
other world of the roleplay is the next stage, although the students were seen to step briefly
back into the other world construction frame of reference near the beginning of the roleplay
to re-establish the characters. This is represented by arrows crossed the dotted, permeable
line separating the other world construction from the other world. They were also seen to

step out of the other world into the interpersonal world to maintain good relationships 'as
themselves' during the roleplay. However, the interpersonal world is represented in the

diagram as a long box, indicating that it may be accessed at other stages of the lesson.

This section has analysed the Island Silks lesson and proposed a six-part analytical model of
discourse categories. The next section investigates whether this model can be used to

describe other examples of classroom discourse by applying the same analytical framework
to another example of a negotiation lesson from the data, Highland Wool.

5.4 Lesson 6: Highland Wool

Lesson 6: Highland Wool is summarised below:
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Overview of Lesson 6: Highland Wool

Stage
■

Plenary Non-plenary Notes Lines in

transcript
1

.

Plenary, T gives
instructions for SS to
divide into "companies"

Instructions 1 4-6

2 Groupwork, SS share
information

7-14

1

Plenary, T and S read
phone conversation
aloud, T gives
instructions for ex 2
and ex 3

Lead in 1
Instructions 2

15-39

4 Groupwork, SS do
exercises

40-91

5 Plenary, T checks the
answers, gives
instructions for
negotiation preparation

Checking 1
Instructions 3

92-156

6 Groupwork, SS prepare
for negotiation

157-268

7 Plenary, T gives
instructions for
negotiation

Instructions 4 269-271

0 Groupwork, SS
negotiate in pairs

272-274

9

j

Plenary, T elicits results
of negotiations and SS
feelings about it

Checking 2 275-558

These stages are analysed according to the categories proposed in the previous section. The

diagram below shows the analysis, and is followed by discussion of each stage:
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5.4.1 Framing and enactment of the Highland Wool Lesson

The model above represents the observed lesson, although the students had begun working
on the Highland Wool case study in the previous day's lesson, during which each student
had collected different information about the fictional context from another student. The

teacher begins Lesson 6 by asking the students to form two groups, each representing one of
the companies:

Data Extract 5.10: Lesson 6 Highland Wool

T to Um, you need to be in your em two groups that we were in yesterday so that we've got
; em Highland Wools, over here? Yes, so you're Highland Wools people, that's Jonathon

Snodgrass, and the, Cecil Parks Clothes Limited people over here. So you're back in
your two original groups and if you can cast your minds back to what you discussed
yesterday, em in your groups just share the information that you managed to get from the
person you spoke to yesterday, alright? You're all sitting in a long line! /Addressed

/ to Group l / OK, who, who's missing? Who have we lost?
5 SS Kazumi, Kazumi
6 T Kazumi. OK so go back to those questions that you had, your instructions and find out

from each other the answers that you got for those questions.

She establishes the situation, by saying: "you're Highland Wool people". This utterance

refers to the other world roles to be adopted by the students. However, the same stretch also

acknowledges the language learning world by referring to the information-gathering activity
the students had completed the previous day, and talking about the instructions for the task.
The teacher's discourse here may be classified as belonging in other world construction - it
is a hybrid which is concerned with constructing an other world context, and also

maintaining a focus on language learning and language practice.

The students in two groups check through the answers, with help from the teacher. She then
addresses the whole class and directs them to look at a dialogue:

Data Extract 5. 11: Lesson 6 Highland Wool

Good, em. Can I ask you now to turn back to the pale green sheet that gave you the
information, about, the takeover bid, and if you turn over you will find there is a
dialogue on the other side of the page. You have to imagine that, em, a day or so has
passed since your meeting, and this telephone conversation takes place. Em Janet
Smith, who's the managing director of Cecil Parks is talking to Donald McGregor of
Highland Wool on the telephone. Right now I'll be Janet Smith, em, who would like
to be Donald McGregor? Any volunteers? Yes? Alright Jules, you be Donald
McGregor, we'll read the dialogue together. /Reads aloud/ Mr McGregor.
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Here the teacher moves the focus to the fictional other world context. She refers to "the

takeover bid" without explicitly flagging up its fictional status, but her next utterance makes
it clear: "You have to imagine that..However, the next part again refers to the characters

talking on the phone without acknowledging their fictional status: "Em Janet Smith, who's
the managing director of Cecil Parks...". Her next utterance invites a student to join her in
enacting the dialogue, using language similar to that of a game: "I'll be Janet Smith... who
would like to be Donald McGregor?". This stretch of discourse, like the previous one

discussed above, constructs the other world, while simultaneously acknowledging its
fictional nature. After the teacher and Jules enact the dialogue, there is general smiling and

laughter, which may indicate a sense of playfulness surrounding the enactment.

After reading the dialogue aloud, the teacher instructs the students to do two language-
focused exercises:

Data Lesson Extract 5.12: Lesson 6 Highland Wool

39 T , *-ds Alright? Well that's the conversation that takes place. Can you quickly have a look at
exercise two and exercise and three, right? Just exercise two and exercise three. Have
a go at those in your groups, check them with each other and I'll just give you five
minutes or so to do that. It's to alert you to some of the language that you'll need
when you're negotiating.

This stretch begins by referring to the phone conversation, again being presented as non-

fictional. She moves directly from that to an instruction to do language exercises. She
concludes by stating the purpose of the exercises, and linking them to the negotiation. This
moves the focus from the other world of the phone conversation, to the language learning
world of the exercises, and back again to the other world negotiation.

The subsequent phase involves the students matching expressions in the phone conversation
with functions, such as "asking for information", followed by a plenary checking phase. In

this way the phone conversation becomes an object of linguistic analysis, and is
deconstructed in the language learning world. This phase of the lesson also features some

reference to how best to use the language when in a negotiation:

Data extract 5.13: Lesson 6 Highland Wool

100 T To. To agree to something. You agree to do something... Em, notice that these
expressions are indirect, right? When you're disagreeing you don't just say, "No! I
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totally disagree." Right? I don't think we'll be able to agree to that. Be able to agree
to that. It's useful if you can memorise some of these expressions because it will help
you in negotiation or in a meeting, OK? Thinking time, if you use one of these
expressions it gives you thinking time, to form what you want to say.

This refers to the outside world of real negotiations. Shortly afterwards Lin asks a question
about a possible alternative expression:

Data Extract 5.14: Lesson 6 Highland Wool

124 Lin

125 T

-.i -'!
126 SS

27 -
:

s
*

-r Wm■fli
P8!

I

Excuse me, em about this sentence, I don't think we will be able to agree, can I say "I
think we will be unable to agree?"
Well, em, I think "we'll be unable to agree", em, the meaning is the same, em, but the
first one sounds better. If you can when you're em, I don't think we'll be able to
em...

All look at T
/Writes on WB: I don't think we'll be able to and I think

we'll be unable to/ In a negotiation, that one /indicates first
sentence on WB/ is better, because it's more open. If you say I think we'll be
unable to agree, oh, you know, this puts up an obstacle, a block, to continuing. This
one, I don't think we'll be able to agree, we might be able to, you see? We might be
able to. /Writes on WB/ It's more open, it leaves it more open for negotiation and
discussion. Generally speaking, em, the positive form of the adjective sounds better,
so I don't think we'll be able to rather than I think we'll be unable to. It's too

definite. OK?

Lin's question and the teacher's explanation refer to both the language learning world, and
the outside world of negotiating for real.

The next stage involves checking the answers of the second exercise, and clarifying the

meaning of vocabulary items. The teacher then moves the focus on by giving out the

negotiation briefs:

Data Extract 5.15: Lesson 6 Highland Wool

Right. Uh these are all expressions that you might actually be able to use in your
own negotiations... What I'm going to do now is give you your negotiating brief,
alright? /Goes round with HOs/I'll give you perhaps ten, fifteen minutes to
look at it individually and in your groups, and then I'll pair you off to negotiate a
possible sale, a possible takeover, of Highland Wool. Right, OK, so David
Berkworth, here you go. Can you.../With group 1, gives them HOs/
Thank you.
Thank you /Moves to group 2/ And Jonathon Snodgrass of Highland
Wools... Jonathon or Jane. Have a look at it, fifteen minutes to prepare your,
strategy. ...And when you're preparing, em, for a negotiation you really want two
things. You want your bottom line,/Writes on WB/the bottom line, what is
the lowest that you will agree to? You will not go below this point. You need em,
your aim/Writes on WB/what you re-would like to achieve, and the
negotiation will be about this area here /Writes on WB/ right? So somewhere
in there you should reach an agreement. OK? So you need to think about your
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IllSlSfg.. bottom line, for each case, and your aim, what you would like to achieve.

This group stage requires all the students playing Jonathon Snodgrass to meet together, while
all those playing David Barkworth meet in a separate group. Both groups prepare their
strategy and make decisions on the points outlined by the teacher, also using the briefs,
which are unseen by the other side:
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Lesson 6 Highland Wool Handout: Role instructions for negotiation

You are: Jonathon Snodgrass

The staff at Highland Wool have heard rumours about the proposed takeover by Cecil
Parkes Ltd. For the first time in the 150-year history of the company there has been a

dispute between the workers and the management. Donald McGregor, the Managing
Director, has promised that if the takeover takes place, none of the workers will lose their

jobs.

As representative for Highland Wool Ltd., you have to negotiate on the following points:
You are happy to sell the mill, as Donald MacGregor, who is 65, wants to retire, and has no

son or daughter to take over the running of the mill.

You want the auditor's estimated value of £2,000,000 for the firm.

You want a guarantee that no workers will lose their jobs.

You want a guarantee that the system of production, the machinery, the hours o work and
the management will not be changed to any "modern" methods. All the people at Highland
Wools want life to go on quietly as before.

In order to ensure point 4, you suggest that Donald McGregor retains a controlling interest of
51% of the company for the next five years. After that, Cecil Parkes can buy the remaining
shares.

You will have to negotiate on all these points. First, get together with all the other Highland
Wool representatives and decide how far you are prepared to compromise on all these
issues, and decide what your upper and lower iimits are. Then meet with David Barkworth
and try to make a deal.
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Highland Wool Handout: Role instructions for negotiation

You are: David Barkworth

Cecil Parkes Ltd. Have done a certain amount of research into Highland Wool Ltd., and have
decided that the mill is ideal for their purposes. The size of the mill can remain the same, but
there will be a lot of modernising and general "streamlining" necessary to bring it up ti the

highly efficient standards that Cecil Parkes expect from all their enterprises. One of the

objects of this "streamlining" is to reduce staff eventually, while maintaining the same output.

As representative for Cecil Parkes Ltd., you have to negotiate on the following points:

You want to buy the company

Your accountants have established that the mill and the lorries are in fact worth more to you

than their accountants' estimate of £2,000,000. However, Highland Wool don't seem to know

this, so you might as well try to get it for a little less if you can.

You want to take over the mill with all its present staff of skilled workers. You are not

prepared to raise their wages, but you will continue to employ them on the same conditions
as before.

You are planning to reduce staff eventually, so you are not prepared to make any

guarantees about the security of jobs in the future. (This is, of course, a very delicate issue,
and you will have to be very careful when talking about it).

You want the firm to be run according to the most modern management methods. You will
therefore appoint your own manager. There is no possibility of Donald McGregor, who is

very old-fashioned, staying on as manager.

You will have to negotiate on all these points. First, get together with all the other Cecil
Parkes representatives, decide how far you are prepared to compromise on all these issues,
and decide what your upper and lower limits are. Then meet with Jonathon Snodgrass and

try to make a deal.
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The students study their briefs and clarify the context. They ask the teacher questions during
this phase, and she clarifies various aspects of the situation. In terms of roles, this pre-

negotiation activity is complex. The students are not speaking entirely as themselves, as they

have, to an extent, entered the fictional world of Highland Wool and have engaged

suspension of disbelief, using its referents as if they were not fictional. However, they cannot

speak in character, as there could not possibly be a meeting of four or five Jonathon

Snodgrasses. Instead it seems to be a hybrid, with one foot in the language learning world,
and another in the other world under construction. I have classified it as other world

construction discourse, as it is a hybrid, but also a waystage in a movement towards the other
world discourse of the negotiation enactment. However, the fictional nature of Highland
Wool is highlighted by Christine, when she refers to "real life":

Data Extract 5.16: Lesson 6 Highland Wool

205 T

181
206 Christine

&
Yolanda

207 Christine
208 T
209 Christine

&
Yolanda

Yes you want your *** This may be a sticking point. This may be, not an

insuperable obstacle, but it may be a ... /Hand gesture/
Mm, mm. /Nod/

It can be in real life
This is real life of course, yes / smiling/
Laugh

The teacher replies that "this is real life, of course.She seems to be referring to the

Highland Wool situation. She smiles as she says this, and the students laugh. A possible

interpretation of this incident is that the teacher is jokingly acknowledging the fictional
nature of Highland Wool to the students, who laugh in response, showing a similar

acknowledgement. The teacher ends the preparation stage and instructs the students to

proceed to the negotiation itself:

Data Extract 5.17: Lesson 6 Highland Wool

OK then, em /Loud/
Talk

David Barkworth, remember, is coming up to Scotland, to meet, in fact he's going to
meet a representative of Highland Wool, Jonathon Snodgrass, so you're meeting in
Jonathon Snodgrass's office, /On WB/ alright? On his territory. Em, those are your
negotiating partners, so Highland Wool people, if you would like to set up office
around the room,/At this point SS start standing up They
begin shaking hands with partners while standing. They
smile/ Alright? You can set up an office wherever you want to be, and David
Barkworth if you can meet your negotiating opposite number. And you have twenty
minutes, you have twenty minutes.
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She uses the names of the characters and presents the circumstances of the meeting. She asks
the students to "set up office" in the classroom. She then directly addresses David
Barkworth. All of the above refers to the other world of Highland Wool. However, the last

part of her address to the class acknowledges the language learning world of tasks and short
time limits: "You have twenty minutes, you have twenty minutes". The students form pairs
and the negotiation lasts about twenty minutes.1
The teacher brings the negotiations to an end in the following way:

Data Extract 5.18: Lesson 6 Highland Wool

276 T Jonathon Snodgrass has a taxi coming to take him to the airport in about five
minutes, OK? You've got five minutes to try and finish off.

277 SS igg' Talk, laugh, seem animated
278 T /Walks around near the front of the room/The taxi is waiting to

take em /Loud/ I think it's Mr Barkworth so it's going to take, he needs to go to
- the airport, so the taxi's waiting

She stays with the situation at this point, introducing a fictional taxi waiting to pick up one of
the characters. Once the students have quietened down, she begins to elicit the details of the
deals they have struck in the various pairs. The next phase involves extended feedback on

the outcomes.

As in the Island Silks negotiation analysed above, we can see an apparent emotional
investment in the roles and reluctance to come out of the other world. Yolanda and Gloria

are the first pair to report back. They have not managed to reach a deal, and Yolanda

expresses frustration, although there is also a lot of laughter. The next two to report back are

Christine and Helen, who did strike a deal. During Christine and Helen's report, Yolanda and

Gloria continue to appear agitated and talk in whispers extensively. At this point several
conversations erupt and the plenary momentarily breaks down:

Data Extract 5.19: Lesson Highland Wool

380 Christine And only for one year. After, he can be fired!
...381 Helen Laughs

382 Yoianda But it says non-executive. /Point i.nq to WB/
to Gloria

■ '

383 SS Yolanda and Gloria carry on talking, also Jules. Lots of SS talking at this point

1
Unfortunately, due to equipment failure, it was not possible to record the negotiation.
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Non-executive means he can't actuallv make decisions, but he sits on the board,
he talks, his opinions will be considered, but if it comes to a vote, he doesn't have
a vote. OK. How do you feel?

385 SS Lots of loud talk, about three separate conversations
386 Christine It was nice
387 T Good negotiation, just a minute. Shh! Shhhhhhhhhhh! Don't argue, don't fight!

/Laughing/
388 Yolanda Carry on talking

& Gloria

The video data suggests that Yolanda and other students are annoyed with Michi when they
discover his negotiation outcomes, and say he did not stick to the strategy agreed in the

preparation group. They talk in raised voices, laughing and pointing. The teacher asks Lin
and Ricardo for their report, and after that she moves the focus towards language:

Data Extract 5.20: Lesson 6 Highland Wool

OK, well, well done, all of you, well done, it was good. I was listening mainly for
your language, em, I tried not get involved in the negotiations /Laughs/ so one
or two, one or two points that I'd like to pick up. Mainly positive points. I heard
lots of good em clarification requests, lots of ways of checking that you had
understood what the other person had said, em, I heard actually a lot of the
language that we looked at earlier, I heard I'm afraid I can't agree with that. I
heard we don't really agree with your price, sorry to butt in
Nods

Yes, mm
I heard over here, so you did manage to introduce and to use some of those
expressions. Em... I think, I won't, it's quarter to one so I won't go in detail into
the language, the areas that you made this time but, I'll pick up on those next
time. What I will do is give you em, a handout with some communication repair
strategies on it for you to look at, em... /Gives HOs/ If you don't understand
what the other person's saying, what can you do, if you don't understand what the
other person's saying. Em, it doesn't matter whose fault it is, alright, it doesn't
matter whether you can't understand them because your English is not as good as
their's, or whether you can't understand them because you can't, their accent is
not very good, it doesn't really matter in business, you know. /SS handing
round HOs in their groups. Some quiet talking/

The lesson ends shortly afterwards.

5.4.2 Summary

To summarise, the Highland Wool sequence differs from Island Silks. The discourse of stage

1 is situated in other world construction, as the teacher divides them into groups representing
the companies. The students share information in stage 2 about the fictional companies. In

stage 3 the teacher sets the scene, moving the discourse into the other world, with an

enactment of a phone call between the characters involved in the negotiation in stage 4.
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Stage 5 sees the teacher move the discourse back to the language learning world. The
students do exercises in stage 6 focused on the language needed for the negotiation, which
are checked and discussed in stage 7. From this point onwards, it follows the same pattern as

Island Silks. The teacher moves the discourse back into other world construction in stage 8

by instructing the students to form the company groups again and prepare their respective

negotiation strategies. In stage 10 the teacher sets the scene and moves the discourse into the
other world of Highland Wool, as the students pair up and negotiate the deal in stage 11. The
teacher ends the negotiation in stage 12, as she directs them to stop and moves the discourse
into other world deconstruction. In stage 13 the students report the outcomes of their pair

negotiations to the whole class. The teacher indicates at the end of the lesson that the

language of the negotiation will be dealt with in the next lesson.

Looking at the rest of the lessons, it can be seen that the other worlds of fictional contexts are

used relatively frequently in the teaching materials, in addition to discussion of topics from
the outside world of business and current affairs:
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Table 5.1: Other world and outside world contexts in the lessons

Lesson 1 Trends

Lesson 2 Letter Writing A

Lesson 4 Marketing /
phoning

Lesson 5 Trends mingle

Lesson 6 Highland Wool

Intercity Bank, Nagakura, Island World Holidays,
Green Supermarkets & Slembrouck BVBA.
(From Company to Company)

Other

Other

Context/s used in lesson World
DeFort presentation to the board
(From Executive Listening)

Other

Outside

(From Effective Telephoning \/ideo)
Outside

I j H |

Highland Wool
Cecil Parkes

Outside

Other

Other

Outside

Non-fictional situations discussed

Communicon International & Odyssey Promotions Other
Compusave, Executive Placement, Hill & Samuel
Arandale Computers

Non-fictional situations discussed

Island Silks
Trendsetters

Non-fictional situations discussed

Non-fictional situations discussed

Jaritos

Lesson 7 Bonds
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This section has focused on the construction of fictional contexts in the lesson in the study,
and has focused on the discourse and sequence of activities in two lessons. The next section
of this chapter will focus on how topics from the non-fictional outside world are handled,
and the classroom discourse used to discuss them.

5.5 Outside world topics and ESP discourse

The relationship between the focus on linguistic form, and the focus on substantive content

has been discussed in the literature of General English teaching, and is especially relevant to

the study of English for Specific Purposes. This section begins by summarising some of the
debates surrounding this issue, before analysing the discourse of another lesson from the

study, on the topic of Bonds, applying the model presented in the previous section.

5.5.1 Form and meaning in classroom discourse

When discussing the focus on language versus focus on content, it may be useful to look at

the wider ongoing debate about form and meaning. The nature of this interplay lies at the
heart of much of the methodological debate of the last twenty or thirty years. In the sixties
and early seventies audiolingualism placed mastery of form at the centre of its approach, and
was subsequently much criticised for neglecting meaning. The pendulum then swung

towards an emphasis on content, and reached its peak in the early versions of the
communicative approach. Since then, the pendulum of methodology and fashion has swung

again, arguably towards a middle position. In recent years there has been a resurgence in
interest in form-focused instruction, (e.g. Long 1991, Seedhouse 1997a, Doughty &

Williams 1998, Samuda 2000).

Widdowson (1998) criticises what he calls the "slogan": "focus on meaning rather than

form"(1998: 705), arguing that it rests on a confusion of concepts, and questioning the

assumption that the structuralist approach was not focused on meaning. He argues that it
focused on semantic meaning - what the language means, not what the speakers mean by

using it - by presenting language in such a way as to make its semantic meaning clear, e.g.

saying "I am walking to the door" while performing the action. The problems lie not in the

language being devoid of meaning per se - but in the fact that it is unrealistic -
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"pragmatically meaningless" (1998:707). In localised, context-bound language, utterances

are very elliptical since people tend to follow the "least effort principle" (loc.cit). However,
this type of discourse is not normally used in textbooks, as it involves short utterances which
do not lend themselves to showcasing language to be focused on. This type of utterance is
also difficult for learners to interpret, as they are not party to the contextual knowledge that
allows for the ellipsis in the first place. It is true that some recent textbooks do focus on

realistic spoken discourse, (e.g. Carter & McCarthy: 1997), but they aim at awareness-

raising rather than productive performance.

In his discussion of the issue, Ellis (1989) looks at Long's (1988) distinction between

teaching approaches that focus on form, meaning, or a combination of the two, and raises a

number of problems with this distinction. Firstly, it is unclear which unit of analysis the
distinction is to be applied to. At the level of the lesson, both form and meaning-focused
classroom behaviours will be present. Lesson transcripts have shown that "...a teacher

typically moves to and from a focus on meaning, irrespective of what the overall aim of the
lesson is ". (Ellis 1989: 55). Ellis suggests that distinction could be applied to smaller units
such as the exchange, or sequence. Another problem with the distinction is that there may be
more than one perspective at play - for example, a learner may treat a form-focused question
as a request for information. However, researchers seldom investigate learners' perceptions

(Ellis 1989).

That the question of form and content is central to the main developments in EFL can be
seen in methodological changes over the years. In fact, it may be argued that communicative

language teaching largely came about as a reaction to the extreme emphasis on form
exhibited by audiolingualism with its behaviourist theoretical underpinnings. The literature
from then onwards has given many examples of classroom exchanges, included to

demonstrate the absurdity of an extreme focus on form. The following example is given in
Seedhouse:

T Do you make your bed every morning, (nods)
L Yes, I make my bed every morning.
T I (shakes his head)
L No, I don't make my bed every morning.
T

■ y .

Does your father make your bed every morning.
L Yes, my father makes my bed every morning.
T J Does your little brother make your bed every morning (demonstrates small brother)
L Yes, my little brother makes my bed every morning.
T (Shakes head vigorously)
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L No, my little brother doesn't make my bed every morning. I have no little brother.
Bolte & Herrlitz 1986: 206 in Seedhouse

It is worth noting, however, that examples such as this tend to exhibit a mismatch of

expectations - it is this that lends them their comic value. In this case the student refers to his
"real life" family, rendering the exercise ridiculous.

Two points can be raised in response to this type of argumentation. Firstly, it could be

argued that cases like the one above are the results of misunderstandings - it is possible that
the teacher has not framed the parameters and purpose of the activity (accuracy-focused
controlled practice), clearly enough, resulting in the student not fully understanding the
"rules of the game". Kumaravadivelu (1994) identifies ten possible classroom perceptual
mismatches - if resulting from a misunderstanding, the above extract would be an example
of the instructional mismatch. A second possibility is that the student is being humorous -

fully understanding the rules of engagement but choosing to subvert them for comic effect.
Without access to the participants as informants, the researcher or commentator draws his or

her own conclusions. It could also be argued that attacks on accuracy-focused practice such
as this portray adult EFL learners as extremely naive participants in the classroom process -

participants who lack the "discourse literacy" to tell them when they are talking about real
life and when they are to some extent pretending. The assumption seems to be that the
students cannot tell the difference between an activity that is pretend as regards content, and
one that is not. It seems unlikely that many adult students are so lacking in understanding of
the status of classroom processes - particularly given that many will have had previous

learning experiences in the grammar translation tradition, which makes heavy use of pretend
situations and people in its teaching materials. It is possible, however, that if genuine
confusion arises as to the ontological status of the references in an activity, this could be
cleared up with clear instructions and learner training / familiarisation with the norms of
classroom activities, including explicit discussion of the underlying purposes. This need may

be more apparent in the multilingual setting, as the students cannot use their LI in what

Pennington has called the supportframe (Pennington 1999) to clarify instructions to each

other, and so are perhaps more dependent on the teacher's instructions in English.

Seedhouse (1997a) objects to the type of activity in the above extract on the grounds that it
has no real world meaning, that it does not provide scope for fluency, and that the discourse
is unnatural, as such sequences are not found outside the classroom. However, the purpose of
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such an activity is not to create real world meaning, nor to provide fluency practice, nor to

replicate real world discourse. It is an accuracy-focused activity that aims to provide practice
in mastery of the form, and may be presented in those terms. It can also be argued that such

examples are in fact straw men - "meaningful" controlled practice which also involves real
world content reference has been a feature of mainstream EFL materials for years.

Seedhouse gives a second example, an extract from a classroom discussion about
motorbikes:

L
T

China, yes
Uh huh, in Greece. What about in Greece. Many bicycles?

L Mmm. Bicycles, motor
T Uh huh, in Australia, er, bicycle, er, we wear a helmet
LL Helmet. Yes. Yes.
f Special (gestures) helmet.
LL Ohh. Kong.
L Malaysia, same, same
LL Yes, yes
L Moto, moto.
T In China a little or a lot?
L Motor. Some motor bicycle.
T Motor bike.
L Yes, yes. Bicycle, no. China, bicycle no. motor, yes.
T Ah huh.
L Cap, cap.
L Cap.

Hat on, hat, hat.
T Hat.
LL
T

Hat, hat.
Ah, in Australia, motor bike, yes. Yes, yes, yes. Bicycle, yes, good (oh). Children,
special helmet. Helmet, mmm. Special helmet.

Nunan 1989: 144 in Seedhouse

He frames this activity as one which exhibits "...an extreme focus on meaning and fluency"

(loc. cit). He goes on to criticise the teacher in question for downgrading his expectations of
the forms produced by the learners, not correcting their mistakes, and himself producing

"interlanguage". Leaving aside these objections to the validity of the activity, it is interesting
that it is referred to as "fluency"- focused, given that all the exchanges are extremely short.
The debate in EFL circles about the relative merits of a focus on meaning and content in the
classroom has tended to be associated with discussion of the balance between accuracy and

fluency, and this example illustrates the problem with this pairing. The subtext of this type of

argumentation seems to be that where there is meaning there is fluency practice, and where
there is no meaning, there is no fluency practice. This assumption is somewhat problematic,

given that one of the key features of fluency practice is length of contribution - absent in the
second example - and that one of its key prerequisites is a sense of mastery of form, both
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syntactical and phonological - the aim of the first example. Lack of confidence about
structure and pronunciation is unlikely to lead to fluent speech.

It may be more productive to look at this tension in terms of the status of the content, and the

frame ofreference being used. In the first example, using the terms of this study, the content

reference does not refer to the outside world, but to a fictitious or other world, and is being
used to provide a context for form-focused practice. In the second example, the learners are

using as much language as is at their disposal to communicate their ideas, and it is successful
in those terms. The content reference is the outside world, and it is being used to provide a

context for discussion. The overall aim of the discussion can only be guessed at without
recourse to the rest of the transcript and the participant viewpoints, both teacher's and
learners'.

In any case, it is worth bearing in mind that the dictates of the coursebooks and experts of the

profession do not always filter into teachers' everyday practice. It seems likely that many

teachers have not adopted wholesale the changing teaching methodologies of the last twenty

or thirty years, and that some kind of balance between a focus on form and content has been
a feature of language classrooms throughout the entire period. This balance is also at the
centre of much discussion about the nature of classroom discourse. As we have seen, many

commentators have remarked on the dual focus of the language classroom - where topics are

dealt with, and language is focused on. Earlier, I quoted Edmonson's description of the
multi-faceted nature of language classroom discourse. As he put it:

In the foreign language classroom, the foreign language may be the content of
instruction, the goal of instruction, the medium of instruction, the medium of
classroom management, the medium of everyday (non-pedagogic) talk, and the
medium for practising target discourse (so-called "authentic" language use).
More often than not, a specific utterance in the foreign language will necessarily
carry more than one of these functions at the same time.

Edmonson 1984: 162.

The multiple functions of the discourse make for a complex and multi-layered speech event
- as many of the studies reviewed in chapter 3 reveal. The situation regarding content is

complex in the General English setting, but it is more complex still in the case of English for

Specific Purposes. ESP defines itself in terms of its specialist focus, and as such the question
of the primacy of content is seen in greater relief than in the case of General English.

Dudley-Evans and St John identify two types of content - carrier content and real content -
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defining them as follows: "Carrier content refers to the subject matter of an exercise. It is
contrasted with the real content, which is the language or skill content of an exercise"

(Dudley-Evans & St John 1998: xiv). A carrier topic is seen as "...an authentic topic which
can be used as a vehicle for the real content of the unit, the language (of process)" (1998:11).
In their distinction, the "real content" is seen as the language, either language features or

language skills. The topic is used as a vehicle, a context within which aspects of language

may be practised.

The next section explores the complexities of the status of the discourse - and the attendant

complexity of student response to it - looking at the Bonds lesson. It concludes that the
discourse in this lesson may also be categorised in terms of the discourse worlds proposed
above: the outside world, the language learning world, and other world.

5.5.2 Background to the Bonds lesson

This section focuses of a lesson based on Unit 16 Bonds, from English for Business Studies

(McKenzie 1997). The lesson consists of the following stages:
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Overview of lesson 7: Bonds

Stage Plenary Non-plenary Notes Lines in

transcript
1 Plenary, T gives

instructions for reading
task

Lead in 1

Instructions 1

2-55

Individual work, SS do
reading task

56-59

3

■

Plenary, T asks SS to
evaluate text as an

explanation, T gives
instructions for dictionary
task

Checking 1
Instructions 2

60-64

4 Groupwork, SS look up
Bonds in several
dictionaries

65-97

5

=, %

I

Plenary, T asks SS to read
their definitions aloud, and
asks them to comment on

their usefulness, T
highlights the different
types of dictionaries, T
gives instructions for
vocabulary task

Checking 2
Instructions 3

98 - 308

6

'

Groupwork, SS do
vocabulary matching
task

309 - 395

7 Plenary, T gives
instructions for reading
task

Checking 3
Instructions 4

396 - 630

03 Groupwork, SS do
reading task.

631 -643

9 Plenary, T checks answers Checking 4 644 - 738

10 Groupwork, SS do

reading
task

739 - 779

11 Plenary, T checks answers Checking 5 780 - 827

The remit of the resource book being used is described as follows:

English for Business Studies is a course for upper-intermediate and advanced
level students who need to understand and talk about key business and economic
concepts...The focus is on developing all four skills - listening, speaking,
reading and writing - through a range of activities which engage learners and
allow them to improve their English in a thorough and stimulating way.

McKenzie 1997: back page
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In the introduction, the specific aims of the book are stated as follows:

To present learners with the language and concepts found in newspaper and
magazine articles on business and economics, and in company documents.

To develop reading skills and give practice in the comprehension of business and
economic texts.

To provide listening practice in the fields of business and economics.

To provide learners with opportunities to express business concepts themselves,
by reformulating them in their own wards while synthesizing, summarizing,
analysizing and discussing ideas.

McKenzie 1997: ix

The book seems to be aiming primarily at skills development, with some focus on

substantive content.

5.5.3 Framing and enactment of the Bonds lesson

At the beginning of the lesson, the teacher gives out summaries of the students' objectives

forms, and goes on to introduce the topic:

Data Extract 5.21: Lesson 7 Bonds

OK, and em this is quite a useful checklist for you because it should also help you em
to place what we're doing in class in relation to these objectives. For example today,
em which is em, the day that we, em focus on a specific business topic, we're going
to look at bonds, bonds.
Mhm
Which is an area related to finance, the capital markets, equities, it's, it's related to
that area, in terms of topics, in terms of objectives, so if you look at the class
objectives, learning more vocabulary is a, is an objective that a lot of you have. To be
able to read about business topics more quickly
Mhm
We're going to focus on that, to speak fluently and accurately, that objective will be
worked on as well. OK? So this is, this is where this fits in, to the class structure. So
today we're looking at bonds, this morning, and we'll start, we have, in fact I'll give
you the whole set of papers, we won't be using everything on here, but we'll be
working from this set of papers today. /Gives them out/
Some movement, clearing throats, quiet talking
Ricardo /Quietly, while handing him HOs/
Em, those materials are actually taken from this book, em /Holds up book/
English for Business Studies, so this is a book that's available to buy, if you're
interested, from James Thin's, and it focuses on lots of different topics, OK? So
that's where this conies from.

In this short introduction there seems to be a dual focus. The lesson focuses on an outside

world topic, but the justification for looking at it, and the objectives, are defined in terms of
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language learning skills practice. The topic of Bonds as presented by the teacher seems to

fits in with Dudley-Evans and St John's carrier content - in this case the practice of various

language skills. (However, this does not mean the students necessarily see it in the same

way).

In the next stage, the students are asked to read a short text. While they are reading the
teacher whispers to me that she has forgotten her tape for the listening exercise, and that this
will mean a change to the lesson plan. She then asks the students to look up the word bonds
in various dictionaries:

Data Extract 5.21: Lesson 7 Bonds

64 T 1 Right. What I'd like you to do now, and you'll need to do this with a partner, because I
think I've only got enough Business English dictionaries down here for you to share one
between two, take a Business English dictionary with a partner and look up bond in the
dictionary.

65 SS Open dictionaries and turn pages
66 T .j There are several different ones. Also, if you like compare it with a General English

" description, so em Christine you have a look in the General English dictionary ***

It is possible that the teacher has decided to substitute this activity for the listening - she later
told me that a lot of the content about the topic of bonds was in the listening text. However,
she later frames the dictionary activity as awareness-raising about dictionary use, and the
different types available:

Data Extract 5.22: Lesson 7 Bonds

Right, OK... Em, what I'm going to ask you to do is to read out /To all,
| louder/ the definitions that you had from the different dictionaries. OK, s

Mhm
So we can compare the kind of definitions that the dictionaries give, it's a little bit of
work in using dictionaries as well/Quiet talk, still reading and
writing/

Students are asked to evaluate the definitions:

Data Extract 5.23: Lesson 7 Bonds

111 T So with the first definition. And what's your opinion about that as a definition? Do think
it's a good one?

And later again the focus seems to be dictionary skills:

Data Extract 5.24: Lesson 7 Bonds

222 T Right? OK? So if you want to /Louder / I think the lesson that we're learning from
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using the general English die
find a business term, it works quite well if you have some background knowledge,
conceptual knowledge in the area already.

The activity carries on in this vein, and is finished off by the teacher saying:

Data Extract 5.25: Lesson 7 Bonds

303 T OK, so that's just a little bit of work in using dictionaries,

In her interview the teacher confirmed my interpretation that she introduced the dictionary

activity to provide outside world topic input:

Data Extract 5.26: Interview Natasha

635 Interviewer So did you ask them to do the dictionary task to, was that to try to
compensate for the loss of the tape?

636 Teacher Mm, yeah, yeah.
637 Interviewer Yeah
638 Teacher Yep
639 Interviewer The em, you mentioned when we were talking the other day about, I think

this maybe ties into the issue of input an em and content, you said the
other day that with some of the students in the classes there's sometimes

1 7" " ' a need to provide content for them
640 Teacher Mm hm
641 Interviewer To input content
642 Teachers " Yep

She chose to do it within an activity framed as dictionary skills practice, in which the outside
world input provision seems to be covert and inexplicit. At no point is the meaning of the
word "bonds" explicitly discussed — instead the various definitions are considered as

examples of dictionary definitions, and are discussed in those terms in plenary. This incident

may be interpreted as a unforeseen reversal of the notion of carrier and real content. In this

case, the real content may in fact be the main focus, but is introduced through the vehicle of
an ostensibly language skills-focused activity - the opposite of the situation described by

Dudley-Evans and St John.

In the next stage of the lesson, the students are asked to match vocabulary with meanings.
This is introduced as follows:

Data Extract 5.27: Lesson 7 Bonds

303 tlfjii T OK, so that's just a little bit of work in using dictionaries, and what I would like
you to do now

304 SS Move, shift around in seats, move papers
305 Jules & Make eye contact and laugh quietly
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Kazutni
306 T

307 SS

Is to look at the vocabulary exercise, if you go over the page, there's a listening,
we'll ignore that for the moment, and there's a vocabulary exercise. What I'd like
you to do is to use the dictionaries on your table, use each other, and find as much
information as you can about the words, alright? You need to match the words on
the left with their definitions on the right, OK? But while you're doing that
exercise, use dictionaries and find out as much information as you can about the
vocabulary. OK?
Silent

308 T You can speak to each other, you can compare the different dictionaries, and then
I'm going to ask the groups to report back on what they're found out.

They are asked to "find out information about the vocabulary" - the outside world topic is
referred to in language learning terms. The dictionary work aspect is still present as well.
The students work through the exercise, then the answers are checked in plenary. After the

checking stage is over, the teacher introduces the next stage:

Data Extract 5.28: Lesson 7 Bonds

630 T

•

Good, well done, right. Now then, em, having looked at some of that complex
vocabulary, what I would like you to do is to read, alright, it's a bit of reading skills
practice, complex text on bonds. This, the use of bonds, there are two questions at the
top. Whv do most companies use a mixture of debt and equitv financing?, and
number two, whv do governments issue bonds?. I'm going to give vou iust, em, we'll
do a little bit of speed reading here, OK? So you' ve looking for the answers to those
two questions, and I'm going to give you just ten minutes, ten minutes to read the
text, find answers to the questions. Right? If you still have time left over then you can
start to look up some of the vocabulary, so, at 12.15, I'd like answers to those two
questions.
Read

Remember this is a first reading, you'll get a chance to read it again. At this stage
you're just looking for answers to those two questions at the top ... So don't, don't
worry too much about em, understanding absolutely everything, you'll get a chance
{Q ***

;
■ ■!' • ' •

631 SS
632 T

/ ■ " ■ • .

Again the previous stage is referred to in terms of the language learning world, as opposed to

outside world reference. The next stage is introduced as reading skills practice. The students

go on to read the text. The teacher then stops them and asks them to compare their answers:

Data Extract 5.29: Lesson 7 Bonds

637 T ' OK./Loud at start/ Em, I want you to stop reading, and 1 would like you to turn
over your page, turn over the piece of paper so that you can't refer to it, alright? So you
can't see it, turn it over. And now, on the basis of what you've read, with a partner, see if
you can compare, or, your answers to those two questions, without looking back at the
text, just talking, just on the basis of what you've read. Why first of all, do most
companies use a mixture of equity and debt financing? And secondly, why do
governments issue bonds? So, find somebody to talk to, tell them the answer. Don't look
back at the text, just see how much you can remember, in terms of the vocabulary.

£8
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They are asked to try and remember what they have read, and to think about it in terms of

vocabulary. Again the ostensible focus is stated firmly in language learning world terms.

However the questions are very strongly connected to outside world content. In Dudley
Evans and St John's terms, this could perhaps be viewed as another case of real world input

being carried by a language-focused vehicle. The students then proceed to discuss the

answers, and have a wide-ranging conversation, which is firmly fixed in outside world

references, in which they attempt to understand aspects of the world of finance. Most of
them do not seem very familiar with the topic, and appear to struggle to understand the
content of the text. They do not seem sure about the answers, and use dictionaries, and also
the text itself, although they have been asked not to. The focus of their conversation seems to

be on content, and the desire to learn more about the topic of bonds. This stretch of discourse
shows Helen, Jules and Ricardo attempting to clarify points related to the questions:

Data Extract 5.30: Lesson 7 Bonds Groupwork

58 Helen Er, why they need the debt financing. 1 think they need the debt financing em, the
i ! (' CTj /vi" N' 1 r-■

p rate is lower than the equity. The rate.
59 Jules The *** is low, is low is 1
60 Helen Is lower
61 Jules Is lower low I think because the er I think the company fi, finance er the, themselves,

- their, er... their, er...investisms. They... they have er, less, less debt than the, er less
twenty years old. So it's not the, they, they have debt but the pu, they, the main

■

.. . ■ -

"... company, not, not the bank. You know?
62 Ricardo Yeah.
63 Helen Hm?
64 Ricardo But er, I mean the, the debt er, financing is the way the company
65 Jules Why are you sure?
66 Helen Ah! It's, it's another way.
67 Ricardo Can borrow money in a low interest. By the
68 Helen Another is for the er how to say when you, how to say, when you pay, pay the rate,

when you pay the
69 Jules The reet?

70 Helen Er, how to say...?
71 Ricardo When you pay...?
72 Helen When you return for the debt
73 Ricardo Mm

74 Helen And it paid from the, er... repayment tax.
75 Ricardo Yeah, you, OK.
76 Helen Yeah.
77 Ricardo You pay a
78 Helen But for the equity you have to pay it, already tax pro, profit.
79 Jules Yes, before.
80 Ricardo Yeah
81 Helen Yeah. So the second one you, you have to pay
82 Ricardo It's a

83 Helen You can pay it before you pay the tax.
84 Ricardo It's a tax >

85 Helen Yeah. So for the bank, for the company it's a good thing.
86 Ricardo That's right.
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87 Jules Yes, because it can make use of the, the debt.
88 Ricardo The, the
89 Jules From the tax

90 Ricardo The pay of the taxes.
91 Jules Before
92 Helen Yeah, yeah.
93 Jules And what the mixture? Because it's er, bu, it's better with a mixture because it's

better for the company, it's less expensive to, to use debt financing than equity, er,
than er debt, only debt financing I think.

94 Ricardo Because the taxes

95 Jules Taxes yeah
96 Ricardo And, and, em anything else.

The content of this discussion, in Dudley-Evans and St John's terms, would be seen as a

carrier topic, providing a vehicle for language practice. However, in this case the students
seem to be engaging with learning points related to the outside world content itself, and

appear to be very focused on that, rather than on the vocabulary questions.

This raises the key issue of what is salient in an activity for the individual participant - in
this class the participants have varying levels of business knowledge. It may be that for the
students in this recording, the salient learning point is the substantive outside world topic of

Bonds, to a greater degree than the language learning points being practised. This, arguably,

may not render the activity irrelevant in terms of language practice - the high level of

engagement with the topic may lead to greater enthusiasm and active participation, which

may in turn lead to more effective language acquisition or practice. Dudley Evans and St
John's model, although very useful, may be an oversimplification of a complex set of
referents and motivations at work in a diverse group of individuals. The content may carry

the language practice, but the language practice may also carry the content.

The plenary checking stage shows a shift in the teacher's discourse and framing of the

activity. She asks for explanations:

Data Extract 5.31: Lesson 7 Bonds

Right, I need a volunteer to explain to me, OK I'm not a finance professional,
Me neither! /Laughs/
Points at Ricardo
So in terms that I can understand, why most companies use a mixture of equities
and debt financing. Christine. /Claps hands / Would you be able to do that?
Could you explain that to me?
I am not specialist. OK.
Well, it might be more useful because I'm not a specialist either so perhaps I'll
understand you better.

660 Christine
CC4 T
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The teacher seems to have abandoned framing the activity as reading skills practice, and now

treats it in terms of content. She also emphasises her non-expert status, and presents herself
as ignorant on the topic - knowing less that they do. She does this in what seems to be a kind
ofjoking way - which could be meant as a signal to them that she is not really as ignorant as

she is making out. She maintains this throughout the explanation:

Data Extract 5.32: Lesson 7 Bonds

683 T Which I have to think about, OK, I follow you so far. Yeah. OK

And later:

Data Extract 5.33: Lesson 7 Bonds

699 T OK, thank you very much. Does anybody want to add anything to Christine's
description? It was very clear because I think I understand it. Yeah? Annette, do
you want to add anything?

The second question is treated in the same way:

Data Extract 5.34: Lesson 7 Bonds

701 T OK /Louder at start/what about the second one then, Whv do governments
issue bonds? Whv do governments issue bonds? OK? Whv do governments issue
bonds? Who's going to tell me that?

At the end of the checking session the teacher finishes up:

Data Extract 5.35: Lesson 7 Bonds

735 T
736 SS
737 T

OK, thank you very much. Right. I feel much better informed now.

/Laugh, shift around in seats/
OK, right. /Laughing/

The laughter may be interpreted as a confirmation that there is an element of pretending in
her "ignorance", and that the students understand that. She frames the checking stage as a

genuine information exchange, although everyone knows she has the answers in front of her.
It seems to be a rather subtle mutually and implicitly agreed piece of classroom theatre,
introduced to carry the otherwise ritualistic checking stage. Immediately afterwards, the
students are directed towards the more detailed reading task:

Data Extract 5.36: Lesson 7 Bonds

738 T What fd like you to do now then because I said you would have an opportunity to
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look at the text in more detail, em, have a go, em, look at the text again, and see if
you can answer the comprehension questions in 2B, em. In each case you have to
say which of the three statements is true. 1 lave a look at the text again, have a go at
the true / false questions, and you can discuss those with each other, either as you
answer them or if you prefer work on your own and then discuss them. OK?
You've got about

739 SS fjAT Shuffling papers, start reading

Again this is framed as a skills-focused activity. The students work quietly for a while, then

begin to discuss the answers. Here we see Ricardo, Helen, Kazumi and Annette:

Data Extract 5.37: Lesson 7 Bonds Stage 10 Groupwork

2 Ricardo Second...did you put a C? /All very quiet/
3 Helen ...C?
4 Ricardo Did you
5 Kazumi C

6 Annette C?
7 Ricardo Must, must be something! /Laughs/ C?
8 Annette I think they try because you have to
9 Kazumi Try to
10 Ricardo 4, C? 5, C?
11 Annette They try to because they have to go to the stock exchange
12 Ricardo I think it's ***
13 Annette They try to sell their /To Kazumi/
14 Kazumi Yeah, yeah
15 Annette It, it could be there is no-one who wants to buy it so
16 Kazumi

Annette
Ahhh!

17 I don't know, maybe B is, is the right one.
18 Kazumi But is similar and maybe
19 Annette Yes.

Although this task is framed as reading comprehension practice, the students' focus seems to

be at least partly on outside world content reference, with the resulting discourse being a

mixture of references to the possible answers to the language learning world task and outside
world references.

Unlike the preceding task in stage 8 of the lesson, which consisted of two open questions, the
task in stage 10 is multiple choice, and so the students may use the letter, A, B C etc as

shorthand. The next extract from stage 10 features Annette, Jules, Ricardo and Christine:

Data Extract 5.38: Lesson 7 Bonds Stage 10 Groupwork

34 Annette But they
35 Jules B,C I think
36 Ricardo 1 think, I think it's C
37 Annette It's, but it's not the aim o, only to increase the money...maybe they, they issue
38 Christine Yes
39 Annette Or they buy
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40 RicardO It's, it's it's true but er
411!' Annette They buy em, bonds back to decrease the money supply /Addressing

Jules/Mi

This discussion is concerned with outside world content, as this activity moves on to wider
discussion of the real-life concepts related to bonds.

In her interview, the teacher in fact states that the dictionary task was intended primarily to

provide content. Our discussion then moves on to the need for content provision in general,

especially for the students (as opposed to the professionals) in the class:

Data Extract 5.39: interview Natasha

639 Interviewer

m 1 I
I ilii i

1 'v ) ' :

640 Teacher
641 Interviewer
642 Teacher
643 Interviewer

644 Teacher

645
646
647
648

649
650
651
652
653
654

Interviewer
Teacher
Interviewer
Teacher

Interviewer
Teacher
Interviewer
Teacher

■

.

Interviewer
Teacher

The em, you mentioned when we were talking the other day about, I think
this maybe ties in to the issue of input an em and content, you said the
other day that with some of the students in the classes there's sometimes
a need to provide content for them
Mm hm
To input content
Yep
Can you maybe say some more about that? Or is this, would you say for
example that this bonds lesson, would that have been an example of an
occasion where the content was needed as input? For some of the
students?
Yes, some of them. Some of them had an interest in financial matters and
would know something about this in their own language, so they would be
looking for translations.
Mm

Really. Looking for how to say this in English
Uhuh
For others, it would have been an area that they knew absolutely nothing
about
Uhuh

So, em, but something that they regarded as being important and useful
Mm
If you want a career in business
Mm hm
You know, so they would be looking actually for content information

The interview moves on to the topic of introducing content-focused tasks as form, or

language-focused tasks, and the teacher's perception of her role and field of expertise:

Data Extract 5.40: Interview Natasha

726 Teacher
727 Interview*"

ly¥y*
728 Teacher
729 Interviewer
730 Teacher

So it's sort of the benefit to their performance, is what I would emphasise
Yeah. I was interested in the example we looked at with the dictionary
task, that you, that you framed the task as a dictionary skills
Mm

Type task
Mm
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731

732
733
734

735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744

Interviewer

Teacher
Interviewer
Teacher

Interviewer
Teacher

■

Interviewer
Teacher
....

Interviewer
Teacher
Interviewer
Teacher
Interviewer
Teacher

Em...do you think there's a, why do you think it is that in ESP, in Business
English there's it seems, a tendency to frame activities primarily, even if
occasionally they are more input-focused? Do you think there's a...I don't
know, do you think there' some kind of avoidance of...
Yes

Presenting things as content-focused?
Yes, I think there is, yes, I think there is very often, I mean because
there's the feeling that this is not what you should be doing, you know
Right
Your expertise is as an ESP teacher
Uhuh
You're not er, a business academic
Mm hm
You know, so there is the feeling that your expertise lies elsewhere
Right
Em so it's very important that this is, you know, what they've signed up to
Mm
Which is a language class, primarily

It seems that in this instance the outside world content provision is introduced covertly,
embedded in language learning world tasks, framed as language practice.

5.5.4 Discussion

Candlin, drawing on Foucault, accounts for the complexities of institutional discourses by-

presenting them as hybrids "...made internally variable by the incorporation of
... intertextual and interdiscursive elements" (In Gunnarsson, Linell & Nordberg 1997: ix).
Institutional discourse is presented as intertextual, drawing on a variety of source discourses.
This hybrid status seems to be confirmed in the analysis presented in this chapter. The
discourse operates on more than one level, sometimes in succession, sometimes

simultaneously, referring to both the outside world, the language learning world, and other
worlds created within the classroom, as could be seen in the Island Silks and Highland
Wools lessons.

The inclusion of outside world content in the Bonds lesson seemed covert, introduced within

the classroom world-related task of dictionary skills work. Perhaps this comes about as a

result of the attitude of ESP teachers towards their roles - it is possible that ESP teachers who
consider themselves non-specialists in the field concerned may actively make a virtue of this
situation - as it creates a natural information gap. This strategy may also allow the students

expert status, which could possibly serve to even up the power balance in the classroom. If
the ESP teacher constructs himself or herself as a non-expert, as the teacher does here, then
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they are in a position where the lessons are ostensibly focused on language only. However,
there may also be a need for content provision, as the teacher indicates in her interview:

Data Extract 5.45: Interview Natasha

754 Teacher And the background that I have. I think the other thing too is you, you, I
.-;v.ij'-v', v. „ • * . , „ T often find if, if there are teachers who come into Business English

teaching with a business background, without the sort of pedagogical
experience

755 Interviewer Mm mm

756 Teacher Or the teacher training, or applied linguistics experience
757 Interviewer Uhuh
758 Teacher Em, then it will turn into a content lesson
759 Interviewer Right
760 Teacher Em, but this is not necessarily what they need
761 Interviewer Right
762 Teacher It may be what they think they need (laughs)
763 Interviewer laughs
764 Teacher You know
765 Interviewer Mm
766 Teacher This, so, it's very easy to do that. If you, if you have the background

knowledge
767 Interviewer Uhuh
768 Teacher Or you have the information, it's very easy to go over into it becoming a

- content lesson. It's also easy to do that em, as you become more
experienced as a Business English teacher

769 Interviewer Mm
770 Teacher I tend to think it's a temptation that should be avoided
771 Interviewer Mm

The teacher mentions earlier in her interview that the class members were a mixture of

experienced business professionals and students with a limited knowledge of the world of
business. It seems likely that some of the students needed input related to Bonds, and some

did not. A possible interpretation is that the teacher chose to covertly introduce content in
order to provide it without disrupting the power balance of teacher / language expert and
students / business experts, and also without potentially oversimplifying the lesson for those
who are already familiar with the topic. In this way, the text and the surface focus on skills

(listening or reading) may carry the content provision, allowing role balances and the
sensibilities of individuals to remain undisrupted. However, this interpretation would need
further confirmation from discourse participants.

Viewed in terms of the model proposed for the negotiation lessons, the Bonds lesson initially
seems simpler, as it involves only two frames of reference - the outside world and the

language learning world. However, as is indicated by the thick dotted arrows in the diagram
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below, the tasks undertaken in the language learning world, such as the vocabulary task, are

also strongly related to outside world content:
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5.6 Conclusions

This chapter set out to address the research question:

1. How is the discourse in the study structured in terms of layers, and what
are their characteristics?

The chapter began by looking at how previous researchers working in differing contexts

have identified two broadly similar strands of classroom discourse, one more specifically
rooted in the classroom, the other more similar to the discourse beyond the classroom. It
went on to identify several discourse layers in this study.

The analysis of the cycle of activities and frames of reference present in the Island Silks and

Highland Wool negotiation lessons points to a layered structure moving through a particular

cycle, in order to construct, enter and maintain the other world necessary for the enactment

of the roleplay activity. The students, once within the other world, seemed able to step out of
it - back into the other world construction to establish the context, or into the interpersonal
world to maintain relationships when the role threatened to put a strain on them.
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Figure 5.4 shows the proposed discourse worlds represented in the cyclical model found in
the Island Silks and Highland Wool lessons. The thick arrow shows the overall direction
found in these two lessons. These worlds may also be shown in the form of concentric rings,
as in Pennington (1999). In the ring diagram, the other world is set deepest, and furthest

away from the outside world. To reach it, the discourse participants must pass through the

language learning world, and the other world construction. The interpersonal world,

however, remains accessible to participants throughout.

Figure 5.5 Discourse worlds as concentric rings
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The analysis of the Bonds lesson data indicates that the relationship between the focus on

language learning and topics from the outside world in this ESP context may be more

complex than the model proposed by Dudley-Evans and St John suggests. The Bonds lesson

seems to show language learning being introduced via carrier content, as they suggest.

However, it also seems to show content may also be introduced through carrier language

practice. Expressed in the terms proposed in this chapter, the language learning world seems

at times to include an embedded, almost covert outside world set of references.

Overall, in lessons involving other world and outside world contexts, the discourse of the

ESP classroom in the study seems to exhibit hybrid discourse composed of more than one

active element simultaneously. The discourse participants co-construct this complex speech

event, allowing for both the construction and maintenance of fictional worlds that provide an

area for various types of language practice language practice and the also the employment of
business themes from the outside world.

The next chapter looks at the discourse data in the study from a different point of view,

addressing the second research question:

2. What are the characteristics of the discourse of the study at different stages
of the lesson?
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Chapter 6: Negotiating classroom process

The previous chapter examined the various frames of reference present in the discourse,

arguing that the discourse of the study is a hybrid consisting of different discourse worlds -

the outside world, language learning world and other world. This chapter will look at another

aspect of classroom discourse and process - the characteristics of phases of the lesson, the
movement from one phase to another, and how the rituals of classroom life are co-

constructed and negotiated by discourse participants, both explicitly and implicitly. It will
address the second research question:

2. What are the characteristics of the discourse at different stages of the
lessons?

The chapter begins by looking briefly at notions of socialisation in the classroom, and co-

construction of classroom process. It then goes on to look at the lesson data, identifying and

focusing on four phases of the lesson sequence: pre-plenary, plenary, pre-groupwork and

groupwork.

6.1 Views of classroom process

In seeking to investigate and analyse the characteristics of different phases of the lessons in
the study, it may be useful to first consider notions of how classroom discourse is

constructed, and the contributions of the individual participants. This section will look at this

issue, discussing briefly issues surrounding socialisation, co-construction and negotiation of
classroom process.

The nature of classroom process and the classroom as a social arena has been investigated
both in general and in language education. In general education, as discussed in chapter 2,
one emphasis has been on equality and opportunity, looking at issues such as the

participation of ethnic minorities and socio-economically disadvantaged students in school

settings. Studies have also examined the relationships between second language classroom

settings and power differences in society (e.g. Kanaris 1996). Another related strand of

research, more relevant to the present study, has looked at how students are socialised into
the educational environment.
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6.1.1 Socialisation

Mehan, in his longitudinal study of elementary classrooms, mentions how "...the teaching-

learning process unfolds in naturally occurring school situations and provides the parameters

for the socialisation of students into the classroom community" (Mehan 1979:1). Allwright
also talks about this process of socialisation, in particular the teacher's contribution:

The socialisation role may also be evident, however, in the post- or non-

compulsory situation, where teachers will probably accept it as a part of their

responsibility to try to establish, if only for their own comfort and safety, at least
the minimum of socially acceptable behaviour in the classroom. In such settings

they may well also accept it as a major part of their directly pedagogic

responsibility at least to try to help the learners form some sort of effective

"learning group".

Allwright 1996: 212

Allwright draws a distinction between internal and external socialisation. He sees internal
socialisation as "...the development of behaviour appropriate to the classroom as a social

setting", while "external" socialisation is defined as "...the development of patterns of
behaviour appropriate to the world outside and beyond the classroom" (Allwright 1996:

214). He sets out the various types of socialisation forces at play in the language classroom
context:
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SOCIAL PEDAGOGIC
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Figure 6.1: Allwright 1996: 215

Breen (1985) also looks at this issue, and in particular discusses the extent to which the
social reality of the classroom may be used as a language teaching resource. He challenges
the conception of the classroom as "experimental laboratory" in which learners are exposed
to input, which is seen as leading unproblematically to intake, arguing that the social context

must also be considered.

Willett (1995) addresses issues related to the socialisation of ESL children in mainstream

classrooms, specifically at how "...through socially significant interactional routines, the
children and other members of the classroom jointly constructed the ESL children's

identities, social relations, and ideologies as well as their communicative competence"

(1995: 473). The scope of this type of work relating to children seems to cover both internal
and external socialisation in Allwright's terms. However, the concept of external

socialisation, though relevant in the case of primary or secondary school, is perhaps less so
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in the case of adult learners - although there may be an element of normative instruction as

to how to behave in the unfamiliar cultural settings of the English-speaking world. This

chapter will focus on the internal classroom world.

Allwright's (1996) model divides internal socialisation into two parts, the social group and
the learning group. Kramsch also touches on this theme of the social and pedagogic in her
discussion of the microworld of classroom interaction:

Learning takes place in a double context: on the one hand, students leam words
and grammatical structures that refer to established distant culture, the external
context of language. On the other hand, they use these words and structures to

communicate with others in the classroom. This internal context of language

brings about an interaction that is created anew by every new group of teacher
and learners. It is through the interaction with this social group that the language
is used and learned. In turn, it is through the use of the language that the group is

given a social identity and a social reality.

Kramsch 1985: 170

This recognition of a double focus in the classroom echoes Erickson's identification of two

sets of procedural knowledge drawn upon in the language classroom context. The first is

knowledge of the academic task structure, defined as "...a patterned set of constraints

provided by the logic of sequencing in the subject matter content of the lesson" (1982: 154).
The second is familiarity with the social participation structure, "... a patterned set of
constraints on the allocation of interactional rights and obligations of various members of the

interacting group" (loc. cit). This chapter will go on to look at how these dual demands of the
task and the social setting are dealt with and accommodated in the discourse of the lessons in
the study.

6.1.2 Co-construction

Although socialisation is a joint process, the concept of internal socialisation seems to

emphasise the role of the teacher and the institution, arguably playing down somewhat the
role that students may play in the process. This chapter will discuss examples of students

seeming to contribute to the foundation or adaptation of activity "rules". Another concept

may be applied when investigating the formation of classroom norms - co-construction - a
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concept that seems to put more emphasis on the influence of the learners on this process.

Kramsch touches on the issue of participant roles:

At the one end are the fixed, institutionalised statuses, (Cicourel, 1972: 231), of

teacher and student, with their expected and predictable behaviour patterns,

acquired through years of schooling. At the other end are a variety of roles and

tasks, negotiated by speakers and hearers brought together in natural
conversation. Neither extreme ever exists in the classroom in its pure form.
Teacher-student institutional statuses are determined by the cultural norms and

personal experiences of each participant. Thus, different ESL students may have

very different perceptions of what appropriate classroom behaviour is; various
adult foreign language teachers have had various prior school experiences.

Conversely, the variety and fluidity of roles encountered in natural settings are

limited by the asymmetrical nature of classroom dialogue and the constraints of
the institution. Thus social roles have to be, to a greater or lesser extent,

negotiated between teacher and learners for the successful completion of

learning and teaching tasks.

Kramsch 1983:171

Slimani describes a situation in which all classroom participants may make a contribution to

the ongoing discourse:

The observation of language classes typically shows that the discourse is not
something prepared beforehand by the teacher and simply implemented by the
students. Instead, it is jointly constructed by contributions from both parties so
that learners are not just passively fed from the instructor's plan...Hence,
considered from this point of view, lessons are "co-productions" and "socially-
constructed events" brought into existence through the "co-operative enterprise"
(Corder 1977:2) of both parties.

Slimani 1992: 198

Breen and Littlejohn discuss the procedural negotiation, aimed at reaching agreement as to

ways of working in the classroom. They mention the non-explicit nature of teachers' and
learners' interpretations of process:

The teacher's interpretation of a syllabus and reasons for classroom decisions are

usually covert. Similarly, learners' own unfolding interpretations of what is done
in the classroom and how it relates to their own learning agendas are rarely the
focus of overt consideration. Just as the compromise syllabus is essentially the
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teacher's creation, so it is also differentially interpreted by the students, and it is

unlikely to accommodate the more opaque aspects of the diverse agendas of the

classroom group. The result is likely to be a lack of harmony between different
versions of syllabuses in the class that, in turn, has the potential to inhibit, disrupt
or delay the learning process.

Breen & Littlejohn 2001: 9

They raise the issue here of mismatches in the needs of individuals in the group, and point
out the potential negative effects of disharmony at the level of process. They see the aim of

procedural negotiation as a bringing to light of teachers' implicit interpretations of the

syllabus and individual students' learning agendas - making these explicit. The contributors
to their collection discuss and exemplify explicit negotiation of course content, focus, pace,

methodology and assessment in a variety of contexts.

However, in addition to the explicit negotiation that may take place in the classroom, it is

possible that implicit procedural negotiation also takes place throughout classroom process,

at a less discernible micro level. This co-construction - the contribution that students and

teachers make together to the formation and maintenance of the norms of classroom process

- may take several forms. This chapter will look at the characteristics of the different phases
of the lessons in the data, and will discuss them as co-constructed discourse events, which

appear to perform several functions simultaneously.

Investigating classroom process in terms of phases of the lesson, a division can be made in
terms of interactional mode between plenary and groupwork. This chapter will focus on

these, and will also propose two further categories in the lessons in the study - jore-plenary
and pre-groupwork.

6,2 The pre-plenary phase

This term is used here to describe a phase of a lesson immediately before a plenary phase. In
the study, pre-plenary phases occur at the beginning of the lessons, and also throughout, as

the process moved from groupwork to plenary. This section will discuss examples of both of
these from the data.
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6.2.1 The beginning of the lesson

During data collection, filming and observation began a few minutes before the lessons

started, largely to avoid disruption. As a result, the beginnings of the ten lessons are

documented, along with the periods immediately before. This section will look at one

example in detail, Lesson 1: Trends.

Overview Lesson 1: Trends

Stage Plenary Non-plenary
......

Notes Lines in
transcript

1

Wm
Plenary, T introduces
Lesley, T greets student
back from holiday, T asks
who has done homework,
T gives instructions for
checking homework task

Instructions 1 1-28

2 Groupwork, SS check
vocabulary homework
from previous week

29-31

3

Mj>
r

.

Plenary, T checks answers
and explains vocabulary,
introduces topic of facts
and figures / trends, gives
instructions for discussion
task

Checking 1
Lead in 1
Instructions 2

32-171

4 Groupwork, SS discuss
trends in own countries

172-182

'-.f.

,....

'

AT."
1

Plenary, T checks
answers, gives instructions
for homework vocabulary
grouping task, explains
context and gives
instructions for pairs pre-
listening labelling diagram
task

Checking 2
Instructions 3

183-400

6 Individual work, SS do
labelling task

401

7 Plenary, T checks
answers, gives instructions
for 1st listening task

Checking 3
Instructions 4

402 - 434

8 Individual work, SS
listen and answer

questions

435

9 Plenary, T gives
instructions to check
answers in groups

Instructions 5 436

10 Groupwork, SS check
answers

437

11 Plenary, T checks
answers, gives instructions
for 2nd listening task

Checking 4
Instructions 6

438
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12

■

Individual work, SS
listen and complete
graph

474

13 Plenary, T gives
instructions to check
answers in groups

Instructions 7 475

14 Groupwork, SS check
answers

476

15 Plenary, T checks
answers, gives instructions
for 3rd listening task

Checking 5
Instructions 8

479-516

16 Individual work, SS
listen for reasons for
falls and rises

517

17 Plenary, T gives
instructions to check
answers in groups

Instructions 9 518

18 Groupwork, SS check
answers

519-521

19 Plenary, T checks
answers, gives instructions
for reading task

Checking 6
Instructions
10

522 - 573

20 Groupwork, SS read
and complete graph

574

21 Plenary, T checks
answers, T gives
instructions for homework

Checking 7
Instructions
11

575-610

We see the teacher at the beginning of the lesson instructing the students to check their
homework in pairs:

Data extract 6.1: Lesson 1 Trends

31. S
32. T

fe-

I A35. SS

Em... Did anyone do...the vocabulary homework ...from last week?
Yes, yes
No? If you haven't done it then you can le- leave it till... later on em /Looking
round, quizzical expression leans over to table behind and
looks through file/
Talking and looking through files
Anyone.../Turns round/actually do it? /walks forward, leans over to
table behind and looks through file/OK? Has anybody not done it?
/Turns round/
Yeah /Laughs/
Not done it... /looks round/ Two of you right... OK... well those of you have
/volume up walking forward pointing/ just very briefly see what the
others have /gestures/ some of the answers, OK? Remember the... vocabulary
down here at the/points to HO/ bottom. OK? Just check from the answers if
you've done it /smiles and nods at S/
Loud laughter
No problem!
Begin interacting

At this point the students are seated in three groups. As seen on the video recording, at the

beginning, the teacher does not seem to have the attention of the whole class. He begins to
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call their attention with intermittent questions, exchanges with individuals and small groups,

while looking around at the class. His first address to the whole class is made when only one

or two students seem to be paying attention, by looking at him and not talking to other
students. The teacher elicits a response from one or two students. He pauses, addresses them
all again looking round. He positions himself in front of the board at this stage, but also
moves between there and the nearby groups. He then pauses again, looks at his papers. He
then addresses the class again with a question, and looks at one student's file. He pauses

again, then asks them another question and gets an answer from one student. He echoes the
student who answers him and identifies two students. Throughout this phase, the volume of
student talk gradually decreases, and more students look up and appear to pay attention. The
first plenary address "OK" seems to signal that he wants all their attention. At this point he
raises his voice, stands in front of the board and points at the handout. The group falls silent.

This pre-plenary phase is characterised by an "open" expression on the part of the teacher,

fairly quiet addresses using rising intonation, and gaps within and between the addresses to

the class. At this stage he seems to be not quite "on stage" or "off stage" - he addresses the

class, looks back at his notes, arranges his papers, then looks up and addresses them again.
He uses what might be termed "brick wall questioning" - asking questions to a group, many

of whom he knows are not listening. It seems that the purpose of these questions is not to

elicit an answer, but more to function as a signal, to gain the attention of the class. As

questions requiring an answer from the whole class, they are unsuccessful, but they seem to

fulfil their function as signals that tell the class to stop talking and listen. During this pre-

plenary phase the students talk together, take out papers and organise objects on their desks.

At the point where the teacher says "OK" (line 32, shown by an arrow on the transcript
above), the students fall silent. The volume of his voice increases at this point, and he

positions himself in front of the board.

6.2.3 During the lesson

In addition to establishing the first plenary phase at the beginning of the lesson, the two

teachers in the study repeatedly establish plenary phases during lessons. Throughout the ten

lessons in the study, there were 49 plenary stages, an average of 4.9 per lesson. ("Plenary

phase" here is used to describe a period of the lesson when the teacher addresses and seems
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to demand the attention of the whole class, "groupwork" as any form of group or pair

activity).

Analysis of the lessons shows a regular movement between plenary and groupwork. Lesson
1: Trends shows the most movement between these two modes, with 11 plenary stages and
10 group or individual work stages. In contrast, Lesson 5: Trends Mingle consists of two

plenary stages and one long groupwork stage in the middle. At the beginning of each of these

plenary stages, the teacher attempts to gain the attention of the class. An example of this is
the following, coming after a groupwork activity:

Data extract 6.2: Lesson 10 The Euro

134. T OK. Right, can we stop now, because we, we'll have to stop now, alright? Em.
Alright, is that OK? Alright. Very, very quickly, OK, very, very quickly, can em,

• somebody just, just say what, what the first text, text A was actually about?

In this address to the class, the teacher uses "OK" and "alright" repeatedly, and asks the class
twice to stop talking. Throughout this phase, the students continue to talk, their volume

gradually decreasing as the pre-plenary phase progresses.

Table 6.1: Examples of pre-plenary, T calling attention of class

LESSON 4
159 T OK, I'll give you one more minute, and then stop. One more minute.
160 SS Talk

161 T
'

- ■

162 SS

OK! / claps hands twice, loud/ right OK can you stop there? Can you
stop there?
Talk

163 T /Bangs pen on desk twice/OK, can you stop?
164 SS Talk more quietly
165 T OK, stop.
166 SS Gradually stop talking
167 T Right do, don't worry if you haven't got, don't worry if you haven't told each

other all the information, that's ... that's not so important. OK? Right, right. Did
you find that easy?

LESSON 6
275 T to pair Agreement? Are you in agreement? OK, summarise it. Right, good. And you're

'

1 both happy?
276 T . • /To all/Jonathon Snodgrass has a taxi coming to take him to the airport in

| |jj about five minutes, OK? You've got five minutes to try and finish off.
277 SS | Talk, laugh, seem animated
278 T /Walks around near the front of the room/ The taxi is waiting to

take em /Loud/ I think it's Mr Berkworth so it's going to take, he needs to go to
the airport, so the taxi's waiting

279 SMB Quieten down, still talking a little
280 T to Do you have a deal? Yes, yes. /Laugh/

Yolanda
& Gloria
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281 T to all OK that's the taxi, if you don't go now you'll miss your plane, right let's stop
'

- ,t'' !#|lSl there.
282 SS Quiet
283 T OK well done. Let's - how did you feel about that, are you feeling, em. how did

you feel, how did you feel? Are you happy?

LESSON 10 : ■ ' : ■
. llii 111

129 T OK. I'll give you one more minute, one more minute and then we stop. /Starts
giving out HOs to SS who have stopped talking/

130 SS Some talk

131 T OK.
132 SS Some talk

133 T Are, you, are you alright?
134 SS Some talk

135 T I'll give you a copy of the other...OK?
136 SS Some talk

137 T OK. Right, can we stop now, because we, we'll have to stop now, alright? Em.
Alright, is that OK? Alright. Very, very quickly, OK, very, very quickly, can em,
somebody just, just say what, what the first text, text A was actually about?

138 Jules The creation historv of the *** the Euro?

In these examples, the teachers call the students' attention and bring the groupwork to an

end, beginning a plenary phase. As at the beginning of lesson 1, there is a transition phase
between the groupwork and plenary. In each case this seems to be a gradual transition, as the
teacher repeatedly addresses the class, with gaps between each address. With each teacher
address, more students stop talking, until they are all quiet. The teachers use several
addresses to the class, but do not seem to expect a sudden halt to the groupwork activity. The

groupwork is allowed to gradually come to an end, allowing students to speak beyond the
first indication that they should stop.

This section has discussed how the plenary phases were begun in the study. The next section
will look at the functions and features of those plenary phases.

6.3 The plenary phase

It could be argued that the plenary is the archetypal teaching mode, in that it is the one most

associated with traditional teaching styles, and is also the one which is probably most cross-

culturally familiar. It seems probable that students from all cultures, assuming they have

experienced formal education, will be familiar with the teacher-fronted plenary. Three main

activity types are identified in the plenary phases in this study, summarised in the following
table:
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Table 6.2: Summary of plenary activities in the data

Plenary Activity Definitions
'

No. of

examples in

Instructions

•

Teacher addresses whole class to instruct students

to undertake an activity, or take part in groupwork

the data

47

Checking
answers / eliciting
outcomes or

opinions

Teacher addresses whole class to elicit answers,

outcomes or opinions from students after individual

work, groupwork or homework.

28

Lead in Teacher addresses whole class to introduce a new

topic or focus

9

This section will look at the features of the two most frequent types of plenary activity in the
data - checking and instructions - and will consider one example of each from the data in

detail, mentioning other similar episodes and relevant interview data. The lesson

transcriptions also show these stages.

6.3.1 Plenary checking

In the analysis, checking has been applied as a category to cover a relatively wide range of

plenary activities. At one end of the spectrum are examples of quick verification of short
answers, in closed tasks such as cloze exercises or matching. At the other extreme there are

longer, more free-ranging discussions, with digressions into other side-topics. This full range

has been classified into one category as they are all plenary activities arising out of the

previous group or individual activity, or in some cases homework. This section will begin
with the briefest form of checking, closed-response exercises. The following is an example
taken from Lesson 1: Trends:

Data extract 6.3: Lesson 1 Trends

313 T Yes. That, that might well be true, yes. OK. Em... Let's have a quick look at the
vocabulary. A quick run through some of the vocabulary items. OK. Upward,
downward or horizontal. No change. /Gestures. Looking at HO/

314 S Mm hm
315 T OK, so fall obviously is... downwards, yeah. Climb?
316 SS Upward
317 T

> vy ., - s. t- /— .. ».
OK, rise?

318 SS Up
319 T Up Even out?
320 Catalina Horizontal?
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321 Horizontal. Good. yeah. Right. Even out means, that. /Draws curve on WB/
This. When a change ... ends, and then it becomes horizontal.

322 Catalina Yeah
323 T~* OK, it becomes stable. To even out. OK? Decline?
324 SS Down

325 T Down. Good. OK go up?
326 SS Up.
327 T OK. Up Recover?
328 SS Up
329 T Up
330 Tora->- What it means, recover?
331 T—► Recover, well, OK, can anyone explain recover?
332 SS Em ...

333 Elena When you
334 r T Hm?

335 Elena To be sure?
336 T Hm. Well when, when do you normally
337 Reiko To get, get
338 T Use the word recover?

339 Reiko Get well.
340 Yes, get well, exactly. So if you've been ill, you, perhaps you've had flu or

something, or cold, and you recover, means it's your illness is gone, you recover.
341 Reiko Rise up, rise again?
342 T Yes. So, basically yes, So, if you can imagine a trend that's been falling, and then it

recovers, and begins to go back up. That's how it's used. /gestures / Em,
decrease?

343 SS Down.

344 T Down. OK Drop?
345 SS Down.

346 T Down. Improve?
347 SS :

Up.
348 T Up. Deteriorate?

This sequence involves an IRF (Initiation, Response, Feedback) pattern, (Sinclair &
Coulthard 1975). It is rhythmic, and speeds up as it progresses. It increases in volume,

involving more and more students giving choral responses. However, within this checking

sequence, there are other elements present outside of the IRF pattern. In line 315, the teacher
models the IRF pattern by asking and providing the answer himself, adding the comment

"obviously". From line 316 to 320 the checking follows the "classic" IRF pattern. In line 321
the teacher steps out of the pattern in order to use the board and provide additional

explanation of a vocabulary item. Catalina answers "yeah" - she communicates with the
teacher as an individual, a feature not present in the ritualistic IRF checking model, although
it may in fact occur in classroom discourse. The teacher then re-establishes the IRF sequence

in line 323, and it continues until line 329. In line 330, Toru breaks the pattern by asking a

question about the meaning of a word. The teacher then asks if anyone in the class can

explain it. From line 360 to 371, we see Elena and Reiko attempting to provide an

explanation, and the teacher evaluating their suggestions, and providing further explanation.
In line 342, he re-establishes the IRF sequence.
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In this sequence the teacher and students step in and out of IRF discourse. The teacher seems

to re-establish the IRF sequence very easily, by using one word "decrease", with rising
intonation. It seems that the checking discourse, however formulaic and elliptical, is

permeable to embedded spontaneous contributions, in the form of explanation, use of the

board, questions, elicitation of examples, and so on. Further examples of IRF checking with
such embedded elements can be found in the data, for example:

Table 6.3: Plenary IRF checking with embedded features

EXAMPLE A: LESSON 1

Supplier OK/writes supplier on WB/ eight shares the responsibility of
owning or running a business?
Partner

Partner, OK partner yeah /writes partner on WB/Alright? Em...
jjjjll Talk quietly

\ useful phrase that you might, or might not know /taps WB/ is a person who
- -j-—:^ ► shares the responsibility for owning the business but not running the business, of,

is not involved in the managing of the business, is a special kind of partner.
Anyone know? The person who perhaps invests money in the company.

84 T

85 S
86 T
87 SS
88 T

EXAMPI
319 T

n 1 •

| Up Everwout?
Una Horizontal?

Horizontal. Good. yeah. Right. Even out means, that. /Draws curve on

WB/ This. When a change ... ends, and then it becomes horizontal.
322 Catalina Yeah
323 " .•-T" v ■ OK, it becomes stable. To even out. OK? Decline?

EXAMPLE C: LESSON 1
327
328

T
SS

329 T
330 Toru —>
331 T
332 SS
333 Elena
334 T
335 S
336 T
337 Reiko

OK. Up. Recover?
Up
Up
What it means, recover?
Recover, well, OK, can anyone explain recover?
Em ...

When you
Hm?
To be sure?
Hm. Well when, when do you normally
To get, get

338 T Use the word recover?
339 Relko Get well.
340

350
360

T Yes, get well, exactly. So if you've been ill, you, perhaps you've had flu or
'

Relko Rise up, rise again?
Yes. So, basically y
it recovers, and begins to go back up. That's how it's used, /gestures / Em,

|| something, or cold, and you recover, means it's your illness is gone, you recover.
. leiko Rise up, rise again?
T tu Yes. So, basically yes, So, if you can imagine a trend that's been falling, and then
1811181

decrease?
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EXAMPLE D: LESSON 1
348 T Up. Deteriorate?
349 SS Down.
350 T Down. Yes. That's a bit of a hard word to say, dete, deteriorate.
351 SS Deteriorate.
352 T —► The stress is on the "e"
353 SS ■ Laugh
354 T The stress is here. De-te-ri-or...ate. /writing on wb/ Deteriorate. Pick

up?
355 SS Up
356 T Yep. And that's very similar to recover. Hit a low?

EXAMPLE E: LESSON 2
60 T Steadv?
61 s Steadilv
62 T ► Any changes in the spelling?
63 SS Yes, y becomes i
64 T Y becomes i. Right. OK, fine./Writes on WB/
65 SS Some whisper
66 T OK, em... gradual?

EXAMPLE F: LESSON 2
94 T Significantly. Dramatic?
95 SS Dramatically
96 T How do you spell it?
97 SS .... dramatic..
98 I > is it ly? It should be c, a?
99 SS I, l,y
100 T OK? "Cally" on the end./writes on WB/
101 SS Write

102 T OK? So you add on this "ally", right? But when you say it, you don't say it
■T\ .-Yyy: '■ -LY /< ■. "drama-ti-cally".

103 SS Laugh
104 T Dramatically. OK? Almost as if there's no l, no a in here, sorry. OK? OK,

■ dramatically. And the last one.... negligible?

Closed-response checking in this data seems to be permeable to embedded features,

exhibiting spontaneous contributions from teacher and students. For example, the teacher

may provide vocabulary explanation, or use the plenary mode as an opportunity to convey

attitudes or construct him/herself in a particular way. In closed-response checking the
students may also ask questions.

Erickson (1982) discusses classroom discourse in terms of ritual, concluding that it lies on a

midpoint between ritual and spontaneity, basing this analysis on examples taken from a

general education, first-grade mathematics lesson. He emphasises the co-constructed,

negotiated nature of the discourse event, in which the students and teacher are seen as "doing
a lesson together" (l982: 153). He argues that in order to do this, they must draw on both the
academic task structure and socialparticipation structure. Participants are seen as working
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within these two sets of constraints, resulting in a "midpoint" position. Nunn (2000) also
discusses the issue of ritual in classroom discourse, looking at teacher-fronted language
classroom discourse and arguing that although it exhibits ritualistic features, there is room

for implicit negotiation within it, as participants adapt to the contributions of their
interlocutors. He proposes the notion of negotiated ritual to describe this balance. This term

seems appropriate for the closed-response checking shown above - within a ritualistic
framework there is space for negotiation, as teacher and students break the pattern for a

variety of purposes.

In contrast, checking of open-response tasks exhibits a less ritualistic structure. In the

following example, the students have been looking at two letters in terms of their format.
The teacher asks them to give feedback in plenary:

Data Extract 6.4: Lesson 2 Letter-Writing 1

159 T M /Comes in with dictionaries and puts them on the
tables / OK, can we just check some of your ideas, er in number one, what
can you notice about the layout of the paragraphs? Can you notice about the
layout of the paragraphs?

160 S Second letter has er, er *** er reference and the office ***
161 T Right we, we'll come back to that just in a moment Oh, sorry /laughs/ But,

Em, thinking only about the paragraphs. Paragraphs in both letters, are they the
same or different?

162 Catalina Same
163 T They're the same, OK.
164 Catalina Same
165 T So just comment then on, on, on the, the style of the paragraph
166 S Mm?
167 T I mean where does it begin?
168 S Mm, it is er company
169 Catalina The first letter we don't know the person who is
170 T Who sends/to Catalina/
171 Catalina Who the letter send
172 T Ah no. Just think/snaps fingers/ only about, only think about the

paragraphs
173 Reiko Paragraphs
174 T Here. Don't, don't think about Dear Sir or Dear Mr,
175 Amir ***
176 T Just only about the paragraphs
177 Reiko They are simple?
178 Amir ***'
179 T Say again?
180 Amir Starts for me are understandable, so

181 T OK, right
182 Amir Both paragraphs the same style
183 T Right, same style. Right so they both starting where? Inside, inside the letter,

or?
184 S Outside
185 Amir No, on the same side
186 T

^ Yeah the same, same side. OK. Sometimes in letters of course you find that the
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first line of a paragraph begins slightly in,
187 SS In, yeah, mm
188 T Doesn't it, like this indented. In this particular style of letter, there's no

indentation at all, if s simply that, OK? Alright? /writes examples on
WB/Now/knocks WB twice with pen/for this, when you want to begin
a new paragraph, all you do is

w

189 s Blocks
190 T Indent
191 S Indent
192 Tw The second time /writes on WB/You see?
193

w
S Yes

194 T But in this one how does this change paragraphs?
195 SS Some talk quietly
196 T What do you see? How
197 S *** blank?
198 T Do you get a new paragraph?
199 Amir Full stop and
200 T Yes, full stop and
201 SS A blank, blank
202 T A space.
203 SS A space, space
204 T Yes. /Writes on WB/Mm hm OK? Alright? So this one, this style over

w there, has indented and, or, at the margin, the margin /writes on WB/ the
margin is indented. OK? In this case the margin starts on the left, ... OK?
/knocks WB twice with pen/ And if you're going to make a new
paragraph with this style, you indent a second time, or third time, or a fourth
time. This one, you make a space... after each paragraph.

205 Reiko Yes /quietly/
206 OK? Alright so in er, business letter writing you're more likely to see this style.

/knocks WB with knuckle/ You do see this as well, but I think
generally this is becoming more of a universal style... Alright?

207 S Is....indented popular than
208 T It's still quite popular yes, but I, I think this one, this style is becoming more

popular, grad, gradually. OK. It's becoming what you might say is a universal
style, used by

w

209 S Lots of
210 T Various countries. OK? Alright, em, some other things then, in number two, it

asks you about punctuation, can you see any... punctuation? Any...

In this sequence the teacher begins by asking for comments on the style of the paragraphs in
the letters. The students initially respond with comments about other aspects of the letters,
such as the references and the fact that they are from companies. Although he comes back to

these points later in the sequence, he twice brings them back to the theme of paragraph style.
This suggests that, although the analysis task was open, his checking "agenda" is not - he has
a particular point to make about that aspect of letter format, and wants to cover it first.

He elicits the answer, the students give their ideas, the teacher gives them feedback, and then
he provides a normative explanation (examples indicated by arrows). This sequence follows
a pattern that might be termed IRFI- Initiation, response, feedback and instruction. This

cycle is repeated several times in this particular checking sequence, as the teacher goes
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through a series of different points. In each case he begins by asking questions and eliciting

ideas, then evaluating them, then adding some normative statements. At the point where he

gives a normative statement, he sometimes knocks the whiteboard, and may use repetition:

Data Extract 6.5: Lesson 2 Letter-Writing 1

348

(1111
Ssil

MM
311

i -
8ft
A :

A"'A

ssiiii
3 - 1 f'4;

.V -v;

-..••.30-.

fKRj
- -IIBM!

MSSr

MMi
-

33133;3 A33

:
,

fflHilife

So Ms is the female equivalent. /Knocks WB/ Obviously in your job it's not
important whether you're married or not, so this is becoming in business very, very
popular form. OK? But, don't always assume that every woman wants to be called
Ms. You'll find some women will sign their letters as Mrs or Miss. In which case you
should respond in, using the same title. Do, don't just, if she, if she signs herself Mrs,
don't just sign it, don't just send it sorry, as Ms. Send it as Mrs as well. OK so
em... be, be careful of things like that. Alright? Just use the same form of title that
they use, if you, use, if you reply. OK? Em... If they give no title, if it's for example,
er, Gillian Smith, you don't know if this person's married or not, then it would be
safer to use M S. OK? And it's pronounced with a "ZZ" sound, like zoo. OK? Em...
Dear John, or Dear Mary. To a friend or a business contact that you know well. ...

Right? Informal business letters as well, not all business letters are formal. OK?
Alright? Dear Sir or Madam, should end with Yours Faithfully. Dear Mr. Ms. Mrs.
Miss, ends with Yours Sincerely. Dear John. Best Wishes. Best Regards, and so on.

Don't mix them up. OK? Alright? Don't mix them up, it's just not done. Right?
Especially if you're, if you are sending in a, a letter em applying for a job, for
example. And you make that, that simple mistake. Probably, if the personnel manager
spots this mistake, your application will end up in the bucket. If you can't even write
a, you know, a, a, just a, if you can't write a basic letter of application, what else
can't you do? That's what they're going to ask themselves. OK? So do get your
letters right. Right?

It seems that the teacher is using the open-response checking sequence as a framework
within which to provide instruction. He uses a form reminiscent of Socratic dialogue to guide
the students towards the learning points, asking them series of questions as he leads up to his
instructional discourse.

Both the closed-response and open-response checking sequences seem to operate as

frameworks with particular points that are permeable to additional instruction on language,
student questions, normative instruction and so on. The point of permeability to instruction
in all cases seems to be at the end of the IRF cycle. However, as the task become more open

in these examples from the data, the type of embedded instruction changes, to reflect the
focus of the activity, in the examples given above:

Table 6.4: Closed and open-response checking examples

Task type Examples Type of instruction

Sib
Lesson 1:

Vocabulary
matching

IRF + Language instruction / questions
Pronunciation model / correction
Grammatical information
Clarification of meaning
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Open response
checking

Lesson 2:

Analysis of letters
IRF + Usage instruction / questions
Normative statements / mini lectures about

letter-writing

To conclude, in this data set the IRF cycle seems to be a flexible framework. It is a structure

that may provide the rituals of group participation (e.g. choral checking), the sense of a

shared journey towards a learning point, (e.g. Socratic dialogue) the flexibility for student
contributions (e.g. questions) and the space for normative instruction (e.g. min-lectures).

The following section will look at the other main activity present in the plenary sequences in
the data - instructions.

6.3.2 Plenary instructions

As may be seen in table 6.1, instructions are the most common plenary activity in this study,
with numerous examples. The move from a plenary phase to work or groupwork is on every

occasion mediated by teacher instructions in the data. The following are the first instruction

sequences in each of the ten lessons, featuring both John (Tl) and Natasha (T2):

Table 6.5: Plenary instructions examples

EXAMPLE A: LESSON 1
141 T1 What I'd like you to do, em... /gestures "together"/ first of all...

/gestures again/ is to work with a partner, so find somebody who, near
enough to work with, just one person, OK? And, and ... I'm going to ask you to ...

talk... about... first/picks up photocopies/ofall your own country, if you
think of any general trends that are happening in your own country, OK? Em... now
there's some suggestions for you to talk about. If you don't know, just say "Well, I'm
afraid I don't know"... OK? Em, so things about your own country, and also to talk
about general... business... eh... confidence. How, how confident are people at the
moment? OK, you can think for example in the Far East. ... Em, Japan, Hong Kong...
Is business confidence high, or low?/gestures "ideas inspiration"
points to HO shrugs shoulders Gestures high and low/

EXAMPLE B: LESSON 2
147 T1 OK? /louder/ What I'd like you to do is, by yourself for the moment, look at the,

the first side, the first letter OK? And have a look at the questions... OK? You need
to look at the other letter as well, on the other side. There are two letters. OK? Both
slightly different. Alright? What I'd like you to do is look at both letters and answer
the questions. OK? For yourself, and then check with a partner to see if your
partner's answers are... the same. OK? Just, fifteen minutes, have a look at these
examples.

EXAMPLE C: LESSON 3

r
8 T1 So, em, what we're going to do is have a look at what Marketing is. We'll look at

some ideas presented by er various famous, em I haven't heard of them, but
apparently famous people who have attempted to define what Marketing is. OK?
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Now the idea is to look at the em examples given and to try somehow, to suggest
I your own group idea of what Marketing is. Slightly perhaps different idea from ***

LESSON 4
What I'll do is, there's a little exercise I'll give you which is just a review of
Marketing vocabulary, which you can take away with you and we can check it next
Wednesday sometime. OK? Cos we'll, what we'll be doing next Wednesday is
looking at er, Marketing Strategies. OK? Different types of Marketing that you can
use. Em... we'll be focusing mainly on two. As I say one in this country and one
elsewhere. OK? So... /Gives out HOs/Alright? So that's really just for
Wednesday. Ifyou can find the time to, to do that. OK.

EXAMPLE E: LESSON 5

Right. What I'd like you to do is when I ask you to go, everybody will be standing
up, walking around, and telling each other about their news. Now what you have to
do is as you're doing this, and listening to what people are telling you, make a note.
Now I'll give you a time limit so you will probably not be able to speak to everybody
else in the classroom. But you should be able to speak to most people. Alright?
Open and close files
And what I'd like you to do is just to get the main points. For example, look at this.
You've got the subject. Now you will have to try and put these, this information in
the correct, or most suitable section. Perhaps you'll hear a piece of news about a
country. So if you're hearing a piece of news about France, you'll write in here
"France". And then you write a summary. On the other hand, you may be hearing
news about an organisation. OK, it may be a company. In which case you write the
name of the company.

What I'm going to do now is give you your negotiating brief, alright? /Goes
round with HOs/ I'll give you perhaps ten, fifteen minutes to look at it
individually and in your groups, and then I'll pair you off to negotiate a possible sale,
a possible takeover, of Highland Wools. Right, OK, so David Berkworth. here you

go. Can you.../With group 1, gives them HOs/

EXAMPLE G: LESSON 7
53 T2 And...yes, what I'd like you to do first of all is just to read the short introductory

section on the first page. This is taken from a novel by Tom Wolfe, which I'm sure
you've either read or at last heard of. The Bonfire of the Vanities?

ajaK--. mBStkEXAMPLE H: LESSON 8
25 T2 Right, what I'd like you to do first of all, as I don't see a lot of pen marks on sheets,

Si! is to check with you partner, have a look at it with your partner, and s, compare your
a answers. And that will give an opportunity for those of you who haven't done it to do

it. OK? So just two or three minutes checking.

ESSON 9 1 c ** -a- ^ ^ *
What I'm going to ask you to do now then is to prepare for a negotiation. And
fortunately we have six people, so you can all negotiate in pairs, em, and the
negotiation is based on..../Starts giving out HOs/A buying and selling
situation. There are two companies, one is Island Silks, which is a medium-sized
clothing company based in Hong Kong. Right? So would you like to be Island Silks?
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Alright? Who are a Hong Kong clothing company. /Giving out HOs/ And, the
other company is Trendsetters Inc., which is a major American clothing retail chain.
alright? So you sell, you sell clothes, and you're Americans. /Pronounced in US
accent / So I'm going to give you 15-20 minutes to read through the instructions,
alright? And discuss in your groups, right, discuss in your groups, and prepare for
the negotiation. If there's anything you don't understand, you can ask me and I'll
come round and explain things to you.

EXAMPLE J: LESSON 10
92' T1 ; So. What I'm going to do is in a moment or two you'll get a, a short text just like

this, but before you see it I'd like you to have a think about it first. OK? So what I'm
going to give you is a folded piece of paper,

Both teachers use the construction "What I'd like you to do is..." or a similar sentence, to

introduce their instructions. They often use future forms "will" or "going to" to describe
what is expected from the students in the activities. In these examples there are relatively
few imperatives - the teachers seem to embed many of their instructions in more indirect
constructions:

Table 6.6: Plenary instructions examples

Lesson Instructions
Lesson 1: T1 What I'd like you to do first of all is to work...find...

I'm going to you ask you to talk about...
If you think of...
There's some suggestions for you to talk about...
Just say...
You can think...

Lesson 2: T1 What I'd like you to do is... for the moment look at...
Have a look at...
You need to look at...
What I'd like you to do is look at...and answer...
Then check....to see...

Have a look at...
Lesson 3: T1 What we're going to do is have a look at...

Now the idea is to look at... and to try somehow to suggest...
Lesson 4: T1 What I'll do is...

There's a little exercise I'll give you...
If you can find the time to, to do that

Lesson 5: T1 What I'd like you to do is...
When I ask you...everybody will be standing up, walking around and
telling ...

What you have to do is make a note...
You should be able to speak...
What I'd like you to do is just to get...
Look at this
You will have to try and put...
Perhaps you'll hear...so you'll write...
Then you write
You may be hearing...in which case you write...

Lesson 6: T2 What I'm going to do now is give...
I'll give you perhaps ten, fifteen minutes to look at...
I'll pair you off to negotiate...
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Can you...
Lesson 7: T2 What I'd like you to do first of all is just to read...
LeSSO"8:T2 What I'd like you to do first of all is to check...

Have a look.. compare...
That will give an opportunity...to do it
Just two or three minutes checkinq...
What I'm going to ask you to do now then is to prepare...
You can all negotiate in pairs...
I'm going to give you 15-20 minutes to read...and discuss...discuss...and
prepare...
If there's anything you don't understand, you can ask me...

Lesson 10s So what I'm going to do is...
You'll get...
I'd like you to have a think...
So what I'm going to give you is...

These examples show a tendency towards indirectness in both of the teachers' instructions.
Some of the instructions are contained in statements which refer to the teacher's actions -

such as "I'm going to give you..or statements about the nature of the activity - "There's
some suggestions...". The teachers use words like "just" and "perhaps", which seem to make
the instructions sound more tentative. There are examples of conditionals, such as "You

may...in which case...". The teachers use constructions such as "have a look", or "have a

think", which arguably sound less direct than "look" or "think". They use "OK?" and

"alright?" frequently at the end of "chunks" of instruction.

Overall, the teachers in the study seem to give instructions in a relatively verbose, indirect

style. This is interesting when compared with the advice given in the teacher education
literature:

As the teacher's instructions in a class are a means to an end, economy and
precision are required, to avoid time-wasting and uncertainty.

Gower & Walters 1983: 36

Make your explanation as brief as you can, compatible with clarity.

Ur 1996: 17.

The emphasis here seems to be on brevity and the efficient transmission of information.

However, the teachers' instructions in the study are relatively complex, and not given in the
briefest of constructions.
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It may be that there are other imperatives at work in the study beyond the need for brevity
and efficiency. The indirect, almost tentative style adopted by these teachers when giving
instructions suggests that social considerations of face could possibly be at work here. Given
the presence of mature adult professionals in the classes, the teachers may be avoiding a

blunt, or "bossy" style of instructions. This issue was not explored in the teachers'

interviews, but it would be an interesting area for future investigation.

6.4 Instructions and pre-groupwork

Another feature of instruction-giving in the data is the tendency of the teachers, particularly

John, to give intermittent instructions to the class once they have started an activity. This can

be seen in the following extract (also from Lesson 1: Trends) at lines 172, 172, 178 and 180,
indicated by arrows on the left of the transcript:

Data extract 6.6: Lesson 1 Trends

147 T 1 So you've got two sections, first we're going to /showing HO/ just have a look
at number one, OK?, which gets you to talk with your partner about your own
country

148 SS Some make "agreeing" noises
149 T n OK? And then, when you're finished just... have a pause for a minute and think

■:

about some of the vocabulary here/points to HO/ questions about
I vocabulary.

150 SS l Some make "agreeing" noises
151 T | OK?
152 SS I Talk quietly
153 T 1 So while you're talking about, about these trends in your own countries just think

I' of any expressions that you know, already. And you know some rise, fall,
decrease, increase, stays the same. OK?/gestures "ideas" by waving
hand near head, points to WB/ Puts HOs down behind.

154 SS Talk quietly
155 T /Picks up HOs and starts to distribute them.To whole

class/ Em, make sure at this point that you are ... definitely working with
someone who *** another language /With group / Er, right. You two

T: perhaps work together
156 SS 1

* * *

157 T No, I was meaning, these, these two here
158 SS I

'

*** /laugh/
159 T

V

y)
And then you work with Masami

160 SS Laugh
161 T p OK? If you work with Masami./Points at SS. Inaudible

1 directions to same SS/So, em /off screen names SS,
organises groups/

162 SS ■$ Laugh and joke
163 T Yukitaka and Catalina, OK?
164 SS ■/. Latecomer comes in, sounds of surprise and greeting

T from other SS. T looks at watch pointedly and smiles
165 T

Wh
One week and.... twenty minutes late! /standing beside WB/

| 166 Yukitaka& *** /talk and laugh/
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167
Catalina

T Gives out HOs, latecomer walks in, ss talk, organise
papers. Latecomer talks to some of the ss. t moves

■

latecomer to group off screen.
168 T to Join them, listen to what they're doing.

Yukitaka
169 T to Toru So, if you move, to work/points at Donald/
170 N Yes./Nods, points to Donald and gets up to move seats/
171 SS Loud talk

172 Hang on a second I'll describe /Loud/ what you're going to do. /Claps
hands once and stands in front of WB/ OK /Gestures

pointing both hands up/Do-don't start yet.
Volume of talk decreases. Some still moving seats.173 SS

174 T

\ '■>
f§!

OK, don't start yet. Let me just remind you. You've got question number one.
/Points at HO/Up at the top. So with your partner,/Points at chest/
just talk about trends, suggestions here for your own country. OK? And then,
together you can talk about business confidence, in your own country, and then,
around the world... OK?/gestures repeatedly "together"
gestures "all"/ When you have finished that, and other people haven't
finished yet, if you finish early, you can go on and answer the questions on the
vocabulary/points back to HO gestures "others"/

175 SS Quiet, one or two talking quietly
176 OK? I'll put the instructions up on the board, right. But for the moment,

concentrate on number one, alright?
177 SS Volume of talk increasing slightly, seem to have

started the task

178 And take... notes. Of what the other person's telling you, right? Take notes.
Alright? /uses writing gesture twice/

179 SS Volume increases more

180 Because I'll ask you some questions afterwards. Alright? So when you're ready -

off you go. OK? Try and go as quick as you can - I'll give you about... ten
minutes, no more. /Uses "start" gesture. Looks at watch/

The teacher's repetition may, in this case, be due to the late arrival of Yukitaka - he may

have repeated them for his benefit, and also for the others, as the focus on the task had been
broken by Yukitaka's unexpected entrance. However, there are other examples in the data of
such repetitions. In Lesson 4: Marketing Disasters & Phoning, the same teacher gives
instructions for groupwork, then re-establishes the plenary to repeat the instructions,
indicated here with arrows:

Data Extract 6.7: Lesson 4 Marketing Disasters & Phoning

22. T Right. OK. What I'd like you do is start off telling each other, telling the other
members of the group about the four examples, the four marketing examples if you
can. OK?

23. SS Some movement and talk.

24. T

,

Starting off with person number one. First number one, then number two, then
number three. OK? And, and tell the others in your group the four article, te. Tell
them what, you know, a sort of summary of the four articles. Right? What I'd like
you to do when you're listening, is just to take a note of what they're saying.
Right?
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25. SS Some move and talk quietly. One S stands up, moves
across the room and gets his bag.

26. T If you *** back..
27. SS Laugh
28. T Alright? Take a note of what they're saying
29. SS Talk louder

30. T /Talk inaudible / OK? So, make sure that you tell them about all the articles
you have. OK?

31. SS Talk loudly in groups
32. So, at the end, can you just listen? Just, just listen?
33. Some talk

34. —f Sh, sh, sh, sh, sh.
35. SS Stop talking
36. T At the end, er, you will have twelve examples. OK? Each person. Alright? And,

when you have finished, telling the others about your four articles, then tell the
others in your group the vocabulary, words or phrases that you found. OK?

37. SS Occasional "mm" heard from SS as if agreeing,
acquiescing

38. T Check that the other members of the group know them, if they don't know these
expressions then explain what they mean. Alright? Right, that's the idea. Try and
explain to the others in your group what these expressions mean. And again, take a
note of any expressions or vocabulary that you don't know.

39. SS Talk

40. T So, em, I'll give you about fifteen minutes, that's five minutes per set of articles.
OK? So. Off you go. Number one starting.

There is a similar incident later in the same lesson, in instructions for another activity:

Data Extract 6.8: Lesson 4 Marketing & Phoning

Yes. But em, some of the questions you can answer with your own answer, the
other ones I had to ask you, because, not all of you work for a company. OK? So
two /To Yukitaka & Benicio, gestures turn around/right,
now Yukitaka work with Benicio, alright, turn your back on each other,
Stand up and turn round

You two/To Amir and Reiko/work together, turn your backs
Talk

Now, do, don't start yet! /loud / Ah! Ah! Ah! Hang on, wait, wait, wait, wait,
wait! /loud/ Don't start yet, only when /loud/ everybody's ready. It'd be
easier if you sit down.
Ah!

Now don't start yet! /loud/ Wait until I say so. OK? And then you can begin.
Everybody should start at the same time. OK, so you need to turn your back.
OK? Right? Like her. Alright? Alright, and you mustn't look at each other.
...OK?

Quiet
Alright everybody ready? Are we all ready? OK? Alright? Make sure your back
is turned to someone else. OK? Don't swing back on your chair because you
might find there's no one there behind you to support you. So you'll end up on
the floor, alright? Everyone ready? OK? Go! Offyou go. .. .Off you go.

In this case, not all the students were sitting back-to-back as they had been instructed to do,
which may account for the repetition. However, there are further examples in which there is

145 T

146 Yukitaka
ft

Benicio
147 T
148 SS

pi
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no apparent flouting of the instructions, or obvious confusion about the procedures to be

adopted. In each of the examples below, the teacher had already given the instructions, and
was reiterating them once the students had apparently started the task.

Table 6.7: Repeated instructions overlapping into group work examples

EXAMPLE A: LESSON 1
173 T ► Hang on a second I'll describe /Loud/ what you're going to do. /Claps hands

once and stands in front of WB/ OK /Gestures, holding
both hands up/Do-don't start yet.

174 S Volume decreases. Some SS moving seats.
175 T jp OK, don't start yet. Let me just remind you. You've got question number one.

/Points at HO/Up at the top. So with your partner,/Points at chest/
w just talk about trends, suggestions here for your own country. OK? And then,

together you can talk about business confidence, in your own country, and then,
around the world... OK?/gestures repeatedly "together"
gestures "all"/ When you have finished that, and other people haven't

< finished yet, if you finish early, you can go on and answer the questions on the
vocabulary/points back to photocopy gestures "others"/
Quiet, some talk quietly
OK? I'll put the instructions up on the board, right. But for the moment concentrate
on number one, alright?
Talk louder

And take... notes. Of what the other person's telling you. ...right? Take notes.
Alright? /Uses writing gesture twice/
Talk louder

Because I'll ask you some questions afterwards. Alright? So when you're ready -

off you go. OK? Try and go as quick as you can - I'll give you about... ten minutes,
no more. /Uses "start" gesture. Looks at watch/

I EXAMPLE B: LESSON 1
475 T w OK *** now is just to compare your graph, your trend with a neighbour, or, or *** a

group. OK?
Talk in groups
Make sure you've got er the same kind of line, alright? That's going up in the same
pattern, that's going down in the same place. OK? /loud voice/
Talk in groups

W"

476 SS
477 T

478 SS

EXAMPLE C: LESSON 2
350 SS Read silently
351 T Er, what I suggest you do is work with a partner, just look through them together,

^ . OK? And find ten mistakes.
352 SS Read silently
353 T - OK? But don't bother writing out the em letter. OK, just, spot the mistakes.
354 SS : Read silently

tr ."f v-, ■■ t';~ p ■fT'iiT.c

355
_ T Don't forget to read through the paragraphs as well, because there may well be

mistakes in the paragraphs.
356 SS Read silently
3?7 Just, just check with your neighbours, see if you can find all the mistakes.§||i58 Start talking
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EXAMPLE D: LESSON 3
67 SS Volume of talk increases.

68 T When you've decided on what you want to say, then send someone out to the board
w

your definition up, OK?
69 SSWW Louder, more laughter, more animated appearance.

EXAMPLE E: LESSON 4
30 iilieili Talk loudly in groups
31 — So, at the end, can you just listen? Just, just listen?
32 SS Some talking
33 T Sh, sh, sh, sh, sh.
34 SS Stop talking
35 T At the end, er, you will have twelve examples. OK? Each person. Alright? And, when

-XvY ° '"" you have finished, telling the others about your four articles, then tell the others in
your group the vocabulary, words or phrases that you found. OK?

EXAMPLE F: L -QQHK1 CESSON 6

157 T Walks about

158 SS Initially silent, then start whispering
159 T /Writes on WB/ Just make sure you understand everything, if you don't ask me

w
W. and I'll come and help you. Then discuss your strategy./Stops writing on WB

then walks around/

EXAMPLE G: LESSON 10
98 T What you need to do now is just to read the text
99 Jules ; Yes
1001 • T OK? Make sure you, er, er, you know, you understand what it's talking about, and

you're going to tell the other group what your text is about. OK? So that's all you

g - - iV need to do.
101 SS wp Start reading
102 T . OK, what I'd like you to do then is to just read the text, OK? And *** questions here,
- ^ and make sure that you understand what the text is about, and just be able to explain

~

- what it's about to the others,
103 Jules i OK

104 T W

Because they don't have the same thing. *** So then you're going to tell them about

f
'.i

*** OK?

105 SS Read

106 T 1 I'll give you about say t, ten m, ten minutes or so
107 Jules Mm hm
108 T OK, and ten, ten minutes to, to read the text, OK? And then I'll ask you to talk to the

other group.
109 SS Read, some talk quietly
110 T Ifyou're, if you're unsure about what you're doing now, I've put instructions on the

board, OK? Just read the text and prepare to tell the other group about it. But the
important thing, you want to explain what the numbers refer to, those six numbers
that you got at the beginning.

111 SS Read, talk

It is impossible to ascertain from the present data whether, and to what extent, the teacher in

the study is aware of this practice, and whether or not it has a deliberate purpose, as this

phenomenon was not focused on in the interviews with teachers (it arose in the analysis

later). Analysis of the video data suggests that these repetitions are not prompted by
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misunderstandings or flouting of instructions. If this is the case, then one could speculate that

they may have a function beyond information transfer, possibly forming a "buffer" between
the plenary and the individual / groupwork phases of the lessons. In all cases, the repeated
instructions take place at or near the beginning of the individual or groupwork phase.

Whether this is a conscious practice or not, the additional instructions during the transition
from plenary seem to make this transition more gradual, and this transition phase could be
characterised as pre-group work. During this phase, the teacher may still give instructions,
either reiterating points made previously, or adding more detail. In some cases, the teacher
re-establishes the plenary briefly to give the additional instruction, as seen above. In other

cases, the teacher gives instructions to groups or individuals during this phase, while other
students interact. The effect is one of a gradual handing-over:

PLENARY

Instructions

Teacher-

mediated,

gradual handing
GROUP

i | MlMi -

GROUPWORK

over

W"
WORK

.

^

Figure 6.2: Pre-group work

The pre-groupwork phase also seems to afford students an opportunity to turn to each other
for clarification. Kyoko indicates in her interview that, if confused about how to approach a

task, she prefers to watch other students than to ask the teacher for clarification:

Data Extract 6.9: Interview Kyoko

276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284

Interviewer

Kyoko
. . . ■

Interviewer

Kyoko
Interviewer

jail

1 p i gms

Kyoko
Interviewer

HI^

285
286 ft?!
287

P --

288

Kyoko
Interviewer
Kyoko

mm t- ~'

Interviewer

Right.. .so you, do you sometimes wait to see what the other students
Yes
Are doing, and then you can
Yes
Follow
Yes

So that's quite a sensible way to do it
Yes (laughs)
If you are in a position in class where you don't really understand what you
should do, do you ever ask the teacher to clarify
Ah
The task, do you ever say I'm not sure what to do, I don't understand
Ah yes I ask the teacher but at first, I first of all I look other students (laughs)
and then if I cannot understand yet I ask the teacher.
Right, Would you ask the teacher after the activity has started or would you ask
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IIP the teacher in front of the class?
289 Kyoko The teacher in front of the class?
290 Interviewer Would you ask the teacher when all the other students are listening?
291
292

Kyoko
Interviewer

Mm
Or would you ask the teacher when the activity has already started?

293 Kyoko Mm it depends on the circumstance. If I found some difficulty and there's
something I'm not I'm not understand, maybe I ask him at the time.
Right. When he's coming around?394 Interviewer

295 Kyoko Yes.

Kyoko seems to be expressing a preference for watching how other students approach a task,
if she is unsure how to proceed. She also implies that she would prefer to ask the teacher for
clarification when he is coming round the groups, as opposed to in plenary (although her

responses are not completely clear on this point). It seems likely that the students also use the

pre-groupwork phase to negotiate roles, turns and task procedures, although unfortunately
this cannot be verified in this study, as it yielded very little clear groupwork data, due to

noise levels.

To sum up, the plenary instructions in the data seem indirect, and examples of imperatives
are relatively infrequent. The teachers seem to favour a more verbose, somewhat tentative

style when giving initial instructions. An additional feature of instructions in the data was the

tendency to give either additional, or repeated instructions to students once an activity had
started. The video evidence suggests that these additional instructions were, in many cases,

not motivated by an obvious misinterpretation of the instructions. In other words, their
function does not appear to be purely the transfer of information. Instructions in the study
seem different from the rather crisp model suggested by the teacher education literature.

They are more complex and extended, and do sometimes overlap into a groupwork activity
in progress.

As the issue of instructions was not explored with the teachers in interviews, it is only

possible to speculate on their motivations when giving instructions in this way. As suggested
above, one interpretation is that the teachers adopt an indirect style due to face
considerations - they may wish to avoid seeming to order the students around. The functions
of the "overlapping" instructions may also be speculated on. Perhaps they effect a more

gradual handing over from the teacher-fronted plenary to the student-centred groupwork, as

suggested above. Further investigation into the area is challenging, as many of these teacher
decisions are arguably taken at a relatively unconscious, instinctive level, and so may prove

difficult to investigate in reflective interviews. However, it is an area which may merit
further research attention.
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The next section will look at the other main interactional mode in the study - groupwork.
The study yielded less clear data related to groupwork, as the noise levels were frequently
too high in the classroom to allow transcription of group interaction, even when

supplementary audio tapes on desks were used. (This is, arguably, a price which must be

paid when recording "real" classroom process, as opposed to groupwork specially set up for
research purposes).

The following section will focus less on the language of groupwork in the study, but more on

the contribution students seemed to make to groupwork process. As the theme of this chapter
is the negotiation of classroom process, the focus will be on a particular occasion where
there seemed to be an element of negotiation and adaptation to groupwork process.

6.5 Groupwork

One way of approaching an investigation of the norms and participation structure of a group

or setting is to look first at what seem to be, or are understood to be deviations - rule-

breaking, or marginal behaviour. A discussion of this type of behaviour may foreground

rights and responsibilities, making them explicit. There are several examples in the data of

apparent breaches of classroom "rules" - they seem to be regarded as such by the students,
who exhibit signs of embarrassment in the interviews when questioned about them. This
section will focus on adaptations participants made to groupwork tasks - in effect not

following the teacher's instructions.

Several objections have been raised (e.g. Coughlan & Duff 1994) to the notion that the

relationship between a task and the resultant discourse is entirely predictable, the chief one

being that individual students may interpret the task differently, and therefore use different

language to enact it. This may be a result of interpretation, or misinterpretation - the students

may not all understand the instructions in the same way. Alternatively, this may come about
as a deliberate strategy - students may understand what the teacher or the coursebook is

asking them to do, but may consciously decide to approach the task differently. This section
will look at one apparent example of this from the data.
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In Lesson 5: Trends Mingle, the students were asked to circulate around the room,

exchanging information with all the other students in the class, individually, in an activity

type often referred to as a mingle or mill. The teacher's instructions were as follows:

Data Extract 6.10: Lesson 5 Trends Mingle

7. T Right. What I'd like you to do is when I ask you to go, everybody will be standing
up, walking around, and telling each other about their news. Now what you have
to do it as you're doing this, and listening to what people are telling you, make a
note. Now I'll give you a time limit so you will probably not be able to speak to
everybody else in the classroom. But you should be able to speak to most people
Alright?

He then explains how he would like the students to note information on the grid, and gives
more rules for participation:

Data Extract 6.11: Lesson 5 Trends Mingle

Or something like that, OK? Indicate whether it's good or bad news...em...that's
right/quietly/... Now, /louder/ golden rule, do not show the piece of paper...to
other people. If you do, I will put you in a turkey suit and put you in a plane.1
Smile, some laugh
Right? So, do not show people the piece of paper. Tell them about it. OK? It's a
listening and speaking activity, not a reading. Er, alright? If people don't
understand what you're talking about, then start again

He then gives instructions on how to handle graphics, and then sets them off on the task:

Data Extract 6.12: Lesson 5 Trends Mingle

36. T Alright? So you can say that em, "according to this chart, er, company Y has had
good sales recently" and so on, OK? Some of you may have pictures that don't
need to be shown at all, OK? Just a *** postcard. So. Now it's a standing up and
walking around thing, not a sitting down and speaking to the person next door.

37. SS Begin standing up
38. T So people at this end of the room, perhaps you can sort of move down to this end

and mix up and talk to other people
39. SS Move around and start talking
40. T Now, I'll give you, I'll give you fifteen minutes...fifteen minutes /shouting/. Get as

much news as you can, so
41. SS Moving around and talking loudly
42. T Remember vocabulary /shouting/

At the beginning of the activity, the students talk in pairs. As the activity progresses,

however, some of the students form groups instead. In the groups, each student gives their

information, and the other members of the group make notes. This is a different approach to

' Reference to earlier "Marketing Disasters" reading lesson
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the task from the one given by the teacher. Kyoko explains her perceptions of the purpose of
the task:

Data Extract 6.13: Interview Kyoko

306 Interviewer OK, now that type of activity, em, what, what do you think the purpose
307 Kyoko Mm
308 Interviewer of an activity like that is? What's your idea?
309 Kyoko Because I think er in this er in this activity er the teacher include a lot of aspect

of language exercise. For example at first of all he gave us the small article and it
read exercise, and then we have to explain to other student, and er to explain other
student we have to read and understand and reconsider with our own words then
so it's speaking exercise. And then, mm er we have at the same time we have to
get any information the other student has so it's listening exercise

310 Interviewer Mm
311 Kyoko To, to understand someone

Her interpretation of the task purpose seems to concur with the teacher's, who had described
it as a "speaking and listening activity". However, her choice of how to enact it differed from
the teacher's instructions. Catalina, who also adopted that strategy, referred to the same

incident in her interview:

Data Extract 6.14: Interview Catalina

Interviewer
Catalina
Interviewer
Catalina
Interviewer
Catalina

• ■. 7:v'v • - s

terviewer
italina

Yeah. Right. ... You mentioned that students sometimes "break some rules".
Yes
What kind of - can you give me examples?
Yes. (laughs)
I would like to hear some examples of that.
Like the, the day em ... about our Business class, John is very used to, to give us
pair activities and to interact with one person.
Right
But I remember that sometimes happened that, em that have to get information
from the whole class
Mm

because each person er, have something, something different
Mm
to say and important to complete the puzzle
Yes
and er, instead of going and ask each person we did er bigger groups
Mm
Like one person talked to three or four, and he asked us "Do you think that is
better? It doesn't take, em ... quality of the answers, or...", and we told him "No
we think it's better (laughs) there's no problem and it's also faster.
Right. So... I remember that actually, that day. It was interesting. Why did you
think it was better?
... Em
Or in what way was it better?
Because, because ... in that particular activity
Mm?
It was em boring and you got tired to repeat, if we were twelve persons to repeat
eleven times the same answer

Mm

So if you said two or three times to bigger groups of people is better and also em
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... you have the other person just next to you to say it and the other one and ...

385 Interviewer Right. So it saves time.... and repetition.
386 Catalina Yes.
387 Interviewer You mentioned as well that you have the other person next to you
388 Catalina Mm

389 Interviewer Or you've got a small group of people.
390 Catalina Yeah

391 Interviewer How is that easier in the activity compared to approaching different people?
392 Catalina Yes.

393 Interviewer Why is that better or easier, doing it that way?
394 Catalina Em, (laughs) because they are just next to you and it's, it's happens very

spontaneously. So, (laughs)
395 Interviewer so if you were doing it individually, you would have to actually ... approach
396 Catalina It's, it's kind of... unnatural.
397 Interviewer Uhuh? Right. In what way did you feel it to be unnatural?
398 Catalina Em, ... because ... em certainly it was more natural and spontaneous to em to form

bigger groups and just interact and exchange ideas than, than saying "OK I'll start
with you, I'll finish with you and then I'll go to the next one."

399 Interviewer Mm...Right... OK.
400 Catalina It was more simple, (laughs)

In the lesson Catalina abandons the instructed approach of going round students one by one,

because it was "boring", instead talking in groups, which she describes as "more natural".
After the activity, the teacher raises the issue of the students' adaptation of the task with the
students towards the end of the lesson:

Data Extract 6.15: Lesson 5 Trends Mingle

45 T Right em. ..OK, just before we finish off, a couple of things to ask you. The way
I asked you to do that was to go and er, talk to one other person, finish with that
person and go on to someone else. Some of you ended up in a sort of crowd
down here.

46 SS Laugh, smile
47 T Why, why was that?
48 Elena Mm?
49 T Yes, why, why was that, why did you decide to stand in a group when one

person spoke and all the others
50 Elena Because

51 T Took notes

52 Elena We didn't have a partner
53 Catalina Yeah
54 T Right, OK, so it was a problem of the partners, right OK. Did you find it an

easier way of doing it, standing in a group
55 Elena Yes
56 SS Yes
57 T With one person telling the others?
58 SS Yes
59 T Do you think it's er, perhaps maybe better that way?
60 Amir * * *

61 Elena Yeah
62 Paulo Simple, more simple
63

64

T

Elena

More suitable, right, OK, so more efficient. Right, OK, we'll maybe try that
next time

Laughs
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John had mentioned students' hesitation in approaching other students during a milling

activity in his interview, (prior to the observations and data collection) suggesting that the
reason may be cultural:

Data Extract 6.16: Interview John

77 Interviewer So sometimes there's a little bit of uncertainty with them about how to, or
••

■ • i Mk*' '• -• 7 :■ "'7 ;.7:v.y;•.: j maybe unfamiliarity would you say?
78 John Yes, yes
79 Interviewer About how to do that type of activity
80 John Yes. Much more between Western and Eastern cultures there's a slight

problem.
81 Interviewer How would you describe that?
82 John Em, I think its a sort of hesitation of how to approach the other person,

what to say and so on. I think the Westerners tend to sort of march up and
say "Oh hi I'm so and so", and they begin to fire off the questions. Em you

i get some people who will formally introduce themselves to each other,
/sjSv - , -- A s "" and others who don't introduce themselves but come up with they just

they read the first statement, and then it's only halfway. The, the person
*"■ -51 *0 * . says "Yes, oh well what's your name?" that way so its funny to watch that

r - \^ 4 , -
>- ~

some people actually come up and say "Hi I'm so and so" first. Others
-

, \pss§H 7 1, * - " don't just read the statements, and get the names afterwards.
83 Interviewer Right

It may be that this reluctance comes about for similar reasons as the difficulties described by
Paolo in the next chapter on the subject of entering interactive group work - that it presents a

social and / or linguistic challenge, which can be averted by listening in to other students,
and joining an established small group. The students' version of the mingle involves fewer
transitions - a student must simply attach him or herself to a "crowd". Additionally, once in
the group, the responsibility of each individual seems to be to give his or her information

once, then listen and note other participants' information. This strategy avoids repetition, as

Catalina points out. It also allows the students a greater proportion of time in an individual

participation mode in the activity. It is interesting to speculate that this may reflect a more

general preference on the part of students to stay in individual mode, even in interactive

group work.

The issue of students' individual adaptations to groupwork will be explored with further

examples in chapter 7, which will look in more detail at the interview data.

6.6 Summary

This chapter addressed the second research question:
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2. What are the characteristics of the discourse at different stages of the
lesson?

In doing so it has focused on the phases of the lessons in the study, and has identified several

phases, whose features and functions are summarised below:

Phase Description
Pre-plenary

MpiPBallllflSt
■ ' : V . :

Characterised by intermittent teacher addresses to individuals, sub-groups
and the whole class with a view to ending pre-lesson talk, individual work or
groupwork. These are delivered with gaps between, and may involve some
repetition and redundancy. Teachers may use a raised voice, knock the
board or clap hands to gain the attention of the class. During this phase, if
engaged in interaction the students gradually stop talking and fall silent.

Plenary
checking

"

. • • •

81 ' •
.

.

.

Involves IRF sequences with embedded elements, often present at the end
of an IRF cycle. These elements may be student questions, normative
instruction on aspects of language such as pronunciation, extra information
about grammatical or lexical usage, or mini-lectures. The focus of these
embedded elements may vary according to the focus of the task being
checked. In checking closed-response tasks, the IRF cycles tend to be
short and relatively ritualistic, often involving minimal teacher questions and
choral responses. In checking of more open tasks, a looser form of IRF is
used, often involving series of questions leading to a learning point and
mini-lecture from the teacher.

Plenary
instructions

Characterised by an indirect style involving relatively few imperatives. The
teachers tend to embed instructions in phrases such as "What I'd like you
to do now is have a look at...", and used tentative language such as "just"
and "perhaps", and repeated checking words such as "OK?" and "alright?"

Pre-

groupwork
May involve "overlapping" instructions from the teacher once the groupwork
activity has started. These are not necessarily motivated by
misunderstandings or flouting of instructions.

Groupwork Seems to be open to procedural change by students, as witnessed in the
adaptation made by the whole class to the mingle activity.

These phases of the lesson can be represented in a cyclical model similar to those developed
in chapter 5:
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All the lessons in the study exhibit the cycle illustrated above, but differ in their number of

cycles. In terms of negotiation of classroom process, each stage seems to exhibit an implicit

flexibility and the opportunity for negotiation between the teachers and the students.

In the pre-plenary, the teachers produce successive addresses to the class in order to

establish a plenary phase, allowing a gradual transition from groupwork to plenary. The
student activity stops gradually, as the teacher repeatedly addresses the group. This phase
seems to constitute a handover from student-centred interaction to teacher-fronted plenary.
This transition is achieved, it seems, in a manner that allows for student talk to tail off slowly
- the teachers seem to accept this and leave gaps between addresses as the volume of talk
decreases. In this sense, it could be argued that this transition is implicitly negotiated
between teacher and students, as the teacher seems to fine-tune his or her addresses to the

class, attracting their increasing attention and allowing time for students to finish their last

points.

The plenary itself performs several functions, the most common of which in this study were

checking and instructions. The nature of plenary checking varies according to the task type

being checked - more closed tasks seem to result in short, ritualistic IRF checking cycles.
More open tasks generate longer IRF sequences involving series of teacher questions. In
both cases, the checking sequences were observed to be permeable to embedded features at

the end of IRF cycles. In the checking of closed tasks, the teachers may add supplementary
information, for example modelling of pronunciation or additional information about

language usage. At this point in the IRF cycle students also occasionally ask questions in the

study. In the checking of more open tasks, the teachers insert instruction in the form of mini-
lectures at the end of looser, more extended IRF cycles.

In both types of checking, an IRF framework is used, but is permeable to spontaneous

contributions and digressions from teacher and students. In this sense, the plenary checking
in the study may also be seen as a negotiated type of discourse - it operates according to

rules, with flexible transition points between checking items, points at which participants

may digress.
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The plenary instructions in the study were characterised by an indirect and tentative style,

perhaps indicating sensitivity on the part of the teachers towards the maintenance offace. It
could be that the maturity and status of the participants leads the teachers to avoid direct

imperatives and a pared-down, brief instructional style. Instructions seem to be viewed in the
literature primarily in terms of their function as information transfer - the data in this study

suggest that social and interpersonal imperatives may also play a part in the (instinctive?)
choice of style made by teachers. As indicated above, this may an area of teacher decision¬

making that merits further study.

The cycle of phases observed in the study shows examples of teacher instructions

overlapping onto groupwork, once the task has begun. These extra instructions do not seem

to be motivated in every case by student misinterpretations of the original instructions. It

may be that their function is to bring about a gradual transition from plenary to groupwork.
The phase in which they occur may be termed pre-groupwork. Although this study did not

yield sufficient groupwork data to investigate this issue, it seems likely that this phase also
involves student negotiation of roles and groupwork procedures, which is another area of
interest for future study.

This chapter also looked at one example of groupwork in which the class as a whole adapted
the task and enacted it differently from the teacher's instructions. This was a clear case of

implicit negotiation, in the form of action - the students adapted the task without discussion.

However, they were able to provide a rationale for this adaptation both immediately
afterwards in the lesson, and also in interviews. The adaptation was clear to the teacher, but
he did not interrupt the activity to re-iterate his original instructions. He allowed the activity
to carry on, and asked the students about their adaptation at the end. He indicated that he

might ask them to do similar activities using the adapted procedure in future. This incident
indicates that there is space for negotiation of procedure in the lesson, and that the teacher
and students felt comfortable in this case with the adaptation.

Throughout the phases of the lessons, there seems to be space for negotiation of classroom

process. Points of flexibility are found particularly during transitions - the pre-plenary

phase, the pre-groupwork phase, and the transitions between IRF cycles in checking. There
also seems to be a wider spirit of negotiation and flexibility between teacher and students, as

evidenced by the tentative instruction-giving style, and the willingness of teacher and
students to entertain spontaneous adaptations to classroom process.
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The next and final analysis chapter will pick up this theme with analysis of the student

interviews, focusing particularly on the relationship between individual motivation and

responsibility towards the classroom group.
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Chapter 7: Participant perceptions of rights and

responsibilities

This final analysis chapter will address the third research question:

3. What are the participants' perceptions of their rights and
responsibilities at different stages of the lessons?

In addressing this question, this chapter will discuss briefly the extent to which a lesson may

be considered a unique discourse event, looking at issues of diversity of context, and

expectations of participants. It will then go on to consider the position of the individual

participant within the class group, before exploring the students' perceptions of their rights
and responsibilities in the different phases of the lesson identified in chapter 6.

In addressing this issue, the focus of the chapter will be primarily on the interview data. An
overview of the focus on the interviews with a rationale for the selection of incidents focused

on is provided.

7.1 Classroom diversity and uniqueness

When looking at the issues relating to the individual participant in the classroom group

situation, it may be useful to begin by considering the extent to which a lesson may be

regarded as an individual event. Although discourse can be conceived in a number of ways,

it is not generally discussed in isolation from its setting, and it may be seen as expressing and
also contributing towards the social context, both macro and micro, in which it occurs.

Therefore, in order to investigate a variety of discourse, it is essential to look at the features
of the context in which it is situated. In the case of classroom discourse, this is the

instructional setting. The setting creates expectations, or structures ofexpectation (Tannen :

1993) in the participants, and may also explicitly or implicitly inform them about the norms

of participation, and their rights and responsibilities. However, an attempt at a description
and characterisation of a generic classroom context can be problematic, particularly when
viewed in conjunction with other developments in the way the ELT profession regards itself.
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The language teaching profession has begun in recent years to recognise the diversity of
classroom situations, in terms of cultural context, type of institution, size of group, age of

learners, learner purpose and motivation, to name but a few factors. The idea of "The
Classroom" has been challenged as a monolithic, culturally one-dimensional, ethnocentric
and imperialist construction, which only serves to represent and propagate the needs of what
several commentators (e.g. Phillipson 1992) have called "the centre" of power and privilege
in the English speaking world. Notions of cultural appropriacy in materials design and

teaching methodologies have become more important, as greater recognition has been given
to the fact that English is taught and learned in a huge variety of contexts, and for a huge

variety of reasons. As Holliday points out:

English language education by its nature extends over a world wide canvas

through an immense variety of social contexts. Largely through aid projects, but
also though a variety of other international activities, a relatively united approach
to classroom instruction has been proclaimed across the globe. The outcome has
nevertheless in more than a few cases been littered with failures and anxieties. In

ministry of education offices, colleges and universities, shelves of teaching
materials remain unused. Teachers return from training programmes unable to

implement what they have learnt, because it does not the fit the conditions,

needs, and philosophies of their classrooms, students, institutions and
communities.

Holliday 1994: 2.

In addition to this heightened sensitivity to social and cultural diversity, there has been an

increased emphasis on the primacy of learner needs, and the importance of needs analysis in

syllabus and course design. In many settings, it is no longer regarded as acceptable for
institutions or teachers to decide on all aspects of the teaching and learning programme -

instead an element of learner input is regarded as desirable. This can range from a simple
form asking for preferences in terms of topics, to a full-blown negotiated, or process

syllabus, with all aspects of the teaching and learning process negotiated with the

participants, (e.g. Breen 1984, Breen & Littlejohn 2001).

Implicit in discussions of both cultural appropriacy and learner-centredness is a notion of
the uniqueness of every classroom group and situation. This idea is, arguably, deeply
embedded in the orthodoxy of ELT, with no training session, in-house professional
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development meeting or teachers' conference paper being complete without a variant on the

phrase - "it depends on the class Although this awareness may result in the increased

sensitivity to learners, the idea of uniqueness should not be allowed to lead to notions of
classroom groups endlessly creating "the classroom" anew in a sociocultural vacuum, or

indeed a vacuum of expectation and experience.

The influence of participants' previous instructional learning experiences is emphasised in
teacher training courses, and indeed is a plank of the appropriate methodology argument.

Most teachers have experienced some training or teacher education containing a normative

element, a sense of prescription as regards practice, and a sense of socialisation into the

profession. Teachers also may (consciously or unconsciously) bring their own previous
learning experiences to bear on their classroom practice. So the notion of uniqueness must be
balanced against the presence of more general ideas held by the participants about what a

classroom situation is like. These ideas may differ from one sociocultural setting to another,

but they are present in all the participants. In this sense, then, a specific lesson or classroom

group may be seen as a unique enactment of a more generalised type of event, the norms of
which the participants are to some extent familiar with. Whether they all have the same set of

expectations is another question, but there are expectations present.

7.2 The interview data

This study aims to investigate these expectations, focusing on the participants of the
observed lessons. It will do this by looking at the various stages of the lessons identified in

the previous chapter. The participants' perceptions of the norms of interaction in the various

phases of the lessons were investigated in the individual interviews primarily by means of

isolating one incident involving the student being interviewed, and asking the student to

reflect on the incident and discuss any themes arising from it. Incidents were chosen that
seemed in some way to bring into relief norms of participation, often through an apparently

transgressive incident in which the student seemed to have taken an alternative course of
action from the instructions. A summary of the incidents focused on the interviews, with a

brief summary of the resultant themes for discussion, is provided below:
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Table 7.1: Interviews overview

Student Incident or theme focused on Based on

Interview 1:
Paolo

Paolo is seen on the video sitting in his
group. No-one in the group interacts,
although the teacher has asked the them
discuss their answers. His interview
focuses on his reasons for hesitating to
speak.

Lesson 3 Stage 2
Beginning of groupwork

Interview 2:
Amir

Amir is seen in the video seeming
disengaged from his group, and not
interacting. The teacher arrives and at
that point he asks the teacher a question
and begins interacting with him. His
interview focuses on his feelings when the
teacher is listening to him during
groupwork.

Lesson 4 Stage 2
During groupwork

Interview 3:

Kyoko
Kyoko is seen on the video standing up
and seeming to hesitate to find a partner
at the beginning of a mingling activity. The
interview focuses on the issues related to

beginning interaction with a partner in a
mingling activity

Lesson 5 Stage 2
Beginning of groupwork

Interview 4:
Catalina

Catalina is seen on the video reading her
dictionary during the beginning part of the
plenary checking stage. The interview
focuses on her decision-making when
engaging in individual work during the
plenary phase.

Lesson 2 Stage 5
Plenary checking

Interview 5:
Elena

Elena talks in general about working with
other cultures in class. The quality of the
recorded interview was unfortunately not
good enough to allow transcription of the
section based on the video.

Interview 6:

John(T1)
John is interviewed in advance of data
collection. His interview focuses on the
aims of the course, his approaches, and
the types of students who normally attend
the course.

Interview 7:
Helen

' " '

Helen is seen in the video during the
plenary instructions phase. The inerview
does not focus on a specific incident, but
on her perceptions in general about her
activity during gaps between activities.

Lesson 2 Stage 5
Plenary instructions

Interview 8:
EunJoo

• ' I 7: ;; ; 7-

Eun Joo in seen in the video during
misunderstanding between Helen and T2.
Her interview focuses on their perceptions
of how students may handle
misunderstandings, and whether they can
correct the teacher in a misunderstandinq.

Lesson 7 Stage 4
Plenary checking

Interview 9:
Jules

: A- ::

Jules is seen in the video passing notes
to Kazumi. His interview focuses on his
perceptions of his rights during plenary
phases, and when he feels he can
engage in individual or subgroup activity.

Lesson 7 Stage 5
Plenary instructions
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Interview 10:
Christine

No specific incident. Christine is seen in
the video during group work. The teacher
comes and sits with the group. Her
interview focuses on her feelings when
the teacher joins them in group work, and
whether it has any effect on the

Lesson 6 Stage 6
Groupwork

Interview 11:
Lin

interaction.
Lin is seen on the video looking at maps
with Helen during the plenary phase. Her
interview focuses on her perceptions of
her rights and responsibilities during
plenary, and when she feels she can
engage in individual or subgroup activity.

Lesson 8 Stage 1
Plenary instructions

Interview 12:
Kazumi

Kazumi is seen on the video during
groupwork. The teacher arrives. Her
interview is focused on her feelings when
the teacher is listening to groupwork.

Lesson 10 Stage 8
Groupwork

Interview 13:
Annette

Annette is seen on the video reading her
papers at the beginning of groupwork,
while her partner waits to begin
interacting. Her interview focused on her
perceptions of her rights and
responsibilities during plenary, and when
she feels she can engage in individual or
subgroup activity

Lesson 9 Stage 2
Groupwork

Interview 14:
Natasha (T2)

Natasha is interviewed after the data
collection. Her interview is based on

lesson 9 Island silks and Lesson 9 Bonds

In some cases, the interviews are based on an excerpt from the video showing the student

apparently taking an alternative course of action from the instructions, or engaged in some

form of individual or subgroup activity. In other cases, the interview is based on a more

general discussion of an issue related to students' perceptions of their rights and

responsibilities at various stages and in various situations in the lessons. These themes were

focused on as they are related to the overall focus of the research question.

The next section looks at a selection of this data, focusing on the issue of the individual
student within the class group.

7.3 The individual and the group

The teacher is obliged continually to integrate the learning experience of
individuals with the collective and communal activities of a group of which,
unlike the researcher, he is not an outsider

Breen 1985: 136
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The conflicting imperatives of individual wishes and responsibilities towards the group can

be a source of tension in the second language classroom setting. In the context under

investigation, the enrol as individuals. IALS operates a rolling enrolment system for courses

during the academic year, resulting in students arriving almost any week, and staying for
different lengths of time. This system may enhance the sense of arriving alone, joining an

established group, and then leaving alone. In addition, the classes are multi-national. This
means that students cannot automatically access a shared language and stock of cultural
referents in order to bond quickly with the group, although their nationality may be

represented in the class. This multi-national, multi-lingual situation may serve to make

people feel more strongly like individuals in class. Some students do not have others of their

nationality in the class, which, although often described by students as a desirable state of
affairs as it forces them to speak more English, may contribute to a sense of separateness.

Students may also have very different agendas and reasons for studying, which may also
contribute to an emphasis on the self as an individual, even in a monocultural class. Research
studies like Slimani (1992) confirm this, emphasising the highly individual nature of student

response to and interpretation of the focus of lessons. This tension between individual and
wider group responsibilities can be seen at all stages of the lesson: during the plenary phase,
in pre-groupwork, and during groupwork.

7.3.1 Plenary

This section will focus on the students' perceptions of their rights and responsibilities during
the plenary phases in the study, as expressed in the interviews. It will then refer to the
students' reflections on some classroom incidents focused on in the interviews. These

incidents were selected for investigation, as they seemed to bring issues of the rights and

responsibilities of the individual into relief.

7.3.1.1 The students' perceptions of rights and responsibilities in plenary

As discussed in the previous chapter, the plenary phases in the study generally involve the
teachers giving instructions, checking answers or eliciting outcomes or opinions. The

expectation at this stage seems to be that the students should be (or at least appear) attentive,
that they should not talk amongst themselves, or obviously engage in another individual

activity. This is borne out by the participants who were asked in their interviews when they

thought it is important to listen to the teacher in class. Their responses were as follows:
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Data extract 7.1 Interview extracts

276 Kyoko To...when the teacher explain what to what should we do. After
the activities, the teacher is explaining and notes and the - how
can I - and er - how to say - a kind of feedback

277 Interviewer Yes, yes

7278t?: 1 Kyoko At that time I think I have to concentrate what the teacher said

111

Lin Tell you some detail about a word, about the topic
Interviewer Mm
Lin And explain something
Interviewer Mm
Lin And tell you the homework (laughs)
Interviewer (laughs)
Lin And something like that
Interviewer Right
Lin Otherwise I can't remember that

■

406

Interviewer
Kazumi

Interviewer
Kazumi
Interviewer
Kazumi
Interviewer
Kazumi
Interviewer
Kazumi

Interviewer
Kazumi

407

410

| Interviewer
i Kazumi
I Interviewer

Kazumi

Em, when, when the teacher em...direct us to what to do
Mm hm
Or when the teacher gave me some, some other expression
related to the topic or
Mm

Spontaneously
Mm
On the whiteboard
Mm
It's not written in the textbook
Mm
I really need extra vocabulary, em apart from that, that, that word
written in on that textbook
Mm
That case I really listen to carefully or probably I would ask, ask
something to have the example, example sentence with that
expression
Mm hm
It's really interesting for me
Mm
Because if I listen the, the expression I, I might be able to use,
practice on the street

Annette
476 Annette Mm. I think if he or she explains em at the beginning what the task

is that we have to do next
477 Interviewer Mm
478 Annette Em I try to listen, but em we have some things today in the

business class we did some, some writing, or some letter writing

Catalina
440 Catalina
441 Interviewer

■

When, when the teacher gives the instructions it's very important
Mm

&:
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442 Catalina When there is going out the important information., and also when
the other students make questions and when they answer or they
say what is they think

The students' responses to this question focus on instructions, feedback and also new

linguistic information - Kazumi emphasises her interest in items that are not in the textbook.

The students' views appear to be shared across the various cultures represented in the class,

without explicit metacommunicative discussion on this point from the teacher. The view
seems to be that they should pay attention to the teacher during plenary phases involving
these features.

Students also expressed awareness in the interviews of the signals that told them a plenary

phase was beginning. Lin mentions the volume of the teacher's voice:

Data extract 7.2: Interview Lin

388 Lin If you, the teacher, mention, the teacher raise, raise, raise their voice
louder

389 Interviewer
390 Lin
391 Interviewer
392 Lin
393 Interviewer
394 Lin
395 Interviewer
396 Lin
397 interviewer
398 Lin

Uh huh?
So, can just, just stopped
Right. So if you hear the teacher raising her voice
Yeah
You know that
Yeah
You should stop
Pay attention
And pay attention
Mm

Jules also mentions the teacher's voice being raised as a signal that the plenary was

beginning:

Data Extract 7.3: Interview Jules

453 Interviewer
454 Jules
455 Interviewer
456 Jules
457 Interviewer
458 Jules
459 Interviewer
460 Jules

Right. And how can you, how do you know when it is for everybody?
I think it's er, the voice change er, she said she, she move
Uh huh
So I think the movement is important
Where does she go?
Er in this situation, she, she was on the left
Yeah
So she was with the other group

461 Interviewer
462 Jules

■ \ '
mmsnss

Mm
But near the people, who er, who asked something to, to Natasha. And er
so the other group are very far from her, so it's not, it's not the same. You
need to have the teacher I think in the middle of the classroom to, to talk
with all, all the students, and when Natasha er, came in the middle of the
room, it's it was for all the people.
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7.3.1.2 Individual and subgroup activity in plenary

However, the data shows several examples of students engaging in both individual and sub¬

group activities during plenary mode, which suggests a more complex picture of their norms

of participation during this phase. It may be that the students feel they are expected to engage

in one type of participation - attentive listening - but may engage in another type of
embedded covert activity - individual activity, such as reading or writing during plenary, or

what may be termed subgroup activity, for example taking, whispering or passing notes with
one or more other student, again during a plenary phase:

There are several examples in the data of both individual and subgroup activity during

plenary phases. The following extracts show examples of subgroup activity, indicated by
arrows:

Data Extracts 7.4: Examples of subgroup activity

EXAMPLE A.LESSON 6
377 T OK. So he stays on then as a non-executive, deputy, chairman?
378 Christine^ Talk in French

& Jules
379 4, . Christine Yes, yes
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& Helen
380 Christine And only for one year. After, he can be fired!
381 Helen Laughs
382 Yolanda But it savs non-executive./Point inq to WB/

to Gloria
383 SS Yolanda and Gloria carry on talking, also Jules. Lots

► of SS talking at this point
384 T Non-executive means he can't actually make decisions, but he sits on the board.

he talks, his opinions will be considered, but if it comes to a vote, he doesn't have
a vote. OK. How do you feel?

385 SS p Lots of loud talk, about three separate conversations
386 Christine It was nice
387 T Good negotiation, just a minute. Shh! Shhhhhhhhhhh! Don't argue, don't fight!

/Laughs/
388 Yolanda Talk in Spanish

& Gloria
389 T So you feel, good, you've reached a deal and you're happy with it. OK. Good,

' excellent Right. What, em, about Jules, and Michi?.

In example A, from lesson 6 Highland Wool, we see the class reporting back on the pair

negotiation task described in chapter 5. The teacher is asking pairs in turn to report the
outcomes of their negotiations and their feelings about it. Christine and Jules are talking
French together (line 378) - too indistinctly for transcription. Jules and Christine were the

only French speakers in the class, and had come from France together to join the course. By

speaking French together in the multilingual setting, they effectively form a subgroup that
cannot be shared by anyone else in the classroom. However, immediately afterwards
Christine steps out of their subgroup activity and joins the plenary activity in English (line

379).Yolanda and Gloria speak English together (line 382), are joined by Jules in Englsih

subgroup interaction (line 383). By line 383, several subgroups have started interacting. The
teacher signals her desire for them to stop, saying "Sh!" repeatedly (line 387), which
indicates that she finds the subgroup activity unacceptable. She says "don't fight!", which

suggests that the subgroup activity is focused on conflict. The class as a whole quieten down,

except Yolanda and Gloria, who continue talking but switch to Spanish. Yolanda is Mexican
and Gloria is Spanish, but the shared language again creates a subgroup.

Yes, yes, so he can do what he likes, business-wise, there's no restrictions.
*** other business ***
Talk throughout

Yes, right. But you don't want to, he's not going to have any further input into
this business. OK. And how do you feel, it's quite, quite a tough negotiation this
one 1 think. How do you feel?
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Example B is taken from a later point of the same stage of lesson 6, and shows another

example of subgroup activity during this plenary checking phase, this time Christine and
Helen speaking English together.

EXAMPLE C:LEJ5SON7
284 Lin An IOU issued bv a borrower to a lender *** takes the form of fixed interest

securities issued bv *** authorities or companies. /Ouiet, very flat
intonation/C<:7./ of-

Ricardo285 Moves from side to side, seems to be trying to listen to
Lin

286 Kazumi
& Jules

Passing notes back and forward.

287 Jules^ Whispers to Kazumi
288 ss * Someone says "Shh!"

1 289 T Mm. And you've got a finance background, is it a good definition do you think?

In a checking plenary sequence in lesson 7, Lin is giving her answers for a reading task. She
reads from the handout, speaks very quietly, and part of her answer is incomprehensible.
Ricardo moves around, and seems to be trying to hear her answer. Jules and Kazumi are

engaged in another form of subgroup activity, note-passing. This is the only documented

example of this in the study. Jules whispers to Kazumi. Arguably, note-passing is covert by
nature, as it is a form of communication used in situations where speaking is forbidden or

frowned upon. They pass them under the table, which underlines this covert impression. The
fact that Jules whispers also suggests covert, or even transgressive communication. The fact
that someone says "Sh!" supports this interpretation.

EXAMPLE D:LESSON 7
473 Christin An age limit

e

474 Lin Fifty-five for men. Sixty.
475 Jules & Fidget, do not seem to be listening. Talk in whispers

Kazumi
476' Lin If you em *** higher, higher, higher *** and *** lower *** for men is sixty-five,

for women sixty.
477 T Right, so it depends on the profession.

Example D is taken from the same lesson, but later, in a digression during plenary about
retirement ages in various countries. Jules and Kazumi seem restless - they move around in
their seats and sigh. They also talk in whispers, as above.

EXAMPLE E:LESSON 7 ■

546 T Dcfauh.on a loan. OK? On a loan. /Writes on WB/
547 Helety Whispers to Jules
548 Jules Sorry?
549 Heler^ Shakes head
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550 Jules Speak louder! /Laughs/
551 T That means to fail to pay, OK? It means, default on something.

Later in the same lesson, Helen whispers to Jules, but it appears he does not catch what she
said. When he says "Sorry?", she shakes her head and does not reply. He says "Speak
louder!" and laughs.

EXAMPLE F:LESSON 10
567

568
569

Jules

'

:■«

574
575

Jules-

/Gives out HOs/And now, I'll / Writes on WB/explain first of all, what this
table is about. OK, what you have is a blank table OK? And er four things, OK?
You've got em country and what's called economic er indicator. Economic er
indicator. For example, er unemployment
Speaks French to Christine
OK? That, that's an /Writes on WB/ example. OK? Em...that just means a kind
of.. .ooh, I don't know, figure, or something like that. Or fact. Or er, it's like, it's like
a kind of source of information.
Indicator
OK? That's really what it is, em, fo, for example this would be one, OK? GDP is
another one

GDP
OK? Em...They, they, allow you to, to, be able to er do exactly what you did, where
you had to, to see what the Eurozone was like in, you know in terms of what, of, of
the USA's various figures. In fact that was, you had a look at GDP, you compared
GDP of the USA to that of the Eurozone, and it gave you an idea of which one was
more powerful. That's what, that's what these things do? Do that. OK. So, em...
Then /Writes on WB/ you've got figures. These are the actual em numbers.
GDP, so seven, six, ten something like that, OK? Just write in the numbers. So in the
second c, in the first column you write down the name of the country
Mm Hm
That you hear In the second column you indicate things like unemployment er and,
and so on, any of the others. The actual numbers in the third column. And in the
fourth column

Speaks French to Christine
Er, each, each, co, each set of information about each country is given a ce, is
accompanied by a little bit of information about the attitude, OK? Why does it like
the Euro? Why does it not like the Euro? OK?
Mm
So what I'm doing is I'm going to give you some information about some of the
fifteen members of the European Union.
Speaks to Kazumi
OK? ... Right? That's, the, the, the idea. I'll give you your countries. /Gives
HOs/ So I've given you information about countries which are, er also member
states, which are members of the Eurozone and which are not members of the
Eurozone

In this sequence, taken from lesson 10, we see Jules speaking French with Christine, and also

English with Kazumi. These examples of subgroup activity take place during plenary
instructions.

EXAMPLE G:LESSON 10
T

mmst

OK. Right, can we stop now, because we, we'll have to stop now, alright? Em.
Alright, is that OK? Alright. Very, very quickly, OK, very, very quickly, can em,
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138 Jules
somebody just, just say what, what the first text, text A was actually about?
The creation history of the *** the Euro?

139 Christin^
& Kazumi

Talk

140
141

T

Christin^
& Kazumi

Fine, right, yes.
Talk

142 T to
Jules

Of the Euro or the Eurozone?

143 Jules Eurozone

144
145

T
Eun Joo

Eurozone, ves. OK, is everybody there? Right, text B, somebody else?
Text B ours?

146 T Yes, text B
147 Eun Joo Oh! Er, er should er should be distribute new coins to the fifteen countries
148 Christine

& Kazumi
Talk

149 T Fifteen countries?

150 Eun Joo Eleven
151 T Eleven countries, yes. Fine. OK, so...the, er distribution
152 Christina

& Kazumi
Talk

153 T Em, is it easy or not easy?
154 Eun Joo It is very difficult to distribute
155
156

T

Christine^
& Kazumi

It's verv...?
Talk

157 Eun Joo To, to er difficult, or difficult
158 T Fine, er, ves, verv difficult, fine yes.

In the final example, we see Christine and Kazumi talking throughout a more extended
section of a plenary checking phase. The teacher does not ask them to stop.

When asked in his interview when he feels he can engage in sub-group activity, Jules
touches on the issue of repeated or redundant information:

Data extract 7.5: Interview Jules

379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392

Interviewer
Jules
Intervie
Jules
Interviewer
Jules
Interviewer
Jules
Interviewer
Jules
Interviewer
Jules
Interviewer
Jules

Generally, do you feel that you can do that? That you can
When
Do something different for a couple of minutes
Yes, when er
And then
When
Listen again?
When Natasha talk about the same, same, I think
Right
When the teacher talk about the same thing, because, we
Mm
We are two groups
Mm
And Natasha repeat something
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393 Interviewer
394 Jules
395 Interviewer

IS

396 Jules i
397 Interviewer u
398 Jules m

|i
399

AT. ..■• T . V

Interviewer A-

400 Jules
401 Interviewer AA

402 Jules

Right
To the others
OK, OK. So you mean that, that when the teacher or another student is
saying something which you already know, or that you don't
Yes, perhaps
Maybe need or
Yes but, it's normal during a course to talk one, thirty seconds, or one
minute
Oh yes
After, after the explanation you take some notes
Yes and after you listen
Yes, yes

Jules seems to express here that he feels he can engage in subgroup activity if the
information is redundant in plenary.

There are also several examples of individual activity during plenary phases. Here we see

Helen looking at maps of London at the beginning of the first plenary phase in lesson 8.

Data Extract 7.5: Lesson 8 Letter-Writing 2

10 Em ... I've got some em homework to hand back, a few comments on your radio
broadcast that you did on Friday. Not much, just a few comments. Helen /Gives
her HO/Annette, Christine/Gives them HOs/Ricardo and Michi, you share
a sheet.

Yep.
Talk
Looks at a map of the London Underground
And similarly, Eun Joo and Lin, you share a sheet. Em, I have some letters, Kazumi,
for you, Michi, Jules, Helen. Em, Michi, is that yours?
Yes.

Yes, yes. Kazumi, and ***
Read, some talk
Right then! /Loud/ Can we make a start? Helen, are you with us on are you still on a

walking tour of Edinburgh?
Yeah! /Laughs/
The London Underground! /looks at map/
Laugh
Yeah /Laughs/
Em, good. Can we have look then at the pink sheet, on similarities, comparisons and
contrasts that I asked you to look at for homework.
Move papers and open and close files

She looks at the maps under the desk, until the teacher draws attention to it, by asking
"Helen are you with us, or on a walking tour of Edinburgh?". This implies that the teacher
does not find Helen's individual activity acceptable, although she smiles and laughs when
she asks her question, and does not appear angry. Helen and other students laugh at this
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point. Their laughter could possibly be interpreted as a sign that Helen's activity is seen as

transgressive in some way.

In Lesson 7: Bonds, we see another example of individual activity in plenary. Catalina can

be seen on video using a dictionary at the beginning of a plenary phase, directly after

groupwork. In her interview she is asked about this incident, and indicates that her priority at

that moment was to look up the word in the dictionary, as opposed to listening to the teacher
in plenary:

Data extract 7.6: Interview Catalina

193 Interviewer ... So you're worki-, you're looking at the dictionary. Can you tell me some
more about that, about em, at that moment you were looking up the
dictionary, ... John started checking

194 Catalina Yes. Em ... (laughs) well sometimes, It- ca- well I mean I know it look
impolite but, em

195 Interviewer No , I wasn't, saying that at all
196 Catalina (laughs) yeah I know but
197 Interviewer No, not at all
198 Catalina Er, probably I was concentrated in book, or
199 Interviewer Yeah, no I'm not saying you were being impolite at all!
200 Catalina Yeah I know, I know (both laugh)
201 Interviewer I'm just very interested.
202 Catalina Yes but if he called his students' attention, all of us should ... pay attention

in him
203 Interviewer But at that moment, did you feel the - which one was more important, for

you, at that moment?
204

J

Catalina
V>\|- , ,

To find out my answer.

When asked when it would not be acceptable to continue individual activity during the

plenary mode, like Jules, Catalina also mentions redundancy for her in plenary as a factor.
She seems to actively look for evidence that what the teacher is saying is relevant to her:

Data extract 7.7: Interview Catalina

295 Interviewer Mm Right. In this, in this example, I think... if we watched a little bit more,
John started asking individual people, I think, or groups to yeah

296 Catalina Yeah
297 Interviewer The groups to answer the questions
298 Catalina Mm yeah of course
299 Interviewer Yeah? Is that a signal, would you say, would that, is that something which

tells you, right I have to
300 Catalina Yes, because probably when he is doing contact eye with another group,

| ► another table I can concentrate on my own, but when he turned to our
table (laughs) I should pay attention.

301 Interviewer So do you think when he's talking to another table that gives you an
opportunity to maybe extend your time

302 Catalina Yes! (laughs)
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303 Interviewer Right, OK... What about the fact that the other tables may be giving
answers? Sometimes maybe they're answering the questions ... is there a
time sometimes when you have to listen to the other table

304 Catalina Yeah
305 Interviewer Because they have the answers, or... you're
306 Catalina It depends on the activity
307 Interviewer It does depend
308 Catalina It depends because sometimes you really know what they are going to

► answer.
309 Interviewer Do you think someti-, well ... sometimes you say they really know, you

really know what they are going to answer.
310 Catalina Yeah
311 Interviewer Em, do you think that that's a common situation in class? Where you

already know ... what the other students are going to say, or answer
312 Catalina Sometimes it is because the answers are very logical, and everybody had

the same information.
313 Interviewer Right
314 Catalina So you expect, you know what to expect
315 Interviewer So how, how does that effect your concentration at that time, on the, on

the groups, or on the other students?
316 Catalina ... Em, ... it, it give you more freedom, (laughs) maybe to concentrate on

►what you need to
317 Interviewer Right
318 Catalina Or on what you it's, it's em...more necessary for that
319 Interviewer Right
320 Catalina Moment
321 Interviewer So, just so that I'm clear about this - if, if the teacher's checking with

different students
322 Catalina And I have to do another thing
323 Interviewer Then if it's, if you feel that you already know more or less the answers,

'
' ' you would see that as an opportunity to just carry on with your dictionary

work
324 Catalina Yes
325 Interviewer Or another thing
326 Catalina Yes
327 Interviewer Yeah?
328 Catalina Yes (laughs).
329 Interviewer But if you, if you didn't know the answers?
330 Catalina No if I don't know the answers I certainly er would prefer to pay attention

i§ to the other people.

Here Catalina indicates that during plenary checking, she engages in individual activity when
the teacher is focused on another group, and when other students are giving their answers, if
she feels she already knows the answers herself.

Interestingly, she also talks in her interview about an "antenna" which tells her when she
should pay attention in plenary, rather than focus on her individual work:

Data extract 7.8: Interview Catalina

263 Interviewer Mm right... You mentioned before about the example of the dictionary and
'

i . ' '■ if you continued looking at words it would not be acceptable.
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264 Catalina Yes
265 Interviewer If

... In that type of situation, how do you know when you have reached that
1 limit? How do you know that you, that's enough and ...you have to...?

266 Catalina How do 1 know?
267 Interviewer Yeah. 1 know that's a very difficult question but maybe you can ... think

' about it
268 Catalina It's em ... good sense and intuition?
269 Interviewer 1 Uhuh?
270 Catalina

T-;

"0 Em and also and also the, the ...key point
271 Interviewer 1 Mm?
272 Catalina Is when if you, if you pass this key point you'll be out of the activity you will

::: '7; not understand what is going on. But there is a point at you can still go on
273 Interviewer

;< y.
Mm

274 Catalina K Yourself and then to concentrate on the other, without losing the em, the
m important, the important part or the essential part to understand it.

275 Interviewer B' Mm. So do you mean that there's a kind of . . .gap, almost?
276 Catalina Yes. Yeah.
277 Interviewer 1 And what's usually happening in that gap, the...that space where you can

p do other things without losing
278 Catalina But you also have an ....(laughs) an additional antenna (laughs)
279 Interviewer Yeah?
280 Catalina ■v..

That tell you what's going on er... outside of you.
281 Interviewer § Right. And does that antenna tell you when that moment
282 Catalina Yeah
283 Interviewer P You've reached that limit and you have to start listening?
284 Catalina Yes of course it does.
285 Interviewer || And what does the antenna tell you - what's the signal that the antenna

* will... pick up, which says (snaps fingers) "Right now you have to listen"
286 Catalina When you cannot, when you cannot have hundred percent of your

w attention any more in both activities, when you, you have to stop with one
% of them and start with the other.

287 Interviewer •A. Right. Is there anything that could be happening in the rest of the class or
it with the teacher that might make you realise that you have to stop?

288 Catalina Mm ... when you are the only one that are not... em participating in the
— 1► way, your other classmates

289 Interviewer V Mm
290 Catalina Are doing.
291 Interviewer S Do you mean like in this example, like looking and listening
292 Catalina 1 Yes
293 Interviewer To the teacher?
294 Catalina Looking the teacher and answer him.

As discussed in chapter 6, the plenary checking phase (in closed-response checking) can be

ritualistic, with the class possibly joining in choral responses, or alternatively the teacher

asking for answers from all or most of the students in turn. These techniques will inevitably
involve redundancy, if students are fairly confident about their answers. The interview

responses above suggest that the students' perceptions that information is redundant may

lead them to engage in individual or sub-group activity.
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This highlights another tension inherent in the plenary phase - its function is partly to create

a sense of group, and the teacher endeavours to hold the attention of the whole class

simultaneously. However, it is not possible for all the information dealt with in plenary to be

equally engaging and relevant for all students at all times, which may lead to some members
of the group paying more attention than others. The very ritualistic activities that aim to be

inclusive, such as checking of answers round the class, can ironically be the ones most likely
to lose attention, as they inevitably contain redundant elements for some students. Helen also
comments on individual activity during transitions in Lesson 7, indicating that level of
interest is a factor in whether she listens carefully:

Data extract 7.9: Interview Helen

383 Interviewer Do you think it's very important to listen very carefully, at that time,
between the activities, or not?

384 Helen Sometimes
385 Interviewer Uh huh?
386 Helen Sometimes
387 Interviewer Uh huh?
388 Helen Yeah. It's depends if 1 am not interested in this topic, (laughs) OK, or the

teacher, 1 don't know (laughs)

Helen indicates here that her level of interest is a factor which determines her attentiveness

in plenary.

The next section will focus on the transition from plenary to groupwork, looking at examples
of individual activity taken from these phases of the observed lessons.

7.3.2 Pre-groupwork

The transition from the plenary mode to interactive group work seems to be a socially

challenging and culturally sensitive one, as it is likely to involve the establishing of group

procedures, hierarchies and focus. Although students may have received instructions, the
finer points of who should speak first, who may lead the group through a task, and exactly
what they are going to focus on may need to decided, perhaps by explicit discussion, or

possibly in an implicit way, through action. These aspects of the beginning of a groupwork
task may present a challenge to students, and this challenge may be heightened in the
multicultural setting:

PLENARY
Socially / culturally

challenging
hk

GROUPWORK

W
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Figure 7.2: Transition from plenary to groupwork

Paolo's interview focused on his hesitation to stop individual activity and engage in
interaction with his group:

Data extract 7.10: Interview Paolo

Interviewer
Paolo

Interviewer
Paolo

•

.

Paolo
Interviewer
Paolo
Interviewer
Paolo

Interviewer

Paolo
Interviewer
Paolo

Interviewer

Paolo
Interviewer
Paolo

Now that was interesting that em your group was not working together,
and the other groups were working together
Yes

Why do you think that happens sometimes, what's your idea?
Perhaps because I think the other students they knows the English better
than me perhaps, so I had some, some time much time than the other to
read and understand what him read. Perhaps. In my case. Because, I
think also Benicio because we are in the same class. The other students
are in upper level than us. So
You mean the other students at the other table?
No the other at the class and also at the table, there is the Korean student
I think is, is his level is upper than mine.
Right
So I had some time to, to read. Also because em perhaps em, I never ...I
never spoke, I never speak with Korean student. No? So...
You mean that particular student?
Yes. Yes. So I ... I am very shy, in...in general. Is its difficult to begin the
discussion if I don't know the student. Perhaps I answer one thing, he
answer another thing, so... we are not agree, it's difficult to... to speak er,
and tell the our opinion.
Mm
So perhaps I, after some minutes I began to speak with him.
And er, you noticed that John encouraged you to speak
Yes, yes. He usually encourage us to speak each other.
Do you think sometimes you're waiting for him to, to say?
To...For example if I don't know.... if I never speak with some person, with
some people, yes. I'm, yes perhaps I wait something. But if I know, it's no
problem. I am the first.
Right. So what you're saying is sometimes if you don't know the other
student very well, it's easier if the teacher tells you
Yes, yes, yes.
Right
Is the regulisor? (laughs) because we have to do, no? If there isn't a
teacher we perhaps we cannot do. But if he ask us one, twice, three
times, we have to do. It is important because you can speak another
people.
Right. So would you feel say that, it's when you don't start speaking to
another it's more, it's a social difficulty,
Yes, yes
Sometimes, or is it language, is it social, cultural?
They are all, both. Language and social. Because language also difficult
for me to speak because ... I don't know English very well, so I have to
speak I have to use some times, some words, and also difficult because
they are another culture, very different from us, from my. For example
Korean, Japanese. For example one, once there was a, in the Business
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137
138

139

140

'

141
142

Interviewer
Paolo

Interviewer

Paolo

Interviewer
Paolo

class, Yukitaka, is a Japanese student
Mm I know him.
He was reading, no? In front of the class. Some, somethings. And I turn
around, and I see watch him. Looking him, looking at him, no? And he
stopped, and he told me, "Why are you looking?" And I told him "because
usually when we, we speak we see the eyes, no?" And he told me "You
embarrass me". But this seem to, to tell we are very different. Perhaps if
we speak with Japanese we have to speak not very near, but distant. We
cannot see the eyes... In this case I don't know why...why for European
people I can speak near, or I can see in the eyes when I, so is different
and is difficult to know what are, is custom or no.

Right. So there's
an element of cultural unfamiliarity?
In fact John first day give us some, some exercise in which there were a
lot of things for example, what the Arabian people use to do, what the
Japanese people. So I can understand I can know what is the different
between me and the other people.
So did that help a little bit yeah?
Yes.

Paolo seems to have found the transition from individual activity to groupwork so difficult to

manage socially that he required the teacher to mediate it for him, referring to the teacher as

the "regulisor". He mentions cultural differences in interaction, giving an example of eye

contact and a communication problem he had experienced with Yukitaka. In addition, he

refers to other factors which inhibited him from joining in the groupwork - his need for more

time to work out his answer, and also concerns about his language level in relation to the

other students'.

7.3.2.1 Teacher-mediated transitions

That this transition from plenary to interactive groupwork is problematic can be seen

throughout the data. On several occasions, the teacher gives an instruction for groupwork,
and gives a further instruction or gesture embedded within the activity specifically asking the
students to interact, addressed to the whole class or pairs. General examples of "overlapping"
instructions were given in chapter 6. There are several examples of overlapping instructions
that seem specifically aimed at managing this transition. This example can be seen in lesson
2:

Data Extract 7.11: Lesson 2 Letter-Writing 1

OK? /louder/ What I'd like you to do is, by yourself for the moment, look at the, the
first side, the first letter OK? And have a look at the questions... OK? You need to look
at the other letter as well, on the other side. There are two letters. OK? Both slightly
different. Alright? What I'd like you to do is look at both letters and answer the
questions. OK? For yourself, and then check with a partner to see if your partner's
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148 SS If
149 T

>

150 SS

answers are., the same. OK? Just, 15 minutes, have a look at these examples.
Silently read the HO, mostly holding them in their hands.
/Walks around/ When you're finished answering the questions you can compare...
your ideas with a neighbour. Or the other members of the table.
No response, heads down, then two SS begin to talk quietly,
looking at the HO

Here the teacher gives the instructions to check with a partner. The students begin reading

individually, but do not interact. After a few minutes, the teacher gives the repeated
additional instruction, indicated by an arrow. At that point, the students begin to interact. The

following are further examples of this from the lessons observed:

Data extracts 7.12: Additional instructions mediating transition to group work

Example A: Lesson 2
350 SS
351 T

352 SS
353 T
354 SS
355 T

356 SS
357 T
358 SS

Read silently
^ Er, what 1 suggest you do is work with a partner, just look through them together,
J OK? And find ten mistakes.
|| Read silently

OK? But don't bother writing out the em letter. OK, just, spot the mistakes.
Read silently
Don't forget to read through the paragraphs as well, because there may well be
mistakes in the paragraphs.

|1 Read silently
Just, just check with your neighbours, see if you can find all the mistakes.

|f Start talking

Example B: lesson 3
Read silently
Tries out pens on WB. Writes more on WB, very squeaky
pen. Walks around, checks papers, leaves room
Read, use dictionaries
/Comes in with papers, which he looks at/If you've got some
answers just check them with your colleagues in the group. And remember, some of

|| the answers there may be more than one answer. /Writes on WB/
Quiet talk starts in one group.
/Walks around. Stands near one silent group. Walks away
then comes back and gestures for them to talk together/
Perhaps... just compare?
Three group members sit up and look at each other and
start talking, checking answers.

Example C: lesson 3
220 SS Reading
221 T And what you should be doing now is matching up all the numbers and, and letters.

* - '

So you can check them up here, /knocks WB/
222 SS Reading
223 T Now each group has got a different set, alright? Completely different. OK. Em...Has

► everybody managed to check their answers with each other? ... In your, in your
groups.

224 SS Talk
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Example D: lesson_9
10

1

13

T /Draws breath/ I'll give you just another few minutes to read the text and then
I'd like you to discuss with a partner em, what you think makes a good negotiator,
according to the text, and you can discuss whether or you agree or disagree with the
advice given. So two or three more minutes to read, and then I'd like you to em,
discuss with the people you're sitting with, em, guidelines, I'd call them, guidelines
for negotiators, what makes a good negotiator? What makes a good negotiator?
Silent, heads down, reading

^ OK! Em, I don't want to spend too much longer on this stage, so can you ... discuss
Js with each other, what you've got...

Move, some begin talking

In each example, the students are engaged in a task that requires an initial individual stage as

they read a text or look at questions. Although they have been told to interact, they stay in
individual work until the teacher gives the additional instruction encouraging them to

interact in groupwork.

We see an example of individual work in the transition from plenary to groupwork in lesson
9. Annette spends time at the beginning of interactive groupwork using her dictionary while
Ricardo waits for her to begin interacting. This incident was the focus of her interview:

Data Extract 7.13: Interview Annette

252 Annette

253 Interviewer
' ' ' I

254 Annette
255 Interviewer

256 Annette
257 Interviewer
258 Annette
259 Interviewer

260 Annette
261 Interviewer
262 Annette

■

263 Interviewer
264 Annette
265
266

Interviewer
Annette

267 Interviewer
268 Annette
269 Interviewer
270 Annette >

(laughs) (Video shows SS starting to talk in other groups, Annette
continues working individually, Ricardo waits, she looks up) (laughs) I
didn't realise that he was waiting for such a long time!
I know, I don't think you noticed actually...OK, I'll stop it there. So yeah, I
know. I think that you just didn't notice him did you?
Yes (laughs)
Till he started speaking. You were, you seemed to be quite absorbed. So,
em you can see there that you were, you mentioned already that you were
working individually
Mm
Em, and the room was very quiet
Mm
And then the teacher said "OK then now it's time to discuss". Em... if the
teacher had not said anything, do you think you would have been able to
start discussing, or...did you feel like you were waiting for the instruction
to start?
Yes, I think I was, I was waiting.
Uhuh?

Maybe I wasn't er finished at this moment
Mm
And it's two points missing
Mm
But maybe after this I would have asked Ricardo to connect or to, to
compare
Mm
What we have
Mm
But I think then I was waiting for the instructions
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[2271 Interviewer

| 272 Annette
273 Interviewer

274 Annette
275 Interviewer
276 Annette

277 Interviewer
278 Annette
279 Interviewer
280 Annette
281 Interviewer
282 Annette
283 Interviewer

284 Annette
285 Interviewer

286

Mm
To do so

Mm. Why do you think sometimes you, you have to wait for the teacher to
say "OK now, you can discuss"? Is it easier sometimes to wait for the
instruction?
Mm, yes I think so
Why, why do you think that is?
Mm...I think it's just easier when you concentrate on what you are doing,

■ and you don't have to think about what's, what's going on or what's the
next step.
Right
You only concentrate on the thing, on the work you just do
Mm hm
And I don't care about what's going on the next fifteen minutes.
Mm
Or till the end of the class

Right. So do you mean that if the teacher co-ordinates the different
stages, and tells you, "now discuss", em you have, you can concentrate
more on the task?
Mm
Because you don't have to think about when you should start discussing
it?
Yeah

Annette indicates that she wanted to finish her own individual work before interacting, but
also that she was waiting for the instruction to speak. When asked why she waits for the
teacher's instruction, she says that: "...it's just easier when you concentrate on what you are

doing, and you don't have to think about what's, what's going on or what's the next step".
Her reply suggests that she prefers the teacher to manage the transition, freeing her to

concentrate on the task in hand, without having to be responsible for initiating the next,

interactive, stage.

It may be that the students simply need time to think before beginning to interact, as was

suggested by Paolo in Interview Extract 7.6. Catalina gives this as her reason for delay in

beginning interactive group work:

Data extract 7.14: Catalina

OK ... now ... what, what, happened there, did you see?
Ah, that, I talked with John
Uhuh?
Er em (laughs) maybe I needed to
Uhuh? OK. And em, before that you were reading.
Yeah. Er, Yes I needed to concentrate in myself. To, to know what I have
to do.
Mm? Right. OK. And then you turn round
Yeah
OK. When can you turn round, when was it, when was it, when were you
ready ... to start talking?

IOZ Udldltild
... , .133 Interviewer
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134

135

136
137

138
139
140
141

142

Catalina

Interviewer

Catalina
Interviewer

Catalina
Interviewer
Catalina
Interviewer

Catalina

143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152

153

Interviewer
Catalina
Interviewer
Catalina ^
Interviewer
Catalina
Interviewer
Catalina
Interviewer
Catalina

Interviewer
154 Catalina

►

Em maybe when I finished some (laughs) of course it was when I finished
er to, to understand what I have to do. Or when I already had some ideas,
to share with my classmate.
Mm, OK. ... When you're doing this type of activity em ... you notice
maybe that some of the s- other students were already speaking in pairs
Yeah
And sometimes some people are not. Have you got any feelings about
that, that type of activity, any preferences?
Mm I, I don't, I like to work with classmates and er interact.
Yeah
But I know (laughs) I'm always first em concentrate on what, my own.
Right. So, do you mean that it's em ... well, why, why do you do that, tell
me more about that
Because em ... for (laughs) for some reason that I don't know em each
person develop a way of em
Yeah
Of working and learning
Uh huh?
So, (laughs)... I... I'm always in the beginning em try to understand things
Mm

By my own
Right
And then I share with somebody else.
Mm
S- maybe I, I'm less, I mean other people they start from, from the first
moment to work
Mm, mm
With their classmate, but... (laughs) I don't! I always find things first by
myself and then show them.

Catalina indicates that she prefers to work individually, and then move on to interactive

work, whereas some students may prefer to interact from the beginning of the task.

The interview with John suggests an additional possible factor: that the teacher's
intervention may be necessary to include students who are being excluded by others. He
mentions an incident from before the data collection period, which he felt indicated that two

of the students had a negative attitude towards Asian students, in particular Donald:

Data extract 7.15: John

104 John

105 Interviewer
106 John
107 Interviewer

John
109 Interviewer

John
Interviewer111

112
113

John
Interviewer

Cos they worked in the same group and Alfonso and Benicio just sat and
operated as a pair
Right
When it should have been groupwork, cross-cultural problems
Were they in a group with Donald?
Yeah
Just three of them?
And Donald was left out on is own you see.
Oh
But it was exacerbated by the fact that, well if you look at the desks now
Yeah, three different tables yeah for three groups
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114 John *** in pairs or three different groups
115 Interviewer Right
116 John And Donald sat with the chair at this first table here, and he was sitting at

the end of this first table and second table which is next to this first table
had Alfonso and Benicio sitting

117 Interviewer At the back?
118 John At right angles to him
119 Interviewer Sort of like if I draw a picture of it, would it be like that? With Donald here?
120 John Yes, and these two were there. So there was this gap between the two

you see
121 Interviewer Oh I see

122 John And so the, Alfonso and Benicio basically sat and talked to each other
► while Donald, was sort of out on a limb

123 Interviewer So what did Donald do during the time?
124 John Em at first he just seemed to be listening to them, because he, they

weren't looking at him because they were talking to each other, and I
think he sort of hesitated to interrupt

125 Interviewer Was that during the first activity that you were talking about?
126 John No Another activity in the class. Like this was yesterday, that was

Thursday, but Donald didn't actually appear in the first day so he wasn't
around

127 Interviewer Oh OK
128 John But it was only when I went up and intervened and said look if you're►

going to work as a group you're going to have to work all the group
together

129 Interviewer Right

In this case, John describes an incident that took place before the period of data collection.
Alfonso and Benicio had started interacting, and Donald was not interacting with them. John
felt it was necessary to intervene in order to include Donald in the interactive groupwork.

However, responsibility for managing this transition may also be assumed by the other

students, rather than by the teacher. Elena mentions how students encourage newcomers to

join in groupwork:

Data extract 7.15: Elena

146 Interviewer Now, that's listening to the teacher. When do you think it's important to
listen to other students, when they're talking?

147 Elena When we are working a lot.
148 Interviewer Uhuh
149 Elena Very important. We have to listen everybody and respect the others

speaking. And check to the others everybody speak. Sometimes some
students are very shy or new student, like me at the beginning! (laughs)

150 Interviewer Mm
152 Elena So, so we try "Oh what you think?" something like that
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These comments all point to the difficulties in entering group work, negotiating the task and
social relationships, and maintaining group participation. The next section looks at

groupwork, and some of the issues related to it explored in the interviews.

7.3.3 Groupwork and individual motivation

Groupwork, as opposed to the pair situation, may allow individual participants to disengage
from the group into embedded individual activities, while the other members of the group are

interacting. Another possibility is that individuals may remain outside the group at the

beginning, such as Annette in the incident described above, or even for the duration of the

activity.

Another area of tension apparent in the groupwork in the lessons observed was where the

individual was at odds with the group in the task itself. Both Elena and Catalina reported

problems in the group letter-writing activity with Donald in Lesson 2: Letter Writing 1.
Catalina spontaneously brings it up in her interview:

Data extract 7.16: Catalina

104 Catalina Yes, because the, the camera was just in front of us
105 Interviewer Uh huh
106 Catalina And like we had to a work together
107 Interviewer Uh huh
108 Catalina And the three of us, Yuki, Elena and I we were pressing er Donald to do it

-' '

faster because he was so slow he ... (laughs)
109 Interviewer What, you mean this activity, or, or?
110 Catalina Yes. I remember that day and then we saw our faces (mock shocked
^if whisper) recorded! Our eye, contact eye. (laughs)

Elena tells the story in her interview, again unprompted:

Data extract 7.17: Elena

What happened?
We, er before coming here I thought I remember something funny with the
video but I didn't remember what was. And when I, when I when we have
been looking, watching, I remember, because we have to write a letter?
Yeah, It's here (showing HO of task).
Yes, one letter
This one? Was it this thing, the information and...?
Yes. We had to write a letter, several letters, and Donald had to write a
letter but he is very - he was very, very slow, and "What to say here?" so
we were having a *** we were very slow, we didn't have any letter and
(laughs) And "Go ahead! Go ahead!" he finished the, the points here and
here, (gesturing to the HO) and he was a little bit confused, and we were
becoming a bit nervous, and I don't know

202
203

Intan/iauiarIlllciViyWci

Elena

204 Interviewer
205 Elena
206 Interviewer
207 Elena

'
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208 Interviewer Was it, was he, were you all, like, organising it but he was the person who
;T.-: was writing?

209 Elena Yeah.
210 Interviewer Right.
211 Elena i Yeah, so for example he was like er we were talking about what to write,

■ ► g
: •

and he was writing this, and this (pretends to write laboriously on the
V. ' .7.7 ■:

paper) and, but he didn't know write address, or how to start, so he
j (laughs) he thought something maybe wrong and something and the
S others we though "No, no, no" for example, he forgot to write the date, he

close everything

Catalina and Elena both mention Donald's slow speed in the writing activity. It was a group

task, and they seemed to feel held up by Donald, who did not seem to share their knowledge
of writing letters in English. This incident illustrates the tensions that can arise in groupwork
— the group as a whole was reliant on Donald's individual performance, but he was either

unwilling, or unable, to write more quickly. It is possible that Donald was prioritising slow
and careful crafting of his letter over the wishes of his partners to see it written quickly.

Unfortunately, Donald declined to be interviewed, and so it was not possible to investigate
his perceptions of this incident.

7.4 Summary

This chapter has examined some of the interview data from the study that reveal the

perceptions of the students of their rights and responsibilities in the different phases of the
lesson, addressing the third research question:

3. What are the participants' perceptions of their rights and
responsibilities at different stages of the lessons?

In the examples discussed above, we have seen instances of the students engaging in
individual or subgroup activities during plenary phases. They are seen reading, whispering
and passing notes. In some cases, they seem to be focused on the lesson, in other cases they
are more focused on the outside world, e.g. Helen planning a trip to London. It seems that
this activity is generally covert, and seems to be regarded as transgressive by the students
and teachers. In groupwork there seems to be some reluctance at times to make the transition
from individual activity to the interaction. Within groupwork there also seems to be a

tendency to engage in individual activity.
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The students' comments in interviews point to a tension in classroom process - between
their needs and wishes as individuals, and their responsibilities as group participants. They
are present in the lesson as individuals with individual needs, but are simultaneously

expected to join in group activities. At times, there may be a mismatch, resulting in conflict
for the individual student, as suggested above. This seems to lead to various types of
individual activity at different stages of the lesson:
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PLENARY

PRE-GROUPWORK

GROUPWORK

Studentsmay interactwith others,orengage
inindividual activity.

Studentsshould appearattentive,but mayengagein covertindividualor subgroupactivity.

Studentsmay experiencedifficulty
inmanagingthe transitionfrom individualactivityto interactive groupwork.The teachermaygive overlapping instructionsto facilitatethis transition.

Studentsmayoptoutof groupworktoengagein individualactivity,ormay formasplintergroup, andengageincovert subgroupacitivity unrelatedtothetask.

INDIVIDUALMODE
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As we have seen, students seem to find opportunities to engage in individual and subgroup
activities at each stage of the lesson. However, certain points in the classroom process seem

to show a particular vulnerability to tensions between the needs of the individual and the

imperatives of the group.

Students' remarks in interviews suggest that a perception of redundancy in plenary increases
the likelihood of individual and subgroup activity, as they may feel they have little
motivation to be attentive when they feel confident about the answers. This highlights one of
the challenges of the plenary checking mode- it is oriented to the whole class group, but by
its nature cannot be equally relevant to all participants throughout, and inevitably contains
redundant information for some, leading to individual or subgroup activity.

Another area where tensions between individual and group needs become apparent is in the
transition from individual work, such as reading, to interactive groupwork, such as

discussing answers. In these cases there are several examples of overlapping instructions
from the teacher being used to manage this transition, and student comments in interviews
seem to support the notion that this transition is challenging for them. Arguably, the students

may avoid responsibility for this transition due to its relatively unstructured nature and the

subsequent social challenge.

Table 7.2: Possible factors in hesitation when joining groupwork:

Factor Evidence in data

Personality Paolo's interview - he states that he is shy
Elena's interview - she states she was shy to interact in
groups at the beginning

Social challenge

■

Paolo's interview - he mentions that his hesitation is partly
due to social reasons

Perceived cultural
differences

Paolo's interview - he mentions that Donald is Asian and

may have different modes of interaction

Perceived differences in
level

Paolo's interview - he mentions that other students in his

group are higher level than him

Need for more time to read
or think

Paolo's interview, Catalina's interview. They both express
that they needed more time in the incidents to read

Waiting for a signal from the
teacher

Annette's interview - she says that she was waiting for the
teacher to indicate that it was time to interact

Socially "left out" John's give his interpretation of incident involving Donald
mentioned in John's interview
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Table 7.3 : Possible motivations for individual or subgroup activity during

plenary:

Factor Evidence in data
Individual preoccupation Catalina's interview - discussion of dictionary use

In order to relax Helen's interview - she makes this point

Lack of interest Helen's interview - she expresses that sometimes she is
not interested in the topic

Redundancy in plenary
information

Jules's interview - he expresses that if there is repetition
he may engage in this type of activity

The interview data present a situation in which the students seems to "juggle" their

responsibilities towards the group and their perceptions of the norms of the classroom, with
their individual needs and motivations. The individual and subgroup activity observed and
discussed in the data could perhaps be accounted for as instances when the two sets of forces
are in conflict, perhaps leading the student to engage in surreptitious activity in order to fulfil
their individual motivation. The students seem able to negotiate the classroom process in
such as way as to stay within the bounds of what they regard as acceptable behaviour, while
still finding opportunities to engage in individually-motivated activity. Perhaps, as Catalina

suggests, students have an "antenna" which is sensitive to the need s and demands of the

groups setting. This sensitivity may allow them to strike this balance effectively, allowing
both group demands and individual needs to be met.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions

This chapter will restate the research questions of the study, summarise its findings in
relation to the lessons and interviews, and will conclude by reviewing the main themes of the
thesis. It will also discuss possible future research direction in this area, summarising the
limitations of the study.

8.1 Research questions and main findings of the study

This study set out to address three research questions, which are restated below with a

summary of the analysis and findings.

8.1.2 Classroom discourse "layers" and discourse worlds

The first research question addressed by the study is:

1. How is the classroom discourse in the study structured in terms of

"layers", and what are their characteristics?

This question is addressed in chapter 5: "Classroom discourse worlds". This chapter begins

by summarising studies that have drawn binary distinctions in classroom discourse. It

suggests that these distinctions have in common the feature that they divide classroom
discourse into two categories: one describing a discourse which in a sense "belongs" to the

classroom, is somehow more rooted in it, and one which seems to originate outside the
classroom context. Examples of these "outside" discourses include Kramsch's (1984)
natural discourse, Wright's (1987) informal discourse, Ulichny's (1996) conversation and
Cullen's (1998) non-institutional discourse. The chapter reviewed some of the discussions
from the literature surrounding these distinctions, and proposed Erickson's (1984) concept of
the discourse world as a construct with which to investigate the discourse of the study. It

began, based on the reviewed literature, by proposing a two-way distinction: outside world
discourse and language learning world discourse. Having drawn this distinction on the
basis of previous studies, it applies it to the data of the study, in order to explore to what
extent these two discourse worlds, and possibly others, could be observed in the lessons.
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The chapter begins its analysis by first looking at two lessons in detail - lesson 9: Island

Silks, and lesson 6: Highland Wool. Both of these lessons were focused on negotiation

roleplays, and were chosen for analysis as they seem to exhibit a variety of themes - the
skills of negotiation, preparation for the negotiation, the negotiation itself and a post-

negotiation feedback phase.

The analysis identified examples in the two lessons of the two categories proposed pre¬

analysis: outside world and language learning world discourse. In addition, it proposed a

further sub-category of classroom discourse on the basis on the data: other world discourse.
In brief, these three categories are defined below:

Using Edmondson's (1984) concept of the classroom discourse world - that of the real

world, classroom world, and other world:

Table 8.1: Overview of discourse worlds of the classroom

Discourse
Worlds

Description

Outside
World

v : .; - V-

-

This refers to the world outside the classroom, and the non-linguistic
substantive content of that world. In the case of Business English, this is
the world of business and finance. The facts relating to this world may be
focused on, as in the case of the "Bonds" lesson, or the skills necessary for
success in this world, as in the negotiation lessons.

Language
Learning
World

.

•

This frame refers to the language focused on in the lessons, and also to the
world of classroom activities. In this sense it is an entirely self-referential,
and self-contained construction, with an internal logic and set of
conventions which pertain to the world of that language classroom.

Other World

1

This frame refers to alternative realities that are constructed within the
classroom. These worlds involve an element of pretending and suspension
of disbelief, and may require participants to take on characters and speak
as others. Other worlds are set up when undertaking activities such as role
plays, and comprehension work also uses other world reference, as the
students are asked to suspend disbelief, for example while listening to
actors on an audio cassette.

These worlds may be represented as concentric circles, after Mehan 1979, and Pennington
1999:
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Figure 8.1: Discourse worlds of the classroom

The outer ring represents the real world, placed on the outside, as it is the closest to the

"edge" of the classroom discourse as a whole. It has external reference, and it could be

argued that it is the least marked, least institutional of the discourse worlds at work in the
classroom. The next ring shows the classroom world, with its focus on language, and tasks.
It is set deeper in the circle, as it is more distant from the discourse outside the classroom. It
is more self-referential and elliptical. The central circle shows the other world created in the

classroom, involving an element of pretence. This world is set deepest, as it is perhaps the
most markedly different from non-institutional discourse. This representation also shows a

route taken by the discourse participants in the study as they move towards the other world,
first passing thorough the classroom world with focus on the language, then a boundary

stage as they adjust to the other world, as the arrow indicates. However, as the dotted lines in
the diagram suggest, the situation is more complex, as there is permeability between these
discourse worlds.

This chapter also concentrated on the interplay of focus on linguistic form and substantive
content in the Business English classes. This theme emerged early in the research, perhaps
because it relates so closely to the defining feature of ESP - that it has a specific purpose,

whose target situation exists "out there" in the real world. However, the question of content

and form also lies at the heart of a long-running debate in the wider EFL community as to

how to strike the balance. For these reasons, analysis of content and form in classroom
discourse seemed to be an interesting avenue of enquiry.
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An area of complexity in the interplay between these worlds was observed in the "Bonds"
lesson. In this lesson, it seemed that world may be present in the guise of another, as in the
case of the content provision on the topic of bonds, which was presented through the
medium of a classroom world activity - dictionary skills practice. This embedding of real
world content provision in classroom world tasks seemed to be the reverse of the notion of
ESP carrier content put forward by Dudley-Evans & St John (1998).

8.1.2 Characteristics of stages of the lessons

2, What are the characteristics of the discourse at different stages of the
lessons?

Chapter 6 addressed this question, beginning with a brief discussion of issues related to

socialisation, co-construction and the contribution of participants to the formation of
classroom process. These issues were introduced as they seem to be relevant to a discussion
of the stages of a lesson, and how the group as a whole negotiate the process together.

The analysis in this chapter looked at stages of the lessons in turn, beginning with a stage

characterised as "pre-plenary". Examples from the observed lessons of this stage of the
lesson were discussed, and the features of this stage were summarised. It was characterised
as a stage in the observed lessons during which the teacher may address the class

intermittently in order to gain the attention of the whole group, and students may gradually

stop interacting.

The next stage discussed in this chapter was the plenary. In the data, it was found that the
functions of the plenary stages could be divided into three main groups: checking,
instructions and lead in. the most common activity engaged in by the teachers in plenary was

instructions, followed by checking, then lead-in. The analysis looked at examples, beginning
with checking.

In the checking stages in the data, two main types of checking were identified: checking of
"closed answer" tasks, which and of "open answer" tasks. The first type tended to generate a

IRF sequences. However, it was found that these sequences seemed to be permeable to

spontaneous contributions from the participants. Several examples were shown of the
teachers adding extra teaching or explanation points in at the end of IRF sequences. In one or
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two examples, students were seen to ask questions at this point in the cycle. The analysis
concluded that these IRF sequences, although superficially rigid, do contain points of

possibility for spontaneous contributions.

The "open response" checking stage also seemed to exhibit a looser style of IRF, with

permeability to spontaneous contributions. One example was analysed in which the teacher
inserts various points at the end or IRF cycles.

The next section in the chapter looked at instructions in plenary. It analysed a group of

examples from the data, and found that both teachers in the study seemed to favour a style of
instruction giving which was relatively tentative, verbose, containing some repetition and

redundancy. It was noted that this style seems different from that recommended in the
teacher education literature, which advocates a fairly crisp, brief style. It was suggested in
the analysis that the instructions may fulfil functions beyond information transfer, perhaps

accounting for their relatively complex structure.

The next stage to be discussed was pre-groupwork - the stage of the lesson which covers the
transition between plenary and groupwork. Examples were given of "overlapping"
instructions at this stage, and it was argued that these did not all seem to be motivated by an

apparent need for further information as to how to approach the groupwork task. The

analysis speculated that the teachers may employ this type of instruction to somehow

"bridge" the gap between plenary and groupwork.

The chapter went on to look at groupwork. As the majority of the data collected in the
lessons features the pre-plenary, plenary and pre-groupwork stages, this part of the chapter
looked at a particular incident involving groupwork, rather than attempting a comprehensive

description of the groupwork in the study. The incident in question involved a whole-class
interactive mingling activity, where the students had been instructed to interact in pairs, then

change partners in turn, However, they of enacted the task differently, choosing to from
small groups and give their information fewer times. Two students reported this incident in

interviews, and the chapter referred to their accounts. The students expressed the view that
the original task design had seemed too repetitive, and so they had chosen to adapt it. This
incident was chosen for analysis as it seems to offer an example of a student adaptation to

task design, which had an effect on the resultant discourse and classroom process.
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Chapter 6 finished by proposing a cyclical model of the stages of he lessons in the study,

showing a movement from pre-plenary to plenary, to pre-groupwork, to groupwork, to pre-

plenary, and so on. The lessons overview shows this regular movement from plenary to

groupwork and back in turns.

8.1.3 Participant perceptions of rights and responsibilities

Chapter 8 moved on to look at the third research question:

3. What are the participants' perceptions of their rights and responsibilities
at different stages of the lessons?

This question was mainly addressed by analysis of the interview data, which sought to

investigate participant perceptions of their rights, responsibilities and viewpoints related to

various stages of the lessons and issues related to roles. The chapter began by looking briefly
at some issues discussed in the literature regarding the status of classroom discourse in terms

of the previous expectations of the participants. It focused on the point that participants enter

the classroom with "structures of expectation" (Tannen 1993) as to the nature of the context

and what will be expected of them.

The chapter gives an overview of the interview data and the rationale for the selection of
video clips. It then goes on to look at the stages of the lessons identified in chapter 5 in turn,

beginning with the plenary. It summarises students' views on when they should listen to the

teacher, finding that they emphasise instruction as an important element of discourse to

attend to. The analysis moved on to look at individual and subgroup activity in plenary

phases, looking at several examples of students engaged in this type of activity. When

questioned in interviews about this issue, student mentioned several factors which influence

their decision to engage in this activity or not, including redundancy of information, lack of

interest, the need for relaxation, or the prioritisation of their individual goals. One student,

Catalina, explain that she feels she has an "antenna" which tells her when she should attend

to the demands of the group plenary, and leave her individual activity. This presents an

interesting metaphor for the ability of students to strike this balance between group demands
and individual motivations.
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The next section looks at student perceptions of the pre-groupwork stage identified in

chapter 6. The theme of reluctance to begin interaction is explored, related to the overlapping
instructions also described in chapter 6. Paolo gives several reasons for hesitation in his
interview - mentioning cultural, social and individual factors. Teacher interventions which
seem to be aimed at encouraging interaction to begin in groupwork are focused on, and
several examples of teacher-mediate transitions are given. One student, Annette, indicates in
her interview that she expects and wants he teacher to aid this transition.

The next part looks at individual activity during groupwork, focusing on one partiular
incident which seemed to involve differing individual motivations within a group. Again, as

transcribed groupwork data was less plentiful in the study, fuller treatment of groupwork
was no attempted. The chapter concluded with an overview of the stages of the lesson in
terms of participation rights.

The following diagram combines the findings of chapter 6 and 7, proposing a cyclical
model:
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The transition from pre-plenary to plenary crosses a boundary, as it moves the discourse
from an outside world to language learning world reference. It is interesting to note that this
transition is one of the most extended, and perhaps hardest for teachers to mediate - as could
be seen in the data. Repeated addresses to the class, clapping of hands and knocking the
board are all strategies used by the teachers to gain the simultaneous attention of the hold

group and maintain it. The plenary is also characterised by marked, ritualistic discourse, loud
volume of speech from the teacher, redundancy, heavy use of gestures and textual support in
the form of the board and OHP. All of these features perhaps indicate the effort required in
order to sustain this mode of discourse - participants seems to be drawn back to both the

private and the outside world. Despite all these discourse features, the small group size and
the generally mature and highly-motivated students, the plenary mode is punctuated by
embedded individual and subgroup activity. During the pre-plenary, the teacher is also

intermittently on and off stage - moving across the boundaries of the outside world and the

language learning world.

The other transitions in the cycle also involve a movement across a boundary. The "pre"

phases, however, lie across the boundaries between two discourse worlds. It is perhaps for
this reason that they exhibit a more hybrid discourse, alternating between outside world and

language learning world. The data suggests that the embedded discourse and activity during
the group work phase and the phases surrounding it tend to be concerned with the task, and
therefore the language learning world. Examples of this are dictionary use, discussion of the

meanings of words and covert answer checking before plenary checking. The initial plenary
of the lesson seems to exhibit more embedded discourse and activity related to the outside

world, unsurprisingly since at that stage the students have not been introduced to a task.

Subsequent plenary phases in the data also seem to involve this type of embedded discourse,
and also language learning world discourse.

This data suggests that the discourse of the language classroom is more fluid, complex and
multi-faceted in the transitions between phases of the lesson, as a result of the opportunity
afforded by gaps in the classroom process. This model proposes that, in addition, the
discourse of the transitions is a hybrid in terms offrames ofreference (outside world /

language learning world).
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8.2 Relationship to previous research

This section will give an brief overview of the findings of the study and their relationship to

previous work in these areas.

In terms of the first research question, which looked at the issue of "layers" of classroom

discourse, the findings of this study seem to build particularly on the work of some of the
researchers reviewed in chapter 3. Many of these studies characterise classroom discourse in
terms of functions, and the concept of the classroom-rooted and non-classroom variety of
discourse is present in more than one analysis, as discussed in chapter 5. The findings of

chapter 6, in the investigation of the second research question, looked at the features of the

stages on the lesson, in particular the plenary checking stage and IRF discourse. The notion
of the spontaneous contributions within IRF cycles seems to echo Erickson's (1982) notion
of spontaneity and ritual in classroom discourse. White & Lighbown's (1984) finding that

questions are frequent in classroom discourse seems to be borne out by the prevalence of

checking sequences in the data, with their dependence on questions. Likewise, the existence
of question types seems to be confirmed in the data, which exhibits both display and

referential questions. White & Lightbown's (1984) finding that teachers tend to repeat and

rephrase questions seems to ring true in the analysis of instructions in this study. The

analysis of the data in relation to the third research question, and the issue of subgroup

activity during plenary and groupwork, seems to follow closely on from Hancock (1998),
with his notion of off-record discourse. Slimani's findings as regards the diversity of

perceptions of salience seems to be borne out in this study, which shows some students more

focused on vocabulary, for example, while others are more focused on interaction.

One of the main concepts form earlier work which has been applied to this study is that of
the discourse world (Edmondson 1984). This concept has proved to be a useful one in the

description of the layers of classroom discourse identified in the data. More generally the

findings of chapter 7 seems to back up the various assertions in the literature that participants
do seem to make an active contribution to the ongoing process. Their engagement in
individual and subgroup activities makes a contribution to the overall process, as does task

adaptation and spontaneous contributions. Reluctance to interact may require the teacher to

give a further instruction, again influencing the overall process.
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8.3 Limitations of the study

This study has several limitations. The length of engagement in the research context was

rather short, and tended towards the "snapshot", rather than the in-depth, longitudinal period
of data collection which is a feature of ethnographically-inclined research. In retrospect, it
seems that one longer case study may have been more productive than two shorter ones,

perhaps gaining a greater insight into the class group. The relatively short period of data
collection meant that it was more difficult to become very familiar with the participants, who

only had one interview each. Further data collection, such as follow-up interviews, focus

groups or student diaries may have generated more in-depth data on the motivations and

perceptions of the participants. However, this must be balanced against the reality of the
labour-intensive and slow nature of transcribing and analysing a large quantity of discourse
and qualitative data.

The study used an investigative approach with broad, descriptive research questions rather
than tightly-focused hypotheses to be tested. Although this approach allowed for categories
to arise during analysis, and for unexpected outcomes, it did present difficulties in practical
terms with data collection, specifically in the interviews. As the interviews had to be
conducted relatively quickly after the lessons were recorded, these were effectively
conducted pre-analysis. As a result, participant viewpoints or confirmation could not be

sought for some interpretations which arose in the course of subsequent transcription and

analysis. Additionally, the interviews are at times unfocused and possibly containing some

demand characteristics. The ideal situation would be to conduct the interviews later-

however, in this situation the recall aspect would be lost.

Another issue related to the interviews is the degree of success with which they

supplemented the lesson analysis. The intention was to access participant viewpoints in order
to supplement and cross-reference researcher interpretations and categories. This was only

partially successful. As stated above, the type of data generated by the interviews was rather
different than anticipated, in that it was less focused on close recall of the specific incident,
but more focused on general discussion of the theme in question. However, although this
casts doubt on the use of video recall to supplement discourse analysis, arguably the
interviews generated useful data which shed light on participant viewpoints.
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To sum up, in a situation of commencing this study again, I would possibly opt for a longer

period of engagement with one class, using more than one interview per participant and

possibly other sources of participant data such as diaries. The extra interview would allow
for analytical categories to be discussed more fully with participants, confirming or

disconfirming developing categories and interpretations. I would also probably narrow my

research questions slightly, to allow a greater focus on a more limited set of issues. .

8.4 Possible directions for future research

The concept of discourse worlds may warrant further investigation, possibly in other

teaching contexts, for example General English, which may present a different picture.
Future research could undertake a descriptive study of a General English setting, in order to

compare it in terms of discourse worlds with the ESP context. The notion of the construction
and maintenance of a fictional other world may also be worth pursuing further in the analysis
of task enactment, perhaps comparing the discourse of tasks focused on other worlds with
those focused on the outside world. Student viewpoints in relation to these two different

types of context might also be explored using interviews.

The area of participant motivation and decision-making in classroom process is one which

may also merit further research, possibly focusing on issues such as participation in

groupwork and the challenges that seem to exist for students in embarking on interaction.
More extended investigation into this theme may be of interest. Another area worthy of

investigation may be teacher perceptions of ongoing classroom process, and their decision¬

making in relation to issues such as instructions and managing transitions into and out of

groupwork. Teacher's viewpoints could be accessed, perhaps by means of recall interviews.

In general, the ongoing research process of investigation, description and interpretation of
classroom life and the motivations of the participants seems to be a potentially informative
area of study, with possible value to practitioners. This study has attempted to make a small
contribution to this evolving and fascinating field of enquiry.
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Transcription Lesson 1 Trends

STAGE 1: PLENARY
INSTRUCTIONS
1. T Em... /Asks S sitting immediately in front of camera to

move. Continues to greet SS arriving. In front of board
facing class. Talks to individual S just come in/

2. SS Noise level drops, some quiet talk.
3. T Right... /low volume still walking up and down/Em /slightly

louder / OK just a reminder for those of you who were here last week, and those
new, particularly you two. Lesley, who you may or may not have met, is going to be
doing her research for her PhD this week, for this week there will be a camera in the
class. OK? Alright? So, em basically the camera's going to be in the corner, and
really just filming this class for this week, OK so just em ignore the camera, it's not
there. OK?/Using a lot of gestures/

4. S When is it switched on?
5. T to

Lesley
Is it on?

6. L It's on now.

7. T It's on now OK / grins at camera/
8. SS Some laugh
9. T But the camera basically will be in that corner, maybe, or... /gestures towards

Lesley/
10. Lesley Or another
11. T It may move around the room. On, on each of the days. OK? Just until Friday. OK?

Too, for everybody who was here last week we have two ... new stroke old students.
/Gestures "stroke"/ They have Yu, Yukitaka is back from, er Japan? Were
you on holiday in Japan?

12. Yukitaka Yes.
13. T Yes, right. So, he's back again and joining us, and we have Tsuyoshi who's also from

Japan, who's new./Tsuyoshi nods/
14. Kyoko to From Japan?

Tsuyoshi
15. Tsuyoshi Yes. /Nods/
16. SS Talk, mention of "Japanese SS"
17. T Right /Louder / just a couple of points for the new people in the business class, one

of the things that we try to do is to - maybe today it's not so important but, for those
of you who are Japanese it's a bit harder as well, try and sit next to someone who
doesn't speak your own language. For... today, don't worry

18. SS Some shout indistinctly, some laugh
19. T Some people like, other people who, who only have one language er you know,

represented in the class they're fine, but for the Japanese it's a bit harder I think. OK?
But try if you can. And don't worry about it if you ***? OK? Em... Did anyone
do...the vocabulary homework ...from last week?

20. SS Yes, yes
21. T No? If you haven't done it then you can le- leave it till... later on em /Looking

round, quizzical expression leans over to table behind
and looks through file/

22. SS Talk and look through files
23. T Anyone.../Turns round/ actually do it?/walks forward, leans over

to table behind and looks through f ile/OK? Has anybody not
done it? /Turns round/

24. S Yeah /Laughs/
25. T Not done it... /looks round/ Two of you right... OK... well those of you have

/louder, walks forward and points at SS/ just very briefly see

I what the others have /gestures/ some of the answers, OK? Remember the...
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vocabulary down here at the/points to photocopy/ bottom. OK? Just check
from the answers if you've done it /smiles and nods at S/

26. SS Laugh loudly
27. S No problem!
28. T So *** OK? Just check /gestures hands together / them/leaves room

and comes back in shortly after/
STAGE 2: GROUPWORK
CHECKING VOCABULARY HOMEWORKV> I IL.WI\!1 iVJ « \J 1—** 1 X 1 i IVtltU w w v* ■ *

29. SS
. Talk in groups

30. T to S An exercise we were doing last week / points at S's file, then walks
back to board, then has inaudible conversation with
another S/

31. SS Talk in groups
STAGE 3: PLENARY
CHECKING, LEAD IN, INSTRUCTIONS
32. T-S OK! 7 loud, stands in front of WB/
33. SS Talk more quietly
34. T Em.... Can everybody just stop there? /louder/
35. SS Talk more quietly
36. T OK, have a look at vocabulary exercise number one
37. S Yes
38. T OK? And here you had to match words from the text with the corresponding

definitions... OK? So! Number one. The word /louder/ matches with letter ...

39. S J
40. T J ves. A description of a person's characteristics. OK two. Attitude matches with...
41. S K
42. T K. Three relationship?
43. S G
44. T G. Everybody there? Four? Meeting with...
45. S V
46. T V. Five suit
47. S E
48. T OK. Six, bonus
49. S A
50. t' A. OK seven motivate
51. S ....H
52. T H. ... Yes. OK? H... Right eight redundancies?
53. SS F, F
54. T F good. Nine wool?
55. s I
56. T I yep. Ten sack?
57. s C?
58. T C... And eleven rationalise.
59. s B
60. T B right, OK.
61. SS j Talk quietly
62. T In number two on the other side.... OK
63. SS : Talk quietly
64. T Where vou had to find equivalent words in the text. OK the words which ca can be

described bv the following definitions
65. SS j Talk quietly
66. T OK The example's done for vou lives next to vou someone who is a neighbour. OK

Number two!. Does the same iob as someone else in a different place or

organisation...
67. S Counterpart, Counterpart
68. T Counterpart./writes counterpart on WB. Poised to write on

WB, turns/ Good. OK. alright? Em... Number three is from the west especially
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Europe and North America...
69. S Westerner
70. T Westerner, /writes westerner on WB/yeah OK, em, employed bv a

company but has no management responsibility ...

71. SS Employee? Employee?
72. T

... Yes OK, or ...

73. SS Worker, worker
74. T Worker/writes worker on WB/ Employee or worker. OK? Five, in charge of

a business or department?
75. SS Manager, Manager
76. T OK?/writes manaaer on WB/ And six has recently joined the company?
77. SS Recrouts
78. T Leans forward looking quizzical
79. SS Recrouts? Recruits?
80. T Eh, Recruits/makes downward hand gesture on second syllable/
81. S Recruits
82. T Yeah, recruits that it,/writes recruit on WB/ recruits and stress on the

second bit. Recruit.... OK? Recruit, recruit.... OK? Seven. Sells goods or eauipment
to a company...

83. S Suppliers
84. T Supplier OK/writes supplier on WB/ eight shares the responsibility of

owning or running a business?
85 SS Partner
86. T Partner, OK partner yeah /writes partner on WB/Alright? Em...
87. SS Talk quietly
88. T A useful phrase that you might, or might not know /taps WB/ is a person who

shares the responsibility for owning the business but not running the business, of, is
not involved in the managing of the business, is a special kind of partner. Anyone
know? The person who perhaps invests money in the company.

89. > s Joint venture?
90. T Leans forward quizzically
91. S Joint venture?
92. T No, no, no. That's, that's, a
93. SS Talk quietly
94. T Joint venture is em a kind of agreement between two companies. That's a bit

different, OK? We'll be looking a joint ventures and things like that later on. OK?
Maybe next week.

95. S Mm
96. T But no, a person who invests in a company but has no... management involvement is

97. SS
3. ...

stockholder, shareholder, shareholder
98, T /Leans head to one side as if sleeping/It's a kind of shareholder,

/writes sleeping partner on WB/ but it's a bit more, the person's a bit
more involved. A sleeping partner.

99. SS A sleeping partner /laugh/
100. T It sounds a bit odd, it's not the person that you sleep with
101. SS Laugh
102. T In bed but is in fact the person who shares investment in your company. But has no

legal I think it's a legal requirement
103. S Just invest in the
104. T They invest in the company, but they have no er involvement. And usually they

invest in smaller companies, like partnerships, or/writes on WB/ private
limited companies. But not public limited companies. OK, not pics. OK? Usually in
partnerships, or in private limited companies. But not public companies.... OK?
Alright? Em fine. Number three .../Looking at photocopy/OK? Is just a

passage here motivating the multinational team. Alright, and vou had to supply...
words that were perhaps ... suitable... for ...each of the gaps... so number I?
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105. SS

106. T

107. SS

108. T

109. SS

110. T i
111. SS 1
112. ■ T 1.
113. SS fig

114. T II
115. SS 1
116. T ItJ
117. Catalina p
118. S m

119. T

120. Catalina

121. T

122. S ilj
123. T pif

;";T

124. SS
M

fiyr-SS
125. T

126. S

127. T

128. s

129. T Ipt

130. S

131. T

132. S

133. T iS

H
tg§|

134. SS

135. T

136. SS

LEAD IN ill

Motivate
Motivate OK motivate... /writes motivate on WB/number 2?

Meetings
Meetings OK three... /writes meetings on WB/
.... mm attitude/some laugh/
Attitude, again watch the stress,/writes attitude on WB/attitude.
Attitude, attitude
OK Four... /Gestures "connection"/

Relationship
Relationship, good yeah, five/writes it on WB/
Quiet, then make several inaudible suggestions
E-em... /sounds doubtful, looks at photocopy/
Worker, counterpart?
Yes, counterpart
E-em.../sounds doubtful, looks at photocopy/
Manager?
Yes, manager would be best... em... take the case of an American ...gap who wrote
quite good on a report... usually employees wouldn't write reports so a manager
would do that./Turns to WB and writes manager/ Ok so manager, yeah.
Or, 1 mean things like supervisor would be OK , a supervisor... right.... OK number
six? who have the, the right...
Profile

Profile, good. Again stress on the first bit.... OK, a list of characteristics And
seven? /Writes it on WB gestures "list"/
Suit

Suit, OK and eight? /writes it on WB/
Rule?

Rule, good./Writes it on WB/That's a, by the way that's a good ... expression
to learn, basic rule. OK? Basic rule, basic rule.
Plural, it is plural? Plural? Or singular? /does not put hand up/
Hmm?/Walks towards S asking question/
It is...plural, or... plural?
Em... that's the *** starts with hear?
Yes

It should be singular... /looks at photocopy/ because... there's only one
...em... actual description if you like of this rule, that difference should be accepted.
... There's only one statement, one sentence, where I, I, I would think ... singular, but
you can of course use it in plural. Basic rules, basic rule, OK. Em,... fine. Those of
you who weren't here last week if you want copies, I'll give them to you.
Talk quietly
Turns and rearranges papers on desk, then stands up

straight and counts SS silently, pointing to them one by
one .

Shuffle papers
n

137.

138.

139.

OK, em.../louder volume/ Today's Monday. Em, can anyone remember what I
said to you we would normally do on a Monday? In terms of the to, topic... what
would we normally do on a Monday?
/Move papers, open and shut files. Some inaudible
responses/ Facts and figures
Facts and figures. /Writes it on WB/ OK, obviously last week we /cleans
WB/ didn't do facts and figures because most of you were doing your test, so you
weren't here, em... OK, so each Monday we're doing something on facts and figures.
Alright? Today we're going to start off with a topic called trends... /writes
trends on WB and circles it/OK? Trends. OK, Trends. Alright? Well,
basically, em, we're only going to have one class if you like, one session on trends,
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140. SS

INSTRUCTIONS
141. :■>*, T

142. SS

143. T

144. SS

145. T

146. SS

147. T

148. SS

149. T

150. SS
151. T

152. SS
153. T

154.

155.

156.

157.

158.

159.

SS
T

SS

T

SS

T

160. SS

161. T

162. Yukitaka

163. SS

164. T

alright, because what I'd like to do over future lessons is to/writes on WB/ em

get you talking about trends in other situations. OK, but today the idea is just that you
/looks quizzically at SS/use the em ...quite large... range.... of em

vocabulary that's used in the context of trends, how you describe things like trends,
so things like rise or decrease,
Increase, increase, and so on. There are lots of things, that you can em ... think of.
Alright?

What I'd like you to do, em.../gestures "together"/ first of all...
/gestures again/ is to work with a partner, so find somebody who, near
enough to work with, just one person, OK? And, and ... I'm going to ask you to ...

talk... about... first /picks up photocopies/of all your own country, if you
think of any general trends that are happening in your own country, OK? Em... now
there's some suggestions for you to talk about. If you don't know, just say "Well, I'm
afraid I don't know"... OK? Em, so things about your own country, and also to talk
about general... business... eh... confidence. How, how confident are people at the
moment. OK you can think for example in the Far East. ... Em, Japan, Hong Kong...
Is business confidence high, or low?/gestures "ideas inspiration"
points to HO shrugs shoulders Gestures high and low/
Low, low
Yeah, maybe low at the moment.
Talk and laugh
OK... OK, it's, it's low, do you think it's falling, or is it rising? /With
gestures/
Falling
Falling right, OK? So, /with gesture/ things like that, alright? So you've got
two sections, first we're going to /showing HO/ just have a look at number one,
OK?, which gets you to talk with your partner about your own country
Some make "agreeing" noises
OK? And then, when you're finished just... have a pause for a minute and think
about some of the vocabulary here /Points to HO/ questions about vocabulary.
Some make "agreeing" noises
OK?
Talk quietly
So while you're talking about, about these trends in your own countries just think of
any expressions that you know, already. And you know some rise, fall, decrease,
increase, stays the same. OK?/gestures "inspiration" and points to
WB. Puts papers down behind /
Talk quietly
/Picks up HOs and starts to distribute them/ Em, make sure at
this point that you are ... definitely working with someone who speaks another
language. Er, right. You two perhaps work together/With group off screen/
No, I was meaning, these, these two here
Laugh
And then you work with Masami
Laugh
OK? If you work with Masami. /Points
to same SS/So, em /Off screen,

Laugh
*** and Catalina, OK?
Comes in late

at SS. Inaudible directions

organises groups/

165. Yukitaka
&

Catalina

Sounds of surprise and greeting
/Standing beside WB Looks at watch and smiles/ One week
and.... twenty minutes late!
Talk and laugh
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166

167

168

169

170.

171.

172.

173.

174.

175.

T

Yukitaka
SS

T to
Yukitaka

T to Toru

Toru

SS
T

SS

T

Gives out HOs
Walks into room, talks to some of the SS.
Talk, move papers.

/Moves Yukitaka to group off screen/ Join them, listen to what
they're doing.
So, if you move, to work/points at Donald/
Yes./Nods, points to Donald and gets up to move seats/

STAGE 4: GROUPWORK
DISCUSS TRENDS IN OWN COUNTRIES

Talk loudly
Hang on a second I'll describe /Loud/ what you're going to do. /Claps hands
once and stands in front of WB/OK. /Gestures, holding
both hands up/Do-don't start yet.
Volume decreases. Some SS moving seats.
OK, don't start yet. Let me just remind you. You've got question number one.
/Points at HO/Up at the top. So with your partner,/Points at chest/
just talk about trends, suggestions here for your own country. OK? And then,
together you can talk about business confidence, in your own country, and then,
around the world... OK?/gestures repeatedly "together" gestures
"all"/ When you have finished that, and other people haven't finished yet, if you
finish early, you can go on and answer the questions on the vocabulary /points
back to photocopy gestures "others"/
Quiet, some talk quietly
OK? I'll put the instructions up on the board, right. But for the moment concentrate
on number one, alright?
Talk louder

And take... notes. Of what the other person's telling you. ...right? Take notes.
Alright? /Uses writing gesture twice/
Talk louder

Because I'll ask you some questions afterwards. Alright? So when you're ready - off
you go. OK? Try and go as quick as you can - I'll give you about... ten minutes, no
more. /Uses "start" gesture. Looks at watch/
Talk in groups

176. SS

177. T

178. SS

179. T

180.

181.

182.

SS
T

SS

STAGE 5: PLEI
CHECKING, IN:
183.

184.

185.

186.

187.

188.

189.

190.

SS

T

SS

T

SS

T

SS

CHECKING
191. T

192.

193.

194.

195.

196.

197.

198.

199.

200.

201.

Masami

T

Masami

T

SS

T

S

T

SS

Picks up photocopy and stands in front of the WB/ Can
everybody stop? /Loud volume/
Talk

Can everyone stop please? Even, even if you haven't finished
Talk more quietly
Even if you haven't finished. OK?
Turn to look at T, talk more quietly
Em... /looks at HO, hand on head/
Silent

Let's think. Let's take perhaps Spain. Em, what did you find out about inflation?
Masami, in Spain?
Em, in Spain, the *** at 2.5 percent.
2.5 percent at the moment. Is it, is it rising or falling?
Falling
it. It is falling. Right so is that, is that good or bad?
Laugh
Is that good or bad?
Good
Laugh
Good. It's falling, yes obviously, /laughs/ Yes.
Laugh
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Catalina

Torn

Torn

T

Torn

T

SS

-

234. T
.

Elena

Torn

T

247. Elena

248.
T'T'':'

T

IK

253. Torn

Right, OK. Ee-em...What about... interest rates... in er Japan, em, Catalina? What
did you find about interest rates?
Um, below one percent.
OK, they're below one percent at the moment. And are they... changing? Are they
rising or falling? Or are they just staying the same?
Em,... just stay the same.
As... in
So it's been the same

Years
for the past few years. So, no change. Fine. OK. Em... what about...interest rates in er
Italy? Torn? What did you find out?
Four percent
Looks quizzical
Four percent
Four percent er OK
Er, increasing
And it's increasing. At the moment it's four percent but it's increasing. Right.
Four percent
Is that, good or bad news?
I think

Increasing interest rates?
Er, good news.
Good

Increasing?
What?

Increasing?
Increasing.
Is it good news or bad news?
Ah, no, no, bad news, bad news, bad news
It's bad news. Is it always bad news, increasing interest rates?
No
I mean if you're an, you're an investor, saving money
Yes
It's better, but if you're , if you have borrowed money from the bank
Yeah.

Yes, it's bad news, yes. So it's mixed. OK. What about...gross national product....
em, er, Elena, in Japan? ... What did you find out?
Mm /laughs/
Gross national product. Remember gross national /Points at WB/ product is the
value of
Yes
Both imports and products made in your country
Is it 1.7 the year?
OK 1.7 what's that, percent?
Yeah.
Per year. Is it rising, falling? Staying the same?
I don't know /laughing/
Staying the same /quietly/
Rising
If s rising /to Toru/
It's increasing
It's rising, it's rising.
Rising
Rising OK. Quickly or slowly?
Er

Slowly
Slowly
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254. T Slowly. Now, is it, is it a good idea for the GNP to rise quickly?
255. S No.
256. T i No. Yes. So sometimes you can get what's called er, em /Writes on WB/

overheating. In the economy. Yes.
257. Catalina /■ It has to grow based on sustainable...
258. T Sustainable em...

259. Catalina Development
260. T Investment maybe yes, er, OK Yes, sustainable /writes on WB/What was,

somebody else said what, sustainable...? What was it somebody else said? /looks
around the room/

tl
it

261. Elena
Y

Development?
262. T

|
Development. Yes, OK. Sustainable development./Quietly. Writes on WB
/Or, and yours was em /Points to Catalina/ investment? Right, yes, so, an

economy can overheat. Become too hot. /Writes on WB/
263. Catalina Yeah
264. T

0

Alright? Basically of course what, what rises, what, what goes up, must eventually...?
Come down. And the higher you go, and the faster you go, the more likely you're
going to come down again. Very badly, /gestures OK/ fine. Em... What about
unemployment in, in, yes, er, Reiko in Spain. What did you find out about
unemployment?

265. Reiko 1 Um, he said it stays the same.
266. T J OK. Same
267. Reiko Same
268. T Same at the moment, unchanged. And, and at what rate?
269. Reiko I don't know the er, he doesn't know the er rate of er
270. Catalina % Talk together in Spanish

& Elena 'v-

271. T Oh he doesn't know how
272. Reiko / Yeah, before I think three years ago but it is 11 percent
273. T 11 percent.
274. Reiko Yeah, I think.
275. T Right. Anyone know the figures at the moment for Spain?
276. S Seven percent /seemingly not heard by T/
277. T I think you had a suggestion /Points at Elena/
278. Elena I thought that it is decreasing in Spain but I'm, not sure /laughs/
279. Catalina Something like 11 percent
280. T So it's about 11 percent. You were saying
281. Elena Oh no it's more.

282. T More?
283. Catalina, Loud talk in Spanish

Elena &
Benicio

284. T *** figure?
285. Benicio No, I don't know the real, the right...
286. T But more, more than 11 percent.
287. Benicio ;; More.
288. T Right, Ok, right. Em, fine. OK. Did anyone find out about... business confidence in

the... er small businesses, small companies. Did anyone find out anything about that?
Is confidence high or low? In small... companies. ... What do you think? Even if you
don't know, what would you think? What would you think now, do you think it
would be rising or falling or, unchanged? /Gestures to Toru/

289. Elena I think
290. T Sorry?
291. Elena I think maybe now it's rising in Europe, because
292. T You think it's rising mm?
293. Elena Of er recession last few years.
294. T Yeah?
295. Elena So now it's er becoming rising.
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296. T Right. So you think it's it's, with this recession over, confidence is increasing. OK.
Em...What about in the manufacturing sector? OK, in, in the manufacturing
industries. Confidence is high, or low? Rising, falling? Toru? What were you going
to say?

297. Toru I think it's low.
298. T You think it's low. Right. Rising or falling?
299. Toru No it is er stable, but
300. T You think stable, right. Stable but perhaps... set to go down again, maybe. OK What

about in the service sector? OK, that's the non-manufacturing... Any idea?
/gestures to s/

301. s Increase
302. T It's increasing in Japan
303. Benicio In Spain /seemingly not heard by T/
304. T Right. What about in other parts of the world?
305. SS Talk
306. S Is no good
307. It's not good, right. OK. Do you think in Europe it's not good, generally? Service

sector?
308. Paulo I think so

309. T ***

310. Paulo So, some countries.
311. T Some countries. OK. Do you think confidence is higher in the service sector than in

manufacturing?
312. S Yes
313. T Yes. That, that might well be true, yes. OK. Em... Let's have a quick look at the ^

vocabulary. A quick run through some of the vocabulary items. OK. Upward,
downward or horizontal. No change. /Gestures. Looking at handout/

314. S Mm hm
315 T OK, so fall obviously is... downwards, yeah. Climb?
316. SS Upward
317. T OK, rise?
318. SS Up
319. T Up Even out?
320. Catalina Horizontal?
321. T Horizontal. Good. yeah. Right. Even out means, that. /Draws curve on WB/

This. When a change ... ends, and then it becomes horizontal.
Yeah322. Catalina

323. T OK, it becomes stable. To even out. OK? Decline?
324. SS Down
325. T Down. Good. OK go up?
326. SS Up.
327. T OK. Up Recover?
328. SS Up
329. T Up
330. Torn What it means, recover?
331. T Recover, well, OK, can anyone explain recover?
332. SS Em ...

333. Elena When you
334. T Hm?
335. S To be sure?
336. T Hm. Well when, when do you normally

To get, get337. Reiko

338. T Use the word recover?
339. Reiko Get well.
340. T Yes, get well, exactly. So if you've been ill, you, perhaps you've had flu or

something, or cold, and you recover, means it's your illness is gone, you recover.
341. Reiko Rise up, rise again?

( 342. T Yes. So, basically yes, So, if you can imagine a trend that's been falling, and then it
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recovers, and begins to go back up. That's how it's used, /gestures / Em,
decrease?

343. SS Down.
344. T Down. OK Drop?
345. SS Down.
346. T Down. Improve?
347. SS Up.
348. T Up. Deteriorate?
349. SS Down.
350. T Down. Yes. That's a bit of a hard word to say, dete, deteriorate.
351. SS Deteriorate.
352. T The stress is on the "e"
353. SS Laugh
354. T The stress is here. De-te-ri-or...ate. /writing on wb/Deteriorate. Pickup?
355. SS Up.
356. T Yep. And that's very similar to recover. Hit a low?
357. SS Down.
358. T That's down, yes. Quite, quite bad as well. Slip back?
359. SS Down.
360. T Down. A lot, or just a little? Slip back
361. SS A little.
362. T Just a little?
363. SS Yeah.
364. T Yeah, just, you slip back. OK?/Takes a step back/Go down? Obviously

down. Increase?
365. SS Up
366. T Up. Remain stable?
367. SS Horizontal
368. T Horizontal. Reach a peak?
369. SS Up
370. T Up, yes it is up, it is up.
371. S Big up
372. T Reach a peak /draws on wb/
373. S Steady
374. T OK. Reach a peak. OK A bit like a mountain. To bottom out?
375. SS Down
376. ' T Is it down?
377. Catalina No up.
378. T No it's up, isn't it, yes. /Points at Catalina/So a peak is the top.

/Points to picture on wb/
379. SS Yes
380. T And it's really beginning to go down. And to bottom out is the opposite. /Draws

curve on wb and underlines bottom of it/
381. Catalina Yeah.

INSTRUCTION!VHKE' - WtUUBBKMBSSfc-:#
382. T OK? Bottom out. If you can imagine erm, a s, submarine going underwater and it

goes down, and down, and bottoms out. OK? Alright? Same idea. /Gestures/
Right? Fine. Er... OK. The verbs which can be made into nouns, I'd like you to do
that for homework please. OK? That one. So you need to go back through the list and
work out which of these verbs you, you've just looked at can be made into a noun.
Right? So that's for homework. Right? Em...We can check it tomorrow. /Some
background talk/ OK? Right? /Looking at HO/ Now ... OK. And the
same with /looking at HO/ the second exercise. OK? The one, the, the one at

j the bottom. You have list of adjectives, the idea is to convert them to adverbs. How
do you do that? ... You, you add...? /Gestures/

383. SS ; iy
384. T I y. Yes. OK? Just add jy. /Writes ly on WB/Be careful with spelling. And
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385. SS

LEAD IN
T

387. Catalina

388. T

389. Catalina
390. T

391. Catalina
392. T

393. Elena

Elena

396. T

397. Elena

INSTRUCTIONS
398. T

also be careful because not all of the adjectives can do this. /Points to WB/ So
you've got words like rapid, slow, sudden, sharp, steady, gradual and fast. OK, that's
for speed. And then the other ones/Reads from HO/ signs of change.
Noticeable, substantial, considerable, slight, significant, er, dramatic and negligible.
What I'd like you to do as well, two things, one is to make adverbs, and the second is
to try and group the words together according to a similar meaning. For example, all
the words which mean fast, all the words which mean slow, em, in the second
column all the words which mean small, and all the words which mean big. Try and
put these words in to groups if you can. OK, that's, that's for tomorrow. OK? OK
Right. What we're going to do now is we're going to listen to someone who is giving
a report on the last year of a company, how, how the company's done over the year,
/gives out HOs/
Talk quietly

OK so in a moment then we're going to hear the presentation to the board of a
company. OK? Can anyone tell me what the board is? What is the board? Is this the
board? /Knocks WB/Sorry, yes? /leans forward pointing to ear/
It's er, when there is a meeting,
Mm hm?

Er, there is a committee er
Er
There is a group of professionals that is I charge of the objectives of the meeting.
OK, er, that doesn't quite describe board. I mean you can have a board meeting, but
what is the board?
The main... directors in the company.
Fine. Yes these are the top directors. Usually ... do you know how many people you
might be talking about?
Six, or
Yes.
*** the company

Yeah. But usually fairly small. It's not a massive meeting. Maybe six to ten people at
the most. Alright, six would be about normal. Alright? So it's a, it's a meeting of the
top directors of the company. OK. /looking at HO/ Em we're going to be
looking at the name of a leisure, oh sorry we're going to be looking at a company
which is involved in the leisure industry, OK? Things like hotels and so on, and the
company's called De Fort. OK? So De Fort is the name of a large UK leisure industry
corporation. OK? It works in the areas of sports complexes, holiday villages,
restaurants and hotels. OK, now in the listening section, which we're just going to
hear in a moment, em, you will hear a presentation to the board about the
performance of one of the group's sectors. OK? Now it works in different sectors -

sports complexes, holiday villages, and so on. We, we'll hear a presentation about
one of them. OK? In the presentation of figures, some specialist language is used,
which you need to be familiar with before you try to do the listening task so have a
look at this vocabulary here, some of it we have mentioned already. Right. Very, very
quickly, in your groups, can you match the vocabulary with the definitions. Oh, sorry
- the other way round /Looking at HO/. The definitions have been given for
you. Please label the diagram. It's the opposite. OK, you've got the words and the
definitions, can you label the appropriate parts of the diagram. Sorry, I thought it was
a matching...OK? Try and quickly label the different parts of the diagram.
Silent

/Draws diagram on WB/ And when you've finished just compare your
answers with your partners.

STAGE 6: GROUPWORK
LABELLING DIAGRAM TASK
401.

399
400.

SS

T

SS Talk in groups
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STAGE 7: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS
402. T OK, you've got the words, and they've been defined for you. OK? Right, let's just

check them then. So What's the first word you should have up here? ... What's the
first word?

403. SS Rise
404. T Rise, OK. /writes on WB/Right? So rise. Fine. OK. Any other words, what's

the next one?
405. SS Plateau
406. T OK, plateau, /writes ON WB/Remember that's a flat bit, no change. Stable.

OK. Notice these are all verbs or nouns, or adverbs?
407. SS ...Nouns
408. T No, they're nouns, yes. Remember, you can use some of these words for your
v.. "v. . •

"

. ; /.v. . . . ; .

homework. OK? So be useful if you weren't too sure about something. OK, what's
• next?

409. Cataiina Fluctuation?
410. T Fluctuations, /writes on WB / OK? Anything else?
411. Cataiina Slump?
412. T Slump, where's that? The bit going down yeah, slump, /writes ON WB and

gestures downwards/
413. Cataiina ***

414. T OK. We've also got examples of the word "fall"
415. Cataiina Mm hm
416. T So any of the bits going down can be fall. Right? So for /writes example on

WB/ that would be a fall. There are quite a few of them. OK, what's next?
417. SS throg, trot, srow
418. T Yeah, a trough, trough
419. SS Trough
420. T Which is the very bottom here /indicates WB, writes on WB/
421. S

.

Yes
422. T Remember - what was the verb expression? That does this? /mimes a curve

■

doing down and up again/ to...bottom
423. S Bottom out
424. T Out bottom up up, bottom out yes,
425. S Up
426. T OK yes. And that bit where it bottoms out is called a trough. OK? Even though it's

got this gh here, it's a bit like laugh. OK? Trough.
427. S Trough
428. T Alright? Em...Going up? You should have...
429. SS

" Jump
430. T Jump, good. Right. An ? one. Notice that the jump is quite big. Alright? The next bit?

The opposite?
431. SS * * *

432. T Yep. /writes on WB/ OK, and finally?
433. SS ** *

INSTRUCTION!
434. T

' '

. . *

>

Downward trend veah. /writes on WB / And notice that the word
/indicates WB/ downward trend, the expression downward trend, erm we're

using this, this, this one instead of for example fall, because notice that it's fall, rise,
fall, rise, fall, rise, fall. But writes it's not the same as fluctuations. So although

; there are lots of falls and rises and so on, the overall trend is down. OK, the, the if
i you like the general pattern OK? The general pattern is down. OK? Right. At the

bottom then you'll find/picks up HO/there's some questions for you. OK? So
listen to the director of the hotel sector presenting her annual report to the other

| members of the De Forte board. As you listen, answer the following questions. OK
: now three questions for you to think about. OK? Is the director generally happy,

unhappy or satisfied with the results? OK? Two. What is the starting and finishing
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ns, T writes on WB

Torn

Elena
_

Torn

463. Catalina

points for the group's financial year? OK? What are the starting and /Writes/
'

• finishing points? OK? That is the, the months, of the year. Is it January? is it
H,

. February, is er June?/While writing/September? OK, number three. There are
; \ „ two new em initiatives, OK? Initiatives. OK? During the year. Erm, these are new

ideas. Right? Initiatives. OK? New ideas, new, er, perhaps, projects. OK? New ideas,
new projects. OK? There are two new initiatives during the year. What were they?
OK? What were they? So three questions. Alright? Now don't, don't worry about
/Indicates WB/all these patterns and so on. Just have general listen to what's
going on Is everybody ready? OK?

STAGE 8: GROUPWORK
LISTEN AND Af
435. SS

STAGE 9: PLENARY
INSTRUCTIONS
436. T OK? Just, check with your colleagues in your group about the answers to questions

one two and three. If you just check with your colleagues.
STAGE 10: GROUPWORK
CHECK ANSWERS
437. SS

STAGE 11: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS

during tape, tape ends/

/Walks around, goes to WB, looks over shoulder/ OK! If... How
about the answer to number one? /loud/
Talk in groups
Number one, is the director happy, unhappy or satisfied with the results?
/Some talk in groups/Satisfied, satisfied.
Satisfied. Only just satisfied?
Very
Very satisfied. If you say very satisfied, almost, almost happy, with the results. OK?
But yes very...so almost happy./writes on WB/
Some talk

Number two - what about the starting and finishing points of the groups' financial
year?
April, April
April
March, to March.
And March. OK. /writes on WB/ Everybody agree with that, April and March?
Yeah

Right, OK, fine. So April to March, fine. Em... and the last one. What about the two
em initiatives?
Hotel near the beach
Near the south coast

The what? What?
The south
The south coast

Hm. What were you thinking? /points at Toru/
I think to, to, invest the hote, to er invest the money to em
Something about ex, extend facilities in the, the hotels
Yeah, yeah.
Yes that's right, new, new facilities. That's right, yep. OK there are new facilities
/while writing/ OK so the, alright, new facilities. What, for what? I mean, this
word, faci, facilities can be used, to be, used to describe a swimming pool, a cinema,
but they weren't cinemas or swimming pools that they created, they created
It may be to... they lower prices.
Em... Mm hm. Think of the word facilities. That's, that's a if you like a thing that
they make. A swimming pool, or a cinema, or
To attract somebody. Customers.
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466- 7 /looks doubtful/We, well we'll come back to that one later. Any other
things?

467. Elena Yeah
468. T Any other initiatives?
469.

, Catalina Yeah. A new press officer.
470 T Yeah, press campaign /writes on WB/
471. Catalina j Campaign .

472 T Is that right a new press campaign? yeah? Everybody? OK /writes on wb/OK?
Fine. Alright.

INSTRUCTION?
473 T On the other side of that sheet of paper,/turns over HO/ OK, you'll find a

graph, alright, a graph. Unfortunately, in the photocopying the, the actual graph
hasn't come out very clearly. So what you need to do is to listen to the presentation
again and see if you can fill in the parts that are missing. OK? Now you need to
listen very carefully to the actual figures that are being given, OK? Em *** to think
about the reasons just now, yeah but think about just the figures. Alright? And you
want to be able to draw the trend. OK? Right. So I'll play it a second time. Ready?
Listen carefully to the figures.

STAGE 12: INDIVIDUAL WORK
LISTEN
474. SS

STAGE 13: PLENARY
INSTRUCTIONS
475- T OK*** now is just to compare your graph, your trend with a neighbour, or, or *** z

group. OK?
STAGE 14: GROUPWORK
CHECK ANSWERS
476. SS ' Talk in groups
477- T Make sure you've got er the same kind of line, alright? That's going up in the same

pattern, that's going down in the same place. OK? /loud voice/
Talk in groups478. SS

STAGE 15: F
CHECKING
479. T

480. Toru

481. T

482. SS

483. T

484. SS

485. T

486. SS

487. T

488. SS

489. T

490. SS

491. T

492. Toru

493. T

494. SS

495. T

496. SS

497. T

498. SS

499. T

500. SS

501. T

502. SS

Have you all got the same? /to group not in view/
Yes.
OK? Let's just check the figures. Er for April you should have?
15,15
Yeah, Ok, number 15. Right OK. May?
10
10. OK. June?
16
OK. July?
18
18. August?
25
25. And that's
Peak
The peak, yep. OK September
17

Yeah, just, just under 17, should be just under 17. OK. em October?
...17, 16
16. Yes, OK. November?
11
11. December?
14
14. January?
13
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Elena

T
_

Torn

LISTENING
517. SS |t.|pf

PLENARY

:

iatalina

503. T Fine yes. February?
504. SS II
505. T 11. And March?
506. SS 16
507. T Yes. 16. OK.

We'll go through it one more time, and what I'd like you to do is to listen carefully
/knocks WB/ for the reasons behind the falls and the rises. Did anyone catch em...
what the facilities were?
Conference
Conference yeah. OK. Did /writes on WB/ everybody catch that, conference?
Conferences.
OK. New conference facilities, right? Do you know where?
In London?
In London.
South coast

And south, south yes. And south, /writes on WB /OK? Fine. Em... right. I'll play
it one more time. OK? Now have a look down that last exercise there. OK? You'll

see, you've got the months, it tells you whether the performance was good or bad, or
very good in some cases. What I'd like you to do here is just to make a quick note of
the reasons why they were good or bad. OK? Now you'll probably know some of
them already by now, OK? But I'll play it one more time just to, to check. OK?

OK. Just check with the other people in your group... see if you've got the same
answers

Talk in groups
Walks about, writes notes
Fall silent

STAGE 18: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS

IS
OK? Do you want to listen to it one more time?
Talk quietly
Probably feeling a bit tired of it. But what we could do is, what we'll do is check the
answers and see what we come up with, em... so far. Alright, what about em April?
What's the, the reason for April being
Successful press campaign

Successful press campaign, yup. Er, what the press campaign for?
Short stay, weekend holidays
Yeah weekend holidays, yep, short weekend holidays fine. Yeah What about May,
what was the reason there?
Dreadful weather, bad weather, dreadful weather
Yes, right so yeah weather fine not good right June
June as well, bad weather
Bad weather
And pound is still strong
Strong pound
And the economic of the abroad is falling down or
Right yes, falling economies yes weakening yes going yes going down obviously,
yes, deteriorating. Fine, good. Three reasons there. OK. The weather, strong pound
and falling economies.
Yes.
OK? May dreadful weather, or bad weather, April press campaign for weekend
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539. SS

540. T n

541. Toru
Ip

542. Catalina n*

543. T

544. S I
545. T

HP

546. SS -

547.
'

T A:;

|§!
548. Toru

549. T

550. SS |
551. T

552. SS

553. T

554. SS

555. T

556. S 1
557. T Ill
558. Catalina T
559. T ■T.

560. SS

561. T m
INSTRUCTION*

s

T

ss
T

!!§j

567.

568.

S

T

572.

573. T
'

- ■

_______

holidays OK. What about July?
Bad weather

Yes, there's no real reason given, but yes one would assume ... continued. OK
August.
New conference
Facilities
Yeah, OK, alright
Is good
They said very good, they obviously reached their target OK. September?
***

What were you going to say? /points to Toru/
*** /speaks very quietly/
Right, yes, yes. New conference facilities yes, which were introduced in September.
What about October?
As well.
Same again yes. OK em ...November?
Normal decrease
Normal decrease, fine. December?
Christmas
Christmas fine. January and February?
None
No reason given
No mention
No mention of anything there right. And March?
Spring weekend
Fine spring weekend advertising campaign. Fine, that was good, that was OK.

...... .. .....

Right *** a quick follow up. Em, last week I forgot to mention one colour. I told you
about all the other colours but I forgot to mention pink, em Pink means vocabulary.
Alright?
Yellow.
Yellow is, yes I know, that because it's speaking. I had to choose the colour ***
Open and close files, talk
Em OK? One thing you'll notice about the pink sheets at first you may think I've
gone mad - but em... it's photocopied on both sides exactly, exactly the same
exercise. It's not the case that I've gone mad, not yet anyway, and em...the idea is
that you do this exercise here today trying it out, working with your partners, and
then you check the answers, and then sometime later, em, I would suggest when the
course is finished, maybe when you're back home, you try the exercise again, OK?
We'll do it in class, and we'll check the answers, you will have a correct version, and
then later on, maybe, I don't know, six months time, try it a second time and see if
you can remember all the answers.
OK
OK? So that's the idea, it's photocopied twice. Right? /Giving out HOs/
Sometimes I may forget to photocopy it both sides, in which case you can give it
back to me and tell me to go and do the other side. So make sure that you do have
two sides. OK? Alright? Now what you have here is again another presentation to the
board but this time a different kind of company... OK? What you need to do is to
look at the graph at the bottom of the page. OK? Er. Can anyone tell me what this,
this graph is about?
What?
What is this graph about? The last graph we were looking, er listening to was about
the number of people who *** to hotels OK over the year. What is this graph about?
Shops.
How many people ***
Yes fine. OK, Yep, OK. It's basically looking at the, er if you like the number of
people who come to work. OK? Who come to work. Who attend work. Who are not
for example off sick, or taking leave and so on. OK? So what I'd like you to do is
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working with a partner right? Look at the graph carefully, read through the paragraph
and complete the gaps with a suitable expression OK? Not too difficult, I'll give you
about five minutes of so. Alright? If you prefer to do it by yourself then you can do
that as long as you check your answers with your neighbour afterwards. OK?

STAGE 19: GROUPWORK
READING TASK
S74. SS

575. T

576. S

577. T

578. SS

579. T

580. S

581. T

582. SS
583. T

584. SS

585. T

586.

587.

Ta±k in groups
STAGE 20: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS, LEAD IN, INSTRUCTIONS

Right. Finished. Number one ... should have what?
Trough
Trough, right They are just looking for mostly nouns, there are some verbs as well,
OK? Notice in the listening, the lady said er trough. You trough or trough, with u or o
sound. It's the same. Alright? Number two
Rose, rose
Rose yeah OK, increased, something like that yeah. Alright? Em... Number three?
Plateau, plateau
Plateau, yep. good. Number four?
Slump
Slump, right five
Fluctuations, fluctuations
Fluctuations, OK, now em *** you can use the word fluctuations in the singular, you
can, OK? But fluctuations with an "s" tends to mean that there are more of them,
longer. Flence you have the, the, ten, or the phrase here a series of fluctuations
Yes
So just more of, just a short way. OK? Number ...seve, number six?
Fall, decrease
Decrease, something like that OK. em, number seven?
Jumped
Jumped
Jumped. Or went up?
Em... went up would be more like rose. Jump suggests?
Big
Big, and, and er quite, quite fast /indicates WB./ If you, if you look at that, it's,
it's quite a big increase.
Yes

Very steep
OK? Em... and in number eight?
Peak

Peak, yeah. OK? /writes on WB/
'

'i'/TTSpyll/T ' , .. / • " . : :
. /it' '' .V: /v :3T ' -: . - •

Look at these five words which mean going up, OK? Rose increase, increase, went
up or climbed all have a similar meaning OK? They just said, each one just says up,
that's it. It doesn't tell you how fast or slow they, the trends are. Jumped on the other
hand means quite, quite fast, and it's a big jump. OK? Alright. Em, fine OK. So you
can try that sometime later one if you feel that your vocabulary is getting a bit em
rusty. OK You can try it again sometime later on. OK. Now just a reminder about
your homework OK /cleaning WB/For tomorrow what I wanted you to do was
to do the two vocabulary exercises at the bottom down here on /indicates WB/
the yellow sheet, for tomorrow. OK? Verbs to nouns and adjectives to adverbs. As I,
as I said to you, be careful with the adverbs not all of them take ly, and you may have
to be careful with sp, spelling and so on. OK? A slightly longer homework for next
week, for next Monday, is some writing what I'm going to do is to give an article
form a newspaper, which is/gives out HOs/ telling you about or which tells
ou about the financial results of this particular company.

S

T

SS
. ■

T

SS

T

S

T

S

T

S

597. S
598. T

599. S

600. T

INSTRUCTIONS
601. T

591.

592.

593.

594.

595.

LEAD IN
602. T Em... Just have a look at the first pic, the first side, OK. You should have a picture
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there - can anyone tell what kind of company *** is *** Judging from the picture?
***

Yeah it sells things like ... electronics things but...

TVs, hi fi, things like that /Gives out HOs/ video cameras, cameras, and so
on. On the reverse of the sheet you'll find there is a text not too long, for you to read,
alright? Em it's a bit too long for you to read here, but I'd like you to read it in your
own time at home or in self-access whenever. And em, answer some questions. And
the questions are here. I'll just get you to do the exercise first of all. OK. In Section A
you're give a series of numbers OK, Now you'll find that every Monday with facts
and figures we we'll be dealing with numbers, and em certainly by the end of the
term I'd like you to be fairly em fluent if you like with numbers, dealing with the
numbers in English alright? And that's all the, all kinds of numbers so you what you
have here is just a selection - for example you've got fifty three percent, twenty seven

p or twenty seven pence OK Notice the next *** figure is 41 lp, now normally most
of us would say four pounds eleven pence, but in many business contexts, especially
things to do with the stock markets and share values, for companies, you talk about
the values of the shares in terms of pence - four hundred and eleven pence, or four
hundred and eleven p. OK? Or four eleven P, OK?. There're various ways of dealing
with the numbers, OK? Em... You've got dates, you've got big financial figures like
money pounds, a hundred and eighty two point six million, *** eight hundred and
twenty one million. Next one, one thousand and sixty bn? Bn?
Billion
Billion yep OK.4 p and so on all the way down to the bottom. One point about
billion. Sometimes there's some confusion about what billion actually means.
Generally in British English, billion is often taken to mean one million, million.
Whereas in the United States its one thousand million. But increasingly these days
and particularly in Business English, a billion means a thousand million, so the UK is
following the US, er idea of what a billion means.
So a billion - can you repeat please? A billion is?
Yeah, well, e, e, e, right, OK. In business then one billion equals one thousand
million, which is usually taken to be the meaning in the United States. OK? And so
it's the same here, in business. However, in non-business contexts, you may well find
in General English, er, a billion meaning one million, million. OK? In fact if you look
up the Oxford English dictionary of English you'll find that the first definition given
is a million, million. And then it'll say perhaps in a business context, and in the
United States, one thousand, In this class, we'll take it to mean one thousand million.
Because if you think about it most countries cannot really operate in terms of a
million, million. Perhaps only one country in the world can do that and that's the
United States itself. Everybody else has to be content with one thousand million
because if you think about a million, million is a huge amount of money. OK? An
incredible amount of money. OK? Right. In section B you've just got a few
questions, alright? Em, basically what you have are some words which are in bold.
These are the words, the words in black, there. OK? Now, what you have to do is to
find the words in the text which were used here. No the words in bold are words
which I have substituted I've put them in OK So the original words are not there you
have to find them OK the original expressions. OK? These are just other ways of
saying it so in the text you'll find an expression which means, were damaged, OK?
Some phrase. It won't be just one word. More than one word. OK? In exercise C, just
vocabulary - some useful expressions which are used in this text. OK? OK? Yeah?
That's really for next week, so you've got one week to do it. If you have any
problems, if you're stuck at all don't sort of panic until Monday - just ask. OK, just
ask me OK? Right, see you tomorrow.
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Transcription conventions
Times New Roman Font = utterance
/Courier font within forward slashes/ = extralinguistic description
Underlined = taken from handout text
***

= unintelligible

Teacher: John
Students: 11: Torn, Paulo, Reiko, Yukitaka, Elena, Donald, Catalina, Kyoko, Benicio, Amir, Masami
Students visible on video: Catalina, Donald, Elena & Yukitaka
Lesson focus: Analysis of letters and practice in letter-writing
Transcription conventions: Underlined = taken from handout text, *** = unintelligible

WHITEBOARD
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1. Donald Alone in room except L in corner. Reading.
2. T Hi /Comes in/
3. Donald Hi
4, T Cleans WB, organises papers

5. S John /S not from this class comes in/
6. T Oh Hi./Does thumbs up gesture/
7. S I have to talk to you, to, to feedback? Because I change the class.
8. T Yes. Is that ***?
9. S No *** because I need to see you because I'm gonna go and do writing.
10. ss Arriving one by one.

11. s *** Business course ***
12. T Right, OK.
13. s It's better I get my writing
14. T OK, that's fine ***
15. S And after when I get my postgraduate studies ***
16. T *** OK, right, see you
17. S See you. / Leaves/
18. T Hi. /Writes on WB/
19. SS Hi /coming in/
20. T Hi.

21. S Hello

22. T Puts some papers on the middle table and points to them
when one S comes back from hanging up her coat.

23. Catalina Ah, thank you./picks them up/
24. T to S Em, I spoke to Natasha... this is, this is the... stuff... it's 96, so it's not quite up to

date, so *** /both standing leaning over desk/
25. Torn Stands behind the T, holding a paper

26. Catalina ***

27. T Have a look through it, and see if you think it looks useful, but as I say it's not quite
up to date.

28. Catalina Thank you very much.
29. T Em... Could you wait... oh... Thanks, right... right. /Straightens up and

iijigjii sees Toru waiting. Takes the paper/
30. Toru Goes and sits down.

31. T to That's *** /talks to Catalina over paper Both leaning over
Catalina it. Goes back to middle table to talk to Catalina/

32. SS Hang up coats, get out files. Another S pauses when
walking past middle table to look at T and Catalina
talking, then continues to her seat on the far table.

33. Donald Stands up and walks over to T's desk, puts paper on it.
34. Paulo Hello. /Comes in, walks past T/
35. T Hi. /Looks up from conversation with Catalina/
36. T to Finishes conversation. Straightens up and walks away.

Catalina

37. T to S /Talks to other S standing near far table. S gives him a
paper/

38. SS Move around, walk in, hang up coats. Some joke about the
camera. Ricardo waves at it.

39. T to S /Talks to S off screen/
STAGE 1 PLENARY: CHECKING, LEAD IN, INSTRUCTIONS
40. T to all Any, Anyone else got any summaries? ...Of the, news... paper articles from last week?

/Louder/ Just say... if, if, er, it's not something that you have to do it's, it's em, op,

actually optional. Anyway if you want to, em, I'll be happy to check them for you.
Thanks, for these two.

41. SS Click files, move around papers, some whisper.
42. T Em *** /Addresses S off screen/
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Arrive, find seats. Move chairs around.

s~.r. ■-■ys.s»A.tg8«ag£3R«,
"- : -■ sssHBE$WiS8^*8@HH8ero®0aa*®HS^

OK, right. Can we check, yesterday's homework? Just very, very quickly if you
can remember the eh, the yellow sheet.
Latecomers take off jackets, get stuff out of bags.
OK that's the yellow sheet. Don't forget that the, the green, green one's for next
week /Quieter/ For next week.
Some move and talk

You need the yellow one for today. /Quieter/ OK? What was the first word, we've
got rapid so....the adverb would be...? /Much louder/
Rapidly.
Rapidly, yes. And the spelling, what would it be?
Ix
Any changes?
!y
It's ]y yes. OK. Slow?
•y
ly, right, yeah. Sudden?
ly
suddenly. Short?

ly /Simultaneously/
Steady?
Steadily

Any changes in the spelling?
Yes, y becomes i
Y becomes i. Right. OK, fine./Writes on WB/
Some whisper
OK, em... gradual?
Gradually /most join in/
Fast?
Fast

Fast, good. No change, /writes on WB/ There are one or two words like that.
Hard" is another adjective/writes on WB/ which doesn't take ly for the adverb.
It's the same form.
Mm
OK? But there are not many. OK. Did you group them? ... Did you put them into
groups at all? Did anyone do that?
Em...
How about, which words would slow go with?
Gradually
Slowly
Gradually
Gradually, yeah. Steadily, yes. Although steadily better I would say probably
somewhere in between. Slowly, gradually... steadily. Steadily doesn't necessarily
mean s-... that it's slow. It just means that it's constant. /Writes on WB/
Mm. Uhuh
OK? It's not sort of going down a bit and then up, and then down, it's, it's fairly
steady. Alright? So-o, but it's not necessarily fast
Mm hm
So I would put it perhaps ... by itself. Or in between, the two, and all the others of
course, shortly and fast. The other group. The size of the change. Noticeable?
***

Noticeably, yeah. And you're just adding, y. OK? Take away the e and add in the y.
OK?
Whisper

43 Yukitaka
&S

CHECKING
44. T

'
•

-•
... . - \
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90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

T
SS

T

SS

T

SS

T

7

101. SS
102.'

103. SS
104. TT

apifte
SS105.

106. T
107. SS
108. T
109. SS
110. T

IiXivX:

114. SS
115. S
116. T
117. S
118. 7

Right. Substantial?
Substantially.
Substantially. Again ly. OK, considerable?
Considerably. /Simultaneously, the Ss begin the word just
before the T/

Yep, again no e. Slight?
Slightly.
Significant?
Significantly.
Significantly. Dramatic?
Dramatically

||| How do you spell it?
.... dramatic.,
is it ly? It should be c, a?
l, ly
OK? "Cally" on the end./writes on WB/
Write

OK? So you add on this "ally", right? But when you say it, you don't say it "drama-ti-
cally".
Laugh
Dramatically. OK? Almost as if there's no 1, no a in here, sorry. OK? OK,
dramatically. And the last one.... negligible?
Neglig..
Negligible. It's a bit of a difficult one. /Writes on WB. /.
Look at WB

Neg. Negligible
Negligible. /Quietly/
Negligible. / It's a bit of a difficult one. OK? /writes on WB/OK? Neg, neg,
negligible
Negligible /Some talk quietly/
OK /louder/ it's useful I think in *** it's more often used in em adjective form so,
so- a, an, .. negligible increase, meaning not important, OK? Very small, almost,
almost no change. OK? Em...can you put them into groups again? ... Negligible
would go with?
Latecomer comes in and sits down.

Talk quietly
Negligible?
Yes. Negligible would go with slight.
Slight.

Very, very similar.
Write

OK. slight. OK. But slight is more than so negligible, slight. /Writes on WB/
Talk quietly
Yeah slight means, is a bit more. OK? Em... any others?
Heads down, some talk quietly
All the others... will go together
Mm
in one group so substantial, considerable, significant, and dramatic. Noticeable is
probably somewhere in between the two groups but it's quite strong. OK, so
noticeable means you can see it.
Mm
So you can see, the, the change. Alright but perhaps not as strong as substantial
/quieter/
Mm
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130. T
. Substantial means reailv auite bie. OK? Anv auestions about that?

131. SS Silent. One S leafs through folder. Heads down.
132. T Fairly straightforward. It's just a question of em reading lots of examples, if you keep

your eyes on the papers downstairs.
133. S Mm.

134. T Look at, you know, the Financial Times you'll see these expressions used all the time.
For different trends and so on.

135. T
1 PAH IK!

Right/writes on WB/
LCMU in

136. ss Some talk quietly, some move papers.

137. T /Louder/ What we're going to do today is to look at le, er letter writing. OK, right?
Letter writing. Everyone OK... with... the light?

138. S Nod.

139. T Can you actually see or do you want me to close the curtains?
140. S ■ Close. /Gestures "close"/
141. T You want it closed yeah./Quietly. Moves towards window/
142. S Stands up and closes blinds
143. SS Some talk quietly, some move papers, some move position

in chairs.

144. T OK. /louder/ What we're going to do first of all is perhaps have a look at, at the
layout of... letters, right? Some of you may know the layout already, some of you
may... know... er other forms,

145. SS Some close files, some move papers, some talk quietly
146. T But, in, in Business writing there's one particular type of format that's generally used.

; OK? Which you may recognise, or you may not. OK? But we'll just check that
i everybody... knows. OK? /Gives out HOs, counting out bundles
| and putting them on each table/.

INSTRUCTION!s
147. T I OK? /louder/ What I'd like you to do is, by yourself for the moment, look at the,

| the first side, the first letter OK? And have a look at the questions... OK? You need to
I look at the other letter as well, on the other side. There are two letters. OK? Both
j slightly different. Alright? What I'd like you to do is look at both letters and answer

the questions. OK? For yourself, and then check with a partner to see if your partner's
I answers are... the same. OK? Just, fifteen minutes, have a look at these examples.

STAGE 2:GROUPWORK
READING LET
148. SS j Read silently, most hold HO in their hands.
149. —V j /Walks around/When you're finished answering the questions you can

I compare... your ideas with a neighbour. Or the other members of the table.
150. SS j Silent, heads down. Two Ss begin to talk quietly, looking

\ at the handout
151. T j Walks around the front area
152. SS I More talk, others gradually start in pairs. Volume

| gradually grows, as individuals talk louder and more join
\ in. Some read silently.

153. T 1 Walks around front, looking in on some groups.

154. SS | All talk in pairs or small groups
STAGE 3: PLENARY

CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS
155. T OK!
156. SS i Some look up.
157. T-Catalina \ Catalina speaks to T, he leans over near her. She smiles,

1 indicates a piece of paper, and asks him for a
1 dictionary. He leaves room.

158. SS s Talk more quietly.
159. T 1 /Comes in with dictionaries and puts them on the tables/

OK, can we just check some of your ideas, er in number one, what can you notice
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about the layout of the paragraphs? Can you notice about the layout of the
paragraphs?
Second letter has er, er *** er reference and the office ***
Right we, we'll come back to that just in a moment Oh, sorry /laughs / But, Em,
thinking only about the paragraphs. Paragraphs in both letters, are they the same or
different?
Same

They're the same, OK.
Same
So just comment then on, on, on the, the style of the paragraph
Mm?
I mean where does it begin?
Mm, it is er company
The first letter we don't know the person who is
Who sends/to Catalina/
Who the letter send
Ah no. Just think / snaps fingers/ only about, only think about the paragraphs
Paragraphs
Here. Don't, don't think about Dear Sir or Dear Mr,
***

Just only about the paragraphs
They are simple?
***

Say again?
Starts for me are understandable, so

OK, right
Both paragraphs the same style
Right, same style. Right so they both starting where? Inside, inside the letter, or?
Outside

No, on the same side
Yeah the same, same side. OK. Sometimes in letters of course you find that the first
line of a paragraph begins slightly in,
In, yeah, mm
Doesn't it, like this indented. In this particular style of letter, there's no indentation at
all, it's simply that, OK? Alright? /writes examples on WB/Now /knocks
WB twice with pen/for this, when you want to begin a new paragraph, all you
do is..
Blocks
Indent
Indent
The second time/writes on WB/Yousee?
Yes

But in this one how does this change paragraphs?
Some talk quietly
What do you see? How
*** blank?
Do you get a new paragraph?
Full stop and
Yes, full stop and
A blank, blank
A space.
A space, space
Yes. /Writes on WB/Mm hm OK? Alright? So this one, this style over there,
has indented and, or, at the margin, the margin/writes on WB/ the margin is
indented. OK? In this case the margin starts on the left,... OK? /knocks WB
twice with pen/ And if you're going to make a new paragraph with this style,

Catalina

Catalina
T

,
. , V>< -

Catalina

T

Reiko

Reiko

Amir
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205. Reiko

206. T

207. S

208. T

209. S

210. T

211. SS

212. Amir

213. T

214. S

215. T

216. S

217. T

218. SS

219. T

220. SS

221. T

222. SS

223. Reiko

224. T

225. SS

226. T

227. Amir

228. T

229. SS

230. T

231. Amir

232. SS

233. T

234. S

235. T

236. SS

237. T

238. Amir

239. T

240. Amir

241. T

242. Amir

you indent a second time, or third time, or a fourth time. This one, you make a

space... after each paragraph.
Yes /quietly/
OK? Alright so in er, business letter writing you're more likely to see this style,
/knocks WB with knuckle/ You do see this as well, but 1 think generally this
is becoming more of a universal style... Alright?
Is....indented popular than
It's still quite popular yes, but I, I think this one, this style is becoming more popular,
grad, gradually. OK. It's becoming what you might say is a universal style, used by
Lots of
Various countries. OK? Alright, em, some other things then, in number two, it asks
you about punctuation, can you see any... punctuation? Any...
Turn their HOs over

*** nouns?

Any, any...

Hyp... hypo... hypo....hypho.... hyphen.
Where, hyphen?
It's ***?
In which?
***

Right. I can't see where, whereabouts/leans over and looks at Ss' HO/
Ah! Way up there, yeah, yes, OK Think only about the actual... what does it ask you
to look at? In punctuation?
Sender
Not this one up here?
Sender
Nouns

But this, this
Receive, receiver
Address... OK. So there is no punctuation.
No punctuation
Right? Don't look at this part up here OK?
Ah, I see, mm
Because this is a pre, pre-printed letter. OK? This is called a letterhead. And it's a
permanent letterhead. OK? /writes on WB/ So that part up here's called the letter
head, that's the name of the company, the fax number, the telephone number, and so
on. OK? But down here, there is no punctuation, none at all. OK? And same with the
other letter. No punctuation. In fact after Dear, Dear Sir or Dear Mr, is there any
punctuation?
No.

No, no
What about after Yours Faithfully or Yours Sincerely? Any punctuation?
No.

No. OK? So, there's an absence of punctuation in the, er address, Dear section and
Yours. No punctuation.
Mm, mm /write/
OK? That is not always the case, sometimes you will see letters in this style which do
have punctuation. OK? But generally the correct form is the one with no punctuation.
OK? Or the accepted one, the one that's perhaps most common. OK? In number
three, OK what differences are there between the two letters, there are some,
differences. You should be able to find at least three. Three differences.
First... first one is that ***?

Right.
*** include *** the name of the company.
Right. Yes, you've got to name the person, right, OK
The name of the company.
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Why, why, why do they have the name of the person in the second letter, and not in
the first? Why does the first letter not have any?
Maybe he knows?
Right, yeah. OK, it begins Dear Sir or Madam, alright? So you notice then the first
letter, Dear Sir or Madam, and it ends Yours ... ?
Faithfully
Faithfully. The other one, Dear Mr ends...
Sincerely
Yours Sincerely. Alright? Quite important to remember, /writes on WB/ OK?
Don't mix them up. Alright? You can use Yours Faithfully with Dear Sir or Dear
Madam, OK? When you do not know the name of the person to whom you are
writing. OK? You must write Yours Faithfully. Don't mix them up. Alright? Dear Mr,
Mrs, Ms, and so on, you write Yours Sincerely. OK? There are other endings, which
we'll look at shortly. OK. Any other differences? Em, Torn, there was one that you
mentioned earlier. Torn? You mentioned, one earlier
The other letter has *** difference office?

Right, what, what, what would you call this?
Typecast, typecast
Subject
Subject
Subject heading. OK? /Writes/ So the second letter has a subject heading. In other
words it tells you what?
Are you talking about
Right, what you're are talking about. OK? So tells us what the letter is all about.
Alright? Em... Fine, subject heading. Notice in this particular letter the subject
heading appears below the name of the person, Dear Mr. and there's the subject
heading. Sometimes you'll find in some letters the subject heading appears actually
before the name. OK so in other words Dear Mr would occur below the subject
heading. OK. Doesn't really matter. Alright? And there's one other difference. To do
with the signature.
The last one? .... The sender, the manager
Right?
They're wrong
They're wrong, or not the same? Well you see in the first letter Jennifer Long, and
then it's Jennifer Long
The signature *** and it's PP
Yes, PP/ What does pp mean? /writes on WB/
I don't know why but I just know the meaning of it. Instead of him.
Yes instead of, in, in place of. I would say yeah. I'm not sure of the original Latin
myself, but... Pro something or other.
Yeah, pro deris Or poder.
I'm not sure but most people say in place of. OK that's how you would describe it.
And so why do you write in place of?
Maybe secretary, secretary make a letter.
Fine, yes. OK. Obviously sometimes, in some cases the actual manager's not able to
sign every single letter. OK? The one of the best examples is if you receive a letter
from the queen, people do, the queen does write, write to members of the public from
time to time, but she never signs her letter in person. It's always signed by somebody,
by her, her s, secretary or someone like that. Always pp. OK in a letter from the
queen. Thousands of people write letters to the queen, so she's not able to answer to
them all. Fine, OK. These two letters are an example, are both examples of what's
called block style. OK? You have right here, block style, alright? OK? FTn... As I
said to you there are many ways to lay out a business letter, but the ones you've just
been looking at are examples of a modern style called block. This style here,
indented, is very much one that has come from em hand-written letters. OK? Where,
where this is very much one associated with er, word, you know word 6 on PCs and
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so on, typing up letters. OK on the computer. OK. So the points you can see, the
name and address, the addressee are at the top on the left, OK, the addressee's the
person you're writing to. The date, you can see is on the right. There's no punctuation
in the address, or after yours faithfully or yours sincerely, or dear. The paragraph
starts at the margin, on the left and there are line spaces between them. OK, the
writer's name and title are underneath the signature. OK? Sometimes in some letters
some people actually put the signature underneath the title. But in block style no, the
title and the name typed underneath the signature. OK? Now I'll give you a clear
example of this. /Gives out blue handouts/ I want to know the *** Oh right
yes I'll just do that in a second OK, em... reference yes. OK if you notice in the first
letter, just, just before sorry just before you look at the dark blue one look at the
original one, er just answer the question about the reference...Notice that with these
two references here, the one that says your reference is empty.
Mm hm
OK? And the one that says our reference or my reference in this case em has some
kind of code. OK? So it has the code JL, what do you think JL means?
***

***

Yeah, Jennifer Long, fine. Em, DA, we don't exactly what that is, em
***

Some, some kind of code, yeah. And a number 246. OK? Now, that, that just means
that this stuff has been sent out by this person, it's the first letter. And if you wish to
write a reply to this letter, you write in the column *** letter your reference, that
number.

And we know?/Not taken up/
OK? So it means that, when, when Jennifer Long receives your reply
Mm

At some point in the future, she might look at the letter and think mm what's all this
about?

Really?
No idea. But she sees the reference - Ah! Right. She goes back, checks her previous
letters, pulls out the original and says Oh right, OK. Now I remember. OK? So in a
situation where you're writing hundreds and hundreds of letters to people, it's
actually useful to have a reference system. So that if you cannot remember exactly
what you said
So always your reference is ***
Er, no
When you write?
Er, no, er only if you write for the first time.
Mm

If you're contacting this other person or company
So in the next time, which er, reference will be your reference? Which one?
Er... Right.
The number of the other letter
The number of the original letter, will be in your reference. And, and in our reference
you'll have your number.
Mm hm.
OK? So, so the gradually, if you have a, an exchange of letters over a period of time,
the numbers would gradually change. OK? Em... but that's, that's how it works. So
our reference is always your number, your reference number. So if you wish to see
this letter a second time, then you know where to find it.
Mm

OK? Em... and you, and your reference is just a reminder to other people
Mm hm

About the letter that they wrote. OK?
It's the same when you use a computer. You use file and er you put er on the sheet the
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name of the
That's right. Same idea exactly. So you know when you, when you see this file name,
you think - Oof!
And you remember where
And you go back and find it. Same idea, exactly. Yeah. OK? So just reference system,
so all, all you need is a, our, is your own number, and your is the other peoples'. OK?
So do, don't read your as meaning you. It's not, it's the other people. OK? So we're
all right there. Alright? OK. Em... Have a look at the dark blue sheet. This is just an
example, hence it's in dark blue, alright, this an example, alright, of a block style
letter. Have a look at this. The, the letterhead has been given for you already. Er, it's
a, it's a sort of standard letter that this company sends out. I'm sure they have a
selection of letters with the same letterhead. OK? Pre, er prepared. In this case, this,
this em, em address is actually more towards the left. Often it's in the centre, or on the
right. If you're starting off with a blank page, OK? You would write your address in
the top right hand corner, OK? But because this is a, a standard letter it goes out, it's
been pre-prepared. And so it's slightly on the left. So don't assume that that's where
you should put yours. OK? If you're doing it with a blank page, put your address on
the right
Nods

OK? Apart from that, everything else is the same. OK? Em... Things like references
and our references again, they would probably be on the, on the right. As in the first
two letters you looked at, if you were writing with a blank page. OK? And then the
other two notes, about the rest of the things, the dates, subject heading, OK,
paragraphs and the spacing, no punctuation. OK? And your name and title, at the
bottom. That, that's just a standard letter for you for use as a model, OK?
Em... Subject headings, are not always necessary, it, it's a useful way of making, or if
you like saving time. People can understand straight away /Snaps fingers/ what
your letter is concerned with. OK? So, do, do try to put subject headings ifyou can.

Alright? Em...Right. OK./Picks up pale blue HOs & gives them
out/ OK. This is just a couple of exercises for you to have a look at. And.. .they,
they are concerned with some important aspects of letter writing. First of all the date,
em... Generally of course writing the date is quite an easy thing. Unfortunately
there's a major difference between the UK and the USA with regards to writing dates.
OK? In the UK we tend to write, the, the actual day, then the month, and then the
year. So today would be the 20th of January 1998. In the States on the other hand,
they put the month first. And then the day. So they'd go January, 20th, 1998. Normally
it wouldn't, it wouldn't cause any problems at all, except when you get something like
January the fourth 1998.
Mm hm
If you write the number... in United States style, in American style, you get this - one
/writes on WB/ four, ninety eight, so January, fourth, nineteen ninety eight, in this
country of course it's going to be fourth of January nineteen ninety eight. Now when
you see it in a letter like this, you don't know which one it is.
Mm, no.
Are we talking about, are we talking about, here about em
April?
What is it - January, February, March - April, or January? We don't know. So.
How about using the ***?
Hm?
How about using this one?
Doesn't make any difference/writes on WB/
It's official.
Like that?

Yeah.
Doesn't make any difference. It's the same problem, you can't tell. So you can avoid
that very simply, by writing... that, or/writes on WB/ January, four, nineteen
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ninety-eight, if you prefer to do the? Often the "uary" bit of January is not necessary,
it's just like four, Jan, nineteen ninety eight. You don't need to put a stop after Jan
either. Some people do and some people don't. It's up to you. OK? /writes on
WB/ OK?
In the four
That's very clear. Hm?
In four you have to put "th"?
Actually, that's a good point. Em...a lot of letters do, but em a lot of letter, a lot of
letters don't. So you, you'll find em, generally business letters you'll find that "th" is
not used. OK? But there are lots of examples of business letters with "th" included.
Here it's used, Jan sixth.
Yes, it is, in this case. Em...OK? So, well actually no. Er, that's, that's the exercise.
The, are you looking at A? Yes, you have to correct that one. So. Some people do and
some people don't. OK? It's really a question of, of finding a style that suits you. If
you like it, if you prefer to put "th", then why not? OK? Em... So. In the exercise, it
suggests you just write the example, for example here twelve oh six ninety-five, you
should write it twelve, June, nineteen ninety-five. OK, there's no "th". So January,
sixteenth, nineteen ninety- five would be...? Either Jan, sixteen, nineteen ninety-five,
or sixteen, Jan, nineteen ninety-five. OK? And take away the "th", and take away the
dot, the full stop if you want to. What about B? Can anybody do that one?
Twenty three March nineteen ninety-five.
Yep, OK, twenty three March nineteen ninety-five. OK. What about C?
Six of November

Right yeah, so six, November or six, Nov. Nineteen ninety-four.
Number B, I can ... twenty-three without "rd"?
Yes, without the "rd", yes. OK? Notice that in C we're talking about the UK style so
it's six
Yes

November, nineteen ninety-four. In D on the other hand, it's American, so it should
be

September
Yes, it would be September, so September...
Seven
Seven ... Nineteen ninety -four, or seven, September, nineteen ninety-four. OK? E? ...

Anybody?
...Twenty one January.
OK Twenty one January
Yes.
Nineteen ninety-five. And the last one, F?
Eight April
Right, yes. Eight, April. Fine. OK. In your next section, just a reminder on Dear and
Yours. OK? And there's some examples of various ways of opening letters. Dear Sir
or Madam, to a company. OK? Dear Sir to a man if you don't know his name. OK?
Dear Madam, similar situation, to a woman if you don't know her writes name. But
to a company you should write Dear Sir or Madam, don't just assume that it's only
going to be a Dear Sir. Occasionally you will find some letters addressed to
companies as being Dear Sirs, plural... alright? Dear Sirs. So far, I haven't seen any
letters that say Dear Madams. There's no plural for Madam, obviously women don't
seem to run their own companies, I suppose.
Laugh
That's the assumption *** make. But er, Dear Sir or Madam would be the most
common form. OK? Dear Mr Smith, Dear Ms Smith, OK? Ms, it's not pronounced
Miss, which would be/writes on WB/
Miss

That one ...alright, it's not pronounced Mrs /writes on WB/ which would be that
one, so this is the married woman, this is the unmarried woman. Ms is the female
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equivalent of Mr. If you take Mr, you have no idea whether the, this man is married
IV" ~ ■ or not.
347. S Mm hm
348. T so Ms is the female equivalent. /Knocks WB/ Obviously in your job it's not

important whether you're married or not, so this is becoming in business very, very
popular form. OK? But, don't always assume that every woman wants to be called
Ms. You'll find some women will sign their letters as Mrs or Miss. In which case you
should respond in, using the same title. Do, don't just, if she, if she signs herself Mrs,
don't just sign it, don't just send it sorry, as Ms. Send it as Mrs as well. OK so
em.. .be, be careful of things like that. Alright? Just use the same form of title that
they use, if you, use, if you reply. OK? Em... If they give no title, if it's for example,
er, Gillian Smith, you don't know if this person's married or not, then it would be
safer to use M S. OK? And it's pronounced with a "ZZ" sound, like zoo. OK? Em...
Dear John, or Dear Mary. To a friend or a business contact that you know well. ...

Right? Informal business letters as well, not all business letters are formal. OK?
Alright? Dear Sir or Madam, should end with Yours Faithfully. Dear Mr, Ms, Mrs,

~

: Miss, ends with Yours Sincerely. Dear John. Best Wishes. Best Regards, and so on.

Don't mix them up. OK? Alright? Don't mix them up, it's just not done. Right?
Especially ifyou're, if you are sending in a, a letter em applying for a job, for
example. And you make that, that simple mistake. Probably, if the personnel manager
spots this mistake, your application will end up in the bucket. If you can't even write
a, you know, a, a, just a, if you can't write a basic letter of application, what else can't
you do? That's what they're going to ask themselves. OK? So do get your letters
right. Right?

INSTRUCTIONS
349. T j Em.. .there's another exercise at the bottom, but we don't really have time to do that.

If you want you can do that yourselves. Alright? Em... At the bottom, on the other
page, on the other side, you have an example letter. Again there's an example letter
there. Alright? In this letter there are ten mistakes. OK? Ten mistakes. Can you find

1

them?

STAGE 4:GROUPWORK: READING LETTERS TO FIND MISTAKES
350. SS | Read silently
351. T p Er, what I suggest you do is work with a partner, just look through them together,

OK? And find ten mistakes.
352. SS . Read silently
353. T OK? But don't bother writing out the em letter. OK, just, spot the mistakes.
354. SS Read silently
355. T Don't forget to read through the paragraphs as well, because there may well be

mistakes in the paragraphs.
356. SS . Read silently
357. T Just, just check with your neighbours, see if you can find all the mistakes.
358. SS | Start talking

'359; M SS IS Talk
STAGE 5: PLENARY CHECKING, LEAD IN, INSTRUCTIONS I is

360. T I OK! Em...can we just check the answers, we need to watch our time
361. SS Talk
362. T OK?
363. SS Talk
364. T Any suggestions then? Any suggestions?
365. Paol° Sorry?
366. T Any suggestions? For mistakes?
367. Amir Yes.
368. Yukitaka Lots.
369. T Lots? What's the first one Yuki?
370. Yukitaka We have to move the reference from that side to the right side.
371. T OK. Right, yep, that's one./writes on WB/The reference should move, OK?
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Right? Not, always, not always but in this case I think it, I think you're right, it should
move yes, OK to the other side, because it looks like it's been typed manually.
The address has, punc, punctuation.
Right, good. Punctuation in the address./writes on WB/ OK?
Word on, on the right *** Word already.
What do you want to move, the...
This one /indicates HO/
Right, yes. Er well it *** er do you think this is a pre-printed letter? Is it a standard
letter that goes out?
Printed letter
So it's a, a letterhead.
Yeah
Yes
Yes so it may well be in the centre, yes or the right, not split the way it has been. OK?
/writes on WB/OK? So the letterhead should be like this, with the name and
company and the address below, and the telephone number and everything. Either in
the centre or maybe towards the right. Fine OK, anything else?
The date of the letter.

Right, where sh
Shouldn't be at the end of the letter

Right, so it should be...yes writes And of course has to be re-written
Yes
OK? In the, in the form
Dear Sir, is er Miss.
It's Miss, er Ms.
Miss
It should be
Dear Madam

Dear Ms. Tell me more about that, OK, tell me more /writes on WB/ about
Er

The punctuation in the address. What else about the address?
The *** it should be the er /Indicates HO/
Oh right, OK, yes so the signature and titles at the bottom, what should be the correct
order?
Erthe first er...

The sign the first one
The signature yeah
First write the signature, and then, er, er, the *** name
The name, and...***
And at last the er , the er the sales, m, sales manager.
Yeah, the sales manager, title. Fine.
Mm
OK so signature... name... title. Yes they should be together, like that, in that form.
So change these around as well. /Writes, knocks WB/ OK so tell me more
about the address.
Yes the address should be the left side, on the same line as

Yes, fine.
The left side

So the form of the margin, yeah, /writes on WB/
Margin, yeah
So the margin should be over to the left. OK. Is that everything?
Yes, I think so

No, the date.
No, no, no. About address, or...?
Er, no.
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418. Masami No.

419. T I think that's OK. The address. Anything else?
420. Paulo Yes, nineteenth of May nineteen hundred.
421. SS Yeah
422. Paulo It's word
423. ■ T Writes on WB

424. Paulo Numbers here
425. T Yep, it should be in numbers. OK? So then e, even though you're writing in the

paragraph, dates should be in numbers, OK? And no, not written out like that.
426. Amir The other thing is the start paragraph of the first line, and then it's
427. T Yes

428. Amir Second paragraph.
429. T Fine so that's paragraphs two and three?
430. Amir Yeah.

431. T Should be on the left margin. And something else?
432. Catalina And space.
433. SS Space
434 T . Spacing, yep /writes on WB/ OK? So the paragraphs should be starting on the

left, and they should be spaced. Good, I think that's them all. Right. No problems.
Right. Oh, one more thing. Who's the letter, who's the letter addressed to?

435. Kyoko Er, Best Wishes?
436. Amit Best Wishes
437. T Right, it should be, it's Dear Miss Lindo, and so it should be signed...?
438. Kyoko Yours Faithfully
439. S Faithfully
440 T Yes, Yours ... Sincerely. Yes. Not, not Faithfully. Remember it's Dear Ms, so

Sincerely. You only use Faithfully if you use Dear Sir or Madam.
441. SS Madam.

442. T OK? Golden rule. Don't, don't mix them up. OK? Fine. That's it, right
LEAD IN

■

443. T OK. What we're going to do next is for the remainder of the lesson
444. SS Talk

445. T Forty minutes, you're going to be writing letters to each other in groups. OK? Now,
each table represents a separate company. OK? Each table's a separate company.
Now, er, you'll be writing three letters, or up to three. OK? It really depends on the
time, OK? Em... so that means that in this group everybody writes one letter. OK?
Only one person writes the, each, each letter. But change the person, OK? But you,
you work on a letter together as a group. OK? So you plan your letters together as a
group but one person writes this letter. And when you come to the second letter you

; change the writer. Somebody else should write. OK? So in this group everybody
| writes. Here, three people write, one person can relax, and same here. Right, when I
i say relax, that means that you will have to be em... very active in actually planning
1 this letter. I, I'll be watching you. OK? So /Gives out HOs/ OK, have a look at
| this situation. Alright? Now we have a problem of misplaced orders. OK? Some

companies have placed some orders, OK, for supplies and somehow these supplies er
have been mixed up. OK? So have a look at number one. alright? Sleinbruck BBBA.
a wholesaler in Belgium has problems. OK? A wholesaler is a, a company which
supplies items in a large quantity. OK? It's not a shop. Right? It's not a company
which makes the stuff, it's a, it's a smaller company which would then sell these
things on to shops. OK? A wholesaler. Business is not good and their profits have

i fallen. Thev have dismissed a lot of staff, OK? They've sacked a lot of staff, and now

their offices are very badlv organised. Now. here are some orders that their sales
representative brought back after their trio to England. OK? Have a look at the piece
of paper that the orders have been written on. OK? Is this a, a standard form? For
writing orders? Is it a standard form?

446. SS 1 No
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No not really. It's a scrappy piece of paper isn't it? Em... So. At the bottom of this
piece of paper there are two questions, A and B. Alright? What did ABC Drink
Machines Limited order? ABC is a company which has written to Seinbruck. ask all,
asking for orders. And B, Who ordered the shampoo? So have look at the piece of
paper. You've got at the top orange juice, and there's a name of somebody there,
Court Hotel. Then it says one thousand small bottles shampoo, contact Ms D, Hicks.
Then it says Ingram Supermarkets, four hundred, that's the number, the quantity,
times a hundred and twenty five millilitres. Then it says ABC Drink Machines
Limited. One hundred and fifty kilograms tea, tea powder, sorry, and coffee. ? So,
Who ord. Who ordered the shampoo? ... Do you know?
The hotel, the Court Hotel.
Yeah it could be the Court Hotel, but are you sure, or could it be the supermarket?
No because small bottles is not normal for

OK, so you think maybe the Court Hotel has asked for the shampoo?
Yes.

Right, OK. Em...what has ABC ordered?
Tea and coffee-
Tea powder and coffee. OK. What about orange juice? There's orange juice sitting
away up at the top there, do you think that's been ordered by ABC? Or is that for the
Court Hotel?
It's for the Ingram's Supermarkets.
...Yeah? OK...
Laugh
Well we'll see, we'll see. Turn over the page. Number two there. The accounts
department made out these invoices, OK? For two of the orders. OK, the invoice
then, is a, is a kind ofbill. Alright? So. Have a look at the first invoice, invoice
number three nine one. This has been sent to the Court Hotel, here is has one

thousand small bottles of shampoo, at forty pounds per one hundred. OK? Like you,
they think that the Court Hotel has asked for shampoo. OK, then in ABC, tea powder
... oh. Only tea powder. OK? So A. Are the invoices correct? ... Do you think the
invoices are correct? We know that ABC asked for coffee as well,
Yes.

So are the invoices correct?
Yes
No they're not, they're wrong. OK? Cos there's no coffee.
There is no coffee in the other
Yes but tea powder and coffee.
What is this?
It could just be a line, for emphasis.
Laughs
Yes it's not, it's not very clear.
Yes
It looks the same! It looks the same the signature.
Some kind of signature, could be. But doesn't that word look like coffee? And
coffee?
Yeah...
So perhaps the invoices are not correct.
Talk

Right. Have a look at Question B. If the Court Hotel wants to write to Seinbruck. OK,
ha, have a listen... If the Court Hotel wants to write to Steinbruck. who would they
address the letter to? ... If the Court Hotel wants to write to Steinbruck, who would
they address the letter to?
*** Kingston
Miss...
So do have any names?
Yo ***
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481. T So something like Gislin, Geslin. Right, /writes on WB/
482. s Stephan. Stephan.
483. T OK. Stephan Gislin. Right? That's who the Court Hotel would probably be. address

the letter to. Alright? How will they open the letter? How will they begin.
Dear.. .Madam?

484. SS No, Dear Mr Gislin.
485. T Yeah. Dear Mr Gislin. right. What subject heading will they put?
486. S fj Order
487. Yukitaka j *** shampoo.
488. T OK, something like that. It could be the bottles of shampoo, or it could be something

like wrong or incorrect order. OK? Something like that. Alright? /writes on WB/
That's a possibility, or what they might be more likely to put down is the number of
the order. Of this order. What is the number of this order?

489. Amir Two hundred five six
490. T jjj Two five six, right. /Writes on WB/ And that will probably be the subject

heading. You could put wrong order but that's not very clear. OK, you could put one
thousand bottles of shampoo, but again not easy to find. A company involved with
lots of orders. So that's the best reference, order two five six. /Knocks WB/...OK?
Em... If ABC wants to send a similar letter, who would they write to? ... Who would

I ABC write to? Would they write to Stephan Gislin?
491. Elena No
492. Benicio Mr?
493. T Yes that would be Dear Sir or Madam because there's no name. Right, Dear Sir or

Madam. Fine. Alright. /Gives out more HOs/
INSTRUCTIONS
494. T Now these are your instructions that are coming.... OK have a look at number three.

... OK Sleinbruck now has er. delivered the orders to the Court Hotel, and ABC.
Unfortunately there are some problems. And both the Court Hotel and ABC have to
write to complain. OK? In three groups you must write the correspondence between

MHpwMwwi the three companies, OK? Now there's some instructions regarding the format of the
letters, be careful about your writing. We need to find out which group is going to be
which company. OK who would like to be the Court Hotel? ...Court Hotel?

495. S Yeah.
496. T Yep, OK. Court Hotel over here. ABC? ABC. And of course we can see this, in,

incompetent company, badly organised over there. Sleinbruck. OK?
497. SS Laugh
498. T Right... What you'll get each time is a set of instructions. Now what you need to do is

to write your letter according to the instructions. Don't just write any old letter,
follow the instructions on the piece of paper. OK? Now what you have to do is decide
who's going to write the first letter, and then as a group work together and help the

's
person to write this letter. Now you need to go as quickly as you can, we don't really
have enough time to really finish it, but try to go as quickly as you can and write as
many letters as you can. OK? Keep the letters short. OK? Keep them quite simple.
Right? Don't try and, and write a very long essay of a letter, OK? That's not how a
business letter would be written. OK? So. Sleinbruck ... /Gives out HOs/

I Now. I'll give you a piece of paper in a moment for you to write this letter on. But
first of all read the instructions, make sure you understand them, and remember you
are working as a group.
Talk

Three letters, three sheets of paper. 1 actually have four sheets of paper in case you
make any mess with your letter.
Talk

OK? So just write one letter in your group, OK, just one letter. /Loud.
! /• Writes on WB/ OK, I've put the instructions on the board.
STAGE 6: GROUPWORK: WRITING LETTERS
503. SS / Talk and write letters in groups

499. SS

500. T

501. SS

502. T
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Transcription Lesson 3 Marketing Disasters reading

Transcription conventions
Times New Roman Font = utterance
/Courier font within forward slashes/ = extralinguisticdescription
Underlined = taken from handout text
*** = unintelligible

Teacher: John
Students: 10: Paulo, Donald, Benicio, Catalina, Kyoko, Masami, Elena, Toru, Amir, Reiko
Students visible in video: Benicio, Paulo & Donald
Lesson focus: Discussion & reading activities on topic of Marketing
Transcription conventions: Underlined = taken from handout text, *** = unintelligible

WHITEBOARD
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1. T Go
STAGE 1: PLENAI
LEAD IN, INSTRUi

uickly, and it won't catch you /To S walking in, indicating camera/

2.
3.
4.

T ' OK, right OK
SS Talk about where to sit, appeal to T
T T'/rfi I don't mind ifyou... well you can find if you need er one group of three or one group of four,

but one, one there, that's fine, that's OK. Still got two more, at least two more people to come.
Catalina and... Em, fine. Em I haven't yet got in all the topic lists of objectives from people so
I have er actually prepared a final list of topics. However, em one topic which has been

j ■ requested by a lot of people actually is marketing so em I though we would do something on
f marketing today and also perhaps next Wednesday. The reason why there's a difference is

because some people seem to be interested in marketing as a sort of general topic, just to find
out something about it. Others wanted to know something more specific about er marketing
strategies. About marketing techniques and *** so what I thought I'd do is this week we'd look
at some more general things and next week em I would look at two specific strategies, which
have proved apparently to be very , very successful. OK? One example from this country, and
one from some other country, which will remain a surprise. Some of come from that country,
but it will remain a surprise. The country. OK. That'll be next week. OK? So. Em... let's see.
Well at the moment I don't know if the other people are coming so could we have maybe one
person from this table from this table join them? Just, just, just one person. It could be
anybody. Fine, *** will go, fine. That's fine thanks. You alright for languages there? Yes.
Move tables and sit down

/Talks to Lesley about position of video/

That's fine. OK. Em... /writes on WB/ OK. Em... Right you all ready? Sitting
comfortably? We're going to start of by talking about what Marketing is first of all. Because
there are lots of different views about what Marketing is, who should be involved in
Marketing. Some people say it should only be a specialist thing for Marketing experts, others
say no, no, no, Marketing is something that involves the whole company. OK?

INSTRUCTIONS

13.
14.
15.
16.

SS
T

SS
T

So, em, what we're going to do is have a look at what Marketing is. We'll look at some ideas
presented by er various famous, em I haven't heard of them, but apparently famous people who
have attempted to define what Marketing is. OK? Now the idea is to look at the em examples
given and to try somehow, to suggest your own group idea of what Marketing is. Slightly
perhaps different idea from ***
Comes in

Hi. You can join any of the groups. Just any one, whichever one you choose. As long as the
Mgg languages are OK.

IfeS'H, Q0mesHi, Hi. Can you find a place... right, yes. Two Spanish speakers, do you want to join this
g group? That's fine./To group near camera/
jS Change seats

You work in a group of three, OK./To group near camera. Gives out HOs/
fj Talk

Right just have a look at the first sheet that I gave you OK What is Marketing? er and you've
got some er definitions of Marketing. Alright. Er, I'm going to ask you to do the things on this
sheet of paper in a slightly different order from the way they're been given, alright? First of all

■ K it says in this section you will find a number of statements about the role of marketing. Read
I them through and then use them as a basis to formulate your own definition, your own group

"■ definition of marketing, but, what I'd li- ask you first, what I would like you to do first is to
look at where it says number 3. OK don't worry about *** number 3. that's ***. Down the
bottom. There's some questions. These questions er are about the eight statements on
Marketing OK? What I'd like you to do is in your groups first of all, just to read the

T: statements, sorry read the questions and answer them. And by doing that you'll be reading the
| statements at the same time. OK? So just answer the questions first of all, OK? Which will¥ j require you to read the statements. OK? The main point of each of the questions is that there

$& could be more than one statement which is true, for that question. OK? Not just one answer, it
could be more than one. OK? If there's any vocabulary you don't know, look up the
dictionaries on the tables. As I say, work together as a group. Answer the questions yourselves
and than check your answers with the other members ofyour group. /Writes on WB,
leaves room/
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STAGE 2:GROUPWORK

17. SS Read silently
18. T Tries out pens on WB. Writes more on WB, very squeaky pen.

Walks around, checks papers, leaves room
19. SS Read, use dictionaries
20. T /Comes in with papers, which he looks at/If you've got some answers just

—►
check them with your colleagues in the group. And remember, some of the answers there may
be more than one answer. /Writes on WB/

21. SS Quiet talk starts in one group.

22. T /Walks around. Stands near one silent group. Walks away then
comes back and gestures for them to talk together/ Perhaps... just
compare?

23. SS Three group members sit up and look at each other and start
talking, checking answers.

24. T Talks to qroup, explaining something, about the word statements
spends about a minute with the group

25. SS Talk quietly
26. T Looks at notes, walks around in front of WB. Looks at watch and

clears throat

STAGE 3 :PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS
27. T OK!
28. SS Talk

29. T We need to check some of the answers

30. SS Talk more quietly
31. T Alrieht. em how about number one? Which statement suesests that everybody in a company is

a Marketer? .... is involved in Marketina ... is involved in Marketine?
32. S One and two

33. T One and two good./Writes 1 and 2 on WB/
34. SS Nod. Some talk quietly
35. T OK one and two. Riaht? /Lookina at HO/ So number one aiven bv a euv called David

Packard. Em do vou know the companv Hevvlitt Packard? Em. David Packard is one of the two
founders of this company. OK?

36. SS Some talk quietly
37. T Em. fine. One and two fine. OK. in the second auestion. Which statement comolctelv

discounts the imoortance of***? Be careful with that thouah. discounts the importance means

to consider something to be not important.
38. SS Some talk quietly, some pass papers to each other
39. T So that would mean for example number three is not the answer. Because in question number

three, sentence statement number three savs this does not mean that sclline and promotion are

unimportant. ... OK so it is important.
40. SS Number four, four
41. T Four only, yes. Answer number four fine. OK? /Writes 4 on WB/. . . Right. Statement

- sorrv first number three. Which statement emphasises the role of the four Ps - product, price.
place and promotion?

42. SS Two, two, seven.

43. T /Looks up. Seems to be waiting for an answer, holds HO/Number
seven, anyone have number seven? Seven OK?

44. SS Nod

45. T OK, fine, right. /Writes 7 on WB/
46. SS Some talk quietly
47. T And then the last one. Which statement sees marketing more in a soeioloeical role? About

society. And social relationships are important...
48. SS Five, five
49. T Five*** /Looks around as if checking/
50. SS Yes. /Some nod/
51. T Five?

52. S F'ive.

53. T Only five?
54. SS Eight, eight.
55. T Eight. Yes. Eight is a bit unclear, em but it's really sort in the wider society to create and give
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63. SS
64. T

65. SS
66. T

56. SS Some talk quietly until T writes on WB. Then look and one leans
to see, then some talk quietly

57. T OK? The others have not been mentioned. *** /looks at SS / Fine. OK.
INSTRUCTIONS
58. T What I'd like you to do/puts down HOs/ now that you've read all the statements, I'd like

you to ju- somehow er select what you think is right and make your own definition of
marketing. OK? What does Marketing mean to you. OK? /louder/

59. SS 111 Some talk quietly
60. T You can use these statements to help you, you can choose the bits that you think would be

useful, that you're happy with, or you can use your own ideas. OK? I'll give you... I'll try, I'll
try give you only five minutes I think. Alright? Try and think of it in about five, five minutes
or so, OK?

61. SS ! Quiet talk starts up
62. J T And choose somebody who can come out and write your definition on the board. OK? So try

and work out a group... er, definition of marketing. One, one, for each group. OK? Try and
agree. ..?.... _

STAGE 4: GROUPWORK
FORMULATING OWN STATEMENTS OF MARKETING

Talk quietly, some clear their throats.
Cleans wb and writes on it, squeaky pen. Looks at watch.
Organises papers. Walks around, arms behind back.
All groups talk quietly. Some laugh.
Leans forward with hands on knees to listen standing to one

Bfillll side of and slightly behind group member on the corner. Walks
; 7 r'Y away after a few seconds. Comes back and stands fully upright

but further back. Walks away after a few seconds. Interacts
with another group leaning over.

67. SS gg Volume of talk increases.
68. T )£§| When you've decided on what you want to say, then send someone out to the board your

definition up, OK?
69. SS Louder, more laughter, more animated appearance.
70. Benicio Yes, OK,/slaps desk, then stands up amid laughter from his group/
71. T Jfl Points out pen on desk for him to use
72. Benicio He picks it up. Some joking going on. T stands nearby and

smiles.
You learnt a lot yesterday!/To another seated S pointing at his file.
Smiles/

Sorry?/Leans forward/
You learnt a lot yesterday!
Oh, no, no, these are ***/picks up file/ Smiles
I was just noticing because *** here! / Smiles/
Yes because it's here!
Both laugh, further inaudible exchange. T walks away.

Squeaking sound as S writes on second WB off screen
T talks to him about what he is writing. Other seated members
of group turn round to look at the WB behind them.
Fetches the duster and gives it to the S who is writing. He
laughs.
The two seated SS watch their group member write on the WB. The
other groups do not seem to have started writing on the other
WB at the front.
T looks at writing S and then comes over. Stands and watches.
"Art" is better than "performance"./One group member suggests a change to
the writing S. He appeals to the third/
Yes. /The third S speaks to the T/
Yeah, OK. That's what you *** Do you agree with it?
No.

Exchange continues about the content of what S is writing on
the second WB. T walks away.
Continue to discuss it.
T goes over to other part of the room, then returns. Watches
and nods.

It's an *** /Discussion about spelling/
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93, T That's the first word you have to know how to spell it. /Comes closer again.
Smiling. Then walks away/

94. SS Continue to discuss the spelling.
95. T /Walks around, then looks at watch/OK, watch, watch the time./Loud,

points at watch/ Time.
96. SS Talk gets quieter.
97. T Comes back to look AT WB, goes away, talks to other group.

98. S IsT? /From other group not visible/Any other T?/Laughs/
99. S S from another group appears at WB at the front and starts

writing, holding a paper
100. T *** board.. /Smiles/
101. SS Yes/some laughter/
102. T-SS Comes back to look at near group's board. They are still

interacting. T goes away, comes back watches and listens, goes
away. Watches other S writing on other WB. Gives him some
guidance. Points at something he has written.

103. S Yeah, yeah I think.
104. S Another S - from the third group - appears at the WB at the

front to write. Stands beside other S and starts writing
105. T T speaks to them, goes and fetches another pen. Watches.
106. S Another S from the third group comes up to the WB and seems to

be making suggestions or helping the S who is writing.
107. T Looks on. Looks at his watch. Walks around

108. S "Helping" S sits down.
109. T Looks at side WB for a few seconds.

110. T-SS If you ... work on that one a little bit.../Steps forward, points to WB,
gestures "uncertain". Seems to give guidance or correction,
making suggestions. The exchange goes on, involving all three
group members. They seem to be trying to find an acceptable
phrase/

111. T That's it.
112- S "Helping" S from third group up at WB again. T stands near and

seems to take part in a discussion about what to write.
STAGE 5: PLENARY
CHECKING, LEAD IN, INSTRUCTIONS
113. T Em... what you can do in groups is just to read the definitions that have been given.
114. SS Talk

115. T Right, just read them. And that one as well, /indicates small WB/ If you don't
understand anything, ask the group, OK? Ask the group to explain it. Whi, whi white...fraud?
/Looking quizzically at small WB/

116. Benicio White fraud, fraud.
117. T White, white fraud?
118. Elena Fraud?
119. Donald Yes. Means er

120. SS Laugh loudly
121. Elena What is, what is?
122. Catalina What?

123. Donald It's harmless, it's harmless cheating.
124. T Oh, some kind of cheating.
125. Donald Yes.

126. T Oh, right. OK, right. Is it always cheating, or...
127. Donald I think it's a high-class cheating.
128. T Right, a kind of cheating, OK. /misheard/ Er, alright. /Writes on big wb/ That's the

word there, fraud
129. Benicio Laughs
130. S Fraud?

131. T Fraud.

132. S , Fraud is?

133. T Yes it means er some kind of cheating. Usually with money. Er for example if you, if you write

134. Elena
i 3.

| Oh!/Laughs/
135. T J If you write a false cheque in a shop, if you want to buy something and you write a cheque,

J and the cheque belongs to another person, but if you pretend to be this person, then it's fraud.
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Oh.
What you're doing, OK.
You think that Marketing is fraud? /Not taken up/
OK, so white fraud.
Laughs
Right, so. Have a read of the three definitions, if you don't understand anything then just ask
the group to explain what they mean. OK, so now we know what, what we, what they mean by
white fraud, OK, anything here? /indicates big WB/
Could you just, read, read ...

Yes, please, er, please, I can't read...
/Indicates small wb/ Marketing is the art of. or white fraud of. transferring goods and
services from producer to consumer. The, er provision of goods or services to meet consumer

needs.

The provision? /Not taken up/
OK? Consumer needs. OK? That's one way of saying it. You can either say consumer needs
using consumer/Indicates big WB/as an adjective, or you can use what we have here
/Indicates both WBs/ consumers' needs. Two nouns. OK? Consumer needs.
consumer being an adjective, or two nouns. Here we've got /Reads from big WB/
marketing is a process of orientation in a wider environment, which means that it works to
predict consumers' needs and finally to satisfy their needs. OK? The er last one a set of tools
/Reads from big WB/
Er I can't read.
Moves

No, no because er
Moves to other side of wb

Gestures

A set of tools, strategies to find what consumers' needs are and make our product attractive to
er people working with the er marketing mix. The four Ps. What are the four Ps again?
Product, place, price, promotion.
OK? Right. Which do you think is the, the most accurate definition? Which ones do you em,
agree with? Please don't say your own one!
*** /Laugh loudly/
OK, /Indicates big WB/ how many people think this is a, er, I mean a, as you saw with
the statements there's no one statement which can be
Yeah.
Said only to be true of marketing, er so there are lots of them. How many people think this is
OK, as a, as a definition? Yeah, quite happy with it, yes? Over here.
Laugh
What about this one? The two end groups, is it OK?
Laugh
They are for me all, all OK, they are all right, er...
Yes they are, aren't they?
Laugh
And what about the one at the end?/Indicates Paulo's group's definition/
Oh!/Seemingly dismissive gesture/
Laugh
How many people would actually agree that it's a fraud, marketing is a fraud? /loud/
No, no.

No, you don't agree.
No.

You don't agree, right...
1 don't know what it means a fraud. I don't understand fraud.
Laugh loudly
It's a, it's a form of
Because he change it /indicates Donald/
Right, it's a form of er cheating.
Laugh and talk
Trying to er, either deceive or trick somebody. So in other words you're trying to get them to
buy something that they don't necessarily want.
Why?
Why do you use?

Torn
Catalina

147. Paulo
148. T
149. Paulo
150. T
151. Paulo
152. T

157. SS
158. T

159. SS
160. T
161. SS
162. Paolo
163. T
164. SS
165. T
166. Paulo
167. SS
168. T

.

169. SS
170. T
171. Paolo
172. T
173. Paolo
174. SS
175. T
176. Paulo
177. T
178. SS
179. T

180. S
181. Naoki
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182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.

192.
193.
194.
195.

S
T

Donald
Naoki

Donald
T

Donald
T

Donald
T

Elena
T

Donald
T

LEAD IN
196. T

Why fraud?
I don't know, you'll have ask Donald. I don't know either, but er. Why is it white fraud?
I mean, my definition of marketing is how to er... excuse me., /laughs/
Sort of metaphor?
How to attract er, the public attention and em take money from their pockets.
Right. Why, why do you use the word white?
White as in. I mean harmless.
Ah, right, OK. So it's not something really, really bad

| Yes, yes, yes.
1| It's a small form of cheating. It's not a big, big form of cheating. You can talk about er having

I a, a, there are two types of lie. You can tell lies. You can tell a black lie, which is a really bad
one, and you can tell a white lie

. Yes
A little, little lie. OK?

p

| Yes
Which is not a serious one. OK? Fine right, that's OK, that's fine for us to be working with.

Right. What I'm going to do next, going to ask you to do next is to look at some examples of
Marketing. But not, as you might expect, successful examples of Marketing, we're going to
look at examples of Marketing which went wrong. Badly, badly wrong. OK? And what I'd like

: you to do is to look at these examples, and to find out what, wha, wha, or basically why it went
wrong. What was it that was done that wasn't right? OK? Now you've all got an idea of what
Marketing is, and you, you have an idea of how it should be done, OK, from what you said
here. How did it go wrong in these examples I'm going to give you? /Indicates HOs

is twice/
INSTRUCTIONS
197. T

198.
199.
200.
201.

202.
203.

204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.

Paolo
T

Catalina
T

.

.•y:

Lesley
T

Catalina
T

Catalina
T

Paolo
T

210.
211.

Paolo
T

Now you'll be working as you are at the moment in your three groups, OK? You will be given
four examples each, in each group. Each group has four examples. OK? There are some
questions for you to answer about your four examples. So when everybody has finished
answering those questions, I'll tell you what to do next. So. First of all ... /Picks up HOs/
I'll give you these /Gives out HOs/ Just have a look at this part first. OK, so Marketing
Disasters. OK? Marketing Disasters. Right, there this paragraph introducing it, but I may need
to explain one or two things A career. OK, in selling may still be the fastest way to climb the
corporate ladder. So if you want to go from the bottom of the company to the top of the
company, then maybe the best way is to go through selling, by selling things, that's the fastest
way to get to the top. But, woe betide.
What is it?
woe betide, just me, it's an expression meaning, er you have to be careful
Mm hm
You must pay attention, OK, because something is dangerous. But woe betide the sharp suit
who gets it wrong. A sharp suit. /To Lesley/ If somebody is sharp, it means that they're
dressed in a very fashionable, very modern and very smart way. Usually business people wear
suits. Smart clothes. OK, so a sharp suit, someone who... is that right, Yes?
Yeah.

Someone who, who usually dresses very well and is very good, at what they're doing. But
sometimes perhaps too good. OK? So woe betide a sharp suit who gets it wrong. Marketing
and PR - what does PR stand for? Any idea?
Promotion.
Looks quizzical
Promotion?

No, not quite, no. It means two words, public relations.
PR.
OK? Marketing and public relations flops, a flop is a er, disaster, something that goes wrong.
For example a em, er Hollywood film that isn't popular with the, with the public, is a flop.
OK? Em... Marketing and PR flops are an expensive business. The trouble with Marketing is
that there are no rules to tell vou how to be the name in a successful product, such as a Sony
Walkman, and not a disastrous one. Like the ones that you'll see just in a moment. OK? So
there are no rules, which tell you how to make a successful Marketing campaign. OK? It's
really experience and luck. Right? Now. Spotting the disastrous is always easier after the
event.

What is er spotting?
Spotting, seeing.
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216.
217.

218.
219.

SS
T

SS
T

STAGE 6: GROI
READING TEX

Uh huh

Finding them. Knowing that something is wrong. You only really know that something has
gone wrong afterwards. OK? Now you're going to see some examples of some spectacular
disasters. OK, some are quite famous, others perhaps not. OK. Right. Now. Leave the table for
the moment, I'll explain what to do with the table in a moment. OK, now er... /Gives out
HOs/ Right. Now each group has a different set of pictures and a different title. Or a set of
titles. Alright? Now the tiles belong to the, em, if you like the article or the paragraphs that
were in the original newspaper article. OK? The pictures are related to the same articles. What
I'd like you to try and do first of all is to guess which pictures go with which titles.
Uh huh
First of all, before I give you the paragraphs. Now it means trying to work out the meanings
obviously of the titles, OK? If you don't know the meanings of any of the words, look them up
in the dictionary you've got in front of you. You'll need to use the general English dictionaries
not the Business dictionaries for this. OK?
Talk

Now /loud/ some of the answers will be obvious straight away, some not. So put the obvious
ones first.
Talk

OK, /loud/ and then I'll check your answers with each group. Right! /loud/ What I'm
going to do next is to give you your articles. The paragraphs. Now, em some of you may have
me a slight er question about one or two of your answers. By matching them with the
paragraphs, you should get the right answer. OK? Right so em... /Starts giving out
HOs/ Right. What you're going to do here is to read the paragraphs and then match the
paragraphs to go with the titles and the picture. And that should give you your final answer. ...

OK? OK? Alright? So read the paragraphs and match them with the pictures and titles.

224.

And what you should be doing now is matching up all the numbers and, and letters. So you
can check them up here, /knocks WB/
Reading
Now each group has got a different set, alright? Completely different. OK. Em...Has
everybody managed to check their answers with each other? ... In your, in your groups.
Talk

STAGE 7: PLENARY
CHECKING, LEAD IN, INSTRUCTIONS

So have you finished?/Very quiet/Have you got your numbers?/indicates WB/
We are nine.

Nine... /Points to blank space beside nine on WB/
Nine is er double P. Double P.

/Goes over and looks at Paulo's HO/If you just give me the letters,
/indicates WB/
K, K
K. And?/writes on WB/
Ten, is er three
Zed
Zee
It should be zed actually.
It means three, /laughs/
I know, it's my writing,/Writes Z on wb/
Number ten is L, and another, W, W.
W, fine. Eleven...?/writes on WB/
Eleven is I and Y.

I ...and Y. /writes on WB/
And er twelve, yes, X and J./mispronounced X/
Twelve is?

X/mispronounced/
X/corrected/
X/Corrected/
And?

T
244. Paolo
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248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.

265.
266.

267.
268.
269.
270.
271
272.

273.
274.

V.

Paolo
T

SS
T

Amir
S
T

SS
T

SS
■

Catalina
T

Catalina
T

Catalina
T

Catalina
T

S
T

S
T

Naoki
T

S
''

T

A"

LEAD IN
275.

J

J. Fine, /writes on WB/ Right, good, right, hang on a second. OK, over here, finished?
Mm
OK you've got numbers, numbers one to four, is that right?
Five, five to eight.
Five to eight.
Oh you've got one to four OK, so five...?
H

Hand?
S

S/writes on WB/and six...?
G, G and D.
G and D. Seven...?

U, F.
Sorry, U and...?
F.

F, right, /writes on WB/ And eight?
E and T?

E and T fine, /writes on WB/ OK that's the right answers for you, that's fine. Over here?
Have you got answers for your ones? You just /Indicates WB/ need to give me the other
two letters. Match up the paragraph and the picture.
D, R
D and R, right, /writes on WB/ Two?
*** and *** /Very quiet/
And Q, yep./Writes on WB/Three?
B, P
B, P /writes on WB/Four?
***

Right good. Right you've all got the right answers.
Bsasaigr

i / V-l > A.JN >' §H§ 1 .. \ W - •

HO/ you'll see there's a table. It's gotRight, now. If you look back at this ... /Indicates
the four Ps., but they're not quite the same four Ps as you might have thought. OK? These four
Ps are product, promotion, problem, price. Now the meaning of price here is not that meaning,
money, but consequences. OK? Consequences. The if you like the bad results, OK? So these
are four Ps, but four slightly different Ps. OK? So product, what is the product? Don't worry
about the name of the company. Alright? We're more concerned with what it was that they
were marketing. What kind of er marketing campaign did they have? What exactly did they
do? Alright? Right. Something went wrong. What was the problem? And then finally what
were the consequences? For this? Of this rather. OK? Now you may find that, it's possible that
some of the columns you have no information for. OK? In that case, just leave it blank. Right,
that's no problem. There may well be some cases where you can't fill in all the information.
Alright?

INSTRUCTIONS
276. T

IBH WM W S m' i

So what I'd like you to do is to go back through the paragraphs very carefully and make i
. of the, if you like, the main points about each of the different situations. OK? Product.

promotion ... problem and price.
STAGE 8: GROUPWORK
READING FOR MAIN POINTS | '

note

277. SS Read

278. T Right? Now you can either do it as a group or you can, you can er share one story each, one

paragraph each, or you can do them as a group together, as you, as you wish.
279. SS Read

280. T OK? Now I'll give you ...just
281. Paolo An hour! One hour! /laughs/
282. T An hour! /laughs/ Em, about... well I'll give you ten minutes first of all. Try and go as

quickly as you can, we just want the main points. Right? Just an idea, just a summary. So ten
minutes.

283. SS Read

284. T If there's any vocabulary that you're really unsure of, you still don't understand the meaning
of, just ask... OK? If you find any vocabulary, if you don't understand it just ask. ...OK?

285. SS Read
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286. T Em, incidentally at the, at the bottom of that table, you'll find there's another section which

jfipSBl
has useful vocabulary. Ifyou find any words and expressions that you don't know or are
useful, make a note of them for yourselves down there. OK So you can remember it.

287. ss Read

288. T /Writes on WB, squeaky pen. Knocks WB loudly / Ifyou're not too sure
about the sections, I've put them up here on the board. OK? There are questions on the board.
If you're... not too sure.

289. SS Read

290. T And don't forget you may not be able to supply answer for each column.
291. Ss Read

292. T
51 11 ■' i; 5 51®?-' :

Try and go as quickly as you can / Directs group in view to questions on
WB/ I think about five minutes more Make sure you have, e, each one of you has a summary of

til :|lli ! each of the stories. You should have four summaries in your table. That's quite important, you
all have a, a copy. Of the summary.

293. SS Read

294, T I'll just give you a couple more minutes.
295. SS Read

296. T OK? Has everybody finished?
297. SS Silence

298. T Obviously the silence says no, right?
299. Amir Laughs
300. j Right, if you have finished and you're waiting, what you can do is look for some interesting

examples of vocabulary that you did or didn't know. OK? Try and find at least one example of
each of the paragraphs. There should be some interesting piece of vocabulary, from, from the
paragraphs, for you. And write them down. OK, so try and find at least one word or phrase that
you, you didn't know before. And that you think would be useful to know. OK? Make a note
of it in the box at the bottom. You have four items. Just choose four, yeah just choose four.
Cho, choose the four that you take to be most interesting. Or most useful. ... Alright? Make
sure you have four, just a maximum of four, no more.

301. SS Read

302. T Make sure you've got four items of vocabulary, four words or phrases ... that you can explain.
Em... It would be useful if, if the, the words or phrases are the same for the whole group. OK?
If they're the same for the whole group.

303. SS Read

304. T /Explains vocabulary task to seen group/ OK, make sure you've got your
four words.

305. SS Read

STAGE 9: PLENARY
INSTRUCTIONS
306. T Right, em... We won't have time to, to finish this off today, so what we will do is carry on

with this tomorrow. If you haven't finished making a note of four words, can you do it for
homework tonight? It's quite important, that, that you do that. Er, make sure that in that little
box you've got four words or phrases. Each word or phrase should either be words that you

| have never heard of before, so new words, OK? Or, they, they should be things that you think
| would be useful. Useful to students of Business English. Alright? OK? So make sure that, that
j they're useful or words that you haven't heard of. Alright? And make sure that you have a, a
; summary at least of each of the paragraphs, in this table. Of bits of information, OK? Because
; tomorrow what you'll be doing is you'll be sitting in a new group, again you'll be sitting in a
j new group, with the representatives from the other groups. OK, so you'll be able to listen to
j the other stories. OK, so at the end, you, you will know about twelve marketing er campaigns
j that went wrong. OK that's the idea. OK then at the end you can decide which marketing

campaign was the worst. Alright? So. Em... we'll do that tomorrow, that'll maybe take about
i twenty minutes, thirty minutes tomorrow. And then what we'll be doing is going on to look at
: making telephone calls. OK? The language of telephone calls. And so on. OK? Alright? For

the rest of the lesson. OK?
307. SS Some stand up

308. T So make sure that the tables are complete for tomorrow, so that when you come in tomorrow
I you 're ready, to change groups and tell each other about your examples. OK?
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Transcription conventions
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STAGE 1 :PLENARY
INSTRUCTIONS
1. T /Gives out HOs/Em, thanks for the summaries. Can, can I ask everybody, just as a

general point, any writing that they hand in em. things like these summaries, letters and so on,
could you double space them, because, your, your lines, leaving a space between your lines,
unless you've got really small writing, in which case there's a space anyway

2. SS Talk, move paper

3. T It's just you fill, fill, fill the line, and it very hard for me to make any notes. OK. Em, has
everybody then got at least four items of vocabulary? *** Right. What I'm going to do is I'm
going to give each person a number. Right? Now, if you're in a group of four, it will mean that
two ofyou will work together as a pair. OK? So, what I suggest you do, if you are one of the
pairs, em, then just share the, articles. Two each. OK? That would seem to be the easiest way.
OK?

4. SS Opening and closing files and moving paper

5. T Right. So. Numbers, one, two. OK? /Going round the groups numbering
students and giving them different articles/

6. S Two?
7. T Oh, yes, they're both one, and *** OK? One, two. OK? Em, that means you'll to share so, yep.

Two of the articles. Eh, two, three.
8. SS Talk loudly.
9. T /Seemingly to self / Is that right? /To one group/No, change numbers round so

you'll have *** One, the other way round so one, two, three. /Pointing to SS/ Otherwise
you'll have two, two pairs using *** Number one, and you're number, two. /Quietly,
pointing at SS/Now/To whole class/

10. SS Talk loudly.
11. T If you're number one. Alright, If you're number one. Or if you're, if you're number one, meet

at this table.
12. SS Talk

13. T So everybody who has number one come over here.
14. SS Some stand up

15. T OK? If you're number two, come here.
16. SS Talk

17. T If you're number three, over there, for one, two, three. Think about three groupings in
instructions OK, so, just stay where you are. /To one S/

18. SS Here, here. /Lots of movement and talking, looks like social talk,
lots of smiles, greetings and waves/

19. T /Talks to students inaudibly/
20. SS Laugh
21. T Right. OK. What I'd like you do is start off telling each other, telling the other members of the

group about the four examples, the four Marketing examples if you can. OK?
22. SS Some move around and talk.

23. T Starting off with person number one. first number one, then number two, then number three.
OK? And, and tell the others in your group the four articles. Tell them what, you know, a sort
of summary of the four articles. Right? What I'd like you to do when you're listening, is just to
take a note of what they're saying. Right?

24. SS Some move and talk quietly. One S stands up, moves across the
room and gets his bag.

25. T If you ** back.
26. SS Laugh
27. T Alright? Take a note of what they're saying.
28. SS Talk loudly
29. T /Talks inaudibly to one S/OK? So, make sure that you tell them about all the

articles you have. OK?
30. SS Talk loudly in groups

31. T So, at the end, can you just listen? Just, just listen?
32. SS Some talking
33. T Sh, sh, sh. sh, sh.
34. SS Stop talking
35. T At the end, er, you will have twelve examples. OK? Each person. Alright? And, when you

have finished, telling the others about your four articles, then tell the others in your group the
vocabulary, words or phrases that you found. OK?
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36. SS Mm

37. T Check that the other members of the group know them, if they don't know these expressions
then explain what they mean. Alright? Right, that's the idea. Try and explain to the others in
your group what these expressions mean. And again, take a note of any expressions or
vocabulary that you don't know.

38. SS Talk

39. T So, cm, I'll give you about fifteen minutes, that's five minutes per set of articles. OK? So. Off
you go. Number one starting.

STAGE 2: GROUPWORK
GIVING SUMMARIES OF ARTICLES ABOUT MARKETING DISASTERS
40. SS Number two, number one? /Talk in groups/
STAGE 3: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS
41. T /Writes on WB/ OK. Everybody finished? Alright? Right. Em... Now, everyone should

have em, at least all of the twelve examples.
42. SS Some talk

43. T OK? Now what I'd like you to do, just very, very briefly, OK, just think about which of these
examples you think is the funniest. Which is the funniest?

44. Paolo Five, five.
45. Catalina Turkey.
46. T The turkey one, right.
47. Naoki Or, three, twins.
48. T Is that the...

49. Naoki Twins ***
50. Catalina 4= + *

51. T Oh, right. OK, yep. Any others? OK, what about the worst?
52. Catalina The turkey...
53. T You think the turkey one. So the turkey one is really the funniest and probably the worst. You

imagine the experience of the poor turkeys, three thousand feet, em... Which one did you think
was the most

54. Catalina Horrible

55. T Er, damaging to a company?
56. Benicio Leafing through the Financial Times throughout
57. Catalina To a company ***
58. Amir Neck chain

59. T Er, well, I suppose the water...
60. SS Yeah
61. Elena The water, it was dan, dangerous if the people jump the water.
62. Catalina Ah yes.
63. T Yes, that, that's one of the *** ones, so, yes, what was the company?
64. SS ***

65. T Yes /Writes on WB/ And, any others?
66. Amir Yes, the company of, er, neck/Indicates own neck/chain, or chains.
67. T Right the, Ratners.
68. Amir Ratners

69. T Yes, why?
70. Catalin It's damaging to the company
71. Amir Because the company is closed
72. Catalina People lost their...
73. T Yes, basically, and did anyone lose their jobs?
74. SS Yes
75. Amir Yes, all the
76. Catalina Three *** hundred

77. T Yeah, so a lot of people, that's a lot isn't it? Ratners, yeah./Writes on WB/Yes that was
the case of where the chairman said that his company sold er, basically, sort of very rubbishy
... jewellery. Yeah.

78. S : Jewellery
79. T That one. OK. That one was er, very bad. Right fine, so this is a *** one. And this one... yes.

Company/Writes on WB/ ...collapsed
80. s : Mm hm
81. T Almost collapsed. I think it, it, I think it still survived. It was

| 82. Elena : No, no, no.
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83. T ~ The company was taken over.
84. Amir ***

85. T Right, right, right. Fine. OK, em...right
INSTRUCTIONS
86. T

87.
88.
89.

90.
91.

SS
Benicio

T

Ss
T

What I'll do is, there's a little exercise I'll give you which is just a review of marketing
vocabulary, which you can take away with you and we can check it next Wednesday sometime.
OK? Cos we'll, what we'll be doing next Wednesday is looking at er, Marketing Strategies.
OK? Different types of Marketing that you can use. Em... we'll be focusing mainly on two. As
I say one in this country and one elsewhere. OK? So... /Gives out HOs / Alright? So
that's really just for Wednesday. If you can find the time to, to do that. OK.
Open and close files, move papers, talk a little
Reading Financial Time
Right. OK, em... What I'd like you to do here is to work with just one partner. Right? This
table you can work as a group of three. OK? Right so.
Shuffling papers

/Gives out HOs/ Right. What I'd like you to do, first of all, em at the side opposite ends
of the paper, I'd like you to write something down. Now, I, I I'll tell you what I'd like you to
do. Em, I'd like you to imagine that you work for a, er company. OK? Can you write down the
name of your company? Just, just write down any name.

STAGE 4 INDIVIDUAL WORK
TION ON HO (WITH T INSTRUCTIONS THROUGHOUT)

Work in two?
No just by yourself.
Ah.
OK? So just for yourself, on your own piece of paper, don't tell anyone else, write down the
name of your company. OK? Just... invent any name. It can be your own company, like...
John. We have no middle name.

Hm?
We have no middle name.

No middle name.

All the Japanese people.
In that case you can er take, er, your surname
OK.
OK? Yes. If you don't have a middle name /To whole class/ right, some of you don't
have a middle name, you can take your surname, your family name, OK? Right that's fine, so,
in number two, write down the name of a company that you can imagine yourself working for.
Alright? Give yourself... a telephone number for your ... job. What's your work telephone
number?
Work not home?
A work number. And, well you have your home one in your head,I hope. OK? Your home
number will be ... one that you should have anyway. But write down just a, a work number. It
can be one from here.
I don't like this name! /Taps table/
OK? In number four, what does your company do? What does your company do or make?
Does it make cars? Does it make food? Does it make, jewellery? ... OK, write that one down
as well. What does your company do or make? Alright? Does it clean clothes? Does it make
vacuum cleaners?
Hm /smiles/
OK? Does it sell turkeys? Right?
Speaks to Yukitaka in Japanese
Em...in this company, how many people work there? Ten people? Twenty people? Thirty? A
hundred? Two thousand? OK?

Laugh
How many people work in this company? Alright? So, again, write that one down. OK?
Alright? Where is your company's headquarters? What city? Write down the name of a city.
Oh.

Alright. How long have you worked in this job? OK? Have you worked in this job for two
years? Three years? Since 1994? OK? How long have you worked in this job? Two years,
three years, six months, one week, two days... OK, ch, choose a time. What was your first job?
OK, you had a job before this one, what did you do?

WRITING INFO
92.
93.
94.
95.

96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101
102.
103.

Yukitaka
T

Yukitaka
Reiko

. Yukitaka
T1

Relko
T II

104.
105.

Paolo
T

106. Yukitaka
107. T

108. Amir
109. T
110. Reiko
111. T

112. SS
113. T

114. S
115. T

116.
117.

Cataiina
T Were you ;
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118. Amir So at the moment I am chairman of this job?
119. T Hm?
120. Amir At the moment I am chairman of this job, of this... ?
121. T That's fine, yes, OK, so what did you do before this job?
122. Elena In this, in this company, or?
123. T It could be in any other company. It could be the same company or in another, in another

company.
124. Reiko & Talk

Benicio
125. y Perhaps you were a car, a car salesman. Who knows? Maybe you worked at McDonalds selling

mm beefburgers. OK? Big Macs. OK, have you got, everything down? Right? You're a bit behind.
/To Benicio/ You need to have some information down there, OK. Em... Does anyone

"

else share your office? Or do you, is the office exclusive to you. OK? If, if, if there is anyone
■ sharing your office, what are their names? OK, if you, ifyou do share an office, maybe with

two or three other people, what are their names? If you don't share an office, that's fine.
...OK? In number fourteen, popping down a bit, do you travel for your job? Does your job
involve any travel? Yeah? OK? So, it can do, it might not do. You decide. ...OK? Right. I'll
explain what you're going to do. Everyone

126. Paolo ***

127. T Hm?

128. Paolo ***

129. T No the other ones are fine, Ok, they, they don't need specific information. Alright?
Em...Right. Everyone got information down?

130. SS Heads down, some writing
STAGE 5: PLENARY
INSTRUCTIONS
131. T OK. What I'd like you to do is to sit with a partner, someone who doesn't speak your

language, that's quite important. So, that, that's OK here, that, that's fine. Now you must sit
back to back.

132. SS Do not move

133. T Alright? You cannot look round, at the other person. OK? So you may need to rearrange your
chairs, so you just turn your backs to each other.

134. SS Do not move

135. T Again you two. Right? You've done this, something like this before, yeah? Turn your back to
each other, alright?

136. SS Do not move, some talk
137. T And then take it in turns to ask each other these questions. And what I'd like you to do is to

write down the answers, that your partner gives you. OK? So you turn your back, and then you
ask the questions

138. Amir & Talk

Reiko
139. T To the person behind you, and make a note of their answers. OK? In your /Quietly to

group of three/ in your case, since you're a group of three, just take it in turns, if you
two work in a pair, and then you finish, and then you two, and then you finish, and then you
two. Go as fast as you can.

140. SS Heads down writing
141. Catalina But why, I don't know why?
142. T Why turn your back? It's /to Catalina/ Thursday, Thursday morning, and, no Thursday

afternoon, I feel like it. Yes, so you turn your back. OK? Now, em...alright? So. Now, if, if
you two work together and you two work together. OK, and turn your backs to each other. And
it's very important, you must not look round. ...OK? You mustn't look round.

143. SS Group in view still seated normally
144. Amir Do we have to answer other question or no?
145. T Yes. But em, some of the questions you can answer with your own answer, the other ones I

had to ask you, because, not all of you work for a company. OK? So two /To Yukitaka
& Benicio, gestures turn around/right, now Yukitaka work with Benicio,
alright, turn your back on each other,

146. Yukitaka Stand up and turn round
&

Benicio
147. T You two/To Amir and Reiko/work together, turn your backs
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STAGE 6: GROUPWORK
SITTING BACK-TO-BACK EXCHANGING INFORMATION
148 SS Talk
149. T Now, do, don't start yet! /loud / Ah! Ah! Ah! Hang on, wait, wait, wait, wait, wait!

/loud/ Don't start yet, only when loud everybody's ready. It'd be easier if you sit down.
150. S " Ah!
151. T Now don't start yet! /loud/ Wait until I say so. OK? And then you can begin. Everybody

should start at the same time. OK so you need to turn your back. OK? Right? Like her.
Alright? Alright and you mustn't look at each other. ...OK?

152.' ■/. SS ' Quiet
153. Vjj T Alright everybody ready? Are we all ready? OK? Alright? Make sure your back is turned to

someone else. OK? Don't swing back on your chair because you might find there's no one
there behind you to support you. So you'll end up on the floor, alright? Everyone ready? OK?
Go! Off you go. ...Off you go.

154. SS \ Talk
155. T / /loud/And don't look at each other!
156. Benicio I have to write?
157. T His answers, yeah. Remember to write the answers! /loud/
158. Ill SS ■ Talk
STAGE 7: PLENARY

CHECKING, LEAD IN, INSTRUCTIONS
OK, I'll give you one more minute, and then stop. One more minute.
Talk

OK! / claps hands twice, loud/ Right, OK, can you stop there? Can you stop there?
Talk

/Bangs pen on desk twice/OK, can you stop?
Talk more quietly
OK, stop.
Gradually stop talking
Right do, don't worry if you haven't got, don't worry if you haven't told each other all the
information, that's ... that's not so important. OK? Right, right. Did you find that easy?
Yes, mm, yes.
Yes? Did you manage to get all the information, no problems?
Yes, yes.
Yes? Good. Did you manage to, did you have any kind of problem at all?
*** alphabet /Not taken up/
Any, anything at all, hm? Any words that you didn't understand? Did you have to spell out any
words?

Spelling difficult
Right, why, why did you have to spell out some words?
Er, she wrote the R, ri, er L, but I said L.
Right.
So 1 mean that *** but he wrote ri sound, R sound is L.
Oh 1 see, right, OK. Why, why did you have to spell it? In the first place?
Because

Why did you have to spell the words?
Because it's a different language.
Different language...What, sorry?
Why, why did you spell the word? /Replies not heard?/
Silent

Because it's a name of a different language, so! /Laughs, seems impatient/
Right, yes, so fine, OK, so, so, so obviously you, you hadn't understood what the word was,
so, you got him to spell it, right OK. Em, were you able to here everything that other people
were saying?
... Yeah, yeah.
Sorry, were you hear, were you able to hear what your partner was saying? Yeah? Was that
OK? No problems?
Mm

You found it quite easy, not too noisy?
Silent

No? OK, right. What did that kind of activity remind you of? Was it, do you think it was
similar to anything?

159.
160.

T
SS

161. 7
162. SS

1*163.
164. SS
165.
166.

T
SS

.

T167.

168. CQoo

169.
170.
171.

T
SS
T

172. Naoki
173. T

1

174. Naoki
175. T
176. Naoki
177. T
178. Naoki
179. T
180. Catalina
181. T
182. Catalina
183. Naoki
184. T
185. SS
186. Catalina
187.

, "

188.

T

BBS'vOVti: a?

SS
189. T

iiiililiiiili
SS

_

I

190.
191.
192. SS
193. T
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194. Reiko & Talk quietly
Yukitaka

195. Amir Yes. When you speak on the telephone.
196. T Right. When you speak on the telephone, OK. So what, what, what was similar?
197. Amir Spell the names, and can you repeat again, because
198. T Right, OK
199. Amir You are not facing the, the person who, who you speak to
200. T Right
201. Amir So that case you have, em, you have to be very ... cautious?
202. T Right OK.
203. Amir In getting the information and
204. T Right, OK. And so, so, o, o, o, obviously yes, and so you get people to say things again, get

A them to spell things. Do you only get them to spell words that are foreign?
205. Elena Yes
206. T Do you? What happens if you, if you don't quite understand what the word is? It may not be

foreign.
207. Elena Could you spell it?
208. Yukitaka

O

Talk

&

Benicio
209. T Yes, you would just say yes, get them to spell it anyway, so not necessarily foreign words. OK.

Em... right. What, what we're going to do for the rest of the session, is to look at, at making
phone calls. Just for quarter of an hour, and then we'll do some more em, in tomorrow's class.
Maybe half of the lesson, and so on. OK?/Last part very quiet/Now. What I need
to do is, to give you this sheet which is about a video that we're going to see in a minute.
/Gives out HOs/ You're not actually going to be making phone calls, not just now,
anyway OK?

210. S John!

211. T Yes, we need one more, yes.
212. SS Some talk quietly
213. T Lesley, can I borrow your copy of the...?
214. Lesley Yeah, of course

215. T Have you got two or one, I might have given you two by mistake.
216. Lesley I've actually got two anyway. I think I got yours off you.
217. T That's right yeah, *** two *** I just gave it to you ***
218. Lesley Oh, sorry.
219. T I gave two *** myself earlier
220. Lesley Oh, OK.
221. T Thanks. OK. Right. In a moment we'll see somebody making a phone call. ...But before we do

that, have a look at question number one. Just here, question number one. Rieht? What do vou

do before vou make a telephone call to someone vou've never called before?. How do vou

prepare for it?
222. Amir I have to find out his name, his...
223. T OK. Right, so you find out the person, find out the person's name. Er, would you find, er, OK

let's, let's suppose that if you know the name, you might just check, what, what the name is.
224. Amir Yeah.

225. T Writes on WB

226. Amir His position in the company, or/Not taken up/
227. T OK...em.... /writes on WB/I'll call the person you're calling er, the receiver Yeah. OK.

What else would you do?
228. Amir His position.
229. T Hm?

230. Amir His position?
231. T Er, position, yes, OK./writes on WB/OK, anything else?
232. Paolo What he have to do, what he have to, tell.
233. T , Right, better to think about what you, yes. Em... /writes on WB/ OK, yes. So you have

| to think about what you're... what you're going to say, while you're calling. Right. Anything
else? Anything else? /While drawing blinds/Now, it's somebody that you don't

i know.
234. Catalina Yeah

235. T Do you think
236. Catalina You have to introduce yourself.
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237.
238.
239.

T
Catalina

T
240. Catalina
241. T
242. Catalina
243. T
244. SS
245. T
246. SS
247.

248. Catali
249. T

INSTRUCTIONS
261. T

•' I
STAGE 8: INDIVIDUAL WORK
VIDEO LISTENING

Yes, you have to introduce yourself. Would you perhaps explain how you got the name?
Yes, er...
Yes
The contact, who
Yes yes
Who

Who, who gave you this contact, right, /writes on WB/ Anything else?
Silent

Is that OK?
Silent

Fine, fine, for the moment. Em...OK. What we're going to do is in a moment we'll have look
at someone making a phone call. But have a look at the context.
Mm hm
OK? /reading from HO/ There are two companies. OK, so just have a look at the section
below. There are two companies, right? There's er, Communicon International and Odyssey...
OK? Odvssev is based in New York. Co, Communicon in Eneland. Two people. Nick Delvin
and Helen Turner. OK? Which company does Helen Turner work for?
★ ★ W

Yeah? Can you tell me which, which company does she work for?
Who, Helen?
Yes.
To Odvssev.
Odvssev. right so...Based in the States. Right. OK, so in this phone call you're going to see
Nick Delvin phones Helen Turner. Alright? And you'll see the reason why he's calling down
at the bottom, down here. Just have a, read of that. I'll just reposition the video. /Quietly/
Read silently
Moves video

Some talk

Right. Em... yeah. Can everyone see?
Yeah

If you can't see, just, just move so you can see it. Now what I'd like you to do is watch the
version that you're going to see in a moment and make a note of what Nick Delvin does badly.
OK? That's all you need to do. Just make a note of what he does badly. What, what does he do
that he shouldn't have done? And remember up here you've made a little kind of if you like
checklist of things. Try and use that, to see what he does wrong.

II —■

262. SS
STAGE 9: PLENARY
INSTRUCTIONS
263. T
264. SS
265. T

"!
and watch
Sip

mm
at %;J!8

8aS«9s8g8ii «SSiS BBS

111

Listen to video

jij~g^ gj u
Stops video
Laugh a little
OK what I'd like you to do is just with someone sitting next to you, with a partner, make a
note or tell each other about the things that Nick Delvin did badly.

STAGE 10: GROUPWORK
CHECKING ANSWERS

Talk266. SS
267. T
268. SS
269. T

-

SS

% miasm

In that phone call. OK?
Talk

Just tell each other what he did wrong. Right if you/To one group/ can sort just turn
over the page and you can see there's a sort of checklist there. Just go through it and answer
the questions. Just turn over the page and go through the questions /To another group/
OK?
Talk270

STAGE 11: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS
271.

272.
273.
274.

Elena
T

Elena

Alright. Alright. Em... What sort of things then does he do badly? One example here? /To
one group/
He didn't er why he's talk, calling.
Er, er he, he did or he didn't?
He, he didn't.
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275.

276.
277.
278.
279.
280.
281.
282.
283.
284.
285.

286.
287.
288.
289.
290.

291.
292.
293.
294.
295.
296.
297.
298.
299.
300.
301.
302

t?. ..V-

T ty'f-i He, he didn't, right, OK. So he just er made the phone call without really er having thought
about it. Fine, OK. Any other problems here? That you noticed? /To another group/

Catalina Em
T - What did he

Catalina He didn't list, er, read for the name of the person he would, he need to talk to.
T Right, yes. What, what did he do, er actually?

Catalina Em
T During the phone call

gjjfgplna'' He just called
Elena

Catalina And then er, and then after he called he looked for the person's name.
T- "' Right yes and with the paper yes. Yes, fine, good. OK. Over here did you spot any other

problems?
Amir Yes, his er, the reason for calling was unclear, I mean

T If Right
Amir He didn't er

Yukitaka ***
T Yes. Very much so, right. OK. Looking at the questions on the back, just quickly run through

them. So. Does he prepare for the call?
SS No
T No, right. Is the purpose of the call clear?

. SS No.
T No. Are the introductions em, adequate?

.. SS . No
T : No. not really. Em. is the information clearly communicated?

SS No.
T No. Is the atmosphere positive?

'

SS No.
•T ' No. That was a bad phone call, wasn't it?

SS Yes /laugh/
Right. OK.

Well he, he, he'll try it a second time, and see if he gets it right. OK, I'll play the video through
now, and see if he actually corrects any of these mistakes. OK, which ones does he ... correct?
Actually just before we, we do look at, em, how many of you make phone calls similar to the
one that you've just seen?

304. SS vj Silent
305. T 11 Have you ever made a phone call like that?
306. SS Yes, yes /Some laugh or smile/
307. T Yes
308. Paolo The same but not this one not prepared, because very few clue to speak on the phone.
309. T Right. Yes, what er in English or
310. : Paolo : In English yes
311. \T ' Yes. In English, right. But also back home?
312. Paolo Yes
313. T The same, the same situation, right. OK. Right. I'll play this one to you.
STAGE 12: INDIVIDUAL WORK
VIDEO LISTENING
314. SS Listen to video and watch
STAGE 13: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS

/Stops video/ Was that a better phone call?
Yes.
Yes. Did he go through, well can you /Looking at HO/ say yes to each of the points?
Here?
Yes.
Yes. Right. Em... Are the introduct, e, well OK, yes the introductions are, are adequate, what
did he say? How did he explain how he got her number? How did he explain the way he
*** /several speak at once/
k k k

Right, OK.
Someone gave him
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324. Yukitaka
325. T
326. Yukitaka
327. T
328. Yukitaka

*rOZl). 1

330. ss
331. T

332. SS
333. T

334. SS
335. T
336. SS
337. T
338. SS

He *** number *** company
Right.
And the *** travel told him he had a great success after....
Yes.
A couple of years ago
Right, OK, so how did Helen react to that, did she react er positively or..?
Yeah. Positively.
Positive. Right yes so OK fine. Em, right. I think we'll finish off here. What I'd like you to do,
just to think about for tomorrow, right? It's not really homework, it's just to think about in
your, in your mind, is down at the bottom, of the page, where it says pair work, what I'd like,
what I'd like you to do is to choose one of the calls, either A or B, right? And what I'd like
you to do is to make er, a kind of sheet which will help you to prepare for this call, if you were
to make this call. What notes would you need to make, before you made the call, alright? So
briefly write down what you would need to know to be prepared for this phone call. OK?
Right?
Start putting stuff away

So you should be able to get down maybe seven or eight different things. Right, what, what
exactly do you need to, to know, to have piece of paper beside the phone as you're making the
phone call.
Getting stuff ready
Right, to make this phone call like the second one and not the first one. OK?
Stand up

Right just have think about that for tomorrow.
Put coats on etc, move around
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Transcription conventions
Times New Roman Font = utterance
/Courier font within forward slashes / = extralinguistic description
Underlined = taken from handout text
***

= unintelligible

Teacher: John
Students: 10: Elena, Torn, Catalina, Yukitaka, Amir, Masami, Kyoko, Benicio, Paulo, Reiko
Students visible on video: Yukitaka, Amir, Masami, Kyoko, Paulo & Elena
Lesson focus: Group information exchange task on the topic of trends
Transcription conventions: Underlined = taken from handout text, *** = unintelligible

WHITEBOARD
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1. SS Move around, sit down

2. T T talks to individual SS

3. SS H Talk

STAGE 1: PLENARY
INSTRUCTIONS

4, T Everybody else OK?
5. SS IJ Mm
6. T Right, er, I'll explain what you're going to do. Em...In a moment, well I'll give you it now

7. SS
/very quietly. Counts out HOs and gives them out/
Talk

8. T I Right. What I'd like you to do is when I ask you to go, everybody will be standing up, walking
around, and telling each other about their news. Now what you have to do it as you're doing

9. SS

ii'ip

p
1

this, and listening to what people are telling you, make a note. Now I'll give you a time limit
so you will probably not be able to speak to everybody else in the classroom. But you should
be able to speak to most people. Alright?
Open and close files

10. ~ T v And what I'd like you to do is just to get the main points. For example, look at this. You've
got the subject. Now you will have to try and put these, this information in the correct, or most
suitable section. Perhaps you'll hear a piece of news about a country. So if you're hearing a

1 piece of news about France, you'll write in here "France". And then you write a summary. On
the other hand, you may be hearing news about an organisation. OK, it may be a company. In

1Bi 7 1 | which case you write the name of the company.
11. Elena If you have a mix?
12. T Not actually in here, but/doesn't seem to have heard Elena/
13. Elena I mean if er, if in your news.. .er, talk about country and organisation?
14. T You choose. If it talks about both then you choose where you want to put it. OK? Em...yes, er,

% yes, er. That's what you, do, er, yeah.
15. Elena Laughs
16. T ii| You get, er, em, if you have more than one er. category then you just choose which you think

is the best one. Now it may be that you just get the name of one person. It sould be then, the, I
| don't know, the chairman of the company. So again use the terms that ». OK? On the other

side you've got some more. Commodity. You need to put these in the right place /quickly/
and er, er, yeah. Product. Product...? Things like cars, food and so on. OK? That's product.
Commodity...? Is...? Things like gold, copper
Mm hm

Er, oil. Coal. These are commodities, but they're not actual products. Products are things that
3 ■ , are manufactured, OK? These are not manufactured.

Amir ' Gold
T Gold isn't manufactured, it's mined

— Amir Oh
<$®|i

T OK? So anything that's manufactured you should put that under product. Commodity, would"

23. Elena
be things like gold and so on. Alright?
***

24. T And if, if it, it your piece of news isn't under any of these, then you put it under ***, cos you,
"

fish, maybe? That's *** product. OK? Or is fish a > is it a commodity? Is it a commodity?

% ' Quietly/
25. SS Talk, move papers
26. T Oh, you can find out. OK? Right. Em, it's actually *** now.
27. SS Talk
28. T Let's come back to it, let's come back up to the country. Let's suppose you get a piece of news

about the country. I mentioned France. So put, er. the information, the main points, the
I summary, in the previous section, up here by France, OK? Vocabulary, if the other person uses

any vocabulary that you don't know, make a note of it. OK? Cos, er, er, you know, it's an
opportunity for you to learn new vocabulary. You can also indicate in the very first *** is it
good news, or bad news? OK? It could mean that the news is neither good not bad, in which
case write neutral.
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29. Amir Stretches

30. T Or something like that, OK? Indicate whether it's good or bad news...em...that's right
/quietly/...Now, /louder/ golden rule, do not show the piece of paper... to other people.
If you do, I will put you in a turkey suit and put you in a plane.1

31. SS Smile, some laugh
32. T Right? So, do not show people the piece of paper. Tell them about it. OK? It's a listening and

speaking activity, not a reading. Er, alright? If people don't understand what you're talking
about, then start again

33. SS Laugh
34. Amir ***

35. T Try, new words. OK? You remember yesterday, people weren't understanding words. Spell
them, spell out a word, explain it, and so on. Alright? Some ofyou may have a diagram, a
table, a chart. In which case em... I suggest that you explain if you want to, but don't show

36. Elena Laughs
37. T Alright? So you can say that em, "according to this chart, er, company Y has had good sales

recently" and so on, OK? Some of you may have pictures that don't need to be shown at all,
OK? Just a *** postcard. So. Now it's a standing up and walking around thing, not a sitting
down and speaking to the person next door.

STAGE 2: GROUPWORK
MINGLING AND EXCHANGING INFORMATION
38. SS Some stand up

39. T So people at this end of the room, perhaps you can sort of move down to this end and mix up
and talk to other people

40. SS Move around and start talking
41. T Now, I'll give you, I'll give you fifteen minutes...fifteen minutes /shouting/. Get as much

news as you can, so
42. SS Move around and talk loudly
43. T Remember vocabulary /shouting/
44. SS Move around and talk

STAGE- 3: PLENARY

CHECKING
45. T Right em...OK, just before we finish off, a couple of things to ask you. The way I asked you to

do that was to go and er, talk to one other person, finish with that person and go on to someone
else. Some of you ended up in a sort of crowd down here.

46. SS Laugh, smile
47. T Why, why was that?
48. Elena Mm?

49. T Yes, why, why was that, why did you decide to stand in a group when one person spoke and
all the others

50.
51.

Elena Because

T Took notes?

52. Elena We didn't have a partner
53. Catalina Yeah

54. T ! Right, OK, so it was a problem of the partners, right OK. Did you find it an easier way of
doing it, standing in a group

55. Elena 1 Yes
56. SS : Yes

57. T With one person telling the others?
58. SS Yes

59. T Do you think it's er, perhaps maybe better that way?
60. Amir ***

61. Elena Yeah

62. Paolo Simple, more simple
63. T More suitable, right. OK, so more efficient. Right, OK, we'll maybe try that next time
64. Elena "J Laughs

1 Reference to earlier "Marketing Disasters" reading lesson
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Transcription Lesson 6 Highland Wool

Transcription conventions
Times New Roman Font = utterance
/Courier font within forward slashes / = extralinguistic description
Underlined = taken from handout text
***

= unintelligible

Teacher: Natasha
Students: 8: Lin, Christine, Yolanda, Michi, Ricardo, Jules, Helen, Gloria
Students visible in video: Lin, Christine, Yolanda & Michi
Lesson focus: Preparation, negotiation and feedback
Transcription conventions: Underlined = taken from handout text, *** = unintelligible

WHITEBOARD
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1. SS B Move around, sit down, take out papers and books
2. T Talks to individual students
3. SS Talk
STAGE 1: PLENARY
INSTRUCTIONS

5.
6.

SS
T

STAGE 2
EXCHANGING

j Um, you need to be in your em two groups that we were in yesterday so that we've got em
J Highland Wools, over here? Yes, so you're Highland Wools people, that's Jonathon
3 Snodgrass. and the, Cecil Parks Clothes Limited people over here. So you're back in your two
J original groups, and if you can cast your minds back to what you discussed yesterday, em in
5 your groups just share the information that you managed to get from the person you spoke to
j yesterday, alright? You're all sitting in a long line! ! /Addressed to Group 1/ OK,
I who, who's missing? Who have we lost?
1 Kazumi, Kazumi
j Kazumi. OK so go back to those questions that you had, your instructions and find out from

each otherjhe answers that you got for those questions. Ah, that's better
GROUPWOF

7.
8.

10.

11.

12.
13.
14.

SS
T

Yolanda,
Christine,

Lin &
Michi

T

Yolanda,
Christine,

Lin &
Michi

T
Yolanda

T

ATION ABOUT COMPANI
Move around a little. Talk quietly and write,

STAGE 3; PLENARY
LEAD IN, INSTRUCTIONS

look at HOs

The company was what? The company was built, was founded. It was set up. /Nods / So it's a
*** company. /Sits down with group/
Interact, T listens.

It may effect how willing they are to sell... if it's... an old established company, with very
traditional workplace practices /Seated with group/
Look and listen

Yes. Goodwill, is, part of the value, of the company, is goodwill.
And, they say that the quality of the wool produced is the best
OK/Gets up and leaves group/Are you all OK, you've got.
aroup/

/To other

15.

16. Jules
17. T

18. Jules
19. T

20. Jules

21. T
22. Jules
23. T
24. Jules

25. T

26. Jules
27. T

Good, cm. Can I ask you now to turn back to the pale green sheet that gave you the
information, about, the takeover bid, and if you turn over you will find there is a dialogue on
the other side of the page. You have to imagine that, em, a day or so has passed since your
meeting, and this telephone conversation takes place. Em, Janet Smith, who's the managing
director of Cecil Parks is talking to Donald McGregor of Highland Wool on the telephone.
Right now I'll be Janet Smith, em, who would like to be Donald McGregor? Any volunteers?
Yes? Alright Jules, you be Donald McGregor, we'll read the dialogue together. /Reads
aloud/ Mr McGregor.
Yes?
Ah! I'm so glad I could get hold of you Mr McGregor. I'm calling vou from London so shall
we get straight down to business?

Unintelligible. Looks at his HO while reading and speaking
Now, as vou know, our company is interested in buying Highland Wools, and I was wondering
how vou feel about that.
Well, in principle the deal is viable to buy. However I have had to make certain promises to

mv workers. There are certain conditions vou will have to fulfil if vou wanted to take over the
mill.
Yes. I see, Er. could vou tell me a bit about these conditions Mr McGregor?
Well. I've had to promise that there will be no redundancies as a result of the takeover.
Yes. I think we can agree to that.
And that each employee is able to retain his own position *** in the firm. We have a very

small isolated community here and
Sorry to butt in Mr McGregor, but do vou mean that each employee would be able to retain his
position for life?
That's more or less the *** of it. yes. /Looks up/
Well. I see, em. but I don't think we'll be able to agree to that. Perhaps we can work this out
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later on. Could we talk about the price DerhaDS?
28. Jules Yes. certainlv. Our accountant estimated the value of the firm at em. two million, in the last

audit. /Looks at HO/
29. T So this is the sum vou are asking for?
30. Jules Yes. If it is the value of the firm. I think it's aDDroDriate if vou oav this price, don't vou?
31. T Well, of course this is somethina we'll have to ao into with our own accountants.

32. Jules Certainlv.
33. T Well. I can't see anv insuperable obstacles. David Berkworth is comina up to Scotland to talk

to vour representative, and I hope we'll be able to work out a satisfactory deal toeether.
34. Jules Good. fine.
35. T Well, it's been nice talkina to vou Mr McGreaor. I hope we'll arrive at a satisfactory

arranaement.

36. Jules Fine. Thank vou for callina. aoodbve.
37. T Goodbve.
38. SS Laugh and smile. Some shift in seats, look up from HOs. Some

cross-class nods and whispers.
INSTRUCTIONS
39. T Alright? Well that's the conversation that takes place. Can you quickly have a look at exercise

two and exercise and three, right? Just exercise two and exercise three. Have a go at those in
your groups, check them with each other and I'll just give you five minutes or so to do that.
It's to alert you to some of the language that you'll need when you're negotiating.

STAGE 4: GROUPWORK
VOCABULARY E XEROSES TWO AND THREE
40. SS Silent initially, then talk quietly
41. Michi Excuse me. what does, evasion, evasion mean?
42. T /Sits down at desk and makes notes on paper. / What does...?
43. SS Others in group work separately
44. Michi Evasion
45. T Evasion... if vou try and evade a question vou try not to answer it, you try to avoid it. /Sits

Xj. " y~ DA' down with group 1/ Perhaps you don't want to give an answer, so you say something to

">.,"-J il|

avoid, giving an answer...OK? Perhaps em, for example, or, you, you need to find an example
*** for example...em, if.../Holds forehead/ . If the other side em, states a price for a
company...right, two million pounds, will you pay it? Will you pay two million pounds, and
you don't want to say yes or no, right, at this stage, then you try and evade the answer You

.

think of a way of not giving the answer./While getting up/ That's evasion. /Gets up
v /'■ and leaves group/

46. Michi & Michi speaks quietly to Yolanda - it seems they are talking
Yolanda about evasion

47. T Room quiet. Looks round, sitting at desk
48. Jules Yes. /Looks ud evasion in dictionarv and reads it out/Evasion is ***

evasion *** when vou change the wav *** evasion *** it's like *** questions, evasion.
49. Helen Evasion /Talkina to Jules/
50. Jules I answer yes /Turns around/ yes.
51. T Mm, yes. If I ask a question/Writes to be evasive on WB, evasive first/
52. Jules Mhm
53. T And vou don't give me a straight answer. I can sav vou are being evasive.
54. Jules OK *** ha. OK. Evasive.
55. T You are beina evasive, that's the adjective, vou are evading
56. Helen Evasive
57. T Evasive/Models pronunciation, emphasising stressed syllable/
58. Helen Evasive. It's er, adjective?
59. T It's the adjective form
60. Jules Evasive
61. T /Writes evasive on WB/To be evasive...right. If I sav "Have vou done vour

homework?" and you don't say "yes" or "no", you say, "Well. ..erm... "/Seems to be
'vS "

^ v~ |ff|§ joking about homework with group 2/
62. T & Jules, Laugh

Ricardo &
Helen

63. T I started to do it and them I, I came across some insuperable obstacles
64. SS Laugh
65. T In the questions on page seven." That's an evasive
66. Jules Like politics, yes?
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67. T
68. Jules
69. T
70. Helen
71. Yolanda,

Christine,
Lin &
Michi

72. T
73. T
74. Helen
75. T

77 Helen//. neien

78. T
79. Helen
80. T

I

97. Yolanda
98. T

Yolanda

101 Jules,
Helen &
Ricardo

102 Yolanda,
Christine,

Lin &
Michi

103 T
104 Helen

Like politics yes. Politicians are very skilled at
Mhm

Em, evasion. Or lawyers.
Yes, yes
During the above phase,
looking at HOs silently

group 1 do not look
and individually.

up, but carry

"el--

ill

Yolanda,
Christine,

Lin &
Michi

83. T
84. Helen
85. Jules
86. T
87. SS
88. Yolanda

Jules,
Ricardo &

Helen
90. T
91. Yolanda
STAGE 5: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS

Walks away from group
Just another couple of minutes and we'll check these through.
Ob-sta-cle. ob-sta-cle
Ob. obstacle, stress on the first syllable, obstacle, obstacle /Models pronunciation/
Obstacle, obstacle
What's the meaning of obstacle?
Something in the way, OK? An obstacle. If
gesture "block"
Yes, exactly. This is an obstacle in his path.
Yes.

Very quiet

Right. Something in the way to stop him going past, you have to go round
Ah!
Yes.
An obstacle. OK?

Mostly silent, a little quiet talk.
Seems to be joking with Christine
Talk

Are you ready? /To
Nods

Yolanda, Christine, Lin & Michi/

Yolanda
T

Helen
T

Let's, let's check through, let's check through because we need to move on to the actual
negotiation. So first of all then, you're asked to find expressions in the dialogue for each of the
following functions. /Reading from HO/ A - asking for information. Did vou find
anything...? Asking for information?
Yes. Please, could vou tell me. could vou tell me a bit about
Could vou tell me a bit about, could vou tell a bit about. Good expression to use. Could vou
tell me a bit about, a bit, or something. The, interrupting, interrupting?
Sorrv to butt in

Yes, that one we had yesterday, sorrv to butt in. but... sorrv to butt in. but do you mean, sorrv
to butt in. OK? /Writes on WB/ Em. disagree? Did vou find anything for disagree?
1 don't think we'll be able to agree

Good yes, 1 don't think we'll be able to agree to that. 1 don't think we'll he able to agree to
that. Notice these
To that, or with that?
To. To agree to something. You agree to do something... Em. notice that these expressions are
indirect, right? When you're disagreeing you don't just say, "No! I totally disagree." Right? 1
don't think we'll be able to agree to that. Be able to agree to that. It's useful if you can
memorise some of these expressions because it will help you in negotiation or in a meeting,
OK? Thinking time, if you use one of these expressions it gives you thinking time, to form
what you want to say.
Laugh

Heads mostly down

Em, and evasion - this is more difficult. Did you find any examples of evasion...?
Perhaps we can work this out later on. Could you?
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Yes, tha, that. Perhaps we can work this out later on. that's putting something off, isn't it it's
putting it off, postponing it. So in a sense it is evasion, yes. Any others?
Silent

Er, could you tell me about these condit. er...Yes, yes I see could vou tell me about that?
Er, could vou. no that really is asking for information, isn't it?
OK
If you look further down
This is
When they start to look about, talk about the price
Yes /Nods/
You'll get some examples.
This is something we will have to go into with our own accountants

Good. He doesn't say yes or no
Mm
It's well this is something we'll have to go into with our accountants, this is something we'll
have to go into with our accountants.

What's the meaning of go -in - to - with?
Discuss.
Discuss.
If you go into something you discuss it. We'll have to go into this, we'll have to discuss this
with ... our accountants.

SilenT

Excuse me, em about this sentence, I don't think we will be able to agree, can I say "I think we
will be unable to agree?"
Well, em, I think "we'll be unable to agree", em, the meaning is the same, em, but the first one
sounds better. If you can when you're em, I don't think we'll be able to em...
All look at T

/Writes on WB: I don't think we'll be able to and I think we'll
be unable to/In a negotiation, that one/indicates first sentence on WB/is
better, because it's more open. If you say I think we'll be unable to agree, oh, you know, this
puts up an obstacle, a block, to continuing. This one, I don't think we'll be able to agree, we

might be able to, you see? We might be able to. /Writes on WB/ It's more open, it leaves it
more open for negotiation and discussion. Generally speaking, em, the positive form of the
adjective sounds better, so I don't think we'll be able to rather than I think we'll be unable to.
It's too definite. OK?
Mm.
In negotiating you need to keep things open as much as possible. Right? You don't want to
close off any possible alternatives, unless they're absolute no-nos. So this is more open, that's
the reason. OK? Em, good. /Cleans WB/ Any... further questions about the expressions,
before we move on? Any other expressions perhaps that you found in the dialogue that you
weren't too sure about?
Silent
No? Alright, let's move on then, just finding the missing words. Em, I don't see any...?
Insuperable
Insuperable, good. I
Insuperable, insuperable
don't see any insuperable obstacles. An insuperable obstacle means what? An obstacle...?
You can't *** you can't ***. The problem you can't solve. /Very quiet/
A problem we can't solve, good, yes. Something we can't overcome, something we can't
solve, yeah./Writes on WB/ Em. there are certain conditions vou would have to...?
Fulfil
Fulfil, alright. Carry out. To fulfil conditions. Do vou mean that each employee would be able
to...?
Retain
Retain his position for life. Keep his position for life.
To keep?
To keep his position for life. If you retain your position you keep it.
Talk and laugh

And then the expression that, that, you asked about, em, Helen? This is something we'll have
to...?

Er, go into.
That's right, something we'll have to go into.
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148 Helen j To with our
149 T With our accountants
150 Helen Our accountants. OK
151 T This is something we'll have to explore and discuss with our accountants. And then the last

: ;./ one. I hone we'll arrive at a satisfactory...?
152 T & SS Arrangement, arrangement.

153 T Right. Uh these are all expressions that you might actually be able to use in your own
jsgra'/j i > negotiations...
INSTRUCTIONS
154 T What I'm going to do now is give you your negotiating brief, alright?/Goes round with

HOs/I'll give you perhaps ten, fifteen minutes to look at it individually and in your groups,
, ' ' ' and then I'll pair you off to negotiate a possible sale, a possible takeover, of Highland Wools.

Right. OK. so David Berkworth. here you go. Can you... /With group 1, gives them
HOs/

155 Christine Thank you.
.156 T, ■ Thank you/Moves to other group/ And Jonathon Snodgrass of Highland Wools...

Jonathon or Jane. Have a look at it, fifteen minutes to prepare your, strategy. ...And when
.S',you're preparing, em, for a negotiation you really want two things. You want your bottom line,

/Writes on WB/ the bottom line, what is the lowest that you will agree to? You will not go
below this point. You need em, your aim/Writes on WB/what you re-would like to
achieve, and the negotiation will be about this area here /Writes on WB/ right? So
somewhere in there you should reach an agreement. OK? So you need to think about your
bottom line, for each case, and your aim, what you would like to achieve.

STAGE 6: GROUPWORK
PREPARING NEOGIATION STRATEGIES IN GROUPS

Walks about

Initially silent, then start whispering
/Writes on WB/ Just make sure you understand everything, if you don't ask me and I'll
come and help you. Then discuss your strategy./Stops writing on WB then walks

■■!around/
160 SS " Quiet talk in groups. Volume gets gradually louder.
,161 T t He already has those
';162SjJuies A Yes?
163 T He already has those, because it's a private company. Em, they own the company, so they

already have that amount of money, the question is whether they em. sell all the shares, or
whether they keep some, that's the question. It's not a pu -, it's not a, these are not shares in
the sense of shares that you buy on the stock market, these are parts of the company

164 Helen Yes
165 T This is a *** it's a private company.
166 Helen ***
167 T Well, he's, he owns the company you see, it's a family company. They manage and own the

; ' company. It's their company.

157 T
158 SS
159 :; • T

168 Helen But, I mean the manager is different, is another person with the investor? Is he?
169 T No, no. Em, no because a private company, you sec is, is owned and managed by the same

people.
170 Helen Oh. oh.
171 T In this case anyway.
172 Helen So, so who this is
173 T This is just the solicitor, the lawyer, you are the lawyer
174 Helen Ah!
175 T You are representing the company.
176 Helen So this company is owned by the manager?
177 Jules By McGregor.
178 T By, by McGregor, so you are, you are acting for him, he wants to sell, right, he wants to sell,

but he wants, he, he doesn't want to sell at any price, he needs, he's interested in keeping the
company as the company

179 Jules And to sell part of the shares but not all of the shares
180 T Not immediately, he wants a gradual transfer of ownership
181 Jules That is the***
182 T Yes, yes. You may not get this, but this is what you might perhaps, would aim for.

1 The teacher later speculated that as Helen is Chinese, she may have trouble recognising the
structures of private businesses in the West.
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183 Helen
184 T
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185 Helen
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188 T
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191 Jules
192 T
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201 Yolanda
202 T
203 Lin
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216 Lin
217 T
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219 T
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_

221 T
222 Michi
223 T
224 Michi

225 T

§- Wm
226 Michi
227 T
228 Christine
229 T
230 Christine
231 T

So this case, this manager *** the first five years, he want to keep
He wants to keep - if you own fifty one percent of the company you own the company, so
what he would like is to have a gradual transfer of ownership. So for the first, em five years, he
still has control

Right
But this will be difficult to negotiate. /Smiles, SS laugh/ If, if you were buying the
company, would you agree to that?
Laughs
To this point? I don't think I would.
***

You know they would?
***

You think he might agree?
***

Yes, yes, yes. I... if the company is really worth buying, if you really want to buy it then
perhaps you will agree to that. But these are all - you will have to be persuasive. /Laughs/
Yes, yes, yes.
Walks away from unseen group, stands near group in view, sits
down with group in view, looks at Christine's papers, then nods
while listening
***

Yes. You think this will be a difficult point to negotiate?
Yes. It's psychological /Points to own head/
Perhaps you can reach some kind of compromise. /Hands gesture "balance"/
***

So this is a point you want to insist on./Looks at Lin's papers/
***

It's the same ***
Yes you want your *** This may be a sticking point. This may be, not an insuperable obstacle.
but it may be a .../Hand gesture/
Mm, mm. /Nod/

In real life
This is real life of course, yes
Laugh

Perhaps you could offer him ***
External, outside *** because if you control ***
***

We are a company *** need to control ***
Yes, yes
Because if you, if you *** us *** segregated *** he's not to keen on a company managers
***

Acceptable
But he's probably, em not that interested in a high salary
Er, not, er only the ***
Yes. So perhaps you could offer him something that he's not ***
For instance, relationship with er
Customer relations, or

Manager is of course, top, top ***
Yes

For example, manager o-, o-, over manager, some kind of high position. /Holds hand
high/
Well, in a big company you might a have a chairman /Holds hand high/ chairperson, and
then the managing director, reports to the chairperson. But in many companies the chairperson
and the managing director are the same./Hand gesture "same"/
Same.
So in a company like this, he is the head, it's a private company.
***

Cecil Parks
***

Probably, probably.
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232
233

Christine
T

234 Christine
235 Michi

i

241 Christine
242 Michi
243 Christine
244 Michi
245 Yolanda

o

Christine
246 T
247 Michi

248 T
.

249 Michi
250 T
251 Christine
252 x

I

253 Christine
254 T

255 Christine
256 T
257 SS
258 Christine

& Jules
259 Christine

So maybe, he want to get that he, that you are *** director of the ***
Yes, yes. *** non executive ***
Non executive

Management is ... final de- ,decision is er, er I have, we have, final, to decide, to decide /At
the beginning of this remark other three begin to talk amongst
themselves/
You have, or he has? He has.
We has, we has, we has, ha- final decision.
This, er, well, this co-, you are, you may, he has the final decision
We, we, we, we, we, we have dec...
We- if you buy it, if they accept your offer, then you have the dec, the final decision about
what to do about the managing director, but perhaps they won't accept your offer. /The
others in group 1 now seem to be listening/
Ah, yes but if they are a lot of difficulties, financial difficulties
*** I want to change the machinery
*** there are no way for them, so *** they have to accept the *** /laughs/
I want to change the machinery
Talk and laugh

***/group seem to listen/
Yes I want to change the machinery. We *** a solution, we could found another factory, with
the machinery another factory, *** another factory
Is it possible to ***?/Leans across table towards him, doesn't seem to
have understood his point/
Will we, f, f, ...is , is, it possible to
A joint managing director., put together, yes.
***

So he would have ***
*** his relation with ***
So you could offer him a place on the board as the manager of the firm, but he'd be non
executive, he's there for his advice really.
He can't take decision... Only to advise.
That's a good idea
Both groups fall silent
Look at each other, laugh
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T
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T
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What have you chosen? What have you chosen?/To Jules in other group,
laughing/
How much longer do you need? Are you ready?_/Leans back and looks at the
clock, also at own watch/
Yes

/Gets up from group/Are you ready?/To other group/
Both groups still talking
OK? Two minutes, two minutes, /to all/
*** Helen and *** because we haven't got Kazumi with us, you're with Christine and Jules
you're with Michi.
I. I am with?
You will be *** and Helen will be ***

ssjsr'bHw
OK then, em /Loud/
Talk

David Barkworth. remember, is coming up to Scotland, to meet, in fact he's going to meet a
representative of Highland Wool. Jonathon Snodgrass. so you're meeting in Jonathon
Snodarass's office, /Writes on WB/ alright? On his territory. Em. those are your
negotiating partners, so Highland Wool people, if you would like to set up office around the
room

STAGE 8: GROUPWORK
NEGOTIATING IN PAIRS
272 SS Start standing up, some shake hands with partners while

, * Tyre?-* "■ standing, smile

269 ■
. I
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271 T

m
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296 Yolanda
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297 SS
298 Yolanda

299 SS
300 Gloria
301 Yolanda
302 Gloria
303 SS
304 T
305 Gloria
306 T

Alright? You can set up an office wherever you want to be, and David Barkworth if you can
meet your negotiating opposite number. And you have twenty minutes, you have twenty
minutes.

Moving around the room, clanking chairs, begin talking in
pairs: Jules & Michi, Yolanda & Gloria, Lin & Ricardo, Helen &
Christine. Lasts about twenty minutes.

Agreement? Are you in agreement? OK, summarise it. Right, good. And you're both happy?
/To all/ Jonathon Snodrass has a taxi coming to take him to the airport in about five
minutes, OK? You've got five minutes to try and finish off.
Talk, laugh, seem animated
/Walks around near the front of the room/The taxi is waiting to take em
/Loud/ I think it's Mr Berkworth so it's going to take, he needs to go to the airport, so the
taxi's waiting
Quieten down, still talking a little
Do you have a deal? Yes, yes. /Laugh/

OK that's the taxi, if you don't go now you'll miss your plane, right let's stop there.
Quiet
OK well done. Let's - how did you feel about that, are you feeling, em, how did you feel, how
did you feel? Are you happy?
Quite good
Quite good. Happy? Happy? /To others/
It's very difficult /Laughs/
Laugh
How are you feeling Yolanda?
Not so happy! /Laughs/
Not so happy, right, because you haven't actually, really reached a, a deal, OK. Let's hear from
each pair in turn then /Louder, getting quieter/ let's find out what their agreement
consists of, and then I'll ask you, I don't know, how you feel about that deal, whether you feel
you got a good deal.
So we've got Yolanda and Gloria, well I'll ask you first simply because I put your names up
first. What happened? Have you got a deal?
No
No deal
No deal!/Laughs, also Gloria/
No - deal/Speaks while writing no deal on WB opposite their names.
/ Why not?/Smiles/
Laugh

Laugh
It's impossible! I, I, I couldn't negotiate with her, because she say, "OK I have the...", I, I say
"I will pay two millions." And I say "OK I will le, let the management to, to, the manager to,
to continue as an ad, as an advisor." And she say that I have to keep also the workers for five
years. /Arm gestures, laughs/So
Huff and puff, seem surprised
Five years/Arm gestures/
So 1. I'm, I'm agreeing, agree, agree with everything she wants
Noooo! /Laughs/
Laugh, rock back in chairs
But from Yolanda's's perspective... /Laughs/
I don't agree, because/Arm gestures, laughs, seems animated/
You don't agree /Smiles/ But from Yolanda's perspective, I'll ask you in a minute Gloria,
but from Yolanda's perspective, she feels, she feels that you're not prepared to compromise,
OK, now how do you feel?
Laugh

Er, my opinion?
Yes.
OK. The prices is two million, OK.
Right.
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312 Gloria But she wants that my client er cannot decide anything
313 T Right, your client can't decide
314 Gloria Anything, anything. And so she could change, er the workers
315 Yolanda But it's *** /Laughs/
316 Gloria Yes!
317 Yolanda It's our factory now!
318 SS ; Laugh loudly
319 Gloria j But, my, my, er my factory, my factory? The factory of my client!

1320 SS . Laugh loudly
321 Gloria Is
322 Jules It's your factory!
323 Gloria Is like a big family
324 T Yes
325 Gloria A large family, so er I want that the workers might change
326 T \gg /Laughs/ OK
327 Gloria Keep the, the, the work
328 T Yes. OK, so from Gloria's perspective she feels that she's acting for her client, and she wants

him to get the best possible deal, and she feels, you feel quite emotionally involved
329 Glorias Laugh

Yolanda
330 Yolanda Yes, yes!
331 T With Highland Wools
332 Christine There's a reason , you know, when a manager want to sell his, er, his company he employ an, a

/; , lawyer, because if he negotiate himself, he's too...
333 T Emotionally involved
334 SS Yes, yes
335 Christine He can't negotiate, er, the best.
336 T Hm , yes. OK, so, OK so we'll leave you, we'll leave you to reflect, we'll leave you to reflect,

we'll more on now to Christine and Helen, and do you have a deal?
337 SS Laugh
338 Christine Yeah
339 Helen i Yeah, we have deal
340 T Tell us about it, then, what sort of price are you buying the mill for?
341 Christine Two millions.
342 T Two million pounds? OK/Writes Two million on WB/
343 Helen Two million pounds
344 T Er, what about the workers, working conditions, did you come to some agreement about that?
345 Helen j Nods
346 Christine Er, the same
347 Helen The same

348 Christine The same decision
349 Helen | The same, we keep them
350 T : Right, so no change, you keep on all the staff?

i 351 Christine During, er two years, the job is er
352 Helen ' Yeah, to guarantee them to keep the, er, to guarantee them, to keep the job for two years, yeah.
353 T i OK so there are no changes for two years,
354 Christine ; Yeah

& Helen
355 T , , You have their, their jobs are secure for two years
356 Christine Yeah
357 Helen j Yeah, for two years
358 T 1 Right. OK. Erm, production methods, did you come any agreement about changes in

production methods?
359 Christine Yes

& Helen
360 Helen Production? /Looks blank/
361 Christine ; New, new machinery? /To Helen/
362 Helen | Ah! Yeah, yeah, yeah., the new, yeah.
363 T So you're going to, you're going to install new machinery. New machinery /Writes new

machinery on WB/
364 Christine ***
365 Jules *** /Laughs/
366 T Anything else?
367 Christine No
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No. Just new machinery.
Mm

Right. And what about the management? What did you... decide about that?
He will be a vice-manager, only for, erm, during one year. Only for
Public relationship
Yes. As advisor.
Yes.
Not for executive decisions.
Some talk, gesturing towards WB as T writes on it
OK. So he stays on then as a non-executive, deputy, chairman?
Talk loudly in French

Yes, yes

And only for one year. After, he can be fired!
Laughs
But it says non-executive. /Pointing to WB/

Yolanda and Gloria carry on talking, also Jules. Lots of SS
talking at this point
Non-executive means he can't actually make decisions, but he sits on the board, he talks, his
opinions will be considered, but if it comes to a vote, he doesn't have a vote. OK. How do you
feel?
Lots of loud talk, about three separate conversations
It was nice
Good negotiation, just a minute. Shh! Shhhhhhhhhhh! Don't argue, don't fight! /Laughs/
Carry on talking

So you feel, good, you've reached a deal and you're happy with it. OK. Good, excellent Right.
What, em, about Jules, and Michi?.
Two million, price.
Is that right? Two million.
Yes
Yes

Working conditions, no change for five years.
Talk and laugh

Stop negotiating!/Smiles, to Yolanda and Gloria/
jAy dios! (Oh God!) /Thumps table, laughing, leans forward/
Laughs
You can't change your deal now!
Michi. He's Japanese!/Pointing to Michi/Japanese always.../Makes "twisting"
gesture with both arms, laughs, looking at Helen and Christine/
** *

It's...

OK, sshhh!
OK
Glances at own watch

No change for five years. OK?
Some talk and laugh
What about production?
Production traditional methods
So you're going to keep the traditional methods
Yes, it's better for...
We agreed with everything! /Laughs/
Well, at the moment anyway, no new machinery, but... Was there any time limit, or...?
Whispers to Yolanda
Er, we will sec in five years, at the end of
Lots of background talk
***

Laugh loudly

And management?
It's OK. Management, manager, it's a new manager.
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T
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471 T
472 Ricardo

Talk

New manager
I'm sorry, em, can you, can you stop talking? /Laughs/

Laugh

Sorry. New manager?
New manager.
Alright they're going
*** from our company
For our, their company.
Right, so. New - managing - director/Writes new managing director on WB/
But we keep the majority.
But McGregor keep 55% share.
Yes. Until five years.
But he main, he retains his 51% share
Yes, mm

McGregor - retains - ownership /Writes on WB/
Hm.

Really, 51%
So if the manager is not good, we will see everything, how are the things
For five years, that's good, so you're happy with that.
Yeah, we're happy
A good deal. Yes? And how did you feel the negotiation went
Talking, pointing at Michi and laughing loudly. They seem to be
expressing disbelief or annoyance

Very good
Yes
Excellent, right. It's actually quite, what, what I'm asking you to do is quite difficult, because
you're negotiating, these are cross-cultural negotiations.
Nods

You're not only negotiating in a second language, but negotiating with people from a very
different cultural background.
Mm, yeah
Very often, so you're doing very well.
But the problem is that, what he agreed is completely different as we say here. /Gestures
to own table, seems to be referring to pre-negotiation phase/
Yes. This is what happens, you see, in negotiation.
I think it's most important thing the management to, to, to, to, er
To agree, even when you don't happy with the agreement, /laughs/
But this one, this one, if you look at this Yolanda, he's got McGregor has retained his 51%
share, you know, that's quite er,
Hmm No, it's not a good deal!
Not from your point of view
No!
It's good from his point of view
No! It's not very good for him point of view
For me, I think
But in five years
You have no power in the company!
Talk in the background

In five years, in five years, it's a good deal for us!
Laugh loudly. Talk

Let, let's hear everybody's, and we can discuss the good or bad deals.
Still seem to be arguing
Lin and Ricardo - two million? Working conditions?
No change for five years
No change for five years, mm?/Writes on WB. Everyone falls silent/
Uh/Speaks quietly/
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473 T
474 Gloria
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485 Ricardo
486 T
487 Ricardo
488 T
489 Lin
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491 T

492 Lin &
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495 T
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510 Jules
511 Yolanda
512 T

513 Yolanda

5,5 T

•

516 Helen
517 SS
518 T
519 Jules
520 Helen

Production methods?
Starts whispering to Yolanda again. Lots of whispering and
laughter. All of this talk seems to be about the task
***

OK
***

OK Right so here you have a gradual transition from old methods of production to new
methods of production, yes? That's what ***
Whisper

And the management?
And he's going to retire
Right McGregor will
*** relationship
Right/Writes on WB/
But, but
So - McGregor - retires/While writing on WB/
But he can have another business so he can found a factory ***
Yes, yes, so he can do what he likes, business-wise, there's no restrictions.
*** other business ***
Talk throughout

Yes, right. But you don't want to, he's not going to have any further input into this business.
OK. And how do you feel, it's quite, quite a tough negotiation this one 1 think. How do you
feel?
***

OK, OK. Well, she's happy. A tough negotiation. But they did reach a deal, OK? They did
reach a deal.
*** /Makes "cut-throat" gesture/
/Laughs, also Jules / It'd be interesting, any, any comments looking at that, anything
you would like to say about how the pattern of the negotiations or the results of any of the
negotiations, any comment...? What, what results you obtained.
Silent

Interestingly, the price
Mm
Wasn't really a problem was it?
Yes.
But they didn't know that the price was already low. So for us it was
Because, how to say, we are very *** for our company. I think its value than two million
pounds.
You think the company's actually worth more than that.
Yes.
And the au
** *

And the auditor estimated, so it's a real price.
Yes.
Because estimated that the price of the mill was more. You are selling the mill for less.
Hm, yes.
Than the real cost.

But er what was most important to Mr McGregor, was it the price, actually from the point of
view of the sellers, the price wasn't the most important thing.
Begin talking

The workers. To keep the workers, I think.
Yes So this was a fairly flexible area - McGregor /Points at WB/ presumably has lots of
money. He is more... you from your briefs you'll realise that he's more interested in these
point, vou see from Highland Wools' perspective, this isn't very important. /Points at WB/
Yeah

They all silently seem to listen.
Which is why, em, presumably the negotiators didn't worry too much about the price.
Hm
Mm.
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OK? So the price is not the most important thing, interestingly. Em, OK, any other comments
about, you had some nice ideas for management, different ideas. Mr McGregor stays on as a
non-executive deputy chairman for one year, OK? Em, this one, Cecil Potts appoint a
managing director but McGregor retains his controlling interest
Hm
And suggests that the nego- you, you had a good negotiation, you developed a relationship of
trust

Hm
Because you both felt happy with that
Hm
And this one, Lin, tough negotiator. Yes? /Laughs/ Was she tough to negotiate with? Or not?
/Laughs/ Any comment, how did you two...you're not completely happy with this one I get
the feeling.
Now very quiet
Hm?
You're not completely happy about your
No, I just talk about this
Where were the sticking points, where were the, where were the obstacles - here?
***

Right, production methods and Mr McGregor's retirement, OK. But as you, as I heard,
Yolanda saying, this is the real world.
Laugh
This is the real world, you can't always live in the fifteenth century - things move on!
Talks

OK.
What was the great important for us was the image of the company, the image of, of, in
Scotland and so we must keep all this.
Yes, yes, it was, that was very important, wasn't it, for Highland Wools
Yes
That they retained
Because the people, will buy the, the wools if the traditional method is kept. The traditional
method disappear, the people will be er, to another, another company.
Yes, so the image of the company
Is very important
Traditional methods. And you remember we, watching "The Cashmere Trail" a couple of days
ago, remember looking at Ballintyne ...the high margin is on the hand made, traditionally
made products. So there was some interesting parallels with what actually happens in the wool
industry in Scotland.
Mm

OK, well, well done, all of you, well done, it was good. 1 was listening mainly for your
language, em, I tried not get involved in the negotiations /Laughs/ so one or two, one or two
points that I'd like to pick up. Mainly positive points. I heard lots of good em clarification
requests, lots of ways of checking that you had understood what the other person had said, em,
I heard actually a lot of the language that we looked at earlier, I heard I'm afraid I can't agree
with that. I heard we don't really agree with your price, sorry to butt in
Nods

Yes, mm
I heard over here, so you did manage to introduce and to use some of those expressions. Em...
I think, I won't, it's quarter to one so I won't go in detail into the language, the areas that you
made this time but, I'll pick up on those next time. What I will do is give you em, a handout
with some communication repair strategies on it for you to look at, em... /Gives HOs/ If you
don't understand what the other person's saying, what can you do, if you don't understand
what the other person's saying. Em, it doesn't matter whose fault it is, alright, it doesn't matter
whether you can't understand them because your English is not as good as their's, or whether
you can't understand them because you can't, their accent is not very good, it doesn't really
matter in business, you know./SS handing round HOs in their groups. Some
quiet talking/
Mm, mm
Nods

What matters is communicating
Mm
So how do you repair? I low do you repair? Well, there arc some expressions here that you can
use, some of them you did use. You can simply say I'm sorry 1 don't understand, you can ask a
direct question, pick up on one word, what docs rationalisation mean? What does streamlining
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mean? Em, another expression there, I can't follow. I can't follow your argument.
Mm
I can't follow vour reasoning. Em, perhaps you haven't really understood the proposal, what
exactly is vour idea, what exactly is your proposal? Em, 1 don't know much about the
procedure. 1 don't know much about the situation, all of these will encourage the other p
TAPE STOPS
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Transcription Lesson 7 Bonds

Transcription conventions
Times New Roman Font = utterance
/Courier font within forward slashes/ = extralinguisticdescription
Underlined = taken from handout text
***

= unintelligible

Teacher: Natasha
Students: 9: Kazumi, Jules, Ricardo, Helen, Christine, Lin, Eun Joo, Michi, Annette
Students visible on video: Eun Joo, Helen, Lin & Michi
Lesson overview: Reading tasks on text about Bonds
Transcription conventions: Underlined = taken from handout text, *** = unintelligible

WHITEBOARD
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1. Jules & Talk in French

Christine
STAGE 1: PLENARY
LEAD IN, INSTRUCTIONS
2. T OK, good morning. A couple of things before we get started this morning, em, statements for

entry for FCE from Linda. Ricardo /Gives him HO/Christine/Gives her HO/No,
wrong one/Gives the HO to Jules, laughs/

3. Jules Thank you
4. T There we are. All they are, em, is for, is just for confirmation only, OK? You don't need to do

anything with them, just keep them. Em, some of you gave me handouts for your talks
tomorrow, see what you've got there

5. Ricardo to The exam is here? /Points downwards, quiet/
Jules

6. Jules Yeah
7. Ricardo *** /He and Jules laugh quietly/
8. Jules ***

9. Jules to T Sorry, you know, you know the teacher for this exam, or it's a teacher from ELS /He
presumably means IALS/ or...from er

10. T Sorry? Is it?
11. Jules Teacher from IALS, for the Institute, or,
12. Kazumi Opens door and comes in
13. T Er, yes. You mean, the, the /Door slams shut loudly/ teacher, the person who is

responsible for it, is Linda Kennedy.
14. Christine The person who correct test
15. Kazumi Sits down next to Jules

16. T Who corrects the test

17. Jules Yes
18. T Oh, no, no, the tests are all sent off to Cambridge
19. Jules Ah, I see, mm
20. T And they're sent out to different examiners who have no connection with ***
21. Jules Thank you
22. T It's an international exam, so it's taken in centres all over the world.
23. SS Unpack bags,talk.
24. T to Jules That was the em, I've typed up and corrected you outline and there are copies /Gives him

a HO/
25. Jules Ah thank you, for presentation
26. T So you can give it out tomorrow. And Michi yours as well, there are copies, so you can give it

out tomorrow.

27. SS Some talk

28. T Also copies of that one, and ...an overhead transparency. /Gives HOs to other SS /
29. Jules Shows his HO to Ricardo and Helen

30. Helen Tomorrow?
31. Jukes Tomorrow morning, yeah. /They continue talking/
32. T Em, thank you to everybody who filled in one of the questionnaires. I don't think I had them

from everybody, what I've done is to collate, to put together, the objectives/Louder/
33. Jules Mhm
34. T Your own objectives, so I've put those in a list and I've also made a list of the topics, the

business topics that people said they were interested in. If you, cm, put a, in your topic sheet, if
you put a skill like telephoning, or em, writing letters that would be included here
/Indicates parts of orange HO Business Class Objectives/

35. Jules Mhm
36. T Because I would, I would see that as a skill, which then relates to an objective. So I'm giving

you this simply to show you what the general areas of interest in the class arc. And you can see
how your own particular objectives fit in to the class objectives, OK? /Gives them out/

37. Jules to So I find the word. You have your paper? I find the word./They have not yet
Kazumi received their HOs. He leans forward/

38. Kazumi Oh really! /Leans forward and starts looking in her file/I corrected.
but you can have anyway.

39. Jules Yes.
40. T Puts HOs on table 1

41. Jules Thank you
42. SS Silently look at HO
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49.
50.
51.

52.

SS
T

T to All

SS

OK, and em this is quite a useful checklist for you because it should also help you em to place
what we're doing in class in relation to these objectives.

For example today, em which is em, the day that we, em focus on a specific business topic,
we're going to look at Bonds. Bonds.
Mhm
Which is an area related to finance, the capital markets, equities, it's, it's related to that area, in
terms of topics, in terms of objectives, so if you look at the class objectives, learning more
vocabulary is a, is an objective that a lot of you have. To be able to read about business topics
more quickly
Mhm
We're going to focus on that, to speak fluently and accurately, that objective will be worked on
as well. OK? So this is, this is where this fits in, to the class structure. So today we're looking
at bonds, this morning, and we'll start, we have, in fact I'll give you the whole set of papers,
we won't be using everything on here, but we'll be working from this set of papers today.
/Gives HOs/
Some move, clear throats, talk quietly
Ricardo /Quietly, while giving him HOs/
Em, those materials are actually taken from this book, em/Holds up book/ English for
Business Studies, so this is a book that's available to buy, if you're interested, from James
Thin's, and it focuses on lots of different topics, OK? So that's where this comes from.
Some talk and move

INSTRUCTIONS
53. T

54.
55.

Christine
T

STAGE 3: INDIVIDUAL WORK
READING

And...yes, what I'd like you to do first of all is just to read the short introductory section on
the first page. This is taken from a novel by Tom Wolfe, which I'm sure you've either read or
at last heard of, The Bonfire of the Vanities?
I've seen the movie
It's been made into a movie. Yeah, it's also been translated I think into lots of different
languages so you may have read it in Japanese, or Spanish or French, not in English, so it
comes from The Bonfire of the Vanities. So, so just read the short extract quickly, as an
introduction to the topic.

§ il"9nH«
Nods
Read

Approaches Lesley at this point, and whispers that she's
accidentally left her cassette at the main building. She comes
back and says that she's going to set the class on the reading
activity and run up to the main building1 to get her tape.
One S mouths the words while reading. One consults a

•.dictionary, one asks another to pass a dictionary. When they
finish, many of them reach for dictionaries. Some seem to be
underlining words. During this stage a S asks for a dictionary
mouthing the request silently

STAGE 3: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS
60. T

56.
57.
58.

59.

Ricardo
SS
T

SS

itpiSl
y> >' <' ■

61. Annette
62. T
63. Annette
INSTRUCTIONS
64. T

OK. Flm. So. What you've just read, em is an explanation of what Bonds are, geared towards a
six year old, alright? That's an explanation for a six year old, is it a very good explanation, do
you think? Annette, is it a good explanation? /Laughs/
Laughs
Does it miss out any essential features, do you think?
I think er, for a six-year old em, child, might be a good explanation.

Right. What I'd like you to do now, and you'll need to do this with a partner, because I think
I've only got enough Business English dictionaries down here for you to share one between
two. take a Business English dictionary with a partner and look up Bond in the dictiona

STAGE 4: GROUPWORK
LOOKING UP DICTIONARIES
65. SS Open dictionaries and turn pages
66. T There are several different ones. Also, if you like compare it with a General English

description, so em Christine you have a look in the General English dictionary

' The main building is a ten minute walk away
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73"
74. Jules &

Helen to T
75. T

94. T
95. Christine
96. T

Work in pairs and groups: Jules, Helen & Ricardo, Kazumi &
Annette, Michi & Christine, Eun Joo & Lin.
And there's another Business English dictionary here so you cab have look at that one too.
Stands up to get a better look at the dictionary Ricardo has,
he moves his chair to let her see.

Works on his own, then shows Helen the entry he was looking at.
Works by himself
Some talk, write.
If nobody's looked in the Cobuild have a look in that one too, and see what it tells you
Agriculture, agriculture or something?

Is that what you've got for that one? Which dictionary are you looking at? /T wal ks over
to near the group, smiles/
Shows the cover of the dictionary
Oh, right. So you've got a general dictionary.
*** /Seems to be reading out the definition/
OK, so, so you've got the em the definition there for Bond in the business sense, cos this is a
general English dictionary, of course you get lots of other meanings. Right, hold on to that as
I'm going to ask you to read it out in a minute.
OK
What have you got here, about six pages on Bonds? /Goes over to Ricardo, looks
over his shoulder, leafs through his dictionary, then laughs
after speaking, making eye contact with him/
Yes Laughs
Ooooooooooh! /looks at Ricardo's dicitonary/
A lot of, I couldn't finish. Here.... here...and here.../He leafs through the
dictionary showing T/
Yes. OK, right /Smiles, begins to move way/
Find a definition because I'm going to ask you to read it out in moment. /Moves back
again, gestures to the dictionary/
Em, have you got a different dictionary again? /Moves over to look/

Nods

Yes? Hold on to the definition because I'm going to ask you to read it
Em, who's got this, right what did you discover?

*** /Laughs/
You've got a nice, short definition,
Yes, but very clear
And very clear
This one is ***
This one is Longman
Longman

STAGE 5: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS
98. T Right, OK.. Em, what I'm going to ask you to do is to read out/To all, louder/the

"

-

, definitions that you had from the different dictionaries. OK, s
99. Jules Mhm

IIS ' i L'"TJH100. T "< So we can compare the kind of definitions that the dictionaries give, it's a little bit of work in
using dictionaries as well

101. ss p Some talk quietly, some read and write
102. T So em, if we start with em perhaps this one. This is the Oxford Dictionary of Business

English, it was designed for learners of English, alright? So it's designed for people for
whom English is a second language. But it's Business English specifically. So Annette, what
did you find out from that one? What information does it give you?

103. Annette Er, cm***
Sorry - can you all hear?

105. Annette 5j /Louder/ There are two definitions for Bond, and the first one is em in connection with
Stock Exchange, and em a document from a government or a company that states that money
borrowed from investors will be repaid. Bonds are usually for long term loans that earn a

fixed rate of interest. Government bonds are usually considered to be a safe investment.
That's in italics. And the second explanation is em. in connection with law, a legal promise
made by one person to another to do. or not to do something. A document that shows this.

106. SS ■ Silent. Some read own dictionaries

i:•.it... .tY;.?..,'.vYt.:w,;.Vi

80. Jules

Ricardo
Kazumi

84. Ricardo

T to All

T to
Annette

88. Ann

Christine
Christine

93. Christine

97. Christine
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Right. And which of those definitions, because you've got two separate definitions there, are
we concerned with here?
The stock exchange
Right so with the first
The first
So with the first definition. And what's your opinion about that as a definition? Do you think
it's a good one?
Um
Is it clear?
I just read another one and I thought the, er, the other one would be better, yes.
***

Right, OK. Well let's, so that's, as I said, that's a dictionary designed especially for learners
of English.
Hm

You can go straight to Bond, it's very, very easy to find,
Hm
Isn't it, and it's very clear to see that there are two definitions there. OK. Well Annette, you
said you thought this one was better, so Kazumi, so what did you find in the Collins Cobuild.
Dictionary? This again is intended for second language learners of English, but it's a general
dictionary
Hm, yes
Nod

It's not a specific dictionary
Yes
So tell us what you found ... Kazumi?
I, the definition for this?
Yeah.

Yeah, yep. An investment certificate issued by a government or company, which shows that
vou have lent them an amount of money, and that they promise to pay vou a fixed rate of
interest.

Right OK. And you found that definition presumably among lots of other definitions of the
word bond. Did you?
Yes.
How did you know that that was the one you needed? Is there a symbol that tells you that
this is a finance or business definition? How do you know?
Em...Mm... Yes, tells about money, and...
OK so you did it
Finance

By looking for key words
Yes
You glanced through the different definitions and you found one that had something about
money, em finance, so you did it by looking for the vocabulary, there's not a particular key.
Yeah, because the other definitions is like relationship between people, or the *** or prisoner
or.../Laughs/
Right. So you did it by your own - because you had some key vocabulary in the area, you
looked for something that related to money.
Yes, it was easy to be, eliminated?
Yes, it was easy to eliminate the other definitions.
Yeah.
OK. Tha, em, you, em, Annette you think that's a better definition?
Yep
It's clearer
Mm

OK, now that's the Cobuild. Let's now em, who had another general dictionary?
I think.../Shows the cover to the T/
Longman?
Longman, Dictionary ... of Contemporary English?
Right the Longman's Dictionary of Contemporary English, again designed for second
language learners, yes. And what did you find out from that one? /Eye contact and
laughter between Ricardo, Helen and Jules/
Er, bon, the one thing that unite two or more people or groups, such as shared feeling or
interest. Er, the second definition. Either written agreement or promise with the force of law.

108. Annette
109. T
110. Annette
111. T

112. Annette
113. T
114. Annette
115. Kazumi
116. T

117. Annette &
Kazumi

118. T
119. SS
120. T

121. SS
122. Helen &

Jules
123. T
124. SS
125. T
126. Kazumi
127. T
128. Kazumi

Kazumi

Kazumi

Kazumi

140. Kazumi
141. T
142. Kazumi
143. T
144. Annette
145. T
146. Annette
147. T
148. Jules
149. Helen
150. Jules
151. T

Jules
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And the third definition, is an official paper promising to pay a sum of money, if the person

who holds it. er. especially one by which a government or company borrow money from the
> with the promise of paving it back with interest at a fixed time.
Right. Promise. /Models pronunciation/
Promise.
Promise, promise
Promise
Promise

Em, yep, OK, and which definition is the one that you need in this context?
The, the third one official naner promising to nay a sum of money

Promising /Models pronunciation/
Promising /Blinks, smiles/
Promising
A sum of money

Yeah. OK? So the third one. Em. em is it a good definition, do you think it's a good
definition?
***

Quite clear, yeah.
Quite clear?
Mm

Em, how did you know that it was the definition you were looking for?
Mm... because this definition is very linked with the...the field of business /Gestures/
Right
Mm /Nods/
They're talking about the money
OK. There are no little symbols that say things like finance
Er/Looks at dictionary/
In brackets, or money?
Symbol is "C". I don't know, er, the meaning of C /Mimes a letter C with his
hand/
"C". Well, perhaps you can, while
C,C? /Starts leafing through dictionary/
I'm asking for the other definitions, perhaps you can find out what "C" stands for.
Mmm... C.... /Hum as they leaf through dictionaries/
Commerce /She leans arm across the table, opens the dictionary
Ricardo is holding to look at the cover/
It's business

Right
Commerce
Christine's's done it for you
Thank you Christine /Smiles at her/
"C" for commerce.

"C" for commerce, OK. /Quietly/
Laughs
So again if you're using that dictionary to find business expressions,
It's us

That's useful, isn't it?
It's useful, yes. /Nods/
Mm
Yes
It's a double check, you can find the right definition perhaps by a process of elimination
Mm /Continues leafing through dictionary/
And also the C will indicate that this is within the field of commerce.

Hmm... C. countable noun »

Oh no! /Laughs/
Laugh loudly

Christine's wrong, C's for countable nouns, no?
Yes, for countable noun./Points to dictionary lying flat on table/
Right, so the C doesn't refer to commerce
No, no. no
It refers to grammar

1 - §

153. T
154. Jules
155. SS
156. T
157. SS
158. T
159. Jules
160. T
161. Jules
162. T
163. Jules
164. T

165. Helen
166. Jules
167. T
168. Jules
169. T
170. Helen
171. T
172. Jules
173. Helen
174. T
175. Jules
176. T
177. Jules

<, it# .v .,4 th
178. T
179. Helen
180. T
181. SS
182. Christine
* f " M * - i 1- ■.

183. Ricardo to

m

Christine
184. T
185. Jules
186. T
187. Jules
188. T
189. Jules
190. Christine
191. T
192. Jules
193. T
194. Jules
195. Ricardo
196. Christine
197. T
198. Jules
199. T
200. Jules
201. T

MjPf<®NP & SS
203. T
204. Jules
205. T
206. Jules
207. j
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Because cr, in the dictionary
Yeah

From, er, I don't know
It's the same, it's the same dictionary
*** commerce.

Right, the *** dictionary, yeah, OK. So that one, em, it won't give you, em, definition about
the topic area
Mm
Or the field, all it, all the C stands for is the fact that it's a countable noun
Mm
Hm

OK, so it will give you grammatical, help with the grammar, but not with the actual lexis,
with the vocabulary, with the meaning
Mm, yes.
In that sense.

OK

Right? OK? So if you want to /Louder/ I think the lesson that we're learning from using
the general F.nglish dictionaries is that if you want to use a general dictionary to find a
business term, it works quite well if you have some background knowledge, conceptual
knowledge in the area already.
Hm nod

If you don't know what the word means you would actually probably find it quite difficult,
em to work out from the dictionary which of those meanings was the correct one /Slower
and quieter/ OK, what other dictionaries haven't we heard from, em, Ricardo?
Longmans' er. Business, English /Picks up book to read then show cover/
Right, that's the Longman Dictionary of Business English, which actually, em, is not
intended for second language learners of English /Louder/
Leafs through it
Mhm, mm.

specifically
You can find three pages, of information
Lean forward to look, touch the pages, laugh

232. T Three pages on Bonds!
233. Kazumi P Also leans over to touch the pages and laughs
234. Jules, Laugh

Helen &
Ricardo

235. Jules if Gestures hand towards book, open palm, smiling at Ricardo,
i * " as if to say "go on, you read it"

236. Ricardo I'm not going to read all that! /Smiling/
237. SS Laugh loudly
238. Ricardo Do you want, er? /Smiles/
239. SS • Laugh
240. Ricardo : So, I, 1, er, 1 can read the main te, ... definition? /Looking at T/
241. T Yes, tell us the definition that you found, from
242. Christine Laughs a little
243. Ricardo Bond is a formal document promising /mispronounces "promising" same way

iSfe,!-MM that Jules did/to nav a sum of money **** a common money bond **** or
acknowledging the existence of a debtor, the person bound by the bond.

244. T if Writes promising on WB
245. Ricardo *** and the person receiving is the *** If the bond makes no conditions about payment it's

called a *** bond. But if carries a one of more conditions, it is called a **** or condition
bond.

246. Chrisine Looks at dictionary
247. T OK.
248. Ricardo That's the main
249. T That's the main point. OK. And how useful do you find that definition, from your point of

view, is it good, is it a good definition? Does it
250. Ricardo Yeah I think so because you have the, the persons, you have the *** of the *** you have the
■ ppHpHp main*** /Speaks very quietly/
251. T Mhm. Mhm. And your background is. you're a lawyer, aren't you're a
252. Ricardo Yeah

208. Christine
209. Helen
210. Christine
211. Jules
212. Chrsine
213. T

214. Jules
215. T
216. Jules
217. Christine
218. T

219. Jules
220. T
221. Jules
222. T
;

•

.

223. Jules &
Helen

224. T
iSi . ' ■ -4-

225. Ricardo
226. T

227. Ricardo
228. SS
229. T
230. Ricardo
231. Jules &

Helen
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Yeah. So for a lawyer, that's actually quite a good, definition
Mhm nods
Mhm

Mhm, 1 think so
Mhm. Yes, interesting, so if you em, Ricardo's background is in law, and he finds that quite
a useful definition from his point of view.
Mm

Interesting. And there are three pages of further information about Bonds, so this is a, if this
is an area you work in, you will probably be able to find a translation or a meaning of most
things in that area so that it would be useful for a professional in their own area. OK? Em,
that dictionary also I think has em symbols to indicate what field, what field you're in, so
here bond is followed by COM dot, which stands for /Leans over and reads from
Ricardo's dictionary Looks quizzical, indicates palm to
Christine/ Commerce. FIN dot, which stands for
Finance

Mm, mm /Quiet/
So this particular dictionary for each entry it will tell you what area of business it relates to.
/Indicates "areas" using gesture/OK? As business is a very, very wide
/Gestures "wide"/ field, isn't it? It will actually specify the area of business.
Mm, mm

Very, very useful where you get expressions, in the general dictionary /Indicates
towards the dictionary/ you have the distinction perhaps between words which
are used generally, and words which are used in business. This gives you finer distinctions.
Because there are some words which are used in business, but they might have a totally
different meaning in finance
Mm /Very quiet/
From the meaning that they carry in general commercial English
Mm /Very quiet/
OK? So, you know, more information from that dictionary, in fact. But maybe not the first
one that you would go to if you come across an expression that you really don't know and
you don't have the conceptual background
Mm /Very quiet/
That one would probably be a good first dictionary, to start with /Quiet / OK, any other
dictionaries that we haven't ha, heard from? /Louder/ Any other dictionaries?
***

Lin, did you look up the definition in that?
Smile at each other as if sharing a joke silently

This one, this one /Very quiet, shows large dictionary/
Laugh
OK. That's er, show people, that's called, that's the Oxford Dictionary of Business, the focus
there is not on em, English for second language learners, more I suppose more of an
equivalent to this one.

Some whisper quietly
And , em, do you have, is there a definition for Bond?
It's.... very long
Very long, very long
Silent
***

OK
An IOU issued by a borrower to a lender *** takes the form of fixed interest securities
issued by *** authorities or companies. /Quiet, very flat intonation/
Moves from side to side, seems to be trying to listen to Lin
Passing notes back and forward.

Whispers to Kazumi
Someone says "Shh!"
Mm. And you've got a finance background, is it a good definition do you think?
Continue to pass notes. This incident is covered in detail in
Interview 3:Jules.

Yes, vocabulary ***

1

Ricardo
T

Ricardo

258. Christine
259. T

271. Lin
272. T
273. Ricardo &

Jules
274. Lin
275. SS
276. T

Ricardo
Kazumi &

Jules
Jules
ccSS

Kazumi &
Jules
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292.

293.

T

Lin

It's difficult vocabulary you find difficult. OK. So, interesting. So probably again not the
best dictionary for you. You've got the financial background,
Mm

294.
295.

T
Lin

Em but, you probably need the explanations expressed in general English vocabulary
Yes

296.
297.

T
Lin

Which is simpler and more straightforward
Mm

298. Jules &
Kazumi

Stop note-passing

299.
300.

T
Lin

So you'd probably find this Lin, would be more useful
Yes

301. T OK? Alright?
302. SS Quiet and still
INSTRUCTIONS
303. T OK, so that's just a little bit of work in using dictionaries, and what I would like you to do

now

304. SS Move, shift around in seats, move papers
305. Jules &

Kazumi
Make eye contact and laugh quietly

306. T Is to look at the vocabulary exercise, if you go over the page, there's a listening, we'll ignore
that for the moment, and there's a vocabulary exercise. What I'd like you to do is to use the
dictionaries on your table, use each other, and find as much information as you can about the
words, alright? You need to match the words on the left with their definitions on the right,
OK? But while you're doing that exercise, use dictionaries and find out as much information

307. SS
as you can about the vocabulary. OK?
Silent

308. T You can speak to each other, you can compare the different dictionaries, and then I'm going
to ask the groups to report back on what they're found out.

STAGE 6: GROUPWORK
VOCABULARY MATCHING TASK
309.
310.

SS
T

Talk quietly
Before you get too involved in that, can I ask you all please to pronounce this word?
/Promising written on WB/

311. Kazumi &
Christine

Promisine. Dromisina /Thev sav it correctlv/

312.
313.

Ricardo
Jules &
Helen

Promis. nromisina /Lauahs, also savs it correctlv/

| Do not look up or pronounce the word

314. T I Promisina, OK? Promisine. /Smiles/Stress here, and that's/Writes on WB/
315. Jules &

SS
Promisine /Not in chorus/

316. Helen ; Promisine? /Stress in the wrona olace/
317. Ricardo : Promisine /correct/
318. T I Promisine /Heavilv emphasisincr the stress, seems to be in replv

j to Helen/
319. Jules to

Helen
I Promisine/correct/

320.
321.
322.

SS
T

Helen

Promisine. Dromisina
: Promisine

j 0,o...is /Gestures/
323.

324.
325.

T
Helen

T

! Promisine /Emohasisincr "o" sound/
: Promisine

I The stress is on the first syllable
326. Ricardo j And the noun ... is promise? /Stressing second syllable/
327. T I Promise
328. Ricardo I Promise /Raises eyebrows as if surprised/
329.
330.

Helen
T

Promise, promise
s Promise

331. Helen i Promise
332.
333.

T
Lin

So stress on the first syllable, again
Promise

334. Helen So the emphasis is "m", er
335.
336. Helen

I Sorry? Helen?
It's strong, em
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/writes on WB/The emphasis, the stress
Emphasis, mm
Is here, on the first syllable /writes on WB/
Promise
Promise
Promise

Yeah, and the same, promising
Promising
To promise, a promise, to promise the verb and the noun are the same pronunciation
Promise /Quietly/
Promising /Quietly/
*** talks to Jules and Ricardo

Gradually start speaking in groups
Again, if vou look up issue in the Business English Dictionary /Gomes over to stand
beside table/
Issue
You can get some information /With Kazumi and Ricardo/
Look at the dictionary, Kazumi leafs through it

Talk and seemingly work on the task

So. the *** are *** by selling shares to existing shareholders, so vou have a share issue,
that's the noun, and then the verb, em. to give or supply something to someone to make
something available /Reading from dictionary to Ricardo and Kazumi/
Nods and sits back in his seat

Seem to be listening to the T

To issue, to issue a

***?

To ...to supply, to give. If I issue you with, em, a self access centre reader's card, I give it to
you, I issue you with this card./To Helen, using "giving" gesture/
Heads down, not seeming to listen anymore

Now, em... you have to be very careful cos when you're issuing /"giving" gesture/
bonds and shares, it only refers to the first time you give it
Mm /Nods/
Hm
After that they're traded, OK? So issue is the first time you give or supply the bonds or the
shares.
Mm

You, you see you get quite a lot of information from the dictionary. /Smiles/
Mm
You know? Don't, not just straight meanings. Look at it all /Handing dictionary to
Helen/ Especially a business dictionary
Ha!
You're ready.

No, not really, because I don't find the sense of*** between investors and ***
Well, where might you be able to find that, do you think?
***

Well, did you use a dictionary?
Yes, but they... 1 don't find *** Maybe another one?
Yes, maybe another one. Try the, you remember that, that one might be more useful, or even
the, the one ***. Can I borrow this one a moment? /asks for dictionary from
another S/ Remember when we said, when we talked about Bonds, this one had three
pages?
Mm
So it does suggest that it's much more detailed ***
Some talk quietly, some read aloud from dictionaries
Provider of finance /Reads aloud to own group/
Psst! Investors. Do you think it's *** or providers of finance?
Je pense providers of finance parce quej 'ai voulu "e " (I think providers of finance because I
chose "e")

337. T
338. Helen
339. T
340. Helen
341. T
342. Helen
343. T
344. Helen

. • : ■ .. . ■■ ■

345. T
346. Helen
347. T
348. Helen
349. SS
350. T

Kazumi

<azumi &
Ricardo
Jules &
Helen

T

Ricardo
Jules &
Helen

Helen

V
361. Ricardo &

Kazumi
362. T

363. Ricardo
364. Helen
365. T

Helen

Ricardo
....

370. Helen
371. T to

Christine
372. Christine
373. T
374. Christine
375. T
376. Christine
377. T

sslmmmMms:

378. Christine
379. T
380. SS
381. Jules
382. Christine
383. Jules
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384. Christine Yes but *** all investors
385. Jules Ah, c 'est possible *** (it's possible) We have ***
386. SS Talk

387. Eun Joo Investors *** /to Lin/
388. Lin You find it in the dictionary?
389. Eun Joo No it is... according to my experience I can understand! /Laughs/
390. T If you invest money in a company, what do you do for that company? You provide *** /To

Eun Joo/
391. Eun Joo Money
392. T Money for the company
393. Eun Joo Yes
394. T So you should be able to find a definition there that, that...
395. SS Talk, sortie write.
STAGE 7: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS
396. T OK, are we ready to, check through?
397. Jules Ready
398. T Yes? Good. Em... Michi then, number one, investors, investors?
399. Michi H. providers of funds
400. T OK. investors are providers of funds. H. Is evervbodv hapov with that one?
401. Kazumi Yes
402. Jules Yes
403. T Yes. Good, /laughs/
404. Annette Sorry
405. T Yes, no, er Annette2
406. Annette Er /laughs/ I thought providers would be er, the companies,... who launch the ***
407. T Ah! If, if you were within the specific area of fund management, you could, you could say

that
408. Ricardo & Talk, look at HO

Jules
409. Annette Ah
410. T But I think here you're thinking about who provides companies with funds
411. Annette Mm, right
412. T In which case it would be the investors
413. Annette Mm
414. T Who provide the *** with money
415. Annette ***

416. T Yes, if, in, in, if you were already in the context of fund management, you could say that,
yes, yeah

417. Annette Mm
418. T Em
419. SS Silent

420. T Eun Joo. what about issuing Bonds?
421. Eun Joo Issuing Bonds is ***
422. T Issuing Bonds is borrowing monev. so that is B. right? If vou issue Bonds vou're borrowing

money, effectively. You all happy with that?
423. Christine Yes
424. T Em, principal, em, Lin?
425. Lin Principal is the amount of em. the amount of the loan.
426. T OK. the principal is the amount of the loan, so we talk about a principal sum. don't we. a

principal amount of monev. the principal. Good. Em. maturity, em. Christine?
427. Christine It's C. date on. at which the monev will be returned?
428. T Yep /Laughs / date at which the money will be returned. So when the bonds reach

maturitv, em. that's when vou get vour monev back, ves? OK. maturity?
429. Lin Using electronic translator
430. Kazumi i Playing with rings
431. T Em. Annette, pension funds?
432. Annette ! Em. pension funds are retirement monev.
433. , T Retirement monev. Yes.
434. SS Retirement monev

435. T ! Em. and Christine, what, can vou explain what retirement means?

2 The teacher later remarked that Annette is very knowledgeable about this area of finance, and
teaches it at a university in Germany
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Em, when people stop working, em, most of the country, er, when they reach limit age?
Yes

Stop working *** life
Yes, money, retirement money is the money you get during your retirement. Hopefully!
/Laughs/
Yes /Laughs/
Hopefully, if your pension funds have worked properly, mm hm. And what is, talking about
retirement different countries have retirement ages, don't they, wha, what's the official
retirement age in Japan?
In
Or in Korea?
In Korea, fifty-eight.. Depends on the
Fifty-eight?
Occupation, fif, but normally fifty-eight.
Right. That's, that's very young.
Fifty-eight
Mm. Fifty-eight.
Mm, very, very young.
Mm
In Japan, usually from sixty.
Sixty
But we are changing. Er, sometime, er, in future, from s, sixty-five.
Right so it's going to go up
Yes
To sixty-five in future
In case of future it was sixty-five we did it this year sixty.
Right
Company is the fifty-eight
Talk quietly, seemingly about retirement ages

Is this because you have a very young population?
***

What about China, Lin, what's the retirement age in China?
It depend on *** your statehood. Er, lower maybe /She blushes when she
speaks*** fifty-five for men,
Fifty-five
And sixty.
Some fidget
Leafing through her book
Right
But you have *** limit age?
An age limit
An age limit
Fifty-five for men. Sixty.
Fidget, do not seem to be listening. Talk in whispers

If you em *** higher, higher, higher *** and *** lower *** for men is sixty-five, for women
sixty.
Right, so it depends on the profession.
Yeah
Drums fingers on desk
It depends on the profession. And em, Europe, we should know this shouldn't we? What,
what's the.../Laugh/
Laugh
Annette what's the /laughs/
I don't know exactly, I think they changed it, in the last years. But it's about sixty-two, sixty-
three, I think.
Yes, yes. And France, is France, Germany?
Sixty
Sixty. It used to be the case em, and that in Britain that women retired when they were sixty,
and men retired when they were sixty five, but it's changing because of European law
Taps pencil on hand
Yes
So I think, em, I will have, if I want to get a full state pension I will have to retire at

Christine

Christine

446. EunJoo
A A *Y *T*447. T
448. Eun Joo
449. Michi
450. Eun Joo
451. T
452. Michi
453. T
454. Michi
455. T
456. Michi
457. T
458. Eun Joo
459. T
460. Eun Joo
461. Michi &

Christine

466. T
467. Lin
468. SS
469. Kazumi
470. T
471. Christine
472. T
473. Christine
474. Lin
475. Jules &

kazumi
476. Lin

477. T
478. Lin
479. Jules
480. T

481. SS
482. T
483. Annette

484. T
485. Jules
486 THO°' 1

487. Ricardo
488. Christine
489. T
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something like sixty three and a quarter
Talk quietly
You must work, forty, forty years old in France. 1 think, Christine?
What?
You must work forty years old before, er, the retirement, I think
No, thirty-seven and
A half, a half
It's

Thirty-seven and what?
***

Come on - the numbers! /Laughs/
It's not, it's em *** and em, I can't say it. Thirty-seven
And half
And half

Thirty-seven and a half
Yes.

Right, or thirty-seven point five.
Twenty
Point five.
It's not forty? No? It's not forty? No?

***

Maybe
You have to work for thirty-seven and a half years?
Yes
In order to get a full state pension?
Yes
So if at sixty you haven't got your *** it's difficult to receive
A full pension
Yes. A full pension.
Yes, yes, I think it's the same in the UK, yeah
So some people want to, to continue until six, sixty-five.
Mm, hm. Em, there is one major exception in the UK to the retirement age, which all of you
lawyers know about, it's the judges, because judges don't have to retire until they're, do you
know? Seventy-five.
Gasp, laugh
Seventy-five!
*** /laughs/
Talk and laugh
OK, OK That was by way of a diversion /Louder/ Anyway, retirement, retirement money.
Em, pension funds.
Look back at HOs

What about buy and hold investors? Kazumi, did you find this?
Keep their bonds till maturity.
That's right, they keep their bonds till maturity. How did you find that out? Did you use a
dictionary, or did you know?

No/Laughs / I guessed.
Talk quietly, laugh

You guessed, right yeah. Did anybody use a dictionary to find buy and hold investors?
Silent

No?
I didn't find.
You did, you looked for it
Yes
And didn't find it.
OK. right. Em, number seven, non-payment. Jules?
Default
That's right, default. Em
F
F. Right. If you default em you do not pay. Default on something.
Default
Mm

ristine
Jules

Christine
* Jules

iristine
T

Jules
T

Christine
Jules

Christine
T

504. Christine
505. T
506. Christine
507.
508. Jules to

Christine
509. Christine
510. Jules
511. T
512. Jules
513. T
514. Christine

Jules
T

Jules
T

Jules

. -

Kazumi
Jules &
Kazumi

T
SS
T

Christine
_

T
Christine

T

540. Jules

A
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Default on a loan. OK? On a loan. /Writes on WB/
Whispers to Jules
Sorry?
Shakes head

Speak louder! /Laughs/
That means to fail to pay, OK? It means, default on something.
Look up at WB and write, seem to be copying what T has written

OK... em, OK, what about number, eight... Helen?
Em ***
Which one?
Kazumi addresses Jules, they start whispering, and continue
throughout this exchange. Jules hands her something - looks
like a pencil lead. She says "thank you very much".
G

D, that's right, it's price - can I hear the second word there, price...what?
Price, er price »

Appreciation
Appreciation
Price appreciation
Price appreciation /Louder/
Well done, yes. Price appreciation.
Laughs
OK, so it's D. fall in interest rates. Em, and the next one, number nine, Ricardo?
Price ***, it's a, it's a, fall in interest rates.
Yes
Yes

Er, price appreciation we said was, was D, didn't we? Fall in interest rates, so what's
G, G

Yep. Em so price
Eh?
Appreciation is with G I think, and *** with fall.
Fall in interest rates?
Silent

It's D
It's fall - depreciation, no?
Em
Where is depreciation is fall in interest rates

If something depreciates
So what's price appreciation then?
G/Simultaneous/
Rise in interest /Simultaneous/
Rise
G. Rise, rise/With "rising" gesture/ rise /Laughs and looks at Helen/
Em, the reason I'm hesitating is not that I have any greater knowledge than you but because I
have the answer key and that's not what it says in the answer key, it says the /Laughs/
Opposite
All shouting out at the same time
It says the opposite
If we, if we
It says the opposite in fact
***

Depreciation is
Decrease the
Points at Christine and laughs
Makes "calm down" gesture to Christine and laughs
C'estvrai, non? (It's true, isn't it?) /To Christine/
Depreciation mean is prices coming down
Yes

Generally, yes.
Generally, so if we see the, the in, in, the *** interest is going down.
Starts whispering to Jules about her pencil lead. He takes it
from her and seems to try to fix it.

546. T
547. Helen
548. Jules
549. Helen
550. Jules
551. T
552. Jules &

Helen
553. T
554. Helen
555. T
556. Kazumi &

Jules

557. Helen
558. T
559. Helen
560. T
561. Helen
562. T
563. Helen
564. T
565. Helen
566. T
567. Ricardo
568. Jules
569. Kazumi
570. T
571. Annette &

575. Jules
576. SS
577. Christine
578. Jules
579. T

Si: Rteardo
582. T
583. Annette
584. Christine
585. Ricardo
586. Jules
587. T

ill Miohi589. SS
590. T
591. Eun Joo
592. T
593. Michi
594. Eun Joo
595. Christine
596. Jules
597. Ricardo
598. Jules
599. Eun Joo
600. Christine
601. T
602. Eun Joo
603. Kazumi

., ,'r' / -
r - s-v.j
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604. Michi But***
605. Annette ***
606. EunJoo ***
607. T Isn't that right, if the prices go down, the interest rates ... go up?
608. SS jj Talk simultaneously
609. Lin Ah!
610. T And if the interest rates, if the prices go up, the interest rates come....
611. SS&T Down
612. T Yes? So you were right Helen, you actually said price appreciation. D fall in interest rates

and price depreciation. J. rise in interest rates.

613. SS Yes /talk quietly/
614; T OK? Are you all clear about that
615. Christine Yeah
616. T ■ Because it's the relationship between prices and interest rates, one rises, the other falls, yes?
617. SS jj Some talk quietly
618. T And then number ten, em, finally, capital gains, Michi?
619. Michi : Capital gains is. er. G. profits on the sale of assets.
620. T Good, yes. Profits on the sale of assets. Em. assets? /Writes on WB/What are, what are

assets in this context, is you sell assets, a business, the assets of a business are what?
621. Christine All the goods er, owned by a company?
622. Jules Yes.
623. T Yeah. Everything a company owns, are it's assets
624. Helen Yeah
625. Jules Mm
626. T Everything a company owns.

,627. Jules "Jj That's good /Quietly/
1628. T OK? If you sell assets you sell something owned by the company

629. Christine Mm hm.

630. T Good, well done, right. Now then, em, having looked at some of that complex vocabulary,
what I would like you to do is to read, alright, it's a bit of reading skills practice, complex
text on bonds. This, the use of bonds, there are two questions at the top. Why do most
companies use a mixture of debt and equity financing?, and number two, why do

vTCTT.' governments issue bonds?. I'm going to give you just, cm, we'll do a little bit of speed
reading here, OK? So you're looking for the answers to those two questions, and I'm going
to give you just ten minutes, ten minutes to read the text, find answers to the questions.
Right? If you still have time left over then you can start to look up some of the vocabulary,

A/v. . so, at 12.15, I'd like answers to those two questions.
STAGE 8: GROUPWORK

Read

Remember this is a first reading, you'll get a chance to read it again. At this stage you're just
looking for answers to those two questions at the top ... So don't, don't worry too much
about em, understanding absolutely everything, you'll get a chance to ***
Michi! Have you got ***? /In a whisper - she seems to want lead for
her pencil/
Give her some

Yes? Thank you! /Whispering. She leans over to take the lead/
All use dictionaries

/Writes the two questions on the smaller WB/OK./Loud at start/
Em, I want you to stop reading, and I would like you to turn over your page, turn over the
piece of paper so that you can't refer to it, alright? So you can't see it, turn it over. And now,
on the basis of what you've read, with a partner, see if you can compare, or, your answers to
those two questions, without looking back at the text, just talking, just on the basis of what
you've read. Why first of all, do most companies use a mixture of equity and debt financing?
And secondly, why do governments issue bonds? So, find somebody to talk to, tell them the
answer. Don't look back at the text, just see how much you can remember, in terms of the
vocabulary.
Talk

Looks at his text

Don't look back at the text! /In whisper, laughing, to Ricardo/
Smiles

So just tell, Michi and Christine, two ladies/referring to Lin and Eun Joo/there
yep, so tell your partner in a group of three there, perhaps, two, three.

READING
631. SS
632. T

633. Kazumi

634. Michi
635. Kazumi
636. SS
637. T

638. SS
639. Ricardo
640. T
641. Ricardo
642. T
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643. SS Talk

STAGE 9: PLENARY
ruprioNr:

644. T Em, can I now have a volunteer, can I have a volunteer?
645. SS Talk

646. Helen Laughs
647. T A volunteer?
648. Jules You! You are.../Points at Ricardo/
649. Ricardo Mm/Laughs, seems to be refusing/
650. Helen I don't know the second question! /Laughs/
651. Kazumi You know - mike is this direction! / referring to audio mike/
652. Jules Yes?
653. Kazumi Ooooh dear! /Makes a "howling wolf" noise/
654. Ricardo I'm always, I'm always volunteer! Not today!
655. SS Laugh
656. T Right, I need a volunteer to explain to me, OK. I'm not a finance professional,
657. Christine Me neither! /Laughs/
658. Jules

T
Points at Ricardo

659. So, in terms that I can understand, why most companies use a mixture of equities and debt
financing. Christine. /Claps hands/ Would you be able to do that? Could you explain
that to me?

660. Christine I am not specialist. OK.
661. T Well, it might be more useful because I'm not a specialist either so perhaps I'll understand

you better.
662. Christine So why do most companies use a mixture of equity and debt financing?
663. T Mm
664. Christine Em, first interest to issue bonds, it's er when you pay, interest, to the investors, you, it's a

x'Ts'x v'., - |l|§i-V, Xli'
i■/ :V

- ~- i>: - v- -f ->>-
v v . 1 <Y>:'%zr ,T> -, •

deductible, tax deductible, so you deduct the interest from the profits, and after you pay, the,
the tax

665. T /Writes tax deductible on WB as she speaks/ OK
666. Jules Mm /Nods/
667. Kazumi, Whispering throughout Christine's explanation

Jules &
Helen

668. Christine Whereas in dividends you have to pay dividends after pay the taxation,
669. t Mm
670. Christine So it's not tax deductible *** interest, em...
671. T Uhuh. OK, ca, so can I summarise what I think you've said so far?
672. Christine Yes
673. T You're telling me that em if you issue bonds
674. Christine Mm hm
675. -]- Em, the interest is tax deductible
676. Christine Yes
677. t OK. Whereas if you issue shares, there is no
678. Eun Joo No
679. t Tax deductible
680. Eun Joo Tax deductible
681. T | On dividends
682. SS j Mm
683. T Which I have to think about, OK, I follow you so far. Yeah. OK
684. Christine Em
685. T ! So, why do the use a mixture of both then?
686. Christine 1 A mixture because em, to issue bonds, it's a financial risk, because you have to pay interest

MMi ' j each year, so if you don't make profits
687. T
688. Christine

Uhhu
! You have to pay em interest

689. T j Anyway
690. Christine ! Anyway,
691. T | Mm hm
692.

f ijji**4
Christine j Whereas, when you have to pay dividends, depends on profits, so ifyou, during one year you

j didn't make profits you don't have to pay dividends, it's depending on ...

693. T I OK, s, so this why companies use both.
694. Christine : Mixture yes
695. T1

. j Because it, if not, if they don't make a profit one year, and they're completely dependant on
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ft'ft/ /ft/ft- ;ftft em,
696. Christine Investors?
697. T Investors, this would be a problem for the company
698. Christine OK. Mm.
699. T OK, thank you very much. Does anybody want to add anything to Christine's description? It

was very clear because I think I understand it. Yeah? Annette, do you want to add anything?
700. Annette No
701. T To what Christine said? OK, well thank you very much. OK what about the second one then,

Why do governments issue bonds? Why do governments issue bonds? OK? Why do
governments issue bonds? Who's going to tell me that?/Louder at start/And
there's, first of all who's going to tell me what's wrong with this word? /Underlines
"goverment" on WB with a wavy line/I've just spotted it.

702. Ricardo Em, you have to put an "n"
703. Jules "n" /Mimes writing an "n"/
704. T Thank you, yes, it's misspelt. I need an "n" here.
705. Christine Ah yes.
706. Kazumi Ohhh!
707. T , Governments, governments. Yes. /Corrects it / OK, so, Why do governments issue

Bonds? Em...
708. SS T Silent

709. T ft ft A volunteer, well who's going to tell me - would you like to tell me, yes.
710. Eun Joo Cft

:ft/: Governments spending, er, em, em
711. T ftft

'. ■;
OK, public spending

712. Eun Joo Wk
Wm

*** when government needs money for public ***
713. T But I thought I paid my taxes so that the government had money to spend.
714. Eun Joo Er, em, yes, yes, but, er /Laughs /
715. SS Silent
716. Eun Joo Em, em...l couldn't understand ***
717. T Yes, yes, thank you, so tha, /Louder/ that's half of it, isn't it. The governments issue bonds

for public spending, they need to raise money for public spending,
718. Eun Joo Yes
719. T They issue Bonds. But, another source of money for public spending, and I assumed the

( main source was taxes,
720. Eun Joo ft Yes
721. T fi ; So why, em ... Ca, can you, could you explain the discrepancy? Helen.
722. Helen V; It's like mm, the, the, the public spending is over the, over the, their income. So the, the

'ft:- 1 government have to issue bonds to rec,
723. Annette ftft; i ***

724. Helen ft I To receive some money. To expend for public spending.
725. Jules | Mm
726. T 8 • Ah, so what you're saying is that if the government can't raise enough money
727. Helen a:-

111 : Yeah
728. T Through taxes?
729. Helen §1 Like the tax spend
730. Jules

•ft

ft/ft Mm
731. T : Then they have to think of another way
732. Helen fft \ Yeah
733. T Of raising money?
734. Jules 11 Mm
735. T ft And to do this through issuing bonds /Quietly/ OK, thank you very much. Right. I feel

1 much better informed now.

736. SS ft1 Laugh, shift around in seats
737. T | OK, right. /Laughs/
INSTRUCTIONS
738. T

ifiiliB Mi
What I'd like you to do now then because I said you would have an opportunity to look at
the text in more detail, em, have a go, efn, look at the text again, and see if you can answer
the comprehension questions in 2B, em. In each case you have to say which of the three
statements is true. Have a look at the text again, have a go at the true / false questions, and
you can discuss those with each other, either as you answer them or if you prefer work on
your own and then discuss them. OK? You've got about

STAGE 10: GROUPWORK
READING TASK 2
739. SS Move papers, start reading
740. Ricardo Sorry one question
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741. T ... ten minutes. Yes.
742. Ricardo What is a blue, blue chiD comnanv?
743. T A blue chip company /Walks over towards Ricardo/
744. Ricardo Yes

745. T Is, is the name given to em, a company which is generally considered to be em, a very secure
company to invest in. /Looks at Annette/

746. Annette The most companies who are in indices,
747. Jules Looks up and seems to be listening to Annette
748. Ricardo Yeah
749. Annette Stock exchange indices, are
750. T Blue chins
751. Annette Blue chiD comDanies
752. T OK?
753. Ricardo Ah OK /Nods/
754. T Right. So blue chiD comDanies. /Ouietlv/
755. SS Silent, all reading
756. Helen Speaks under her breath
757. T I think we've got one extra business English dictionary over here /Quiet voice,

758. Ricardo
759. Annette
760. T
761. Annette &

T
762. Annette
763. T
764. Annette
765. T
766. Annette
767. T
768. Annette
769. T
770. Annette
771. T
772. SS

773.
Mill

774.
775.
776.

777.

Lin & Eun
Joo

Jules
Ricardo

Annette &
Kazurni
Michi

takes a dictionary from Christine, does a kind of tiptoe walk
away/ There vou go — blue chip. /Brings open dictionary over to table
where Ricardo is sitting, points to entry/
OK

Turns, looks quizzically at T, draws a breath
Walks over to her
Talk quietly - seem to be dealing with a question

Is there a difference in using stock rather than shares?
Em I think it's a US and UK
Oh
Em that em in America you talk about joint stock companies
Mm
Em which we understand as well, but where Americans use stocks we usually use shares
Mm hm
So that's probably the
Mm hm
Stands behind desk

Using dictionaries. They also turn HO over and back again.
Silent
Start speaking quietly

Addresses Ricardo, holding
Answers, and they continue
Begin talking

HO in front of him

talking - checking answers

he then joins Lin and Eun

Helen778
779. SS
STAGE 11: PLENARY
CHECKING
780. T
781. J

E 11 i I
mIpsal782. T

Michi

Looks at Christine, she is reading,
Joo as Lin asks him a question.
Talking with Ricardo and Jules
Talk

■' B—i
OK. em arc we ready to check through the answers?
Mm hm

Yes, em, good. Number one then, em ... Michi, what do you have for number one?
Em, em, em ... I, em ... think C
You think C, em so banks' loan portfolios are now generally less secure than twenty years
ago because blue chip companies issue their own bonds, and banks that receive deposits still
have to lend money. Yes? Everybody agreed?
Mm hm

Yes if you look at the first paragraph of the text you should be able to find, em, that
information.
Silent

OK /Quietly/ The second one then, em, Christine what do you have for the second one?
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789. Christine
790. T
791. Christine
792. T
793. SS
794. T
795. Christine
796.
797.

T
Christine

798. T
Christne

800 T
801. Christine
802. T
803. Christine
804. T

806.
Christine

SS
807. T

808. Ricardo
809. T
810. Helen
811. Jules
812. Helen
813. T
814. Lin
815. T
816. Jules
817. Lin

818. Jules
819. T

820.
ykf v*14 1 T. 1

SS
821. T
822. SS
823. T

824. Kazumi
825. T
826. Kazumi
827.
828.

T
Annette

829. T
830. Eun Joo
831. Annette
832. Jules
833. T
834. Annette
835. Michi,

Christine
& Eun Joo

836. SS
837. T

-

..

838. Annette
839. SS
840. Annette

Can you read the answer that you have?
*** can get their money by **? No?
Em...
Because they can sell, the, their Bonds on the *** market? Before the maturity of the bond?
Em, will they always be successful?
Silent
Will they be successful? Always?
Ah, no, no.
No.

They can sell it below the price ***
The, so in that case em
Ah OK!
In that case which one would you say, B or
Try to ***
Uh huh, which is C, yes
Mm, OK
So Bond-holders can try to get their money back at any time.
Yeah
Talk quietly
They can try to get their money back at any time /Very quietly/ Em ... Ricardo,
what about number three then? Could you?
*** interest rates rise above ***
Em, so you've said C. You've said C. Any other?
***

We agree, yes ***
C
You agree, em
I answered B
B. Yes. Would you like to justify B? Why, why have you said B?
Laughs and does raised fist gesture to Ricardo
I couldn't understand coupon completely, *** is a company is another one *** so if we fall
the price of a coupon, the whole price is a low. So we can sell at a low, er low price. That's
right...
Laughs quietly throughout most of this explanation
Mm hm. If you look at paragraph, em, three, the third paragraph, em ... that's where it
begins em most Bonds are various certificates
Read

So I think the answer will be B
B /Some talk/
OK? Em, what about number four? The fiscal system in most countries makes it
advantageous for companies ... to do what, em, Kazumi?
C

Yeah, can you read it?
To issue *** shares as long as they make a profit

Yep. Any disagreement with that?
Seems to be explaining a point to her group in a quiet voice
How about A for number four?
Talks to T

Talks to group
It's A, if s true. /To Annette/
OK? Are you convinced? /To Jules /
Annette explains point to Jules & Helen
Talk

Talk in two groups
Annette's in the process of explaining this one. Annette! Perhaps you could, can you explain
for everybody, because em, Michi's asking, about the coupon. About number, number three.
So listen, listen to Annette, because she is, she is an expert in this field. Her explanation will
be better than mine.
You have a, a lower interest rate in the market. Let's say it's three percent.
Mm
And you have a bond with a coupon of five percent. So if the bond has a coupon of five
percent, you get five percent of the principal every year or half a year. Yeah?
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Mm
But em, if the lower interest rate is three percent and the bond coupon has, the bond has a
coupon of five percent everyone would buy the bond with a high coupon. So er, to make
things equal, the bond price is going up. You pay not hundred, let's say, as a principal, but a
hundred and /End of video/ two. So em the coupon with three percent, em, you have to
buy for er, er, you have to give, hundred pounds
Mm
and a coupon with five perc, five percent you have to give a hundred and two, pounds.
Mm.
So both are equal again.
Mm hm.
... 1 don't know! /Laughs/
Laughs
Yes. It's good. /Quietly/
Yes! Clear.
OK?
About number three, question number three?
Yes
Which is commercial
You are commercial
Number three, yes, yeah.
Laughs
OK, just quickly then the last question number five.
Yes /Sighs/
What do you have for that, em-
What about the answer of number four?

Sorry?
The answer for number four was C.
C.
Mm.
OK? And the answer for number five?
... B.
B.

Yep. Governments issue bonds to finance public spending
Ah!!
When necessary, when necessary. OK? Right, well let's, let's stop there

ss
Annette

Anne!
845. SS
846. Annette
847. SS
848. Annette
849. Helen
850. Jules
851. Kazumi
852. T
853. Michi
854. Kazumi
855. Michi
_ __ , .856. Jules

■

857. T
858. Jules
859. T
860. Jules

868. Annette
869. SS
870. T
871. Kazumi
872. T
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Transcription Lesson 8 Letter-Writing 2

Transcription conventions
Times New Roman Font = utterance
/Courier font within forward slashes/ = extralinguistic description
Underlined = taken from handout text
***

= unintelligible

Teacher: Natasha
Students: 9: Eun Joo, Helen, Lin, Michi, Christine, Ricardo, Jules, Annette, Kazumi
Students visible on video: Kazumi, Jules, Helen & Ricardo
Lesson focus: Analysis of letters and practice in letter-writing
Transcription conventions: Underlined = taken from handout text, *** = unintelligible

WHITEBOARD

KAZUMI

JULES

RICARDO

VIDEO
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1. SS Talk
STAGE 1: PLENARY
INSTRUCTIONS
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

T .

Lesley
T

SS

Christine
T

Christine
T

SS
T

STAGE 2: GROUPWORK
CHECKING HOMEWORK
26. Annette
27. Ricardo

SS

Right. Lesley have you got your video on?
Yeah
Good. Em, we, we shouldn't be, but we may be interrupted em by three people just opening
the door and coming in there are some Italian agents looking at the classrooms, so if somebody
opens the door and puts their head in and goes out again just ignore them. That's the, they're
looking at the classrooms.
Who are they?
They are agents,
Agents?
Agents, for em language students. Agents, em, advertise our courses for us, and em bring
students to the courses.

Talk

Em ... I've got some em homework to hand back, a few comments on your radio broadcast
that you did on Friday. Not much, just a few comments. Helen /Gives her HO/ Annette,
Christine /Gives them HOs/ Ricardo and Michi, you share a sheet.
Yep.
Talk

Looks at a map of the London Underground
And similarly, Eun Joo and Lin, you share a sheet. Em, I have some letters, Kazumi, for you,
Michi, Jules, Helen. Em, Michi, is that yours?
Yes.

Yes, yes. Kazumi, and ***
Read, some talk
Right then! /Loud/ Can we make a start? Helen, are you with us on are you still on a walking
tour of Edinburgh?
Yeah! /Laughs/
The London Underground! /looks at map/
Laugh
Yeah /Laughs/
Em, good. Can we have look then at the pink sheet, on similarities, comparisons and contrasts
that I asked you to look at for homework.
Move papers and open and close files

Right, what I'd like you to do first of all, as I don't see a lot of pen marks on sheets, is to check
with your partner, have a look at it with your partner, and s, compare your answers. And that
will give an opportunity for those of you who haven't done it to do it. OK? So just two or three
minutes checking.

28.
.1

29. Michi
T

Michi
T

Michi
T

Michi
T

Michi
38. T
39. Michi
40. Annette
41. Helen
42. T
43. Helen
44. T
45. Jules

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Will we check it with your answers?
Sure, but *** /Laughs/
Talk very quietly, some silent
talk to selves

I think I am agree with ***?
I think ...

I agree?
Could you say
Agree with
If you want to say I am then you'd have to say
I am in agreement with
So I think I am in agreement with Annette, or I think
Ah ha
OK?/Walks away/
I am in agreement with /Laughs
I am in agreement with you /Laughs/
***

There are two separate, two separate verbs,
*** two separate verbs
So you would say I am in agreement with, not I am agree with
*** them both

individual work, some seem to

You've got two verbs you're confusing, I think agree with

think I am in agreement with

agree with Annette
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46.
47.
48.

§j||lp
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

T
Jules

T

Jules
T

Jules
T

Jules
T

Jules

Jules
T

Ricardo
T

They mean the same, they mean the same
The same

Usually what happens is that people do what you did, is to combine them both into one
inaccurate expression
Yeah, it's not a good expression
I
The better expression is to be in agreement with
No they're both good. I agree with is fine, but not I'm aeree with
Ah! OK.
That's wrong.
Mm. Because to be *** a verb
Yeah
The verb is to be

Ricardo
y

The verb is to be. it's the present tense, exactly.
The negative is I don't agree with vou
Yes I don't agree with
Mm
I'm not in agreement with vou is the same

Mm hm I don't agree with
I don't agree with
OK. Thank you
Of course now I've told you that you'll have to get it right every time now!
walking away/
Yeah! /laughing/

STAGE 3: PLENARY
CHECKING, LEAD IN, INSTRUCTIONS

66.
Jules

T
I "

'

67. Jules

/Laughs,

68. T
...

69. Michi
70. T

ifSBMsSm

.

91. Christine

OK any ***? OK, let's check through together. I think we've all finished everything except
that last exercise which is quite difficult
Nods

It's an excerpt from part of an annual report. And so we'll look at that together at the end. I
think otherwise, you've all finished./Breathes in, sits on the edge of the
desk/ Em, s, can we begin, with exercise one, where you're asked to mark phrases which
indicate that facts and figures are being contrasted. /Louder / So em in the first one
Christine what's the expression, the word, the phrase? /Asks them in order of
seating/
Even though.
Even though, yep. Notice it's in the middle of the sentence, we made a good profit, even
though sales were down by 6%. What about the next one Michi?
But
But. Yes. Sales were lower than expected, but profits were down by 5%.
Laugh
OK, em, Lin. The next one. /Laughs/
The next one is despite.
That's right. Despite a drop in the price of raw materials, manufacturing costs continue to
rise. Em, and, and the next one? ... Helen?
/Looking down at her HO/ Em, in spite of
Yep. Notice the whole expression there /Writes on the WB despite
in spite of the fact that/
Seem to be talking about the answers

In spite of the fact that, em

Talk and laugh
The sentence with despite, what's it followed by grammatically? Despite?
***

A drop, what is it in grammar terms? What's a drop?
*** /Seemingly to self/
Noun, it's a noun.
Nod

It's a noun, OK. So it's followed by, despite is followed by a noun / Writes + noun /
noun phrase on WB/ or a noun phrase, OK. In the second sentence you've got, em, in
spite of the fact that peat is known to be a limited resource. Could you say in spite of peat is
known to be a limited resource? ... Could you say that?
No.
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No, you couldn't, in fact. You're quite right. If you want to follow it by em, what is the
normal word order in a sentence you need to put in this, in spite of the fact that. And then the
normal sentence, the normal word order. OK? Despite is the same. /Indicates phrase
written on WB/
Mm /Nod/
So it can be followed by a noun or a noun phrase, despite the drop in the price of raw
materials, but ifyou're following it by what would be the sentence, you need this /.Draws
a box round the fact that written on WB/You have to put that in. So if you
look at it, em, a good test / Starts writing Peat is known to be a limited
resource on WB/ if you look at the rest of the sentence, peat is known ... to be ... a
limited ... resource. That could actually stand on it's own as a sentence, couldn't it? Peat is
known to be a limited resource. It could be a sentence. Right? So if you're going to use the
contrast expression, in spite or despite, in spite of or despite, before that you've got to put the
fact that in.
Mm

Right. OK? /Very quietly/ Em, again if you're unclear about any of this, em, remember
I recommended a good grammar book yesterday. /Seemingly j oking tone/
Mm /Nods/
It's useful to have grammar book for reference. Look up contrast, look up comparison.
Mm

And you'll find, a lot of this explained for you. Em, the next one, em, Eun Joo? /Louder/
Nevertheless?
Nevertheless, good. Inflation is rising again, full stop. New sentence, nevertheless, the Bank
of England has cut interest rates. Begins a sentence, notice the way it's used there. And then
the last one, Annette?
Whereas
Er, whereas
Whereas, yep. All ways of expressing contrast, all ways of expressing contrast. Are there any
other phrases that you are aware of that can be used to indicate differences?
Yes

In facts and figures? Did you find any others? ... Did you think of any others? /Laughs/
Silent

Perhaps you can think now, are there any other words or phrases that you could use?
How, how about even if? Even if?
Even if in the sense of em, well you've got at the top there even though, em, /Writes
even if on WB/ even if would express the same idea as even though. Eh, any others? ...

Any other words or phrases which would indicate, which would show a contrast,
differences?
While? While?
While! Yes while can be used in exactly /Writes while and whereas on WB/the
same way as whereas. OK. So where you've got whereas you can use while. Any others?
Although? /Stressing first syllable, and pronouncing th as s
slightly/
Mm

No, what does also do? If you say and also, you're not expressing a contrast, you're adding
information, aren't you, usually. Not only Michi but Eun Joo also. As well, it means as well.
Looks at Helen twice

/Nods/As well./Misunderstanding. Michi notices. Helen goes along
with it/
Although, no? Although?/To Helen quietly with hand half over mouth/
Although /Last one to T/
Although. /To Michi quietly/
Ah! Although.
Although.

Alright. I heard you say also.
Although.
Although
I'm sorry my pronunciation
Thank you, although, although. Or my hearing, one or the other, your pronunciation or my
hearing. /Laughs/
Laughs
Right. Although. Yeah. Good. /Writing on WB/
H. h. ho. however. /Pronounced "howhever"/

92.
lllilffil

93. SS
94. T

Jules
100. T

103. Jules
104. Annette
105. T

:S

106.
107.

111.
1

T

hYY;: '■

112.
-Y

Lin
113. T

114. Helen

115. Michi
116. T

117. Michi
118. Helen

119.
■YYYY ■

Michi

120. Helen
121. T
122. Helen
123.
124.

T
Helen

125.
WMM

T
126. Helen
127. T

jfjjssp
128.

'r:V
.

Helen
129.
130.

|j§|| T
•

Jules

0m
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131. T How...
132. Jules Hever.
133. T Ever. However
134. Jules However.
135. Helen However /Ouietly/
136. Jules Yes?
137. - T Yes, good.
138. Helen Laughs
139. T Which means the same as...?
140. Jules Same as

141. T You would replace
142. Christine Nevertheless, nevertheless /Doesn't aet taken ud/
143. Jules But
144. T But, ves. However, if vou put however in that second sentence vou would have to sav sales

were lower than exnected. full stop, capital letter, new sentence
145. Jules Mm
146. T However profits were onlv down bv five percent.
147. Jules Mm
148. T So it usually begins a sentence.
149. Jules OK
150. T Yep. Good, right, excellent. Again, this was intended remember as an accuracy focus. We

spent time discussing, em, using some of the vocabulary, communicating, this was meant to
focus you on being accurate.

151. Jules Mm
152. T Using the language accurately. We're still focusing on that. Look at the second exercise, em,

and here you're asked to mark phrases which are used to indicate that facts and figures are
similar. Em so Ricardo, what about the first one?

153. Ricardo Eh, Agriculture *** difficult period.
154. T Good! Agriculture in both Poland and Hungary is facing a difficult period. S. right, similar.

similar, similar for both countries. And Christine, what about the next one?
155. Christine *** for substantial part of*** exports.
156. T Yes, so the word is...
157. Christine Like?
158. T Like. Like Greece. Turkev. Right? OK? Like Greece. Turkev. /Ouietlv/ And then, there's

another expression, Michi?
159. Michi Household goods showed ouite a sharp price rise in the final ouarter of the vear. The same

was true for other *** goods.
160. T Mm, s
161. Michi The word is the same was

162. T 1 Yes, it's a whole expression, isn't it. the same was true for
163. Michi ! The same was true for /Ouietlv/
164. T [ This, right? So you, you present one, em. statement, and you want to indicate that this is the

; same em, in another situation, vou use that expression, the same is true for. this.
165. Michi ; Nods

166. Helen The same, the same is true /Whisoers/
167. T i Right? /Quietly/And then the last one, em, Lin./Going round in order of

1 seating/
168. Lin & Neither, nor.

Michi
169. T Neither nor, vep. Neither the fall in unemployment, nor the low inflation rate, have countered

the feelings of iob insecuritv. Notice with neither or. and nor. then the verb is positive. Some
people make the mistake of putting in another negative there.

170. SS Mm
171. T Right? So neither the fall in unemplovment. nor the low inflation rate have countered the

feelings of iob in insecurity./Stronaly emphasisina neither and nor/
172. Helen ; Whispers to self
173. Jules ; Mm
174. T ; The meaning is then that em, the fall in unemployment and the low inflation rate have not

countered the feelings of iob insecurity./Stressina and and not/
175. Jules Mm
176. T It negates it. Any other phrases there?
177. Jules Yeah
178. T Y ou can use?
179. Jules , ***
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180. T F,m... Let's think about it. *** think of a sample sentence. Either or, em / Writes on

WB/Either. if v. if I said, either, either, let me iust use the same example though. Em. either
the fall in unemployment, or the low inflation rate em. has countered the feelings of iob /
Stressinq either, or and has/

181. Jules Mm hm
182. T Insecurity. It's slightly different isn't it?
183. Jules Mm
184. T Because it means one, or the other, but not both.
185. Jules Aha
186. Helen One, er
187. Jules Mm hm
188. T OK? One or the other but not both, either this or that. /Gestures "one or the

other"/
189. Jules Mm
190. T Alright? Either Ricardo, or ... Lin will give their presentation first on Thursday. Not both of

them, one or the other.
191. Jules Sounds OK /Laughs/
192. T OK /Laughs/ Any others, any other suggestions, any other suggestions?
193. Jules & Talk quietly

Helen
194. Lin The same as? /Very quietly/
195. T The same as?
196. Lin Yes.
197. T How would you use it? ... How would you use it? Give me an example.
198. Helen Speaking quietly
199. Lin Turkey depends on tourists, tourism, for substantial part its *** same as Greece. /Very

. ' 'i'k : ! quietly/
200. T Ye
201. Lin I Laughs
202. T i Good guess, yes. You'd have to add a little bit more though ifyou did that, that, /Laughs/
203. Lin | *** /Quietly/
204. T That's good but you'd have to say em
205. Helen Turkey
206. T Turkey depends on tourism for a substantial part of its invisible exports. This is the same as

i Greece/ Stressinq this is the same as/
207. Lin I Seems to be speaking quietly to self
208. T I OK? You'd have to start a new sentence there. This is the same as Greece. Any other

I suggestions?
209. Jules | Em
210. Lin I Similar to

211. T > Similar to. good.
212. Jules • Similar to ves.

213. T i Good. Em, em... How would you use it?
214. SS i Silent
215. T | How would you use it, any suggestions? Anybody want to be brave and volunteer a

I sentence?
216. SS I Silent

217. T s Writes on WB

218. Jules i Catches Christine's eye

219. Lin Turkey, comma, similar to Greece depends on ...

220. T ■ Good. Yes. Turkey, right, veah? uh hu. similar to Greece /While writinq on WB/
221. Jules I Turkive we say

222. T And then vou could have the same couldn't vou. depends ... on ... tourism ... for ... a

substantial part of it's invisible exports. You could use it like this. /While writinq on

WB/
223. Helen I Talking quietly
224. Jules ! Mm hm.
225. Michi I Leans back in his chair and stretches
226. T Right. Any, anything else, any other expressions that you have in your mind, or that you're

tV'j j aware of, that would indicate similarities? In facts and figures. No? /Quiet/ OK, well, let's
* £ j turn over /Louder / because there are other expressions *** Em, a presentation excerpt

' <>: s v, <i first of all /Louder / Can vou put the appropriate comparison words from the box into the
llill ! gaps, alright? I'll read, vou tell me what the expression should be. Last vear. us. our overall
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sales ficures fell bv 18% ...?
227. SS Silent
228. Jules & Althouch.

Ricardo
229. T Althoueh. Althouch thev had risen steadily in every previous vear since 1993. On the face of

1 I n it. this looks bad. But...?
230. SS Silent
231. T Anybody?
232. Jules Unlike?
233. T Sorry?
234. Jules Unlike?
235. Helen Compared with?
236. Jules No?
237. Lin Despite?
238. Jules Compared with?
239. T Thank you.
240. UisIAMneien Compared /Ouietly/
241. T Compared with! Compared with our maior competitors, we are not doinc so badlv at all.

/Laughs/
242. SS Laugh
243. Annette You can't use unlike? In this sentence?
244. T Em. ... you could ves, vou could. Em. let's, let's, let's read it and see how it sounds. On the

face of it this looks bad. but unlike our maior competitors we are not doine so badlv at all.
Em, you will hear it, em, it's not such good English in fact.

245. SS & T Laugh
246. T But, you will hear it, you will hear it. /Laughs / You will hear it and it sounds very native

speaker - like, I mean it's ...

247. SS Mm, mm.

248. T Yeah. veah. em. OK. Compared with our maior competitors we're not doinc so badlv at all.
What's next?

249. Ricardo On the contrary
250. Helen On the contrary

251. T Eceem...
252. Helen Contrary'
253. Christine It's not the same /To Jules/
254. T On the contrary no firm can continue for lone with falline sales
255. Helen With falline sales
256. T Em, w, what are vou, what are vou em. if vou use on the contrarv. em...

257. SS Silent
258. T What are you, whe, where's your contrast? What are you contrasting it with?
259. Helen On the contrarv. here I think the meanine is on the. on the other hand.
260. T Em, but if the, there's no direct contrast is there? If you look at what you've said already on

the face of it this looks bad. but
261. Jules Laughs
262. T Compared with our maior competitors we arc not doinc. doinc so badlv at all. on the

contrarv. no firm can continue for lone with falline sales. You would expect, if vou used on

the contrarv

263. Annette Mm
264. T You would expect
265. Annette Mm
266. T To hear em. on the contrarv. we arc doinc verv well. /Livelv intonation/
267. SS Mm. mm nod
268. T OK? It's not there though. It's something that doesn't contrast.
269. Christine Mm
270. T So. any other suggestions? On the contrarv doesn't work.
271. Christine ***

272. T All the same. Yep. All the same, no firm can continue for lone with falline sales. And steps

need to be taken immediately if the situation is not to worsen.

273. SS Write
274. T Yes I can sec all the rubbers working awav there! Yeah. /Lauahs/ All the same, all the

same

275. Jules All the same, yes.
276. T When you're using, er, words like this, linking words, remember, em, they serve many

different functions in sentences, cm. although there are many words which act as contrast
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words, not every phrase like this

294.
295.
296.
297.
298.
299.

300.
301.

302,
303.

304,

277. Jules *** /To Annette/
278. Annette Laughs
279. T Does perform that function. Em. what about the next one. something our fears...?
280. SS Silent

281. Ricardo Despite
282. T Despite our fears, despite followed bv the noun. OK. Despite our fears, domestic sales did

rise substantially. This is probablv because...?
283. SS Silent

284. Ricardo Unlike
285. T - Unlike
286. Jules Hm
287. T Our main rivals, we've been able to maintain prices over the last few vears. while thev have

288. SS
not. But. there is no reason for complacency...?
Silent

289. T Right, you've only got one expression left, now /Laughs /
290. SS Laugh
291. T What is it?
292. Lin On the contrary. /Very quietly, lauahs/
293. T On the contrary! On the contrary we must continue to renew our efforts to. and the

SS
T

Eun Joo
T

Eun Joo
T

Eun Joo
T

Annette
T

SS
■■ : ■

305.
Til illiSISiili

306. Jules
307. Michi
308. T

5 : : - - ■. yX.vS
; IT ,-ii

309. Michi
310. Jules
311. T
312. Annette
313. T

U < T

314. Helen
315. T
316. SS

presentation continues, blah, blah, blah. OK? The last one, you have a text from an annual
report from an investment bank. Em. What is an annual report? What's an annual report?
/Writes annual report on WB/
Silent

What's an annual report?
***

Thank you very much.
Laughs
Yes. Good, good. Yes, that's an annual report. Em, so this, and if you look at annual reports
in English, they are all written in a similar style, so it's quite useful to, to, to have a look at
them, so this is an excerpt from an annual report, an investment bank's annual report. Can
vou identify the language forms which compare ideas? This is a little bit more complex. Em,
the first sentence: This year has been a borrower, a year for borrowers, rather than for savers.

is there a ph, phrase there that compares ideas?
***

Rather than, yes. Rather than, you can underline rather than. Em. the drop in interest rates
has been faster and more dramatic than anyone would have suspected just si. just six months
ago. From 10.5 percent in January to 7 percent now. Is there any comparison there? How is it
done?
Than?

Em, yeah. It's, it's the, the em comparative form of the adjective, with than, so you've got
faster, and more dramatic than. So the adjectives are used in their comparative from, yeah?
Faster than, faster and more dramatic than. Em, and of course, savers have faced the same
cuts as borrowers. What do you find in that sentence?
The same as. the same cuts as

The same as. good. The same as. yep. The table below gives a rough guide, to how different
types of investment have performed. OK? As you can see, gilts and unit trusts have done
well, in comparison with building society accounts.

In comparison with?
In comparison with.
In comparison with. In comparison with. Yeah. However, vou should bear in mind that the
final figures won't correspond exactly to the returns quoted for gilts and unit trusts, because
buying and selling costs are excluded. Anything there?
However /Quietly/
However?
However, yeah, you've got a contrast
Mm
Word there immediately, however, and this is more complex they said the figures won't
correspond exactly. So you're there, you're saying that something is not exactly the same.
It's not a direct contrast, but the figures are different in some way. They won't correspond
exactly.
Mm
OK? Em, the big question is will next year look like next year?
Like
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317.
318.

319.
320.

321.

322.
323.
324.

326
327.
328
329.
330.

T
Michi &
Helen

T
Michi &
Helen

T

Helen
Jules

T
Jules

Jules
T
T

SS

331.

LEADIN
332. T

361. Jules
INSTRUCTIONS
362. T
363. Jules &

Christine

Like, yes. To look like, like. Should savers use the same strategies as this year?
The same as.

The same as. Or should they employ different tactics from this year?
Different from.

Different from. Yep. I'm afraid that as long as the economic outlook continues to swing, we
must expect rates to vary from month to month. Anything there at ail?
As long as

Vary from

Em, ... now that's not a contrast, it's / Seems to be responding to Helen/
Vary from, from
A time expression
Vary from
Vary, vary. A, a good verb there to indicate change. Vary, vary.
OK, good!
Move papers

Right, so there you've got a nice actual piece of writing which shows you how e, even in
quite a complex piece of writing, there are actually quite a lot of expressions used to indicate
contrast and comparison.

Good, we're going to go on now to the main business of the day, which is letter-writing. I
did make for you lots of very, very nice letter-headed pieces of paper, which I've left in 21
Hill Place. So, I've come down to Moray House, we don't even have any white paper. We
have coloured paper. So I've found this very, very pleasant shade for you to write on. What
do you call this colour, what would you call...?
Em
It's purple.
Purple.
Purple?
Purple.
Yeah, any other...?
Lilac.
Lilac. Em, lavender.
***

Laugh loudly
Lavender. What? Lavender or lilac paper. So you can use this
They don't understand. I said violet!
Yes. Why did they laugh? Violet is right.
That's right.
There are lots of...

Why did you?
Why did you laugh?
Whispers to Jules
Laughs
Writes on WB

Continued banter, actual words inaudible, lots of laughter

3 There are all shades of purple! If you say purple, usually you think of a darker colour, cm
Lin's sweater, er, I would describe as purple. Or perhaps

; It's violet.
I Aubergine, even. What colour would you call it Lesley? That sweater?

I think I'd call it purple actually.
I You'd call it purple.
§ Aubergine's got more brown in it.
I Yes, aubergine's yes, slightly different, so purple. Lin's sweater. So a light purple, violet
j| lavender or lilac.

Laughing
i •*"'? ii3i m _

Stop it! /Smiles/ Can we look then at 6B page 57? Page 57.
jj Laugh
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364. T
365. Christine
366. Michi
367. SS
368. T
369. Jules
370. T
371. SS
372. T
373. Helen
374. T
375. Michi
376. T

377. Ricardo
378. T

379. Ricardo
380. T
381. Annette
382. Ricardo
383. T

3
If'TTrn* .vTTr- y-"

Do you have your books with you?
No! /Laughs/
Sorry! /Laughs/
Talk and move papers
I'm disappointed in you! /Smiles/
I'm sorry!
It's when you stop wearing your suit and tie, you see. Everything goes to pieces.
Laugh
Em, fortunately, I've got a spare book. Have you got yours?
Oh!
There's one for you to borrow.
Thank you.
You could share with ***? Em, page 57, page 57. OK. now as this is a Spanish company,
em, Ricardo perhaps you could pronounce it for me.
Jaritos.

/Laughs / Right, OK, Jaritos is a small company in the south of Spain that makes bottled
soft drinks. Recently they've had problems with the machine that fills up the bottles. The
manager. Ricardo?
Er,
What's his name?
Raul Sanchez
Raul Sanchez.
Thank you. Wrote to the company that sold them the machine to ask them to come and look
at it. Two questions while you look at the letter. Does Jaritos use the same bottles again and
again? and what exactly is the problem with the machine? Right? So have a look at the letter
and see if you can come with answers for these two questions.

STAGE 4: GROUPWORK
READING TASK
384. SS : Quiet, then begin talking
STAGE 5: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS ■
385. T OK! So does Jaritos use the same bottles again and again?
386. Jules We don't know.
387. T It, it's a trick question really, you can tell, does anybody have an answer to that question?
388. Jules I, I think yes but I'm not sure.
389. T Yes. The word that will tell you is disposable. If a bottle is disposable, what does that mean?
390. Eun Joo You can use again? /Gestures "again"/
391. T No, the opposite.
392. Eun Joo Disposable
393. T You throw it away.
394. Eun Joo B Throw away. /Gestures "throw away"/
395. T If you have something which is disposable, you throw it away.
396. Eun Joo Yeah /Nods/
397. T You don't use it more than once.

398. Eun Joo You don't, you don't u
399. T Em, does anybody wear contact lenses? Does anybody wear contact lenses? Do you have

dispos
400. Christine I have
401. T Arc they disposable contact lenses?
402. Christine Ah.
403. Helen Yeah
404. Jules Laughs
405. T I have cm, monthly disposable contact lenses, which means I wear them for a month then

throw them away.
406. Christine Mm hm

E

407. T Some people have daily disposable contact lenses. OK?
408. Jules Mm
409. T You can throw them awav every day. So a disposable bottle is a bottle that vou throw away.

If you had a bottle which you were intended to use again and again, what would you call it?
410. Helen Recy
411. T It would a recyclable
412. Michi Recyclable /Verv auietlv/
413. T Bottle or a reusable bottle.
414. Helen Recyclable /Verv auietlv/
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415. Christine Reusable? /Loudly, to T, while writinq/
416. T Reusable or recyclable /Writes on WB/
417. Jules Reusable, recyclable /Whispers/
418. T So if it's disposable then you throw it awav. What exactly then, second question, is the

problem with the machine, em, ... Christine? What's, what's wrong with the machine?
419. Christine The machine, em ... breaks, the bottles?
420. T Em, yes that's right. The machine that puts on the caps, the cap is the bottle ... top, yeah?
421. Christine Mm
422. T Breaks the bottles. OK. over the page. Shortly afterwards Mr Sanchez saw this advertisement

in a magazine. Can the Alpha Rapid Bottler use the same bottles again? Read the advert and
tell me. Can this machine use the same bottles again?

423. Christine Yes
424. Michi Yes
425. T Yes? How do you know?
426. Christine Because thev employ the word reusable.
427. T Because thev employ the word reusable. Good. The Alpha Rapid Bottler can handle up to

100 reusable bottles a minute. Alright? And then it explains all the functions of that
particular machine.

428. Christine Mm
429. T You mav need that information later. OK? What happened next? Mr Sanchez decided to ask
> 1 if1 11 Aloha to visit his company, so he sent the following letter. And so can you just read the

letter, and I will divide you into groups.
430. SS Silent

431. T Writes on WB

432. Jules Bottle, bottle is used as a verb?
433. T It can be used as a verb.
434. Jules Yes?
435. T Yes, yes.
436. Christine So when you put wine in a bottle and you er
437. Jules ***

438. Christine It's er

439. T You bottle the wine.
440. Christine Bottle the wine.
441. Jules Bottle the wine.
442. T To bottle the wine.
443. Jules To bottle ***
444. T Yes. anvthi. if vou put something in a bottle vou bottle it.
445. Jules Bottle.
446. Christine Mm hm.
447. Ricardo To that for a example a wine is bottled?
448. T Wine is bottled, yep. To bottle. So it's both a noun and a verb. Bottle.
449. Jules Mm hm. It's the first time see it.
450. T Yeah, yeah.
451. SS ! Some talk quietly
452. T Right. OK. What happens next then? Within the next few days, representatives from hoth

Westco. Mr Tonv Smith, and Aloha. Miss Franc. Mademoiselle. Ms then. Ms Francoise
Mole, made separate visits to Jaritos. /Louder/

453. SS Mm

454. T Mr Sanchez showed them round the factory and introduced them to Cristina Barrios, the
deputy manager. Later thev had dinner at his home. The representatives told him that thev
would send him a auotation soon. Jaritos is now waiting for letters from both Westco and

i Alpha.
INSTRUCTIONS
455. T i In three groups vou must write the correspondence between these companies. When vou've

written a letter or fax, give it to the correct group, then ask for a new role card number. So

[ let's divide vou into three. Em. Ricardo and Jules, can vou be Jaritos. Jaritos. /
\ mispronounces /

456. Ricardo Jaritos
457. T ; Jaritos, right. /Laughs/
458. Jules i Jaritos /Laughs/
459. T : Annette, can I ask vou to join with Eun Joo and Helen, and can vou be Alpha? Right, vou

i can be Alpha. And vou three, can vou be Westco? Michi, Lin and Christine.
460. SS i Move around, change seats
461. T | Now, em, I haven't made it very easy for you today because as I said there's no headed
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notepaper, so you'll have to design your own headed notepaper. OK? On this lavender paper.
/Giving paper/ Remember when you receive a letter, /Louder/ it may require a

•3 response, or it may affect what you write in the next letter, so read it before you ***
462. Jules. I Thank you.
STAGE 6: GROUPWORKLETTER-WRITING
463. , J "'SSTalk and write
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Transcription conventions
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1. SS ■ Come
STAGE 1: PLENAI
INSTRUCTIONS
2. T

in and sit down

3. SS
STAGE 2: GROUP WORK
READING AND DISCUSSION

| /Returns homework/ Em, we're planning to do something on negotiating this morning,
3 and if possible, carry out a negotiation, because I promised the class that we would do a second

one, so this is the second one. Em, usually we look at business news today, but we looked at
business news the day after the budget, and so we'll do a negotiation today. /Beginning
loud and becoming quiet/To get started I'd just like you to read the list at the top.
em don't worry about the second half of the page at this moment. The art of negotiation. It's

I just something about negotiating, em, just to get you thinking.
IOpen and close files, some talk and move

4.
5.
6.

T
SS
T

Em *** /Giving out HOs/
Silent, reading, still
Pulls table along near front of room. Closes door by pulling
chair away, writes on WB in view

7. Ricardo Looks up and then back to text
8. Annette 3 Looks up at WB, points at dictionary and looks at Ricardo
9. Ricardo Hand her it
10. T /Draws breath/I'll give you just another few minutes to read the text and then I'd like

you to discuss with a partner em, what you think makes a good negotiator, according to the
text, and you can discuss whether or you agree or disagree with the advice given. So two or
three more minutes to read, and then I'd like you to em, discuss with the people you're sitting

1 with, em. guidelines, I'd call them, guidelines for negotiators, what makes a good negotiator?
What makes a good negotiator?

11. SS 3 Silent, heads down, reading
12. T OK! Em, I don't want to spend too much longeron this stage, so can you ... discuss with each

other, what you've got ...

13. SS / Move, some begin talking
14. Ricardo Seems to be waiting for Annette to finish reading (In interview

If' ' 1 with Annette)
15. Annette | Looks up at him and smiles
16. Ricardo OK?
17. Annette H Laughs
18. RicardoBj Have you finished? /Points with his pen to her papers/
19. Annette Yeah /Smiling/
20. Ricardo Good /Smiling/
21. Annette More or less. /Smiling/
STAGE 3: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS

/Moves22. mgm

-i:

1

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Annette
T

Annette
T

Annette
T

Helen
T

v.?

33Helen
X

Helen
T■

Annette
&

Ricardo

WB and chair, picks up pen and stands beside WB, breaths
in/ OK, then, guidelines for effective negotiators. Em, let's see if we can make a list. Em,
Michi. ... What do you have? Er, em, first er, try to create a harmonious atmosphere, at this, at
the start of a negotiation. OK, try to crea, create a ... harmonious ... relationship ... at ... the
beginning. /While writing Try to create a harmonious relationship
at the beginning on WB/
Not only at the beginning.
Turns round

Not only at the beginning.
Not only at the beginning.
Every time. ... Er.
Turns and writes on WB

Comes in

Ah! Helen. Come and join us. Have a seat. /Turns,
Walks across towards table

On this table please because /Smiles/
This table?

Yes, thanks / Smi 1 e s /
Laugh

smiles, indicates a seat/
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Because then, then we have two groups of three
Oh

Because we're going to, em, negotiate. And we need two groups of three. /Last bit very
quiet/There you are. Alright? /Very quietly. Gives Helen HO/ So, em,
maintaining a good relationship /Gestures throughout/ very important. Increasingly
important I think in today's business world, isn't it? Because you don't have so many one off
deals, you have long term business relationships. Em ... Eun Joo, another point?
Em, ***
Looks at Eun Joo and narrows eyes, leaning closer. Then looks
at text.

OK, em... /Gestures "unsure" and laughs/
*** /Laughs/
Right. We had an expression I think last time, for this, do you remember? What do we call it
when both sides win in a negotiation? You aim for... what kind of solution, a...? /Smiles,
gestures one side then the other/Do you remember? No?
No /Laughs/
A win-win
Ah! Win-win
Aim for a win-win solution. I think is what you're saying. That both sides should gain from the
negotiation. /Gestures towards Eun Joo/ So aim for ...a win-win solution. /Very
quietly. Writes Aim for a win-win solution on WB/Em, Lin, do you
have another one for us?
Mm ... *** are flexible

So, em, be ... flexible
Flexible
Yes? If you're looking at guidelines
Yes.
This is a list of advice. Be flexible /Writes Be flexible on WB/OK, em, Ricardo?
Anything else?
Mm *** the right objectives, not only ... not only
Mm hm?
*** objectives?
Yes, yes. It's a bit, it's related to flexibility,
***

Isn't it, because you need em you need not to just to have your mind set on one goal, you need
a range of objectives so that you can you can be flexible. Yes?
Well...
Yeah? I'll put up *** shall I? /Writes on WB Be flexible - have a range of
objectives/ Any others? Ann have you got any...?
Er, think of solutions for probable, problems.
OK. Think ahead, yes.
Mm.
Think of solutions. /Writes on WB Think of solutions for probable
problems/ Er, that's sometimes been expressed as em, advising people to put themselves in
the other person's shoes, think about what your opponent, your opposite number is going to
say. Think of the issues that they will raise, and think of before when you're preparing, think
of possible answers, yeah. Anything else at all?
What was the expression about the shoes?
Oh yes, to put, to put yourself in somebody else's shoes. Like this. /Writes on main WB
To put yourself in somebody else's shoes/To put yourself in someone
else's shoes. Yes? To, to think from the other po, person's point of view. Yeah, OK? ... To put
yourself in someone else's shoes. Yeah? /Beginning loud, getting quiet/ So,
you, you've explored what you think the other person will say, as well as preparing your own
em, case. Any others, any oth, anything else you've got from the text?
***

Yeah. /Writes on WB/
*** have understood.

Yep, be a good listener.../While writing on WB Be a good listener. Check
understanding/
Good listener
Check understanding ... frequently. Yes, make sure that you understand, that you have
understood each other. Don't just em, go ahead without listening to what the other person is
saying. Because frequently what can happen at the end of a negotiation is that you think you

48. Lin
49. T
50. Lin
51. T
52. Lin
53. T

. ' V-
- ',V~.* -. T'Tj
54. Ricardo
55. T
56. Ricardo
57. T
58. Ricardo
59. T
J T i l *

60. Ricardo
61. T

62. Annette
63. T
64. Annette
65. T

66.
67.

68. Ricardo
69. T
70. Ricardo
71. T

72. Helen
73. T
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74.
75.

76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.

84.

86.
87.

SS
T

SS
T

Annette
T

Annette
T

Annette
T

Helen
T

Michi
T

have an agreement, with the other person and then you discover that you both have a different
idea about what you have agreed.
Mm
So it's a good idea to check regularly, that you've both understood. OK? Particularly of course
in the kind of situation that this is simulating, where you are negotiating in a second language
with somebody whose first language you don't share, em, and somebody whose culture is also
very different from yours
Mm
So it's very important to check regularly that you've understood each other.
And on the phone.
On the phone too, yeah, even more so on the phone, isn't it?
Yeah
Because you, you know you, you don't have a lot of the information that you have face to face.
Mm.

Yeah, yes. So check frequently. With each point make sure that you understand each other,
that you've understood what is being said, what is being agreed.
Mm
Mm. Any other points, from this, or from your own experience? /Louder/
Be persuasive, articulate.
OK. Be ... persuasive... and ... articulate. /Writes Be persuasive on WB/Easier
said than done perhaps. /Laughs / It's not it's difficult to be persuasive in a language that
you don't feel totally confident about, isn't it, it's one of the most difficult things, I think to do,
is to be persuasive, to be persuasive. So be persuasive and articulate, or aim to be persuasive

88. Michi Be tena. er, tenacious.
89. T MI Yes. Did you look that one up? /Writes
90. Helen ■ Tenacious
91. T What does it mean?
92. Michi I Mm
93. T If vou are tenacious.
94. Michi I Thev have tenacity /Mispronounced/
95. T ; To have tenacity
96. Michi Tenacity
97. T jtej Yes. em. and what's tenacity? /Lauahs /

PHraSuiSifiKHS
114. Helen
115. T

To /Gestures to Eun Joo/
Keep *** their opinions, er, mm
Not really, if vou are tenacious, em /Writes tenure on WB/
Laughs
It comes from well, related words er tenure in French oh well we haven't got any French
people with us, they've all abandoned us. Em, if you, if you are tenacious, you stick to your
guns, you hold on to your opinion, your view, you don't
Mm
Give up easily.
I see

OK? You don't give up easily. Alright? But that of course has to be balanced with /Moves
to point to flexibility on WB/ flexibility, yes? And aiming for a win-win
solution./Points to win-win solution on WB/ So be tenacious, don't em. don't

just give i, give up because the other person em, doesn't immediately agree. Alright? OK?
Mm
Don't just say "Oh! Alright then! Forget it!" Right? /Loud, walking away, laughs/
But of course, remember from the em, the last negotiation that we did, the takeover bid, there
was em. It's quite useful if you realise that you've got to a point and there won't be any
agreement on this point, it's a good idea to, to say something like well let's leave that for the
moment, we'll come back to that later.
Mm
You know if you get to a point and you realise there isn't going to be an agreement,
Mm
Rather than sticking, rather than getting stuck at that point, perhaps leave it, go onto to another
point, come back to it. Yes?
Mm
But em, tenacity /Moves to point to tenacity on WB / is, is, is recommended
here in the list of guidelines, in the, in the information in the text /Points to text/
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yeah... Anything else at all from the text...? That you'd like to add?
Try to keep the good relationship with other party.
Yes, it's this/Points to WB Try to create a good relationship at the
beginning and to maintain a good relationship throughout. Uses
gesture to illustrate maintain/ isn't it? Try to create a good relationship at the
beginning and maintain that relationship throughout. Alright? You don't want to em ... end up
as enemies /Laughs/ alright? Very important. It may, it may well be that the individual deal
is not as important as the long - term business relationship so you may be prepared em. If this
is a, if it's a long term negotiating relationship, you may be prepared to, to lose something for
the sake of the future, alright? So good relationships are very, very important in business.
Yep, em, OK. Anything else at all? Anything that you would like to add perhaps from your
own experience of negotiating? Em, is there any, any other advice that you would give?
Silent

Any other advice that you would give, Michi?
Mm ... mm

Er
Eun Joo?
*** look with the eyes.
Oh! Right, when you are
***

If you're negotiating with the other person to look at them
Eye contact
Eye contact. Yes. Good point. Important. Yes. /Laughs/
Laughs
Yes. Em, because we, em, we em, judge somebody by how they appear, don't we?
Mm
And if somebody's avoiding
Laughs
Our eyes, very often we, we perhaps don't trust them. So much, yeah? So the right level of eye
contact. Of course if you look at somebody in their eyes for too long
Laugh
That's also a sign of insincerity, isn't it? Yes, so it has to be the right amount of eye contact,
yeah? Yeah? If somebody looks at you for a long, long time that's usually an indications of
insincerity /Laughs /
I think maybe depends on their cultural background too.
Good point yes, yes, 1 mean what about, from your own perspective, from German culture, is
eye contact important?
Yeah.
Yeah. What about in, Asian cultures, in Korea is eye contact important? /To Eun Joo/
Oooh, Yes, yes.
Yes?
When we talk to the person
Yes
We should *** not long, just we should make eye contact.
We should make eye contact. And, we, and Japan too? Yes, China, yes, hm?
Mm
Yeah. Yeah. So we're all /laughs/ making eye contact.
Except, em, not so close, in China.
You mean, the actual distance
Yeah, yeah
That you stand apart from somebody, yes, that's another thing isn't it? How close you get to
somebody. In, even in a negotiation, I mean it's, em, some cultures like to be closer than
others. Em, yep. So, you, you feel you don't like to be too close, people don't like to be too c,
close, so maintaining the proper distance, so a lot of the em, these issue relate to body
language, yes? Body language is quite important perhaps. Em, ... There was something else I
was s, I was taught once, I don't know if you've heard this but em, if you are sitting with
somebody you can create a good relationship by mirroring. Have you heard this?
Shakes her head, smiling
So if I was talking to Lin, em Sometimes unconsciously people will adopt the same postures,
they will mirror what the other person is doing.
Laugh
OK? /Laughs/
Interesting.
Em, people, a lot of people who are good perhaps at interpersonal relationships do this

1,5. Lin
117. T

118. SS
119. T
120. Michi
121. Eun Joo
122. T
123. Eun Joo
124. T
125. Eun Joo
126. T
127. Eun Joo
128. T
129. Eun Joo
130. T
131. Eun Joo
132. T
133. Eun Joo
134. T

135. SS
136. T

*

-: jj v j
137. Annette
138. T

139. Annette
140. T
141. Eun Joo
142. T
143.
144.

Eun Joo
T

145. Eun Joo
146. T
147. Lin
148. T
149. Lin
150. T

153, Annette

155. SS
156. T
157. Eun Joo
158. T
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unconsciously. That you tend to adapt yourself to the body language of the other person.
Mm
But it, it's, ti's something that, that's, that's
It's like drinking at the same moment. /Mimes drinking/
Laugh
Yep
Yes, have you, have you heard that before, have you heard that? Em,
About this
Yeah

er, drinking at the same moment, I think 1 saw a, em, in a TV programme, em
Yes, yes, yes, the er,
In Korea we er, er, not ,er ,not all but *** the customer is the most, not all but some person is
the /Laughs / negotiation in night, at night. They drinks so much. If someone drinks so much
then they agree very easily!
Laugh loudly
Yes, it's true, it's right, yeah.
It's true.

And in Japan too
Especially in Russia.
And in China? So this is beware, if you go to China or Korea, or Japan
Yeah! /laughs/
To negotiate and they say let's go out, let's go on to the em /Laughs/
The bar
To the bar, yes.
All the, the people get, they search the agreement, I think ***
At lunchtime, yes, which is why it's a good idea not to drink at lunchtime of course.
Laugh
In, in, in the, in the, pub,
Yes

Something like that, er first we er wants to er make them, say yes, and after, after ,after next
day or tomorrow you say yesterday yes, so... /Laughs/
Laugh
You say "I did?"! /Laughs/
Laugh
And you hope that they're too embarrassed to em, go back on what they've said, is that right? I
see right. OK, I'll remember that! /Laughs/ Oh! OK, right, well. Em... /Smiles/ Any
other points any other advice that you have apart from getting your opposite number drunk?
Em...

Laugh
Any, any other advice for, for good negotiators? /Laughs / Right, OK. This is a summary of
the em, the ones that came out the text, check what you had with that. /Switches OHP on/
There are a couple more that we didn't em, discuss, so ... tips.
Preparing your strategy - wasn't, was this, mentioned in the text?
Perhaps, perhaps not - I don't know. I haven't em, I haven't looked at it recently. Em, but it's
a good idea, yep? Preparing your strategy for the negotiation. Make a lot of suggestions, right?
Make a lot of suggestions. Em, there's another one down there that we didn't mention , use
only a few key arguments and repeat them. I think the problem is if you have too many
arguments, em, you lose persuasiveness, it's a bit like, em, the situation perhaps you remember
being at school, and not doing your homework, and the teacher said, "Why didn't you do your
homework?" And you say, "Em, I forgot my book, and I wasn't very well" /Laughs/
Whispers
Laughs
You know, and if you, if you keep to one argument, you're more persuasive than if you add
too many arguments. Your argument loses its, em, its persuasiveness.
Mm. What's the meaning of ***?
Which one? Helen?
Er
Alternatives /Stressing wrong syllable/
Alternatives, the ... /Also wrong stress/
Looks at OHT projection
Alternatives /Correctly stressed/
Oh. alternatives! /Strongly emphasising stressed syllable/
Alternatives, alternatives

159. EunJoo
160. T
161. Annette
162. SS
163. Annette
164. T
165. Annette
166. T
167. Annette
168. T

.......... . ....

169. EunJoo

■
. ■ •

170. SS
171. EunJoo
172. Michi
173. T
174. Annette
175. T
176. Ricardo
177. T
178. Helen
179. T
180. Helen
181. T
182. SS
183. Michi
184. T
185. Michi

186. SS
187. T
188. SS
189. T

190. SS
191. T

192. Annette
193. T

194. Helen
195. Annette
196. T

I s V apSl I
197. Helen
198. T
199. Helen
200. Michi
201. Helen
202. T
203. Annette
204. T

T
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206. T Alternatives Choiecs
207. Helen Choices
208. T A lot of alternatives. Cither this, or that, or this.
209. Helen So it's noun?
210. T 1 It's a noun, yes it's a noun.
211. Michi || Alternatives /Quietly/
212. T Tfjg Consider a lot of alternatives. Em
213. Helen Alternatives.
214. T A bit, it was this one/Points to WB/ really, having, that Ricardo brought up wasn't it,

having a range of objectives, not just having one, goal. Perhaps having different alternatives,
that *** Part of being, flexible /Points to WB/ OK. Right! Anything else there at all that

"

s;n; r * ' „ you'd like to ask, er, about, or questions, and I'll check through the text again, for you Annette,
and see whether it does mention preparing your strategy for negotiation! /Laughs /

215. Annette Laughs
216. SS Attention on OHP

217. T OK. long term view, long term benefits right. /Looking at OHP/OK.
LEAD IN & INSTRUCTIONS
218. T What I'm going to ask you to do now then is to prepare for a negotiation. And fortunately we

have six people, so you can all negotiate in pairs, em, and the negotiation is based on ...
"

/Starts giving out HOs/A buying and selling situation. There are two companies, one
is Island Silks, which is a medium-sized clothing company based in Hong Kong, Right? So

• would you like to be Island Silks? Alright? Who are a Hong Kong clothing company.
/Giving out HOs / And, the other company is Trendsetters Inc., which is a major
American clothing retail chain, alright? So you sell, you sell clothes, and you're Americans.
/Pronounced in US accent/ So I'm going to give you 15-20 minutes to read through
the instructions, alright? And discuss in your groups, right, discuss in your groups, and prepare
for the negotiation. If there's anything you don't understand, you can ask me and I'll come
round and explain things to you.

STAGE 4: GROUPWORK
NEGOTIATION PREPARATION TASK
219.".'.- SS Read and talk
STAGE 5: PLENARY
INSTRUCTIONS FOR NEGOTIATION
220. T ; Two minutes! Two minutes! OK are you ready to negotiate? OK are you ready to negotiate?

Are you ready? I've em paired you off, so if you look on the board you'll be able to see who
your negotiating opposite number is. And, em. Let's see, are we in Hong Kong or are we in
America? I think we're in Hong Kong, aren't we? So Trendsetter buyers if you'd like to go to
Hong Kong to meet your Island Silks em sales managers, sales directors. You've got fifteen
minutes to reach some conclusions.

STAGE 6: GROUPWORK
NEGOTIATION
221. SS Move seats, talk in pairs
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Transcription Lesson 10 The Euro

Transcription conventions
Times New Roman Font = utterance
/Courier font within forward slashes/ = extralinguistic description
Underlined = taken from handout text
***

= unintelligible

Teacher: John
Students: Lin, Jules, Kazumi, Eun Joo, Helen & Christine
Students visible on video: Helen, Eun Joo, Christine, Jules & Kazumi
Lesson focus: Jigsaw reading and discussion tasks on the topic of the Euro
Transcription conventions: Underlined = taken from handout text, *** = unintelligible

WHITEBOARD
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4. Jules

Christine

Jules

22. Kazumi
23. T
24. SS
25. T
26. SS
27. T
28. Jules
29. T
30. SS
31. Christine

SS

, TJules
T

Jules

Jules

1. SS ^ Come in, sit, move around
2. T Would you like to join them? / to individual
STAGE 1:PLENARY
LEAD IN, INSTRUCTIONS

s/

.. .Jules

So everybody here? Ricardo?
No
Has anyone seen?
He's ill.

Sorry?
He's sick this morning so he came back.
Oh, right. So he's not, not coming. OK. That's fine. And Annette, we haven't seen, so. Fine.
OK. Fine, right. On the board em, I've given you me the title of what we're doing er, today.
Today of course being Monday is always facts and figures day so em we're going to be
looking at facts and figures concerned with this thing. Can anyone tell me what this is?
Euro, Euro
Euro fine right. Was the Euro, or the Eeuurrooo? /as if yawning/
Laugh
That bad is it? Right. The Euro. Fine right. OK. Em... What we're going to do today then is
just to have a look at all the facts and figures, well not all of them, quite a lot anyway, facts and
figures related to the Euro.
Mm
OK? Em... so just to begin with, just to get one or two things, I'm going to put some important
organisations or aspects of the European union on the board, as you can see in their usual
forms. I'd like you just to have a look at them and tell me what these actually stand for, what
they mean, what are the, the full words
Mm
OK? Some of them you might find hard to do but em, we'll see. Em. What does the E stand
for?
Euro. Europe
European, probably? In most of them, but not all of them. OK, let's start off with the easy one
/Looks quizzical/
Or economic
Hm? Or economic, yes, so you've got er, European, or economic. Which is *** OK? So
they're the two words that that, E both stand for. OK? Let's start off wit the easy one then
European union?
European union yeah. OK so. OK. Em... what's next? What about this thing?
EMU
Known as EMU, but what does it stand for?
Mumbling
OK, what does, does the U stand for?
Union?
Union. OK,
European?
Monetary?
Monetary?
Monetary
Economic Union
Economic, yeah. So Economic and Monetary Union. OK? Or rather known as E. M. U or
EMU. OK. Em... E.C.U?
***

Fine, yeah. And what, what, do we say E. C. U. or what do you normally call it?
Er..
How do you normally say this? Do you say E. C. U?
ECU. ECU.
Or ECU, yes, that's it. Fine. The European...? European...?
Currency / mispronounced/
Currency
Currency
Currency, yep. /Points at WB/ Unit. That's fine. OK? European Currency Unit. ECU.
OK? So ECU. Em, fine. Other ones are a little bit harder, these two are very, very similar. So
the E is...?
Euro...
European...
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48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

sSi

II:
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

Lin
T

SS
Helen

T
Helen

T
SS
T

Helen

Christine
T

Helen
T

Jules
Christine

T

70. Christine

72. SS
73. T
74. Lesley
75. T
76. Lesley
77. T
78. Christine
79. Jules
80. T
81. SS
82. T
83. Christine
84. T
85. SS
86. T
87. Christine
88. T
89. Christine
90. Jules
91. T

INSTRUCTIONS
92. T

93.
94.

Jules
T

Corporation bank? Corporation bank?
OK, er almost right.... European...
Talk quietly
Corporate. /Quietly/
Mm?
Corporate, no? Corporate, corporate?
No, no, no. It's the bank that is in charge of the
Central, central, central bank
Yes, so central
Central bank
The European Central Bank. OK? European Central Bank. And then you've got here European
something of Central Banks
Centre?
All the, all the, all the countries, all the member countries which have joined the European
Monetary Union er have their own central bank.
Centre?
OK? So, mm... not quite. So all the banks are joined er together into one
Society?
System?
System, yeah.
System.
So it's the European System of Central Banks. OK, so what we have at the moment is the
European Central Bank, OK? Which is helped by the European System of Central Banks, that
is, all central banks whose countries are in the European, sorry Economic and Monetary
Union, or EMU. OK, fine. Em...OK. Right. The ECU of course now no longer, is, is, is, is now
no longer used, OK? So er the ECU is now better known as...? What do we call it now?
Euro?
Yes. The Euro yes. OK? Alright? And the, the er, if you like, the actual exchange rate between
the ECU and the Euro is one-to-one, right? One-to-one. So one ECU equals one Euro. And
now that's gone. OK? So you talk about one Euro, rather than one ECU. OK? So, em... I think
it's either gone or it's going to go, right? Fine. Right. OK, right. Em... first of all, how many,
do you know how many countries there are in the European Union?
Fifteen

Fifteen, right OK. And how many countries are actually er members of the Economic and
Monetary Union?

Ten, eleven, eleven
Eleven? Ten? Nine? Eleven?
Sneezes twice
Bless you
Excuse me

Any idea? So how many do you say?
Eleven.
Ten.

Ten?
Eleven.
It's actually eleven. Eleven's right, OK. I think, didn't Ricardo give you a talk last week?
No
On the single currency?
Yes, yes.
Yes. We, were you here when he, he gave the talk? Christine, were you here?
Gave a talk about em European and, of cr British *** Europe.
The Euro yeah.
It was political
*** be in Europe
Oh, it was, ah I see, right, right. But he didn't, he didn't go into much detail about the imp, you
know sort of background, facts and figures. Right, OK. Well that's what we're going to be
doing today, we're going to be going back into the Euro, just find out em, something about all
the, the numbers that arc involved, a lot of numbers, OK. Em...

So. What I'm going to do is in a moment or two you'll get a, a short text just like this, but
before you see it I'd like you to have a think about it first. OK? So what I'm going to give you
is a folded piece of paper,
Mm mm

Please leave it like this, don't, don't turn it over, OK? Keep it like that, with some numbers.
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95;
96.

SS
T

Have a look at the numbers, try and think about what these numbers will mean. Now all the
numbers are used in the same text, so there's questions asking you what you think the text will
be about. OK?
Mm

What is it going to say about all of these numbers? The, the numbers can be in er dates, simply
numbers, or em, amounts of money for example. OK? So there's a whole range of numbers
being used. OK, so I'll give you A. So, wo, work together in your group. Work together in
your group, and try to decide together what the numbers actually mean. OK? ... What they
refer to. ... Right? So you see at the top it just says these numbers have been taken from a text
that you will read in a moment. What do you think the text will say about them? Alright? Now
and try and work out what each of these numbers will mean. OK? As I say, feel free to talk
about it in your group of three. OK? Try, try, try, try and help each other.

STAGE 2: GROUP
EURO NUMBERS
97. SS
STAGE 3: PLENARY
INSTRUCTIONS
98. T What you need to do now is just to read the text
99. Jules Yes
100 T ■ OK? Make sure you, er, er, you know, you understand what it's talking about, and you're

going to tell the other group what your text is about. OK? So that's all you need to do.
STAGED: GROUPWORKjf® a

Discuss possible meanings of numbers

116
117

118
119

Christine
T

SS
T mm

■

STAGE 5: PLENARY
INSTRUCTIONS
120 T

IN THREE GROUPS
Start reading
OK, what I'd like you to do then is to just read the text, OK? And *** questions here, and
make sure that you understand what the text is about, and just be able to explain what it's
about to the others,
OK
Because they don't have the same thing. *** So then you're going to tell them about *** OK?
Read

I'll give you about say t, ten m, ten minutes or so
Mm hm

OK, and ten, ten minutes to, to read the text, OK? And then I'll ask you to talk to the other
group.
Read, some talk quietly
If you're, if you're unsure about what you're doing now, I've put instructions on the board,
OK? Just read the text and prepare to tell the other group about it. But the important thing, you
want to explain what the numbers refer to, those six numbers that you got at the beginning.
Read, talk
Right, I'll give you just two minutes. And then I'd like you to meet a member of the other
group.
/ to one group/ Are you OK? Are you ready, in this group?
Mm hm
/ to another group/ Do you think you're ready to, talk about it? Just, the main thing is to
focus on, on these numbers here and just explain them to the other group
Mm hm
/ to Christine's group/ So just give them a, you know a, a kind of, broad idea, a very

general idea, of what the text is about. OK? So can I give you a number?
Yes
So Christine you can be number one, OK? Helen you're number two. And you, you're number
three. OK? Alright?

mam Everybody ready? OK? I've given you each a number, you're either one two or three, OK?
What I'd like you to do, OK, is em go and sit with your partner, I'll tell you just in a moment,
who, who, who your partner is, sit with your partner and then tell your partner about the
information that you have read, OK? And remember to explain those, those things, a, a, a,
that, that you had at the start, OK? Er, the, er six or so er facts and figures that you had at the
start, OK? So they're the important things to tell the other person, OK. Right? And, er , just
give them a general idea of what your text is about, that's all. Very, very short. OK? So, em if
you're number one, can you sit over here,
Yeah
OK? That's you Christine, if you're number two, er, so Helen if you can come across here,
Yeah
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124 T OK? And if you're number three you can ... meet in the middle, is that OK?
125 Jules The middle yes.
126 SS I Start moving round, talk, scrape chairs
127: T Right, I'll give, I'll give you a maximum, maximum, maximum of five minutes, OK?
STAGE 6: GROUPWORK
STUDENTS EXCHANGE INFORMATION IN GROUPS

#28 SS^II Talk
STAGE 7: PLENARY

CHECKING, LEAD IN, INSTRUCTIONS
129 T OK. I'll give you one more minute, one more minute and then we stop. /Starts giving

out HOs to SS who have stopped talking/
130 SS Some talk

131 T OK.
132 SS Some talk

133 T Are, you, are you alright?
134 SS Some talk

135 T I'll give you a copy of the other...OK?
136 SS Some talk

137 T OK. Right, can we stop now, because we, we'll have to stop now, alright? Em. Alright, is that
OK? Alright. Very, very quickly, OK, very, very quickly, can em, somebody just, just say
what, what the first text, text A was actually about?

138 Jules The creation history of the *** the Euro?
139 Christine Talk

& Kazumi
140 T Fine, right, yes.
141 Christine Talk

&K
142 T to Jules Of the Euro or the Eurozone?
143 Jules Eurozone
144 T Eurozone, ves. OK, is evervbodv there? Riaht. text B. somebodv else?
145 Eun Joo Text B ours?
146 T Yes, text B
147 Eun Joo Oh! Er, er should er should be distribute new coins to the fifteen countries
148 Christine Talk

8> Kazumi
149 T Fifteen countries?
150 Eun Joo Eleven
151 T Eleven countries, yes. Fine. OK, so...the, er distribution
152 Christine Talk

& Kazumi
153 T Em, is it easy or not easy?
154 Eun Joo It is verv difficult to distribute
155 T It's verv...?
156 Christine Talk

& Kazumi
157 Eun Joo To, to er difficult, or difficult
158 T Fine, er. ves, verv difficult, fine ves.

159 Eun Joo To distribute.
160 T Fine. How, how is it described? As a...?
161 Eun Joo We need 8,000 *** for ***
162 T Yeah. When you say it, it wasn't easy, how, how is it described?
163 Eun Joo How?
164 T Yes, in the text.
165 Eun Joo In the text loaistal niahtmare. /Mispronounced/
166 T A loe-ist-i-cal niahtmare. ves

167 Helen Loaistical
168 Jules Loaistical
169 Eun Joo Loaistical. loaistical
170 Helen Loaistical. loaistical
171 Christine Talking

& Kazumi
172 T Loaistical Fine. Em... OK. iust a couple of things. Er. couple thinas. iust a couple of thines

ahout these. I low would you say this first word?
173 SS Coins, coins.
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Yeah, coi. coins
Coins, coins
It's a little bit awkward when you say it with - I'm not sure about you but I find this hard to
say.
Coin mountain
Em... coin mou. oi. ou. coin mountain. I end up saying em coin mointain. Or coun mountain.
/deliberately mispronouncing/
Coun mountain. / copies last mispronounced version/
So it's coin mountain.
Coin mountain
Yeah. Coin mountain
Coin mountain
And coins. OK? And this, this one here, how do you say this figure?
One point five

Yes. One point five, yes. Remember that's a point. OK? I think in a lot of countries it's not a
point it's a...
Comma.

Comma, yes.
Comma
But here it's a point.
Ah.
We only use commas, of course, after thousands.
Yeah.
Mm.
And so on. Fine. Good. OK. Em... In a moment or two, we'll go and have a look at the
Eurozone. OK?
Mm
That is the 11 countries that are in the Eurozone
Eurozone.
And we'll compare it with the United States
Mm
OK?
Eurozone

Alright? The USA of course is
The Eurozone
Is the world's /Writes on WB/largest ...em the world's largest em what...?
World's largest...
World's largest?
Largest country?
Country? No.
No, country, no.
World's largest?
Economy?
Economy.
Economy, ah! Economy.
It's the world's largest one, OK? So, it seems natural have a look at the USA and to compare it
with the Eurozone. Em.... Fine. OK. Which do you think, well, well I've just obviously told
you, I was going to ask you which is larger but this is obviously still larger, but there's some
aspects of the Eurozone which are ... larger that the USA's.
Mm, mm hm.
OK? So ... what do you think? Any ideas?
I think Eurozone is more largest, than USA er...
What do you mean, it, it's larger ... do you mean in terms of the s, the size, the space?
Mm

Square miles?
The economy?
Well the, the, em, the, I think the economy's going to be slightly smaller, because the USA's
still the largest.
Smaller
Mm, mm
Ah er, the
Sure.
The, er the number of the people, you mean.

174 T
175 SS
176 T

£ Helen
T

179 Helen
180 T
181 SS
182 T
183 SS
184 T
185 Jules &

Helen
186 T

■

187 SS
188 T
189 Helen
190 T
191 SS
192 T
193 Christine
194 Jules
195 T

I A A |
196 SS
197 T
198 SS
199 T
200 Jules
201 T
202 Helen
203 T
204 Jules
205 T
206 Helen
207 Jules
208 Eun Joo
209 T
210 Jules
211 T
212 S
213 T
214 SS

1215
Billl

&s>

T

•ijSK ■

216 SS
217 T
218 Jules
219 T
220 Jules
221 T
222 Eun Joo
223 T

224 Helen
225 SS
226 Kazumi
227 Jules
228 Kazumi
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229 T The number of people is greater in the USA or in the Eurozone?
230 SS Eurozone. Eurozone.
231 Jules The Eurozone
232 T How manv was it in the Eurozone? How, how manv was it in the Eurozone?
233 Jules Two seven ninety-one.
234 T Only!
235 Kazumi Two hundred!
236 S Two thousand!
237 Kazumi Two hundred! Two hundred and ninety one!
238 Eun Joo Ninety one
239 SS Several talk and laugh at once
240 T Well that's what I figured! For a moment I thought it was going to be... Two hundred and

ninety one million, yes fine.
241 SS Laugh
INSTRUCTIONS ■liMIMiiWM
242 T Em. Right, so what I'm going to do is stay with the partners that you've got
243 SS Mm

244 T OK? Don't, don't change
245 SS Mm
246 T Em, I'm going to give you each, each one, er a second text, it's very short, just like this
247 SS Mm
248 T A and B, em...
249 SS Mm
250 T You'll find that you've got information about the USA
251 SS Mm

252 T Or the Eurozone.
253 SS Mm
254 T I'd like you just to tell each other the information, again to say all these things like 1.5, 2000,

two hundred and ninety-one million, and so on
255 SS OK
256 T OK? And do focus on, on the em numbers.
257 Christine OK
258 T I'll just give out the As first. OK /Gives out HOs/OK, now. What I'd like you to do is

do not show your piece of paper to your partner
259 S Yes
260 T OK? Your partner may not look
261 Jules Pretends to peek at Eun Joo's paper
262 SS Laugh
263 T OK? So em

264 Christine Ah! Yes!
265 T Have a look at only your own piece of paper, alright? Now what I'd like you to do is to tell

each other or to give each other the information that you have
266 Kazumi Ah!
267 T So for example, if you are person A, you have information about the USA, but not about the

Eurozone.
268 SS Start talking
269 T No. do. do. don't start vet! There are three things. there are three things. You've got Eurozone.

USA. and exchange rates.

270 SS Mm
271 T So some of vou mav be wondering well what exactlv is one Euro
272 Jules I think
273 T Worth?
274 Jules Think it's a

275 T OK?
276 Jules Eurozone exercise is more easv for. for the group A because we have nothing about the er
277 T Oh that's true! Well you can have, you can swap if you find it easier, I don't mind. It doesn't

really make any difference, does it?
278 Jules No, no, no, I suppose
279 T It's just to have the same, er, you know
280 Jules Mm hm.
281 T All the numbers. OK so when you're ready
STAGE 8: GROUPWORK
EXCHANGING INFORMATION ABOUT US AND EUROZONE
282 Christine You know the mean, what does it mean GDP? /To partner/
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Helen

335 Christine
336 Helen
337 T

283 T Rushes over

284 Christine What does it mean GDP?
285 T Er GDP. ah that's an interesting point, ves. What does GDP stand for?
286 Jules Speaks French to Christine
287 Helen Gross, gross, gross

288 T GDP?
289 Eun Joo Domestic
290 T Gross, domestic
291 Christine Ah gross domestic
292 Helen Product
293 Christine Product, ves.

294 T Product
295 Eun Joo Grosse. er grass

296 T Gross... /Writes on WB/ domestic... product
297 Jules Mm
298 T In other words it's the value of all the things
299 Christine Yes, yes! /Sounds impatient/
300 T Made in that country
301 Helen

:;V': ■- - : ;
Made in one country?

302 T It does not include things imported from other countries.
303 Christine

vj ^ Yi'T-T
No, no, OK! We know! /Sounds impatient/
OK? Right, em, yes sorry I forgot about that. So GDP, yes, unemployment's OK, em, er, trade
within er the EU
Yeah.
That just means the, the er the ex, exports that are made between each of the members of the
Eurozone. OK?
Within the Euro

Alright? They're not actually known as exports, but of course in the USA er, you can't really
say exports, so trade inside the USA
Hm
*** I don't understand what does it mean.

Em... NA means/whispering/
Ah! OK.
So what? Laughs.
It means not available

Laughs
OK so what I'd like you to do then is keep your, keep your paper er
OK

Just, just close to yourself. Don't let your partner see. And then tell each other about the
figures that you have.
OK.
And make a note.

Talk

STAGE 3: PLENARY
CHECKING, INSTRUCTIONS

OK When you've finished and you've got all the information,
Talk

Er, I'd like you just to em have a look at the figures, compare the two countries, OK?
Talk

Right, have a look at the figures for the two countries, and see which is, which, which, which
country is, is larger in terms of what, any, the population. What's the population you said again
for...?
Eurozone is largest
Right, what was the population again for the Eurozone again.
Two hundred ninety-one million. Ninety one million
And for the States?

Fifty two million.
A hundred and fifty two billion. Million, million!
Laugh
Yes, it would be, quite... quite bad if there were that many. Two hundred and fifty two million
Americans then. OK so clearly the population of the ma, if you like the market
Yeah
Yeah
The internal market of the of the Eurozone is larger than the US
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Hm
Don't forget that the Eurozone. Eurozone consists only of eleven countries
Hm.
Yeah
That the European Union I think - does anyone know what the population is of the European
Union?
European Union?
Yeah. It must be about three hundred and f
Three hundred, yes
Fifty million
Fifty million
Because the UK for example is fifty-nine, same population as S, as France I think.
Hm
About sixty million. So, more than three hundred and fifty million
This figure only include eleven countries?
Yes. This figure /Writes on WB/ only includes eleven countries. I, 1 think with the EU, the
figure's is, the figures greater than three hundred and sixty million. But I'm not sure exactly
what the figure is. OK? So that's huge. And will get larger because I think in 2001 or 2002,
three countries will join.
Hmm
OK? The, the European Union. Do you know which countries they are?
Spain?
Spain's already in.
Maybe UK? /Laughs/
Er, well this it
***

We're talking about the European Union.
Ah.
The European Union?
Yes
All
Three countries will join, so,
Ah will join Turkey?
Fifteen to eighteen.
Mm hm /Shakes head/
Turkey, no?
Don't think so.

Laugh

They're keeping Turkey out at the moment
Yes! /Laughs/
Laugh
Ah...
Er... Polo, Polon, er
Poland is one. /Writes on WB/
Poland
Poland
Next door to Poland?
Er...
Denmark?

No, no

No, er...
South.
South of Poland?
Yeah.
Romania? /Mispronounced/
No

Czechoslovakia, Cze, Czechoslovakia?
Mais c"estpas, c'est...? /But it's not, it's...?/
Czech
Czech
Czech

Czech, Czech
Ah!

338 Jules
339 T
340 Jules
341 Helen
342 T

343 Jules
344 T
345 Jules
346 T

Jules
T

349 Jules
350
351
352

T
Kazumi

T

353 Christine
354 T
355 Kazumi
356 T
357 Christine
358 T
359 Christine
360 T
361 Christine
362 Jules
363 T
364 Jules
365 TT

366 Jules
367 T■

368 Christine
369 Jules

T370
371 Christine

PpafS & Jules
372
373 Christine
374 SS
375 Kazumi
376 Jules
377 T
378 Helen
379 Jules
380 T
381 Jules
382 Kazumi
383 SS
384 Jules
385 T
386 Jules
387 T
388 Jules
389 Kazumi
390 Jules
391 Christine
392 Jules
393 T
394 Jules
395 Helen
396 Kazumi
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397 T
398 Christine
399 T
400 Helen
401 T
402 Helen
403 T
404 Helen
405 Eun Joo
406 T

407 Jules
408 T
409 Jules
410 Kazumi
411 Jules
412
413

T
Jules

414 T
415 Kazumi
416 Christne
417

418

T
;vTpf*--, >',T-A,
Christine

419 T
420 Christine
421 T

422 Kazumi
423 T
424 SS
425 T
426 Eun Joo
427 T
428
429

Christine
T

430 Jules
431 T
432 Christine
433 T
434 Eun Joo
435 T
436 Jules
437 Eun Joo
438 Jules
439 Helen
440 Eun Joo
441 T
442 Helen
443 T
444 Christine
445 T

Christine446
447 Jules
448 T
449 Jules
450 T

451 Jules
452 T
453 Christine
454 T
455 Christine

Czech Republic, yes. /Writes on WB/
Czech Republic /Mispronounced/
And...
Czech Republic
Just below Finland?
Just below Finland?
Just below Finland?

Norway? No, no.
Norway?
Have a look at your maps. You can see it, it's a country just below Finland there, anyone know
what it is?
Russia? /Mispronounced/
Russia, no, no, no.
*** /Laughs/
Aaaah!

Estony
Estonia /Writes on WB/
Estonia
Estonia
Aaaaah! Estonia!

Laughs
So they're the three who will join next so the population will again increase, er, to probably
over four hundred million.
Oof!
So you can see the size of this market is enormous.
Hm
Em.. .OK. Anything else that you can see from the figures? Which, which country, which,
which market if you like is larger, or, or greater?
GDP USA is larger than ...

Fine, OK, so yes that would be...? /Writes on WB/
Talk

GDP is certainly ... larger. Is it er... ?
*** Europe /Not responded to/
Much larger or just a little bit?
Little bit.
Little bit, so... if the pop, if the population of the Eurozone increases, then perhaps it will
eventually
Mm hm

Em, overtake...the United States.
Hm

Em...anything else
And the rate of unemployment to Eurozone is mo, higher than USA.
Fine, yes em...how much higher?
*** percent.
Around er five percent.
No
Six percent!
Six percent, six percent, six point two.
Six percent more yes, that's quite a lot, almost twice.
Twice, double.
Yes.

May, maybe the statistic are different to *** statistic, no?
Em
The method to calculate the rate is

Laughs
That's true, yes.
Speaks to Christine
I, I don't know how this figure's been worked out, er but I imagine that, that it's been worked
out in a similar way.
Mm....
1 would hope so anyway.
OK! /Laughs/
Em... there is an internationally accepted standard
Mm hm
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456 T
457 Christine
458 T
459 Jules
460 T
461 Christine
462 T
463 Christine
464 T

Ki lllpllft?*?' "v.

465 Christine
466 T

467 S
468 T
469 SS
470 T
471 Jules
472 T
473 Kazumi
474 T
475 Jules
476 T
477 SS
478 T
479 Christine
480 T
481 Jules
482 Christine
483
484

Jules
^hrietinoHO**

485
V/nnsune

T
486 Jules
487 T
488 Christine
489 T
490 Christine
491 T
492 Christine
493 T
494 Eun Joo
495 T
496 Helen
497 Jules
498 T
499 Christine
500 T
501 Christine
502 T
503 J
504 Eun Joo
505 Christine
506 Jules
507 Eun Joo
508 Jules
509 Eun Joo
510 Jules
511 T
512 Eun Joo
513 Jules
514 SS
515 y

The international labour office
OK
Based in Switzerland 1 think has a standard, em... The UK is now using that standard.
Urn
Which puts er unemployment a little bit higher.
Hm

Than, than, what we have had in the past.
Yes.

But, fine, yes, so it is much higher. Em...This of course is the average across the whole of the
Eurozone. You'll find that some countries, he, he, I think I heard you mentioning France, is
slightly higher
Mm
Than this figure, others would be slightly lower. And so on. OK. Anything else, that you can
notice from these figures about the two countries, the two zones? There's something else that,
that the Eurozone is larger
Exports
Exports yes.
Hm
OK? So world-wide exports
Six hundred fifty two... billion
Fine, yep *** A bit
Just slightly
Larger, a bit more than, the United States. More exports.
Mm

So, quite an important market.
Yes, mm.
And probably set to become larger.
Mm

And if not the largest in the world. Em...
In the future I think Europe will be the largest
Mm
World largest economy
Yeah /Nods/
In how many years do you think?
Ten years
About ten years, maybe. What about countries like China for example?
No. /Tuts and laughs/
You don't think?
No I don't think.
What do you think? Do you think China will be able to...to match the Eurozone?
Yes *** Asia /Mispronounced/
In terms of the, of the population
Asia and Europe
Do you think?
***

The third power, Asia
Do you think China will become similar to the Eurozone?
Yes I think so

How many years?
Ah no.

Ten years?
Pas de tout! (Not at all!) /Laughs/
1 think in future in Asia, we, they, they will unify.
Mm
Yes it will be better
It will be

Develop, yes.
Japan, China. Korea.
Yes
Will all become one country?
Yes, yes.
It will be good for you I think.
Speak all at once
What language will you speak. Chinese, Korean or Japanese?
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516
517
518
519
520
521

522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530

Christine
Jules

SS
Eun Joo

T
Eun Joo

T
Eun Joo

Jules
T

Eun Joo
Helen

T
Eun Joo

T

ir
Lin

Eun Joo
Jules

T
Eun Joo

T
Eun Joo

Jules
j

557 Jules
558 T
559 Jules
560 T

561 Jutes
562 t

j - ?; '

563 SS
Jules564

565 T Right.
LEAD IN
566 T /Giv

English, English!
English, ha, ha, ha!
Laugh
Yes, really, really.
That's interesting. In how many years?
I think, I cannot...Less than ten years. Oh sorry! /Something drops off the
table/
Maybe fifty years?
Less than ten years, it means. Less than ten years.
Oh! Less than ten years!
In less than ten years, that er Japan, Korea and China will be
It's er I heard er from the newspaper the other day, I don't know exactly but er it's going to be
**»

So is it going to be one, one big market
Big market, Asian market.
Right. One big kind of er, Asian... will this include for example cm, er Australia for example?
New Zealand?
Oh no. I don't think so

Asia ***
It's quite different
Yes.
It's different.

• Yes, er the I think it's called the er Pacific Rim /Writes on WB/
Pacific
Countries
Yes
Not different from er...?
It includes Russia and the USA. Or there's another organisation called ***
Another Asian.
Asian, yes.
I think Australia is a member of this, for example.
*** Yes.
Which would make sense, as it's in that part of the world.
Yes
OK. Em... We've only got about a quarter of an hour. I had wanted to give you some more
information about the Eurozone members.
Mm
Because as, as some of have pointed out, for example we heard that France. France's
unemployment rate is slightly higher than the average, this is an average figure for the
Eurozone.
Mm

I do have some information about er certain member countries,
Mm hm
Which you might like to have a look at
Mm
Some of course em will have for example unemployment figures lower than this, and some
will have them higher an so on.
Mm
Em So
Mm. Mm.
I'll give you the information ...I, I'll give it to you anyway. What we're going to do is for
example on Wednesday is we're going to carry one with this, with this them, but er looking at
some of the worries that the UK has had about joining the er the Eurozone.
Mm hm
OK, but so we can maybe start this off today, and finish it on Wednesday, would that be
possible, would that be OK?
Mm
Possible

Em... so, OK I'll give that, so...

/Gives out HOs/And now, I'll / Writes on WB/explain first of all, what this table is
about. OK, what you have is a blank table OK? And er four things, OK? You've got em
country and what's called economic er indicator. Economic er indicator. For example, er
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578
M * *" !

579 Jules

SS
Kazumi

Kazumi

Kazumi

Kazumi
T

Kazumi

Kazumi

602 Christi
603 T

unemployment
Speaks French to Christine
OK? That, that's an /Writes on WB/ example. OK? Em...thatjust means akind of ...ooh, I
don't know, figure, or something like that. Or fact. Or er, it's like, it's like a kind of source of
information.
Indicator
OK? That's really what it is, em, fo, for example this would be one, OK? GDP is another one
GDP
OK? Em.. .They, they, allow you to, to, be able to er do exactly what you did, where you had
to, to see what the Eurozone was like in, you know in terms of what, of, of the USA's various
figures. In fact that was, you had a look at GDP, you compared GDP of the USA to that of the
Eurozone, and it gave you an idea of which one was more powerful. That's what, that's what
these things do? Do that. OK. So, em... Then /Writes on WB/ you've got figures. These
are the actual em numbers. GDP, so seven, six, ten something like that, OK? Just write in the
numbers. So in the second c, in the first column you write down the name of the country
Mm Hm
That you hear In the second column you indicate things like unemployment er and, and so on,
any of the others. The actual numbers in the third column. And in the fourth column
Speaks French to Christine
Er, each, each, co, each set of information about each country is given a ce, is accompanied by
a little bit of information about the attitude, OK? Why does it like the Euro? Why does it not
like the Euro? OK?
Mm

So what I'm doing is I'm going to give you some information about some of the fifteen
members of the European Union.
Speaks to Kazumi
OK? ... Right? That's, the, the, the idea. I'll give you your countries. /Gives HOs/ So I've
given you information about countries which are, er also member states, which are members of
the Eurozone and which are not members of the Eurozone
Talk

So by the end of er the *** can we get the, get the full information about the Eurozone?
Er, not all fifteen.
Not all fifteen.
Some of them. I, I do have this information if you want it
Yes, I want
Each of the individual countries
Yeah
I only have two, four, six people
Ah!

Maybe if I had a class of fifteen people I'd give each one out
OK
But em I'm very happy to make you a copy if you want information about each of the
countries. Would you like that?
Yes

OK, right. OK. I'll do that. But for the moment I'm only going to give you just a selection,
OK?
Talk and laugh

Right, OK. So I think in the time that we have we're going to start this
Talk and laugh
So em what I'd like to explain
Talk

OK, just, just, shh, shh, shh!!! *** for a moment. We won't have time to start this so what I'd
like you to do is just to start reading information
Mm hm
OK? Look at the figures that you have. Er, compare your figures of the country you've been
given with the Eurozone figures.
Some talk

OK? Do, do, don't write about the USA because it's not relevant.
No.

Compare them with the Eurozone. Now, you will notice for example that if you go back to the
Eurozone. OK you've got the population, which is two hundred and ninety one million, right?
Each of the countries there you'll see what the population is there so you'll see how much of
the two hundred and ninety one million is made up from this country, except of course in
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608 Christine
609 T

610 S
611 T

612 Jules
613 T

614 Christine
615 T
616 Christine
617 T

618 EunJoo&
Jules

619 T

620 Jules
621 Kazumi
622 T
623 Eun Joo
624 Kazumi
625 T
626 SS
627 T
628 SS
629 T
630 Christine
631 Jules
632 Christine
633 Helen
634 T

; '■ " • -

635 Helen
636 T
637 Jules &

Christine
638 T
639 Eun Joo

640 T
641 Eun Joo
642 Jules
643 T
644 Helen
645 T
646 Eun Joo
647 T
648 Christine
649 Eun Joo
650 T
651 Eun Joo
652 T
653 Eun Joo
654 T
655 Helen
656 Jules
657 T
658 Kazumi
659 T

Chris's case with the UK. Remember the UK's, you've got the UK it's not a member, OK?
Em... Other things, GDP, em, the GDP for the Eurozone is , it's the
Hm!

It's the total figure of /Writes on WB/ the Eurozone. Right, so all eleven countries, ifyou
add up these figures will arrive at the figure that you have for the Eurozone's GDP.
Yes
OK? Er, unemployment. Average, so what you need to do is to compare the average of your
country with the Eurozone's, is it higher or lower?
With our countries?
With the one you have. When I say, you, you, er, I don't mean France. OK? Em... in trade and
so on, the other figures, you've got exports within mean trade inside the European union.
That's what it means. OK? And then exports world-wide, so It'd be interesting to
Yes, but
Compare
But, no, ah, OK. /Looking at HO/
But, er unemployment is an average. Now if you want to work out an average for er GDP,
what do you have to do? The average GDP for the Eurozone? How do you, how you do work it
out?

Talking quietly

What you have here is a total figure, it, it's the, OK the GDP for the Eurozone is a total. How
do work out the average? Per country?
Hm
Just add and then divide.
OK divide it by... how many?
The number of countries.
The number of the countries.
So how many countries?
Eleven.
Eleven. You divide that total by eleven /Writes on WB/ Have you got a calculator?
No /Laugh/
Well just as well I brought my calculator with me
You have one, no?
Trois (three)
You have one *** on your dictionary, no?
Yes, ah yes.
You have a calculator? OK, can you, can you make this calculation for everybody please?
Could you divide the Eurozone's GDP
Mm...

By eleven? And hopefully you'll have the same figure as 1 have.
Speak French

Have you got the figure?
Six four eighty, divide /To Helen/
Writes on WB

Divide eleven

Deep breath
/Writes on WB/ What figure do you arrive at?
Five hundred eighty nine
Five hundred

Eight nine, yeah. Million. Billion.
Billion. Any more figures?
No

And zero nine zero nine zero nine /Laughs/
Zero nine zero?
Zero nine.
Zero nine. Right so five hundred and eighty nine
Point
Thousand and ninety billion, that's it, yep.
Ninety
Mm hm.

So,
Really? Wow, no!
Does that make sense?
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660 SS No! No!
661 Eun Joo Five hundred and eighty nine billion, point, point, point, point
662 Kazumi To divide so, it's point
663 T Point?
664 SS Yeah!
665 T Does that make sense?
666 SS Yeah! Yeah!
667 Kazumi If you divide it into eleven
668 Christine Yes, eight thousand
669 T Right. That'd be right then yes.
670 SS Yes
671 T So, em five hundred and eighty nine billion.
672 SS Billion, yeah.
673 T Fine, OK, so let's call it /Changes something on WB/
674 T Let's just call it that, round it off.
675 SS Yes
676 T So that's the average then for the Eurozone OK?
677 SS OK.
678 T And then that allows you then to compare your country's GDP with the average
679 f l _ 1

neien Ah!
680 T OK? So... just for the remaining minutes then just read the text that you have, if you've got

any questions, do, do ask, OK? And then, t, take it home with you alright? And on Wednesday
we'll, wh, when you come back start off the class with this, OK?

STAGE 10: INDIVIDUAL WORK
READING
681 SS Read

682 T So just read through the text. Right? Now if you like you can transfer the information about
your country onto table or if you'd, if you'd rather not, then that's fine. OK?

683 Helen So just the *** figure?
684 T Right, what you have to do here is just read this information for yourself/To Helen/
685 SS Talk

686 T But don't tell, tell anyone at the moment. About the countries, OK? We, we'll just read your
■

■

own information. OK? And look up any vocabulary that you don't know. Or you can ask.
687 SS Read

688 T OK? Then on Wednesday we'll start off the class with this.
689 Kazumi ** *

690 T ** *

691 SS Read

692 T Right so just, read your own text for the moment, make sure you understand them. What you
need to do of course is to check the figures for yourself, compare them with the average that
we just had, and also look carefully at the attitude of the country to the Eurozone... OK? Some
countries obviously like the UK are not in it, but what is the attitude of, of that country but also
what are the attitudes of the countries who are already in it? Not every country's happy.

693 SS Read

694 T Some countries are... much more happy than others. And so on.
695 SS Read silently
STAGE 11: PLEN ARY
INSTRUCTIONS
696 T OK? Right, so we can, we can stop here./Around thirty seconds later/So if you

haven't finished that I'd like you just to be able to read that please for homework, OK? Er,
make sure then that you have an idea of the attitude of the country to the Eurozone. OK? Em...
second point em tomorrow we'll be doing the last session on letter writing

697 Jules & Mm
Christine

698 T OK? So please do remember to bring your book. OK? Em... I think we'll be looking at unit
eight?

699 Christine Yes
700 T Unit seven I think last time, is that right? So unit eight. But I'll check tomorrow anyway, OK?
ps Em on Wednesday we'll be looking at the Euro again, possibly looking at the TV. I, I do have

a video.
701 Christine Hm.
702 T But I haven't quite finished it, OK so I hope I can show you something.
703 Christine We will not be there on Wednesday
704 Jules Yes because we have exam. First Certificate.
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Cancel it. Cancel it, you must come to this class!
Laugh
It's not in, you know this exam isn't important. Em, right OK so you can't come to, to that
right. OK... Do you want to swap, what would you prefer, would you prefer to have the Euro
Tomorrow?
Tomorrow
Eurozone stuff tomorrow?

Tomorrow, yeah tomorrow I think ...

You think your memories might be lost
Yes

By Wednesday. OK. We'll do this tomorrow then
Ah great! Brilliant!
And we'll swap round. Is, is that OK?
Yes!
I think on Thursday two people still have to give a talk.
Yes er you? /To Eun Joo/
Yes
On Thursday?
Thursday
Fine em and there's Friday... Friday's party day, isn't it?
Yes!
For us it'll be a serious lesson! Right? Friday we'll have a serious lesson on Friday.
But the party's on Thursday night
Oh, that's the night before, but
Friday's
On Friday er it's a normal day, normal day, so we'll have a serious class on the Friday. OK?
That's fine.
Talk, start to move around

Kazumi
Jules

713 Kazumi &
Jules

714 T
715 Kazumi
716 T
717 Kazumi
718 T
719 Jules
720 Eun Joo

722 EunJoo
723 T
724 Christine

728 Kazumi
729 T
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Teaching materials

Lesson 1 Trends

IALS BUSINESS ENGLISH

A. Find out what the following figures refer to in the text:

53%
27p
411 p
21%
9 November
£182.6m
821
£100m

£1,060bn
2.4p
2.05p
9p
2000
13%
£10m

B. In the following sentences, some of the words are in bold. Scan the text
again and identify the words that were actually used to express the same
ideas.

1. People's positive feelings were damaged when they realised that sales
were not actually as good as they had thought.

2. Some people were making a lot of money out of the rising value of the
share price.

3. The share price had rise from 411 p, the lowest point of the year.
4. Curry's High Street reduced the number of shops to 164.
5. Increased taxes on extended warranties will seriously affect profits.

*

C. What do the following mean, as used in the text?

An interim dividend
The treasury
The year ending
An extended warranty
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IALS BUSINESS ENGLISH

DESCRIBING TRENDS

1. With a partner from another country, tell each other about trends
which have occurred in recent years in your country's economy.

What has happened to:

The rate of inflation?
Interest rates?
Gross National Product? (GNP)
The unemployment rate?

You could also discuss business confidence.

What has happened to:

The number of small businesses?
The manufacturing sector?
The service sector?

Use the verbs below to describe the changes

Do these verbs indicate an upward, downward or horizontal movement?

To fall To decrease To slip back
To climb To drop To go down
To rise To improve To increase
To even out To deteriorate To remain stable
To decline To pick up To reach a peak
To go up To hit a low To bottom out
To recover

Which verbs can be made into nouns?

e.g. to improve an improvement
*

Write the appropriate adverbs for the adjectives below

Speed or rate of change Size of change
Rapid Noticeable
Slow Substantial
Sudden Considerable
Sharp Slight
Steady Significant
Gradual Dramatic
Fast Negligible
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Lesson 1 Trends

17 A PRESENTATION TO THE
BOARD

LEAO-IIU De Fort is the name of a large UK leisure industry corporation. It works in the areas of
sports complexes, holiday villages, restaurants and hotels.
In the Listening section of this unit you will hear a presentation to the board about the
performance of one of the group's sectors. In the presentation of figures some specialist
language is used, which you need to be familiar with before you try to do the listening
tasks.

Read Che following vocabulary and definitions and then label the graph by
marking the terms in the appropriate place. The first one has been done for you
as an example.

LISTENING

peak:
trough:
rise:

fall:

jump:
slump:
fluctuations:

plateau:
downward trend:

the highest point on a graph
the lowest point on a graph
an upward movement
a downward movement

a sudden and dramatic upward movement
a sudden and dramatic downward movement

a series of upward and downward movements
a period of constant position
a general downward direction

□ Listen to the director of the hotel sector presenting her annual report to
the other members of the De Fort board. As you listen, answer the following
questions.

1 Is the director generally happy, unhappy or satisfied with the results?
2 What are the starting and finishing points for the group's financial year?
3 There were two new initiatives during the year. What were they?

vvaistell, M. (ed) *993. Executive Listening. London: Nelson.
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[3 Now listen again and complete the following graph.

DE FORT HOTELS
Number of beds occupied per month (in thousands)
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Q The director gives reasons for most of the monthly results but not all. Listen
to the cassette again and write down any reasons that she does give on the
report below.

Nates on year's performance
Month Performance Reasons

April good
May bad

June bad

July poor

August very good
September good

Octpber good !
November poor

December good

January bad

February poor

March very good

Waistell, M. (ed) 1993. Executive Listening. London: Nelson.
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"QLLOW-UP In rhe Lead-in exercise, at the beginning of this unit, you studied some nouns used in
< presenting figures and graphs (rise, slump, etc.). Some of these nouns can also be used

as verbs (e.g. fall).

Look at the graph below arid complete the fallowing paragraph with words from
the Lead-in exercise. Sometimes you will need to use a noun and sometimes a
verb form.

If we look at last year's attendance statistics for the Cardiff planr, we can see some quite
informative trends. In January we had the usual seasonal factors causing the

of 73%. This increased slightly to 77% for February and then
,2' to 85% in March. In April, May and June we reached a 'Jl

of 90% for three months but then a '4| took the figures to 80% for July.
If you remember, the weather was particularly good in July. From August to November
we had a series of August showed an increase to 85% but this

to 77% in September, rose to 87% in October and then fell again to
81% in November. In December, the figures n to a '8| of
97%, no doubt because of the need for Christmas money - and of course this month
(January) it looks like being around 75%.

Waistell, M. (ed) 1993. Executive Listening. London: Nelson.
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F O L L O W -UP In the Lead-in exercise, ar rhe beginning of this unit, you studied some nouns used in
presenting figures and graphs (rise, slump, etc.). Some of these nouns can also be used
as verbs (e.g. fall).

Look at the graph below and complete the following paragraph with words from
the Lead-in exercise. Sometimes you will need to use a noun and sometimes a
verb form.

If we look at last year's attendance statistics for the Cardiff plant, we can see some quite
informative trends. In January we had the usual seasonal factors causing the

" of 73%. This increased slightly to 77% for February and then
i:i to 85% in March. In April, May and June we reached a |J'

of 90% for three months but then a ,4' took the figures to 80% for July.
If you remember, the weather was particularly good in July. From August to November
we had a series of August showed an increase to 85% but this

to 77% m September, rose to 87% in October and then fell again to
81% in November. In December, the figures to a of
97%, no doubt because of the need for Christmas money - and of course this month
(January) it looks like being around 75%.

Waistell, M. (ed) 1993. Executive Listening. London: Nelson.
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INTERCITY BANK pic
58 Jalan Thamrin • Jakarta • Indonesia

Telephone 021-6376018 • Telex 6756
Fax 021-6376333

Mr S Basuki Your ref:
Jakarta Furnishings Our ref: JL/fh/246
7 Jalan Arjuna
Jakarta

12 January 1995

Dear Mr Basuki

Office furniture

We are expanding our offices in Jakarta and
we will need extra desks, lights, chairs and
filing cabinets.

Please send us your catalogue with your
prices, sizes and colours for these items.
Yours sincerely

SW&tJUA U/trorO
Jennifer Long

Manager

1.2 Block style
There are many ways to lay out a business letter. The letters from
Intercity Bank are examples of a modern way; called 'block style'. Notice:

» the name and address of the addressee are at the top on the left
■The addressee is the person you are writing to.)

■ the date is on the right
» there is no punctuation in the address or after 'Yours

faithfully/sincerely' or 'Dear ..."
» the paragraphs start at the margin and there are line spaces

between them
« the writer's name and title are under the signature

In this book, you will also see some other w ays of laying out business
letters, but 'block style' is the most useful to learn because it is acceptedeverywhere.

Littlejohn, A. 1994. Company to Company. Cambridge: CUP.
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1.1 Letter layout
Look at these two letters.
1 What can you notice about the layout of the paragraphs?2 Is there any punctuation in the addresses?3 What differences arp i-l—- 1—

i O" 'puuLiuanon in the addresses?What differences are there between the two letters?

INTERCITY BANK pic

58 Jalan Thamrin • Jakarta • Indonesia

Telephone 021-6376018 • Telex 6756
Fax 021-6376333

Prapatan Office Supplies
7 Jalan Prapatan

Jakarta

Your ref:

Our ref: JL/da/246

12 January 1995

Dear Sir or Madam

We are expanding our offices in Jakarta and
we will need extra desks, lights, chairs and
filing cabinets.

Please send us your catalogue with your
prices, sizes and colours for these items.
Yours faithfully

Ms Jennifer Long

Manager

5

L'ttlejohn, A. 1994. ^omoanvtnP y o Company. Cambridge: CUP
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BLOCK STYLE

The writer's and
addressee's references

The addressee's name and
address is on the left. There is
no punctuation.

The date is usually on the right
and is shown in full.

Dear Sir or Madam to a

company or when you do not
know the addressee's name.

Subject heading helps to
focus the reader's attention.

Paragraphs start at the margin.

AGAKU RA
Yoshimori Heights Kawasaki-shi
Kanagawa Ken 231 Jacan
Tel +81 44-932-2526
Fax +81 44-932-2884

• Your ref
Our rei JM/st/43Z

• The Production Supervisor
Leefung Plastics (Singapore)
Box 226
Brown Street PO

Singapore

Ltd

12 January 1995

Line space between each
paragraph.

Dear Sir or Madam ends
Yours faithfully. Dear
Name ends Yours sincerely
or Best wishes.

The writer's name, title
and/or department are
under the signature.

• Dear Sir or Madam

. Visit to Singapore-

. I am now planning my forthcoming trip
to South East Asia. and. I would, be very
pleased if we: could meet to discuss the

• new range of Nagakura products.,

. I hope to be in Singapore on 9 and 10
March. Would it be convenient to visit'
you on 10 March at 11-30 a.m.? I would
also be grateful if, in your reply, you
could tell, me exactly where your
offices are located.

• I look forward to hearing from you.
«

• Yours faithfully

Ot

Jun Mizuno

Technical Sales

Littlejohn, A. 1994. Company to Company. Cambridge: CUP.
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2 Now put in the missing openings and closings.
a) The Manager c) Ms B Carrillo e) Trufit Shoe Co.

Fuchi Bank Restaurante iBien Padre! 841 Pacific St
Tokyo 101 Guadalajara Los Angeles 90121Dear Dear
Yours.

b) John Hall d) The Manageress f) Mrs H ChengAve Paul Hymans 26 Bells Supermarket 5 Hatton Road
1200 Brussels 76 Oxford Road Hong Kong

Bath BA2 5HD
Dear

1.5 Practice

There are ten mistakes in this letter. Can you find them? Write out the
letter correctly, in 'block style".

Island Wprld
Holies

Ms Margareta Lindell,
Slottsberget 2 6,
Goteborg 41803,

Sweden.

Your ref
Our ref FH/ts

Dear Sir
Thank you for your letter of the nineteenth of May nineteen hundred
and ninety-five.

I have pleasure in sending you our brochure with details of all our
holidays.

I look forward to hearing from you.

1995, may 22nd

Best wishes
Sales Manager
Fred Henderson

181 North Street
London W1M 2FW
Tel 081-676 9096
Fox 081-676 9222

Littlejohn, A. 1994. Company to Company. Cambridge: CUP.
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♦

1.3 The date

Be careful with the date! In Britain, they write the dav first, but in the
United States thev write the month first. This means that

12 Oh 05
is the twelfth of June in Britain hut m the Lnited States it is the sixth of
December! No write the date like this:

'2June 1005
and then everybody will know what vou mean. Remember to use a

capital letter for the month. You do not have to write th. rd. nd or st after
the day.
How would you write these dates in a letter?

a) Jan. 16th. 1995 c) li/11/94 (UK) e) 21.1.95
b) 23rd March 1005 d) 1)9-07-94 iL'SAl f) 04.08.94 (USA)

1.4 Dear .../Yours ...

Here are some ways to open a letter.
Dear Sir or Madam - to a company
Dear Sir - to a man if you do not know his name
Dear Madam - to a woman if you do not know her name
Dear Mr Smith -to a man

, Ji.: .

Dear Ms Smith - to a married or unmarried woman \v

Dear Mrs Smith - to a married woman ' -J, .

Dear Miss Smith - to an unmarried woman : J ,

Dear John - to a friend or someone you know well

.Vole: Letters do not usually open with 'Dear MrJohn' or 'Dear MrJohn
Smith'.

The wav vou close a letter depends on how vou open it.

Dear Sir or Madam - Yours faithfully
Dear Mr/Ms/Mrs/Miss/ Smith - Yours sincerely
Dear John - Best wishes

Be$t wishes
1 Join these openings to the right ending.

a) Dear Mrs Wilson
b) Dear Madam
c) Dear Ms Hcmsuchi
d) DOar Susanna . Yours faithfully
e) Dear Mr Gonzalez
f) Dear David
g) Dear Sir or Madam Yours sincerely

S M (VTA.

Littlejohn, A. 1994. Company to Company. Cambridge: CUP.
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Letter practice

Green Supermarkets, 13 StationRoad. Dublin, Ireland. Your manager has just sent you this memo.

GREEN Supermarkets
To Purchasing Supervisor
From Manager

Date 15th April 1995
Subject Order 564

We sent an order for orange juice to Corona on
4th January but we have still not had a delivery.

Please write to them and ask them when they can

deliver the orange juice. Their address is Calle
Mayor 340, Madrid, Spain.

s

I

<3

7.
I
-!

• 5 ilitiS/ViG

•block sKle-'Pr,'° Makc Sure d,a' >«• hy it ««. in the modemblock style . Put a heading m your letter thai says what it is about.

Littlejohn, A. 1994. Company to Company. Cambridge: CUP
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Misplaced orders

wholesaler a

business that buys
goods in large
quantities direct
from the
manufacturer and
then selis them in
■mailer quantities to

hops, etc.

1 Slembrouck BVBA, a wholesaler in Belgium, has problems. Businessis not good and their profits have fallen. They have dismissed a lot ofstaffand now their offices are very badly organised. Here are someorders that their sales representative brought back after a trip toEngland.

—

-

1/680 smaA toffies \p(EL
Q/rvtzut:A s V bUtte

I . . a .yOiiiiyl ^TffiTfn

J4jjoZ izsi*r

A&C (printAMdnWs)ItzL

a) What has ABC (Drink Machines) Ltd ordered?b) Who ordered the shampoo?

LWIejohn, A. 1994. Company ,0 Company Cambridge: CUP.
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2 The accounts department made out these invoices for two ofthe
orders.

■ SLEMBROUCK BVBA
Violetstraat 187, B-1000 Brussels, Belgium
Invoice No. ??/ Date: %5 Xswi

Order No. Contact:
To:

fafc

TlvwccfCT>

A) /6l) —

-filtM cb&vp- [f) —

"TcTAk- c£ A-i£"

.'/•AiAaVn C.-*

■SLEMBROUCK BVBA
Violetstraat 187, B-1000 Brussels, Belgium

Invoice No. Date:
Order No. 2-(t?0 Contact:
To:

/€(? r^< i&~J
Mtfi foe

15£>

£ t-tf)

-ftltA aUMve^

roTAU 4

fricti ,Vv^

a) Are they correct?
b) Look at the invoices again.

i) If the Court Hotel wants to write to Slemhrouck BVBA, who
will they address the letter to?

ii) How will they open the letter? (Dear ...)
iii) What subject headingwill they put?
iv) If they want to ask Slembrouck BYBA to deliver the order as

soon as possible, how wall they start the letter? (... above ...)
v) How will they end the letter? (Tours ...)
vi) IfABC (Drink Machines) Ltd wants to send a similar letter,

what will they write?
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3 Slembrouck BVBA has now delivered the orders to the Court Hotel
and ABC (Drink Machines) Ltd. Unfortunately, there are some
problems and both the Court Hotel and ABC Ltd have to write to
complain.

In three groups, you must write the correspondence between
Slembrouck BVBA, the Court Hotel and ABC (Drink Machines) Ltd.
The role cards at the back of the book will help you but you must
decide exactly what to write.
You must write neat, clear business letters. Remember to:
■ put the date
• write to a particular person if you have his/her name
■ use a subject heading
■ thank the person for any letter they have sent you
« use 'Yours sincerely/faithfully" correctly
« sign the letter with your name and tide
When you have written a letter, give it to the correct group. Then ask
for a new role card number. (There are three cards for each company.)
If you are Slembrouck BVBA, first see role card 59.
If you are ABC (Drink Machines) Ltd, first see role card 30.
Ifyou are the Court Hotel first see role card 2.

Littlejohn, A. 1994. Company to Companv. Cambridge: CUP.
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Marketing Disasters

A career in selling may still be the fastest way to climb the corporate ladder,
but woe betide the sharp suit who gets it wrong. Marketing and PR flops are
an expensive business. The trouble with marketing is that there are no rules to
tell you how to be the name behind a successful product such as the Sony
Walkman and not a disastrous one like the ones you will see shortly. Spotting
the disasters is always easier after the event. Here are just some of the many
spectacular disasters...

Product Promotion Problem Price

*

Useful vocabulary

Adapted from: The Independent 1.6.95
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a. THE UNREAL THING b. FAST FOOD

C. EGG ON FACE d. QEl'A
Adapted from: The Independent 1.6.95
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Until Hoover came 3long. Cadburys Golden Fgg
treasure hunt was always 'he one considered by
the industry as the "promotion from hell". In the
summer of 1984. the company buried a dozen
caskets around the country in locations hinted at
by a book of clues. Each casket contained a scroll
entitling the finder to a golden egg worth £10.QOQ.
More than 100,000 people set about excavating
the countryside, with one band of eager diggers
straying on to a farmer high-explosive test range.
The biggest problem was not the harm people
appeared happy to inflict upon themselves but the
untold damage they did to archaeological sites and
monuments across the country. The Rollnght
Stones near the Oxfordshire-Buckinghamshire
border had stood straight since before Christfs
birth, but are now leaning because rain seeped
under them before the gold-diggers' surrounding
holes could be filled in. The promotion was halted

after the then Environment Secretary
Patrick Jenkin informed

Sir Adrian Cadbury
of the archaeological
vandalism for which
his company was
indirectly
responsible.

P. Sometimes circumstances beyond a T.'r,
company's controi drive a bus through the
best laid promotional plans. For the 1984
Olympic Games in Las Angeles,
McDonald's issued customers with cards
carrying the names of various events. If the
US won a gold medal in the evert, the
customer won a prize. The small matter of a
games boycotthy most of the Eastern bloc,
however meantthatthe US collected an
unusually high tatty of golds and
McDonald's customers won an
unexpectedly high number of prizes.

•.. • -

A -
:V' T; *>' • YT. i

^"

"If:;

•>. -w-rv" y,"V

Apart from hiring Michael Jackson and Madonna to provide a whoteson
image fit Pepsi, the biggestgaffe in the Cola wars was Coca-Cala's
decision to; reformulate, the brawn stuffs flavour in 1985; On 23 April;
Roberto C Goizueta, the Cuban-
born chairman of Coca-Cola, told
a ftashy New York gathering thai
the $7.5bn consumer giantwas
changing the flavour of Brand
Cokefdrihe first time in 99 years.
"The besthas been made even

better," he said. Problem was; few
agreed. An estimated 150 million
people in the US and Canada
sampled the new, sweeter, Pepsi-
tasting Coke. with nearly two-thirds
preferring the original. Consumers
were enraged. fr sing Coca-Cola to
retaunclfthe old Coke as Coke Classic
three months later.

Unfinished bathrooms.
workmen drilling ail hours,
equipment strewn around the
corridors. And that was first class. The pride
of Cunard, the Qf2, set sail from Southampton bound
for New York and the Caribbean, its £30m refit still incomplete. "It
is like being in an unfinished Spanish hotel except that we are about 900
miles west of Ireland and we cant get off," said one disgruntled passenger, who had
paid £7.400 for the privilege of being awoken at 8am by a man with a Black and Decker. The dream
cruise turned into a public relations nightmare, with passengers in the US now suing Cunard for millions.

Adapted from: The Independent 1.6.95
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7.

&

£ WHITEWASHES WHITER f. PRAWN SANDWICH

3- CROSS WIRES W. EAUDEAR

Adapted from: The Independent 1.6.95
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"What a fiasceau" - one of the headlines from the avalanche of press coverage that followed Perriers.
decision to withdraw its sparWing water from worldwide sale after tiny amounts of the cancer-inducing
chemical benzene were picked up by scientists in the US. The problem was traced back to a careless

employee at the company's plant in Vergeze who splashed the wrong cleaning fluid on fa a bottling
machine. Around 140 million bottles were taken off the shelves for two months, costing the

company at least £20m.

t. To the long-time boast that Persil washes whiter, Lever . Tgf
Brothers last year added the more dubious claim "Persit
leaves ruddy great holes in your underpants". Persil Power TjJ?
was rushed out on to the market to steal a march on Procter
& Gamble's Ariel Future. Despite the millions of pounds spent
on research and advertising, the product was fatally flawed - the: Jv - ..£*$*
manganese "accelerator* it contained to shorten washing time also had the unfortunate effect of
damaging clothes. Following a public outcry, the product was withdrawn and reformulated. Lever
Brothers maintains the technology is "first class" and "well ahead of the market", but it is a lead that
competitors have happily lived without. . .JjL

The best company chairmen are the ones
who keep their mouths shut, a point Geraid
Ratner well demonstrated four years ago.
As head of the company which, through its
Ratners, H Samuel and Ernest Jones
chains, grew into the world's biggest
jewellery retailer. Ratner transformed the
market using cheap products, heavy
promotions and accessible shops to attract
millions of customers intimidated by
traditional jewellery stores. Then in April
1991. he told an Institute of Directors
conference the secret of his success. He
said he sold some earrings for less than a
Marks & Spencer prawn sandwich - "but I
have to say the earrings probably won't last
as long", while adding that a £4.95 sherry
decanter wae "complete crap". The tabloids
loved it. the shareholders didn't. The
company plunged close to collapse,
culminating in a £122m loss. 330
store closures and 2,500 job losses.
Ratner was ousted 19 months later.

V,
Another in the Hoover vintage.
In a bid to transform ttie mobile
phone from strict preserve of
irritating men in restaurants into a
mainstream consumer good,
operators went into.promotionai
overdrive before Christmas last year.

Mercury promised that anyone buying its Qne-2-0ne mobile
telephones after 8 November would be entitled to unlimited free
calls worldwide on Christmas Day. However, massive demand
meant its network seized up and many callers were
unable to get through: Mercury reported that
at least 20 people had spent more
than 12 hours on the
telephone.

Adapted from: The Independent 1T.95
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IO.

TITANIC ON WHEELS vj SPLAT!

u; DOUBLE TAKE t SUCKERS

Adapted from: The Independent 1.6.95
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To quote Leonard Hadley, chairman of Hoover's US parent company Maytag, the UK
company's free flights offer was like "a bad accident and you cant determine what
was in the drivers mind". Hoover offered any customer who spent a minimum of
£100 on its products two free flights to Europe and the US. The promotion attracted
more than double the anticipated applications, leading to the dismissal of three
senior managers and a £19m provision to cover its costs. Apart from failing to
take out insurance, Hoovers biggest mistake was.to offer too good a bargain. The
market in second-hand vacuum cleaners is still recovering from over-supply.

Six planes took off and unloaded their
cargo of live turkeys over a US city to
promote.WiJd Turkey bourbon whiskey.
Hundreds, were released before it was
realised, that turkeys cannot fly. ..f.'T

The Motor Industry's Titanic was the title of Robert Daines's history of
the car that represented the nadir in Ford's fortunes. For many, however,
the description fails to capture the true horror of this marketing disaster.
Launched in 1957, the car was named after Henry Ford's son (jusi as
well he wasn't called Wilbur). It was massively over-hyped prior to
launch, making the cover of Time magazine, but the
product failed to deliver. Literally - there was
a near catastrophic hiatus between
marketing push and availability in
showrooms. The vehicle itself was an

ugly beast, lis radiator grille has regularly
been likened to female genitalia. Its
reliability was abysmal. By the end of
1959, when the carfinally died, 80 per
cent of dealers were losing money, with
Ford forced to buy back stocks.

A>:

3 A local petrol station chain in Scotland(names come at.a premium in these sorts
ot stories) offered free tue! for people that
looked like each other. A safe promotion,
the organisers thought, until they

f; discovered that their town was hosting the
annua! Twins Society convention..

Adapted from: The Independent 1.6.95
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Work alone Fill the gaps in the sentences below with words from this list.
commercials competes design distribution end-users lure purchase
image labels mail order materials newspaper advertisements
opportunities outlets place posters price product promotion
public relations radio spots rival satisfy strengths threats weaknesses

1 What is 'the marketing mix'?
The marketing mix consists of 'the four IV: providing the customer with the right
P at the right P , presented in the most attractive way

IP ) and available in the easiest way ( P ).
2 What is 'a product'?

A product is not just an assembled set of components: it is something customers buy
to s a need they feel they have. The i and the
d of the product are as important as its specification.

3 What is 'price'?
The product must be priced so that it c effectively with
r products in the same market.

4 What is 'promotion'?
The product is presented to customers through advertising (e.g. TV
c , r , n , p ), packaging
(e.g. design, I , w ), publicity, P.R. ( )
and personal selling.

5 What is 'place'?
Your product must be available to customers through the most cost-effective
channels of d . A consumer product must be offered to

e in suitable retail o , or available on

h or bv m

6 What is meant by 'S.W.O.T.'?
A firm must be aware of its S and W and the

0 and T it faces in the market place.

Adapted from: The Independent 1.6.95
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1 Can you speil your middle name?
2 Can you speil the name of your company?
3 What is your telephone number at home? At work?
4 What does your company do or make?
5 How many people work in your company?
6 Where is your company's headquarters?
7 How long have you worked in your present job?
8 What was your first job?
9 Have you got other people sharing your office? What are their names

10 What and where is Wall Street?

11 What is the name of the President of the United States?

12 What do TWA and JAL stand for?

13 Can you name some English or American newspapers or magazines?
14 Do you travel for your |ob?
15 Tell me about something enjoyable you did on your last holiday.

Adapted from Ingoin & Tsai Business English Recipes. Harlow, Essex:
Longman.
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Checklist - preparing for a telephone call
Preparation Does he prepare for the call?

Purpose Is the purpose of the call clear?

People Are the introductions adequate?

Information Is the information clearly communicated?

Tone Is the atmosphere positive?

□ 4 Watch Version 1 again. Identify these moments:

a Nick shows that he hasn't familiarized himself with the name of the person
he's calling

b Nick shows that he hasn't noted the dates of the exhibition

c Nick shows that he hasn't really thought about what he wants Helen
to do.

□ 5 Watch Version 2 from 02.10 to 03.58. Use the checklist above to comment on

the second version.

E2 6 Watch Version 2 again. Identify the moments when:
a Nick explains how lie got Helen's number
b Nick explains the purpose of the call
c Nick gives clear information about dates.

7 Pair work

Choose one of the calls below. Draw up a call preparation sheet. Include all
the items you need to think about before making a call. Compare your
checklist with your partner's
a You are looking for a job. A friend has recommended someone who might

be able to help you. Your objective is to call this person and try to arrange
a meeting.

b You want some information about a competitor's prices. A colleague has
recommended that you phone a consultant who may have this
information. Your objective is to call this person to get the information.

Comfort, J. 1995. Effective Telephoning. Oxford:OUP.

Post-viewing
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Preparing for a phonecall
Key Telephone vocabulary
Preparing and making phonecalls elephoning

Communication skills

Pre-viewing 1 What do vou do before you make a telephone call to someone you have
never called before? How do you prepare for it?

2 Read the Video Telephoning Context.

Video Telephoning Context

The companies The people

Communlcon International
is based in the south of

England, and manufactures
and sells compter
communications hardware.

Odyssey Promotions
is based in New York, and
organizes sales and PR
events.

Nick Delwin

is the Sales Director for
Communicon International.

Helen Turner

is the senior partner in
Odyssey Promotions.

S The call

Nick wants CommuQicon to exhibit at an international trade fair in New York. He has been given
Helen Turner's number as someone who may be able to help with organizing this.

Viewing 3 Watch Version 1 from 00.01 to 02.09. As you watch, note down what Nick
does badly. Use the checklist to help you.

Comfort, J. 1995. Effective telephoning. Oxford:OUP.
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Plan of action for an outgoing call

Before you call:
1 Gather together all necessary information about the person you are calling:
• telephone number including extensions
• name and position of the person you are calling
• name and position of any other people you know in the company such as

secretaries or people who can help you if things go wrong
2 Organise information to be used during the call; make a list or have the facts

you will need at hand:
• letters with reference numbers
• files

• figures, graphs, calendars, or charts you may need to refer to
• names, addresses, and phone numbers of third parties

3 Try and foresee any questions the person you are calling might ask. Use this
list of question words to help you:
• who?
• where?
• when?

• how (many, much, often, long)?
• why?

Can you answer the questions you expect to be asked?
On the phone:
1 Say your name and the name of your company. Give your reason for calling.

You will usually ask for a person by name, or ask to speak to someone who
can help you with your particular demand.
Example:

This is Jean Dupont calling from Innovac in France, may I speak to Bill
Collins, please?
Hello, I'm Frangoise Leport from Air France, could you tell me who is
responsible for travel arrangements in your company?

2 Before making the call you gathered and organised facts to be used during
the call, for example, files, reference numbers, etc. Use these facts now to
help you ask for the information you need.

3 After you have got the information you wanted, you should signal that you

wish,to end the call. Use polite phrases which:
a thank the person for their help: Thank you very much, this information will

complete my chart.'
b indicate that you are expecting action to happen as a result of this tele¬

phone call: 'That's great, I'll be expecting that cheque in the mail next week
then. Thanks very much.'

Irgrn & Tsai Business English Recipes. Harlow, Essex- Longman.
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IALS Telephoning
English for Business Studies

The phrases in the box are all used when making telephone calls. Fill in the gaps in the sentences
using the phrases in the box. You may need to change the form of the words.

CD dial a number CD pick up CD put through © line engaged CD take the call
CD hold the line ® make a call CD return a call (9) call back ® take a message

(0) to be on the phone (3) on hold (B) hang up

1. The phone was ringing so Jenny the receiver.

2. He asked to be to the Sales Department.

3. Miss Smith's not available, can I .

4. Please I'll put you through.

5. I'm afraid there's no answer. Can you later?

6. This is Lewis Watson. You rang me earlier. I'm .

7. I can tell from the dialling tone that the .

8. Mr Campbell, It's your bank manager. Will you .

9. He's been for the last ten minutes and I need to make an urgent call.

10. They put me and I've been listening to this music for the last 10 minutes. I
think I'll give up.

*

11. Sorry, wrong number. What did you ?

12. Wait! Please don't . I haven't finished.

13. Is there anywhere in this restaurant I can _ ?
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You are: Jonathon Snodgrass

The staff at Highland Wool have heard rumours about the proposed takeover by Cecil Parkes
Ltd. For the first time in the 150-year history of the company there has been a dispute
between the workers and the management. Donald McGregor, the Managing Director, has
promised that if the takeover takes place, none of the workers will lose their jobs.

/As representative for Highland Wool Ltd., you have to negotiate on the following points:
You are happy to sell the mill, as Donald MacGregor, who is 65, wants to retire, and has no
son or daughter to take over the running of the mill.

You want the auditor's estimated value of £2,000,000 for the firm.

You want a guarantee that no workers will lose their jobs.

You want a guarantee that the system of production, the machinery, the hours o work and the
management will not be changed to any "modern" methods. All the people at Highland Wools
want life to go on quietly as before.

In order to ensure point 4, you suggest that Donald McGregor retains a controlling interest of
51% of the company for the next five years. After that, Cecil Parkes can buy the remaining
shares.

You will have to negotiate on all these points. First, get together with all the other Highland
Wool representatives and decide how far you are prepared to compromise on all these
issues, and decide what your upper and lower limits are. Then meet with David Barkworth
and try to make a deal

Adapted from The Takeover Bid
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Lesson 6: Highland Wool: Role instructions for negotiation

You are: David Barkworth

Cecil Parkes Ltd. Have done a certain amount of research into Highland Wool Ltd., and have
decided that the mill is ideal for their purposes. The size of the mill can remain the same, but .

there will be a lot of modernising and general "streamlining" necessary to bring it up ti the
highly efficient standards that Cecil Parkes expect from all their enterprises. One of the
objects of this "streamlining" is to reduce staff eventually, while maintaining the same output.

As representative for Cecil Parkes Ltd., you have to negotiate on the following points:

You want to buy the company

Your accountants have established that the mill and the lorries are in fact worth more to you
than their accountants' estimate of £2,000,000. However, Highland Wool don't seem to know
this, so you might as well try to get it for a little less if you can.

You want to take over the mill with all its present staff of skilled workers. You are not prepared
to raise their'wages, but you will continue to employ them on the same conditions as before.

You are planning to reduce staff eventually, so you are not prepared to make any guarantees
about the security of jobs in the future. (This is, of course, a very delicate issue, and you will
have to be very careful when talking about it).

You want the firm to be run according to the most modern management methods. You will
therefore appoint your own manager. There is no possibility of Donald McGregor, who is very
old-fashioned, staying on as manager.

You will have to negotiate on all these points. First, get together with all the other Cecil
Parkes representatives, decide how far you are prepared to compromise on all these issues,
and decide what your upper and lower limits are. Then meet with Jonathon Snodgrass and try
to make a deal.

Adapted from The Takeover Bid
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Lesson 7 Bonds

Bonds

1a Reading
In Tom Wolfe's novel, The Bonfire ofthe Vanities. Sherman McCoy is ' bond dealer
in New fork. One weekend his six-vear-old daughter comes up with a question.

'Daddy . . . what do you do?"
'Well, I deal in bonds. sweetheart. I buy them. I sell them. I —'
'What are bonds? What is deal?'

'Well, honey, bonds are - a bond is - well, let me see, what's the best way
to explain it to you ... A bond is a way of loaning people money. Let's say you
want to build a road, and it's not a little road but a big highway, like the highway
we took up to Maine last summer. Or you want to build a big hospital. Well, that
requires a lot of money, more money than you could ever get just by going to a
bank. So what you do is, you issue what are called bonds.'

'You build roads and hospitals. Daddy? That's what you do?'
'No, I don't actually build them, sweetheart. 1 handle the bonds, and the bonds

are what make it possible —'
'You help build them?"
'Well, in a way.'
'Which ones?'

'Which ones}'

'You said roads and hospitals.'
'Well not any one specifically.'
'The road to Maine?'

(Tom Wolfe: The Bonfire of the Vanities)

b Listening <15 O

A Richard Mahoney of the
New York financial services

company J. P. Morgan

You will hear Richard Mahoney, a Vice-President with J. P. Morgan
and Co. in New York, explaining bonds.
Listen to the interview, and answer the following questions.

1 What is the difference between bonds and stocks, in terms of
income and repayment?

2 What are the three types of investor clients mentioned?
3 Mahoney gives examples of types of investments that generally

carry very low, moderate, and higher risk. What are they?
4 What causes bonds to appreciate and depreciate in price?

MacKenzie, I. 1997. Enc sh for Business Studies. Cambridge: CUP.
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Lesson 7 Bonds

1c* Vocabulary
Match up the words or phrases on the left with the corresponding ones on the right.

1 investors A the amount of a loan

2 issuing bonds B borrowing money

3 principal C date at which the money will be returned
4 maturity D fall in interest rates

5 pension funds E keep their bonds till maturity
6 buv-and-hold investors F default

7 non-pavment G profits on che sale of assets
8 price appreciation H providers of funds
9 price depreciation 1 retirement money
0 capital gains J rise in interest rates

1d Discussion

1 What do you expect to happen to interest rates in your country (or continent) in
the foreseeable future, and why?

2 Could you explain bond dealing to a child better than Sherman McCoy? If you
work in business and have children, you might easily find yourself in the same
situation as Tom Wolfe's character one day. How would you explain the following
jobs to a six-vear-old?
S bond dealer 3 personnel manager
3 stockbroker SI trade union organizer
13 internal auditor S market researcher

2a Reading
Read the text below and answer the following questions.
1 Whv do most companies use a mixture of debt and equity financing?
2 Whv do governments issue bonds?

BONDS

Companies finance most of their activities by way of internally generated cash flows. If
they need more money they can either sell shares or borrow, usually by issuing bonds.
More and more companies now issue their own bonds rather than borrow from banks,
because this is often cheaper: the market may be a better judge of the firm's
creditworthiness than a bank, i.e. it may lend money at a lower interest rate. This is
evidently not a good thing for the banks, which now have to lend large amounts of
money to borrowers that are much less secure than blue chip companies.

Bond-issuing companies are rated by private ratings companies such as Moody's and
Standard & Poors, and given an 'investment grade' according to their financial situation

MacKenzie, I. 1997. English for Business Studies. Cambridge: CUP.
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Lesson 7 Bonds

and performance, Aaa being the best, and C the worst, i.e. nearly bankrupt. Obviously,
the higher the rating, the lower the interest rate at which a company can borrow.

Most bonds are bearer certificates, so after being issued (on the primary market),
they can be traded on the secondary bond market until they mature. Bonds are
therefore liquid, although of course their price on the secondary market fluctuates
according to changes in interest rates. Consequently, the majority of bonds on the
secondary market are traded either above or below par. A bond's yield at any particular
time is thus its coupon (the amount of interest it pays) expressed as a percentage of its
price on the secondary market.

For companies, the advantage of debt financing over equity financing is that bond
interest is tax deductible. In other words, a company deducts its interest payments from
its profits before paying tax, whereas dividends are paid out of already-taxed profits.
Apart from this 'tax shield', it is generally considered to be a sign of good health and
anticipated higher future profits if a company borrows. On the other hand, increasing
debt increases financial risk: bond interest has to be paid, even in a year without .my

profits from which to deduct it, and the principal has to be repaid when the debt
matures, whereas companies are not obliged to pay dividends or repay share capital.
Thus companies have a debt-equity ratio that is determined by balancing tax savings
against the risk of being declared bankrupt by creditors.

Governments, of course, unlike companies, do not have the option of issuing
equities. Consequently they issue bonds when public spending exceeds receipts from
income tax, VAT, and so on. Long-term government bonds are known as gilt-edged
securities, or simply gilts, in Britain, and Treasury Bonds in the US. The British and
American central banks also sell and buy short-term (three month) Treasury Bills as a

way of regulating the money supply. To reduce the money supply, they sell these bills
to commercial banks, and withdraw the cash received from circulation; to increase the

money suppiy they buy them back, paying with newly created money which is put into
circulation in this way.

2b Comprehension
In each case, which of the three statements is TRUE?

1 Banks loan portfolios are now generally less secure than 20 years ago
A because bankers are becoming irresponsible.
B because blue chip companies are becoming irresponsible.
(J because blue chip companies issue their own bonds, and banks that receive

deposits still have to lend monev.

2 Bondholders can

A onlv get their nionev back when the bond matures.

B y;et their monev back at anv time.

C crv to get their monev back at anv time.

MacKenzie, 1. 1997. English for Business Studies. Cambridge: CUP.
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3 If interest rates

A rise above a bond's coupon, the bond will probably sell at above par.

B fail below a bond's coupon, the bond probably sell at above par.
C rise above a bond's coupon, its yield will normally increase.

4 The fiscal system in most countries makes it advantageous for companies
A to issue bonds rather than borrow from a bank.

B to issue stocks or shares rather than bonds as long as they don't make a loss.
C to issue bonds rather than stocks or shares as long as they make a profit.

5 A Governments systematically issue bonds to finance public spending.
B Governments issue bonds to finance public spending when necessary.
C Governments or central banks regularly issue bonds to increase the money

supply.

2c Vocabulary
Match up the expressions on the left with the definitions on the right.
1 equity financing
2 debt financing
3 bearer certificate
4 liquid
5 par
6 coupon

vield

A a security whose owner is not registered with the issuer
B easily sold (turned into cash)
C the rate of interest paid by a fixed interest security
D the rate of income an investor receives taking into

account a security's current price
E issuing bonds
F issuing shares
G nominal or face value (100%)

2d Listening and discussion: Types of bonds H II
Listen to Richard Mahonev again, defining three different types of bonds.
After listening to the definitions, try to work out:

1 When would companies be interested in issuing floating rate notes?
2 When would investors be interested in buying floating rate notes?
3 When would investors be interested in buying convertible bonds?
4 Why might companies be interested in issuing convertible bonds?
5 What kind of investor would be interested in buying junk bonds?

MacKenzie, I. 1997. English for Business Studies. Cambridge: CUP.
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Lesson 7 Bonds

Bonds

EXERCISE I

Match the responses on the right

1. So what exactly are

bonds?

2. And how Jo thev work.'

3. So you have to keep
them for a long time.1

4. Why should that
happen'

5. Oh, I see. Is that what
they mean by below par.'

6. But the bond's interest

rate doesn't change:

7. How's that?

S. And people talk about
AAA and AAB bonds,
and things like that.

A And what about gilts?

10. Not Treasure Bills?

1 1. And James Bond?

a.

d

with the questions on the left:

Because of changes in interest rates. For example, no-one will
pay the full price tor a 6% bond it new bonds are paying 10%.
Exactly. And the opposite, a bond whose market value is
higher than its tace value, is above par.

1 knew you'd finish by saying that!
No, not at all. Bonds are very liquid. They can be -old on the
secondary market until they mature. But ot course, the price
might have changed.
No, not unless it's a floating rate bond. The coupon, the
amount of interest a bond pays, remains the same. But the
vield will change.
No, those are short-term (three-month) instruments which
the government sells to and buys trom the commercial banks,
to regulate the money supply.
That's the name they use in Britain tor long-term government
bonds - gilts or gilt-edged securities. In the States they call
them Treasury Bonds.
Thev're securities issued by companies, governments and
financial institutions when they need to borrow money.

Well, a bond's yield is its coupon payment expressed as a

percentage of its price on the secondary market, so the yield
changes it you buy or sell above or below par.

Well, they usually pay a fixed rate of interest and are repaid
after a fixed period, known as their maturity, for example five,
seven, or ten years.

V's. Bond-issuing companies are given an investment grade
hv private ratings companies such as Standard N. Poors,
according to their financial situation and performance.

k.

! _

10 ; 11

EXERCISE 2

Complete the following:
1. Companies generally u-e im.e-tnient banks ro their horn
2. Thereafter, rhcv -an be traded , .n the market.
3. The amount ot interest a b. nd pav- i- often called it-

4. The maiontv ot bond- have , rare ot :nrere-i.

3. A bonds depciiu- ■ >n the price it wa- bought at.
o. A bond priced at Iv4"" i- e-m iheJ ,i- being

, . Bond- are repaid at 100",< at
v AAA i- the highe-t ... 449
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Business this week
Go round the class and talk to as many colleagues as you can. Find out what
they know about the business world this week. Use the table below to take
notes. Also note down any vocabulary that is either interesting or you didn't
know in the last column.

Subject (+) or (-)
news

Note the main points
here (brief)

Vocabulary

Country

fflBMNI

' i

"

V - . . :T

"

n iPeople

SUMMi'

•

t :

IMMMHS
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Lesson 8 Letter-Writing 2

2 Shortly afterwards Mr Sanchez saw this advertisement in a maaazmeCan the -Alpha Rapid Bottler use the same bottles again3

ALPHA
Food
Machines

THE RAPID BOTTLER
Our new system is completely computer controlled, offering you
trouble-free bottling. The Alpha Rapid Bottler can handle up to
100 reusable bottles a minute and

® washes the bottles in boiling water
« checks for cracked and broken bottles
® fills each bottle to the required level
® caps the bottles
« puts on the labels
» packs the bottles into crates

The system can run 24 hours a day with minimum maintenance.
Write to Alpha Food Machines, 54 Rue Barrault, Toulouse 31000,
France to arrange an appointment for your company.

£4,

fo^tiereaded t0 ^ t0 ^ HlS He

Jarrafos SA
Plaza Domingo
Murcia
Esparia
Tel. 54 289530
Fax. 54 289500

Alpha Food Machines our ref. RS/mi
54 Rue Barrault
Toulouse 31000
France 26 May 1994

Dear Sir or Madam

I am writing in connection with your recent advertisement in Food and Drink
News.

We are a small company, manufacturing soft drinks for sale in the south of
Spain. At the moment, we bottle our drinks using an Anderson Disposable Bottle
Filling System but we would be interested in hearing more about your computer
controlled equipment.

We w.ould be grateful if you could arrange to visit our factory in the near future.

Yours faithfully

^Sa/\cL<szR
Raul Sanchez

Manager

f'3

i-is

;a

IS
si

UNIT 6 ACTIVITY SECTION
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Lesson 8 Letter-Writing 2

Repair or replace?

1 Tarritos is a small company in the south of Spam that makes bottled
soft drinks. Recently they have had problems with the machine that
fills up the bottles. The manager, Raul Sanchez, wrote to the
company that sold them the machine to ask them to come and look at
a) Does Jarritos use the same bottles again and again.-1
b) What exactly is the problem with the machine?

Jarritos SA
Plaza Domingo
Murcia
Espana
Tel. 54 289530
Fax. 54 289500

Wesco Engineers our ref. RS/mi
45 Bedford Road
Bristol BS7 9PP 24 May 1994
Inglaterra, GB

Dear Sir or Madam

Ten years ago we bought an Anderson Disposable Bottle Filling System from
you. We have had excellent service from this equipment but now we find that
the machine that puts on the caps often breaks the bottles.

I would be grateful if you could visit our factory the next time you are in Spain
and give us a quotation for the cost of repairing the machine.

Yours fchthfully

R
Raul Sanchez

Manager
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Contrasts and Comparisons and Similarities

1. Mark phrases which indicate that facts and figures are being contrasted.

® We made a good profit even thoucjh_saies were down by 6%.
• Sales were lower than expectedbuTprofits were only down by 6%.
• Despite a drop in the price of rawTrfaterials, manufacturing costs continued to

rise.
• jn spite of the fact that peat is known to be a limited resource, large amounts of it

continue to be extracted.
® Inflation is rising again. Nevertheless the Bank of England has cut interest rates.
® Petrol prices surge during the last six months, whereas food and clothing rose

only slightly.

What other phrases can be used to indicate differences in facts and figures?

2. Mark phrases which are used to indicate that facts and figures are similar.

• Agriculture in^bothJDoland and Hungary is facing a difficult period.
® Like Greece, Turkey depends on tourism for a substantia! part of its invisible

exports.
® Household goods showed quite a sharp price rise in the final quarter of the

year. i"he same was true for other retail g^ods.
0 NeithertlTefaN in unemployment nor the low inflation rate have countered the

feelings of job insecurity.

What other phrases can be used to indicate similarities in facts and figures?
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Contrasts and Comparisons

Presentations often require the making of comparisons - between
one company and another, one year and the next, etc. Here are some
words and expressions which are particularly useful when making
comparisons:

^ all the same ^ compared with ^ "on the contrary
I although 4 despite c, unlike

This is an extract from a presentation. Put the appropriate
comparison words from the box into the gaps below.

'Last year our overall sales figures fell by 18 °/o, ' they
had risen steadily in every previous year since 1993. On the face of it,
this looks bad, but2 our major competitors we are not
doing so badly at all. ' , no firm can continue for long
with falling sales, and steps need to be taken immediately if the
situation is not to worsen.

our fears, domestic sales did rise substantially.
This is probably because, s our main rivals, we've
been able to maintain prices over the last two years while they have
not. But there is no room for complacency.6 , we
must continue to renew our efforts to ...'

Read die text below which is pan of an annual repon from an investment bank. Identify the
language forms which compare ideas,

How has it been for you?
This year has been a year for borrowers gtherjhan for savers. The drop in interest rates
has been fasterjrnd more dramatic than anyone would have suspected just six months
ago - from 10.5 per cent in January to 7 per cent now. And, of course, savers have
faced the same cuts as borrowers. The table below gives a rough guide to how different
types *0? Investment have performed. As you can see, Gilts and Unit Trusts have done
well Jn comparison with Building Society accounts. However, you should bear in mind
that thefiTTal figures won't correspond^ exactly to the returns quoted for Gilts and Unit
Trusts because buying ahCTTelling^osfs^afe excluded. The big question is: Will next

year look like this year? Should savers use the same strategies as this year? Or should
they enTployTlffferent tactics from this yearTTm' afraid that ai"1 long as the economic
outlook continuesToswing, wtfmust expect rates to vary from month to month.

Average percentage returns on investment
Gilt 13.8%
UK Unit Trust 13.4%
Building Society 6.6%
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Read the text and summarise the main points as a list of guidelines on negotiating.

The Art of Negotiation
a great deal of research into the
in particular, into what makes a

art of
'good'

There has been
negotiation, and,
negotiator.

One point most researchers seem to agree on is that good
negotiators try to create a harmonious atmosphere at the start of
a negotiation. They make an effort to establish a good rapport
wife, their opposite number, so feat there will be a willingness -
on both sides - to make concessions, if this should prove

necessary.
Good negotiators generally wish to reach an agreement

which meets fee interests of both sides. They therefore trad to
take a long-term view, ensuring that the agreement will improve,
or at least not harm, their relationship with the other party. On
fee other hand, a poor negotiator tends to look for Immediate
gains, forgetting that the real benefits of a deal may come much
later.

Skilful negotiators are flexible. They do not lock themselves"
into a position so that they will lose face if they have to
compromise. They have a range of objectives, thus allowing
themselves to make concessions, for example, "I aim to buy this
machine for £2,000" and not "I must buy it for £2,000". Poor
negotiators have limited objectives, and may not even work out a
"fall-back" position.

Average negotiators lookfor immediategains. Good negotiators have a
range ofobjectives. g •

Successful negotiators do not: want a negotiation to bre
down. If problems arise,, feey suggest ways of resolving the
The best negotiators are persuasive, articulate peopfe, w
select a few key argumentsand repeat them. This suggests ti
tenacity is an important quality. *

Finally, it is essential to be a good listener and to chc
frequently feat everything has been understood by both partie

TEXT 2

Read the advertisement and complete the following recruitment file.

JOB SPECIFICATION

Company Salary ....

Location2 Benefits6.
Position2 Contact7.
Duties'

PERSON SPECIFICATION

Essential Desirable

Cotton, D. & Robbins, S. 1994. Business Class. Harlow, Essex: Longman.
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Role-play: Negotiation

Work in pairs, one of you playing the Sales Director from Island Silks, the other playing the
Chief Buyer from Trendsetters Inc. Study your role-card, and prepare for the negotiation
carefully. When you have finished negotiating, use the chart provided to provide constructive
feedback on your opposite number's performance.

Role-card for Chief Buyer, Trendsetters Inc.

Trendsetters Inc. is a major American clothing retail chain, based in New York. As Chief
Buyer, you have not previously done business with Island Silks, a medium-sized clothing
manufacturer based in Hong Kong, but you were very impressed with the silk scarves in their
new 'Miriam Designer Collection' on show at last month's Hong Kong Clothing Fair. You have
been quoted a unit price of $US50, including the cost of insurance and shipping, and are keen
to place an order for 50,000 scarves from the collection.
It is now November 1 and you need the goods quickly as you are approaching your peak
selling period - the six weeks before Christmas. The scarves should sell well if they hit the
shelves at the right time and mid-November would be ideal. Your customers like bright
clothing and intricate patterns, and expect to be able to choose from a wide range of designs.
Your objective is to negotiate a satisfactory deal, making as few concessions as possible -

the retail clothing market in the US is highly competitive.

Decisions

Delivery Date: Nov 15, Nov 30, Dec 7
Different Patterns: 20,15,10
Colours: 12, 10, 6
Terms of Payment: By irrevocable letter of credit: 90 days presentation, 60 days

presentation, 30 days presentation, at sight.
Discount: 4%, 3%, 2%, 1 %, 0

Cotton, D. & Robbins, S. 1994. Business Class. Harlow, Essex: Longman.
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Lesson 9 Island Silks Handout 2B: Role instructions for negotiation

Role-play: Negotiation

Work in pairs, one of you playing the Sales Director from Island Silks, the other playing the
Chief Buyer from Trendsetters Inc. Study your role-card, and prepare for the negotiation
carefully. When you have finished negotiating, use the chart provided to provide constructive
feedback on your opposite number's performance.

Role-card for Sales Director, Island Silks.

Island Silks, a medium-sized clothing company based in Hong Kong, operates in a highly
competitive environment and is in danger of losing market share to Thai silk manufacturers.
As Sales Director, you are delighted, therefore, to have the chance of a contract with
Trendsetters Inc., a major American clothing retail chain, based in New York. Trendsetters is
interested in buying 50,000 silk scarves from your new 'Miriam Designer Collection' at a unit
price of $US50, including the cost of insurance an shipping to the US.
You have some temporary cash flow problems at the moment. It is November 1, and you
really need a deal which will bring in some money quickly. You know that Trendsetters will
require the scarves as soon as possible as the company is approaching its peak selling
period (the six weeks before Christmas). Despite your cash flow problems, however, you
would prefer not to deliver before early December, as you are behind schedule with your
orders and must give priority to existing customers. Also, you know Trendsetters will expect a
wide range of colours and patterns, and, although your factory can cope with this, it will cost
more and mean employing extra staff. Your objective is to negotiate a satisfactory deal for
your company.

Decisions

Delivery Date: Nov 15, Nov 30, Dec 7
Different Patterns: 20,15,10
Colours: 12, 10, 6
Terms of Payment: By irrevocable letter of credit: 90 days presentation, 60 days

presentation, 30 days presentation, at sight.
Discount: 4%, 3%, 2%, 1%, 0

Cotton, D. & Robbins, S. 1994. Business Class. Harlow, Essex: Longman.
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IALS English for Business
European Monetary Union
Reading Skills Development

A
These numbers have been taken from a text that you will read in a moment.
What do you think the text will say about them?

I January 1999
II countries

January 2002
291 million people
12.5 billion banknotes
76 billion coins

■fold fold

Now read the text and check if your ideas are right.

1. Basically, what is the text about?

2. Make sure you understand the following vocabulary:

In circulation
The mints

Churning out
Swelling pockets
Trial

3. Now tell your partner about what you have read (you can use the back of
this sheet to note down what your partner tells you).
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Lesson 10 The Euro

IALS English for Business
European Monetary Union
Reading Skills Development

B
These numbers have been taken from a text that you will read in a moment.
What do you think the text will say about them?

250 one-tonne trucks
8000 journeys
1.5 billion allocation of euro coins
20 billion coins
76 billion Euro coins

300,000 tonnes

■fold fold

Now read the text and check if your ideas are right.

3. Basically, what is the text about?

4. Make sure you understand the following vocabulary:

Cash points
Teller machines
Retailers

Logistical nightmare
Coin mountain

3. Now tell your partner about what you have read (you can use the back of
this sheet to note down what your partner tells you).
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IALS English for Business: European Monetary Union
Reading skills Development: A
The euro

It is one of the most important economic events of the 20th century. Its
impact will be enormous no matter whether you live inside the 'eurozone'
or outside.

E-Day is coming.

On 1 January 1999, 11 countries pooled their national currencies and
adopted the euro as their new single currency. Your business, your job,
your holiday will be affected - even though euro coins and notes will not
be in circulation until January 2002.

Banks and companies began to deal in euros from day one, but consumers
have three years to get used to the new currency. Meanwhile across
Europe the printing machines are rolling and the mints are pressing,
churning out billions of euros.

In facf, 1° supply the 291 million people living in the eurozone with
enough cash for shopping, central banks have to print around 12.5 billion
banknotes and 76 billion coins. The new money will be swelling eurozone

pockets from January 2002.

Even though the United Kingdom has not yet decided on whether to join
monetary union, the Bank of England has already produced some euro
banknotes at its Essex print works. This was part of a trial organised by
the European Central Bank to ensure that factors such as ink colour were
identical throughout Europe.
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Lesson 10 The Euro

IALS English for Business: European Monetary Union
Reading skills Development: B

The euro

From January 2002, millions of people across Europe will queue at their
banks and post offices to get hold of the new money - because cash
points and teller machines have to be converted to handle the euro.

Most of the coins will be brought into circulation through retailers, when
they give change to shoppers.

Introducing the new money is a logistical nightmare. Germany's Deutsche
Bank, for example, estimates that their cashiers will spend 2,000
months-worth of work to swap the cash holdings of their private
customers - if each customer visits only once.

Another problem is how to get all that money to the banks and shops in
the first place. One solution would be to call in the army. Soldiers all
across Europe could be in action on 1 January 2002 - collecting the old
notes and coins and guarding and distributing the enormous quantities of
new money that are due to be released.

Coins are the biggest problem. The Dutch government, for example,
estimates that 250 one-tonne trucks will have to make 8000 journeys to
distribute its 1.5 billion allocation of the euro coin mountain: Germany
will have 20 billion coins to share out. The 76 billion euro coins are

estimated to weigh in at up to 300,000 tonnes, and many banks say that
they have not enough space to store them.
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Lesson 10 The Euro

IALS English for Business
European Monetary Union

1. Ask your classmates about what they can tell you about some of the
EU countries and the Eurozone and put the information in the table
below:

Country Economic
Indicator

Figures Attitude to Euro

* \

2. Rank the countries of each of the following:

□ Population
□ GDP
□ Unemployment

3. For the last two, which country is the closest / furthest from the
Eurozone average?
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Teaching materials

Lesson 10 The Euro: Countries Information (example)

IALS English for Business
European Monetary Union

Ireland

□ Population: 3.7m
□ GDP 68bn Euros
□ Unemployment: 9.0%
□ Exports within EU". 32.2bn Euros
□ Exports world-wide-. 14.7bn Euros

For years, Ireland was the poorest country in Western Europe. Generous
aid (the highest EU aid per capita) has transformed the country and now
its economy is booming.

Despite this, not everybody in Ireland is positive about monetary union.
The Irish concerns are mainly economical - Ireland's largest trading
partner, the UK, will not adopt he single currency - at least for the
moment.

In addition, EMU is forcing interest rates down in Ireland, which is not
good because the island's economy is already overheating and inflation is a

strong possibility.

*
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Lesson Overview

Lesson 1: Trends
Stage Plenary Non-plenary Notes Lines in

transcript
Plenary, T introduces Lesley, T
greets student back from holiday,
T asks who has done homework,
T gives instructions for checking
homework task

Instructions 1 1-28

2 Groupwork, SS check vocabulary
homework from previous week

29-31

' '

Plenary, T checks answers and
explains vocabulary, introduces
topic of facts and figures / trends,
gives instructions for discussion
task

Checking 1
Lead in 1
Instructions 2

32-171

4 Groupwork, SS discuss trends in
own countries

172-182

Plenary, T checks answers, gives
instructions for homework
vocabulary grouping task,
explains context and gives
instructions for pairs pre-listening
labelling diagram task

Checking 2
Instructions 3

183-400

6 Individual work, SS do labelling
task

401

7 Plenary, T checks answers, gives
instructions for 1st listening task

Checking 3
Instructions 4

402 - 434

Individual work, SS listen and
answer questions

435

Plenary, T gives instructions to
check answers in groups

Instructions 5 436

Groupwork, SS check answers 437

;
Plenary, T checks answers, gives
instructions for 2nd listening task

Checking 4
Instructions 6

438

•> ' -tTOJ- '

Individual work, SS listen and
complete graph

474

13 Plenary, T gives instructions to
check answers in groups

Instructions 7 475

, 14 ^ Groupwork, SS check answers 476
15 Plenary, T checks answers, gives

instructions for 3rd listening task
Checking 5
Instructions 8

479-516

16 Individual work, SS listen for
reasons for falls and rises

517

17 Plenary, T gives instructions to
check answers in groups

Instructions 9 518

ifesii* Groupwork, SS check answers 519-521
19 Plenary, T checks answers, gives

instructions for reading task
Checking 6
Instructions 10

522 - 573

20 Groupwork, SS read and
complete graph

574

21 Plenary, T checks answers, T
gives instructions for homework

Checking 7
Instructions 11

575-610

Summary of plenary phases in lesson 1 Functions
10 plenary phases I lead in sequence

7 checking sequences
II instruction

sequences

Summary of groupwork (non-plenary) phases in lesson 1 Groupings
12 non-plenary phases 8 groupwork

4 individual work
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Lesson Overview

Lesson 2: Letter-writing 1
Plenary Non-plenary Notes Lines in

transcript
A1 Plenary, T checks vocab

adverbs homework, leads in
to letter-writing and gives
instructions for letter format
task

Checking 1
Lead in 1
Instructions 1

40-147

2

.

Groupwork, SS look at two
letters and answer

questions about their format

148-154

3
% * -f-> *

Plenary, T checks answers,
explains letter formats, gives
instructions for mistake-
finding task

Checking 2
Instructions 2

155-349

4 Groupwork, SS find
mistakes in letter

350 - 359

5 Plenary, T checks answers,
gives instructions for letter-
writing task

Checking 3
Instructions 3

360 - 502

6 Groupwork, SS write letters 503

Summary of plenary phases in lesson 2 Functions
3 plenary phases 1 lead in sequence

3 instruction sequences
3 checking sequences

Summary of non-plenary (groupwork) phases in lesson 2 Grouping
3 non-plenary phases 3 groupwork

Interview based on lesson 2: Catalina
Based on section from groupwork to use of dictionary during checking stage and based
around the theme of individual versus group responsibility.
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Lesson Overview

Lesson 3: Marketing Disasters
Plenary Non-plenary Notes Lines in

transcript
1

:T:;

Plenary, T gives instructions
for marketing statements task

Instructions 1 2-16

2 Groupwork, SS answer
questions related to
statements defining
marketing. HO Marketing
Definitions

17-26

3

. .

Plenary, T checks answers,
gives instructions for
defintions task

Checking 1
Instructions 2

27-62

4 Groupwork, SS formulate
own definitions of

marketing, then send
representatives up to write
them on board.

63-112

5

,

#

Plenary, SS read definitions
on boards, T checks
definitions and asks for
clarification, explains
introductory text of Marketing
Disasters HO, gives
instructions for task, SS
receive different texts,
pictures and titles.

Checking 2
Lead in 1
Instructions 3

113-219

6 Groupwork, SS read texts
and match them to the

pictures and titles.

220-224

7

, -

Plenary, T checks answers,
gives instructions for reading
task.

Checking 3
Instructions 4

225-276

8 Individual / groupwork, SS
read texts and fill in table
summarising main points

277-305

• Plenary, T gives instructions
to finish reading task for
homework

Instructions 306 - 308

Summary of plenary phases in lesson 3 Functions
5 plenary phases 4 instruction sequences

3 checking sequences
1 lead in sequence

Summary of non-plenary phases in lesson 3 Groupings
4 non-plenary phases 3 groupwork

1 individual / groupwork

Interview based on lesson 3: Paulo
Focused on incident when students have been instructed to discuss the marketing definitions
in groups or pairs. Paulo, Benicio and Donald read silently, and are prompted again by the
teacher to discuss the question together. At this point they begin to interact. The interview
focuses on challenges in groupwork, particularly social and cultural factors.
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Lesson Overview

Lesson 4: Marketing Disasters / Phoning
Staae plenary Non-plenary Notes Lines in

transcript
1 Plenary, T gives instructions for

regrouping, numbers students 1,
2 or 3

Instructions 1 1-39

2 Groupwork, SS give a spoken
summary of the four short texts
and the new vocabulary from the
day before, related to Marketing
Disasters.

40

3

.

1

Plenary, T asks SS to comment
on which example was funniest
and the worst, gives instructions
for homework task - review of
Marketing Vocabulary*, gives
instructions for grouping, puts SS
in pairs.

Checking 1
Instructions 2

41-91

4
V*

Individual work, HO Business
English Recipes SS write
information on HO, prompting by
the T (name of company, own
middle name, telephone number
etc).

92-130

5 Plenary, T gives instructions for
back-back task.

Instructions 3 131-147

6
-

WHm

Groupwork , SS sit back-to-back
with speaker of another
language, and read aloud their
information, their partner notes,
then vice versa.

148-158

7 Plenary, T asks if SS had any
problems getting information, SS
say spelling, T asks if it was
similar to anything, SS reply
telephoning, T tells them rest of
session will be on phoning, HO
Checklist - Preparing for a
telephone call. T elicits answers
on WB, T asks questions related
to situation shown on video, T
gives instructions for video
viewing / listening task.

Lead in 1
Instructions 4

159-261

.

Individual work, SS watch video
and note what the character Nick
Devlin does wrong in his phone
call to Helen Turner.

262

9 Plenary, T gives instructions to
check answers

Instructions 5 263-265

10
HHllllllllilllll

Groupwork, SS compare
answers.

266-270

11 Plenary, T checks answers, T
gives instructions for video
viewing / listening task

Checking 2
Instructions 6

271-313

12

*

Individual work, SS watch video
and make notes on the character
Nick Devlin making another (well-
prepared and successful) phone
call to Helen Turner

314

13

M III
■

Plenary, T checks answers, T
gives instructions for homework -

SS make notes preparing for a
phone call.

Checking 3
Instructions 7

315

Summary of plenary phases in lesson 4 Functions
6 plenary phases 1 lead in sequence

3 checking sequences
7 instruction sequences
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Lesson Overview

Summary of non-plenary phases in lesson 4 Groupings
6 non-plenary phases 3 groupwork

3 individual

Interview based on lesson 4: Amir
Focus in video recall based on stage 3
Interview based on section from groupwork to teachers' arrival to monitor group. Questions
focus on Amir's attitudes to interacting with the teacher as opposed to with other students.
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Lesson Overview

Lesson 5: Trends Mingle
Stage Plenary Non-plenary Notes Lines in

Plenary, T gives instructions
for mingling task

Instructions 1 4-37

2 Groupwork, SS exchange
information mingling and
changing partners

38-44

1 Plenary, T & SS discuss issue
of SS choosing to form
groups instead of pairs

Checking 1 45-64

Summary of plenary phases in lesson 5 Functions
2 plenary phases 1 instruction sequence

1 checking sequence

Summary of non-plenary phases in lesson 5 Groupings
1 non-plenary phase 1 groupwork

Interview based on lesson 5: Kyoko
Focus in video recall based on stages 1-2
Interview based on section from end of teacher instructions to beginning of mingling activity.
Questions focus on challenges in mingling activity, particularly in approaching other students.

Interview based on lesson 5: Elena
Focus in video recall based on stage ?
Interview based on section during teacher instructions.
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Lesson Overview

Lesson 6: Highland Wool
Stage Plenary Non-plenary Notes Lines in

transcript
1 Plenary, T gives instructions

for SS to divide into
"companies"

Instructions 1 4-6

2
. .

Groupwork, SS share
information

7-14

3

9jjj|ljjjlPi
Plenary, T and S read phone
conversation aloud, T gives
instructions for ex 2 and ex 3

Lead in 1
Instructions 2

15-39

4 Groupwork, SS do
exercises

40-91

5 Plenary, T checks the
answers, gives instructions
for negotiation preparation

Checking 1
Instructions 3

92-156

6 Groupwork, SS prepare for
negotiation

157-268

T Plenary, T gives instructions
for negotiation

Instructions 4 269-271

8 Groupwork, SS negotiate in
pairs

272-274

9 Plenary, T elicits results of
negotiations and SS feelings
about it

Checking 2 275-558

Summary of plenary phases in lesson 6 Functions
5 plenary phases 1 lead in sequence

2 checking sequences
4 instruction sequences

Summary of non-plenary phases in lesson 6 Groupings
4 non-plenary phases 4 groupwork

Interview based on lesson 6: Christine
Focus in video recall based on stage 6
Interview based on section when teacher joins group during checking stage. Questions
focused on Christine's perception of the effect this has on discourse and attitudes.
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Lesson Overview

Lesson 7: Bonds
Stage Plenary Non-plenary Notes Lines in

transcript
1 Plenary, T gives instructions

for reading task
Lead in 1
Instructions 1

2-55

Individual work, SS do
reading task

56-59

Plenary, T asks SS to
evaluate text as an

explanation, T gives
instructions for dictionary task

Checking 1
Instructions 2

60-64

4 Groupwork, SS look up
Bonds in several
dictionaries

65-97

•

■

Plenary, T asks SS to read
their definitions aloud, and
asks them to comment on

their usefulness, T highlights
the different types of
dictionaries, T gives
instructions for vocabulary
task

Checking 2
Instructions 3

98 - 308

6 '
: Groupwork, SS do

vocabulary matching task
309 - 395

7 1 Plenary, T gives instructions
7'. 1 for reading task

Checking 3
Instructions 4

396 - 630

8 Groupwork, SS do reading
task.

631 - 643

9 Plenary, T checks answers Checking 4 644 - 738
10 Groupwork, SS do reading

task
739 - 779

11 Plenary, T checks answers Checking 5 780 - 827

Summary of plenary phases in lesson 7 Functions
6 plenary phases 1 lead in sequence

4 instruction sequences
5 checking sequences

Summary of non-plenary phases in lesson 7 Groupings
5 non-plenary phases 4 groupwork

1 individual

Interview based on lesson 7: Jules
Focus in video recall based on stage 3
Interview based on dictionary work stage. Questions focus on Jules and Kazumi passing
notes, and his perceptions of his rights and responsibilities at this stage.

Interview based on lesson 7: Eun Joo
Focus in video recall based on stage 4
Interview based on feedback stage after dictionary work, with students reading out dictionary
definitions. Eun Joo is whispering with other student and writing. Interview questions are
focused on perceptions of rights and responsibilities during this plenary checking phase.
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Lesson Overview

Lesson 8: Letter-Writing 2
Stage Plenary* Non-plenary Notes Lines in

transcript
Plenary, T gives back
homework , gives instructions
to check it

Instructions 1 2-25

2 Groupwork, SS compare
answers in homework

26-67

3 Plenary, T introduces letter
writing*, T gives instructions
for reading task

Lead in 1
Instructions 2

68 - 383

4 Groupwork, SS read Jaritos
situation and answer

comprehension questions

384

5 Plenary, T checks answers, T
gives instructions for letter-
writing task

Checking 1
instructions 3

385-462

6 Groupwork, SS write letters,
send them and reply

463

Summary of plenary phases in lesson 8 Functions
3 plenary phases 1 lead in sequence

1 checking sequence
3 instruction sequences

Summary of non-plenary phases in lesson 8 Groupings
3 non-plenary phases 3 groupwork

Interview based on lesson 8: Lin
Focus in video recall based on stage 1
Interview based on beginning of video until T handing back homework. Questions focused on
Lin, Christine and Helen looking at maps and planning a trip to London during that stage, and
her perceived rights and responsibilities at that stage of the lesson.

Interview based on lesson 8: Helen
Focus in video recall based on stages 1-2
Interview based on gap between checking "comparisons" homework and letter writing task.
Questions focused on transitions between activities, and rights and responsibilities at that
time.
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Lesson Overview

Lesson 9: Island Silks
Stage Plenary Non-plenary Notes Lines in

transcript
1 Plenary, T gives instructions

for discussion activity
Instructions 1 2-3

2 Groupwork, SS discuss
"What makes a good
negotiator?"

4-21

3

i •' »i""--<

Plenary, T checks answers, T
gives instructions for
negotiation preparation task

Checking 1
Instructions 2

22-218

4 Groupwork, SS prepare for
the negotiation in two
groups, A and B. *

219

5 Plenary, T gives instructions
for negotiation

instructions 3 220

6 Groupwork, SS negotiate.
One S plays a
representative from Island
Silks, the other S is from
Trendsetters.

221

Summary of plenary phases in lesson 9 Functions
3 plenary phases 3 instruction sequences

1 checking sequence

Summary of non-plenary phases in lesson 9 Groupings
3 non-plenary phases 3 groupwork

Interview based on lesson 9: Annette
Focus in video recall based on stage 1
Interview based on incident in which Annette reads dictionary throughout instruction phase.
Questions focus on tensions between individual and group responsibility.
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Lesson Overview

Lesson 10: The Euro
Stage | Plenary Non-plenary Notes Lines in

transcript
1 Plenary, T introduces the

topic of the Euro, T writes
acronyms on WB and elicits
meanings, T gives out folded
paper with numbers from a
text, T gives instructions for
prediction task

Lead in 1
Instructions 1

3-96

2 Groupwork, SS predict and
discuss meanings

97

3 Plenary, T checks answers, T
gives instructions for jigsaw
reading task

Instructions 2 98-100

4 Groupwork, SS in three
groups read three different
texts

101 - 119

5 Plenary, T gives instructions
for information sharing task

Instructions 3 120-127

6 Groupwork, SS regroup and
share information

128

7

'< > ' * ' *V- «

Plenary, T checks answers, T
introduces Eurozone / USA
contrast, T elicits facts about
the SS's economies, T gives
instructions for jigsaw
reading, focusing on numbers

Checking 1
Lead in 2
Instructions 4

129-281

8 Groupwork, SS do jigsaw
reading task

282 - 321

9

g§jjjjiipfi
#1*

:

Plenary, T checks answers, T
& SS discuss issues, T gives
HO table of EU countries, T
gives out texts about different
countries, each S receives
different one, T gives
instructions for individual
reading

Checking 2
Instructions 5

322-680

10 Individual work, SS begin
reading

681 -695

11 Plenary, T gives instructions
for them to stop, will continue
next lesson.

Instructions 6 696 - 730

Summary of plenary phases in lesson 10 Functions
6 plenary phases 2 checking sequences

2 lead in sequences
6 instruction sequences

Summary<of non-plenary phases in lesson 10 Groupings
5 non-plenary phases 4 groupwork, 1 individual

Interview based on lesson 10: Kazumi
Focus in video recall based on stage 8
Interview focuses on Kazumi's feelings when the teacher is listening to groupwork.
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Interview 1 Paulo

Interview 1: Paolo

Based on lesson 3, from seating to beginning of group work in marketing definitions reading
task.

1. Interviewer OK, so

2. Paolo I have to tell to you speak, speak slowly because, I eh,
3. Interviewer Yes, that's fine, of course, I'll try to speak slowly. So you said that you've been

at the Institute for
4. Paolo Two months, two month and half
5. Interviewer Two months. So, my first question is why did you decide to come and study in

Edinburgh, what was your reason?
6. Paolo I have to learn English because eh, is very important for my future job. Because

I, I ? and then I going to interview in London on Friday
7. Interviewer Sorry, you said you?
8. Paolo Graduated. I finished my studies in Italy in economic. And I like to work in a

market, stocks and shares market
9. Interviewer Right
10. Paolo So is very important to work in London. I go to Italy in Milan, but is better in

London. If I can work in London is better for me. So I have to learn English and
before going here I went in a British Council in Italy in Rome, for one month. I
had a course intenser course, intensive course. Every day yes.

11. Interviewer Really?
12. Paolo Because in morning I did the military service
13. Interviewer I see

14. Paolo In Italy is compulsory
15. Interviewer Right
16. Paolo In the afternoon I worked in accounting firm, company no? In the evening I went

only for one month in this course in this British Council. And the British Council
told me, give a book in which there a lot of Institute a lot of where I can learn
English.

17. Interviewer I see

18. Paolo And I find, I found in this book with my teacher from the school. And he told me
this Institute is very good very important, so...

19. Interviewer That's the way you found out? I see, OK. Well, I was going to ask you some
questions about your previous experiences of learning languages. You said that
you, you went to the British Council in Rome for a month.

20. Paolo Yes. And before I went to during the school, the high school I went in
Cambridge, in Canterbury and Torquay during the summer for two weeks

21. Interviewer So that was Cambridge, Canterbury and...?
22. Paolo In Torquay.
23. Interviewer Torquay. So that was three different times?
24. Paolo Three yes. One year in Cambridge, one in Canterbury and one in Torquay. For

three month. Three weeks. But I was very ... I was shy ... and I went with my
friend Italian friend and I spoke all Italian.

25. Interviewer Yes, well that's a common problem! (both laugh). So maybe if you can
remember the experiences of these schools, in Cambridge and Canterbury and
Torquay, and in Rome, how would you describe the classes? Can you tell some
more about the classes and what you used to do?

26. Paolo In British Council is the last so I remember better than the others

27. Interviewer Yeah?

28. Paolo Well is very similar to this institute because were in class not, only ten, ten
students

29. Interviewer Right
30. Paolo And I had also the same book, I'm trying remember, of the last term
31. Interviewer Which book?

32. Paolo I don't remember, is brown, his colour is brown.
33. Interviewer Well, it doesn't matter

| 34. Paolo But it's the same... we did the same, we spoke with the students, we...we made
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Interview 1 Paulo

40. Paolo
41. Interviewer
42. Paolo

43. Interviewer
44. Paolo
45. Interviewer

47. Interviewer

54, Paolo
55. Interviewer

57. Interviewer

59. Interviewer

60. Paolo
61. Intervii

62. Paolo
63. Interviewer
64. Paolo

67. Interviewer

Right. OK. Now I'm asking you that question because I'm actually going to show
you some video from that day.
(laughs)

Oh don't worry
Japanese name I cannot understand, remember (laughs)

I see

I regretted that, that (laughs)

But this year I would like to, to go in Edinburgh alone, without any friends eh
I because eh... also we last summer we had three Italian students but we spoke

English each other so
That's good. It's difficult at the beginning

48. Paolo But is important. I need to learn English
Mm. OK well I'm going to move on to ask you to remember being in class a few
weeks ago, with John and the other students, the week that I was there
watching your class, OK? Now. (Description of activity) Can you remember that
activity, can you explain to me - what was the activity, what did you have to do in
this activity?
Ah yes we had to, to read some statement of some definitions of marketing and
after that we had to tell our opinion, our definition, and em we have to write the
most important things, what does it mean market, marketing no and what are
the most important items of marketing. So... John took, gave us this for help us
no?

Donald? Taiwanese student? You'll see him in the video in a minute.
I don't remember the name

Don't worry I'm sure you'll recognise him. Now this is the more difficult part for
you OK? I want you to watch the video
Mm hm

OK, and we'll make the sound quite low, and as you're watching it I want you to
try to remember how you were feeling and what you were thinking that day and I
want you to explain to me what's happening
Mhm

Right? And I want you to imagine that I don't know anything about this.
Mhm, yes

a lot of similar things. The method is very similar. The other one, for example
Cambridge, I don't remember. There was I think, I remember, yes, perhaps the
class bigger than this period.
That was Cambridge?
Yes Cambridge. And also the other one was in Canterbury and Torquay
because I went in the same organisation. Is EF.
Oh yeah. Did you go in a big group of Italians?
No I went, there were yes there were because in Italy is very common to go in
the summer, in some place to learn English, so, I went eh, I went with two my
friends.

So... but that there are there were also a lot of other Italian students who I
went out every day with Italian and I spoke all Italian.

Yeah, It's easy to do that when you're with your friends.

Ok. With you in it OK? Doing this activity with some more students, with some
other students, with Benicio and Donald.
Donal?

That I was not there, that I don't really know anything about the activity, about
the class, about anything. So you just tell me everything as if I was a stranger,
OK? That I don't know anything at all. OK so we'll watch about, a few minutes if
my video works... (Video playing)That's Donald, and there you are. So tell me,
what's happening here?
Now (laughs as own bottom eclipses the scene) I don't remember what kind of
exercise because John gave us some exercise no? Yes I went with other two
students no? To make a definition of marketing for us.
Right. Let me just stop it there. (Video stops) Now you were moving around
there.
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Interview 1 Paulo

68. Paolo | Yes.
69. Interviewer What was happening at that point? Why did you move and change chairs?
70. Paolo Yes because I was I usually sit on the right of the room no? On the right side
71. Interviewer Uhuh?

72. Paolo So I have to I speak always with the same student. Em... And John told us we
have to change students because so wee can improve our speaking and if I
speak with the same I know him and I can understand what he wants or no. So
em for example it's the first time I spoke with a Korean student. The so I can
also try to understand what he said. What he says. It's very difficult because if I
speak only with the same student I know not his lingua language but his kind of
tone and but if I speak for the first time with another person is difficult to
understand no? So John told us to change eh every day the seats but we did,
did not (laughs)

73. Interviewer Did he remind you at this point? Did he say to you?
74. Paolo Yes. I remember I spoke also with Benicio for the first time I don't remember but

now I was sitting and I discuss I speak with them the real definition for us of
marketing

75. Interviewer OK, yeah, I'll stop you there because that's a bit later and what I want you to do
as we watch is continue explaining, not what happens later but what's
happening at that moment

76. Paolo Uhuh

77. Interviewer OK just as you see it. It doesn't matter if it seems very obvious, just tell me
anyway OK? So let's continue (Video playing) What are

78. Paolo Now we began to read together I think the paper he gave.
79. Interviewer Are you reading here?
80. Paolo No not now

81. Interviewer Concentrate on what's happening at the moment.
82. Paolo Now we are following what John said to us no...? I am writing some words that

perhaps I don't know. I didn't know. And eh is very important this class important
that the, our teacher give us word lot of word. Lot's of definition and they don't
know because are very technical word no? So we wrote a lot of those.

83. Interviewer Mm, OK. Continue like this, tell me what you're doing in the picture, (latecomers
walk in on the video)

84. Paolo It was come later, (laughs)... it said, eh John told us where they can sit. And
after he gave his sheet... and I give to the other student, and we began, to, I
wrote the date on the sheet. Important? And then we began to read this
definition of marketing. They concentrate (laughs), because perhaps I didn't
know some words, so I'd like to read very very, fast. Eh. all things no? And after
to read to, to read very slowly

85. Interviewer Mm

86. Paolo And underline also the word that I don't know so that I could find the dictionary.
87. Interviewer OK. So at this point, look what's happening now. (Video playing) Now you're

reading, and
88. Paolo John?
89. Interviewer Mm (Video stops)
90. Paolo John told us that there are some statement of marketing no?
91. Interviewer Mm, mm, mm

92. Paolo

j

And we eh we are following what eh what he is speaking I don't know what does
she is telling us but perhaps he wants that we have to read. This eh this this
statements of marketing .

93. Interviewer Mm. OK. (Video playing)
94. Paolo

*

Ah yes. Before the * he told us to read the an exercise, and to which are some
definition, some, some, some questions, and we have to, to write the number of
eh in which statement are these er, er, these question

95. Interviewer OK. Let's see what happens now. (Video playing)
96. Paolo Yes we began to, to read this these questions statement, and after we have to

speak with the other student what are the, the right question.
97. Interviewer OK. So tell, I want you to tell me what's happening in your group now. OK?
98. Paolo Mm Now everyone is reading alone the definition, the statement...and eh I wa-

(laughs) I am finding some word in the dictionary
99. Interviewer OK I'm going to make it go a little bit forward. (Video stops) Yes
100. Paolo Now I see yes. Now everyone is worked alone.
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Interview 1 Paulo

101. Interviewer Right, uhuh
102.Paolo And em, after, em , we, we check each other
103. Interviewer Let's wait for that! (laughs) I'll just make it go a little bit further forward (Video

fast forwardinq then playing)
104. Paolo Yes, we now we are we have to, to check each other the other em, the answer

of the other student. But now we are (laughs) alone, we are we are working

105. Interviewer
dlUI It-/ dl lu JUI II 1 lUiu Uo IU t-»l ICOIv CuOl 1 ULI lt_>l .

Do you hear something?
106.Paoio

. v;:

Yes somebody is speaking the other table the other group there is some
speaking about these question but we are alone (laughs) 1 don't know why! We
are working not together, now. The other student are speaking, yes. 1 am
reading because 1 would like to to be sure what is eh the real statement no? And
after 1 think 1 speak with the other students

107. Interviewer What's going to happen now do you think?
108. Paolo

. . ; ... "

^

. . • .. : ■ ■. ■.

Now John 1 think is going to tell us to speak together. 1 think, 1 don't know
(laughs)

109. Interviewer How do you know?
11 O.Paolo Eh?

111.Interviewer How can you see that? How do you know?
112. Paolo

'

^

, - v -

Because eh he told us to speak together, er the other table are speaking. And
John was watching us no? So perhaps Yes. So he went near us and told us to,
to speak eh each other. Together. 1 ask to the other student what, what are they
answers. And there was, 1 don't remember the title was something not in
common, no? So we try to speak together, to try find the real answer.

113.lnterviewer
? v.V :

.

OK. Well I'll stop the video now. That's enough of the video that's, that's very
good. Thank you. Now that's em very interesting and helpful for me, thank you.
Now that was interesting that em your group was not working together, and the
other groups were working together

114. Paolo Yes

115. Interviewer Why do you think that happens sometimes, what's your idea?
116. Paolo Perhaps because 1 think the other students they knows the English better than

me perhaps, so 1 had some, some time much time than the other to read and
understand what him read. Perhaps. In my case. Because, 1 think also Benicio
because we are in the same class. The other student are in upper level than us.
So
You mean the other students at the other table?

118. Paolo
;

No the other at the class and also at the table, there is the Korean student 1
think is, is his level is upper than mine.

119.lnterviewer Right
120.Paolo So 1 had some time to, to read. Also because em perhaps em, 1 never ...1 never

spoke, 1 never speak with Korean student. No? So...
121. Interviewer You mean that particular student?
122. Paolo Yes. Yes. So I ... 1 am very shy, in. in general. Is its difficult to begin the

discussion if 1 don't know the student. Perhaps 1 answer one thing, he answer
another thing, so... we are not agree, it's difficult to ...to speak er, and tell the
our opinion.

123. Interviewer Mm

124. Paolo So perhaps 1, after some minutes 1 began to speak with him.
125.interviewer And er, you noticed that John encouraged you to speak
126. Paolo Yes, yes. H usually encourage us to speak each other.
127.lnterviewer Do you think sometimes you're waiting for him to, to say?
128.Paolo

'

To...For example if 1 don't know.... if 1 never speak with some person, with some
people, yes. I'm, yes perhaps 1 wait something. But if 1 know, it's no problem. 1
am the first.

129.lnterviewer Right. So what you're saying is sometimes if you don't know the other student
very well, it's easier if the teacher tells you

130. Paolo Yes, yes, yes.
131.Interviewer Right
132. Paolo

. ; . .

Is the regulisor? (laughs) because we have to do, no? If there isn't a teacher we
perhaps we cannot do. But if he ask us one, twice, three times, we have to do. It
is important because you can speak another people.

133.lnterviewer Right. So would you feel say that, it's when you don't start speaking to another
it's more, it's a social difficulty,
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134. Paolo Yes, yes
135. Interviewer Sometimes, or is it language, is it social, cultural?
136.Paolo They are all, both. Language and social. Because language also difficult for me

to speak because ... I don't know English very well, so I have to speak I have to
use some times, some words, and also difficult because they are another
culture, very different from us, from my. For example Korean, Japanese. For
example one, once there was a, in the business class, Yukitaka, is a Japanese
student

137.lnterviewer Mm I know him.

138. Paolo He was reading, no? In front of the class. Some, somethings. And I turn around,
and I see watch him. Looking him, looking at him, no? And he stopped, and he
told me, "Why are you looking?" And I told him "because usually when we, we
speak we see the eyes, no?" And he told me "You embarrass me". But this
seem to, to tell we are very different. Perhaps if we speak with Japanese we
have to speak not very near, but distant. We cannot see the eyes... In this case I
don't know why...why for European people I can speak near, or I can see in the
eyes when I, so is different and is difficult to know what are, is custom or no.

139. Interviewer Right. So there's an element of cultural unfamiliarity?
140 Paolo In fact John first day give us some, some exercise in which there were a lot of

things for example, what the Arabian people use to do, what the Japanese
people. So I can understand I can know what is the different between me and
the other people

141. Interviewer So did that help a little bit yeah?
142. Paolo Yes.

143.lnterviewer That's interesting. Now I've got one more question for you, and we'll be able to
finish. Em, you mentioned before that speaking English outside the class is very
important, and em you sometimes speak English with your Italian friends. Em,
how, in what way, is speaking English in the classroom different from speaking
English outside the classroom? Is there a difference?

144. Paolo Yes...The classroom, first of all in the classroom you have to speak about
something particular. That, for example exercise, or something like that.
Outside you have to speak by about everythings. What did you do the day
before, and em in the classroom perhaps you have to, to pay more attention
when how do you speak and em what kind of rule the grammar, you have to
use. Perhaps outside is not em important.

145.lnterviewer And why is that? Why do you have to pay more attention to the grammar in
class?

146.Paolo Ma, if I speak with the other if I speak with em the teacher is important is
important because I have to speak in the right way. Or if I speak in front of the
class is better to use the correct grammar no? Because is not if you say
something not correct perhaps em they have not a good impression of you, or
your English. No? But if you speak with your friend you can make mistakes or,
but I think is very important also when you speak with other people outside you
have to, to think before what you have to tell. I try to speak very slowly. So it's
different but we have to do the same things I think.

147. Interviewer Right OK. Well, Paolo thank you very much that was really interesting and very
helpful

148. Paolo It was for you?
149. Interviewer Very much yes absolutely and I'm sure that will be very useful, you were giving

me lots of interesting information. I have to teach right now, but if you want to
ask me any questions about my thesis you're very welcome. I'll be here
tomorrow, if you want

150. Paolo Yes, yes I would like to know
151. Interviewer

*

That would be no problem at all. So I'll just switch the tape off then, thanks very
much.
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Interview 2 Amir

Based on lesson 4, group work jigsaw reading to teacher's arrival to monitor group

1. Interviewer OK, Amir well my first question is actually very em basic and I was going to ask
how long you've been, you've been a student at the Institute for?

2. Amir Er I've been here since last year, since last January.
3. Interviewer Mm hm

4. Amir Almost one year, till now
5. Interviewer Right. And how are you, are em are you planning to stay?
6. Amir Er, well,, I haven't, I haven't decided yet, but probably till June ... because .. I

have offer from Derb, from Derby University and have another offer from Leeds.
So er, I if I want to study there I have to move to Derby or Leeds, because they
have a special course for summer course. So probably I ** or Leeds.

7. Interviewer And what are going to study, in Leeds?
8. Amir Oh in Leeds is master course MA in human resource management.
9. Interviewer Right, OK
10. Amir Yeah, it's one year taught course.
11. Interviewer Uhuh?

12. Amir Yeah.
13. Interviewer And are you planning to return to Oman after that?
14. Amir Of course yeah (laughs) I'm desire to going back, (laughs) Yeah. It was good,

quite good experience till now because I met new people
15. Interviewer Mm
16. Amir And

17. Interviewer Mm

18. Amir Very nice teachers of course, and I've had a lot of experience I, I've met... it's
good with the country, people, culture and different people.

19. Interviewer Mm

20. Amir Yeah
21. Interviewer It's very different, no?
22. Amir Yeah, it's different, yeah, yeah. Bu, I, I'm used to be outside Oman because,

since I was 17 years old, out of my country I went to Egypt to study and I stayed
there for 4 years

23. Interviewer Oh?

24. Amir And I went back to Oman and then I stayed for four years, but not in Oman
exactly (laughs) because I had to go back I need to go back to Egypt for to do
some work for four month every year for, for four month, three month

25. Interviewer Uhuh?

26. Amir Then I like travel a lot so, so (laughs) I met many people and
27. Interviewer Mm

28. Amir Yes

29. Interviewer Well, my next question I want to ask you is a question about your em, your
previous learning experiences of English...em

30. Amir Mm

31. Interviewer Now obviously your English proficiency is very good, and
32. Amir Do you think so? (laughs) I don't think (laughs)
33. Interviewer Yeah, of course

34. Amir I don't really (laughs)
35. Interviewer Well, I think it's fine, and I just want to know if you studied it at school or

university or...maybe a language school before you came here?
36. Amir Well, the system in Oman student has to take, I mean, each er, all the student

have to take I think ... 45 minutes a day
37. Interviewer Mm hm

38. Amir So for 5 days a week they have to take English lesson. But in Oman they teach
for elementary... we have elementary, secondary and I mean er elementary and
pre

39. Interviewer Mm

40. Amir Is it pre? Wrong word (snaps fingers).
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41. Interviewer Pre?

42. Amir They call it here es, er junior and
43. Interviewer Jun, Like junior high school type thing?
44. Amir Like that. Er I started when I was 6 years, not 6 years mm, I was 10 years old I

started learn English. Er, when I was at school I like English, I liked it very much.
And I have er... I like, I can remember now one of my teacher was from Sudan.
He is Sudanese. Very, very, very, very good teacher and I think really he was
quite helpful person and I

45. Interviewer What was, what was, why was he such a good teacher
46. Amir Because

47. Interviewer In what way?
48. Amir

.

Because, I dunno he I I felt him in a way of teaching, he, he is well prepared
person

49. Interviewer Uhuh

50. Amir Before he start teaching his lesson he knows what he want to teach. That way,
way mm I think the teacher must plan, his lesson, not er and he, I think the
teacher must know every student level, level of English and every student ability
to ... accept... er the lesson so er...in (laughs) ...I can't remember how many....
at the class that time... (laughs) I think mostly 35 student in the class

51. Interviewer Mm

52. Amir But yeah, mm I think he knows what he wants to teach, that's why er most of
the students likes him very much

53. Interviewer Mm

54. Amir

.

■

Like him very much because if you like your teacher you be you will be active
with him I mean and er and you will paying attention more, especially when you
are (laughs) kids or children for this yeah

55. Interviewer
.

Yeah. So when, you said you'd be more active with a teacher that you liked,
what do you mean, can you explain more about that?

56. Amir Em (laughs) the, the teacher is sometimes, as I said, knows the ability of the
student.

57. Interviewer Mm

58. Amir So er of course the teacher can't feed the student the language or, but he
knows em, the things where is the student are weak and where the student are

59. Interviewer Mm

60. Amir Strong, and he try to, mm, I mean and or at the same time he knows the ability
of each student so he don't want to, to force the student to do some kind, kind of
I mean ... not focus on the grammar

61. Interviewer Mm

62. Amir Or

63. Interviewer Mm

64. Amir Vocabulary or reading, he'll make the teacher, the good teacher I think who
make a balance between these... er these thing because the students, some the
students they don't like to, to study grammar always

65. Interviewer Mm

66. Amir But you can use the grammar or implement the grammar in reading,
67. Interviewer Mm

68. Amir Or in er in I mean, even in discussion, for group discussion and the teacher can
69. Interviewer Mm

70. Amir

.

Examine, observe the way of speaking, they try to after that they can put 15
minutes after before the end of the lesson to explain these are the wrongs and
these are the rights and make the class ... friendly or not strict

71. Interviewer Mm

72. Amir
.... ■ - ; ■

Quite strict or deal with the students, especially in this age. I mean for the
children it's try to make the students love him but

73. Interviewer Yes. You said, em that it's important for the teacher to listen during group work.
74. Amir Yeah.

75. Interviewer Yeah?

76. Amir
-

In order to know the mistakes of the student, in pronunciation, in grammar, in
the way of express their ideas, how strong they are, how they use of the Enqlish

77. Interviewer Mm

78. Amir Or use of the language. Even when, I think some of the teacher use it in not
even in English, I am from Oman, and we speak Arabic there, some of the
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teacher they use this method of teaching Arabic, so yeah.
79. Interviewer Mm you said about em when you were chil, a child in your English class
80. Amir Mm

81. Interviewer Did you use to do group work, or pair work at that time?
82. Amir Em, it was quite long time ago I don't remember (laughs)
83. Interviewer You don't remember
84. Amir I can remember yeah. After I finished my university I took six month English

course. ..er, it was really also, he's an Indian but er his English is quite good
85. Interviewer Mm (Forced to change rooms due to double-booking, ten minute gap) I'll just

start that tape again - we're in another room now. And er you were telling me, if
you can remember, em about your, your experiences with previous courses and
the Indian teacher I think you said who was very good.

86. Amir Yeah. Mm, yeah. After I finished my er university and I start my work I took
English course for six month er the teacher was from India one of them has a
PhD

87. Interviewer Mm

88. Amir In teaching English, and it was, was good, because er the variation in the
teaching so the, the activity in the class and make things interesting for the
student and makes them - eff more effective in with the teacher so they use
papers, they use

89. Interviewer Mm

90. Amir One day lab, one day textbook and er the teacher is not only concentrate on
textbook, so they use, some, (laughs). I think some teachers quite active but
some of just want to ...to finish the time, to spend, and er I don't know, maybe I
am wrong but

91. Interviewer No
92. Amir That's the truth.
93. Interviewer And how does that make a difference for, for your ...participation?
94. Amir Yeah
95. Interviewer Does that change your participation?
96. Amir Yes it is, it is effect in the behaviour of the student, the way taking the lessons if

you feel your teacher is more interesting in the way of teaching , in a way of
making the class, mm, I mean some, some teacher you can't feel the lesson
how it's finished, but some of them you feel it's quite long you need to get rid of
that lesson (laughs)

97. Interviewer Right
98. Amir Yes, so...

99. Interviewer Do you think it makes a difference in terms of your activity in the classroom?
100.Amir Yes. Yes of course. As I said, some teacher only they just want to, to finish their

lesson. So they use textbooks, or they only limit themselves in the textbooks so
the grammar of the textbook, the reading of the textbook and sometimes they
don't teach the student the listening skills or er you little bit bored

101. Interviewer Mm

102.Amir When the teacher is making things like that so, but if he use er, er make the
make the, some student especially the morning class they came, they came
(laughs) quite lazy so or they have some problem but the teacher too make to
them active in the class so must feel this thing...because he is a teacher, he can
knows the ability of each the student he can, mm how can I say it's quite hard
really to

103.lnterviewer Mm

104.Amir I think the teacher's job is really hard job
105,lnterviewer Mm (both laugh) I would agree with that...Now I'm going to ask you, and

unfortunately I will have to spend a minute, I might turn the tape off to do that,
setting up this video cos we had to move

106.Amir Mm

107.lnterviewer But I'm going to ask you to look at a clip from the video from your class from a
few weeks ago, and er what I'll do is I'll, It's very short, you're in it with some
other students, (laughs), I'd like you to watch it once, and you can just watch it
without speaking, just try to think about what's happening

108.Amir Mm

109. Interviewer Maybe remember the day
I 110.Amir Mm
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111.Interviewer It's a few weeks ago so maybe it might be difficult, but do your best to try to
remember, just think about it.

112.Amir Mm

113.lnterviewer I'll stop it, I'll rewind it I'll show you it again
114.Amir Mm

115.lnterviewer And the second time I want you to tell me about what's happening.
116.Amir (laughs)
117. Interviewer So I'm actually going to stop the video, er tape recorder now to set the video up,

so I'll do that now. (Audio-tape off until after first silent viewing) OK so you've
seen it once, I'm going to rewind it OK?

118.Amir Mm hm

119. Interviewer And let you watch it again. And this time I might stop it and ask you to let me
what's happening, your opinions, whatever.

120.Amir Mm

121.Interviewer So we'll just rewind it back a bit, again(Video rewinding)
122.Amir (laughs)
123. Interviewer I know it looks funny doesn't it? Playing fast.
124.Amir Very funny! (laughs) Like Charlie Chaplin eh? (Both laugh)
125.lnterviewer OK. (Video playing then stops) OK so maybe you can tell me something about

what's happening at this stage.
126.Amir Er, I can't remember now. The teacher give us one of the student... a task.
127. Interviewer Uhuh

128.Amir And er we have to give the student idea about... I think the company
129.lnterviewer Yeah

130.Amir Or something
131. Interviewer Yeah I think your homework, each of you had to read something different and

then tell the other students
132.Amir I don't think is

133. Interviewer What you read about
134.Amir It is not homework I think, it's in the class I think, short task I think or something

like that
135. Interviewer Mm

136.Amir Mm, mm

137.lnterviewer Anyway it doesn't matter if you can't remember the details
138.Amir Yeah

139.lnterviewer Of the

140.Amir

" 'illS
: 'v

'i ■'
• ■ : •

But this is one of the ways which I like it, because in this way the teacher can
observe the student, when they can express the meaning, it's, so the student
here they part, participate with other student, and eh, he gives his, eh, in this
task how to express the, we don't have to read everything about we can how we
can get the meaning of the task from different student, eh, at the same time,
different language or different accent of the student because we need to get
used to this lang, I mean the way and maybe some student has, eh they have
good vocabulary so we can, eh take this vocabulary and write it and get it at the
same time the teacher observe the student when they speaks, or grammar or
vocabulary or pronunciation This was one of thing which I liked much, really
yeah

141. Interviewer OK... At this point, em, is the teacher observing your class, your group, at this
moment?

142.Amir No, not at this moment, because this moment the teacher is I think with another
group... one of the student is er giving his talk, or... about his company, or
about his task, or

143. Interviewer OK. Let's watch some more and see what happens next (Video playing)
144.Amir (Amir laughs) Do you want to ask me about this? (laughs)
145. Interviewer Yeah I do want to ask you about that
146.Amir (laughs) Really?
147.lnterviewer How were you feeling there, do you think?
148.Amir (laughs) Now I am embarrassed!
149. Interviewer No, don't be embarrassed!
150.Amir (laughs)
151.Interviewer I just want you to tell me about it
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152.Amir Mm, no, yes this is a normal
153.lnterviewer Yeah

154.Amir Yeah

155. Interviewer It's normal

156.Amir It's a kind of habit, or er... to listen to the student. And some student, they, they
repeat things, more and more and more, and so they, you feel you already

157. Interviewer Mm

158.Amir Got the idea, and you not, you don't need to
159. Interviewer Yeah

160.Amir (laughs) He is giving a, speaking, that's why I, er, you feel you've had enough!
(laughs)

161. Interviewer I mean don't, I'm not criticising anything here, I just want to know
162.Amir No, I, I... to be honest, yeah in the same time if you feel er, that you have got the

idea
163.lnterviewer Mm hm

164.Amir So I think it's, it would be better to move to another student, to... I think student
already got the idea, so they don't have to... the student keep repeating,
repeating, and that's why I think that (laughs)

165. Interviewer It's OK. Why, when the student, when the students finish, and another student
starts

166.Amir Mm

167.lnterviewer Who usually decides that?
168.Amir I think in the group er, when the student... for myself, I know where I want to

start and where I want to stop, but I don't know the other student, so maybe
someone want him to tell him "You have to stop there" because some students,
they speak and the, more that five minutes, because if the, we have only, we are
four here, and each student has only five minutes, one of the student maybe
spend ten minutes speaking so, I think the main point here is maybe he has
some difficulty in the way of expressing, or the meaning, or explaining or
illustration, so that's why I think this point is (laughs)

169.lnterviewer Don't be embarrassed

170-Amir No

171. Interviewer It's interesting
172.Amir (laughs)
173.lnterviewer OK, let's watch the next, see what happens after this (Video playing then stops)

OK, now what's happening?
174.Amir (laughs) I, I like, not making joke
175. Interviewer Mm

176.Amir But I like to make

177. Interviewer Mm

178.Amir The group's like er, this is my own way in the life, especially (laughs) I mean I
don't like feel like *** or very strict

179. Interviewer Yeah

180.Amir Sometimes we need some, er, that's why I (laughs) I made some
181. Interviewer Just a joke there
182.Amir (laughs) yeah, to make the, em, I mean to get out of the stress, to make the

student feel like friends, more like, than like students in the class, or doing *** to
make the things relax and

183. Interviewer Do you feel that group work can feel a little bit stressful sometimes?
184.Amir Em, maybe some students feel embarrassed, so that's my way, in my life,

especially, it's not, I used to, to work for interview people, I had some
experience, so, some people feel a bit nervous. It's different from, I mean,
person to person, so I, you know, if you make the things, er

185. Interviewer Yeah, yeah
186.Amir Calm down and relax and

187.lnterviewer Yes, it's a good idea
188.Amir Yeah (laughs)
189. interviewer Why do you think em, it can feel stressful sometimes, group work in class?
190.Amir Because some students maybe I don't know, they don't like to listen to the other

student, or they don't feel like (laughs) but eh...
191. Interviewer Why not?

| 192.Amir It's different personalities. For me I like the group working (laughs)
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193. Interviewer Mm

194.Amir I feel I can get as I said, Japanese, for example Japanese student they have
difficulty in pronunciation, so because I had some experience, some of these
student from far east, don't want to mention the country

195.lnterviewer No, that's fine
196.Amir He gave a...
197. Interviewer Remember this is all totally confidential anyway so you can say what you think
198.Amir

.

He gave a presentation two times, to be honest I didn't understand the whole
task. Just when he wrote only the er the title of the presentation I can, I can em I
can get the meaning of what he wants to say but er I didn't catch the whole
meaning of the presentation and the teacher asked us to write a summary about
what did he say (laughs)

199. Interviewer Mm

200.Amir The presentation, in his talk, and, eh...I discussed with my other friend from my
country em, "Am I the only one who didn't understand the presentation?" he said
"No, I didn't understand the presentation either, because his pron,
pronunciation's really difficult to understand". Maybe the teacher getting used to
listening for this kind of presentation.

201. Interviewer Mm was this in the business class or...?
202.Amir

1
i B

No, no, no this is long time. It's not in the business class. But here is good
working in group because I can understand, because eh, to I mean because the
tea...we don't have to speak in the class quite a lot so in this, we, maybe some
student can speak a lot and express his feelings or, I can, er if I didn't
understand I may ask him because maybe he will feel embarrassed if he is
sitting in front of the class

203. Interviewer Right
204.Amir And I ask him again and again. "I didn't understand, I'm sorry I didn't

understand could you explain it again?"
205. Interviewer Right
206.Amir But here in the small group yeah because to make you or to say it in this kind of

way
207.lnterviewer

'

Yeah, absolutely. So do you find then that the small group is a less stressful
place to speak and listen or?

208.Amir Yes, yes I think so... That's my opinion, (laughs)
209.lnterviewer Yeah but I want your opinion, that's why I'm interviewing you! All right,

something else has happened here hasn't it?
210.Amir Yes the teacher has came. And taking note. Observe the class, the groups,

taking notes the mistakes and grammar mistake or pronouncing mistake or what
so

211. Interviewer Do you think, em, if you think about the group work when the teacher is not
listening, and the group work when the teacher is listening. Does it feel
different?

212.Amir Yes. (laughs)
213. Interviewer Tell me about the difference, I'm very interested in it.
214.Amir

: ;;

Yeah, because (sighs and laughs) when you speak with the other student you
don't feel anyone watch you because you have the same level of English all, but
when the teacher observe you, you try to speak grammatically correct you have
to watch yourself (laughs) you feel bit nervous if you make a mistake, so eh to
avoid, to avoid making mistake or to prove to the teacher that you are good
enough to (laughs)

215. Interviewer Good enough to...?
216.Amir

a |
:

.

Yeah, in his class, or in your English, because eh, because the teacher always
the teacher. ..In my point of view... if somebody watch you or somebody examine
you somebody observe you, you always feel embarrassed. Not embarrassed,
some kind, it's different, some kind of nervous, or some kind of stress, if
somebody observe you because we say examination or test always is the same.
Whatever you are. I don't know it's different -1 don't believe anyone who said I
am always perfect in everything.

217. Interviewer No
218.Amir I don't believe this point because you see I'm quite confid- yes it's the

confidence, confidence is vary between person to person so some people but
when the teacher observe you, you try hard to not make mistake, that's the main
point there (laughs)
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219.Interviewer So do you think when em the teacher's listening and observing you in a group -

well, what do you think is your main focus at that moment?
220.Amir To speak accurate, or to refer you main task em, try to speak correct, try to

summarise, try to finish as soon as possible! (laughs)
221. Interviewer Why?
222.Amir (laughing throughout) Not to make a mistake yourself
223. Interviewer Would you say then that you would speak less, would you make a shorter

contribution if the teacher was listening?
224.Amir Maybe for some people, but...for myself, I don't want the people to be bored of

my talk so I try hard to mm to give them, or to express the main idea simple
way, to make people understand me and try to use simple - some people they
only say some difficulty, to be honest I have, have real creative vocabulary

225.!nterviewer Yeah

226.Amir But I can't use it, because when I use it they student, some student they don't
understand, so I have to use simple vocabulary in order to understand, so in this
way I can't improve my speaking because every day I have to learn ten new
vocabulary. But how can I use this vocabulary? That's the main point, yes. I can
use it with the teacher, but in the class I don't have the opportunity or chance to
speak because this is to speak it in the environment, I mean the city or in the
life, in the whole life but if you speak it with the, or if you say it or if you speak
with the student, because they have limited vocabularies they will not
understand you so that's why make things - the vocabulary need repetition and
use need use to be in your mind, almost

227. Interviewer Yeah

228.Amir If you know if you learn new vocabulary today, you try to use it more and more
and it will fix in your mind but if you learn it by heart - because I used to do this
when I was a child I used to learn by heart many vocabulary and it's quite useful
sometimes, but to, to use it and to mm, and eh, real life, is quite hard, only
because I don't have (laughs) honestly I don't have eh any native speaker
friends and that's why make things difficult for me

229. Interviewer Mm

230.Amir Yeah, so yes. So if you speak with the student, some student they, they are very
limited in their vocabulary.

231. Interviewer So do you mean that sometimes you're consciously speaking more simply
232.Amir Yes

233. Interviewer In the group?
234.Amir Yes, yes. Because you want the student know what you want to say, that's why
235.lnterviewer So -1 asked you about when the teacher is observing you
236.Amir Mm

237.lnterviewer What about when you're speaking in a group, like for example in the video
238.Amir Mm

239.lnterviewer But the teacher is not listening, the teacher's at the other end of the classroom.
What's your main focus at that point?

240.Amir ...I tried hard to make them understand me eh ... for myself, I don't like to
speak, because I want to give other students a chance to speak, so I try to, to
give them the main idea what, what is my speaking about. To understand their
meanings, also. At the same times I can say it in this way - maybe I will make
some mistakes or so on, but the student can't correct me because each student
have maybe the same problem or but when I speak when the teacher observe
me I try hard to, to (laughs)

241. Interviewer And would you, with the teacher observing you, would you em be able to use
more vocabulary?

242.Amir
" % \ U

Yes of course. Because the student won't - they, they, but that time maybe
some student will not understand that to me, but it's good to use the vocabulary
with the teacher, because the teacher, if you use it in the wrong way or the
teacher will correct you. At the same time, yeah.

243. Interviewer So... Do you think it would be fair to say that in a sense when you're in group
work and you're talking to the other students but the teacher's watching you

244.Amir Mm hm

245. Interviewer You're, in sense showing the teacher your language?
246.Amir Mm hm... no not showing the teacher my language because the teacher maybe

he will ask the student "Do you know this word, do you know what he means?"
so that way some student they said "No" maybe or something like that, so the
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teacher will explain them the meaning of that But for myself yeah if 1 say it the
student will ignore it and they will say - OK, for them maybe they will not pay
attention for you, they want to get the whole idea about your talk, but when the
teacher observe you so sometimes eh it's quite useful because maybe 1 will pro-
pronounce it a wrong way or maybe 1 will use it a wrong way, "You mean this,
not you mean that" "Yes 1 mean" whatever that vocabulary and so and the same
time maybe he will ask the student do you know Amir's means by this word or
some, some student can say "No" that way maybe will ask me to translate or to
give the meaning

247. Interviewer Mm

248.Amir of that vocabulary or
249. Interviewer Right so you mean that
250.Amir Not showing (laughs)
251.Interviewer No, no, but in a sense... the teacher can help you do that so that the teacher can

- you're checking with the teacher in an indirect way?
252.Amir Yeah, yes. Because, as 1 said, if you know some vocabulary, maybe some eh

even maybe (laughs) we're student we're coming from abroad and this is a
second language maybe so we try to use our, try to learn eh new vocabulary
which is not in use, or which some people even some local people they don't
use it, so the teacher will ask you not to, this is very rare so you don't have to
use it or

253.lnterviewer Mm

254.Amir It's maybe it's better to use this word or this sense or that
255. Interviewer

• '
, "

So do you think if you - in that situation if you're using vocabulary that the other
students don't understand, but the teacher does understand it, em you can use
the teacher to help

256.Amir Yeah

257. Interviewer To explain to the other students?
258.Amir Yes sometimes the teacher he take notes and he take, when he's taking notes

he will take that some new vocabulary maybe... He will know, cause 1 think 1
remember some st- eh teacher take this and he will write it on the, the board
after the, examining the class, he'll say this is you know what this means

259. Interviewer Yeah

260.Amir Or so the student, some student can share this new vocabulary
261. Interviewer Yeah

262.Amir They will write it and they will look it up in the dictionary
263. Interviewer Or even as 1 said during, during the time when the teacher's observing.
264.Amir Yeah

265. Interviewer The teacher might
266.Amir Yeah might explain oh yeah, yeah
267. Interviewer That's very interesting...
268.Amir (laughs)
269. Interviewer Now em, let me see, I've got one or two other questions for you. Now i have em

- oh we're finished with the video now, we can (switches video oft)
270.Amir Can 1 ask you a favour?
271.Interviewer Yes!

272.Amir Please not to send this video to BBC! (laughs)
273.lnterviewer Don't worry! That video - it will not go to the BBC. No, the videos are only, only

used for er, very limited purposes, don't worry, nobody's going to
274.Amir (laughs)
275.lnterviewer We're not going to broadcast them on the BBC
276.Amir (laughs)
277.Interviewer

.

•
„ ■ • , ■

Em, anyway, yeah 1 have a question, or a few questions to ask you about the
ways that students participate in class, and my first question is em, may seem
strange, but anyway, try to answer it, do you think that students in your
experience, or perhaps your own self in class, do students always do exactly
what the teacher asks them to do?

278.Amir

1

No. For example, er, in Business Class the teacher ask us, ask the student 1
think two weeks ago, not two weeks ago, two days ago, ask the students, last
week, 1 can't remember, he ask erthe student to read, he gave the student,
each student short er sheet of paper and they must er, task, short task, he ask
each student to explain er about, er about company or about product, about
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something
279. Interviewer Mm

280.Amir And he ask us, each student to go round, or to participate with other students
and try to give them, or er, another student ask what is your company's name,
what is the product, and so on

281 .Interviewer Did you have to walk around with the papers?
282.Amir Yes, yes. But all of the student, or maybe, he try to read from the, so he didn't

understand the teacher, because he tried to read for the other student, from his
paper

283.lnterviewer You mean he tool the paper from the other student and
284.Amir No, because each student has, has a paper.
285.lnterviewer Uhuh

286.Amir On this paper there is a task, short task
287.lnterviewer Uhuh

288.Amir About company, or, er, I think about the company and er what is the main task
of this company, and location and er, budget, and so on, so the student instead
of express his, er the meaning of er the whole task er, of the whole meaning
about the task

289.lnterviewer Mm hm

290.Amir He tried to only read for the student from the, from the his paper, so
291.Interviewer Mm

292.Amir So he has three student, or four, I was with the student so he said all, so em, we
had, we had only twenty minutes, so each student must not er, spend more than
five minutes

293. Interviewer Mm hm

294.Amir To express about he he tried to read everything about from his paper, so that is
not the way of teacher's ask

295.lnterviewer Mm

296.Amir The teacher ask to read and er to understand text

297.lnterviewer Mm hm

298.Amir And er just to give the main idea about your text
299. Interviewer I see

300.Amir So the student he didn't hear it, but er, the task, but he didn't maybe understand
the task, and er, he tried only to read the text for the student, so I can't follow his
reading, because he was reading from the text. I try to correct him, "Could you
please, give, the teacher ask the main idea about the texts so we can move
from one to one easily, so give us the main idea, we don't want to, to go into text
in details"

301. Interviewer Mm

302.Amir Maybe he misunderstood or something
303.lnterviewer Do you think because he didn't understand, the, the instructions?
304.Amir I think maybe he didn't understand what the teacher wants, maybe
305. Interviewer Do you think em sometimes student don't do what the teacher asks, not

because they didn't understand the instructions, but for another reason?
306.Amir For example, what kind of reason? (laughs)
307. interviewer Well, OK I'll ask the question in a different way, do you think the reason, the

only that students sometimes do things differently is because they didn't
understand the instructions?

308.Amir

I *

(laughs) I know what you want to say (laughs), It's quite hard, maybe it's... you
mean maybe he doesn't like the task, or he doesn't like the, maybe, I don't
know. I didn't feel like this feeling really, but... maybe if didn't what the teacher
wants, maybe I didn't understand the task, or er, I didn't understand the
instruction

309. Interviewer Mm

310.Amir But I have no experience of (laughs)
311. Interviewer Don't you think, well, are there ever occasions when, do you think, the students

change the task, even slightly, or do it in a slightly different way, from the way
that the student, the teacher asked them to do? Do you ever notice this in class
that you're doing something slightly differently?

312.Amir I think because maybe different level, especially in the Business class, because
some students er, er came from advanced, some of them came from
intermediate, maybe some of them they are upper intermediate students, so
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some students, the variation of all the difference, the level of their English
maybe their ability is not er, good enough to understand different instruction, or
... what the teacher wants... some students keep quiet all the class

313.lnterviewer Mm hm
314.Amir Mm

315. Interviewer Why do you think they do that?
316.Amir I think because the culture (laughs), yes I know in some countries they, they will

not speak unless you ask them, yes this is the teacher's job, I think, or some
teacher, sometimes ignore some student, not ask them, so that student will not
participate in the class at all, because in his country ... it's quite rude, maybe for
them to, to speak without permission, and he came just for three weeks or for
four weeks, and he came just with his experience from, so I notice that some
students will never speak unless the teacher ask them

317.lnterviewer Mm

318.Amir Yeah

319. Interviewer And what happens when you're in a group with those students?
320.Amir Try to force them to speak (laughs)
321 .Interviewer How do you do that?
322.Amir Oh, make a little joke and er, yes (laughs) what do you call it in English, that not

joke but some silly *
323.lnterviewer What you tease them?
324.Amir Tease them, yeah (laughs)
325.lnterviewer Does that

326.Amir Not teasing
327.lnterviewer Does that work?
328.Amir Yes, works, yeah, yes because to make him feel like we are friends more
329. Interviewer Mm

330.Amir

"A./

Than we are students, so that he try hard and try to support him or try to
persuade him to speak yes, and try to encourage him to speak, yes, maybe if he
feel shy in speaking, not to make any mistake, I try to speak to my friends tell, if
you want to learn English just ignore everything, even if you make a lot of
mistake, just speak or say it right or whatever you want to do, just because you
are not native speaker, you are here to learn English, so ... if you feel always
shy not to speak in order not to make any mistakes, you will not, I mean you will
never learning (laughs) English, for myself... I don't care

331. Interviewer No?

1 (laughs) Yeah, when I am wrong. Sometimes I feel a bit, a little bit ashamed
really, embarrassment. I know the word but maybe I pronounce it different way,
so

333.lnterviewer Mm ... do you feel, is it the same with native speakers and non-native
speakers? Feeling shy?

334.Amir No, with the native speaker only. The non-native speaker, they have the same
mistakes, so we are in the same boat (laughs)

335. Interviewer Well I hope you don't feel too shy at the moment
336.Amir No, not
337. Interviewer Good... I have another question for you about em ... about the classroom of

course. Now, do you think that the teacher directs everything that happens in
the classroom

338.Amir (Sighs) Directs everything in the class? Mm, it's quite interesting question...
339.lnterviewer It's a difficult question, I know, but
340.Amir It is difficult, and it is important and he can't direct the class, yeah, em can't do

what all the students wants because every student, each student has his own
way in the learning English ... for example we have a big debate in the first
class lesson because some student want more grammar than vocabulary, some
students want the opposite, the opposite side

341.Interviewer Mm

342.Amir Or downside, so that's where (laughs) the teacher will lose his control, if he is
sailing to unknown (laughs) port

343. Interviewer Mm hm

344.Amir Yes, it's quite hard really, because if you feel no interested in the class, you feel
that you will not, you don't want, you have to go to the class but you don't want
to, you will not benefit from the class, really... so, if s, it is possible for the
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teacher, so I like some teacher, I don't want to say the names
345. Interviewer Mm

346.Amir I like some teacher who er, because they makes the class very, they make lively
and active, so everyone active in the class and he always, his voice, teacher's
voice must be strong, to, to wake up everything (laughs) everyone who is
sleeping or some, some so

347,lnterviewer Do you think em, maybe direct is the wrong, the wrong word to use, do you think
the teacher controls everything that happens in the classroom?

348.Amir ... Control and direct in the same way, we cannot ...mm... in what sense you
mean control? The teacher has his plan, what he want to

349. Interviewer Mm

350.Amir To do, and he can't, but sometimes the teacher, he has, he prepared for the cla,
lesson and he was, maybe he's well-prepared for that class or lesson, what he
want to teach the student, but sometimes he run out of the time

351. Interviewer Mm

352.Amir And he didn't cover everything that he wants to cover it
353. Interviewer Mm

354.Amir That's when can we say miscontrol? (laughs)
355. Interviewer Do you thin em, do you think that sometimes the students, to an extent can

direct things that are happening in the classroom?
356.Amir Mm

357. Interviewer What can the students direct, or control?
358.Amir The teacher can direct if he has only twenty minutes for discussing the group,

but sometimes the students spend more than thirty minutes in the class, so
that's why, for example mm, the teachers, one of the teachers ask us to give a
presentation, each student must give no more than ten minutes' talk or
presentation, very short... and one of the students spent the whole lesson in
giving presentation ... really that's happen, and er (laughs) we are four in the
class, er some of the, we don't want to say that er, er, he has, I mean he has a
right for a chance to give his presentation, but the other students have the same
rights, not to spend the whole class on one presentation, so in this way the
teacher didn't control the class, and they didn't direct the class, and they
didn't... we had to spend no more than ten minutes

359. Interviewer Mm

360.Amir For that student to give presentation, and five minutes for questions, but we
haven't any guestion, but the student spends the whole lesson

361.Interviewer Mm

362.Amir Only ten minutes for the...
363. Interviewer Mm, do you think there are any positive ways that the students can have an

influence on what's happening?
364.Amir Maybe some students will em, I mean, will misunderstand (laugh) because they

feel that "I'm not the teacher, I don't have the right to, to stop them or so on, the
teacher must do this, because it's his job" mm, but maybe, maybe indirect way,
you can, for discussing group yeah, you can say it, but for presentation you can't
control them, because you don't want to sa, it's quite hard to, for the student,
they spend thirty minutes in speaking "You have to stop now"

365. Interviewer Mm

366.Amir So it's quite hard to say it, you can discuss with the teacher er, later on, and for,
but in the discussion group yeah, you can say "OK, I think you had have
enough, you have had enough and you can move, we can move to the other
student", so as I mentioned before, er, we had some student misunderstood
what the teacher asked them so er, he tried to read from the...the, two of them
they tried to read from the task, from the paper that...I told them "Please give us
the main idea about the task, we don't want to read or to write everything,
because the teacher will give us that, that task later on"

367.lnterviewer Mm

368.Amir In this way er, we need to get to the main idea because he will ask me, maybe
he will ask "Did you get the main idea about the task?", so we don't want to read
everything, because we read it, this thing, we will read it because the teacher is
going, will give

369. Interviewer Mm

370.Amir All the students the same task

371. Interviewer Yeah, yeah
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372.Amir Yes, so you can ask student in this way, in small group, yeah
373. Interviewer In a small group it's easier?
374.Amir Easier, yes, because you are sitting in the same, at the same table, maybe desk

and so on so you can ask them "Please, we need more em specific
375. Interviewer Mm

376.Amir Area to explain"
377.1nterviewer So would you say that in the small group situation, in a sense you have a

different set of responsibilities? You can do different things from in the whole
class situation?

378.Amir (laughs) Yeah, I think er because even sometimes you can correct the student,
for myself mm, not all, for some student yeah I can correct them because I feel
friends more, but for some student maybe er, you feel if you say they are wrong
in this way, they will, will not be happy with that comment, so for some student I
feel like...friends, so you can say them "That's wrong" or "That's right"

379. Interviewer Mm, right
380.Amir Yeah, it's depend the group which you are (laughs)
381. Interviewer Mm, Ok, that's er, that's very good... now I don't want to make you very late, but

I've really got em, yes one more questions for you OK? And then we can finish
382.Amir (laughs)
383. Interviewer And my question is, you already actually mentioned this before, but I want to ask

you, how is talking English in class different from talking English outside class?
384.Amir Well, er, you know if you go to restaurant or...in speaking the class it's, teacher

observe you, the teacher can correct you...but outside the class, no-one will say
you are wrong or you are right, yeah, if you pronounce it in different ways
"Excuse me, what did you say?" that time you know that you are, your
pronunciation is wrong, mm, what you, what did you say is wrong, so in that way
yes, you can, I mean, correct your pronunciation, or

385. Interviewer Mm hm

386.Amir Yes, (laughs) but er, in the, in the class when the teacher will, of course will
examine you, correct you, tell you that's the

387.lnterviewer Mm

388.Amir The right way of say it, or express it, or
389.lnterviewer Mm

390.Amir

A-'.

I think er, but no-one out in the street will say you "You are wrong, speaking
wrong, you have to speak like this" Especially, apart from your friends or, if you
have a friend he try to say "Oh you mean like that" or

391.Interviewer Mm

392.Amir Yeah, indirect way
393.lnterviewer Right
394.Amir But the teacher will say directly "That's wrong" (laughs)
395.lnterviewer What about feeling either stressed or nervous
396.Amir Where?

397.lnterviewer Self-conscious, in the classroom or outside the classroom, is there a difference?
398.Amir Er, er. Sometimes I feel er, when I want to express something I feel vocabulary

or I feel stuck (laughs) I feel * because
399.lnterviewer In both situations?

400.Amir No not, not out, because er I know that I will not see that person again (laughs)
So I don't care, because...Sometimes yeah I mention, before I start yeah "Sorry,
I'm here just to learn English at the moment, so I'm very sorry about" yeah, I
mention that "I'm very sorry about my bad English" or *, so er, if they will accept
your apologies (laughs) But some people, yeah will understand if you, you are,
this is not your language or

401.ljnterviewer Mm

402.Amir So, I believe with this thing you will cope better (laughs)
403. Interviewer OK, well I think that's all my questions Amir, thank you very much, and thank

you for putting up with the room problems, I'll just stop the tape now
404.Amir OK
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Interview 3 Kyoko
Based on lesson 5, from the end of teacher instructions to beginning of mingling
activity

1. Interviewer All right, so we can get started. Now my first question is quite simple -1 was
wanting to know, how long have you been a student here at the institute?

2. Kyoko About for two months

3. Interviewer Uhuh, right. And why did you em decide to come and study here in Edinburgh?
4. Kyoko Because I have uh living quite attractive city, with my friends, and eh one my

friend study here before, and he recommended me to study here.
5. Interviewer Right, right. And how long are you planning to stay?
6. Kyoko Here
7. Interviewer Uhuh
8. Kyoko Almost three months. But I maybe I will leave here next week.
9. Interviewer You mentioned that yeah. Directly back to Japan?
10. Kyoko Ah, yes.
11. Interviewer Right. And what do you do in Japan?
12. Kyoko I will start to work.
13. Interviewer What, what type of job?
14. Kyoko It's public servant
15. Interviewer Uh huh? Right, OK. So have you enjoyed your experience of Edinburgh?
16. Kyoko Yes of course! (both laugh)
17. Interviewer Was, what do you like about it, what are your favourite things in Edinburgh?
18. Kyoko Mm...I think eh, in the town a lot of beautiful historical buildings, and the people

is quite well, em, comparing with...for example in London, is not so busy and
people had a * and they have some time to care about us yes.

19. Interviewer Do you see that difference, is that difference very obvious then?
20. Kyoko

.

Ah yes I've heard that people during my stay here I travel London twice, and er
for example so in London there are a lot of peoples and maybe I think people is
quite busy. So for example when we queue the when we queue the play * for
buying theatre ticket, people speak so fast and eh maybe so we are foreigner,
so we can't eh people you speak so can't catch up with what he says. They
don't care about that...sometimes.

21. Interviewer Did you have that experience then in London when you
22. Kyoko In London
23. Interviewer | Buying theatre tickets?
24. Kyoko (nods) But I here in Edinburgh, I think eh people more kind and they so maybe

they have they are not so busy so they can care about us.
25. Interviewer Right...Maybe in Edinburgh there are fewer foreigners
26. Kyoko Yes
27. Interviewer As well.
28. Kyoko Mm I think so. In London there are a lot of Japanese people but here Japanese

are quite a few.
| 29. Interviewer Mm that's true actually, that's very true. OK well I want to ask you, em move on

to ask you something about your, your previous
30. Kyoko Mm

I 31. Interviewer Previous learning experiences.
! 32. Kyoko Mm

I 33. Interviewer | Your previous experiences of learning languages
34. Kyoko Mm

35. Interviewer In particular. Now, em, for example did you study English at school?
36. Kyoko Uh English?
37. Interviewer Uh huh

38. Kyoko Yes At high school and university, and junior high school.
39. Interviewer

■■
Right. Have you ever studied English in a language school, similar to the
Institute?

40. Kyoko Ah yes. Before coming here when I was university student, I visited er
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Canterbury near London, and I stayed language school for three weeks.
41. Interviewer Right, yeah, Canterbury's very nice
42. Kyoko Mm

43. Interviewer It's a nice place.
44. Kyoko Yes it's very small pretty town.
45. Interviewer Yes I like it too. If you think about the language school, and the university or

school experience, did you think that they were quite different, in terms of the
class?

46. Kyoko At here?

47. Interviewer Well or to the Canterbury school
48. Kyoko Canterbury, the school in Canterbury and here?
49. Interviewer Compared to school, high school English classes
50. Kyoko Eh, high school in our company, er country?
51. Interviewer Yeah

52. Kyoko I think it's quite - there a lot of difference, because in Japan
53. Interviewer Mm

54. Kyoko In junior high school, senior high we er maybe we have, we studied English
every day but it's most important point is grammar, and reading

55. Interviewer Mm

56. Kyoko
■

We didn't, we almost had not studied about pronunciation or speaking, because
most of English teacher in Japan had no experience to study abroad. So maybe
they can read and write but they cannot speak

57. Interviewer Mm

58. Kyoko And er the , how to say, the numbers of class is quite big
59. Interviewer Mm

60. Kyoko 40 pupils in one classroom.
61. Interviewer Really
62. Kyoko And here, but here, we the size of class is quite small, we can be 12 pupils, so

teacher care, cares quite a lot for em students
63. Interviewer Mm

64. Kyoko And the teacher, native speaker (laughs) basical difference.
65. Interviewer Mm, did you, when you were at high school, or university studying English did

you ever group work? Or pair work? Like speaking
66. Kyoko

.

-

,

Oh yes in high school don't have such experience but in, in university we have
some English class, the native speaker, the teacher is native speaker taught,
and they did some group or the work similar, similar to the one the in this
institute.

67. Interviewer Really. So it wasn't completely unfamiliar, when you came here, it was..
68. Kyoko Not so unfamiliar.

69. Interviewer Mm, right, OK. In university were the classes also very large?
70. Kyoko Er, it depends on the class
71. Interviewer Mm

72. Kyoko The grammar class and reading class are quite big, maybe same as high school
or junior high school

73. Interviewer Mm

74. Kyoko But speaking class is quite small. The maximum is maybe em, 15 or 20.
75. Interviewer Mm so it's quite similar to here then?
76. Kyoko It's quite similar atmosphere.

Mm, that's interesting. Now em I'm going to move on now to use the video, so I
hope you're embarrassed to see yourself on video (both laugh) now what I'm
going to do, I'll just explain it before I do it. What I do, is I'm going to show you
em a very short clip from your class.

78. Kyoko Mm

79. Interviewer OK? First I'll just show you it and you can just watch it and you don't have to say
anything, OK?

80. Kyoko Mm

81. Interviewer And then I'll stop it - it's only about two minutes - then I'll stop it, I'll rewind it, and
I'll play it for a second time. The second time I'm going to maybe stop the video
and ask you questions

82. Kyoko mm

83. Interviewer about what's happening
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84. Kyoko OK

85. Interviewer And how you feel about it. OK?
86. Kyoko Yes

87. Interviewer Clear enough? So let's watch it, em...for the first time. I'm going to close this OK
so that we can see. (closing blinds) Right OK...So let's just watch it. As I say,
we're going to watch it twice, so don't worry if you can't here everything, it's not
really important. I just want you to try to understand what's happening in the
video. Actually I want to show you the sheet...I don't know if you can remember
this, but this is the photocopy that you were using at that moment

88- Kyoko Ah!
89. Interviewer Can you remember that activity?
90. Kyoko Yes. yes
91. Interviewer Right OK then, so let's watch. Can you see OK?
92. Kyoko Yes OK (gets pen out of bag)
93. Interviewer OK don't worry too much about writing, you don't actually have to write anything

unless you want to
94. Kyoko (Video playing)
95. Interviewer OK I'll just stop it there. So you've got an idea and you can remember this

activity?
96. Kyoko Mm, yes I remember,(smiling)
97. Interviewer Right I'm going to rewind it back again OK and then we'll watch it stopping it in

different places. So I'll just take it back to
98. Kyoko (Video rewinding)
99. Interviewer OK, let's hold it there for a minute
100.Kyoko (Video paused at beginning of clip)
101. Interviewer OK so em let's just watch the er the part where John's explaining
102. Kyoko Mm

103. Interviewer (Video playing)
104.Kyoko OK, now. At this stage, at this moment, what's happening in the classroom?
105.lnterviewer Er the teacher is explaining the task. And er, he gave us so a small piece of

paper er and in this paper a kind of a business article is written and er er and
contents are completely different, and we read this and try to explain to other
persons

106. Kyoko Right, and at this stage, had you already read the piece of paper, at this point?
107. Interviewer Mm, at this point?
108. Kyoko When you started this.
109.lnterviewer Er yes, I have read it, my newspaper.
HO.Kyoko Was that for homework, the reading, or was it in class?
111. Interviewer No, no I just just at that moment the teacher gave us and er just read it and er in

er small with er we in short time, and then understand and stand and explain it
to other students.

112. Kyoko Right OK. Let's move on slightly then and see what happens next.
113.lnterviewer (Video playing)
114.Kyoko OK so what is everybody doing at this point?
115. Interviewer At this point they stand up and move and meet with other students
116.Kyoko Mm

117. Interviewer And try to explain his article and get information from other students.
118. Kyoko OK right now if we just move it a little bit further
119. Interviewer (Video playing)
120. Kyoko OK. So, everybody's moving. Did John tell you which student to talk to?
121.Interviewer Er, no.

122.Kyoko OK. So how does that work, what happens then?
123. Interviewer After that?

124. Kyoko Well, when you start at this point.
125. Interviewer Er, they we work and try to explain the nearest student
126.Kyoko Mm OK. Right that's all I want to watch of the video, but I want to ask you a few

more questions.
127.lnterviewer (Video stopped)
128. Kyoko About that activity.
129. Interviewer OK, now that type of activity, em, what, what do you think the purpose
130. Kyoko Mm
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131.Interviewer Of an activity like that is? What's your idea?
132. Kyoko Because I think er, in this er in this activity er the teacher include a lot of aspect

of language exercise. For example at first of all he gave us the small article and
it read exercise, and then we have to explain to other student, and er to explain
other student we have to read and understand and reconsider with our own

words then so it's speaking exercise. And then, mm er we have at the same
time we have to get any information the other student has so it's listening
exercise

133. Interviewer Mm

134. Kyoko To, to understand someone

135. Interviewer Mm, right. Now you mentioned the teacher
136. Kyoko Mm

137.lnterviewer Listening to you. Does the teacher have the opportunity to listen to you all the
time? During

138. Kyoko Sorry?
139.lnterviewer Can the teacher listen to you all time during that activity?
140. Kyoko All students? Er I think it's maybe teacher try the teacher tries to but it's for

twelve people I think it's very difficult to catch all all the things.
141.Interviewer Mm. Now think about your own experience of doing that type of activity.
142.Kyoko Mm

143.lnterviewer Is it different when you're speaking to another student and the teacher's
listening and when the teacher's not listening? Does that feel different to you?

144. Kyoko I to me I don't feel so big different but I think if teacher is quite near to me and if
teacher listen to us we can ask , if we cannot explain what we think we can ask
the teacher and the teacher explain can explain us, so - how to say - teacher is
near to us and er listen our conversation I think I feel, I feel better, feel safe, to -

how to say - so if we have problems about communication we can ask teacher, I
think so so it's better

145.lnterviewer Right
146. Kyoko Because er the student not native speaker, and I'm not native speaker, and

other student is not also native speaker so we might mistake we might mistake
the words the way of the way of using words and something like that so so if
teacher is near to us then he can correct he or she can correct us yes

147.lnterviewer Right So the teacher can help you
148. Kyoko Mm

149. Interviewer And also can correct you
150. Kyoko Mm

151. Interviewer At the same time?

152. Kyoko Mm

153. Interviewer ...Do you think there's any difference in the way that you speak
154. Kyoko Mm

155. Interviewer When the teacher's listening, or when the teacher's not listening?
156. Kyoko Way, speaking way?
157.lnterviewer Mm

158. Kyoko Er not so different. But sometimes er I might if teacher is near here I might try to
speak completely English, complete English er grammatically correct but er if er
teacher is not near here and just talking with other students, I must, might just
concentrate the give information, er not, er without caring grammar grammar or
something like that.

159.lnterviewer Right...That's interesting. Now, em thinking about that type of activity, you
mentioned that you get the opportunity to speak and listen and read and write

160. Kyoko Mm

161. Interviewer Do you think there are any aspects of that activity that are difficult? Or that type
of activity when you have to move around the room and talk to lots of different
people.

162. Kyoko Er I think it's not difficult because, maybe it depends on the level
163.lnterviewer Mm

164. Kyoko But I think the level in the Business English class it's not so difficult. We can
basically we can communicate with English

165. Interviewer Mm

166. Kyoko And er we can er give information and er get information with English so I think
there are no big difficulties but mm but sometimes I think sometimes ah yes, yes
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no difficulties I think
167.lntervlewer OK What about - that's language obviously, you're saying that you have all of

you the level where you can communicate em - do you think there are any
difficulties em for example, approaching students to start talking?

168. Kyoko Mm

169. Interviewer Is that an area or difficulty for you

170.Kyoko Yes
171.Interviewer For example when you have to change when you finish with one person
172.Kyoko Mm

173.lnterviewer And then you have to go to somebody else
174. Kyoko Uh huh

175.lnterviewer Is that ever difficult, in any sense?
176.Kyoko Mm... difficult
177.lnt6rviewer Maybe not
178. Kyoko To change to change the partners
179. Interviewer Yeah

180.Kyoko You mean?

181. Interviewer Yeah.

182. Kyoko Mm it depends on the case I think. Mm for example if mmm ah if we take a time
to understand each other it takes a lot of time so it is difficult the within the -

how to say - decided the * time and er if the number of the students is - how to
say in English about a certain number, 5 or 7 or 9?

183.!nterviewer Odd?

184. Kyoko Ah yes odd. A person is left so (laughs)
185.lnterviewer Oh right of course.
186.Kyoko I think it might be some kind of difficulty.
187. Interviewer Do you ever em feel, well. How do you feel when you've finished with one

person
188. Kyoko Mm

189.lnterviewer And you look up and everything's still happening with the other students
190.Kyoko Mm

191.Interviewer And you have to find a new partner. How does that feel? How do you feel at that
point?

192.Kyoko At that point er mm ah so er if there are some persons who have finished talking
with other students at the same time, it's no problem but some couple take a lot
of time and some couple have quite short time and sometimes I try to find
another (laughs) I, I try to find out another person

193.lnterviewer Mm because they're all still speaking
194. Kyoko Mm

195. Interviewer OK do you think, last question about this, but do you think that em the
nationality of students has any relationship to, to this question, for example

196.Kyoko Mm

197.lnterviewer Do you find it easier to approach another Japanese person
198.Kyoko Uh huh

199.lnterviewer Or is it easier for you to go to speak to
200. Kyoko Er

201.Interviewer Another nationality?
202.Kyoko Er, I think er maybe I think it depends on the nationalities, but for me, er mm -

how to say - er I feel when we talk, I talk to other Japanese student, with Enqlish
203. Interviewer Mm

204. Kyoko
\

I feel myself, er - how to say - a little bit hesitation, because we can
communicate in Japanese more so (laughs). Er but for other student, for the
student with other nationality, I cannot communicate with Japanese so I have to
communicate with English, so I think er I feel a bit natural for talk with other
nationality students in English

205.lnterviewer
..

■ ;

Right...yes, OK, now let's see what else I wanted to ask you about that, yes I've
asked you all those questions. Now, just really moving on, to ask you one or two
more general questions

206.Kyoko Mm

207. Interviewer About em, your your experience of classrooms
208. Kyoko Mm
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209. Interviewer And learning, em, now in a in a a class like the Business English class
210. Kyoko Mm

211. Interviewer Do you think that students, or classes in these language schools, do you think
students in class always do exactly what the teacher says?

212.Kyoko Mm, er basically I think yes.
213. Interviewer Mm

214. Kyoko Maybe but sometimes a little bit student, two or three student er make actually a
bit outpointed, how to say, outpointed I'm not sure how to say in English er a
little bit different, different doinq

215.lnterviewer You mean they do the task differently?
216.Kyoko Mm, mm, so to do a task maybe similar as I, before coming here, er before

arriving here, and joining the Institute, we don't know how to, how to accept how
the teacher said we, it, for example, behaviour is different, behaviour of each
country is quite different. So I after arriving here and waiting one for one weeks,
I was a little confused. Er because I had not accustomed to hear English, and if I
can understand what he teacher says, then, so I understand but, how to say. I
did a little bit fa. I made a little bit different thing, because maybe I am not so
accustomed to the class, but within one week I understand what should I do,
and er maybe now I didn't do such a thing

217.lnterviewer Right
218. Kyoko Mm, maybe em, some student might feel such kind of things when they arrived,

they arrive at England, and Britain, and er start to study.
219.lnterviewer Did you, can you give me an example, em from your first week, or something

that's similar, some kind of example of that?
220. Kyoko Mm for example, in speaking class, - how to say - maybe it's a little bit of cultural

very difference, but so in some class, mm I think the grammar class, in grammar
class there are more problem. But in speaking class I've heard that, how to
say...so for example there are some exercises, for example play other person
for to do decide the role of each student. And how to say play other person, for
example there are five students and you are shopkeeper, and you are
something, you are something, you are something and talk to each other

221.Interviewer Yeah

222. Kyoko And er maybe I'm not accustomed, I'm not accustomed do such a thing. Not
language problem, so I, the first time I was a little confused. So I have to
pretend, (laughs)

223. interviewer And did that feel strange? At the beginning?
224. Kyoko Mm yes. (laughs) At first I felt strange, mm
225.lnterviewer That's very interesting. So in that case...Did you understand
226. Kyoko Mm

227.lnterviewer At the beginning
228. Kyoko Mm

229. Interviewer What the task was

230. Kyoko Uh huh

231. Interviewer But it just felt
232. Kyoko Yes

233.lnterviewer It difficult for you, or?
234.Kyoko Yes. Er I er not so difficult but at, at that time I'm not sure what should we,

should I do, because so you are shopkeeper, and you are something or
something. But not language problem - what should I talk? What I -1 watch the
other students' behaviour and understand

235. Interviewer Right...so you, do you sometimes wait to see what the other students
236. Kyoko Yes

237.interviewer Are doing, and then you can
238. Kyoko Yes

239. Interviewer Follow

240. Kyoko Yes

241.Interviewer So that's quite a sensible way to do it
242. Kyoko Yes (laughs)
243. Interviewer If you are in a position in class where you don't really understand what you

should do, do you ever ask the teacher to clarify
244. Kyoko Ah

245. Interviewer The task, do you ever say I'm not sure what to do, I don't understand
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246. Kyoko Ah yes I ask the teacher but at first I first of all I look other students (laughs) and
then if I cannot understand yet I ask the teacher.

247. Interviewer Right. Would you ask the teacher after the activity has started or would you ask
the teacher in front of the class?

248. Kyoko The teacher in front of the class?

249.lnterviewer Would you ask the teacher when all the other students are listening?
250. Kyoko Mm

251.Interviewer Or would you ask the teacher when the activity has already started?
252.KyOko Mm it depends on the circumstance. If I found some difficulty and there's

something I'm not I'm not understand, maybe I ask him at the time.
253. Interviewer Right. When he's coming around?
254. Kyoko Yes.

255. Interviewer Yes, now another question I want to ask you is, do you think that the teacher...
256. Kyoko Mm

257; Interviewer Directs everything that happens in the class? Everything?
258. Kyoko Yes I think so here. Quite. Yes I think so.

259. Interviewer Right. You seem very sure about that, why do you say that, what makes you
think that?

260. Kyoko Er, for example, the...maybe I think mm for mm maybe student ask some
strange question eh for native speakers we often ask some strange questions,
but teacher manage to explain us with easier word every time and er I think it's
quite difficult for ordinary person, native speaker

261. Interviewer Mm

262. Kyoko Because, where er before coming here, I was staff in the Japanese Embassy
Institute, and er I mm, er, I had experience to be asked from foreign students
about the linguistic the questions on language, but

263. Interviewer Really
264. Kyoko But sometimes I can answer, but in many times I cannot explain, why, why
265.lnterviewer Mm

266. Kyoko Because I'm a native speaker
267. Interviewer Yes
268 Kyoko (laughs) so I don't er I didn't learn Japanese so I think as native speaker er but

native speaker of English, the teacher, every time we ask some question some
strange question, every time teacher give us answer, mm

269.lnterviewer
fs IfllgHJfl

Right. You mean questions about language? Usually? Why is this, you mean
questions about language?

270. Kyoko Language yes, mm. Grammatical things and vocabulary and so on.
271. Interviewer Mm right. OK em another question which is related to that, is do you think that in

class the teacher controls every everything that happens.
272. Kyoko It might, perhaps, I think so. Not business class, every class, you mean?
273. Interviewer Well, mm every class, every class.
274. Kyoko Yes I think so.

275.lnterviewer Mm? OK. I think really I've only got one more question for you, oh yeah I've got
two more questions for you. Now we talked about group work and that type of
thing, em when do you think it is very important to listen to the teacher? At what
times in the lessons is it very important, to listen to the teacher?

276. Kyoko To...when the teacher explain what to what should we do. After the activities, the
teacher is explaining and notes and the - how can I - and er - how to say - a kind
of feedback.

277. Interviewer Yes, yes
278. KyOko At that time I think I have to concentrate what the teacher said.
279. Interviewer Yes... And when do you think it is important to listen to the other students?
280. Kyoko Other students?
281. Interviewer When, so for example in business class so the teacher ask question about er

mm activities, and er the other students explaining is explaining er interesting
opinion

282. Kyoko Mm

283. Interviewer So when you're listening to the other students, do you think em, are you
listening more for the ideas, or for the language?

284. Kyoko Er in Business English I completely considerate in the ideas, but in the grammar
class, maybe the content is grammar, because the contents is grammar I
considerate to the grammar.
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285.lnterviewer Right, cos that's the, the, content, anyway.
286.Kyoko Mm

287.lnterviewer OK now my last question for you is, is em related to the different between
English, speaking English in the classroom, and speaking English outside the
classroom. Now how do you think they are different, for you?

288.Kyoko I think the speed of speaking is different because when I arrive here, so
everyone talks so fast, that er including teacher but after two or three weeks, I
could catch up with teacher's what teacher said. And er maybe I think, so the
persons outside the course speak a little faster. For example I er stay with my
host family

289.lnterviewer Mm

290. Kyoko And when the host family talk to me I can understand, at the same time when
the teacher talk to me l can understand but when the other native speaker,
native speaker talk to each other, we can't understand. So, they speaks much,
so quick and fast.

291 .Interviewer Mm It's more difficult.
292. Kyoko Difficult, quite difficult. Mm pronunciation is different. Teacher pronounce the

words quite clearly, but eh the person outside the school speaks so some
people speaks not so clearly so, mm.

293.lnterviewer Mm yeah. And what about your own speech? When you're speaking to them?
Do you feel that you speak in the same way, when you're speaking in class or
outside?

294. Kyoko Outside - class, for student, not teacher?
295. Interviewer Yeah, yeah.
296.Kyoko For student er a yes the student in classroom all of them are not native speaker
297.lnterviewer Mm

298. Kyoko So they don't speak as faster so fast as fast as native speaker, so really it's
quite differential.

299. Interviewer Right. And do you feel that you speak in the same way when you speak to
people in class, compared to speaking to people outside the school?

300.Kyoko Outside the...

301.Interviewer Your own speech.
302. Kyoko Er basically the same, there might be a little difference. Because so I think when

I talk with native speaker if I mistake something and if I am not grammatically
correct, maybe they can understand, because they are native speaker. So and
so I so - how to say - reliable?

303.lnterviewer Mm

304. Kyoko Reliable. But er when we I talk with other students, er I'm not sure, sometimes I
feel that er maybe it depends on the level but ah I think I might be make them
understand, because maybe the range or the knowledge of vocabulary is really
different. It depends on a person so maybe there are some kind of word I know
but he didn't know and at the same time he know but I don't know.

305. interviewer Yeah mm

306. Kyoko So sometimes if eh for example if someone speak to us someone speak to me
with the word with the word I don't know, sometimes there are difficulties to
communicate. But he or she is native speaker, I can ask "What's the word?" and
they can explain me.

307. Interviewer

• '> '
: . : • . .

Right. Can you ask that from the student, can you ask the student "What's that
word, can you explain?" Can you ask the student the same question, can you
ask a student to explain vocabulary?

308. Kyoko
' :

Mm, yes, yes I can but er (laughs) because of our language level, sometime it's
difficult, maybe it depends on the level.

309. Interviewer
*

Yeah, I see. You mean that maybe sometimes the other student can't explain it
very clearly, or...?

310. Kyoko No, mm sometimes, but at the same time I can't explain what I said, what I think.
Maybe people the person I am talking to is native speaker, native speaker can
help me. To make us understand. But the, so, to, for other students we are also
foreigner so we have to communicate with the range of we know, a range of the
vocabulary we know.

311. Interviewer Mm right OK... Well I think that is all my questions so thank you very, very much,
that's been very, very helpful for me, useful and interesting. So em, thanks again
and I'll just switch the tape off now.
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Based on lesson 2, pair work - use of dictionary during checking stage

1. Interviewer That should be OK now. OK so em my first question is em, well quite obvious
question - how long have you been at the Institute now?

2. Catalina Uh... Almost two month and a half.
3. Interviewer Mm

4. Catalina Because I arrived at the beginning of the term.
5. Interviewer Right. OK. And how long are you planning to stay?
6. Catalina Only this term.
7. Interviewer Right.
8. Catalina So I'm going back pretty soon.
9. Interviewer Right. So, what, what, why did you decide to study here?
10. Catalina Uh because I didn't, well I finished my, my university career
11. Interviewer Uhuh

12. Catalina In December and uh of uh looking for a job uh I decide to study English
13. Interviewer Mm hm

14. Catalina For three months

15. Interviewer Right
16. Catalina And er I went to British council in Santiago
17. Interviewer Right
18. Catalina And I started to, to look what the possibilities were
19. Interviewer Right
20. Catalina And I liked a lot uh, the combination they offer here, of General English and

Business English and I though it was uh, it suit me.
21. Interviewer Right
22. Catalina What I needed. ... And er, I prefer to come to Europe always instead of

(whispers laughingly) going to United States!
23. Interviewer Why's that then, why...?
24. Catalina Because ** and I prefer the way the English of, from Britain than from the United

States.
25. Interviewer Right. Why do you prefer it?
26. Catalina Uh because I think its uh ... that you speak a, em, a better English - maybe not

a better or worse but the way you speak for me sounds better than American
accent.

27. Interviewer Mm. Do you think that's a general ...idea in your country, or...?
28. Catalina Er

29. Interviewer Personal opinion or...?
30. Catalina ...I'm not sure, (laughs)
31. Interviewer Not sure.

32. Catalina No. (laughs) It's my personal opinion
33. Interviewer Right. Em, now you said that you went to er, the British Council in Santiago.
34. Catalina Yes.

35. Interviewer Were you actually attending a class there?
36. Catalina No.

37. Interviewer No?

38. Catalina No, no because er, I studied English at school
39. Interviewer Mm hm

40. Catalina Em and I had a class, an English class every day and er then I, I wented to the
university, and during the last five years I didn't study any English.

41. Interviewer Really?
42. Catalina

'

Yes. S, sometimes I, I, I had to read texts from the university that they are in
English, but that's all.

43. Interviewer Right
44. Catalina So I realised that I needed to improve it and to remind some things.
45. Interviewer Right
46. Catalina Because I'm interesting in, in... in develop my career, also
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47. Interviewer Mm
48. Catalina And in international field.

49. Interviewer Is it a business, a business career that you would like?
50. Cataiina Yes.

51. Interviewer
•

■

Yeah? OK. So you did English at school, but you didn't have English classes at
university, is that right?

52. Catalina No.

53. Interviewer Right. So at school, can you compare the English you have here with the
English classes you had at school? In what way are they different or similar?

54. Catalina Em, I was lucky because I had this wonderful American teacher, but anyways is
different because em it's a foreiqn language

55. Interviewer Mm

56. Catalina

. .

Mm, you learn it in when you are in a Spanish context, in your own country
context, so here I think em, that this particular point er, make a lot of difference
because if you are living here you have to speak English everywhere.

57. Interviewer Mm

58. Catalina
■

And almost with everybody, and that's changed a lot. ... But apart, a difference
er that is more than a school teaching difference compared with er an institute
like this teaching

59. Interviewer Mm

60. Catalina ... well, here everybody is interesting in, in, in learning English, is the main point
61. Interviewer Right
62. Catalina To come here. But what liked that all the teachers are very competent
63. Interviewer Mm

64. Catalina
-

And er the classes are the typical one, boring classes. You, do a lot of things,
you interact a lot with your classmates and with the teacher, and there is an
informal environment, that I think is, is er much fav, favourable?

65. Interviewer Mm

66. Catalina To learn.
67. Interviewer Right, so you said it's not like the typical one, it's not like
68. Catalina No

69. Interviewer What would that be like, what's a typical
70. Catalina Typical one is the one very encyclopaedia one.
71. Interviewer Mm

72. Catalina That you have to learn memorise er, topics er in a very tradition order maybe
(laughs)

73. Interviewer Mm

74. Catalina But here like in Business class we have every day different topic and er you
have to listen or to talk or to stand up

75. Interviewer Mm

76. Catalina To talk, to change ideas with your classmates, and to watch a video
77. Interviewer Mm hm

78. Catalina So that's it's that's not monotonous. That's very dynamic. That's what I like.
79. Interviewer Right... And you mentioned interaction.
80. Catalina Yes.

81. Interviewer Would that, is that important do you think?
82. Catalina Very, very. Because at school we were I don't know 30 or more
83. Interviewer Mm

84. Catalina Students in a class
85. Interviewer Mm hm

86. Catalina Everybody em sitting in the, in rows, looking the front and the teacher he talked.
My teacher, he was nice. He really read...very good books and er we saw
interesting f, movies

87. interviewer Mm hm

88. Catalina And er we did different activities, but it's different what you can do here, than
there.

89. Interviewer Do you mean in terms of the interaction?
90. Catalina Yes. And also here you are organised in a better way because you are with

people that most of them have their same level.
91. Interviewer Mm

92. Catalina In the class, some, in the class in my own country you, you... I work with some,
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1 some students that they had a lot of difficulty with English and others ones were
easier for them to learn.

93. Interviewer Right... so you feel that
94. Catalina | Here you potentialise more. . . your capacity of learning.
95. Interviewer Hmm... Right... So, er yeah, moving on ... to ask you something else, I'm going

to now show you a clip from your class and, but before I show you it I'll just
maybe remind you, I've got the photocopy here of the, of the activity. I don't
know - it's a long time ago now, you probably don't remember this very well but
if you have a look, sorry, maybe that'll help you to remember It was one of
the em ...writing classes...Can you remember that?

96. Catalina Yes.

97. Interviewer Yeah? OK what I'm going to do is I'm going to show you a very short clip of you
and a few other students, em, doing this activity.

98. Catalina OK

99. Interviewer OK? The first thing, the first time, I'll just show you it and you can watch it. You
don't have to say anything. And I'll stop it, rewind it and the second time I'll ask
you some questions. So I'll just move the table ... get it started ... should be
on... working... I've sometimes got... whoops (video fails to start) Of course
this was working before ... that's it now...(Video playing until T "Can we just
check some of your ideas") OK I'll stop it there and I'll just rewind it and ask you
some questions **

100.Catalina ... I was going to tell that we were worried about it after this...
101. Interviewer Oh really? Can you just hang on one second, I don't want to interrupt you - I'll

just rewind it and then I'll, you can tell me, OK? (Video rewinding)
102.Catalina (laughs)
103. Interviewer Looks funny doesn't it, when it's going backwards... OK, sorry - what were you

saying? That you were...?
104.Catalina Yes, because the, the camera was just in front of us
105. Interviewer Uhuh?

106.Catalina And like we had to a work together
107. Interviewer Uhuh
108.Catalina And the three of us, Yuki, Elena and I we were pressing er Donald to do it faster

because he was so slow he ... (lauqhs)
109. Interviewer What, you mean this activity, or, or?
HO.Catalina Yes. I remember that day and then we saw our faces (mock shocked whisper)

recorded! Our eye, contact eye. (laughs)
111. Interviewer In this activity I think you were working in two pairs weren't you, you weren't all

working together
112.Catalina Yes, but then we had to do it altogether
113. Interviewer Yeah, that was later, yeah, but remember, nobody's being, em
114.Cataiina Yes
115. Interviewer Nobody's judging your, behaviour in the class (laughs) but yeah I remember I

think Elena mentioned that day... OK anyway let's look at this again but stopping
it. OK so if you look at the screen at the moment, em, back at the beginning of
the clip, can you tell me what's happening there? Tell me something about the...
the situation.

116.Catalina Em, we're given a task
117. Interviewer Mm

118.Cataiina To do and first we had to, to read something, that of course we didn't em
dominate the whole vocabulary so

119. Interviewer That's this one

120.Catalina

\

It was the first part, part that we are reading and finding out what we have to do
and like, I don't know ... like me (laughs) em I was interested in looking in the,
the dictionary

121.Interviewer Mm

122.Catalina The word that I didn't understand

123. Interviewer Right, OK. ... So, at this particular point you haven't got the dictionary at that
stage

124.Catalina Yes

125.lnterviewer You're still reading so can you tell me - well let's play a little bit and you can tell
me - let's watch a short... part (Video playing) OK ... now ... what, what,
happened there, did you see?
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126.Cataiina
127.lnterviewer

129.lnterviewer
130.Catalina
131. Interviewer
132.Catalina
133. Interviewer

135. Interviewer

138.Catalina
139.lnterviewer

141. Interviewer
142.Catalina
143. Interviewer

144.Catalina

145. Interviewer
146.Catalina
147. Interviewer
148.Catalina
149.Interviewer
150.Catalina
151. Interviewer
152.Catalina

154.Catalii

155.lntervi<
156.Catalir

157.lnterviewer

163. Interviewer
164.Catalina
165. Interviewer

168.Catali

169.lnterviewer

Uhuh?
Ah, that, I talked with John

Er em (laughs) maybe I needed to
Uhuh? OK. And em, before that you were reading.
Yeah

Yeah
But I know (laughs) I'm always first em concentrate on what, my own.

Of working and learning
Uhuh?

So, (laughs)... I... I'm always in the beginning em try to understand things

By my own.

That's er, a different style...mm. OK so you're now talking to Donald in the
picture. (Video playing) You both, you were doing - you probably can't
remember that particular moment, but... what do you think the em...What are
you concentrating on at that point? ... When you're both reading and em ...

looking?
Em... (looks at HO) ... here I think we had to compare to kinds of?
Styles
Or it was the question and the answer? Yes, yes. We had to compare this em
two ... two kind of letters. And probably we were sharing the answers and
comparing it.
OK. Let's see what happens after that.

Hm? (Stops video)

Mm hm?

Like I did, em, l found out them, and then we were sharing and seeing which
one he had, and which one I had.
Mm. Right. (Video playing)

170.Catalina (Video still playing)... we were feeling (laughs) (Video stops) We were feeling

Tell me about that, what were you, what was happening then?
Er, Yes I needed to concentrate in myself. To, to know what I have to do.
Mm? Right. OK. And then you turn round
Yeah
OK. When can you turn round, when was it, when was it, when were you ready
...to start talking?
Em maybe when I finished some (laughs) of course it was when I finished er to,
to understand what I have to do. Or when I already had some ideas, to share
with my classmate.
Mm, OK. ... When you're doing this type of activity em ... you notice maybe that
some of the s- other students were already speaking in pairs
Yeah
And sometimes some people are not. Have you got any feelings about that, that
type of activity, any preferences?
Mm I, I don't, I like to work with classmates and er interact.

Right. So, do you mean that it's em ... well, why, why do you do that, tell me
more about that
Because em ... for (laughs) for some reason that I don't know em each person
develop a way of em
Yeah

And then I share with somebody else.
Mm
S- maybe I, I'm less, I mean other people they start from, from the first moment
to work
Mm, mm
With their classmate, but... (laughs) I don't! I always find things first by myself
and then show them.
Sure. Yeah, I mean that's not, I'm not criticising at all I'm just interested,

(Video playing) We were choosing the answers.

We were choosing the answers.
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that we need something.
171. Interviewer Yes

172.Catalina Like to find out, er, s- we'd, we'd had stuck *
173.lnterviewer Yes it looks like that doesn't it? What, what were you looking for then, you're

looking around.
174.Catalina ... To, to help maybe! (laughs) To find some help. (Video playing)
175.lnterviewer So?

176.Catalina So I asked John for a dictionary and he brought it to everybody.
177.lnterviewer Mm?

178.Catalina I started to look what I needed.

179.lnterviewer How did you feel when you were asking John for the dictionary? Was the
dictionary in the room?

180. Catalina No.

181. Interviewer Right. So what happened?
182.Catalina Ah, that he told me I had to bring it from, to get it from outside of the room and I

told him "Well if it"
183.lnterviewer That he had to get it?
184. Catalina Yes.

185. Interviewer Uhuh

186.Catalina So I told him ... it doesn't mind. If you can't it doesn't mind (laughs)
187.lnterviewer Uhuh. But he went and got it anyway
188. Catalina Yeah

189. Interviewer OK. So em, let's see what happens next. (Video playing to T "Can we just
check") Now what's happening?

190. Catalina Em I started to look for the word, and er the teacher wanted to check the
answers.

191. Interviewer OK. So what ha-, how did you feel then? ... What were you thinking?
192.Catalina

:

(laughs) I don't kn-, I don't remember but probably I continued to look the word I
needed to.

193. Interviewer OK let's just see the next few, couple of minutes, the next few... (Video playing)
... So you're worki-, you're looking at the dictionary. Can you tell me some more
about that, about em, at that moment you were looking up the dictionary, ...

John started checking,
194.Catalina Yes. Em ... (laughs) well sometimes, It- ca- well I mean I know it look impolite

but, em
195.lnterviewer No , I wasn't, saying that at all
196.Catalina (laughs) yeah I know but
197. Interviewer No, not at all
198.Catalina Er, probably I was concentrated in book, or
199. Interviewer Yeah. No I'm not saying you were being impolite at all!
200.Catalina Yeah I know, I know (both laugh)
201.Interviewer I'm just very interested.
202.Catalina Yes but if he called his students' attention, all of us should ... pay attention in

him, but...
203. Interviewer But at that moment, did you feel the - which one was more important, for you, at

that moment?
204.Catalina To find out my answer.
205.lnterviewer OK. (both laugh) That's not a problem. So, em... I think we've had enough of the

video now, I'll stop the video now and ask you some more guestions... about
that type of em ... thing. Now, thinking about that type of activity, the pair work
activity, the group work activity, em, ... and, when it finishes. ... Er do you think
that... you always stop at the moment when the teacher, tells you to stop?

206\Catalina ...No.

207. Interviewer Right. Tell me more about that, tell me about your motivations - like that...
208.Catalina Em...Yes because em in the class as it a human being activity
209. Interviewer Mm

210.Catalina And there is no exactly, exact points of beginning and start of beginning and end
for everybody. Because (laughs) we are not robots or machines and it's
natural... the way things go on ... and each person ...learn, I mean each person
learning process.

211.Interviewer Mm?

212.Catalina Certainly you have to give up some things er to co-ordinate with everybody.
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But...each person's em, knowledge, or preparation or er speed to learn and to
do the activities are different.

213.lnterviewer ... Mm, right. So do you think sometimes yourself or other students em ... will...
continue working on something, or do something slightly different from the what
the teacher's asking them to do

214.Cataiina Mm

215. Interviewer For that reason?

216. Catalina Yes I think you are all the time choosing
217.lnterviewer Mm?
218.Catalina Em me, I had a difference, different period of time than the one teacher impo-

imposed us
219. Interviewer Mm?

220.Catalina But em that's not, that's not negative because at the end of it I'll need maybe
some more seconds and maybe I will concentrate on what he, he was telling or
doing.

221.Interviewer Hmm. Mm

222.Catalina But, (laughs) it always not happen that way!
223. Interviewer Mm. Absolutely. Mm...You mentioned that "you're always choosing"
224.Catalina Yes

225. Interviewer In a class there's all, there are choices.
226.Catalina Yes

227. Interviewer Can you tell me more about that, what do you mean by "choosing"?
228.Catalina Em ... like I didn't give up, the, er... how to say? ...my need of, of finding
229. Interviewer Mm

230.Catalina Find out the meaning of that word that I needed ...

231.Interviewer Mm

232.Catalina To understand

233.lnterviewer Mm

234.Catalina ... er... as the * I needed to understand that particular test.
235. Interviewer Mm

236.Catalina And ... so probably I found it and then I started to, I, I again started to join the
whole class.

237.lnterviewer Mm ... so in the class, do you feel that you have that possibility, that flexibility?
238.Catalina In this class yes.
239.lnterviewer Mm

240.Catalina In this kind of classes here, yes. Because they are small classes because er the
teacher, teachers are very accessible. And em I think everybody feel free to ask
the questions, the doubts, and em or to give an opinion

241 Interviewer Mm

242.Catalina And that's really, really good.
243. Interviewer Yeah. Do you think there's anything - well, what in your opinion would not be

acceptable, would be very impolite? Can you think of an example of
...something that you might, or a student might do that

244.Catalina If you, if keep a longer in an activity becau - imagine if I had a doubt, er in that
class. A lot of words that I didn't understand.

245. Interviewer Mm

246.Catalina Maybe would be, I mean, certainly will be more polite and better for everybody
to give up the idea of looking for them and ... and, and try to understand what
the teacher

247.lnterviewer Mm

248.Catalina Wanted to do.

249.lnterviewer So how do you make that decision? How do you make that...?
250.Catalina Because ... I didn't have this, this problem here because
251.Interviewer Mm?

252.Cataiina Er... the classes are I mean you suit in the level of the class.
253. Interviewer Right
254.Cataiina But if we didn't would be a lot of conflicts, like this one.

255. Interviewer Tell me more about that - what type of conflict?
256.Catalina

. . ' . • . .

Conflicts I mean when, when ... when you have to work harder and em you feel
not capable of following a class

I 257. Interviewer Mm
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258.Catalina Or do-, doing it.
259.Interviewer Mm

260.Catalina When it's , it can happens in both way, when the class is too easy for you or
when it's too difficult for you.

261.Interviewer Mm right
262.Catalina But here, more or less everybody have the same level and em
263. Interviewer Mm right ...You mentioned before about the example of the dictionary and if you

continued looking at words it would not be acceptable.
264.Cataiina Yes
265.lnterviewer

■

... In that type of situation, how do you know when you have reached that limit?
How do you know that you, that's enough and ...you have to...?

266.Catalina How do I know?
267.lnterviewer Yeah. I know that's a very difficult question but maybe you can ... think about it
268.Cata!ina It's em ... good sense and intuition?
269. Interviewer Uhuh?

270.Cataiina Em and also ands also the, the ...key point
271.Interviewer Mm?

272.Catalina Is when if you, if you pass this key point you'll be out of the activity you will not
understand what is going on. But there is a point at you can still go on

273.lnterviewer Mm

274.Catalina Yourself and then to concentrate on the other, without losing the em, the
important, the important part or the essential part to understand it.

275.lnterviewer Mm. So do you mean that there's a kind of ...gap, almost?
276.Catalina Yes. Yeah.

277. Interviewer And what's usually happening in that gap, the...that space where you can do
other things without losing

278.Catalina You are working on what you need to work
279. Interviewer Uhuh?

280.Catalina But you also have an ... (laughs) an additional antenna (laughs)
281.Interviewer Yeah

282.Catalina That tell you what's going on er... outside of you.
283. Interviewer Right. And does that antenna tell you when that moment
284.Catalina Yeah

285. Interviewer You've reached that limit and you have to start listening?
286.Catalina Yes of course it does.

287. Interviewer And what does the antenna tell you - what's the signal that the antenna will...
pick up, which says (snaps fingers) "Right now you have to listen"

288.Catalina When you cannot, when you cannot have hundred percent of your attention any
more in both activities, when you, you have to stop with one of them and start
with the other.

289.lnterviewer Right. Is there anything that could be happening in the rest of the class, or with
the teacher, that miqht make you realise that you have to stop?

290.Catalina Mm ... when you are the only one that are not... em participating in the way,
your other classmates

291.Interviewer Mm

292.Catalina Are doing.
293. Interviewer Do you mean like in this example, like looking and listening
294.Catalina Yes

295. Interviewer To the teacher?

296.Catalina Looking the teacher and answer him.
297. Interviewer

y

Mm. Right. In this, in this example, I think... if we watched a little bit more, John
started asking individual people, I think, or groups to yeah

298.Catalina Yeah

299. Interviewer The groups to answer the questions
300.Catalina Mm yeah of course
301.Interviewer Yeah? Is that a signal, would you say, would that, is that something which tells

you, right I have to
302.Catalina

'

Yes, because probably when he is doing contact eye with another group,
another table I can concentrate on my own, but when he turned to our table
(laughs) I should pay attention.

303. Interviewer So do you think when he's talking to another table that gives you an opportunity
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to maybe extend your time
304. Catalina Yes! (laughs)
305.lnterviewer Right, OK... What about the fact that the other tables may be giving answers?

Sometimes maybe they're answering the questions ... is there a time sometimes
when you have to listen to the other table

306.Catalina Yeah

307. Interviewer Because they have the answers, or... you're
308.Catalina It depends on the activity
309. Interviewer It does depend
310.Catalina It depends because sometimes you really know what they are going to answer.
311.Interviewer Do you think someti-, well... sometimes you say they really know, you really

know what they are going to answer.
312.Catalina Yeah.

313. Interviewer Em, do you think that that's a common situation in class? Where you already
know ... what the other students are going to say, or answer

314.Catalina Sometimes it is because the answers are very logical, and everybody had the
same information.

315. Interviewer Right
316.Catalina So you expect, you know what to expect.
317.lnterviewer

■

So how, how does that effect your concentration at that time, on the, on the
groups, or on the other students?

318.Catalina ... Em, ... it, it give you more freedom, (laughs) maybe to concentrate on what
you need to

319.lnterviewer Right
320.Catalina Or on what you it's, it's em...more necessary for that
321. Interviewer Right
322.Catalina Moment
323. Interviewer So, just so that I'm clear about this - if, if the teacher's checking with different

students
324.Catalina And I have to do another thing
325. Interviewer Then if it's, if you feel that you already know more or less the answers, you

would see that as an opportunity to just carry on with your dictionary work
326.Catalina Yes

327.lnterviewer Or another thing
328.Catalina Yes
329. Interviewer Yeah?

330.Catalina Yes (laughs).
331 .Interviewer But if you, if you didn't know the answers?
332.Catalina No if I don't know the answers I certainly er would prefer to pay attention to the

other people.
333. Interviewer

■

OK. That's very interesting. And that's em,... yeah. You've given me some very
complete answers there, which is great. Now i want to ask you one or two more
general questions about em classroom experiences. Now em this is a more
general question, maybe a difficult question to answer, but do you think em
generally that students, or if you like, in this group, do you think students in
class always do exactly what the teacher wants... them to do?

334.Catalina ...Mm

335.lnterviewer I mean exactly what the teacher wants.
336.Catalina "Exactly" means a hundred percent?
337. Interviewer Yeah.

338.Catalina Em, ... not always.
339.lnterviewer Mm?

340.Catalina Because if the teacher is somebody very, very exstricterated
341. Interviewer Extr-?

342.Catalina Very...em stricted to teach, like em if he imagine that the situation has to be in
that shape, and em ... the students have different behaviour and break some
rules maybe

343. Interviewer Mm

344.Catalina Er are more confident to express themselves, or to ... to ask, to look for what
they need to, maybe the teacher will feel uncomfortable to handle this. But it's I
think its very er natural to people ... that... works with ... pedagogy?

345. Interviewer Mm?
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346.Catalina That they are pedagogues.
347.lnterviewer Pedagogy yeah.
348.Catalina Yeah

349. Interviewer Yeah

350. Catalina Er that they know situations just happen (laughs) and they have to handle it.
351. Interviewer Yeah?
352.Catalina

■

And I, I really think that a compe-, competent teacher er it's the one that know to
handle em ... his students' or her students' behaviour.

353.lnterviewer Mm

354.Catalina Like keep the class interesting and ... and sometimes, er... he... he just know
what to do in that particular moment, what is the best thing to do, even he didn't
plan to

355,lnterviewer Right
356.Catalina Like doing a class with dynamism and creativity.
357. Interviewer Yeah. Right. ... You mentioned that students sometimes "break some rules".
358.Catalina Yes

359. Interviewer What kind of - can you give me examples?
360.Catalina Yes. (laughs)
361. Interviewer I would like to hear some examples of that.
362.Catalina Like the, the day em ... about our Business class, John is very used to, to give

us pair activities and to interact with one person.
363. Interviewer Right
364.Catalina

'

But I remember that sometimes happened that, em that have to get information
from the whole class

365. Interviewer Mm

366.Catalina Because each person er, have something, something different
367. Interviewer Mm

368.Catalina To say and important to complete the puzzle
369. Interviewer Yes

370.Catalina And er, instead of going and ask each person we did er bigger groups
371.Interviewer Mm

372.Catalina Like one person talked to three or four, and he asked us "Do you think that is
better? It doesn't take, em ... quality of the answers, or...", and we told him "No
we think it's better (laughs) there's no problem and it's also faster.

373. Interviewer Right. So. I remember that actually, that day. It was interesting. Why did you
think it was better?

374.Catalina ... Em

375.lnterviewer Or in what way was it better?
376.Catalina Because, because ... in that particular activity
377. Interviewer Mm?

378.Catalina It was em boring and you got tired to repeat, if we were twelve persons to repeat
eleven times the same answer

379. Interviewer Mm

380-Catalina

'

So if you said two or three times to bigger groups of people is better and also
em ... you have the other person just next to you to say it and the other one and

381. Interviewer Right. So it saves time. .. and repetition.
382.Catalina Yes.

383. Interviewer You mentioned as well that you have the other person next to you
384.Catalina Mm

385. Interviewer Or you've got a small group of people.
386,Catalina Yeah

387. Interviewer How is that easier in the activity compared to approaching different people?
388. Catalina Yes.

389.lnterviewer Why is that better or easier, doing it that way?
390. Catalina Em (laughs) because they are just next to you and it's, it's happens very

spontaneously. So (laughs)
391. Interviewer So if you were doing it individually, you would have to actually ... approach
392.Catalina It's, it's kind of... unnatural.
393. Interviewer Uhuh? Right. In what way did you feel it to be unnatural?
394.Catalina Em, ... because ... em certainly it was more natural and spontaneous to em to
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1 form bigger groups and just interact and exchange ideas than, than saying "OK
1 I'll start with you, I'll finish with you, and then I'll go to the next one."

395. Interviewer Mm... Right... OK.
396.Catalina It was more simple, (laughs)
397. Interviewer You mentioned as well that some teachers can feel uncomfortable with students

doing that type of thing, breaking rules... or em looking for what they want or
asking for what they want.

398.Catalina Mm

399: Interviewer Why do you think some teachers could feel uncomfortable with that?
400.Catalina ... Because er they are less flexible... they, it seems that, that they have less

tools to handle, to handle ... real life situations (laughs) that's what I mean.
401. Interviewer Mm

402.Catalina And em ... through all my life I remember some or them that in ... to facing the
same situation or similar situations

403. Interviewer Mm?

404.Catalina They some teachers they were successful because they just em ... they knew
how to, to behave what to do or what to say, and other ones em, felt that they
lost their reference or they started to be nervous or, they don't know what to do,

405. Interviewer Yes. ... I want to go back to the idea of rules, and breaking rules. Now you said
for example that you gave that example of the group forming during that
activity... em and that was a case or an example of breaking rules. ... Do you
think then that, well for example did you feel that the teacher accepted that
adaptation...? Do you think that was accepted?

406.Catalina Yes. Yes because he realised that, then he asked us if for us it was easier
407. Interviewer Mm

408.Catalina To do it that way than in pairs, and we told him yes (laughs) we think it's better
and he told "Oh OK", and so...

409.Interviewer So did you think that the rules were broken in that
410.Catalina Yeah

411.Interviewer Well would you say they were broken was there a sense of the rules actually
chanqing?

412.Catalina Changing yes, maybe broken is not the appropriate word or term but. Yeah.
413.lnterviewer Do you think that happens, in that case it happened and you actually discussed

it with the teacher openly, he asked you and you answered him and it was very
open

414.Catalina Yeah

415.lnterviewer
* ~

_ -

Do you think that happens sometimes in a more hidden way? In a way that is
less obvious? When you don't actually tell the teacher?

416. Catalina Em...not very explicit communication
417. Interviewer Uhuh?
418.Catalina That is body language or... contact eyes or (laughs)
419: Interviewer Yeah?

420.Catalina Yeah
"

OK. That's very interesting. My next question is actually very related to this, and
it's maybe a repetition of what we've just been talking about, but do you think
that the teacher... controls everything, everything that happens in the
classroom?

422.Catalina Mm... everything? Everything? Em, I don't know. But I do really think he controls
er everything he needs to, to make an effective class

423. Interviewer Mm hm?

424.Catalina That's important...that I do think, because when a teacher em, lost that control
425. Interviewer Mm

426.Catalina When, when his class or her class starts to be ineffective, that's the problem
427. Interviewer Mm...what do you think the students' responsibilities are, in this?
428.Catalina Mm...well, you have to...you are committed to learn, so your mind and your

behaviour and attitude are focused on...in learninq
429. Interviewer Mm hm

430.Catalina But if you are not interested in, or you start to lose the interest and start to talk
about something else that doesn't have to do with the class and er * in
discipline, that's not, that's not fair

431.Interviewer Mm
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432.Catalina And er and also I really think students should express what they think, to give
opinions, even to help the teacher in that way, because the teacher needs,
needs to check er, the reactions of the students, needs to know their opinions
and what are they doing

433. Interviewer Mm right. So it's a
434. Catalina 1 Yes, so if a student become apathic
435.Interviewer | Uhuh, apathetic?
436.Catalina Apathetic yes
437.Interviewer Yeah

438.Catalina That's not em positive
*r03.iiiicrvicWcr No...yeah. Now, we talked before about listening, and em when it's important to

listen and when it's less important to listen...er, this is maybe a more difficult
question, but when do you think it is most important to listen to the teacher, and
other students, or other students? When is important?

440.Catalina When, when the teacher gives the instructions it's very important
441. Interviewer Mm

442.Catalina When there is going out the important information...and also when the other
students make questions and when they answer or they say what is they think

443. Interviewer Mm hm
444.Catalina Because if you listen, it means that you are like offering your space, you know?

Co-operating with them, because if I, if I listen to my classmate
445. Interviewer Mm

446.Catalina It means that "OK you can talk to me because I'm listening to you"
447. Interviewer Mm

448.Catalina "I'm giving you the opportunity to talk"
449. Interviewer Mm

450.Catalina And also it's a, an exchange of course because you expect that they will listen to
you also

451. Interviewer Right... mm... now, em, I don't want to keep you too long, but just one or two
quick questions...on the same topic. If you're doing group work or pair work in
class, and especially if you're maybe doing a discussion or something like that,
em and the teacher's going around the classroom listening to different groups,
em... do you think, well, in what way is different when the teacher's listening to
you, and when the teacher's not listening to you?

452. Catalina Em...in this kind of classes that they are not em for competition, not er to join a
ranking, and you don't feel any pressure, you really remain spontaneous still
when the teacher is listening to you, your discussion

453. Interviewer Mm

454.Catalina Er like you, you have the freedom to, to behave in the same you do it even if the
teacher is not listening to you. But eh, in other situations different situations of
course you, you will er pretend some things, or you will you'll be more formal or.
...I don't know - you'll be just in the way will be the correct way, the right way, or
the way the teacher want you to be (laughs)

455.lnterviewer You said that you might pretend some things. What type of things might you
pretend?

456.Cataiina Maybe not pretend, but er but if you think will be -1 don't know, conflictive to, to
give the hundred percent of your opinion or whatever you think, maybe you, you,
hide from the teacher, all of it. Or you'll say it in a more diplomatic way, I don't
know (laughs)

457. Interviewer Why do you think people do that, why do you
458.Catalina

\ ' ''

Because in university at least, I studied administration and, er, in the particular
university I studied the teacher had, all the teachers they have a lot of power in
their subject, and er you knew that if, if you were for example from, if, if you if
you were favourable or if you joined a particular economic policy, or a political
em party or if he is very em strong in some ideas or * you knew that unconsc -

unconscis?
459. Interviewer Unconsciously?
460.Catalina Unconsciously or with conscience he would make, he will not... like er correct

your tests em, in a professional way.
461. Interviewer Mm

462.Catalina

I

He will say "Ah I don't like this student because.. " em maybe it's not very clear
for him but "I don't like this student because er he thinks different, er so I don't
want him to be successful" or something like that.
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463. Interviewer So there could be a political or some sort of opinion based
464.Catalina Yes. Yes.

465. Interviewer So this isn't

466.Catalina
■

Maybe in Europe it's different and em I hope your universities is different you
have a lot of professional teachers - they really are open minded and they
accept other peoples' ideas and they concentrated in teaching and, and to see
what, what the students learned. But there are other ones that are not... em
because in my particular university they have so much power -1 mean ...

sometimes it, it can do other things. Like em not giving you all the points that
you deserve to have, or so you all the students are not, I mean they are smart,
and you choose like what should I do? Should I remained a whole year in this
university doing the same subject because i didn't approve it? Or should I you
know, play and be more flexible and, and maybe not show you myself, em very
well, being more discreet or things like that.

467.lnterviewer Mm
468.Catalina Never to lie, you never need to lie, but... but I mean it's wonderful when you

have the space to, ... to really say what you do think.
469. Interviewer And you feel that that is something - that feeling, does that ever effect you in

your classes here? Do you ever feel that feeling
470.Catalina No here is * (laughs)
471. Interviewer But the memory, or the habit of
472.Catalina No

473. Interviewer Being careful
474.Catalina No.

475.lnterviewer That's very interesting. And you're talking there not about English language
classes but your subject classes in the university.

476.Catalina Yes.

477. Interviewer Right my last question then, I'll let you go, is really a quite general one. And it's
really em I was wondering how talking English in class is, is different to talking
English outside class - what's the difference?

"""" Er - here you are all the time trying to adapt to your classmates' level Some of
thems are very easy to understand and some of thems are not. And also you
have to of course patient with the ones that they don't speak very well and, and
like, you are grateful to people (laughs) that take their time to understand you
and you and they try to help you.

479. Interviewer Mm

480.Catalina Outside it's different because everybody is speak English because it's their er
mother tongue?

481. Interviewer Mm. OK so that's em

482.Catalina So you your, your way to prepare for talking is different.
483. Interviewer Right. How is it different?

Em, outside, outside, you know that you are the one that don't speak - a good
English. So you try to do it very well, and, and, your attention is sometimes
hundred percent em bigger than, than here, when you are he- when you are
used to talk with a particular classmate...and er you, you have a you have a
training talking with, with this particular classmate so it's you, you are more like,
em not tense, the opposite, you are very relaxed (snaps fingers) because you
know understand this person very well

485. Interviewer Right
486.Catalina But also you have another classmates, and, and it it's different because

everybody is in your same situation also
487.Interviewer Right, right... Do you think you concentrate in the same way when you're talking

in class and when you're talking to people outside class?
488.Catalina Mm

489. Interviewer Is the attention the same?

490.Catalina Y, yes. You concentrate in the same way. But maybe we - in a wrong or in a
right way, way we expect to learn more when you speak with people from
outside.

491. Interviewer Right. Is that - why is that?
492.Catalina Because you - you paying attention in the everything. Their intonation
493. Interviewer Mm

494.Catalina
•

Their accent, em, they way they, they put together some words and
expressions.
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495. Interviewer And is that something that you wouldn't see so much in class?
496.Catalina Yeah. Maybe here you are just er just only want to know, to get the message.
497. Interviewer So would you say that there is more emphasis on the message
498.Catalina I Yes
499. Interviewer In class, than the language
500.Catalina Maybe
501. Interviewer When you're talking to other students?
502.Catalina Yes. There are a lot of classes like in General English and speaking that you

learns new, new things because other people knew, know new vocabulary than
you, and they also have a better intonation in some words, some sounds and or
they pronunciation is better

503.lnterviewer
■

And what about - my absolute last question is, how is the different talking to the
teacher, compared to talking to another native speaker, who is not a teacher?

504.Catalina Mm I think always there will be a tendence?
505. Interviewer Tendency?
506.Catalina Tendency, yes, not to ... that you always will do a bigger effort to speak better

with the teacher than with your classmates. Because eh you want him to
understand you very well and also you know that he will correct you or not.

507.lnterviewer Mm

508.Catalina Like when you speak with the teacher you are testing yourself all the time.
509.lnterviewer Tell me more about that.

510.Catalina Like eh, (laughs) if I express myself in the correct way, he will answer me
immediately, and em there is a body language. You know what, when the
teacher is say to you "Ah you, you, you ask me in the correct way with the
pronunciation, conjugation, etcetera (laughs)

511. Interviewer And do you know when it's the reverse, is there body language
512.Catalina Yes. Yes, because at least here they are very open, I mean they are very good

teachers and they will say (laughs) in a very kind way "No you have to, to say it
differently, it's not natural to

513. Interviewer Mm

514.Catalina To em, to put together this way the words.
515.lnterviewer Right. Do you feel that when you're in groups and the teacher's standing or

listening close is that similar, the feeling of testing yourself?
516.Catalina (laughs) I don't know -1 feel more relaxed because it's not because you, em you

place your classmates in the first... em, in the first level.
517. Interviewer Uh huh?

518.Catalina Than the teacher that is next to you, listening. Maybe it's just because em ...

you, you are concentrated in that they could understand you, very well. The way,
the way your classmates, that are also foreign students but are learning English
er you have a way to - to express to them that you know will be easier for them
to understand you?

519. Interviewer Mm

520.Catalina Different than with native speakers.
521 .Interviewer Really?
522.Catalina Yes. Yes. I know it's not the, the how do you say - it's not the better way of

learning English but it happens. (Audio tape ends and is turned over)
523. Interviewer You say it happens that way?
524.Catalina It's something of - human being. Just that. With people - with native speakers

you speak the real English. With people that is learning like you and is also from
abroad, em they you speak a different (makes quotations gesture) between
quotations (laughs) English.

525. Interviewer And how is it different?
526.Catalina Em... We, certainly because Italian people, French people, Spanish people

have a similar structures in their language because we all speak Latin language.
Eh we have tendencies to use more some words than the others and to

organise sentences in a different way.
527. Interviewer You mean using a Latin, the English Latin word?
528.Cataiina No, no, like organising sentences, English sentences not in the natural English

way.
529.lnterviewer Do you think

| 530.Catalina Adapting directly. It happens, mainly the beginning. You adapt, you translate
from your own language and then you adapt a your own native structure to
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English. And then you start to understand that it doesn't have same, that English
has own structure.

531. Interviewer Right. Do you think you ever do that knowing it's not correct, in order to make
the other students understand?

532.Catalina When you become conscious of it, you try not to do it. Em, but in the beginning
happens that way.

533. Interviewer But you were saying also that there is a way of speaking to other students that's,
that's different from, from real English or from the way that you speak to native
speakers. Em, in a way that makes them understand. You said that you spoke
differently so that the students can understand sometimes?

534.Catalina

' '

Yes. em, sometimes if you use er a more complex vocabulary because you,
you dominate a more vocabulary than other ones, em they, they will say "What
you mean?" and then instead of saying - (laughs) I can't think of an example -
of saying em "controversial"?

535. Interviewer Mm

536.Catalina You'll say "conflictive", because for them it's more natural to understand
"conflictive" than "controversial". But you really you meant "controversial".

537. Interviewer Right. That's very interesting. And how do you feel about that?
538.Catalina Em, ... I don't know (laughs) I mean, all, all of us try to correct each other and to

improve our English, but em but it's, it's a natural part, of, of this process of
learning English.

539. Interviewer Mm. OK ... Well thank you very, very much. You've given me lots of thoughtful
and very interesting answers, so I'll stop there.
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Interview 5 Elena

Based on lesson 2, during teacher instructions

1. Interviewer OK now em my first question is quite a basic one, I suppose, em, how long have
you been a student at the Institute?

2. Elena From October 97
3. Interviewer Uh huh?

4. Elena Till this week

5. Interviewer Really? You've been here since October?
6. Elena Yeah

7. Interviewer Right
8. Elena Two terms

9. Interviewer Right, and you're leaving next week?
10. Elena Yes, *
11. Interviewer Are you?
12. Elena Yes, one week before because I have to take an examination in Spain
13. Interviewer Uh huh, OK
14. Elena Next week, in two weeks
15. Interviewer OK, so em, why did you decide to come here and study?
16. Elena English, first of all I decided to study English
17. Interviewer Mm hm

18. Elena Well in last June I finish my degree
19. Interviewer Mm hm

20. Elena And I was thinking what to do (laughs) everybody in, so I was decided if start to
looking for a job

21. Interviewer Yeah
22. Elena Or continue to study, and I decided to improve my English because it was really

very intermediate level
23. Interviewer Mm
24. Elena And I decided to come to first of all America or Britain, and I decided Britain

because it's close
25. Interviewer Mm

26. Elena To Spain
27. Interviewer Mm
28. Elena And Edinburgh it was I went to an agency
29. Interviewer Mm

30. Elena And they show me you, your brochure and I liked
31. Interviewer Right
32. Elena And I decided just in a very short time in September, and in October I was here *
33. Interviewer Mm hm

34. Elena I really didn't have time to (laughs) to think about universities
35. Interviewer Right, so it was quite a spontaneous
36. Elena Er, I didn't want to go to London, to a big city
37. Interviewer Mm

38. Elena I think it's difficult for a foreigner to. . .to live better in the atmosphere, with the
city or with the people

39. Interviewer Mm

40. Elena When you live in a big city it's difficult to get in touch
41. Interviewer Yeah, difficult to meet people
42. Elena **

43. Interviewer Mm, right, now you mentioned em, university, and er that you wanted to improve
your English after finishing university

44. Elena Mm

45. Interviewer Did you em, did you do English at university?
46. Elena Maybe vocabulary, Business English, but not Business English like here, there

is some, never speaking at all
47. Interviewer Right
48. Elena Almost never, it's Business Class with the speaking an listening because it's just
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two hours per week, and between we have very tight timetable
49. Interviewer Mm

50. Elena So it's * English very, very secondary subject
51. Interviewer Mm

52. Elena So just vocabulary
53. Interviewer So it was, was quite different then from the course that you did here?
54. Elena Yeah, even it was a native teacher
55. Interviewer Uh huh

56. Elena But (laughs) I found, I found very different and I would like to go to the university
where I studied and say them "Please change" (laughs)

57. Interviewer What would you say to them if you had the opportunity, what would you tell them
to change?

58. Elena To make, even if just two hours per week because, it's a very er, it's not too
much time and just the teacher went to class and write on the board vocabulary
and match, the same that when we make, when we do here vocabulary, find a
word that it missing or something, but for one year (laughs) doing this, maybe
you know a lot of vocabulary but you don't use the vocabulary so you forgot the
next class, the day after, so I would say "Please * speaking, kind of meetings,

59. Interviewer Mm

60. Elena Something
61. Interviewer Right, so the er, style was quite different then, the methodology of the classes

was different?
62. Elena Yes

63. Interviewer Right, did you do any em, English at school
64. Elena Yes

65. Interviewer At secondary, or high school?
66. Elena Yes also * (laughs)
67. Interviewer Tell me about that

68. Elena Because I been in, I don't know but for me * with the students, we all of us have
same problem, and it's the system of the teachers, I think the teacher doesn't
know, don't know English very well so that's why in the schools

69. Interviewer Mm hm

70. Elena They never er speaking, maybe a little speaking English but they, we don't have
con, conversation in English, in the school, we don't have listening (laughs)
because I think the teacher don't understand very well if they

71. Interviewer Mm

72. Elena So it's just grammar and vocabulary
73. Interviewer You say that you don't have speaking, conversation in English, would that be,

you don't have conversation with other students in English
74. Elena No

75. Interviewer No

76. Elena If we are in, in high school, we were in English class, of course we speak
English language

77. Interviewer Right, were, did the teachers
78. Elena

, ■

For example the teacher explain past perfect or second condition or something
like that

79. Interviewer Mm

80. Elena They explain maybe, I think they explain in Spanish
81. Interviewer Mm hm

82. Elena How to make it in English
83. Interviewer Mm, right
84. Elena * the schools, in my case *
85/ Interviewer Mm

86. Elena Then I went sometimes, I went to em another English school or British Council
or something like that

87. Interviewer Uh huh?
88. Elena But not in continuous, because it depend of if I have time or not, so for example

at the beginning of the term
89. Interviewer Mm

90. Elena I went to the school because I had the time

91. Interviewer Mm
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92. Elena ||s 1 And then when the exams and so on
93. Interviewer j Mm
94. Elena I could not

95. Interviewer So was the British Council er, classes, were they quite different?
96. Elena No, in that case, with the British Council it's er different because, it's different

that in the high school
97. Interviewer Right
98. Elena Because they are native teachers
99. Interviewer Uh huh?
100. Elena And they know how to teach **
101. Interviewer Right, you say that they know how to teach, how do you
102. Elena (laughs)
103. Interviewer Can you give me some more em details about that, how would you, in what way

were they better?
104. Elena Mm... I think, mm, how to teach... for example if they teach how to, how to do

the past perfect, or how to a kind of grammar
105. Interviewer Mm hm

106. Elena | If we don't practise
107. Interviewer Mm hm

108. Elena (laughs) it doesn't make any sense because, OK I know very well how to write or
if I see "Oh yes"

109.lnterviewer Mm

11 O.Elena "This is the past perfect" or whatever, but if the next day we don't practise
speaking I mean

111. Interviewer Mm

112. Elena Because we did a lot of exercise so *

113. Interviewer Right
114. Elena

' '

When I came here I almost, (laughs) in Spain I couldn't understand the English
TV I had at home

115.lnterviewer Mm

116. Elena But even if I, I wanted to listen one day, I didn't have, I were, I mean I wasn't
patient to be in front of the TV half an hour, so just five minutes a day (laughs)
five minutes, ten minutes, I didn't understand anything (lauqhs)

117. Interviewer And do you feel now that you do understand it better?
118. Elena Yes

119.lnterviewer Right
120. Elena Yes (laughs)
121. Interviewer Right, OK now, what I'd like you to do now is, I'm going to show you em, the

photocopy which em...you probably, this is a few weeks ago
122. Elena Mm

123.lnterviewer So you maybe don't remember this very well, but this is em, these are the
photocopies from a lesson

124.Elena Mm

125.lnterviewer With your Business English class, and you were doing it when I was filming
126. Elena Mm

127.lnterviewer You remember you were looking at the style of letters
128. Elena Mm

129. Interviewer And also this one

130.Elena Mm

131.Interviewer And there's another bit, just have a look at them
132. Elena Mm (looks at photocopies)
133. Interviewer Now hat I'm going to do is how you a very short clip from that day
134; Elena Mm

135. Interviewer With you and a few other teach, er students sitting in the middle of the room
136. Elena Mm

137.lnterviewer I don't know if you remember the day that you were being filmed
138. Elena | Yeah
139.lnterviewer And you were busy with this one, yeah (indicates photocopy) that one
140. Elena Yeah, I remember
141.Interviewer Don't worry if you can't remember the details of em the er, the activity, it doesn't

matter, but I'd like you to have a look, what I'll, what I'll have you do is just watch
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it
142.Elena Mm hm

143. Interviewer First, OK? You don't have to say anything, just watch it, and then I'll stop it, I'll
rewind it and the second time you can tell me about it

144. Elena Mm (Video playing then stops)
145. Interviewer OK, I'm just going to rewind it back now, OK?
GAP in transcription - problem with tape quality
146. Interviewer Now, that's listening to the teacher. When do you think it's important to listen to

other students, when they're talking?
147. Elena When we are working a lot.
148. Interviewer Uh huh

149. Elena Very important. We have to listen everybody and respect the others speaking.
And check to the others everybody speak. Sometimes some students are very
shy or new student, like me at the beginning! (laughs)

150. Interviewer Mm

151.Elena So, so we try "Oh what you think?" something like that.
152. Interviewer And what do you think you can gain from listening to other students? What,

what benefits do you receive from, from listening to other students do you think?
153.Elena Mm. The ideas of the others. Sometimes with different cultures might have

different kind of thinking or different mentality from
154.lnterviewer Mm

155. Elena Some people are very organised? So if they write a letter or something, and
maybe I start to write letter and the meantime I check

156. Interviewer Mm

157. Elena

■ ...■I.:..; ~. : .

Anothers student notes, and they, they mm, different. Organised first of all they
work the points to say, what not to say, then write a letter for example or write a
report

158. Interviewer Mm

159. Elena So it's just following in the * to share the difference.
160. Interviewer And you think - you mentioned different styles as well. Do you learn from other

students that way as well, learning different styles of doing things or?
161.Elena I don't know if learn or not because if you are used do something, it's very

difficult to change
162.lnterviewer Mm

163.Elena Maybe sometimes they make you to think about "Oh I didn't think about this
possibility"

164. Interviewer Mm. You mentioned other cultures - do you think, I mean is there any particular
examples or any cultures that you notice work in a different way from you?

165. Elena Mm. Asian culture is different and they are more, maybe they study more than
us more hard, than us. So Yuki or Donald they are more perfectionist?

166.lnterviewer Mm

167. Elena I, I am a perfectionist, but in another way, I don't know you to explain (laughs) I,
in my home my family say "Ay, you are very perfectionist" but I don't know, how
to explain. But I think it's positive to meet with the other cultures, very, very
positive.

168.lnterviewer Mm

169. Elena What do you find to be the positive aspect of that, for you?
170.lnterviewer To learn how to respect the people. If you are in your country you think about for

example Arab people, sometimes say "Oh! Arab people" or. You have
stereotypes.

171.Elena Mm

172.lnterviewer
- ■ -

•' ' '

When you are in your country. And here, you open your mind. And another have
prejudice about other, but you have to be open-minded if you want to enjoy with
the others, because if you care too much what the others do, because you think
they do different things

173. Elena Mm

174. Interviewer And you can't, you can't be thinking "Oh, why is he doing that if I don't think like
that." We have to understand that maybe he thinks the same for you.

175. Elena Yeah. Yes, that's true. That's a good point.
176.lnterviewer Now the other thing I was going to ask you about is em - yeah. We talked about

group work and pair work and so on. Now, you know when you're doing group
work, especially for example a discussion, maybe pairs - and the teacher's
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going around listening to the different groups

177. Elena Mm

178. Interviewer Maybe making some notes, how is it different for you, when the teacher's
listening to you, or your group, and when the teacher is not listening, when the
teacher is at the other end of the room?

179. Elena Sometimes we care of the teacher - when you, if you are - maybe you care
when the teacher is, when you don't know very well what to do, or "What can we
do?" or we don't know how to start the task, we are we care of the teacher
because we don't know what to do

180. Interviewer Do you mean that you, you feel, that the teacher
181. Elena Yeah 1 feel that he looking us "Why don't you do anything, or what are you

doing?" Something. We are discussing, or, or sometimes we don't care.
182.lnterviewer Mm...So you don't feel that there's any difference in the way that you're

speaking, or anything, when the teacher's listening?
183. Elena Yeah, maybe, maybe we try to speak better, but 1 don't think.
184.lnterviewer No?

185. Elena No, because the teacher is like a second tone (gestures like "level" with hand
horizontal and low) a second tone.

186.lnterviewer Uh huh

187.Elena Maybe we try to speak better than, I'm not sure.
188.lnterviewer Yeah?

189.Elena Better than we try to do with us
190. Interviewer Uh huh?

191. Elena (laughs) But 1 remember this video
192.lnterviewer Uh huh?

193. Elena (laughs) and after - when we are writing a letter Tuesday, in our group.
194.lnterviewer Uh huh.

195. Elena You found?

196. Interviewer 1 haven't watched that part yet. But Catalina mentioned something to me.
197. Elena (she laughs at length)
198. Interviewer What happened then?
199. Elena (laughs) Because it was very funny and we didn't, we forgot completely the

camera that was looking at us.
200.lnterviewer Uh huh?

201.Elena So at the time Catalina says (putting on urgent -sounding whisper) "The camera
was there!" And we say "Oh no!" because

202. Interviewer What happened?
203. Elena We, er before coming here 1 thought 1 remember something funny with the video

but 1 didn't remember what was. And when 1, when 1 when we have been
looking, watching, 1 remember, because we have to write a letter?

204. Interviewer Yeah, It's here (showing HO).
205. Elena Yes, one letter
206. Interviewer This one? Was it this thing, the information and...?
207. Elena Yes. We had to write a letter, several letters, and Donald had to write a letter but

he is very - he was very, very slow, and "What to say here?" so we were having
a * we were very slow, we didn't have any letter and (laughs) And "Go ahead!
Go ahead!" he finished the, the points here and here, (gesturing to the
photocopy) and he was a little bit confused, and we were becoming a bit
nervous, and 1 don't know

208. Interviewer Was it, was he, were you all, like, organising it but he was the person who was
writing?

209. Elena Yeah.

210.lnterviewer Right.
21 I.Elena

: ■

Yeah, so for example he was like er we were talking about what to write, and he
was writing this, and this (pretends to write laboriously on the paper) and, but he
didn't know write address, or how to start, so he (laughs) he thought something
maybe wrong and something and the others we though "No, no, no" for
example, he forgot to write the date he close everything

212. GAP
213. Interviewer 1 was going to ask you another kind of general question, and the question is -

how is English - for you - how is English different, speaking English, how is
speaking English different in class, compared to outside class? What's the
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difference?
214. Elena Mm. In class you try to speak better. Because the others especially listen to you,

and the teacher is listen to you. So you try to put the verb, in proper tense, or
(laughs) we have always the same problem (laughs) with the verbs. And maybe
outside you don't care so much the

215. Interviewer Mm
216. Elena And the problem is em, as we are all the students foreigners, we are used to

understand between each other.
217. Interviewer Mm

218.Elena

■

So when we speak wrong, we understand which what we are speaking about.
And when, when we speak with a na- native, in the native speaker can't
understand as well as we (laughs) because we are like, we are like, we know all
our mistakes, so we know "Ah yes he, he wants to say that"

219. Interviewer Do you mean all the other Spanish speakers, or just generally?
220.Elena No, generally. With the other foreigners. We are used to speak between us.
221.Interviewer Mm

222. Elena
'

Yeah, we understanding better each of us when we speak very wrong sentence
or, it is easier to make us understand than with the natives. Even the natives
know the language!

223. Interviewer Right
224. Elena Maybe a native say "How are you doing?" and we understand better. This is a ...

handicap because we are used to make understood, and we don't convert our
mistakes.

225. Interviewer Right. So you mean, on one hand in class you're, you try to speak more
correctly

226. Elena Mm

227. Interviewer But at the same time you don't have to speak so correctly, because you can
understand each other

228. Elena No, foreigners * outside of here.
229.lnterviewer Oh you mean when you and the other students are outside?
230. Elena Yes. Outside.
231. Interviewer And you're talking with each other?
232. Elena Yes. We are, we don't care about the grammar, or all of that *
233. Interviewer Why is it different then? Why do you care in class but not outside?
234.Elena In class it is because of the teacher and, and because you think in class you are

in class (laughs), you have to try. But outside as well we care but not so, eh all
the time we are, we care about that, maybe sometimes we try to use the words
that have learned this morning "Oh I learned this morning" (laughs) We put the
word in the conversation, and we are very happy (both laugh).
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1. Interviewer OK so er I'll ask you John I'll ask you a few questions first about the, the course
itself and em you can fill me in on some details about the course

2. John Yeah

3. Interviewer You were telling me about the er the content of it, but I mean maybe you could
describe the course to me s someone who doesn't know anything about it at all -

perhaps if you imagine that I'm a student who's interested in the course or
something like that and you can tell me what, what is involved and what they
would expect to get from it

4. John OK but there's no sort of planned er planned course as such in advance when
the students come. Basically that's worked out with the students when they get
here but there is a kind of weekly outline so that Monday is basically focusing on
facts and figures. Tuesday is writing, that could be letter writing faxes memos
things like that, reports. Wednesdays are topics day where they cover things like
marketing... stuff like that. Thursday is speaking day which can either be in the
sense that it could be like you're working on phoning or something em or it could
be a follow up to the topic so for example the topic day Wednesday could have
something like reading and so on perhaps vocab building and then the Thursday
might have some kind of roleplay. Coming out of that like a meeting or a talk or
something or indeed phoning, things like that and then Friday is kind of current
business news or something else if there isn't any news that's really worthwhile
focusing on then could maybe go down to self access or do something else

5. Interviewer So as the teacher of the course how do you approach a new term in terms of the
content and direction of the class?

6. John In terms of how I might organise it?
7. Interviewer Yeah

8. John Em well there are usually sort of set things that I'm bound to cover I'm bound to
do things like phoning, skills practice, meetings, presentations, there's always
something to be done in writing focused on letter writing or perhaps report
writing ... remains to be seen other things like trends, facts and figures that,
things like trends are always in

9. Interviewer Mm

10. John Em what we had to do in terms of the actual content what we did depends on
whether student that carrying on from the previous term

11. Interviewer Right
12. John So what we might have is if you've got students who, who are carrying on, if

you're doing something like trends, you would do the same subject area but not
the same things actual same handouts

13. Interviewer Mm

14. John and things that they used before so for them it's a kind of er or revising session
for the other who are new its going to be their sort of ? so there are certain
things that I'm always going to basically I'm always going to cover but em the
rest of it really is down to the students

15. Interviewer Mm

16. John
•. ■

You could almost guess what they're going to say I mean they always want
marketing, they always want finance , there are certain things, key areas that
they always ask for

17. Interviewer Right
18. John

'

Em so you can always be reasonably guaranteed that the things you're got, or
indeed if you come across any interesting things in the newspaper or the TV you
can always guarantee that it's going to be used at some point in this term or
indeed the next or

19. Interviewer Right
20. John So em that's basically how I sort the stuff out in advance
21. Interviewer Right
22. John Other things - how we actually set the actual objectives of the course is is er

something I've experimented this term I took something out of er ? I think it's
Business English Recipes which is em one of the teacher's resource books it's
in the same Longman resource series and em they've got an objectives
negotiation which the students do on their first day which basically they have to -
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. .... .

jot down three objectives well up to, I make it two actually but they can jot down
three objectives em and then they have to run around and find out what other
people's objectives are for the course

23. Interviewer Right
1* l_L._
Z4. jonn And em then note down the ones that are which they have in common with the

other members of the class and then basically you as the teacher then gather in
all these points perhaps put them up on the board and em likewise with that you
can almost guess what they're going to be saying like to practice letter writing,
they want to read newspapers, so in fact when I did this on Monday there were
no surprises at all

25. Interviewer Really
26. John

■ ■

So em these are the key areas that I like to cover. I can actually show you that
thing.

27. Interviewer That would be good yeah
28. John

'

The actual list of objectives that they came up with - funnily enough they only
came up with skills em, things like meeting skills, presentation skills, negotiating
which was actually prompted by * em and thinqs like topics, none, none at all.

29. Interviewer So they seem to focus more on the skills
30. John Yes. That's right. I had actually given out this form to ask for topics
31. Interviewer And they
32. John And then yes I got them back. Even then two people filled them in terms of skills
33. Interviewer Right
34. John And so I had to give them back out again
35. Interviewer interesting isn't it
36. John

.

.

Yes it is it's quite funny - some- it didn't, sometimes the students I find this last
year I did terms two and three. In term two it's very much topic based, very few
people ask for things sort of skills work like readings and presentations em
there we're looking at things like PR, marketing and finance and so on, the **
and in the following term, the topics were almost zero, and it was all skills

37. Interviewer So why do you think that is?
38. John I have no idea. That would be an interesting thing to find out actually. I don't

know why. **
39. Interviewer Is it a different group?
40. John Yeah they're different groups.
41. Interviewer Oh right.
42. John And with perhaps two or three people who were carrying on from the previous

term.
43. Interviewer Right
44. John But this again, I is...at that time the objectives questionnaire is actually given out

to them and they take it home and do it themselves. So the new people wouldn't
have to have been influenced by the old ones.

45. Interviewer I see

46. John But in the activity that i did in the classroom, any new people would be
potentially influenced by oldies, who are carrying on - but it actually worked very
well, it's a good activity. It lasts about 15 20 minutes

47. Interviewer It's quite a nice sort of icebreaker thing as well
48. John Yeah that's why I used it
49 Interviewer You mentioned that you usually have a combination of new and old students, at

the beginning of a term, em what sort of ratio would you normally see
50. John Em, oh maybe out of a class of 12 perhaps two or three, but there are probably

going to be more people between term 2 and 3 carrying on rather than between
terms 1 and 2. Usually between terms one and two you might bet one person, or
two people. Last year I was I bit cheesed off to find one person so I couldn't use
any of the materials that I'd used in the first term. Which meant I had to use
basically make up a second term's course.

51. Interviewer And if that one person hadn't been there then
52. John In fact I do that so in some ways its a bit of a hassle doing a term but once

you've done it there's a whole term's work
53. Interviewer So you've got like a double set
CA UUHt>4. jonn Yes, that's parallel with the previous term
55. Interviewer Right
56. John In some respects like trends and so non and ** topics
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57. Interviewer Mm

58. John And I haven't got a third term yet but we have enough to basically run a whole
year's course.

59. Interviewer Mm

60. John Without having to repeat some of the materials
61. Interviewer Would you ever be likely to see an individual doing three terms?
62. John It's happened yeah, yeah
63. Interviewer Yeah?

64. John Had a Japanese guy last year who did
65. Interviewer So did that present a problem with planing and materials and
66. John Yes it does a bit. In a sense yes because it just meant you had to create new

stuff
67. Interviewer Yeah

68. John Did he stay three terms or not? I'm sure there has been I'm sure I've had one.
Natasha would certainly have had somebody like that. It's a bit tiresome

69. Interviewer Can I go back to the negotiation, er, stage, that you talked about at the
beginning? Er, any comments that you would make about em, It's obviously a
really successful way of starting off and negotiating the topics and the skills, any
observations you would care to mention about how that works really in terms of
different types of student or anything. If I was teaching the course for example
how would you advise me on how to how to go about that negotiation process?

70. John I think the biggest problem is getting people up and going. You usually find that
there certain people often women, but not always -1 would say perhaps
Japanese women might tend to sit down, sit rather they seem to remain in their
seat, they tend to be a bit reluctant to move. Em you may often get sort of
pompous business type you know who know it all who's been here been there,
who sits and expects everybody to come to him. It's usually a male. And then
you get everybody else who's, who's quite happy to move around. So what I
tend to do is to emphasise the fact that you can start off talking to your
neighbour on either side of you and then you can getting up and going around
the class. I also make the point that they should try to speak to as many if not all
the people in the class

71. Interviewer Right
72. John Inside a certain time, and so particularly getting to know you activities. For

example er you often find people two people especially if they're slightly shy who
always sort of latch on to each other and they'll go through the whole twenty
questions or fifteen questions or whatever, so what I tend to do is get them to do
** just choose five or six of the questions or statements and try to ** the person
you have, when you've done those five or six then go to someone else. Don't
feel you have do all fifteen or all twenty with the same person

73. Interviewer Right, right
74. John That way I can keep them moving around more and to make a point of getting

them to write down people's names ... I did that * I did both activities in the
same class that day

75. Interviewer Right
76. John The sort of getting to know you thing that I made up before it this time or year....

An activity when they're in pairs or groups to have them sitting down for a bit
and have them finish off the class standing doing this objectives thing

77. Interviewer So sometimes there's a little bit of uncertainty with them about how to, or maybe
unfamiliarity would you say

78. John Yes, yes
79. Interviewer About how to do that type of activity
80. John

\

Yes. Much more between Western and Eastern cultures there's a slight
problem.

81. Interviewer How would you describe that?
82. John Em, I think it's a sort of hesitation of how to approach the other person, what to

say and so on. I think the Westerners tend to sort of march up and say "Oh hi
I'm so and so", and they begin to fire off the questions. Em you get some people
who will formally introduce themselves to each other, and others who don't
introduce themselves but come up with they just they read the first statement,
and then it's only halfway. The, the person says "Yes, oh well what's your
name?" that way so its funny to watch that some people actually come up and
say "Hi I'm so and so" first. Others don't just read the statements, and get the
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. names afterwards.
83. Interviewer Right
84. John Interesting to see that
85. Interviewer Especially maybe in the first the first meeting
86. John Yes first meeting yeah. The second activity the objectives one went quite well

because they had already been up and around, qoinq round class.
87. Interviewer Right, so it went more smoothly?
88. John Much more smoothly. It was much better.
89. Interviewer Hm. So this particular week, we're on Friday now but this Monday just past, you

did this?
90. John Yeah.

91. Interviewer
.

Any comments you would make about the class, your personal impressions of
the group, on Monday?

92. John Er

93. Interviewer Perhaps in the light of the activity or just generally.
94. John I think there's a certain need on the part of some people to get used to some of

the others in the class. That's particularly * A guy from Brazil. Alfonso.
95. Interviewer Alfonso?

96. John Brazil. And, what was he called, em, Benicio from Spain. These two I think have
a bit of a funny attitude towards some of the people from the Far East.

97. Interviewer Really
98. John In particular to this guy Donald. And Donald is new to the Business class
99. Interviewer But has continued from General English from last term and he's not exactly

known for being very talkative but em he's not, I don't whether he's not
comfortable talking to other people but he tend to sort of sit there for a bit and
not do anything.

100.John Donald is Taiwanese yeah
101. Interviewer From Taiwan

102.John Or whatever

103. Interviewer What gave you the impression that Alfonso and Benicio had this attitude?
104.John Cos they worked in the same group and Alfonso and Benicio just sat and

operated as a pair
105. Interviewer Right
106.John When it should have been groupwork, cross cultural problems
107.lnterviewer Were they in a group with Donald?
108.John Yeah

109. Interviewer Just three of them?
110.John And Donald was left out on is own you see.
111. Interviewer Oh

112.John But it was exacerbated by the fact that, well if you look at the desks now,
113.lnterviewer yeah three different tables yeah for three groups
114.John ** in pairs or three different groups
115. Interviewer Right
116.John

.

And Donald sat with the chair at this first table here, and he was sitting at the
end of this first table and second table which is next to this first table had
Alfonso and Benicio sitting

117. Interviewer At the back?

118.John At right angles to him
119.lnterviewer Sort of like if I draw a picture of it, would it be like that? With Donald here?
120. John Yes, and these two were there. So there was this gap between the two you see
121. Interviewer Oh I see

122.John And so the, Alfonso and Benicio basically sat and talked to each other while
Donald, was sort of out on a limb

123. Interviewer So what did Donald do during the time?
124.John

illlllttlsii
Em at first he just seemed to be listening to them, because he, they weren't
looking at him because they were talking to each other, and I think he sort of
hesitated to interrupt

125. Interviewer Was that during the first activity that you were talking about?
126.John No Another activity in the class
127.lnterviewer Like this was yesterday, that was Thursday, but Donald didn't actually appear in

the first day so he wasn't around
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128.John | Oh OK
129.lnterviewer But it was only when I went up and intervened and said look if you're going to

work as a group you're going to have to work all the group together
130.John Right
131.Interviewer | So make sure that you ask Donald what he thinks
132.John | Hm
133.lnterviewer I said that to Benicio and Alfonso
134.John Right
135.lnterviewer So did em Benicio's a Spanish speaker isn't he?
136.John Yeah, he's Basque
137.lnterviewer Basque. And Alfonso's from Brazil. Right.
138.John Sao Paulo.

139.lnterviewer Anything else striking, any similar kind of incidents?
140.John Em, with this class, that's the only sort of occasion, what I have done is to get

them to agree that they will not sit next to someone of their own language and
preferably not to sit next to someone who's from the same continental area.

141. Interviewer Right
142.John Cos we've got two people from South America
143.lnterviewer So has that mainly to make sure that they spoke English?
144.John Yes. To make sure that they speak English but not just that it's to get them used

to listening to people from different areas
145.lnterviewer Hm

146. John In particular getting the Japanese to listen to the Europeans and the Europeans
to listen to the, and so on, vice versa em, because you have a Spanish speaker
and a Portuguese speaker sitting together as a group, em then with the
exception of one of the Spanish speakers continuer, Elena

147. Interviewer Elena yeah
148.John She was, is obviously used to sitting beside other Japanese speakers, she was

quite happy...but the others, the new ones, as a group, em
149.Interviewer When you had the first day, did you just, did you direct them for seats? Or did

you
150.John No they chose their own seats. But when I saw how they were sitting in these

little sort of cliques, that I said to them, or I asked them if they would agree ... to
do that and the next day they....didn't, do it

151.Interviewer (Laughs)
152.John And, actually to go back,
153. Interviewer Yeah?

154.John The needs analysis at that objective thing was on Tuesday not Monday.
155. Interviewer Oh right OK
156.John Cos Monday
157. Interviewer Monday's testing, of course
158.John Tuesday
159. Interviewer Yeah right
160.John So, Wednesday they didn't do it
161. Interviewer Uhuh

162.John

. ,

And yesterday when I came into the class I ... put up a notice on the board just,
just in the break, em, to them asking them to look at the people next to them
and to move if they spoke the same language so when I came in at quarter past
eleven, on the dot, I don't tend to come in eh before eleven 15... em they were
all sitting next to someone who didn't speak their own language. And today was
fine, they were sitting in

163.l.nterviewer Did they stay in the same seats that they were in yesterday?
164.John I'm trying to get them to move around
165.lnterviewer Uhuh

166.John And speak to different people. But bearing in mind as much as possible not to
sit next to someone who speaks the same language. The other thing that can be
a bit of problem is the fact that the class is mixed level.

167. Interviewer Uhuh

168.John At the moment, Olga ...she's called, the Russian lady, she's not here she's got a
cloze score of a hundred and eleven.

169.lnterviewer She's em a continuer from last term isn't she?
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170.John Yeah. A hundred and eleven

171.Interviewer So she's very high level
172.John And the next person to her - very high very good - and the next one to her is

Elena, with 88, and the next one to her is somebody who's got 83.
173. Interviewer And who's the, who would you say is the lowest, what's the lowest score?
174.John The lowest is 51.
175. Interviewer So there's quite a big stretch of levels there isn't there?
176.John And 51 is the Japanese girl Masami.
177. Interviewer Masami
178.John So you know with 51 that's a bit of a, eh problem.
179.lnterviewer Mm

180.John

.

■

■

But she's done Business English before, down in Sussex, if fact she came up
here because she didn't get enough eh, hours of Business English, and so
because of that, I ... well generally I thought it would be better if she stayed
because, she had two hours down there, didn't have enough and so to come up
here and get zero seemed a bit unfair...so yeah there is a big wide gap and that
can be a bit of a problem

181.Interviewer How does that show itself?

182.John

V. • ' ■

A..r.

It, shows itself in that advanced people tend to sit together, and the lower levels
tend to be., left to themselves... eh, the advanced people tend to finish things
very quickly, and look slightly bored, talk about something else, and so on, so I
get people to move around, different people I get them to work with the lower
levels, but not necessarily the same person each day

183. Interviewer
■

How do they go about this moving them ... you said that you did a notice on the
board... as an ongoing thing if you felt they weren't moving, much

184.John What would you do?
185. Interviewer I would, I would, I would just say "I seem to remember saying to you sometime

in the past that you wouldn't sit next to..."
186.lnterviewer Yeah
187.John I usually don't ask them to move that day, but I just remind them for the next

day. Because if they've started there's no point in changing them around
188. Interviewer So you don't tend to actually get them to move at that moment.
189.John No, no
190. Interviewer Right
191.John

*

'

|

Em, it would be a bit embarrassing , for them. It could be. Some people just sort
of smirk, and they know they're being a bit naughty that day. Em... but going to
back to the advanced - lower level difference what I do with that, and I've done it
for the last few summers actually, in LESUM

192. Interviewer That's the summer course

193.John
MM—i

;

|

■I • m
, 1 m

■

:

*

Yeah summer, Business English and summer Legal English courses, they have
the same problem, mixed levels, is say that for the advanced, it's really a
warning for the advanced people because the lower levels don't have a problem
because the advanced people are good for them anyway, em but for the
advanced people to. I usually point out to them it's one thing to acquire the skill
of being able to actually talk and understand, talk to and understand native
speakers, it's another skill altogether to be able to talk to someone whose
English is at a lower level than theirs', and that's something I observed with em
... other advanced students, including em... Sonia1 and the ** When she first
arrived she found it very difficult to talk to students here. She used to work on
the Scottish country dancing, she still does Scottish country dancing and so she
used to find it very hard to explain to students what she wanted them to do,
because, she... kind of the vocabulary she uses, the structures and everything,
will be, were, the kind of things that native speakers would take in quite well,
and em a lot of people couldn't understand. But now she's actually acquired that
skill, so from that I kind of realised that another kind of skill required, and so I
usually remind the students of that, and how important it is in business because
**

194.Interviewer Mm right. Do you, so you're quite up front to the students, it's ...openly
acknowledged that it's a mixed level class, there's no pretence that it's

195.John Oh yes, no hiding, behind it. I don't give them their cloze scores though

1 John's wife, who is a non-native speaker of English
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196.lnterviewer I Right
197.John They only get that themselves through General English and Margaret
198. Interviewer Yeah

199.John You know the cloze test
200.lnterviewer Yeah

201 .John And it's up to the individuals to tell each other what they got.
202. Interviewer Right
203.John But I ...no I don't give the scores from the test.... they take notice themselves -

it's better
204. Interviewer ...so you, like from what you've said it seems that there maybe are - there's

different ways that you could group the students, like for example east - west, or
advanced and lower level... are there any other ways that you would, if you were
to see them as different potential groupings in the class?

205.John Male and female.
206.Interviewer Uhuh?

207.John It depends on what we're doing. Em... if you're doing, women in business, then
it's actually handy to have some women present. Em ... or for example
marketing techniques. That's something I'll be doing in the next couple of
weeks, on marketing, where Japanese teenage, Japanese girls were used as a
marketing, technique for * or something like that. I'll show you it later

208.lnterviewer Mm. So if you've got Japanese girls in the class you'll be able to *
209.John So sometimes it's just useful having male and female students in the class
210. Interviewer Do you usually have a mixture?
211.John Yes. Usually, well there have been some occasions where there have been

more women than men.

212.Interviewer This class seems to be split, a fairly balanced split doesn't it? I haven't counted.
213.John Yes not too bad

214.lnterviewer So em, yeah the only other thing I was going to say was em, if there any other
kind of personalities emerging that you'd comment on, or groupings, or trends,
or anything that you're keeping an eye on, as a teacher, or...

215.John Well, Alfonso seems to be, he's a bit of a ...slightly overconfident perhaps. Not
in terms of his language, I wouldn't say that at all. I think he quite openly
acknowledges that he's not that great, em... his score was 83 or something,
that's not too bad, probably about the third best in the class, but it's just he's just
that kind of person. He's very sort of confident, he's sort of tanned, and very *,
spends his time on the beach, so he is a little bit overconfident I think, and it
comes across. He's almost the kind of person who might sort of pat the teacher
on the back and say "That was a good lesson" and walk out, which I find a bit
patronising sometimes.

216. Interviewer Mm
217.John He's not like that, but he's that kind of person who could do that, em, he's like

the only one I would be wary of. Benicio the Basque is a fairly typical Spanish
male. Slightly sort of*, * half the time. He's actually quite a nice bloke. People
like him, I have to sort of watch, and make sure **

218.interviewer Mm

219.John Em, who else... that's about it really. Just the two guys in the class... But on
previous occasions I think the worst problem I've ever had with a student was
em, a Vietnamese... no, Taiwanese ... yeah Taiwanese-German girl, who... em
proved to be a very awkward customer.

220.lnterviewer Really?
221.John Only for the first few days. She sort of arrived here em and em... didn't want to

go on the city tour. So she came and joined the business class on...the Monday.
But she wouldn't normally have joined it until the Tuesday.

I 222.fnterviewer Mm

223.John And the, there was a kind of holding operation that we were having because it
was the third term and students from the second term would carry on

224.lnterviewer Right
225.John Em, and, and so she insisted on that but I was, what I was doing was, what was

it.... no actually, I think the, it was the second week, she'd arrived the second
week and there were some sort of special arrangements being made for her and
some other people who'd arrived late that was it

226. interviewer Uhuh

227.John So I was carrying on from the previous week, em... not expecting her to come
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until Tuesday and eh so she arrived at the business class on Monday, and of
course arrived halfway through a session

228. Interviewer Right
229.John I'd started off the previous week, and it wasn't exactly what she was looking for,

I was doing it on Captain Kirk actually, (both laugh) And em... at the end of the
lesson she sort of came up, and she objected to everything I had done in the
class, in that session, and, eh, she wasn't happy about this, this really wasn't
what she was looking for, and she, she had understood from the brochure we
were doing this, and this, and that, and was very, really, really upfront about it.
Em, I was quite taken aback, a bit stunned actually... at the criticism, which I
thought was totally unjustified. Bearing in mind she wasn't due to be in class
that day. And I had a new programme sorted from Tuesday.

230. Interviewer Did you point that out to her?
231 .John Yes I did, but she said "Oh yes, **" But she could see that I had a rather sort of

chastened look on my face, and so I think later on that day she kind of realised
that perhaps she'd been a wee bit over the top. Em, she came up to me at the
coffee machine and sort of said "Sorry, look, it's just perhaps me being in
Germany and so on", apparently in Germany if students don't like things they'll
come and say things in class.

232. Interviewer I've had the same experience.
233.John

v

It's she sort of said it's the combination of foreign language plus the German
culture she had taken in so quickly and then come the UK, it was an enormous
leap of... context (both laugh). But she did it again later on, she actually settled
down and became a great student, em but did it again when... I had
toothache...I don't know if you knew but I had an operation in hospital last year
so I took leave for the last two weeks of term and em she... had... Natasha and
Susan and gave them exactly the same type of time, so she was just that kind of
person

234. Interviewer Right
235.John But, occasionally you get that, but very rarely.
236.lnterviewer
v;

•

Mm. Would you say, just...really to finish off, em people sometimes talk about a
typical General English student or a typical Academic English student, how
would you characterise or is there such a thing as a typical business English
student?

237.John Yeah there is

238. Interviewer On this course, and how would you describe that mythical, typical person?
239.John Em

240. Interviewer Maybe adjectives you can think of, I don't know
241 .John They're usually quite confident people
242.lnterviewer Uhuh

243.John
'

• *

•

Em, with some exceptions, some of the ones I've mentioned already ... em on
the whole they tend to be quite confident. Quite knowledgeable... usually
graduates ... of business courses, and so. .. presumably they've done business
courses back home, will have given them some kind of training in speaking out
in class and so on

244. Interviewer Mm
So that's one thing you do tend to notice they're quite confident. And they have
their heads screwed on the right way, they tend to be sort of able to interpret em
sort of news events that are going on quite well, em, not always sometimes you
get some naive people coming in but they they're the exception. Very much so.

246. Interviewer The ones that have got their heads screwed on the right way, do you mean in
terms of their business knowledge?

247.John Yes, business and being able to interpret things...Em... and they're very sort of
down to earth, in some cases. On the other hand you might get someone like
that guy, who was slightly sort of pompous, but again that's really, that's the
exception.

248.lnterviewer Mm. So would you say that the present class form a typical class in your
experience?

249.John Yes. They also have, they also have this ... high expectations. Em ... perhaps
they're used to being **

250.lnterviewer How would you describe your, the teaching experience of Business English
compared to General English?

251 .John Er, mine?
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252.lnterviewer Yeah.

253.John You mean, how I feel about it, or?
254. Interviewer Yeah, yeah, how you feel about it.
255.John Well I thing I prefer business... (Audio tape ends, turned over)
256.lnterviewer Er, yeah you said that you em, prefer teaching Business English to General

English - why is that then?
257.John I ... it's because it's ... sort of very concrete, some of the things you talk about

are sort of very sort of real. You don't get things like er, fairy stories ... or poetry,
I'm not saying these are ... sort of bad things

258. Interviewer Mm

259.John I do quite enjoy them as well, but it's very sort of concrete very sort of geared to
what's happening in the world at the moment...and... of course I mean in
General English you do get that.... em... you know., if there's some, for example
a couple of years ago there was a big ** perhaps you might have used
newspaper reports, or

260.lnterviewer Mm

261 .John TV, news reports or and use them in class... but er, but that's an exception really
in, in the Business class it's like that almost every day.

262.lnterviewer Right
263.John Er, you're dealing with genuine situations...em...and...em... the, the sort of

topics I find much more interesting, but in the afternoons there are no business
**

264. Interviewer Right
265.John I know there are teachers here as well who are not interested in business at all...

em... they could perfectly well work a class, but would have no interest in it.
266. Interviewer Mm

267.John Of course I've got both interest and, and ** to do it
268. interviewer Yeah... Just... the last thing to ask you ... similar question. How would you

compare the, or describe the motivation of Business English students,
compared General English?

269.John I would say they're, they're quite highly motivated on the whole - again there are
exceptions. Em, simply because a lot of them are doing because it's for a job.

270.lnterviewer Right
271.John Em, they, they're going to back. Either to look for a job or to go back to a job, or

in one case with Alfonso he wants to do an MBA.
272. Interviewer Right
273.John So there are... definite ... aims

274. Interviewer Yeah

275.John For coming
276.lnterviewer Right
277.John And that, that's one other thing that I think ..distinguishes Business students

from General English people is they tend to know what they want. It's very much
like the ESP, kind of student

278. Interviewer So it's kind of instrumental motivation

279.John Yeah very much so. And that's something else that I think is slightly in contrast
to... General English

280. Interviewer Mm

281 .John Which makes the class that little bit more sort of vibrant... not always,
sometimes, (both laugh) Kill off the class with some topic, I think Natasha had
that problem last term...one of the students wanted something on ** I think it
was the legal English class, and he was the only one that was interested and
everybody else was * nearly died with the topic...em...but...where everybody's
you know looking at...a sort of...a topic that most of them like it's quite good

282.lnterviewer Right
283.John They ask questions and so on **
284. Interviewer Yes

285.John So it's quite good
286.lnterviewer And presumably with this... negotiation system that problem doesn't happen too

often, with ... topics...
287.John No because they do topics that they want...although often you might find that

someone asks for PR it could be one person who asks for it but it's actually an
unusual topic... em... one that we've not covered in class, then I might say OK
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we'll do it.
288. Interviewer Right
289.John Even though its one * who's asked for it
290. Interviewer Mm

291 .John Em, in fact what happened with that, particular topic PR that was actually
handled in the form of a talk given by that student... cos she was a PR person

292. Interviewer I see

293.John
n

r $ilff Ms
So she went herself, she actually... it was her idea... she went off herself and
trawled through all the sort of books on PR and came back and gave a talk to
the class with vocabulary and everything... unfortunately I wasn't here to see it

294. Interviewer Oh

295.John I was on my sick leave
296. Interviewer Oh what a shame

297.John But that was quite good
238. Interviewer Mm

299.John Well John thanks very much - that's been really, really helpful and em...
interesting and informative, so thanks for answering all my questions

300. Interviewer No problem
301 .John We'll stop there thank you.
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Interview 7 Helen

Based on lesson 2: Bonds. Instructions before letter-writing

2. Helen
3. Interviewer

terviewer

35. Interviewer
36. Helen
37. Interviewer
38. Helen

43. Interviewer
44. Helen

46. Helen
iewer

So the first question I want to ask you is very basic
Yeah
Just er, maybe you can tell me something about your language learning
background
Yeah
How long have you been a student here, for example?
Er, for * I think it's about ten years

:erviewer Altogether, mm hm?
Yeah, from the primary school
Mm hm?

ii - 7 I To univer, to university. I think it's about ten years
Wow

Helen
iterviewer Right. And how long have you been a student here, at the institute?

Er, I think it's about two years
terviewer Really? You've been here for two years?

Yeah

No, no, no, just er, just four months

Last October
rviewer Right, I see, OK

Yeah
You came last October

Yeah
OK. Wow, that's a long time
Yeah, but I'm afraid, I think two years is not enough for me to improve my
English, yeah, At least four years I think (laughs) you can know it very well

At least four years if you have, if you have a problem to how say, to, with some
the situation, yeah at least four years

Yeah, for example if I read some article, it seems I understand, but maybe you,
you, how to say, you understand maybe the different meaning

With me

So I think maybe this is the cultural different, yeah, especially for Asian student,
But for the Europe student I think they will feel better, because your culture is
very similar

Yeah
And how much longer are you planning to stay?
About two years
Oh I see

Yeah
It's going to be two years
Yeah

Although you know I have studied English for ten years
Mm
I think most of the time I feel very difficult

39. Interviewer | Really
To connect with local people, yeah native people
Why do you think that is? Why is it so difficult?
You know, sometimes I feel very difficult to explain what's my idea, or to
understand what's your side
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49. Interviewer Mm
50. Helen Yeah, but for me it is quite difficult
51. Interviewer

•

What type of, you said sometimes they, because of the cultural differences it
can, there can be problems of understanding or agreeing. What kind of, can you
give me an example or

52. Helen
•:-7

'

Yeah, how to say, because em, for example when a teacher told us some words,
what's the meaning of this word, but for the Spanish student

53. Interviewer Mm hm
54. Helen They can understand the words
55. Interviewer Mm
56. Helen Understand it clearly, quickly
57. Interviewer Mm hm
58. Helen

......

Because, how to say, the maybe some of the words is similar with their
language, because you have the, how to say, the resource is, is the same, yeah

59. Interviewer Yes, yes
60. Helen But for me

61. Interviewer Mm hm
62. Helen It's really, really different
63. Interviewer Mm
64. Helen But you know, the Chinese word is like, how to say, it's like one word, one word
65. Interviewer Characters?
66. Helen Yeah, character, it's character
67. Interviewer Uh huh?
68. Helen Yeah
69. Interviewer So it's quite different?
70. Helen Quite, really different
71. Interviewer So this is reading then, reading can be difficult?
72. Helen Yeah
73. Interviewer And reading
74. Helen

■

Mm. Is that something that you notice very often in class, in a classroom
situation? That, you notice that difference between you and the other

75. Interviewer Yeah, yeah, most of time I think
76. Helen Right
77. Interviewer So mm

78. Helen So you think the cultural differences em, you mentioned the linguistic difference,
the language

79. Interviewer Yeah, yeah
80. Helen Is that, is that the main difference
81. Interviewer Yeah. If I study Japanese I think I will feel simple, feel easier, yeah
82. Helen Yes (laughs)
83. Interviewer I'm sure, I'm sure

84. Helen Sometimes although I didn't, em... although I didn't learn Japanese
85. Interviewer Mm
86. Helen But when I see Japanese, er Japanese topic I can understand what they are

talking about
87. Interviewer Really?
88. Helen Yeah, because some the word is the same word, although the pronunciation is

different
89. Interviewer I see

90. Helen So
91, Interviewer Can you understand, but speaking is totally different
92. Helen No, no I can't understand if they speak
93. ^ Interviewer Right I see...so where exactly are you from? Where are you from in
94. Helen Em, capital, Peking
95. Interviewer Peking, right OK...Do you have to, in your own country, do you use English very

much?
96. Helen No not very much
97. Interviewer Mm
98. Helen Although em, when I was in school
99. Interviewer Mm
100. Helen And the teacher taught us the English
101. Interviewer Mm
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102. Helen We just do some exercise about grammar
103.lnterviewer Mm
104. Helen So normally for the Asian people they are good at grammar, but not good at

speaking and er listening
105. Interviewer Mm
106. Helen So this is my problem, yeah
107. Interviewer Mm. I think your speaking's not bad (laughs)
108. Helen No, no

109.lnterviewer It's quite good
11 O.Helen No, no
111. Interviewer You don't think so?
112. Helen Mm
113.lnterviewer Well, you've got lot's of time, so you'll be able to continue and improve
114.Helen Yeah
115. Interviewer I'm sure

116. Helen Mm
117. Interviewer Well, I want to move on

118. Helen Yeah
119.lnterviewer To ask you something else. You mentioned that me you had English classes for,

well, ten years at school and university
120. Helen Mm
121. Interviewer And now you're having classes here
122. Helen Yeah
123. Interviewer I want to know, what the difference is, what are the differences between the

classes here
124. Helen Yeah
125. Interviewer And the classes in your own country
126. Helen

•

Yeah for example when we start, when you learn the grammar the teacher often
taught me in a very, how to say, in a way I don't like it, so how to say, the
teacher will write the rules about the grammar

127.lnterviewer Mm hm?
128. Helen So the first, the second and the third. So sometimes one, it finished. Almost I

don't remember what he said
129. Interviewer Really
130. Helen So I have to do many exercises about it
131. Interviewer Mm
132. Helen But here I think that the teacher told us, told me, told us the grammar in a very

natural way. For example, mm, they give me, they give us the article
133. Interviewer Mm
134. Helen For some very natural way, for example for sentence from the paper
135. Interviewer Mm
136.Helen Newspaper, they are very near to our life
137. Interviewer Mm
138. Helen I can understand clearly, and then I finish it all, I will know all how can I use this,

this grammar, about it. It's very natural way, so I can remember it very clearly
139. Interviewer I see

140. Helen Yeah
141. Interviewer So you find it easier to remember
142. Helen Yeah
143. Interviewer If you see it in a context?
144. Helen Yeah, because it's very near to the life
145. Interviewer Right
146. Helen It's different, so

147.lnterviewer So, the way of teaching grammar then is quite different?
148.Helen Yeah
149. Interviewer What about, is there anything else that is different?
150. Helen Er
151. Interviewer Obviously there are different nationalities in a class
152. Helen Er, em...the other different I think, it seems the teacher talk, the teacher here

mm, the teacher of the way is very natural I think
153.lnterviewer Mm?
154. Helen This is my...m...l think it's give me a very different...impression?
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155. Interviewer Uh huh
156. Helen Yeah. Yeah, very natural way, yeah...how to say...when they teach us the

mm...the vocabulary
157. Interviewer Mm
158. Helen Em they will give us the, the example, it's near to the life
159.lnterviewer Mm
160.Helen Yeah, and they taught, mm, taught, mm, taught us what's the resource of this

word
161.Interviewer Mm
162. Helen

■

Yeah so we can understand it very clearly. For example, they just teach you one
vocabulary

163.lnterviewer Mm
164. Helen And em maybe you can learn many vocabulary from this. For, for example they

teach us the word is a noun

165. Interviewer Mm
166. Helen And then em, she will tell, she will tell us how about the adjective
167. Interviewer Mm hm
168. Helen Mm...yeah
169.lnterviewer OK
170. Helen Yeah. So I learn vocabulary very, very quick
171. Interviewer Right
172.Helen Here
173.lnterviewer I see, that's good
174. Helen Yeah
175.lnterviewer What about the, the general atmosphere? Do you feel the atmosphere of the

lessons is the same, or different? The feeling.
176. Helen No, not different
177. Interviewer Uhuh?
178.Helen You know in languages in China in one class is twent, at least 40 student, so in

the class you have few chance to speak English
179. Interviewer Mm
180. Helen And er the teacher and the atmosphere in general is quite boring
181.Interviewer Mm hm?
182. Helen You can understand because all of the teacher they have no chance to, to train,

to be trained in the UK or in the America
183. Interviewer Mm
184. Helen So sometimes they just teach us what they learned
185. Interviewer Right
186. Helen So sometimes maybe the atmosphere is not very good. It's very, how to say, it's

very boring I think
187. Interviewer Mm
188. Helen Yeah
189.lnterviewer Mm
190.Helen It's true
191 .Interviewer Right, mm, OK. Well, I want to move on to look at something else
192. Helen Mm
193.lnterviewer I don't want to make you wait too long
194. Helen Mm
195.lnterviewer I'm going to ask you to remember a lesson from em last week, I think it is
196. Helen Mm
197. Interviewer When I was watching your class
198.Helen Yeah

And it was a lesson where, unfortunately I don't have the photocopy with me, but
you were checking some homework, and you did some homework about
comparisons

200. Helen Mm
201. Interviewer Expressions you can use for comparisons
202. Helen Yeah,yeah
203.lnterviewer Do you remember that, on pink paper
204. Helen About some the figures, about economy, is it?
205. Interviewer Yeah, I think so, and you were going through finding expressions for

comparisons, yeah?
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206. Helen Yeah. It's Japan?
207.1nterviewer That's right, yeah. Em, so what we're going to do is watch a little bit from the

video
208. Helen Yeah
209. Interviewer Just very, very short
21 O.Helen Yeah
211. Interviewer Part
212. Helen Yeah
213.lnterviewer What I'll do is I'm going to play it once and you just watch it
214.Helen Yeah
215.lnterviewer You don't have to say anything
216. Helen Yeah
217. Interviewer Then I'll take it back a bit
218. Helen Mm
219. Interviewer And we'll play it again
220. Helen Yeah
221.Interviewer The second time I might ask you some guestions about it, OK?
222.Helen Yeah OK
223. Interviewer And if you can't remember what's happening, or you're not sure who you can

see in the picture, just ask
224. Helen Yeah
225. Interviewer In fact do you want to move a little bit closer so that you can, can you see the TV

OK?
226. Helen Yeah, I can see it clearly, see it well
227. Interviewer It's a bit small OK (Video paused)
228. Helen Ah! The last class
229. Interviewer Uh huh, this is, this is your group
230. Helen Mm
231. Interviewer In action, but we're only going to watch
232. Helen It's Kazumi, no, not Kazumi, Michi?
233. Interviewer You're with Michi, Eun Joo
234. Helen Eun Joo and Lin?
235. Interviewer And Lin, that's right(Video playing)
236. Helen (laughs)
237. Interviewer (Video stops)OK I'm just going to stop it there and I'm going to rewind it again
238. Helen Mm
239. Interviewer And we'll watch that little part again (Video rewinding) OK, so let's just see that

'

again
240. Helen Yeah (Video playing)
241. Interviewer OK I'll stop it for a minute there
242. Helen Mm
243. Interviewer So can you tell me what, what was happening there? What, what stage were you

at... in the...?
244. Helen I can't remember , it seems I stayed, I sit with Michi
245. Interviewer Uh huh
246. Helen But
247. Interviewer You've got Eun Joo on the other side there
248. Helen Yeah
249. Interviewer And you're here
250. Helen It's me?
251. Interviewer It's you here. It's very dark so you can't see,
252. Helen Yeah
253.lnterviewer But that's you. I think you're just, maybe just finishing checking, you were just

finishing
254. Helen I can't remember
255. Interviewer Oh, don't worry it doesn't matter if you can't remember the details. Anyway,

that's, you've just got to the end
256. Helen Mm
257. Interviewer Of the checking activity, I'll just take it back a little bit
258. Helen Ah!
259. Interviewer When you were all checking it together (Video playing to end of plenary

checking)
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260. Helen Maybe just checking
261. Interviewer Yes, that's right
262. Helen Because yeah, we read the some comprehension from the paper, and the

teacher * on the blackboard, and yeah
263. Interviewer That's right, yeah
264. Helen Right
265. Interviewer You've just finished doing that now
266. Helen Yeah
267. Interviewer You're finishing that part (Video playing - instructions for letter-writing)

Remember this?
268. Helen Mm (laughs)
269. Interviewer (Video stops)OK I'll stop it there. So do you remember now what was

happening?
270. Helen Mm mm

271.Interviewer And you went on to do the letter-writing activity, do you remember? When you
were writing lots of letters when you were giving the letters

272. Helen Ah!
273. Interviewer Across?
274. Helen Ah! I think we wrote the letter
275.lnterviewer Yeah you write the letter after this
276.Helen Ah!
277.lnterviewer Yeah
278. Helen Eun Joo and another is German girl
279.lnterviewer Yeah, Annette
280.Helen Annette, yes. We were in one group, we were in a group
281.Interviewer That's right
282. Helen Mm
283. Interviewer You remember it now?
284. Helen Yeah
285. interviewer So, here you all are, you're in the classroom
286. Helen Yeah
287. Interviewer You've finished checking
288. Helen Yeah
289. Interviewer And you haven't started writing the letter yet
290. Helen Yeah
291.Interviewer So you're kind of in between
292. Helen Yeah
293. Interviewer What was happening at that point, can you tell me what, what's happening in the

classroom? What's the teacher doing, what are the students doing, at this
moment?

294. Helen
■ ■ ■

,

Er...er...how to say....maybe the teacher just give us a summary about the
results of the each group

295.lnterviewer Mm hm?
296. Helen Because er, how to say, three, er one * is a company, another is a company too
297. Interviewer Mm
298. Helen We address a letter to each company
299. Interviewer Mm hm
300. Helen So the teacher maybe just make a summary of the results
301. Interviewer But this is before the letter
302.Helen Before the letter
303. Interviewer This is before you started doing the letter
304. Helen Maybe...
305-tnterviewer You don't have to try to remember, you can just er watch it and (Video playing

and stops) OK, Natasha's talking about the purple paper, remember, she was
giving you paper?

306. Helen Yeah
307.lnterviewer

■

And she didn't have any white paper so she was joking about the purple paper
and so on, yeah?

308. Helen Aah! Yeah because * because they have books they have other, they have
books other resource, but the last * is gone, so they are very disappointed

309.lnterviewer Uh huh? Right, yeah. So I want to ask you, what I want you to think about now
isn't really the letter-writing activity, or the checking activity.
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310.Helen Mm
311.Interviewer But the times in the class
312. Helen Mm
313. Interviewer When you are in between two activities, when one activity is finished
314. Helen Yeah
315.lnterviewer But the next one hasn't started yet, and you're in between, yeah?
316. Helen Mm
317.lnterviewer When you're sort of in the middle
318. Helen Yeah, waiting
319. Interviewer In this section here, what happens at that time, normally? Not just his occasion,

but generally?
320. Helen I think for me I just think about em, how to say, think about the er, maybe in this

letter how can I write this letter better
321. Interviewer Mm hm
322.Helen Or, because, how to say, mm...So when I receive another letter, when I receive

the letter from another company
323.lnterviewer Mm
324. Helen I will say it clearly, or just prepare, how can I
325. Interviewer Mm
326.Helen How can I write another letter
327.Interviewer Right
328. Helen Mm
329.lnterviewer OK, so that's when you've already started the writing
330. Helen Yeah
331. Interviewer OK. What about in a, let's imagine a different situation, for example
332. Helen Mm
333.lnterviewer Different day
334. Helen Yeah
335.lnterviewer Maybe, mm...maybe
336. Helen General English?
337. Interviewer Maybe today in fact. Do you remember today?
338. Helen Yeah
339. Interviewer Obviously, it was just this morning
340. Helen Mm
341. Interviewer When Natasha em, when you discussed, em, what makes a good negotiator
342. Helen Yeah
343. Interviewer And Natasha put that on the board, do you remember that?
344. Helen Yeah, yeah
345. Interviewer And after that, later in the lesson, you did a negotiation, yeah?
346. Helen Yeah,yeah
347. Interviewer Can you remember, for example, between those two activities. When one activity

is finished, and another one starts
348. Helen Mm
349. Interviewer

■

And you're not doing anything, you haven't got a task, you haven't got anything
to do

350. Helen Mm mm

351. Interviewer What, what, that's what I'm interested in
352. Helen Er
353. Interviewer What happens normally at that time of the lesson, for example on this occasion?
354. Helen You mean for what are you thinking?
355. Interviewer Yeah, and what are you doing? What's happening generally?
356. Helen Generally sometimes if I feel very tired, I maybe only relax (laughs)
357. Interviewer Yeah
358. Helen And have nothing in my mind
359. Interviewer Yeah
360. Helen

.

But if I'm very interested in this topic, maybe I will think about what's the situation
in China, or what's the vocabulary I don't know

361. Interviewer Right
362.Helen So, yeah
363. Interviewer Right
364. Helen It's depends (laughs)
365. Interviewer Yeah, but I'm interested in this (laughs)
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366.Helen Yeah. If I'm very interested in this topic, I will think about, think more
367.lnterviewer Mm
368.Helen About what's the situation in China, or, how to say, if in this case what shall I do,

or yeah
369.lnterviewer Mm. So sometimes you might think
370. Helen Yeah
371.Interviewer Would you use your dictionary for example or your, have you got a little machine,

one of those little...?
372. Helen Yeah, the economic, no? Electronic
373.lnte(viewer Electronic dictionary, yeah OK
374.Helen And I think if the teacher have remind me "Don't use that" (laughs) but was very

busy
375. Interviewer Lots of people have got them in the classroom
376.Helen Yeah (laughs)
377.lnterviewer OK so sometimes maybe if you're a bit tired
378. Helen Yeah
379. Interviewer You said you might just relax and
380. Helen Yeah, it's depends (laughs)
381. Interviewer Yeah? (laughs) And if that time, if the teacher is speaking
382. Helen Yeah
383. Interviewer Do you think it's very important to listen very carefully, at that time, between the

activities, or not?
384. Helen Sometimes
385. Interviewer Uh huh?
386. Helen Sometimes
387.lnterviewer Uh huh?
388. Helen Yeah. It's depends if I am not interested in this topic, (laughs) OK, or the teacher

*, I don't know (laughs)
389. Interviewer That's fine
390. Helen But yeah, if I am very interesting in this topic, yeah
391.Interviewer Right
392. Helen Then I will listen it very carefully
393. Interviewer Right
394. Helen (laughs)
395. Interviewer So it just depends how you feel really
396. Helen Yeah, yeah (laughs)
397.lnterviewer OK, OK, I'll stop the video, that's all I wanted to know. And what about, you

talked about your own feelings, what about other students, what do you notice
other people doing, at that time, between activities? Do you notice the other
students' em, behaviour?

398. Helen I think er some people listen, em, are listening the teacher carefully at that time,
or maybe some teacher, em some students iust like me. we like to relax

399. Interviewer Mm hm?
400. Helen I, I don't know, I didn't notice it
401.Interviewer Oh, it's not, yeah, it's not the kind of thing you normally notice
402. Helen Yeah (laughs)
403. Interviewer It's difficult to think about it
404. Helen Yeah
405. Interviewer OK, well that's fine...em, now I want to move on and just ask you one or two

more guestions
406. Helen Mm hm
407.lnterviewer Which are more general
408. Helen Mm
409. Interviewer Em, and these questions are concerned with em... the students' and the

teacher's roles in the class
410.Helen Mm
411. Interviewer Roles, what they do, yeah?
412. Helen Mm
413. Interviewer My first question is, it's a very simple question really, do you think students in a

classroom always do what they teacher asks them to do?
414. Helen Mm, I know, I understand you, how to say...sometimes what the teacher ask you

to do is good for the tea, for the students, but maybe some not, sometimes the
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students, the students don't need to do that because maybe they know it before
415.lnterviewer Uh huh
416. Helen Yeah, maybe he know something he don't know, and the teacher don't know that
417.lnterviewer Yes
418. Helen So sometimes I think for you if you want to understand it, if you want to have

very good improvement, you should ask the teacher what shall, what I want to
know

419.lnterviewer Mm
420. Helen Yeah
421. Interviewer Mm
422.Helen This is very important
423. Interviewer Mm
424. Helen But I think it's so, in fact it's not very put into practice
425. Interviewer What do you mean?
426. Helen Er, how to say, because in each class there are many students. If I want to know

this, but maybe some students don't, don't want to learn it, so it's very difficult.
Even, if the class doesn't, the teacher knew I think, it's easier.

427.interviewer Mm
428. Helen Yeah, it's depends
429. Interviewer So you mean that everybody may be has individual questions, but because there

are so many people
430. Helen Yeah
431.Interviewer You can't always ask
432. Helen Yeah
433. Interviewer The questions?
434. Helen Yeah
435.lnterviewer Yeah?
436. Helen Mm
437.lnterviewer The other question I have is, do you think when the teacher asks you to do a

' task, do an, an activity
438. Helen Mm
439. Interviewer In a group or in a pair
440. Helen Mm
441.Interviewer Do you always, or do other students always follow the instructions exactly the

same

442. Helen No
443.Interviewer As the teacher says, or not?
444. Helen No (laughs)
445.!nterviewer And if not why not, tell me about that
446. Helen (laughs) How to say
447. Interviewer That's not, I'm not criticising
448. Helen No, no, no
449.lnterviewer I'm just interested
450. Helen No, some, so, how to say, it's depends, how to say, if some topic we are very

interested, OK
451. Interviewer Mm
452. Helen I will follow it, maybe sometimes maybe I talk about some, another topic (laughs)

Like the TV programme (laughs)
453.lnterviewer Like what, sorry?
454. Helen TV programme (laughs)
455. Interviewer OK (laughs)
456.Helen For example the last week, the last lesson we talked about the James Bond

(laughs)
457.lnterviewer (laughs) Really?
458. Helen Yeah (laughs)
459. Interviewer Did the teacher notice that you were talking James Bond?
460. Helen Mm, but it seems the teacher don't mind it (laughs) yeah
461. Interviewer So sometimes maybe you don't always
462. Helen Yeah
463.lnterviewer You don't always do exactly
464. Helen Yeah
465. Interviewer Mm
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466. Helen But for this class, er, for example the evening class, we follow it exactly what the
teacher ask us to do

467. Interviewer The evening class
468.Helen Yeah
469.lnterviewer You mean in China?
470. Helen No, here
471.Interviewer Oh, here, sorry
472.Helen Evening class here
473.lnterviewer Oh, really now that's er
474. Helen Yeah, we follow it very em, exactly
475. Interviewer Which evening class is that?
476. Helen No, the second class, the
477.lnterviewer Oh I'm sorry, you mean in the afternoon?
478.Helen Yeah, no, no, no, the morning, class in the morning. The Business Class, this

morning
479.lnterviewer Oh, right
480. Helen Yeah
481. Interviewer I didn't hear you
482. Helen OK, I'm sorry, my pronunciation is very bad (laughs)
483.lnterviewer No, no (laughs)
484. Helen They follow it very exactly, because I think it's very useful
485.lnterviewer Right, OK. So if it's more useful
486. Helen Yeah
487. Interviewer You would probably follow the instructions
488.Helen Yeah
489. Interviewer More closely?
490.Helen Yeah, if I think it's useful, (laughs) I follow it very exactly, yeah
491.Interviewer Right. And if you fell it's maybe a bit less
492. Helen Just so-so, or I learn, I know it before, so just so-so (laughs)
493.lnterviewer OK. What do you do if you finish first, if your group's finished first and the other

groups are still
494. Helen Mm
495. Interviewer Doing something
496.Helen Mm
497.lnterviewer What happens then usually?
498. Helen Em, we were talking about, yeah, some er, further information, or something like

that, or talk about the what, what are you going to do this weekend, or give me
some idea, or something like that, mm

499. Interviewer Would you normally em, would you normally talk English, maybe sometimes
speak Chinese, or...?

500. Helen Er, how to say, in my f, because er now I share a flat with some f, native girls
501.interviewer Mm
502. Helen So but they are very busy, they are students of Edinburgh University, they are

very busy, so most of time I just stay with myself, or sometimes * stayed with me
503. Interviewer Mm
504. Helen I tried to mm, speak English with them
505. Interviewer Mm
506.Helen But I mean, you know there are big problem for me to, to speak with them,

because the speak very fast
507.lnterviewer Yeah?
508.Helen Yeah
509.lnterviewer That's difficult isn't it?
510.Helen Yeah
511.Interviewer Yeah
512.Helen For some simple guestion, yeah, I can understand them, mm
513. Interviewer It's always more difficult
514.Helen Yeah
515. Interviewer With a group of people as well, with one it's OK, but with two or three
516.Helen Yeah
517.lnterviewer It's more difficult, no?
518. Helen Yeah, but you know in this language school the teachers speak English slowly,

so
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519. Interviewer Mm
520.Helen You can understand them very
521. Interviewer Mm
522. Helen Understand them completely
523. Interviewer Mm
524. Helen But in the, outside the school it's different, the situation
525. Interviewer Yes
526. Helen The native people speak some strong accent
527. Interviewer Yes
528. Helen Which I can't understand
529.lnterviewer Yes that's
530. Helen But now it's better
531. Interviewer That, it will get better eventually, it's diff, at the very beginning it's really difficult
532. Helen Yes, just like this situation, at first when I speak English with you, I can't

understand exactly, but now
533. Interviewer Yes
534. Helen Most of the time I can understand what you are saying
535.lnterviewer Oh, good, good, yes, yes that's very common, it's a common problem
536. Helen Yeah
537. Interviewer When you're in the classroom
538. Helen Mm
539. Interviewer Situation, if there is another Chinese speaker with you
540. Helen Yeah
541.Interviewer Do you sometimes speak a little bit of Chinese in class?
542. Helen Just a little
543. Interviewer Yeah
544. Helen Just a few, few times
545. Interviewer When do you, when would you speak Chinese? To relax when you finish an

activity, or...?
546. Helen No
547.lnterviewer Or to check something, or...?
548. Helen No, how to say, we try to speak English with, with Lin
549. Interviewer Mm
550. Helen

? ass»; , > f <.'
■;

But if, if I ask her some stu, some guestion, it's very difficult to explain it in, in
English

551. Interviewer Yeah
552. Helen So I, we have to speak Chinese
553. Interviewer Right
554. Helen Just a little *
555. Interviewer That's
556. Helen I think, yeah. Because er to try, we like this way, because it's better for us
557. Interviewer Yes, yes
558. Helen Mm
559. Interviewer I think, my personal opinion is that that's fine anyway
560. Helen Yeah
561. Interviewer That's very, very practical
562. Helen Yeah
563. Interviewer Sometimes
564. Helen So, yeah this is the reason I found a flat
565. Interviewer Mm
566. Helen To meet some native people here
567. Interviewer Yeah
568. Helen Yeah
569. Interviewer Yeah, it's a good idea
570. Helen Yeah. Maybe sometimes I feel very alone, but I don't mind it (laughs)
571. Interviewer Well you've only just arrived, you've got lots of time. It takes time to settle down
572. Helen Mm
573. Interviewer In a new place, and get to know people, and feel comfortable, so
574. Helen Yeah
575. Interviewer Yeah
576. Helen Mm
577. Interviewer Well I think that's all my questions for you actually
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578. Helen Oh
579.lnterviewer My last question I think you already answered it, because I was going to ask you

how talking English in class is different from talking English outside the lesson
580. Helen Yeah
581.Interviewer In, outside the school situation
582. Helen Mm
583. Interviewer But you said people speak more quickly
584. Helen Yeah, more quickly, or maybe sometimes with an accent
585.lnterviewer Do you feel, em, how do you feel about you own English, speaking em to

teachers, or speaking to people outside?
586. Helen How to say, when I speak with teacher I think I have self-confidence, but when I

speak with native people no I haven't
587. Interviewer Really?
588. Helen Yeah, I have no self-confidence
589. Interviewer Oh
590. Helen Oh (laughs)
591. Interviewer Why is that, because you think they won't understand you, or...?
592. Helen Yeah, so this is my problem (laughs) yeah
593. Interviewer I see

594. Helen Mm, I know it
595. Interviewer OK, well I'm sure that em, most people say that gets better
596. Helen Mm
597. Interviewer After some time
598.Helen Yeah
599.lnterviewer You just have to force yourself I think sometimes
600. Helen *

my confidence (laughs)
601. Interviewer No, I think you're doing very well, I don't think you should be too, too hard on

yourself
602.Helen (laughs) yeah I know I should, because at the end of April I have to pass exam,

IELTS
603. Interviewer Oh yeah, really?
604. Helen Yeah, so you know my vocabulary is very poor, so I have to study hard
605. Interviewer Mm
606. Helen And Mary1 know me my problem, and she give me many, very useful advice

about 1 should improve my pronunciation
607. Interviewer Mm hm
608. Helen And er the number of the vocabulary
609. Interviewer Right
61 O.Helen This is my problem, and speaking and er li, listening
611. Interviewer Mm
612.Helen 1 know
613.lnterviewer Yeah. . Oh well 1 wish you a lot of luck with your exam
614.Helen OK, thank you very much
615.lnterviewer I'll see you next week anyway
616.Helen Yeah
617. Interviewer I'll be around on Monday. Thanks again, see you

1 Her academic advisor
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Interview 8 Eun Joo

Based on lesson 7: Bonds. Discussion of teacher's misunderstanding of Helen's
pronunciation.

1. Interviewer As I said, I want to interview you to find out some opinions and em ideas about
your experiences of being an English student

2. Eun Joo Mm
3. Interviewer Being in a classroom and things like that
4. Eun Joo Mm
5. Interviewer That's really my, my interest
6. Eun Joo Right
7. Interviewer And I'm going to ask you some guestions, quite general questions
8. Eun Joo Mm
9. Interviewer For you to answer. There isn't a correct answer
10. Eun Joo Mm
11. Interviewer It's, I want to know your ideas
12. Eun Joo * at this Institution or other, other in my country or something?
13. Interviewer Both actually, I'm going to ask you about both
14. Eun Joo Mm
15. Interviewer And also I'm going to show you a short, very, very short clip from the video that I

made
16. Eun Joo Mm
17. Interviewer With your class
18. Eun Joo Ah yes
19. Interviewer And I'm going to ask you a question about that as well
20. Eun Joo Oh yes (laughs)
21. Interviewer OK?
22. Eun Joo Mm
23. Interviewer An I do this with everybody so...again that's very confidential
24. Eun Joo Mm
25. Interviewer OK, so em well the first question is quite general
26. Eun Joo Mm
27. Interviewer Just how long have you been here in, at the Institute?
28. Eun Joo Oh, yes since the first of March
29. Interviewer Uh huh?
30. Eun Joo Only, yes. I will stay only for three weeks. Especially, my case is there, I'm work

in the company, the company prefer to sending to Edinburgh
31. Interviewer Uh huh?
32. Eun Joo Because my boss, who is the present boss, is the, learned here from Edinburgh

University, maybe
33. Interviewer Oh really?
34. Eun Joo Five years ago he got the good impressions about this, this, the, the place so,

but the other, the other hand we have sent to England, London, not just
Edinburgh, that we have compared the accommodation or something. Cost then
is more cheaper than London

35. Interviewer Mm
36. Eun Joo And the more reasonable, he thought, I, I don't have any experience in this so
37. Interviewer Mm
38. Eun Joo He recommended strongly to go here, so fortunately I came here
39. Interviewer Right
40. Eun Joo But em, the company provide everything for me
41. Interviewer Right
42. Eun Joo But unfortunate short
43. Interviewer Mm
44. Eun Joo But personally I am work now, I am housewife and family so if I stay longer then I

have some trouble so. three weeks is too short, but er personally I don't, I
cannot stay longer than one month or something like this (laughs)

45. Interviewer I see, I see

46. Eun Joo Yes
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47. Interviewer And you're family are in Korea?
48. Eun Joo Yes, Seoul, capital of Korea, yes so my family is living there
49. Interviewer Right, 1 see
50. Eun Joo Yes. So 1 unfortunately 1 come, came to here alone, so I...I am so, (laughs) 1

cannot enjoy fully, but 1 got friends at the class, so some days 1 so happy to talk
with them also 1 can learn the language or culture

51. Interviewer Mm

52. Eun Joo Of other cou, of other countries
53. Interviewer Mm hm
54. Eun Joo It's good experience for me or so, but partly I'm so...not so happy to stay here

very long (laughs)
55. Interviewer 1 see

56. Eun Joo Or so. 1 arrived only and 1 stayed only one week, or two weeks
57. Interviewer Mm hm

58. Eun Joo So it's er, it's getting better to, to feel the mood or...yes. If 1 compare it to the
beginning of ,the first of March, it's get, 1 can feel better

59. Interviewer Mm
60. Eun Joo Feel things so
61. Interviewer Mm
62. Eun Joo Yeah, now 1 so-so (laughs)
63. Interviewer So you feel better because em
64. Eun Joo 1 have friends, 1 got friends or so. 1 can learn, and felt, 1 can feel myself er, my

English is er, is, is improving a little
65. Interviewer Mm

66. Eun Joo Slowly
67. Interviewer Mm
68. Eun Joo 1 am, as you know 1 am older than other students so, to understanding or to

remember vocabulary or something is too, too slow (laughs)
69. Interviewer Mm (laughs)
70. Eun Joo In the class (laughs). But er, especially in the Business English course
71. Interviewer Uh huh?
72. Eun Joo 1 like very much
73. Interviewer Mm
74. Eun Joo It's the, because the, my present situation, this time 1 have to do lots of Business

English
75. Interviewer Mm hm
76. Eun Joo So especially 1 like very much that
77. Interviewer Mm
78. Eun Joo Class
79. Interviewer Mm
80. Eun Joo Then other speaking or vocabulary (laughs) and grammar or something
81. Interviewer And you are already working in a company?
82. Eun Joo Yes, very long time, over ten years
83. Interviewer Really?
84. Eun Joo Yes (laughs)
85. Interviewer What kind of company is it?
86. Eun Joo Oh, it's the manufacturing of medicine
87. Interviewer Uh huh?
88. Eun Joo * Korea, you know the famous medicine aspirin, aspirin?
89. Interviewer Yes, yes
90. Eun Joo I'm in charge of finance, er yes
91. Interviewer Right
92. Eun Joo Yeah (laughs)
93. Interviewer So the Business English class
94. Eun Joo Is good for me
95. Interviewer The situations, are they realistic for you?
96. Eun Joo Yeah realistic, yes (laughs)
97. Interviewer That's great...You said that when you arrived it was...it's easier now, but at the

beginning
98. Eun Joo Mm
99. Interviewer Was it more difficult?
100.Eun Joo Yes, the beginning more difficult too, because 1 don't know exactly what's the
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conditions in this institution. Er, before I come here I read the paper or some
catalogue so I understood partly, but the, er, I arrived here the, the er, the
teacher explained us first day the test then after you fitted some class

101. Interviewer Mm
102. Eun Joo Actually I don't know what's the level for me. I, I interested in tho, what, what's

level (laughs) but I don't know
103. Interviewer I don't know what class you're in, in the morning before em
104. Eun Joo (laughs)
105. Interviewer I think the best person to ask is, is your teacher in the morning
106.Eun Joo Yeah
107.lnterviewer Ask your teacher, but maybe ask, ask the teacher at break time
108.EunJoo OK
109. Interviewer Say "look, what's this level?"
110.Eun Joo This, this, I interest with
111. Interviewer No
112. Eun Joo What's my level or, if I know then I can try
113.lnterviewer Hm
114.Eun Joo How I can try in future
115.lnterviewer Mm
116. Eun Joo But not so, not so important, but er
117.lnterviewer Yes but it's nice to know isn't it
118.Eun Joo Yeah
119.lnterviewer For the future
120. Eun Joo Yeah
121.Interviewer You should ask your teacher before you leave ask them
122. Eun Joo Oh yes
123.lnterviewer "How would you describe my level?"
124. Eun Joo OK (laughs)
125. Interviewer May be a good way to ask
126.Eun Joo (laughs) OK
127. Interviewer So when you first came you said you didn't know the conditions of the institute
128. Eun Joo No
129. Interviewer What, do you mean you didn't, what did you mean? That you didn't know how

everything functioned, or...?
130.Eun Joo Er, yes about what, what kind of levels to the * class or something like this.

Organisation of class
131. Interviewer Mm
132.Eun Joo The conditions, the condition is OK
133. Interviewer Mm
134. Eun Joo Because I learned you distributed us at the beginning
135.lnterviewer Mm
136. Eun Joo And papers, how to, how to em stay here, how to use this computer or

something like this
137.lnterviewer Mm
138.Eun Joo I can understand. Only you, how you dis, how you erdis...
139.lnterviewer Distribute?
140. Eun Joo Distribute the class
141. Interviewer Mm
142. Eun Joo At first
143.lnterviewer Mm
144.Eun Joo That was...The other things I am not er
145.lnterviewer All clear?
146. Eun Joo Yes
147.lnterviewer Mm yeah. So what about em when you were in the lessons. Was, was that, was

there anything new or different for you, perhaps compared to
148.Eun Joo Mm
149. Interviewer Your previous experiences with language learning?
150. Eun Joo Mm...yes, here is the, this situation is better than our country. For example than

er, we should talk by myself. Er, depending on expected matters. For example
than, just er I should talk. If teacher ask something, or background anything else,
then I should talk every time

151.Interviewer | Mm
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152.Eun Joo
•

Yes, because I didn't expect to ask like the questions, but suddenly I have to
think myself quickly (laughs) or then the, I can't talk without the, the, some book,
or how do I say

153. Interviewer Mm hm?
154.Eun Joo Not, not, not only the book
155. Interviewer Yeah
156.Eun Joo Talking about other environment or other things
157.lnterviewer Do you mean that
158.Eun Joo Not follow only the guideline, some books
159.lnterviewer Aha
160.Eun Joo Yes
161. Interviewer Right
162.Eun Joo So do you mean that you didn't expect to speak so spontaneously about different

topics?
163. Interviewer Different topics I mean yes
164. Eun Joo Uh huh
165.lnterviewer Yeah
166.Eun Joo In normal the class, er we don't talk something other topics, the, we con,

concentrate on some books
167. Interviewer Mm
168.Eun Joo Er text, or something like this
169. interviewer Mm
170.Eun Joo So sometimes it's difficult finding the words
171.Interviewer Mm
172.Eun Joo Words, for example the, er, medicine, or something (laughs). Yeah, our

company's the product medicine but I don't know exactly what kind of things
173.lnterviewer Mm
174.Eun Joo Medicines for treatment for something, sick or sickness
175.lnterviewer Mm
176. Eun Joo Or something. I had a talk many topics
177.lnterviewer Mm hm
178.Eun Joo I have learned many words
179. Interviewer Right
180. Eun Joo Some sentence or... * so difficult to talk
181.Interviewer What's difficult, sorry?
182.Eun Joo Partly
183.lnterviewer Mm
184. Eun Joo Sometimes difficult talk, very difficult
185.lnterviewer Mm
186. Eun Joo Because I don't know exactly the words
187. Interviewer Mm
188.Eun Joo Or, or some (laughs)
189. Interviewer Yes, yes
190. Eun Joo So * school to learn other topics or words or something like this
191. Interviewer Mm...So you're learning
192.Eun Joo It means very flexible...topics
193. Interviewer Mm
194.Eun Joo That I had to talk
195. Interviewer You mean there was a lot of, a variety, a big variety of topics? A lot of different

topics?
196.Eun Joo Er, a lot of topics
197. Interviewer Mm
198.Eun Joo Mm
199.lnterviewer Did you feel that you were learning em new words and also facts? New ideas?

New, new information? Or new words?
200.Eun Joo Er...new words and new information, sure
201. Interviewer Mm
202.Eun Joo What kind of new information? For example?
203. Interviewer Mm new information about er, er other countries' culture
204.Eun Joo Mm
205.lnterviewer Or er yes, other culture about countries
206. Eun Joo Mm
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207. Interviewer Or the environment of the other countries
208.Eun Joo Mm
209.lnterviewer Or education or doing or daily work
210.Eun Joo Mm hm
211. Interviewer Yes. And in the Business Class, did you feel that you were learning new

information about business?
212. Eun Joo Not so... in the Business Class not so new informations
213. Interviewer Mm
214.Eun Joo Because I work in the real field
215.lnterviewer Yes
216.Eun Joo So me I can use, I can use the some the er right er words or
217.lnterviewer Yeah
218.Eun Joo Or how to write a letter something like this
219.lnterviewer Mm
220. Eun Joo Not new informations
221. Interviewer Yes
222. Eun Joo But I want to, I prefer to the learning English in the that class if the, that class

provide some more information about financial situation, real financial situation
223. Interviewer Mm hm
224.Eun Joo It means that to learn more about financial and English
225. Interviewer Uh huh
226.Eun Joo Even if, then it's better er for me but I can't expect so much about the, the

professional financial
227. Interviewer Mm
228.Eun Joo Something, yeah. I understand because this is the language institution
229. Interviewer Mm
230. Eun Joo Not financial, or economic, or
231 .Interviewer Mm hm
232.Eun Joo The, the background
233. Interviewer Mm hm
234. Eun Joo Not have that background so it's enough for me to learn English, English more

important that financial
235.lnterviewer Right
236. Eun Joo Because I work, so
237. Interviewer So you mean that if you had, if there had been more emphasis on finance
238.Eun Joo Yes
239. Interviewer You might have learned some new information
240.Eun Joo Mm yes
241.Interviewer About finance, but it's guite specialised
242. Eun Joo Yes
243. Interviewer So maybe not everybody has that background
244. Eun Joo Right. I understand this.
245.lnterviewer Right
246. Eun Joo It is very helpful for me to learn the words
247. Interviewer That's good
248. Eun Joo (laughs)
249. Interviewer That's good. That means it's working then
250. Eun Joo Yeah
251. Interviewer That's good... Well, I'll move to ask you something else
252.Eun Joo Mm
253. Interviewer Em, you mentioned em, how you felt when you first came, and
254. Eun Joo Mm
255. Interviewer Everything
256.Eun Joo Mm
257. Interviewer Have you, obviously you've learned English before. Did you learn it in a

university situation, or maybe a private language school
258-Eun Joo Er, so only I could not concentrate so much in Korea, only when I was young
259. Interviewer Mm
260.Eun Joo I could learn English
261. Interviewer Mm
262.Eun Joo But present I, I learned about financial matters, not English
263. Interviewer Mm hm
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264. Eun Joo Financial is more important than the talking about English, because I am a real
worker in finance, so actually I could not concentrate

265. Interviewer Yes
266.Eun Joo To learn English before I come here, so just, just so, I had trouble at the

beginning
267.1nterviewer Mm
268. Eun Joo To remember all the vocab, vocabulary
269. Interviewer Yes
270. Eun Joo or something
271.Interviewer Yes
272. Eun Joo So that's easy to First Certificate class
273. Interviewer Mm
274. Eun Joo But when I start class, in the, for example in the morning class, after ten or

twenty minutes, slowly I can (laughs) enjoy, or I can understand. Actually I can
understand speaking, what teacher means, but if I see for example * or
something it's too difficult for me because I not student

275.lnterviewer Mm
276. Eun Joo I'm not younger
277. Interviewer Mm
278. Eun Joo That's that, er I think if I compare other students, then I have some difficult
279.lnterviewer Well, most students say the same thing actually
280. Eun Joo Oh?
281. Interviewer (laughs) A lot of them do
282. Eun Joo I can see the young students doing very well, but I'm not I think (laughs)
283. Interviewer Well, I, I've been there a few times and I would not say that
284. Eun Joo No?
285.lnterviewer

> ■ -

'

'

-

No. So in, when you were younger, and you did study English in Korea, what...
the classroom situation, was it very different from the classroom here?

286. Eun Joo Oh yeah, yes er not so big different, but they... when I was young I learned from
Korean teachers

287.lnterviewer Mm
288. Eun Joo At the times not so many the foreign
289. Interviewer Mm hm
290. Eun Joo Teachers
291. Interviewer Mm
292.Eun Joo So they considered of the grammar, or something like textbooks or something

like that
293.lnterviewer Mm
294. Eun Joo Not the talk, speaking or something like this. We had to homework, or something

like this so

295. Interviewer Mm
296.Eun Joo It means here is more Western, it's modern
297.lnterviewer Mm
298. Eun Joo Because I, I am talking about a very long time ago
299. Interviewer Yes
300. Eun Joo The situation so, I cannot compare with easily these days unfortunately (laughs)
301. Interviewer So you say it's modern
302. Eun Joo It's modern
303.lnterviewer How, can you be more specific, what, what's modern about it?
304. Eun Joo

. •
'

. . .
■

Ah, modern means the so much, so much Westernised, it's normal, normal
culture I think. In Korea, where the A, Asian culture er, talk, not so much talk,

■ ;■ "

with, er freely, or something like that. But I understand in the Western countries
you, er, most of the person is talking by themself. It means maybe they learned
when they young, when they er in the primary school or high school, they should
talk to, they should discuss. It means discuss or something like this.

305. Interviewer Yes
306.Eun Joo Talk, sharing of the communication... each other, the... Here in this class, every

=•
. S:: .

. '
■ ; ir; ; ..." classes we had to talk or group making means

307.lnterviewer Yes
308.Eun Joo In, bit in Korea it, it is not so normal. Just we have to ourselves
309.lnterviewer Mm
310.Eun Joo Talk with teacher or, not discuss
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311. Interviewer Mm

312.Eun Joo But it's getting there improve er, how teach, how teacher has to, how teacher,
how teacher has to... how should I (laughs) How they have to teacher, teach the
students

313.Interviewer Uh huh?
314.Eun Joo It means the teacher has to give the more chance to, more opportunity to talk by

the students. Not only teaching bu, against the pers, the students
315.lnterviewer Mm
316.Eun Joo Something like this. It means in Korea there has to be change the way of

teaching
317. Interviewer Mm
318.Eun Joo Or doing the teaching like this
319. Interviewer Mm
320. Eun Joo Yes
321. Interviewer I see

322. Eun Joo (laughs) But you can't understand?
323. Interviewer No, I think I do understand you
324. Eun Joo Mm
325.lnterviewer Em, OK I want to move on a little bit now
326. Eun Joo Mm hm
327.lnterviewer Because I'm now going to ask you to remember a
328.Eun Joo Mm
329. Interviewer Particular
330. Eun Joo Mm
331. Interviewer Lesson
332.Eun Joo Mm
333. Interviewer Em, from mm... I can tell you exactly which date it was...
334. Eun Joo Mm
335. Interviewer It was last week
336.Eun Joo In our class?
337.Interviewer Yes, last week. Em, do you remember the day that you were writing letters
338.Eun Joo Mm
339. Interviewer You were writing a lot of letters
340. Eun Joo Yes
341. Interviewer In groups, going back and forward, do you remember that?
342.Eun Joo Yes
343. Interviewer And before that
344. Eun Joo Mm
345. Interviewer Em you were checking some homework
346.Eun Joo Mm
347. Interviewer Remember there was comparisons / contrasts language
348.Eun Joo Mm
349. Interviewer And in a group you compared, and then the teacher
350. Eun Joo yes
351. Interviewer went through and you were checking all the answers
352. Eun Joo yes
353. Interviewer I'm going to show you it anyway. I want to show you a short clip from that day
354. Eun Joo Mm
355. Interviewer And what I'd like you to do is first time
356;Eun Joo Mm
357.lnterviewer Just watch, you don't have to comment
358. Eun Joo Mm
359. Interviewer Then I'll rewind it
360.Eun Joo Mm
361. Interviewer And the second time I'm going to stop it and just ask you one or two small

guestions
362.Eun Joo Mm OK
363.lnterviewer About what's happening
364.Eun Joo Mm OK (laughs)
365. Interviewer But don't worry if you can't remember all the details about the day
366. Eun Joo Mm
367.lnterviewer That's not too important. We'll just have a guick look. And you're going to be in
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this
368.Eun Joo (laughs)
369.lnterviewer That's you (points at screen)
370.Eun Joo Ah! (laughs)
371. Interviewer (Video playing at Natasha: Are there any other phrases...? Video stops at

Natasha: Although) Right I'm just going to take it back a little bit and we, we'll
watch it again

372.Eun Joo Mm
373.lnterviewer And then I'm going to ask you to comment a little bit on this so ...(rewinding

video). I'll just, stop it there. So you can remember more or less
374. Eun Joo Yes
375. Interviewer What was happening, the teacher's asking for the answers. OK, I want you to

concentrate on Helen
376.Eun Joo Mm
377. Interviewer And the discussion about "although"
378.Eun Joo Mm
379.lnterviewer

'

OK, just let's watch that again and see what happens (Video playing and stops)
OK. What was the problem? What, what happened with "although"? In that, in
that moment? Did you find, did you realise... what happened?

380.Eun Joo Mm
381.Interviewer When Natasha said, Helen said
382. Eun Joo "Also"
383.lnterviewer and Helen said "Mm, no, not also"
384. Eun Joo Mm
385.lnterviewer What was the problem?
386.Eun Joo Em, er, it's not so goo, good word
387.lnterviewer Was there a misunderstanding, do you think?
388. Eun Joo No, er actually the, the people, the person does not know where, about that

(laughs)
389.lnterviewer Mm?
390. Eun Joo Word
391. Interviewer Uh huh?
392.Eun Joo Yes, I think
393. Interviewer And did you notice that Natasha maybe didn't understand
394. Eun Joo Mm
395.lnterviewer When, maybe it's not clear, I'll just rewind it again and show you once more

(rewinding video, video playing & stops)
396.Eun Joo Mm
397.lnterviewer Did you see?
398.Eun Joo They misunderstand the, they couldn't understand guickly or...
399. Interviewer Yeah
400.Eun Joo At the beginning. Actually she knows
401. Interviewer Yes
402.Eun Joo The person knows, then could not understand so quickly
403.lnterviewer Yes
404.Eun Joo So if we explain more by teacher, then we can understand
405. Interviewer Yeah, well I think what happened
406.Eun Joo Mm
407. Interviewer Actually is that em Helen
408. Eun Joo Mm
409. Interviewer Said "although"
410.Eun Joo Mm, yes
411. Interviewer But Natasha thought that she said "also"
412.Eun Joo Ah, yes, misunderstood
413. Interviewer There was a misunderstanding
414.Eun Joo Pronunciation mm

415. Interviewer A misunderstanding yes. Em, and how did they em resolve the problem?
416.Eun Joo Oh, then they, we should talk two or three times again. Try and try
417. Interviewer Mm
418.Eun Joo Or sometimes we should explain more about the, the, the, the, the word or
419.lnterviewer Yes
420.Eun Joo Sentence
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421. Interviewer Mm, yes
422. Eun Joo Then we can understand. So we should try two or several times to talk each

other

423. Interviewer Uh huh
424. Eun Joo Finally we can understand
425. Interviewer Yes
426.Eun Joo Because the er it depends on the cou, country they have different pronunciation
427.!nterviewer Yes
428. Eun Joo So (laughs) if we talk same words but er
429. Interviewer Yes
430. Eun Joo (laughs) it depends the person. Talk differently or
431.Interviewer Yes
432. Eun Joo Because also I cannot I'm sorry comment like this
433.lnterviewer No it's OK
434. Eun Joo If a person is comment con, consumption, consumption
435.lnterviewer Mm?
436.Eun Joo For example, er I yes the somebody pronounciate differently consumption,

something like this
437.lnterviewer Uhuh?
438. Eun Joo So everybody they talk, they speak differently, with a different pronunciations

(laughs)
439. Interviewer Yes
440.Eun Joo But the word is same

441.Interviewer Yes
442. Eun Joo We are, we talk many times (laughs)
443. Interviewer (laughs) yeah?
444.Eun Joo To understand
445.lnterviewer Yes, yes that's right. And in this situation it was the teacher who didn't

understand
446. Eun Joo Mm
447.lnterviewer The student. And that. That was the problem
448. Eun Joo The student didn't understand
449. Interviewer Well, I think actually the problem was that the, the student's pronunciation
450. Eun Joo The pronunciation was em
451. Interviewer Uh huh, and the teacher didn't, misunderstood
452. Eun Joo Uh huh
453. Interviewer The em

454. Eun Joo ** (laughs)
455. Interviewer Yes
456. Eun Joo Yes the problem was I think the pronunciation
457. Interviewer Yeah, yeah
458. Eun Joo "Also" "although" or something (laughs)
459. Interviewer Yes there was a problem there. And I want to ask you about this. Em, when, you

said sometimes when you're talking to other students
460.Eun Joo Yeah
461.Interviewer This happens
462. Eun Joo Yeah
463.lnterviewer Yeah?
464.Eun Joo Mm
465.lnterviewer And you have to repeat
466. Eun Joo Yes
467. Interviewer And repeat.
468. Eun Joo Yes
469. Interviewer Em, do you, do you always repeat
470. Eun Joo No
471.Interviewer Continue repeating?
472. Eun Joo No, no. Sometimes I miss, skip the er, because er generally if I understand er

what he wants, he, he or she wants to say to me then
473. Interviewer Mm hm
474. Eun Joo If I understand in general
475. Interviewer Mm

476. Eun Joo I don't, sometimes I don't ask
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477.1nterviewer Mm
478. Eun Joo To
479. Interviewer Yes
480.Eun Joo "What was it?" So sometimes I skip (laughs) Then I don't know forever I think

that word (laughs)
481. Interviewer What about if, if you are speaking and the person has not understood you, or

maybe misunderstood you
482. Eun Joo Er
483.Interviewer What do you do then?
484. Eun Joo Sometimes er, ** their speaking skip is so quick I think
485. Interviewer Mm hm
486. Eun Joo Or sometimes misunderstood
487.lnterviewer Mm
488.Eun Joo Sometimes, yes, sometimes they misunderstood
489. Interviewer Mm. And do you repeat yourself?
490. Eun Joo Yes I, yes I want to repeat, but not only, not all. Sometimes I like to speak again
491 .Interviewer Mm
492. Eun Joo Yeah (laughs) Just we understood generally (laughs)
493.lnterviewer Right
494.Eun Joo We don't speak again
495. Interviewer What about if, for this example
496. Eun Joo Mm
497. Interviewer The person has completely
498. Eun Joo Mm
499.lnterviewer Misunderstood you
500.Eun Joo Mm
501. Interviewer And they have the wrong idea
502. Eun Joo Mm
503. Interviewer Would you, would you normally repeat again?
504.Eun Joo

\ Y ■ •

Oh, in this case we should speak there, we should repeat too, too, because we
should learn in this class

505. Interviewer Mm hm
506. Eun Joo So in the class we should talk with, we should repeat
507. Interviewer Mm
508.Eun Joo Ask or

509. Interviewer Right
510. Eun Joo Or speak, or something like that
511. Interviewer What about, in this case it was a different student, not you
512.Eun Joo Mm?
513. Interviewer But if in the same situation
514. Eun Joo Mm
515 Interviewer In the who, everybody iistening
516.Eun Joo Mm
517.lnterviewer The same thing happens
518.Eun Joo Mm
519.lnterviewer With the teacher
520.Eun Joo Yes
521.Interviewer Do you repeat, if the teacher doesn't understand you? Or do you just skip it?
522. Eun Joo Oh, no. I should, I want to repeat
523.interviewer Mm?
524. Eun Joo But if er, because the teacher has to understand what we say
525. Interviewer Riqht
526.Eun Joo Then the teacher can guide for us
527.lnterviewer Uh huh
528. Eun Joo In that case I think we should talk again, talk
529. Interviewer Yeah
530. Eun Joo Ask again, or should repeat
531. Interviewer And if the teacher has misunderstood you, if the teacher thinks
532.Eun Joo Mm
533.lnterviewer She has understood but, but really she hasn't
534. Eun Joo This, this not so good
535. Interviewer And would you, would you say "No it's..."
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536. Eun Joo Yes, I think so

537. Interviewer Yeah?
538. Eun Joo Yes
539.lnterviewer Uh huh? And how do you feel if you have to correct the teacher? Or change

what the teacher thinks?
540. Eun Joo Er... for me it doesn't matter
541.Interviewer Mm
542. Eun Joo Because this is the class
543. Interviewer Mm
544.Eun Joo To learn English
545.lnterviewer Yes
546. Eun Joo So it doesn't matter for me

547. Interviewer Uhuh
548.Eun Joo Yeah ** teacher misunderstood my answer
549.lnterviewer Mm
550.Eun Joo Then I should, I want to gain
551. Interviewer Right
552. Eun Joo It's different means (laughs)
553.lnterviewer I see

554.Eun Joo A teacher is **. Yes. I want talk
555. Interviewer Mm
556.Eun Joo To understand
557.lnterviewer Mm
558. Eun Joo The, the situation
559.lnterviewer Mm
560. Eun Joo Then I can learn
561. Interviewer Right, Yes
562. Eun Joo So mm

563. Interviewer Uh huh?
564. Eun Joo (laughs)
565.lnterviewer OK, thank you, that's interesting
566. Eun Joo (laughs)
567.lnterviewer That's what I wanted to know. I want to ask you one or two other questions now.

We're nearly finished, not many more. But er, these questions are more general
568.Eun Joo Mm

And em I want to know some more about your opinions about the roles of
teachers and students

570. Eun Joo Mm yes
571. Interviewer Now, you haven't been here for very long
572. Eun Joo Mm
573. Interviewer But I'm sure you can think about these questions anyway
574. Eun Joo Mm
575. Interviewer Do you think students in class always do what the teacher asks them to do?

I 576. Eun Joo Mm
577. Interviewer Do you think the students always follow the teacher's instructions?
578. Eun Joo Mm
579. Interviewer In the classroom
580. Eun Joo

.

Most of the students, they follow the teacher (Audio tape finishes and is turned
over)

581.Interviewer Do you think when you're doing a task in pairs or in a group
582.Eun Joo Mm
583.lnterviewer Do you or other students always follow the instructions exactly?
584. Eun Joo No, no, sometimes not
585.lnterviewer Mm hm?
586. Eun Joo Er, I had the experience there last class in the afternoon, so
587. Interviewer Mm hm?
588.Eun Joo

■

Er, in that case they're very difficult to understand in that subject, or the question,
we should hear some news

589.lnterviewer Mm hm?
590.Eun Joo It's too fast, but also the teacher does not expect you understand one hundred

percent
591. Interviewer No
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592. Eun Joo But students only forty or thirty percent
593.lnterviewer Mm

594. Eun Joo In our group, there are three members in our group (laughs) we couldn't
understand, for me it's very difficult, uh, so the other group is talking to try to
understand, to discuss with themselves but in our class not

595.lnterviewer Your group
596. Eun Joo So in that case I'm not so er comfortable, I so sad (laughs) or, because er

nobody try to solve the problem, what they said, but the teacher er, why the
group does not talk. So, at the time I was er not so comfortable

597. Interviewer Mm
598.EUnJoo Yes
599.lnterviewer Why, why do you think the group didn't talk?
600.Eun Joo Er, actually the, I don't know exactly, I couldn't, everybody couldn't understand
601.Interviewer Right
602.Eun Joo (laughs) I did not say anything, so it was
603. Interviewer Yeah
604. Eun Joo Not so good experience
605. Interviewer Mm
606. Eun Joo It's the first time I had
607. Interviewer Right
608. Eun Joo During my life (laughs)
609. Interviewer Right
610.Eun Joo

.

I disappointed about myself also... to understand, so... sometimes I have
compare with other group or other students. If somebody understand very well I
disappoint myself, so sometimes I could not er follow the, well or something
(laughs)

611.Interviewer Right
612. Eun Joo Yes
613.lnterviewer Right
614.Eun Joo This happen sometimes
615.lnterviewer Mm
616.Eun Joo Er, yes sometimes I disappointed
617. Interviewer Oh, listening can be very hard
618.Eun Joo (laughs)
619.lnterviewer I think lots of people have the same problem sometimes
620. Eun Joo Mm
621. Interviewer They listen to a
622.Eun Joo Yeah
623. Interviewer Tape and they just don't understand anything
624. Eun Joo Yes
625.lnterviewer So
626.Eun Joo So actually if I said a ** then I didn't participate the next time (laughs)
627. Interviewer (laughs)
628.Eun Joo That class (laughs)
629.Interviewer You didn't participate the next time?
630. Eun Joo Next time. At the time I was so, yeah, so sad
631. Interviewer Oh
632.Eun Joo So I did not participate the class (laughs)
633.lnterviewer You mean for the rest of the lesson, or do you mean
634. Eun Joo No, no, I, I finished that class next day
635. Interviewer You didn't go, or you didn't participate?
636.Eun Joo I didn't go
637.lnterviewer Oh
638.Eun Joo I didn't go, yes
639. Interviewer Because, because
640.Eun Joo Because, yeah er, (laughs)
641 .Interviewer Because you felt uncomfortable?
642. Eun Joo I felt (laughs) oh, maybe the, my er personal character, I, have the person,

something strange (laughs)
643.lnterviewer (laughs) I don't think so
644. Eun Joo (laughs)
645. Interviewer Oh, well. So did you feel that you had... somehow not succeeded? In lesson,
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'

or... was that why you didn't go back?
646. Eun Joo Mm... actually at the time
647.1nterviewer Yeah
648. Eun Joo I could not er, learn, I couldn't feel that, so
649. Interviewer 1 Mm
650.Eun Joo | Only that time 1 have. But 1 enjoyed that class
651.Interviewer Good
652.Eun Joo Yeah
653.lnterviewer Good, good OK
654. Eun Joo (laughs) That's my bad experience
655.lnterviewer Well
656. Eun Joo (laughs)
657. Interviewer I'm happy it's only one
658. Eun Joo Mm
659. Interviewer

-

And I don't think you should feel too bad if it's listening because everybody has a
problem with that

660. Eun Joo (laughs)
661. Interviewer It's very difficult. OK, my last question is, is related to feeling
662. Eun Joo Mm
663. Interviewer Em, anxious or feeling confident, it's related to feelings

m r-* ■

664. Eun Joo Mm
665. Interviewer Em, how is talking English outside the class
666. Eun Joo Mm
667.lnterviewer Different
668. Eun Joo Mm
669. Interviewer From in the class, or maybe it's not different. Is there a difference there?
670.Eun Joo You compare some class, or?
671.Interviewer Well, I'm compare em the experience of speaking English in the lesson
672. Eun Joo Mm
673. Interviewer With speaking English outside in em, different situations
674. Eun Joo Oh, yes it's different
675.lnterviewer Uh huh?
676. Eun Joo Different come here, just I talk myself to you some word, like this, I learned
677. Interviewer Mm
678.Eun Joo If possible I want use them in the right sentence, or right word or something like

this, or optimise the word
679. Interviewer Mm
680. Eun Joo Yes so also, yes it's a little changed. I talk differently. I should talk here then with

the right word or right...
681.Interviewer So do you feel that you, that, do you mean that you try to be more correct?
682. Eun Joo More correct, yes
683. Interviewer Uh huh?
684. Eun Joo Yes
685. Interviewer In the class?
686. Eun Joo In the class, yes
687.lnterviewer Right. Do you feel em, more or less comfortable speaking English in the class, or

outside of the class?
688. Eun Joo Outside is more comfortable (laughs)
689.lnterviewer Really?
690. Eun Joo Yeah, sure er, in outside is definitely er hear carefully that they will be

understand the main fact, but in the class we learn some words, so I should try
to use the correct words (laughs). It is my, my goals to use right sentence

691.Interviewer Mm
692.Eun Joo In our field I should use the right word, so I should try. But in other place, in here
693. Interviewer Mm hm?
694. Eun Joo

.

I don't talk so much but er this I can * what I want to say myself, but er in future I
should try to use, yes

695. Interviewer Yes
696. Eun Joo Right, correct words
697.lnterviewer Mm
698. Eun Joo I will do next time
699. Interviewer Mm. Do you fell, just last, very last er point
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700.Eun Joo Mm

701. Interviewer You mentioned that you feel sometimes a little bit less comfortable in class
702.Eun Joo Mm
703. Interviewer Because people are going to notice
704. Eun Joo Yes
705.lnterviewer Mistakes
706.Eun Joo Mm
707. Interviewer Is it the same talking to the teacher? As talking to other students?
708.Eun Joo Mm
709.1nterviewer Or maybe is it the same when a teacher is listening as when a teacher is not

listening?
710. Eun Joo Er, I am not so worried about that. The same
711.Interviewer The same

712.Eun Joo
-

And the same teacher is, because er most of the teacher is very comfortable for
me because they don't comment, not so strong words. Just they, the teacher is
teacher me very smoothly, and very nicely, so it's not so

713.lnterviewer Mm
714:Eun Joo Only my mind just myself, felt not comfortable
715.lnterviewer Yes
716.Eun Joo Only
717.Interviewer Right
718.Eun Joo Not against the teacher or
719.lnterviewer Right
720.Eun Joo Yeah. It's only I think myself (laughs) too much (laughs) I am construing
721. Interviewer So you mean that you, you feel the same level of comfort
722.Eun Joo Yeah
723.lnterviewer Speaking to another student and speaking to the teacher
724. Eun Joo Yes
725.lnterviewer No different
726.Eun Joo No, no problem
727. Interviewer

■

. ■
.

Right, OK, well I think that's all my questions for you, Eun Joo, so thank you
very, very much, it's been very interesting

728.Eun Joo It's enough?
729.lnterviewer Yes, that's it
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Interview 9 Jules

Based on lesson 2 Bonds: 307 onwards. Discussing note passing

1. Interviewer Em how long have you been here at the Institute?
2. Jules Er, I am here since six weeks
3. Interviewer Six weeks
4. Jules Yes
5. Interviewer Riqht. And when are you going back to France?
6, Jules At the end of this week
7. Interviewer

t

Oh, really, oh right OK. Right so you're just finishing, and what are your, you
know, plans when you go back, are you...?

8. Jules When I return er in France em I think I am looking for a job
9. Interviewer Mm
10. Jules Because I need to find a job after this formation, because it's good to, to improve

my English before
11. Interviewer Mm
12. Jules Find a job in France
13. Interviewer And what
14. Jules It's necessary to find, to talk to, talk English to find a job in France
15. Interviewer Mm
16. Jules Very important
17. Interviewer Really?
18. Jules Really
19. Interviewer What kind of work are you looking for?
20. Jules Er, I'm a lawyer
21. Interviewer Lawyer
22. Jules Yes
23. Interviewer So why is it so important that a lawyer in France has to speak English?
24. Jules Because in my, my speciality is em business law
25. Interviewer Right
26. Jules And in business law you need to speak in English to the clients
27. Interviewer Mm
28. Jules Er, it's very important, to speak English
29. Interviewer Mm
30. Jules That's why I prefer come here to improve my English
31. Interviewer Mm
32. Jules Before, before find a job in France
33. Interviewer Right, OK. Are you doing Legal English as well?
34. Jules Yes
35. Interviewer Yes
36. Jules I'm studying Legal English here in this Institute
37. Interviewer Right. Natasha, and John
38. Jules And John
39. Interviewer Right. So why did you choose to, to come here to study?
40. Jules Why?
41. Interviewer Mm
42. Jules Em, er I said it's to, improve my General English first
43. Interviewer Mm
44. Jules Because the grammar is very important, and to talk is very important
45. Interviewer Mm
46. Jules To have the base of the grammar and vocabulary
47. Interviewer Mm

48. Jules And I have seen in the brochure, the little brochure
49. Interviewer Mm
50. Jules In France that Institute have er Legal English and em Business English
51. Interviewer Mm

52. Jules So er, I, I thought that it would be good to come here to, to study Legal English
53. Interviewer Mm
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54. Jules And about er Scot, Scotland law and English law
55. Interviewer Mm
56. Jules Because it's >

57. Interviewer Different
58. Jules Yes
59. Interviewer Mm
60. Jules And er, it would be good to see both systems
61. Interviewer Right
62. Jules And er Business English because it's very important to, to write some letters,

and writing is very important, so I choose, this er, this formation
63. Interviewer Mm
64. Jules Because I can > English and Medicine English because I have seen about those

two
65. Interviewer Mm hm
66. Jules Others formations
67. Interviewer Yes
68. Jules But Legal English and Business English for me
69. Interviewer Mm
70. Jules Was very good
71. Interviewer Specialisation
72. Jules Yes, specialisation, I think it's very important
73. Interviewer Mm
74. Jules To put in your Curriculum Vitae
75, Interviewer Right. So it would help you with future
76. Jules Yes
77. Interviewer Jobs and
78. Jules I hope (laughs)
79. Interviewer OK, so you mentioned that em you were also interested in improving your

General English
80. Jules Mm hm
81. Interviewer

' Obviously you've studied English in the past. Can you tell me some more about
where, when, what it was like

82. Jules Er...I, I studied English at school
83. Interviewer Mm
84. Jules Er... at eleven years old
85. Interviewer Mm
86. Jules Until eighteen years old, so seven, seven years to study English
87. Interviewer Mm
88. Jules Er...but it, it was not very good because er, er the French system is based on

■ ■

::

89. Interviewer Mm

Only on writing and not on the oral, and so it's a big problem for the people,
because when you want to talk other people, with English people, you can er, or
you need to go to the country

91. Interviewer Mm
92. Jules To talk, and it's not very easy to go when you are very young. So you can go, er

when in 1986 and in 1988 er I came in the, in England er to study three, three
weeks

93. Interviewer Mm hm?
94. And er it was good but I was with the other French people, so for the > it wasn't

very good. I prefer come now with some French people, but
95. Interviewer Mm hm
96. Jules Other people, and er it's better to stay a long time I think. Three weeks is too

short
97. Interviewer Yes, yes. It is difficult if you are with a group of your own nationality
98. Jules Yes, you, if, you try to speak in English, but it's difficult because you are with the

temptation to er
99. Interviewer Yes
100.Jules To talk in your language
101.Interviewer Yes
102.Jules So at least seven years in school
103. Interviewer Mm
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104.Jules And after, during five or six years er, I didn't do nothing in English
105.lnterviewer Mm

106.Jules Because in university we never talking in English
107.lnterviewer Mm
108.Jules So it was difficult to, to began
109.lnterviewer Mm

11 O.Jules We », so decide to, to do some English, to, to study English again
111.Interviewer Mm

112.Jules Er since one years I think
113.Interviewer Right
114.Jules Because five years, you feel er English is difficult to work after (laughs) with this

language
115. Interviewer Mm
116.Jules We need to practise
117.lnterviewer You mentioned that in school the emphasis was on writing
118.Jules Yes
119.lnterviewer Not speaking
120.Jules Mm hm

121. Interviewer Would you say that is the main difference between English at school and English
classes here? Or is there a different way of seeing the difference?

122.Jules No, I think here we speak a lot. With the teachers
123.lnterviewer Mm hm?
124.Jules And er... and you are in a small classroom, six or seven students. It's good to

practise, to talk with the er, the teachers, and in France it's difficult because we
are thirty

125. Interviewer Mm
126.Jules Thirty people in the same classroom, and it's, it's not very easy to participate. So

er, only teacher talk and you write
127. Interviewer So, you mentioned er, it's easier to participate with the teacher in a small group
128.Jules Yes
129. Interviewer Em, what do you think is, why is that so good, why is that better? Being able to

speak to the teacher a lot?
130.Jules Em... because the teacher try to understand you, because it's not very easy to

understand (laughs) us, and er he can correct you. In the classroom it's difficult
to correct all the, all the people, in a big classroom

131. Interviewer Mm hm
132.Jules Because er everybody try to speak, and er you speak, also you speak only

during one hours, in the, in the day.
133. Interviewer Mm

134.Jules Here you can speak
135. Interviewer Mm
136.Jules More, more than one hour because with the family you speak in English, in the

street, in the shop
137. Interviewer Mm
138.Jules You speak in English, and er, it's better to be in the country
139. Interviewer Yeah
140.Jules Because in your country you speak English
141. Interviewer Mm
142.Jules And during one hour, it's too short to improve your English I think
i43.lnterviewer Mm right. Yeah. So the correction thing is guite important as well, is it?
144.Jules Yes, yes correction I think is very important, because er, er, you can, you can

see your fault. Even if you try to find your fault, it's not very easy because you,
it's not your language

145.lnterviewer Mm hm
146.Jules So it's better to have
147. Interviewer Mm

148.Jules Some, somebody
149. interviewer Mm
150.Jules Who correct you
151.Interviewer Mm... OK, well I'm going to ask you now to em watch a little section from one of

your classes
152.Jules Mm hm
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153, Interviewer Em, a couple of weeks ago, no less than that, em, what I'll do is I'll show you it
once, just to let you remember the lesson, so that you can remember the day,
and what was happening

154.Jules Mm hm
155,lnterviewer And then you don't have to comment at that point. Then we'll watch it, I'll take it

back and we'll watch it a second time, the same clip, very short
156.Jules Mm
157. Interviewer And the second time I'm going to ask you some questions about it, OK?
158.Jules Business English I think
159. Interviewer Oh yes
160.Jules (laughs)
161.Interviewer Well I haven't been filming any other classes (laughs)
162.Jules (laughs)
163.lnterviewer It has to be Business English. So I want you to just, the first time, just try to...

remember the day
164.Jules Mm hm
165. Interviewer See if you can remember what's happening
166.Jules Yes
167. Interviewer And if you can't remember what you were doing
168.Jules The subject
169.lnterviewer Then I can remind you a little bit about it
170.Jules Yeah
171. Interviewer So let's just see if you can, er recall this day (Video playing from Natasha:

Maybe not the first one you'd go to, video stops) I'll stop it there
172.Jules Yes
173.lnterviewer So can you remember the day? What, what were you doing that day?
174.Jules It's er, I think we talk about vocabulary
175.lnterviewer Yeah
176.Jules And er, need to find some words, business words
177. Interviewer Mm hm
178.Jules And er, we use er... business dictionary and er, because we, we er, we had a lot

of dictionary and we
179. Interviewer Mm hm
180.Jules We had business dictionary and er, general dictionary
181.Interviewer Mm
182.Jules Natasha explain, explain it to take a dictionary because it's better for business

words
183.lnterviewer Mm hm
184.Jules I think it
185.lnterviewer That's right
186.Jules Yes, that's right
187.lnterviewer That's the day, yes
188.Jules Mm
189.lnterviewer

•

OK, I'm going to take it back slightly and we're going to watch it again... just a
small section and I'm going to ask you some more

190.Jules Mm
191. Interviewer Details this time, OK?
192.Jules Mm
193.lnterviewer This time I want to, I want you to watch this and concentrate on what you're

doing
194.Jules Yes
195.lnterviewer Particularly what you're doing during this time, right? I'm going to ask you some

questions about this. I should emphasise before I ask you the questions, none of
the questions I ask you are intended to be judgmental in any way about any
person

196.Jules Yes, OK (laughs)
197.lnterviewer Just in case you're wondering (laughs)
198.Jules It's really long?
199. Interviewer No, no
200.Jules For four minutes?
201. Interviewer Oh yes, no longer than that

| 202.Jules Because I want to know if I can't find the day, so... I take a long time to find
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(laughs)
203.lnterviewer Do you want me to show you a little bit more?
204.Jules Er, another part of this
205. Interviewer Let's rewind it a little bit more, it might help you to remember
206.Jules Mm, because er

207.lnterviewer It was actually, I can tell you which day it was. It was em
208.Jules I remember you came er, the second, the third, the third weeks I think
209. Interviewer (rewinding video) I'll stop it and just... let me just stop it there for a minute
21 O.Jules Yeah
211.Interviewer And I'll just tell you which day it was. It's em (looking at notes) ... yep. It's
212.Jules The beginning of February, no?
213. Interviewer Wednesday of... not last week but the week before
214.Jules Before. At the beginning of March
215. Interviewer Second of March
216.Jules Second of March, yes
217.Interviewer And it's ... I'll tell you (looking at notes) it's the lesson that you had about Bonds,

Bonds, remember that?
218.Jules Ah yes
219. Interviewer Yeah?
220.Jules Mm
221. Interviewer But this the bit at the beginning when you're checking the em, vocabulary in the

dictionaries
222.Jules Mm
223. Interviewer Before you really started the work about the Bonds
224.Jules Mm hm
225. Interviewer OK we'll watch it, I'll show you a little bit longer
226.Jules Yes
227. Interviewer So you can get, really remember it
228.Jules Mm hm
229.Interviewer But it is a while ago so don't worry if you can't remember it all
230.Jules Mm (Video playing from Natasha: ...indicate what field to Natasha: very long)

Mm hm
231. Interviewer Let me stop it for a minute there
232.Jules Mm
233.lnterviewer So you remember it now?
234.Jules Yeah
235. Interviewer

.

And, what, what was happening at this stage? Em, Natasha's explaining, but
what else, what are the students doing in the class?

236.Jules Em, each student
237. Interviewer Uh huh
238.Jules Look in the, look, look for in the, in the dictionary the words, bonds
239. Interviewer Uh huh
240.Jules To know er, the meaning of this words
241.Interviewer Yeah
242.Jules And er each student er had a a different dictionary
243. Interviewer Yeah
244.Jules

..

A business dictionary, and general dictionary, and some other dictionary, I don't
remember because er I had er, er, a general dictionary

245. Interviewer Mm hm
246.Jules And I find er, general definition of this words
247. Interviewer Mm

248.Jules And er the other person er, on my left er, had er
249.lnterviewer Helen yeah
250.Jules Helen yes, I'm sorry. No, Helen work with me
251. Interviewer OK, sorry
252.Jules And em > was, had er, another dictionary it was a business dictionary
253. Interviewer Mm
254.Jules And er the meaning was er different because er, Natasha said, the field is very

large
255. Interviewer Yes
256.Jules And you f, you can find a lot of definition from the same word
257. Interviewer Mm
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258.Jules So in the bu, if you read em, er, business paper
259.Interviewer Mm

260.Jules And with this word, the meaning is the business meaning
261. Interviewer Mm
262.Jules So you must find the word in the business dictionary
263. Interviewer Mm
264.Jules And the, the word bonds, er, where in the dictionary, business dictionary, you

can find financial definition, and commercial definition
265.lnterviewer Mm, yes that's right. And you were reading aloud
266.Jules The definition yes. Yes, each student read the definition, they, they, their

definition
267. Interviewer OK
268.Jules Yeah
269. Interviewer So let's see what happens next
270.Jules I think (laughs)
271.Interviewer Yes, that's right (Video playing from Natasha: people with a finance background,

then stops) OK, I'm going to stop it there
272.Jules OK
273. Interviewer So what's happening here? Em, you're writing and a little bit of talking there as

well
274.Jules Yes, you, I find a definition
275. Interviewer Uh huh
276.Jules I write a definition on my paper
277. Interviewer Right, OK
278.Jules And er, she1 is very funny, she looks always very funny (laughs) and after 1 think

1 gave, gave her the paper
279. Interviewer OK, let's see what happens after this (Video playing)
280.Jules She ask me a word and 1 give the definition of the word (Video playing) Ah yes

(laughs) (note passing on video, video stops)
281. Interviewer OK, I'll stop it there
282.Jules Mm
283.lnterviewer So er, in fact I'll turn it off. So in that case, you, em
284.Jules Communicate with the other people
285. Interviewer Yes, that, that's what I'm interested in
286.Juies Yes
287. Interviewer And em at that moment, what else what happening in the classroom when you

and Kazumi were communicating?
288.Jules Em, each, each person, each students em listen Natasha
289.lnterviewer Uh huh
290.Jules And take some notes about the definition
291.Interviewer Yeah
292.Ju!es And er we communicate with the other people in English
293. Interviewer Yes, yes
294.Jules Because er, Hel, Helen is a Chinese girl
295. Interviewer Yes
296.Jules And Kazumi Japanese girl
297.lnterviewer Yes
298.Jules

.

And so we speak in English and er we, we try to understand the meaning of the
word, so we talk together and

299.lnterviewer Yes, yes
300.Jules 1 think it's good to communicate
301.Interviewer Mm, yes. At that moment, when you and Kazumi were
302.Jules Mm hm
303.Interviewer You were writing and Kazumi was watching you
304.Jules Right
305. Interviewer And there was somebody else talking at the same time, wasn't there?
306.Jules Yes, Natasha 1 think, no? Natasha and er, no, it's not Michihiro
307. Interviewer It was Annette, wasn't it?
308.Jules Annette, perhaps, 1 don't remember... cos 1, 1 look
309.lnterviewer Yeah, yeah. Let's watch it again (Video playing from Natasha: people from a

1 Kazumi
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finance background)
31 O.Jules (Video playing) Mm, I think it's Lin
311. Interviewer Lin?
312.Jules Yes
313.lnterviewer OK. So, at that moment
314.Jules Mm hm
315. Interviewer For you two, what was more important?
316.Jules Er... er, I think the, you didn't listen
317. Interviewer Mm
318.Jules At the moment
319.lnterviewer Mm
320.Jules Because we talk, because we have two groups, we have er, one groups is our

groups
321.Interviewer Mm
322.Jules With all the dictionary
323.lnterviewer Mm
324.Jules Business dictionary
325.lnterviewer Mm
326.Jules General dictionary
327.lnterviewer Mm
328.Jules And other dictionary, and second group with the same dictionary than us
329. Interviewer Mm
330.Jules And er, they find the same, the same definition, like, like
331. Interviewer Mm
332.Jules Us. And er, Natasha talk at the beginning as us
333. Interviewer Mm
334.Jules And say it's a business dictionary
335. Interviewer Mm hm
336.Jules General dictionary and other dictionary and other dictionary
337. Interviewer Yeah
338.Jules And you have, you can find the definition
339. Interviewer Mm
340.Jules And after she, she went to the other group and said
341.Interviewer Uh huh
342.Jules I think ... like this sentence the same, but the same the definitions
343. Interviewer Yeah, OK
344.Jules So, so (laughs) after we talk about our definition
345. Interviewer Mm, that's, as I said I'm not implying any criticism
346.Jules Mm
347.lnterviewer So, I'm just interested em, you know, to find out about this
348.Jules Mm
349. Interviewer So, at this stage you can see I think Ricardo is (referring to still screen)
350.Jules He is
351. Interviewer He's listening
352.Jules Yes, he looks like
353. Interviewer At that stage, for you
354.Jules Mm hm
355.lnterviewer

•

In your group, it was, did you feel it was... it wasn't a problem for you to look at
the dictionary, and prepare?

356.Jules The problem was?
357. Interviewer You didn't feel you were expected
358.Jules Yeah?
359.lnterviewer To be listening, to Natasha?
360.Jules Mm hm

361.Interviewer Was that, would that be true?
362.Jules Er, em, no, no, no. No, I think I write something to Kazumi
363.lnterviewer Uh huh?
364.Jules And after
365. Interviewer Mm

366.Jules I don't see er, the movie after
367. Interviewer Mm
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368.Jules But after I think I listen to the
369. Interviewer Oh yes, I mean it's
370.Jules Just talking just for this moment
371.Interviewer Yes
372.Jules Just for one minute (laughs)
373.lnterviewer Yeah, but this is, I'm very interested in this and it's not a criticism
374.Jules Mm
375. Interviewer It's just part of what I'm very interested in
376.Jules Yes

377.|nterviewer So, just a more general guestion, em... when in the lesson
378.Jules Mm hm?
379. Interviewer Generally, do you feel that you can do that? That you can
380.Jules When
381.Interviewer Do something different for a couple of minutes
382.Jules Yes, when er
383. Interviewer And then
384.Jules When
385.lnterviewer Listen again?
386.Jules When Natasha talk about the same, same, I think
387.Interviewer Right
388.Jules When the teacher talk about the same thing, because, we
389.lnterviewer Mm
390.Jules We are two groups
391.Interviewer Mm
392.Jules And Natasha repeat something
393. Interviewer Right
394.Jules To the others
395. Interviewer OK, OK. So you mean that, that when the teacher or another student is saying

something which you already know, or that you don't
396.Jules Yes, perhaps
397. Interviewer Maybe need or
398.Jules Yes but, it's normal during a course to talk one, thirty seconds, or one minute
399. Interviewer Oh yes
400.Jules After, after the explanation you take some notes
401. Interviewer Yes and after you listen
402.Jules Yes, yes. That's why
403. Interviewer Oh yes. I don't mean to er, that's why I said I don't mean any criticism because I

think everybody does this
404.Jules Yes everybody does (laughs)
405. Interviewer But I'm interested in it
406.Jules Yes
407.Interviewer It's one of the things that I'm very interested in
408.Jules Mm hm
409. Interviewer Em
41 O.Jules I think it's normal
411. Interviewer Absolutely
412.Jules For me, for
413.lnterviewer Absolutely. I just think it's, I'm interested in when the students feel comfortable to

do that and when they don't feel comfortable
414.Jules Ah yes. I think only when the teacher repeat something to other people
415.lnterviewer Mm
416.Jules When you are listen the meaning of the explanation, I think
417. Interviewer Mm
418.Jules It's OK, you can, you can take some notes
419. Interviewer Mm
420.Jules And after, the voice of the teacher change, because she, she talk at all the

people, because here she, she talk only to one person, I think, in this situation
421. Interviewer Yes, mm hm
422.Jules And when, when the person talk to one person, another person, the other feel,

feel something er, like er, I don't know, it's not for me, it's for the other people, so
I

423.lnterviewer Mm
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424.Jules I think it's like this
425. Interviewer Yeah, and you said the teacher's voice changes, what, what changes?
426.Jules The voice?
427. Interviewer Yeah
428.Jules The voice, because she, when she explain something to, to another people, she,

she says in this, in this er, movie, "You can see the definition, it's this one" and
the people, the other people say "Ah, OK, but it's difficult to understand
business"

429. Interviewer Mm
430.Jules "To find a business dictionary", so it's a conversation between two persons and

the other persons listen
431. Interviewer Mm
432.Jules Or write, but it's not for all the course
433.lnterviewer Right. And how can you, how do you know when it is for everybody?
434.Jules I think it's er, the voice change er, she said she, she move
435.lnterviewer Uh huh
436.Jules So I think the movement is important
437. Interviewer Where does she go?
438.Jules Er in this situation, she, she was on the left
439. Interviewer Yeah
440.Jules So she was with the other group
441.Interviewer Mm
442.Jules But near the people, who er, who asked something to, to Natasha. And er so the

other group are very far from her, so it's not, it's not the same. You need to have
the teacher I think in the middle of the classroom to, to talk with all, all the
students, and when Natasha er, came in the middle of the room, it's it was for all
the people

443. Interviewer Right, I see
444.Jules I think it's er an explanation, it's very er, I try to explain it but I think it's something

like this
445.lnterviewer No, I, I think that's a good explanation, I think that's very clear
446.Jules Mm
447. Interviewer In fact we could, mm we haven't got time, I could show you the... nah, we would

have to play too much, but yes, yes
448.Jules Mm hm
449. Interviewer Do you think there's a difference in the, in the volume of the voice, is it louder or

guieter?
450.Jules Yes, I louder yes, it's important too
451.Interviewer Uh huh
452.Jules Because when you speak with other people, with one people you speak slowly

and the voice is no loud
453.lnterviewer Quieter, you mean?
454.Jules Quieter, yes
455. Interviewer Uh huh
456.Jules And when you speak with all the assembly, it's different
457. Interviewer Yes, OK. So going back to the er, guestion before about when it's OK to talk
458.Jules Uh huh
459. Interviewer Between yourselves, would you say it's during the time when you know the

teacher is not addressing the whole class or...?
460.Jules Not just >
461. Interviewer Uh huh?
462.Jules Just for >, but for me it's the same if I ask something to Natasha, she say to me,

and the people who are around me listen, but the other group
463. Interviewer Right
464.Jules They don't listen
465. Interviewer So you've got a choice, they can listen if they like
466.Jules Yes, because the classroom is very large
467.lnterviewer Uh huh
468.Jules So it's it's, I think it's different when one group work, Natasha went to the group

and explain, and when the other group work
469. Interviewer Mm hm
470.Jules She go, she went to the, to the other group. But when she want, wanted to
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explain for all the classroom, she, she, she went on the middle of the classroom
and she explained

471.Interviewer Right
472.Jules All the classroom yes
473.lnterviewer OK, and then you know you should listen? Or you should be
474.Jules Yes
475. Interviewer It's for everybody
476.Jules Yes, for everybody
477. Interviewer Right, OK
478.Jules I think you can feel this situation
479.lnterviewer Yes, yes, yes. Thank you, that's very clear. Now I've got one or two other things

I've got to ask you
480.Jules Yes
481.Interviewer We've finished with the video now

482.Jules (laughs)
483.lnterviewer I'm going to ask you more, more general questions
484.Jules Mm hm
485. Interviewer But about the same type of thing really
486.Jules Mm hm
487.lnterviewer My first question is in some ways a strange question but you can try to answer it

if you can
488.Jules Mm hm
489. Interviewer Do you think that em when the teacher asks
490.Jules Mm hm?
491.Interviewer The students to do something in class
492.Juies Yes?
493. Interviewer So the students always do exactly what the teacher asked?
494.Jules It depend of the asking
495.Interviewer Tell me more

496.Ju!es About when she ask something?
497. Interviewer Uh huh, asks you to do something
498.Jules Yes
499. Interviewer Uh huh?
500.Jules I think it's er if she ask something to the, the students I think it's good for he, or

for her
501. Interviewer Mm
502.Jules Because er the people, the person is here to learn
503. Interviewer Mm
504.Jules Something, so it's better for him or for her to do what
505.lnterviewer Mm
506.Juies The teacher ask
507. Interviewer Mm hm. Do you think that people in classes usually follow the instructions

exactly the same way that the teacher
508.Jules Exactly?
509.lnterviewer Yeah
510.Jules I hope, for (laughs) for the people to, to follow the instruction, because if they

follow these instruction
511.Interviewer Mm hm
512.Jules Er, the result will be better I think, no?
513.lnterviewer Mm. Do you think in, in reality people do that, or do you think sometimes people

change things a little bit?
514.Jules If the people change it's because the people don't, didn't understand, or don't

understand at this moment, or
515.lnterviewer Uh huh
516.Jules Or
517.lnterviewer Do you think that's the only reason that people will change?
518.Jules Yes, some people, I think it's difficult to. . .each people er, er, have a different

comportment
519.lnterviewer Mm
520.Jules So I think if somebody ask me to do something er in the classroom
521. Interviewer Mm

| 522.Jules I think I do this, it's not a problem
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523.lnterviewer Mm, yes

524,Jules It's natural, I think
525;Interviewer | Right
526.Jules Because I think I am here to learn
527-Interviewer Mm

528.Jules So I do, I can say if I can, I can do it, or if somebody say to me "Ah you haven't
do it, or you haven't do these things", the reason is perhaps I haven't understand
the

529. Interviewer Mm hm
530.Jules The > or the problem
531. Interviewer Mm. Do you ever find yourself adapting or changing an activity a little bit?

Basically doing the activity but changing it slightly... doing it in a slightly different
way, or not really?

532.Jules To changing?
533. Interviewer For example maybe a speaking or a discussion activity
534.Jules Yes
535. Interviewer So maybe doing things in a different order
536.Jules Mm
537. Interviewer Or
538.Jules Mm hm
539. Interviewer Or

540.Jules Er
541.Interviewer Somehow changing things a little bit
542.Jules You think it's difficult to follow?
543. Interviewer I'm just curious to know if you have ever done that in class, or if you think other

people do that, changing things
544.Jules Mm...no, I think people follow, and their reason I think
545.lnterviewer Mm
546.Jules That people follow Audio tapes finished, turned over) And er all the people I

know in this classroom follow the instruction very seriously
547. Interviewer Mm, I'm mean I'm not saying I think it would be bad not to
548.Jules Mm
549.Interviewer Again it's another
550.Jules But people for one minute or two minute think about other thing, other things
551. Interviewer Yeah
552.Jules It's difficult to concentrate a long time
553. Interviewer Of course

554.Jules Yes
555. Interviewer Of course, it's very difficult
556.Jules Mm
557. Interviewer What times in the lesson - you say sometimes people can relax, or
558.Jules Mm
559. Interviewer Think about something different
560.Jules Mm
561. Interviewer When can they do that during a class? what, what types of sections of the lesson
562.Jules Yeah
563. Interviewer Give you the opportunity to, to just relax for a minute, or
564.Jules Mm
565.lnterviewer Think about something different
566.Jules Mm, (laughs) good guestion
567. Interviewer (laughs)
568.Jules It's not very easy to
569.lnterviewer It's difficult
570.Jules To remember
571.Interviewer Mm
572.Jules Because I think it's er, er you do the actions at the moment
573. Interviewer Sure
574.Jules It's difficult to, to remember
575.lnterviewer Mm
576.Jules I, when I or when some people
577. Interviewer Mm

578.Jules Thinks about something else, em...perhaps em when we are finish our work
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579. Interviewer Mm
580.Jules Em, if the teacher ask you to do something
581.Interviewer I Mm
582.Jules | And after you are finished
583.lnterviewer Mm hm
584.Jules If you are finished work, you, you read your paper, if you think it's OK
585.lnterviewer Mm
586.Jules You can think about something else
587.lnterviewer Yeah, mm
588.Jules Mm
589.lnterviewer Especially of course in this class you talk in English to the other people
590.Jules Yes, so it's not very bad (laughs)
591. Interviewer Oh, no, no. Absolutely. OK. Well I think that's er, no hang on I've got one more to

ask you about
592.Jules Uh huh?
593.lnterviewer Which is a little bit different, em...you mentioned the advantages of studying

English in this country
594.Jules Mm hm
595. Interviewer That you can talk English with the family, and in the street
596.Jules Mm
597.lnterviewer Is there a difference between talking English in the classroom and talking

English outside the classroom?
598.Jules Yes
599.lnterviewer Tell me about that difference
600.Jules Yes, I think it's different in the streets, and the shopping the people speak very

er, quickly
601. Interviewer Mm hm
602.Jules Quickly, and er, here er the teachers have no accent, and here we can listen in

the street to accent of the people
603. Interviewer Mm hm
604.Jules So it's not very easy, to, to follow, it's not er, but I think it's good because we

have two formations. Formation of the life, the real life, and formation er,
traditional or classical. And I think it's very good for us to have, double formation

605. Interviewer What do they give you, the two different, er...formations?
606.Jules Er
607. Interviewer The two different types of
608.Jules I think here it's better to, for the work, because I do Legal English, Business

English, for writing, to talk
609.lnterviewer Mm
610.Jules To, to do good sentence, and in the streets it's more funny I think
611.Interviewer Right
612.Jules Yes. It's different I think it's difficult to compare
613.lnterviewer How do you feel yourself, about your own, when you speak?
614.Jules Mm hm
615. Interviewer In the classroom, maybe in front of the teacher
616.Jules Mm hm
617.lnterviewer And, or maybe not, with other students, and speaking with people in the street?

How does it feel for you, speaking?
618.Jules Mm
619. Interviewer Do you feel the same yourself when you're speaking?
620.Jules Yes
621. Interviewer Really?
622.Jules Yes, really yes.
623.lnterviewer Hm?
624.Jules At the beginning, no, at the beginning of the term no
625. Interviewer What was the difference at the beginning?
626.Jules Mm, at the beginning it was more difficult I think > the street
627. Interviewer Really?
628.Jules Mm, how
629. Interviewer Why was that?
630.Jules Because we must ask to the people, and it's not the same, you don't know them

to sit down, you don't know nothing. And after one or two days later yeah,
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because vou know everybody
631. Interviewer Hm

632.Jules So it's more easy, and at the end it's the same I think
633. Interviewer Right
634.Jules Now it's the same

635. Interviewer So you
636.Jules No difference, em...the only difference perhaps is you need to, when you write

here to good sentence
637. Interviewer Mm
638.Jules The street, you told us, it's different, you don't write something to the other

people
639. Interviewer Right
640.Jules You talk, only talk
641. Interviewer But the talking would be the same then, you don't feel any different
642.Ju|es Mm...mm, no it's not the same, because em, in General English yes, in Legal

English no
643. Interviewer Ah
644.Jules Because in General English you talk about the life
645.lnterviewer Uh huh?
646.Jules Yes, about the... it's er, it's very mm...open
647.lnterviewer Mm
648.Jules Because very open you talk about all news and movies and travel and
649. Interviewer Mm
650.Jules Countries, it's very, and in Legal English it's only legal terms. In the street I, I

(laughs) don't use legal terms, so it's very specific
651. Interviewer Right
652.Jules And Business English is the same, it's the vocabulary very specific so (laughs)
653. Interviewer Mm
654.Jules I don't use this vocabulary in the street
655.lnterviewer Mm
656.Jules I think General English is more like in the street, and er like the life
657. Interviewer Mm
658.Jules More, more, more em (laughs) I don't find the word
659. Interviewer Realistic, or authentic?
660.Jules Authentic yes
661. Interviewer Uh huh?
662.Jules Because Legal English is very specific
663. Interviewer Right
664.Jules If I, if I go to the em, to the court I felt I use this vocabulary
665. Interviewer Mm
666.Jules But in the street no

667. Interviewer Right
668.Jules It's for me, it's for my work so
669.interviewer Mm
670.Jules It's different
671.Interviewer Maybe not authentic, maybe just more. . .general
672.Jules Yes, general (both laugh) General English
673.lnterviewer

•

General English (both laugh) So it's general. But you feel, you don't feel less
confident or more confident speaking in the Business English class, as
compared to the General English class?

674.Jules No, I think in gen, legal English I talk, I talk like in General English
675.lnterviewer Mm
676.Jules But I, I er I use some terms, terms, different terms
677. Interviewer Mm, right
678.Jules It's only the difference I think
679. Interviewer OK
680.Jules In the formation
681. Interviewer Right
682.Jules Both are necessary for me (laughs)
683. Interviewer

1

You don't feel any difference of em, when you're speaking English outside the
school or when you're in it

684.Jules Mm hm
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685. Interviewer Do you feel any difference in terms of being em, aware of your own language,
being self conscious about making mistakes, anything?

686.Jules In the street?
687.lnterviewer Yeah, or in the school, is there any difference there?
688.Jules I think now, now, I try to speak
689. Interviewer Uh huh?
690.Jules

■

I need to, I need to speak so em, I don't, I think er, I don't look for if I do some
em, fault or I need to speak so

691.Interviewer Mm
692.Jules I try to speak
693. Interviewer Mm hm
694.Jules After if em if I, if I em do some fault
695. Interviewer Mm

696.Jules Some people can tell me here, not in the street
697. Interviewer Uh huh
698.Jules I think, that's the difference
699. Interviewer That's the difference
700.Jules Yes that's the difference
701. Interviewer Right, OK
702.Jules Because here it is formation, so
703. Interviewer Mm
704.Jules I need to improve here, and after er in the street people accept you and
705. Interviewer Mm hm
706.Jules And listen to you, and after
707. Interviewer Right
708.Jules Mm
709.lnterviewer I see

71 O.Jules > because I can talk here, and I can talk with the teacher. I can, I can em, know
the difference between both

711.Interviewer Right
712.Jules Now, now yes
713. Interviewer

-

Mm hm, OK. ..OK well I think that's all my questions for you, so thanks very
much, it was very er, very clear thank you.
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Interview 10 Christine

Based on lesson 6: Highland Wool

1. Interviewer My first question is quite simple - how long have you been here at the Institute?
2. Christine For six weeks
3. Interviewer Just six weeks
4. Christine Yes
5. Interviewer Right
6. Christine Just (laughs)
7. Interviewer (laughs) Well it's not "just", it's quite long I suppose...em...and what are you,

em...sorry, that's not the right question...what made you choose to, to come
here to study, did you have a particular reason for coming to Edinburgh, or?

8. Christine No, not really
9. Interviewer No?
10. Christine In fact it's Jules, because I wasn't ** in France
11. Interviewer Uh huh?
12. Christine Till December
13. Interviewer Uh huh?
14. Christine I haven't enough time to find an Institute so he find it, this one, and I thought it

was a good idea to come here
15. Interviewer Did you actually come here together then?
16. Christine Yes
17. Interviewer Oh right
18. Christine Because we were in the same classroom, the same class, er, of lawyers
19. Interviewer Oh
20. Christine So
21. Interviewer I see

22. Christine I know he wanted to improve er he, his English
23. Interviewer Uh huh?
24. Christine Me too so we decided to find er a place to go
25. Interviewer Right so you know each other from France?
26. Christine Yes
27. Interviewer I didn't realise that, I thought you'd met here, right...So apart form studying here,

obviously you've studied English before
28. Christine Yes
29. Interviewer Tell me something about that
30. Christine OK, er, the reason I've got bad English (laughs) maybe because the French

methods are very bad, I think I've start at eleven years old
31. Interviewer Uhuh?
32. Christine And em, in fact my teachers was always missing
33. Interviewer Really?
34. Christine Yes. It's ** in France. So em, I didn't learn em, the basis of English
35. Interviewer Why was your teacher always missing?
36. Christine Ouf! Because it's a mistrition (laughs). No, it's easy to be * in France when

you're a teacher. In the public er ..school
37. Interviewer To be ill?
38. Christine Yes
39. Interviewer Ah
40. Christine Or she was late or something like that
41. Interviewer Oh, right
42. Christine When you don't have... I think she was bad teacher
43. Interviewer Mm

44. Christine So when, because all the students I know er, who were in this class
45. Interviewer Mm
46. Christine In her class was bad in English after
47. Interviewer Really
48. Christine Yeah. So after, when you don't have the good basis
49. Interviewer Mm
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50. Christine In the language, it's difficult to, to speak or to feel good because you compare
with the other

51. Interviewer Mm
52. Christine Who have the best level, and so you don't have enough er...em...em...em...how

to say...you are ashamed to speak
53. Interviewer And do you feel like that?
54. Christine Yes. In class we were thirty, thirty students
55. Interviewer Uh huh?
56. Christine So the best can impose them
57. Interviewer Mm
58. Christine And the other have to listen, or...you have to best or better than the other to

speak in the class
59. Interviewer Mm
60. Christine A lot of people in the same room
61. Interviewer So you used to feel ashamed to speak
62. Christine Yes
63. Interviewer In front of the others?
64. Christine In fact this is the first time I've spoken English as much here.
65. Interviewer Really?
66. Christine The first time (laughs)
67. Interviewer Why do you think, what's the difference? Why is it easier here?
68. Christine Because everybody is here to learn English
69. Interviewer Mm hm
70. Christine So we don't have any...complex?
71. Interviewer Yeah, you mean you're not
72. Christine Each nationality has his er, own accent
73. Interviewer Mm hm?
74. Christine So
75. Interviewer So you don't feel the same way then
76. Christine No
77. Interviewer Ashamed to speak?
78. Christine Yes
79. Interviewer Because, because everybody's...?
80. Christine Is the same level
81. Interviewer Uh huh?
82. Christine And we have the same ambition to improve...our English, so
83. Interviewer When you were in France, em, you mentioned that there were a lot of students,

and some of them, you felt
84. Christine Mm hm
85. Interviewer Had a higher level, and you were ashamed
86. Christine Yes
87. Interviewer To speak. Would that be in front of the whole class
88. Christine Mm hm
89. Interviewer Or in a small group?
90. Christine No, in front of the whole class
91. Interviewer Right. What type of em, speaking activities did you have?
92. Christine It's not very interesting...
93. Interviewer Would that be when the teacher asks a question or?
94. Christine Yes, we had to read text or something like that. But it's er we er, in France they

. " ■. ' . ■ er, prefer working on reading and writing
95. Interviewer Right
96. Christine Not really in speaking, cos it's too, too many persons in the same room
97. Interviewer Mm
98. Christine Mm
99. Interviewer Right. So you didn't really get much chance
lOO.Christine No
101. Interviewer To speak?
102.Christine No, no.
103. Interviewer Right
104.Christine The teacher learn, er, teach us er the grammar
105. Interviewer Mm
106.Christine And the vocabulary, everybody's writing (laughs)
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107. Interviewer (laughs)
108.Christine Yeah it's the same when we, when we learned French
109.lnterviewer Yeah, it's the same I think

1™
It was the same, it was the same. It's maybe different now but when I was at
school it was exactly. In fact the best students in France who can speak very
well English are students whose parents send them in UK or United States for
holidays

111.Interviewer Mm, yeah
112.Christine The best way to learn English
113. Interviewer Mm
■ 14.Christine Because in class is not enough

15. Interviewer So you feel that the classes here have been quite different, you mentioned the
!1 Of course

17. Interviewer The people are more
118.Christine Because we are here to speak
119. Interviewer Right
120.Christine Not only to listen
121.Interviewer Mm
122.Christine (laughs)
123.lntervievyer What else is different, is there anything else that is very different in the way that

the class is organised, or the way it works...? Is it, is it the same, or...?
124.Christine First we are less people
125.lnterviewer Mm
126.Christine In the class

Mm
128.Christine We have got ten persons
129. Interviewer Mm
130.Christine Sat in the room...so...and after, the teacher em, force us to speak, they...
131 .Interviewer Mm
132.Christine We are not in a corner to wait for (both laugh) The time pass, and at the end "OK

bye" (laughs). We have to speak
133.lnterviewer And do you feel that's made you more confident?
134. Christine Yes more confident
135. Interviewer That's good
136.Christine Mm. Because they, when they er, correct you it's not with em... I don't know to

say, because in France the teacher they can, not laugh at you, but not really nice
137.lnterviewer Mm
138. Christine When they correct you
139. Interviewer They kind of put you down?
140.Christine Yes. You feel bad in English because er, it's a shame to do this mistake. Not

here
141. Interviewer You don't feel like that here?
142.Christine No, no of course (laughs)
143.Interviewer Good, good. OK. So em, I asked you already about school, did you do English at

university?
144.Christine No, not really
145. Interviewer Right
146.Christine I have chosen Spanish
147.lnterviewer Oh you did Spanish?
148.Christine Yes.
149.lnterviewer Right.
150.Christine (laughs) More easy for me
151.Interviewer So can you understand some Spanish?
152.Christine Yes, of course yes
153. Interviewer That's great. So when you
154.Christine Fortunately because I share my flat with six er Spanish, so **
155. Interviewer Are you speaking Spanish with them?
156.Christirie They think, eryes, I speak Spanish
157.lnterviewer Right. So you're not
158.Christine I can understand
159.lnterviewer Yeah?
160.Christine Mm hm
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161. Interviewer Yeah, I do Spanish as well, I like Spanish, it's good. Did you ever go to a
language school, you know, like in the evenings, for English?

162.Christine No
163. Interviewer OK, well I want to ask you to remember something from now, right
164.Christine Ah yes, Business er, English
165.lnterviewer Business English. I'm going to show you a little clip, a little section
166.Christine Mm hm
167.Interviewer From the, from the video. First time I want you to just watch it, OK? You don't

have to say anything, you can just
168.Christine Yes

169,lnterviewer Watch. Don't worry if you can't remember
170.Christine Mm hm

171. Interviewer Exactly what was happening, em, in that, you know, which day it was and so on,
that's, that's OK. Just watch it, we'll go back and watch it again, and then I'm
going to ask you some questions

172.Christine Mm
173. Interviewer Ok so the first time you can just look at it and try to maybe remember a little bit

about it
174.Christine Mm. (Video playing)
175.lnterviewer That's Yolanda.
176.Christine Ah! Yolanda. I'm going to see her
177. Interviewer Are you?
178.Christine In London, yeah
179.lnterviewer And that's Lin, Lin. (Video stopped) I'll stop it there
180.Christine Mm
181. Interviewer OK, so we've got em, Yolanda, Michi, I think Lin
182.Christine Lin yes
183. Interviewer Alright let's just rewind it (Video rewound and then paused) Anyway you can see

-what are you doing?
184.Christine Em, can't remember
185. Interviewer You seem to be maybe checking something
186.Christine Yeah
187.lnterviewer Or discussing something (Video played and then paused) OK so what's

happened now?...
188.Christine Natasha, the teacher
189. Interviewer Yes, uhuh?
190.Christine Ask us if we find, we find a * I think
191.Interviewer Uhuh?
192.Christine If we need a help
193.lnterviewer Mm hm. OK I want to ask you a little bit more about that
194.Christine Mm
195. Interviewer When you're working in a group
196.Christine Mm
197.lnterviewer And the teacher comes to help you, what type of em, when does the teacher

come usually to sit down with the group?
198.Christine Mm
199. Interviewer When does that happen? Why does that happen?
200.Christine Between the teacher and us?
201. Interviewer Uh huh
202.Christine Or between us?
203. Interviewer When the teacher comes to help you
204.Christine Mm
205. Interviewer Can you tell me about when, and why the teacher usually comes and sits down

with the class, with the group?
206.Christine She checks if we understand
207. Interviewer Uh huh
208.Christine And if we... and if she's not* we can't find
209. Interviewer Mm hm
21 O.Christine She help ** But we're really... She don't give us the solution but can
211. Interviewer Mm
212.Christine To give us a clue
213.lnterviewer Mm hm
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214,Christine To follow
215. Interviewer Mm...Does she always speak when she sits down with the group? Does she

always
216.Christine First she listened and after yes, when she notice we don't find or we need help

she help us
217.lnterviewer Right
218.Christine But before no. She listens
219.lnterviewer Do you have, do you feel it makes any, is there any difference for you when

you're speaking in the group, when the teacher's listening? Or when the teacher
is not listening?

220.Christine Er...yes, yes, yes
221. Interviewer Does it make any difference?
222.Christine Yes (laughs)
223. interviewer Tell me about that
224.Christine Er...mm
225.lnterviewer Can you explain?
226.Christine No...no, not true in fact...not really
227.lnterviewer Not really?
228.Christine No...no, because I remember now when I gave a, I tried to explain something, I

remember with Michi?
229. Interviewer Mm hm
230.Christine She was listening I didn't change my, my manner of speaking, or my behaviour,

so no

231.Interviewer Mm hm
232.Christine I don't think so

233.lnterviewer It feels the same?
234.Christine Mm
235. Interviewer Mm hm
236.Christine Non je, I was expecting her er, she... I wanted she correct me
237.lnterviewer Uh huh?
238.Christine If I was mistaken, but only
239. Interviewer Uh huh, OK
240.Christine I was er looking at her like that if I am mistaken or not, that's all
241. Interviewer Right so you noticed that she was there
242.Christine Yes, of course yes
243.lnterviewer And you, maybe you were looking at her
244.Christine Mm hm
245.lnterviewer A little bit to

246.Christine Yes I look if she er, shake her head
247.lnterviewer If she nods
248.Christine Yes
249. Interviewer Uh huh
250.Christine If she approve or she...I feel it's bad (laughs) not, it's wrong I am saying
251. Interviewer Yeah, so you've got an awareness that she's there
252.Christine Yes I have
253. Interviewer Listening to you and maybe that she, that possibly she might correct you?
254.Christine Yes if I wrong, that's all
255. Interviewer Mm
256.ChriStine Mm
257.lnterviewer Do you think it makes any difference in for example this situation we had four of

you talking, em, and the teacher came
258.Christine Mm

259. Interviewer And listened...do you think it makes any difference to the way the group talks to
each other if the teacher's standing near and listening, or sitting and listening?
Do you ever notice a difference? Maybe not in yourself but with other students
as well?

?60.Christine ...No...maybe, but everybody's er...is er waiting for his, if she approves what we
are saying I think that

261.Interviewer Mm
262.Christine Each time we want to be er, confirm
263. Interviewer Mm hm. You want her to confirm
264.Christine Yes
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265. Interviewer That, that you're correct?
266.Christine Mm

267. Interviewer Do you think, em, you are expecting her to confirm the language that you use,
your English, or the, the facts, the content, in Business English?

268.Christine In Business English, in Business English, the, more the contents
269. Interviewer More the content?
270.Christine Yes
271. Interviewer Uh huh?
272.Christine In General English the grammar, the vocabulary
273.lnterviewer Really?
274.Christine The pronunciation, yes...most, more the contents here
275.lnterviewer Right, so em in Business English if, in that situation the teacher's listening
276.Christine Mm
277. Interviewer Or sitting, you're not exp, you don't expect the teacher to correct the grammar
278.Christine Yes, I hope because I know I've got a, it's the most difficult is to be understand

all for the others
279. Interviewer Mm
280.Christine Nationalities
281.Interviewer Mm
282.Christine Jules can understand me because we have the same accents so

283.lnterviewer Mm
284.Christine He guess, he guess what I mean (both laugh) But for Japanese or Chinese it's

more difficult to understand me, so if I don't have the good pronunciation they
can't understand my word. Maybe the word is correct

285. Interviewer Mm
286.Christine But I pronounce it very bad so
287.lnterviewer Mm
288.Christine They can't guess, so I hope yes she help me to, to have some good

pronunciation
289. Interviewer So in a situation for example if you're speaking, the teacher's listening, and you

are having a problem
290.Christine Yes
291 .Interviewer Like that
292.Christine Mm hm
293.Interviewer What do you expect the teacher to, to do, do you think, in that, if you're maybe

pronouncing something and maybe a Chinese or Japanese person
294.Christine She correct me, she corrects me, no?
295.Interviewer Mm
296.Christine "You have to pronounce like that"
297.lnterviewer Mm hm. And to help the other person
298.Christine Yes. "The content is good, your report is good, but your pronunciation is bad"

(laughs) They can't understand you for this reason, so (laughs)
299. Interviewer Right. So you think, so the teacher can help in that context with, with the content,

with the facts
300.Christine Mm
301. Interviewer But also maybe with things like pronunciation and communication?
302.Christine Yes of course, mm
303. Interviewer Do, would you expect if... if there's no communication problem
304.Christine Mm
305. Interviewer If there is no communication problem but if you have made maybe small

mistakes, grammar mistakes maybe, but the other students can understand you
306.Christine Yes I
307.interviewer Would you expect the teacher to correct you
308.Christine Yes
309. Interviewer In Business English?
310.Christine Mm. Even in Business English
311. Interviewer Yeah?
312.Christine Yes
313.lnterviewer OK so

314.Christine Not only in General English
315. Interviewer So there is an element of correcting language
316.Christine Yes, it's important yes
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317. Interviewer Right
318.Christine Because later, I don't know, if my professional life, I'm going to meet er,

international people, and I have to
31 ^.Interviewer Mm
320.Christlne Speak in a, in an English, it's better to have good grammar and *, so it's about

Business English only * English, and I have to have a good grammar
321. Interviewer Mm hm.
322.Christine Even if the contents is more important
323. interviewer Yeah
324.Christine Than the grammar
325.lnterviewer Yeah. If the teacher is em with the group, would you expect the teacher, would it

be normal for the teacher to correct your grammar at that moment
326.Christine Yes
327.lnterviewer Or later?
328.Christine No, at this moment
329-lnterviewer At that moment
330.Christine Yes
331. Interviewer And does that normally happen?
332.Christine Mm
333.lnterviewer That's what would normally happen
334.Christine Mm
335. Interviewer In the Business English class?
336.Christine Yes
337.Interviewer Uh huh, so she would, or he would correct your, your grammar?
338.Christine Depend, depend if you.. . not all, not each time. Sometime they wait for the end of

the class and she writing on the board
339. Interviewer Mm
340.Christine The mistake er, she heard. But maybe it's better to correct at the moment,

because it's in my mind and I can remember, maybe, better
341.Interviewer Mm...right. But with the content you would expect the teacher, the teacher would

normally actually say something at the moment, when she's with the group? She
would say "Oh it's not that", or something...correction of the content? You would
expect that

342.Christine Yes the contents. And after the grammar
343. Interviewer OK
344.Christine But I prefer maybe to be corrected at the moment with the grammar, because

maybe I can repeat, my sentence
345. Interviewer Mm
346.Christine Correctly
347. Interviewer Mm hm
348.Christine With the good er grammar
349. Interviewer Why do you think the teacher doesn't correct the grammar at the moment? At

the same time?
350.Christine Maybe because it's not the purpose of Business English
351. Interviewer Mm hm? OK. Right, OK, I'll move on to ask you couple, a few more general

guestions
352.Christine Mm
353.lnterviewer About, about classroom experience
354.Christine Mm
355. Interviewer And then we're nearly finished. Em...my next question is about em...how

students approach activities in class. Do you think that students in class always
do activities, or tasks em, the way the teacher asks them to do?

356.Christine Yes, I think so.
357. Interviewer Do you think they usually do exactly what the teacher has asked them to do?
358.Christine Yes
359.Interviewer Follow the instructions exactly?
360.Christine ...Yes
361. Interviewer

'

You don't, you've never experienced em...maybe a group of students changing
the activity, doing it slightly differently?

362.Christine No, no I don't think so
363. interviewer You think they usually do it the same way
364.Christine Yes
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365. Interviewer
■

.. ■ '■
Mm. Do you think that the teacher directs everything that happens in the
classroom?

366.Christine Mm
367.lnterviewer Do you think the teacher's in control of everything that happens?
368.Christine Yes (laughs)
369.lnterviewer Yeah? Absolutely everything?
370.Christine Absolutely everything (laughs)
371.Interviewer Really? That's interesting
372.Christine (laughs)
373.lnterviewer So you don't think that there's any element of anything in the classroom that the

teacher doesn't, doesn't direct?
374.Christine No, no

375. Interviewer Right, OK, that's interesting. Now the em, another question, this one's related to
listening

376.Christine Mm
377.1nterviewer To people. Do you think, when do you think it is very important to listen to the

teacher? What times in the class, or during the lesson, is it most important to
listen to the teacher very carefully?

378.Christine Maybe before starting the exercise.
379.lnterviewer Mm hm
380.Christine To understand the instructions
381. Interviewer Mm hm
382.Christine To do the exercise, and after when they correct, the teacher correct us, to

understand our mistake
383.lnterviewer Yeah
384.Christine My mistake, and our mistake in general
385. Interviewer Is there any time when it is less important, do you think? Is there any time where

you are maybe not listening
386.Christine Not really
387.lnterviewer Completely?
388.Christine Maybe it's important but we don't listen, when you are to, in the action, when I

am going to, I
389. Interviewer Mm hm?
390.Christine Doing my exercise
391. Interviewer Uh huh?
392.Christine I'm concentrating my work so I don't listen what she is saying
393.lnterviewer Right. So if you're already started
394.Christine Yes
395. Interviewer An activity for example
396.Christine It's too, too last for (laughs)
397. Interviewer Yeah, so you're concentrating
398.Christine Yes. Too late to listen what she's saying. When you start, you're in your exercise

and after (laughs) it's too late for
399. Interviewer What type of things do you think the teacher might be saying when you're doing

an activity, when you're doing an exercise and you know the teacher's speaking
but you're not particularly listening?

400.Christine Mm
401. Interviewer What kind of things would the teacher be saying, why would the teacher be

talking at that time? What sort of things do you think the teacher is normally
saying at that moment?

402.Christine Em...I think it's to help us to, she gave direction
403.lnterviewer Mm hm? Yeah, OK. Are you
404.Christine Ideally it's better she write on the board, and it's better because maybe I didn't

listen to what she was saying and I er can see at the board "Ah! She said
something important, yes", and I can read what was

405. Interviewer Right. So you mean if she gave the instructions verbally
406.Christine Mm
407. Interviewer First time
408.Christine Yes
409. Interviewer But you didn't
41 O.Christine No
411 .Interviewer Completely catch it
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412.Christine No
413. Interviewer You can look
414.Christine Yes
415.interviewer Again
416.Christine Mm
417.lnterviewer Uh huh?
418.Christine | Yes
419.lnterviewer I Do you sometimes do that, you've already more or less started the activity, and

then you're not sure and you look
420.Christine Mm
421. Interviewer At the board?
422.Christine Yes
423. Interviewer Right, OK. Right...what about other students...when is it most important do you

think to listen to other students in class? And when is it maybe less important?
424.Christine Em...like we are few people, so...group of three or four persons
425. Interviewer Mm
426.Christine So it's easy to listen
427. Interviewer Mm
428.Christine Each other at any time
429.lnterviewer

■

Mm...what about when the whole class is talking, the teacher's maybe checking
something at the end of an activity

430.Christine Mm
431. Interviewer And she's maybe asking different people
432.Christine Mm
433. Interviewer To answer. Do you think it's...is that a time when you would listen carefully to the

other students?
434.Christine Yes, I try to understand, to listen them, but it's not er easy because everybody's

speaking at he same time, but er in general I try to understand, to listen what
they are saying, because it maybe can help me

435. Interviewer Mm hm...lf everybody is speaking at the same time, and it's difficult
436.Christine Mm
437.lnterviewer Do you sometimes just kind of, more or less stop listening?
438.Christine Yeah
439. Interviewer Yeah?
440.Christine Mm
441.Interviewer OK
442.Christine Yeah
443. Interviewer

■

< A- I

OK...Well, my last question for you is related to talking English in class and
talking English outside the classroom. ..Are they different, or do they feel the
same, or is there any difference there, for you?

444.Christine Er... different
445. Interviewer Uh huh?
446.Christine Because in, er for example in Business English or Gen, er Legal English
447. Interviewer Uh huh?
448.Christine I try to employ (laughs) interesting vocabulary
449. Interviewer Mm hm
450.Christine More accurate, about topic, business topic
451. Interviewer Uh huh
452.Christine Em...outside the class, on the flat, in the flat
453.lnterviewer Mm
454.Christine In the pub it's pfP. Speaking, but nothing in fact (laughs loudly)
455. Interviewer So you're not so, so concerned about accuracy outside
456.Christine Mm
457.lnterviewer The lesson? Is that what you mean?
458.Christine Yes
459.lnterviewer Right. You mentioned the difference between Business English and Legal

English, and General English
460.Christine Mm
461. Interviewer Earlier. Is there any difference, can you tell me some more about those

differences in speaking English in the different classes?
462.Christine Em...I think speaking English in Business English and Legal English is more

interesting for me
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Uh huh?
464.Christine Yes

Why is that?
Maybe because I'm more interesting in the topic
Mm?
And vocabulary
Uh huh?
Than in General English
Right
Mm
And you mentioned that you, you try to use
Accurate word, yes
Uh huh?
Not in General
You're not so concerned about being accurate in General English?
No, because when you have grammar exercise you repeat you, the sentence
Mm hm
With the good em, grammar word
Mm
And after...in fact you have always a text or something to guide you
In General English?
In General English so
Uh huh?
It's not the same exercise, no

Right
In General English I try to understand
Mm hm?
And to learn grammar
Mm hm?
And in General, er Business and Legal English I try to employ
Right
My, my grammar and my vocabulary
So you're using
Yes I'm trying to use it

'

You don't do the speaking General English class, do you?
No

?wer You do the grammar and writing, is that right?
No, I've got only General English in the morning, and er
And it's the grammar class?
Grammar class

Right. You're not doing very much speaking in that class?
No, maybe it's the same In speaking, general speaking
Yeah

English
Yeah
But I think the topic are more interesting for me in Business and Legal English
Right. Is that because that's something that relates more to your

510.Christine
terviewer

My professional life yes
Yeah, OK

512.Christine If I'm same condition with er, with er clients or my boss, I can, I can use the
vocabulary I've learnt here

513. Interviewer Right. Vocabulary's very important
514.Christine Yes
515. Interviewer OK
516.Christine Yes, maybe it's er, that's a shame here, we don't have any task er, how to say

em... exam

517.lnterviewer Ah
518.Christine (laughs)
519. Interviewer Would you like that?
520.Christine Yes (laughs) maybe yes
521.Interviewer To
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522.Christine To force me to learn
523. Interviewer Uh huh
524.Christine More
525.lnterviewer Right
526.Christine As in school when I was young to learn vocabulary, because you have to learn
527. Interviewer Mm
528.Christine To memory vocabulary
529.lnterviewer Mm
530.Christine It's not like that
531. Interviewer Yes, that's, it does force you, doesn't it
532.Christine Yes
533.lnterviewer To memorise
534.Christine Mm
535. Interviewer Oh well you'll have to just test yourself I think, when you get back to France
536.Christine (laughs)
537.lnterviewer OK, well I think that's all my guestions for you actually Christine
538.Christine OK
539. Interviewer So thanks very much, it's been really useful, thank you
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Interview 11 Lin

Based on Letter-Writing 2. From beginning of video to T handing back homework.
Discussing Lin and others looking at maps and planning trip to London at the beginning of
the lesson.

1. Interviewer OK now I'll start just by asking you a very basic question
2. Lin Mm hm
3. Interviewer Which is how long have you been a student here at the Institute?
4. Lin Here? In Edinburqh you mean?
5. Interviewer Mm
6. Lin In Edinburgh, fiv, nearly five months
7. Interviewer Five months
8. Lin Mm hm
9. Interviewer Right and er why did you decide to come here to study? In the beginning?
10, Lin My purpose for to come here is to study master degree
11. Interviewer Mm hm?
12. Lin Not to study English, it * enough for me (laughs)
13. Interviewer (laughs) Right, right
14. Lin But it is not good enough now to study master degree, so I must spend one year

to study English
15. Interviewer Right. Which degree do you want to do?
16. Lin Mm...MSc in Business, or Economics, or Financial...it doesn't matter
17. Interviewer Is that in the Business School? What department is that, the Business...?
18. Lin The Business School
19. Interviewer Right, so have you done the, the exam, the IELTS?
20. Lin IELTS, yeah, I should do that
21. Interviewer Mm. So you're going to have another year studying English
22. Lin
23. Interviewer

No, only this year, from last October to this October
Oh

24. Lin And this October I will go to **
25. Interviewer Of course, of course. Right OK, so are you looking forward to
26. Lin Yes
27. Interviewer Your MSc?
28. Lin Yes
29. Interviewer And why do you want to do that type of MSc, what's your, your purpose in the

long term?
30. Lin Em, next year?
31. Interviewer Yeah, why, why that, why do you want to do your MSc?
32. Lin Because only qraduate diploma is not enough
33. Interviewer Mm
34. Lin In our country many good job need you have the good qualificate
35. Interviewer Mm, mm
36. Lin Yeah
37. Interviewer And what type of job would you like, to, to do
38. Lin Er, before I came here, I work in the bank for three years
39. Interviewer Really?
40. Lin Yeah. I think it's excellent job for me, for everybody. But er I don't think er I will

stay there for the whole life
41. Interviewer Mm
42. Lin And if the, if the job is guaranteed by the government
43. Interviewer Mm
44. Lin Then I think when I am young I can get some, much experience
45. Interviewer Mm hm
46. Lin And er my husband has also the same idea as me and before, I think, how long,

many years ago we all hoped to go abroad to get many experience.
47. Interviewer Mm
48. Lin To visit, to get some sightseeing
49. Interviewer Yeah
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50. Lin And em the good thing, the best thing is to study
51. Interviewer Mm
52. Lin Study different things, different knowledge
53. Interviewer Mm
54. Lin And different culture
55. Interviewer Mm
56. Lin So and last year we have the chance, so we decided, I resigned. It's a big, the

biggest decision in my life (laughs)
57. Interviewer Really
er i :nLin Everybody said "Oh! You did a big decision!" And it's a very good job, very good

salary.
59. Interviewer But, em, when you go back I'm sure you can get another good job, no?
60. Lin Yeah, (laughs) I hope it's better than in the bank.
61. Interviewer And your husband is here?
62. Lin Yes. We come here together
63. Interviewer And
64. Lin We all resigned (laughs)
65. Interviewer And is he studying English?
66. Lin Yeah. His English is worse than me (laughs) Even though my English is not very

good
67. Interviewer And is he doing the same courses as you, is he at
68. Lin Mm same course, but not in the same university
69. Interviewer Ah! Which, which university is he at?
70. Lin Now she's stayed in the Heriott Watt University
71. Interviewer Right. So is he going to do a masters at Heriott Watt?
72. Lin Yeah. MBA.
73. Interviewer Right
74. Lin Yeah. He prefer that MBA. I, I told him "Not, er, too many people study MBA.

You must change" But he prefer that, he like that.
75. Interviewer MBAs are very, very difficult as well, aren't they? Very stressful. One of my

friends did an MBA recently and she said it was very good but very difficult.
76. Lin Need a good and a wide knowledge. And a good English.
77. Interviewer I think so, yeah.
78. Lin I think knowledge for him is enough, but English is not very good.
79. Interviewer Mm. He's got some time I suppose, he's got a few months to
80. Lin Only a few months so...I worry about that...(laugh)
81. Interviewer ...Well...I want to ask you something now about your previous experiences of

learning English
82. Lin Mm hm
83. Interviewer Obviously you've studied English before
84. Lin Mm, yes of course
85. Interviewer Can you tell me something about your, your experiences
86. Lin Mm
87. Interviewer Of learning English?

And in China recently, in primary school, you know from the eight years old to
eleven

89. Interviewer Mm
90. Lin Primary school have opened English class. But in my, in my e, no, how to say, in

my primary school no, we haven't an English class
91. Interviewer Mm
92. Lin Only in the senior
93. Interviewer Mm
94. Lin Senior school, after prima, primary school
95. Interviewer Mm
96. Lin And we have the English class every year
97. Interviewer Right. And did you study English after school? Did you
98. Lin Yeah
99. Interviewer When you finished school? For example in a
100. Lin Yes.
101. Interviewer In an evening class, or at university?
102.Lin

: ' r •
Yes, yeah. And there are a lot of ev, evening class for study English in China in
most, er, university
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103.Interviewer | Right. So did you do an evening class?
104. Lin I Yes, I do a lot of. But I think it's not very good to improve your English, because

we have not s, the English condit, conditions, situation? Yeah, We haven't,
seldom to speak, just to learn grammar and er listen to teacher

105.lnterviewer So you don't get much opportunity to practice speaking?
106. Lin Yeah
107. Interviewer In the classes?
108. Lin And all the time the student, the grammar is good, but the listening and speaking
109. Interviewer Mm
11 O.Lin Is not very good
111. Interviewer You mentioned that you didn't get much speaking practice
112. Lin Mm hm
113.lnterviewer Is that different here
114. Lin Yes
115.lnterviewer In your classes?
116.Lin Yes very different
117.lnterviewer Uh huh
118. Lin I like here the, the style of teaching is er mm...more easy to communicate, and

more easy to understand, understand
119. Interviewer Why is that, why is it easier?
120.Lin Em because em, there are only several people, some students in the class.
121.Interviewer Mm
122. Lin In China some class there are a lot of students, and er I think the emphasis is

grammar
123.lnterviewer Mm hm
124. Lin And in the real life the speaking and listening is important
125. Interviewer Mm
126. Lin And when I came here I found I, the English is only the communicate tool, but in

China the English is taught as a subject
127. Interviewer Mm
128. Lin I think this is wrong
129.lnterviewer Mm, right
130. Lin Such a subject to study, so, just like physics, mathematics
131. Interviewer Mm
132. Lin I think it's not very good
133. Interviewer You mean that they don't use English
134.Lin Yeah
135. Interviewer As a medium of, of instruction?
136. Lin No
137. Interviewer They don't use it to
138. Lin They didn't realise English is a communicate tool, such, just like Chinese
139. Interviewer Mm hm, yes
140. Lin It's important
141.Interviewer So, you said that the classes are smaller, so it's easier, and
142. Lin Yeah
Ic3 It's not only grammar. Is there anything else, which is different? Comparing the,

the Chinese
144.Lin Another thing is the teachers' level is not very high
145. Interviewer Mm
146.Lin I think that maybe some schools' teachers' English level
147.lnterviewer Mm
148. Lin lower than me now

149. Interviewer Mm
150. Lin Yeah. So you can imagine, they can't teach a lot of level of English
151.Interviewer Mm
152. Lin And pronounce is too bad
153.lnterviewer Right. Is there anything else that is different about the way the classes are

organised? Between Chinese classes and the classes here?
154. Lin Mm ..I think it's different
155. Interviewer It's different?
156.Lin Mm. And in the Chinese English book in the school, always grammar
157. Interviewer Mm
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158. Lin From unit one to last. I can't... remember what kind of speaking class, or
listening...a little

159.Interviewer Mm hm
160. Lin In school I mean. In university maybe is better
161.Interviewer Mm. In the school, or the evening classes, did you have group work, or pair work

very much?
162.Lin Yes, we have. I think that is better nearly, than here the class. I attend some oral

English class
163. Interviewer Mm
164. Lin And the teacher can speak the fluency English
165.lnterviewer Mm hm
166. Lin Encourage our, us to speaking, to more speaking
167. Interviewer This is in China?
168. Lin Yeah. And most school teacher ** go abroad
169. Interviewer So pair work and group work is similar, it's not so different, you've had the

experience before
170. Lin Similar, yeah, but not the same
171.Interviewer What's different?
172. Lin The difference...depend on you
173. Interviewer Mm?
174. Lin If you like speaking
175.lnterviewer Mm
176.Lin You can

177.lnterviewer Mm
178. Lin But is you don't like you cannot
179.lnterviewer In China?
180. Lin Yeah. But here the teacher always organi, encourage you. So you have to

speak, so you get more, mm you can do more speaking...yeah
181. Interviewer How does the teacher org, encourage you? What does the teacher do to

encourage you?
182. Lin Oh, how to say that...the group, and give you atopic
183.lnterviewer Uhuh?
184. Lin And you must, something you must find out the way to sort out the something
185. Interviewer Mm hm?
186.Lin And something like that
187. Interviewer Right. So you have to speak
188.Lin And the, another foreigner students here, you must use English to communicate
189. Interviewer Yes, that's right
190.Lin Mm

191. Interviewer OK. Well, I want to move on now because I'm going to show you a little bit of a
video

192. Lin Mm

193. Interviewer OK? From your own Business English class. I'm going to show you a small
.

section
194. Lin Mm
195. Interviewer First time I show you it you can just watch, you don't have to comment, you can

jSMIBI^lilllMali just watch it OK? And you're in it, and some other students. Just try to
remember. And then I'm going to rewind it, and play it again. And the second

. time I'm going to ask you some questions, OK?
196.Lin About the class? About the video.
197. Interviewer Yeah, well about what's happening in the video
198. Lin Oh, mm
199. Interviewer And more general questions related to it
200.Lin OK
201. Interviewer Is that OK?
202. Lin Mm

203. Interviewer OK, maybe you can move your chair a little bit so you can see
204. Lin OK
205. Interviewer Because it's a very small TV
206. Lin (Lin moves her chair) Will it be our class?
207. Interviewer Yeah
208. Lin (Lin laughs) I will see me!
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209. Interviewer Don't be embarrassed! You're going to be in it, but don't worry, you're not, you're
at the back, so you (laughs). All the others are there, some of the others are
there as well(Video played and then paused ) OK I'll just stop it there.

210.Lin I Mm hm?
211.Interviewer 1 Maybe you remember that day? That's at the beginning of the lesson, em,

recently. You can see that that's Helen, there's you (pointing at still screen)
212. Lin Mm
213. Interviewer Naoki
214.Lin Yeah Eun Joo
215. Interviewer And Eun Joo there as well
216.Lin I asked somebody information about the tour
217. Interviewer Yes
218. Lin To London
219.lnterviewer Yeah. Did you go already?
220. Lin No, next, next week
221. Interviewer Oh right
222. Lin I've already booked the ticket and the hotel
223.lnterviewer Fantastic
224. Lin (laughs)
225. Interviewer That'll be great. Are you going for the weekend?
226. Lin For five days
227. Interviewer Five days
228. Lin Yes
229. Interviewer OK, let's, I've rewound it, and we're back at the beginning. OK, and we're going

to watch it again, and this time I'll stop and ask you some questions at the same
time OK? So...we're back, back at the start (Video played and then paused) OK
I'll stop it there

230. Lin Mm
231.Interviewer In fact I'll switch it off. OK, so you can see that was in your, in your lesson
232.Lin Mm
233. Interviewer

.

The other day. Now em I want to ask you a little bit about that em...what was
happening at that stage, of the lesson, what was the teacher doing? When, in
the video? What was the teacher doing?

234. Lin Teacher er hand out some copy
235. Interviewer Uh huh? Yeah, OK. Now what I want to ask you about is em, and I should say

that I'm not being critical here, because, I'm not trying to criticise anybody, I'm
just asking questions. At, sometimes in the class, for example

236. Lin Mm
237.lnterviewer There you mentioned you were looking at maps
238. Lin Mm hm
239.lnterviewer And you were planning your tour
240. Lin (Laughs and pulls a face as if embarrassed)
241. Interviewer But that's fine, that's not a problem!
242. Lin Mm
243.lnterviewer What I want to know is...what stages of the lesson of the lesson, or when do you

think it's OK to do that, to maybe have a little chat or talk about something
different, when, not just you, but other students

244. Lin Mm
245. Interviewer As well. Everybody does it
246. Lin Mm hm
247.lnterviewer When is it acceptable? To talk about something different in the lesson, and when

is it not acceptable? What do you think?
248. Lin Em..in China
249. Interviewer Uhuh?
250. Lin It's not allowed
251. Interviewer Mm hm?
252. Lin And, er, because the, in the class, er very quiet
253. Interviewer Mm hm?
254. Lin And the teacher didn't allow you do anything
255. Interviewer Mm
256.Lin Mm, without the, you know, anything except listening
257. Interviewer Mm
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258. Lin And do some exercise. But when I come here I change my mind, I think it's a
too, I don't know how to say, not active, active, active the class. I don't know how
to s, describe it, like dead, no? Too quiet. And we can't have to space to think
about, and to do em...do you understand me? No?

259. Interviewer I'm not sure

260. Lin The atmos, atmosphere
261. Interviewer Atmosphere, uhuh?
262.Lin Is too...how to say it
263. Interviewer Quiet?
264. Lin Too quiet. Not active, activity
265. Interviewer Not active?
266. Lin Yeah
267.lnterviewer In China, or here?
268. Lin In China
269.lnterviewer Uh huh?
270. Lin Em...i think it's not very good for the student
271. Interviewer Mm
272. Lin To thinking, to listening, to understand
273. Interviewer Uh huh
274. Lin But I come here, found the atmosphere is very active and here...sometimes I

talk with others
275. Interviewer Of course

276.Lin Yeah. Maybe the subject not, not in the class, but I think it's useful
277. Interviewer Yes
278. Lin I don't know why but it's really useful
279. Interviewer Oh yes I agree, I'm not criticising anything at all, I'm just interested to hear your

opinion
280. Lin Yeah
281. Interviewer Yes
282. Lin You know the class last nearly two hours
283.lnterviewer Yeah
284. Lin So I can't...
285.lnterviewer Concentrate, yeah?
286. Lin Yeah. The whole class. And sometimes we talk with other people some

interesting subject
287.lnterviewer Mm
288. Lin It's easier too for us to continue to listen to teacher
289. Interviewer Right
290.Lin So I don't know why (laughs) Interesting things...mm...OK
291. Interviewer
:: ? ;

Mm. So, do you mean that if you have a, if you talk about something different for
a couple of minutes

292.Lin Yeah, only a couple of minutes
293.lnterviewer You can relax
294. Lin Yeah
295. Interviewer You feel you concentrate better after that, is that, is that what you mean?
296. Lin Yeah
297. Interviewer Right OK
298.Lin But not too long
299.lnterviewer Yeah
300.Lin Just a little, not important minutes
301.Interviewer Yes. Now, what are the important minutes, when, when is it me, this is

something I'm very interested in in my research
302. Lin Mm
303. Interviewer When so you think it's em it's OK
304. Lin Em
305. Interviewer and when is it not OK?
306. Lin Em sometimes like that (indicates video)
307. Interviewer Mm
308. Lin Teacher is hand out something
309. Interviewer Mm
310.Lin And another thing is we do exercise we do very quickly and we have little time
311.Interviewer Yeah
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312. Lin | Yeah
313.Interviewer | Right. So when the teacher's giving out
314. Lin Mm
315.lnterviewer Photocopies, that's one possibility
316. Lin Yeah
317. Interviewer Or when you're in a group or a pair situations and you're finished
318. Lin Yeah
319.lnterViewer Uh huh?
320. Lin When the teacher she teaching something you cannot do that
321. Interviewer So if the teacher's teaching something
322. Lin Mm
323. Interviewer You, you wouldn't do that?
324. Lin No
325. Interviewer Why, because you want to hear the information, or...?
326. Lin Mm if you don't like that, not interested in that
327.lnterviewer Mm?
328. Lin You can't do
329. Interviewer Mm?
330. Lin I think it's respect to teacher, attentive of teacher
331. Interviewer So do you mean if the teacher is talking to the group, the whole class
332. Lin Yeah
333. Interviewer You should
334. Lin You shouldn't do that
335. Interviewer Right OK. But in that situation she was talking to the class, but also giving

papers
336. Lin Mm
337. Interviewer And in that situation...it's OK?
338.Lin If you understand something, if you know that
339. Interviewer Uh huh?
340. Lin If you think it's not important
341. Interviewer Mm
342. Lin I think it's OK, but
343.lnterviewer Mm
344. Lin Not sometimes
345.lnterviewer Do you think it's, when you do have that small conversation
346. Lin Mm
347.lnterviewer Do you usually, you or other students, do they usually speak very quietly? Or

whisper like this (whispering) or is it OK to speak loudly?
348. Lin You mean em...?
349. Interviewer When you're talking about something different
350. Lin No, no just er slight, only two people
351. Interviewer So you, do you mean you should speak quietly...or loudly?
352. Lin Quietly
353.lnterviewer Yeah OK
354. Lin And not too many people, just two, nearby, near from you
355. Interviewer Right
356. Lin Mm hm
357. Interviewer Yeah. And again, just one more question about this, again it's really just because

I'm very interested in it
358.Lin Mm
359.lnterviewer If for example, like that situation, you're talking about your trip to London, and I

think Christine, and Helen, you were all very interested in the maps
360. Lin Mm hm
361. Interviewer And so on. If Natasha, if the teacher had come close
362.Lin Yeah
363.lnterviewer Would you stop? Or continue, or...? What would you feel?
364. Lin I think it's better to stop
365. Interviewer Right
366. Lin It's respect teacher
367. Interviewer So is it, it's OK if the teacher doesn't really see, or you're far away from the

teacher
368. Lin Mm hm
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369.Interviewer | Is that...?
370. Lin Maybe not (laughs)
371. Interviewer I just want your, your opinion about that
372.Lin I Maybe not, not mention that, because it is interesting subject if not other people

I interrupt you
373. Interviewer Uh huh?
374. Lin You will continue. If you, the teacher, mention, the teacher raise, raise, raise

their voice louder
375. Interviewer Uh huh?
376. Lin So, can just, just stopped
377. Interviewer Right. So if you hear the teacher raising her voice
378. Lin Yeah
379. Interviewer You know that
380. Lin Yeah
381. Interviewer You should stop
382. Lin Pay attention
383. Interviewer And pay attention
384. Lin Mm
385. Interviewer And, if the teacher raises her voice, is there anything else about the teacher

which tells you, you should stop? Does she stand in a particular part of the
room?

386.Lin Mm
387. Interviewer Or...? When you know that you have to stop. The teacher raises her voice,

where would she be standing in the classroom normally? When she raises her
voice?

388. Lin I think all students must stop that
389. Interviewer Uh huh?
390.Lin And if they didn't mention that you can ask them
391.Interviewer Uh huh?
392. Lin Ask them to stop
393.lnterviewer Right
394. Lin Yeah
395. Interviewer Do you think the teacher might say "Right. Stop talking" or "Listen"
396.Lin Mm no I don't think so

1E1O No?
398.Lin I think it's not good for student feeling, and especially for the older student
399. Interviewer Mm
400. Lin If you say that ...mm...not, not, seldom. Only once or twice, joke (laughs)
401.Interviewer So if the teacher makes it, asks you to be guiet in a joking
402. Lin Yeah
403. Interviewer Way it's OK?
404. Lin Or just raise the voice, ! think everybody can understand that
405. Interviewer Right
406. Lin And what might the teacher say, when the teacher raises the voice
407. Interviewer Mm hm
408. Lin And the teacher wants everybody to listen
409. Interviewer Yeah. What, what words does the teacher normally use...to get everybody's

attention?
41 O.Lin I think it doesn't matter which sentence you use
411. Interviewer Mm. As long as it's loud
*»> 3 X'l Yeah loud
413. Interviewer OK
414. Lin But some teacher always do "Pay attention" or "Listen" (as if calling) (laughs)

That's OK
415. Interviewer OK. Thanks, that's very good, that's a very clear
416.Lin (laughs)
417.lnterviewer

: :

Explanation. Right. I'm just going to move on to ask you, we're finished with the
video now

418. Lin Mm
419. Interviewer I'll leave it. Em...but I want to ask you one or two more questions
420. Lin Mm
421.Interviewer Related to...roles
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422. Lin Mm
423.lnterviewer And students
424. Lin Mm
425.lnterviewer

'

Now, firstly do you think in your experience, students in class always do exactly
what the teacher asks them to do? In the instructions, do you think the students
normally follow instructions exactly? Or not?

426. Lin In the, in the English class?
427. Interviewer Yeah
428. Lin Here?
429. Interviewer Yeah
430. Lin I think so

431. Interviewer Uh huh?
432.Lin Yeah
433.lnterviewer Mm...sometimes they already done the exercise
434. Lin Mm
435.lnterviewer We may do the next exercise
436. Lin Mm
437. Interviewer Maybe we do, look at a book
438. Lin Mm
439.lnterviewer So if you're finished you might
440. Lin Yeah
441. Interviewer Do something different
442. Lin For me, I sometimes I done, done, I have done it
443. Interviewer Mm
444.Lin I will do the next exercise
445. Interviewer Yeah, OK. Em...another question related to that. This question is difficult to

answer but you can try
446. Lin I will try yes (laughs)
447.lnterviewer Do you think the teacher directs everything in the class? Does the teacher direct

everything that's happening in the class?
448. Lin For example what? Give me an example.
449.lnterviewer Maybe all the talking and the interaction?
450.Lin I think you can
451. Interviewer Mm hm?
452. Lin Except you cree somebody
453.lnterviewer Correct?
454. Lin Cree, coree them?
455. Interviewer Criticise?
456. Lin Say something wrong, no
457. Interviewer Correct?
458. Lin Say somebody no made a mistakes
459. Interviewer Correct somebody?
460. Lin Not correct. Just er you need, for example and yesterday we do exam
461. Interviewer Mm hm
462. Lin You know
463.lnterviewer Mm?
464. Lin Exam for the whole term, compare with the first exam, same exam
465. Interviewer Ah! Yes.
466. Lin And at end of term
467. Interviewer Mm
468. Lin We will do that again
469. Interviewer Mm
470. Lin And er the teacher only tell us how many score you get more than the first time
471.Interviewer Mm
472.Lin And didn't er he didn't tell us er person A you get how many score, and person B

you get many score
473. Interviewer Mm
474. Lin Didn't do that, did compare with everybody, just compare with yourself
475. Interviewer Right
476. Lin I think it's very good
477.lnterviewer Mm
478. Lin Very good for us
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479. Interviewer Mm
480. Lin Even though it's a qood score or lower score
481. Interviewer Mm
482. Lin Better we don't have any other idea about it
483. Interviewer Mm
484. Lin Bad idea
485.lnterviewer So you mean that you, you don't feel that...
486. Lin You
487. Interviewer You're not comparing yourself
488. Lin Mm
489. Interviewer To the others?
490. Lin Don't feel upset
491. Interviewer Mm
492. Lin Or compare with other people, you know
493. Interviewer Mm
494. Lin If you always compare with others you are not good mood
495.lnterviewer Mm
496. Lin But I think its very good, I
497. Interviewer You like that, you felt
498. Lin Yeah. And you can know you get how many progress
499.lnterviewer Yes
500. Lin You can get progress
501. Interviewer Yes
502. Lin And do the better
503.lnterviewer Yes. It's good for your motivation
504. Lin Yeah
505. Interviewer If you. . . OK. The other, almost the last question is this one. You, we mentioned

already listening to the teacher
506.Lin Mm hm
507.lnterviewer And you mentioned that you, you felt that you want to respect the teacher and

listen to the teacher
508. Lin Mm
509. Interviewer When is it most important to listen to the teacher very carefully? When, when is

that the most, when do you have to listen to the teacher very carefully?
51 O.Lin When?
511 .Interviewer Yeah. When should you listen very carefully to the teacher? What type of

situation should you listen to the teacher very carefully?
512. Lin Tell you some detail about a word, about the topic
513.lnterviewer Mm
514. Lin And explain something
515. Interviewer Mm
516. Lin And tell you the homework (laughs)
517.lnterviewer (laughs)
518. Lin And something like that
519. Interviewer Right
520. Lin Otherwise I can't remember that
521. Interviewer OK. And what about listening to (Audio tape side 1 finished and turned over)
522. Lin Sometimes
523.!nterviewer It's difficult to listen to other foreign students?
524. Lin No, understand (laughs)
525.lnterviewer Uh huh?
526. Lin Not er listen. I want to listen carefully but sometimes I can't understand
527.lnterviewer If you don't understand do you, what do you do?
528.Lin Sometimes I ask them to speak, er, repeat
529. Interviewer Mm
530.Lin But sometimes I think it's not good to ask somebody to "Please repeat again,

repeat again" Just nod. Seems, seems you understand (laughs)
531.Interviewer (laughs)
532. Lin And finish that
533. Interviewer So you just pretend
534. Lin Yeah
535. Interviewer That you understand
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536. Lin Yeah
537.!nterviewer So you iust kind of
538. Lin They didn't like you to repeat, told to repeat
539. Interviewer Yes
540.Lin | Embarrassed! (laugh)
541.Interviewer Well, yeah. That's, that's true. Yeah.
542. Lin What, about em when the teacher is checking something with the whole class,

and asking different students for answers.
543.lnterviewer Mm
544. Lin Sometimes it's not comfortable
545. Interviewer Uh huh?
546. Lin Except you left article, ask the teacher to correct it. But sometimes you done

exercise it's better to the teacher answer the whole class To em teach together
547. Interviewer Mm? So you like it if the teacher checks the exercise with the whole class?
548. Lin Yes. And I didn't like the, for the partner, partner check the answer. It is not

useful, just waste time.
549.lnterviewer Mm hm
550. Lin Because you didn't do the speaking
551.Interviewer , Hm
552.Lin You just read a sentence, read it, read an answer
553.lnterviewer Mm
554.Lin It's not good for speaking, for the speaking practice
555. Interviewer Oh right
556. Lin Just read it
557. Interviewer Mm. You mean you're reading the other page
558. Lin Yes
559. Interviewer The other person's page
560. Lin Yes. We, we always read, er compare answers. Just read.
561. Interviewer Ah
562. Lin So it's not useful. I think
563. Interviewer Do you mean
564. Lin In my opinion
565.lnterviewer The teacher asks you to check
566. Lin Answers
567.lnterviewer Through speaking, that you really, that you just
568. Lin No, the teacher ask you and your partner to check the answer
569. Interviewer Uh huh? And you...?
570. Lin I didn't like this
571.Interviewer Mm
572. Lin Yeah
573.lnterviewer And you don't speak, you just
574. Lin Yeah
575.lnterviewer Look at the page
576. Lin I think that the aim for teacher is for like us to speaking
577. Interviewer Uh huh
578. Lin But we just er check answer only reading! It's enough. We haven't do more

speaking. No more subject to speak.
579. Interviewer Yeah. Why don't you speak do you think in that situation?
580.Lin I think they should just give you topic and give you question, you solve that. Give

you a problem, you solve that.
581. Interviewer Uh huh
582.Lin And no answer, you can speak more. You can think about and you speak.
583.lnterviewer So
584. Lin So if you, if you prepare the answer or something
585.lnterviewer Mm
586. Lin You just read
587. Interviewer Right. So you mean that you would speak if it was something em with, that you

could discuss
588.Lin I Yeah

I 589.Interviewer I But if it's just checking the answers you don't
590. Lin No
591.Interviewer | You don't speak
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592. Lin We just read answer
593. Interviewer Right
594. Lin Mm
595. Interviewer

... -

OK. That's very interesting. Em...great. I'm just going to ask you more or less
one more question

596. Lin Mm
597.lnterviewer So we've talked a lot about speaking English in class, and how that feels in

different situations. I want to ask you now about, to compare
598. Lin Mm
599. Interviewer

■ -.-■V.,; v-- i.

Speaking English in the classroom situation and speaking English outside the
school.

600. Lin Mm
601. Interviewer Is there any difference there? For you? Do you feel different speaking English in

the street?
602. Lin In the class or out, out of class?
603.lnterviewer Mm
604. Lin Mm... sometimes it's the same, sometimes different. Er for example if this class

the topic, the special s, the problem, in Business English we seldom1 talk the
business articles

605. Interviewer Mm
606. Lin So this different
607. Interviewer Mm hm
608. Lin And, for some General English speaking it's the same.
609. Interviewer So General English speaking, it's the same as
610.Lin Between in the class and out of class
611.Interviewer OK
612.Lin Because we talk about general thing
613. Interviewer Right. So do you mean that with BE it's, it's more different to outside the class? If

you have BE
614.Lin Em, only the special topic
615. Interviewer Mm
616.Lin Not necessarily in the BE class or GE. In the GE class we tell also, talk about

special topic
617. Interviewer Mm
618.Lin For example the clothes or the book or something special
619.lnterviewer Mm hm
620.Lin We didn't talk about after class
621.Interviewer Right OK. What about your feelings when you speak? Do you feel the same

yourself? OK, you're talking about different topics, but also if talking in class,

622.Lin Mm
623.lnterviewer In the coffee room

624. Lin Mm
625. Interviewer Or outside, or talking with the group in the class, do you feel the same inside,

speaking English, is it the same feeling for you?
626. Lin I think it's the same

627. Interviewer Mm
628. Lin Because if you have enough vocabulary
629. Interviewer

i R-^n I in
Mm hm

I 631.Interviewer Right
632.Lin Em How to say that, for me em even in the class, or out of class, I find my

vocabulary is limited, to describe something or explain something it's (laughs)
not enough for me, and for me it's the same in the class and out of class

633.lnterviewer Mm hm. Do you feel any difference between speaking English in a small group in
the class

634. Lin Mm
635. Interviewer

|
And speaking English with all the class listening? And the teacher listening? Is
there any

I 636.Lin It's better in a small group

' I suspect Lin is using "seldom" in this article to mean "occasionally"
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637. Interviewer Yeah?
638.Lin You can speak what you think about. But when I do the presentation
639.lnterviewer Hm
640. Lin You know?
641 .Interviewer Hm
642. Lin

■

I prepared, but when I stand there at the desk, sometimes (laughs) I, I always
forget what I want to say

643. Interviewer Well, that's, that's normal I think
644. Lin Yeah
645. Interviewer Nervous feeling maybe
646. Lin Yeah
647. Interviewer OK well Lin I think that's all my questions for you, so
648. Lin It's interesting to talk, talk with you about this.
649. Interviewer I'm glad, I'm glad. Well I'm very interested in this myself em
650. Lin (laughs) I hope it's useful for you, for your research
651.Interviewer Very. Very useful. You've given me lot's of very interesting answers
652. Lin Mm
653. Interviewer So thanks very much again
654.Lin Right
655. Interviewer Thank you
656. Lin Em, could you, could I (laughs) ask you a question?
657.lnterviewer Yes of course

658. Lin
•

Could you tell me...the pronunciation of my English is my main problem, do you
think it's, what's the main problem for me? Do you think...?

659. Interviewer Well I'll switch this off because that's us finished with
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Interview 12 Kazumi

Based on lesson 10: The Euro. Discussing feelings when the teacher is listening to group
work

1. Interviewer How long have you been a student here at the Institute?
2. Kazumi Em, em since last April
3. Interviewer Uhuh?
4. Kazumi Yes, so almost one, one year now, more or less
5. Interviewer Uhuh. How long are you going to stay?
6. Kazumi Now I'm leaving this weekend, this Saturday
7. interviewer Right
8. Kazumi Yeah, that's it
9. Interviewer Yeah? And why did you decide to come here to study?
10. Kazumi Em actually, I, I ask to to send me a brochure with information
11. Interviewer Mm
12. Kazumi To more than twenty school in the UK and it was coincidence, my professor and

a professor in the Edin, in Edinburgh university was friends, very, very long
friends for ten years

13. Interviewer Mm
14. Kazumi Or something like that, so finally my professor really recommended, so I start to

focus on this school and I investigated everything and every, everything was
match, er, go with my plan

15. Interviewer Mm
16. Kazumi Because the school start very regularly and from April, October, and I really

wanted to go Oxford or Cambridge
17. Interviewer Mm
18. Kazumi But it's start from just October
19. Interviewer Mm
20. Kazumi So I had no choice (laughs) finally I
21. Interviewer Mm
22. Kazumi Decided to come here
23. Interviewer Mm
24. Kazumi Yes it's really nice and
25. Interviewer You've enjoyed it?
26. Kazumi Yes, of course
27. Interviewer Good. Now, before you came here, obviously you've studied English before. Can

you tell me something about your previous experiences of studying English?
28. Kazumi Er, apart from High School, er, Junior High School I went to private school, to

practice conversation
29. Interviewer Mm hm
30. Kazumi I went, yes, I used tp go English conversation school twice a week and with

American teacher
31. Interviewer Uhuh?
32. Kazumi It's just a group, so it didn't work very well but it was quite nice to, to get used to

speaking English. We are listening what he said
33, Interviewer Mm. you said it didn't work very well, what, what didn't work very well about it?
34. Kazumi Because it, the situation is just kindergarden, make a game or make some

sentences with the this word, or...not, it wasn't practical, because, OK you can
say "How are you?", "Fine", "Thank you", but really because we didn't er, have a
practice to speak in front of the people like presentation, just conversation, it's
like, you could say just "Yes" or "No", or "Fine" or "Very nice" you, you didn't
follow the, the grammar

35. Interviewer Mm. Right
36. Kazumi No, and American English is, broken, so. I really wanted to, to practice British

English, but it was very difficult to find a British teacher there
37. Interviewer Mm
38. Kazumi Because normally Japanese school has got American teacher and we are taught

American English, so

I 39. Interviewer Mm hm
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40. Kazumi Yes, that's one reason

41. Interviewer Hm
42. Kazumi Yeah
43. Interviewer

.

So em...when you came here, when you started here, did you see any
differences between your previous classes and the classes here? Were they the
same or different?

44. Kazumi Completely, completely different
45. Interviewer OK tell me about the differences
46. Kazumi Yeah, er the, the teacher always ask your opinion, and you have to argue, or

discuss a topic, which the teacher give...mm...and you have a presentation as
well

47. Interviewer Mm
48. Kazumi And you, you can study by yourself, in the, with so many kind of books

downstairs
49. Interviewer Mm
50. Kazumi You can get so many friend em, what else? Everything was so completely

different
51. Interviewer Is it different in the way that the classes are organised? In, during the class? Are

there difference in the, in the organisation...of the class?
52. Kazumi Between the school in Japan?
53. Interviewer Yeah
54. Kazumi Yes, because it's...the teacher in Japan, American teacher taught me something

concerning the topic that he, he already prepared but, but basically he did, he
taught spontaneously, it, it's quite nice, but, mm...you cannot write essay and
you, you cannot speak friendly because just he put the sentences on the
whiteboard and you just copy and practice orally

55. Interviewer Mm
56. Kazumi So you can speak with the sentences in that class but outside of course you

don't have any opp, mm...opportunity to speak English
57. Interviewer Mm

58. Kazumi Because nobody is speak Japan, English
59. Interviewer Mm
60. Kazumi So you, you couldn't practice and, and you couldn't use the vocabulary which

learn
61. Interviewer Mm
62. Kazumi But you can learn, you can use the vocabulary here immediately as soon as you

learn, because everybody is learning English
63. Interviewer Mm
64. Kazumi So you can have very good competition in a sense
65. Interviewer Uhu?
66. Kazumi* Yeah, because if you if somebody in the classroom didn't remember "Oh you

bad student!"
67. Interviewer (laughs)
68. Ka^um. Yeah you should, you should know it because we learn, I think so. So ...em, yes,

in my case, I like to have competition, so if somebody know that vocabulary
which I don't, I feel so annoyed myself I think "Shit! Kazumi, come on!"

69. Interviewer (laughs)
70. Kazumi "I learned this vocabulary but I don't remember the meaning" And so you can

practice, and you can remember
71. Interviewer Mm
72. Kazumi Yes, it's easy way
73. Interviewer Mm
74. Kazumi Em, easier that em, keeping in your brain just without using
75. Interviewer Mm
76. Kazumi Practice
77. Interviewer Mm. And you, do you feel more motivated because you've got this element of

competition?
78. Kazumi Yeah, exactly
79. Interviewer Uh huh?
80. Kazumi Yes
81. Interviewer

.

Right, that's really interesting. OK, well we're going to move on because I want
to show you a little clip from em one of the lessons, that I recorded
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82. Kazumi Uh huh
83. Interviewer Recently. In fact it's very recently, it was last week, so you should be able to

remember it I think
84. Kazumi Mm
85. Interviewer Em I want to show you the clip
86. Kazumi Mm
87. Interviewer And first time, just, I just want you to watch it, and you don't have to comment
88. Kazumi Right
89. Interviewer Just try to remember it and think about what's happening
90. Kazumi OK
91. Interviewer Then I'll rewind it and play it again, and the second time I'll ask you some

questions
92. Kazumi OK
93. Interviewer Alright?
94. Kazumi Yes
95. Interviewer You might want to sit there because it's a very small TV, you might not be able to

see very well from there
96. Kazumi (moves her chair)
97. Interviewer OK let's see (Video played and then paused) I'll stop it there.
98, Kazumi Uh huh
99. Interviewer Do you remember that day?
100.Kazumi

.

Yes. We were talking about * and we have all the different script each other,
about Eurozone and the figures of GDP, or unemployment. We tell each other
about each information

101. Interviewer
■

That's right, mm. OK let's rewind it a little bit, cos I want to ask you some more
questions (Video rewound, played then stopped) OK, now you can see where
the teacher arrives

102. Kazumi Uh huh
103.lnterviewer He's near you
104. Kazumi Yep
105.lnterviewer What's he doing? Can you tell me? Why's he, why's he there?
106.Kazumi He want, he's trying to eavesdrop
107. Interviewer (laughs)
108. Kazumi What the student talking about or yeah, or
109. Interviewer Uh huh
110. Kazumi

'

1
'">s V.,' -

They or, if somebody make a mistake, probably he can, he can correct
immediately, as soon as possible, while he's listening to them

111.Interviewer Mm. OK. And you're here, you're talking to Christine
112. Kazumi Yeah
113. Interviewer Did you, you probably can't remember but, I don't know, do you think you had

noticed that he was there? At this point? (Video played and then paused)
114. Kazumi

• '

I think so, yeah...Anyway, it's er, even if, whenever the teacher approach to us,
it's big pressure for me

115. Interviewer Really?
116. Kazumi I, I shouldn't be, yes, I shouldn't make a mistake, I, I have to speak

accurately...yes it's big pressure, but I if I am successful it's very, very good
because "Oh! Teacher listen to me!" (laughs), yes you can, yes. In that case it's
very, very good for me, but, but if I have mistake, oh! It's embarrassing...I know
it depends situation but...anyway, big pressure.

117.lnterviewer Mm hm?
118. Kazumi And he's sitting, so
119. Interviewer Low
120.Kazumi Like that (mimes leaning forward on arms)
121.Interviewer With his hands
122.Kazumi Yeah
123.lnterviewer On the table, and his face
124. Kazumi Yes
125. Interviewer On the hands?
126.Kazumi Yes, so, so apparently he's listening to us very, very carefully
127.lnterviewer Uh huh
128.Kazumi So if I see him it's a much bigger pressure
129. Interviewer Oh really?
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130. Kazumi Yes, than standing behind me
131. Interviewer So you, you feel more pressure if he's got, if he's low with his face (mimes face

leaning on arms) like that
132. Kazumi Yep
133. Interviewer Watching you
134. Kazumi Yes, yes
135. Interviewer Than if he was standing behind you
136. Kazumi Yes
137. Interviewer Really? Uh huh. If you look at the video again
138. Kazumi Uh huh
139. Interviewer Let's rewind it a little bit (Video rewinding) And we'll watch what happens when

he gets, when he gets to the table. Look at you and Christine. (Video played and
then paused) OK, now when the teacher comes, did anybody react? When you
were in your pairs, did you change, did you react to the teacher?

140. Kazumi Sometimes if I want to make sure because to explain to somebody probably you
have to summarise in your mind and you might misunderstand or... mm... so if I
want to make sure I , I ask him, but otherwise I don't, I don't react

141.Interviewer Yeah
142. Kazumi Because...(laughs) I don't need him
143.lnterviewer Right, yeah, uh huh?
144. Kazumi

,

Just or, or he's listening to me but that he, but just, just when I want to ask him,
just, just * but otherwise I don't react really

145. Interviewer But you said that you do feel a sense of pressure
146. Kazumi Mm
147.lnterviewer

'

Uh huh? Do you, tell if this is not correct, but do you em, more or less pretend
he's not there? But you, but you know he's there? Or is that not correct?

148. Kazumi Yes, I, yes, exactly. Yes.
149. Interviewer Uh huh?
150.Kazumi Yes, I think so

"

Yeah, I just think that's interesting. You mentioned that you, if you make a
mistake you feel embarrassed

152. Kazumi Yeah
153. Interviewer Cos the teacher's listening
154.Kazumi Yeah
155. Interviewer

• ■ > -

Why do you think that is, why do you feel embarrassed if the teacher hears you
making a mistake?

156. Kazumi
; -

Mm...why...because my partner is just speaking English accurately, because we
are student to learn English, and we are here to, to learn English, and we should
be speaking accurately, because you can have mistake, in Japan nobody correct
you

157.lnterviewer Mm hm
158. Kazumi But here you, you can get correction, cos teacher, teacher correct me, so...yes,

on the other hand I want teacher to, to correct me as many as possible...so
that's my aim, that's why if I have mistake, yeah, I feel so annoyed myself

159. Interviewer Mm
160. Kazumi Just, just personally
161. Interviewer Mm. And you mentioned also the, that if you speak well
162.Kazumi Mm
163. Interviewer In front of the teacher
164.Kazumi Mm
165. Interviewer You feel, you feel like, guite
166.Kazumi Yes
167.lnterviewer Happy
168. Kazumi "Teacher listen to me!" (laughs)
169.lnterviewer Is that, why do you think that is, is, is it just nice to show the teacher that you can

speak well?
170. Kazumi Yes, it, it might be yeah, might be narrow-mind, narrow-minded, but
171. Interviewer Oh no I don't think so

172.Kazumi But really I can't tell you the reason
173. Interviewer Mm
174. Kazumi Just I feel...yes.
175. Interviewer OK. I'm not suggesting it is narrow-minded, I think it's actually guite a common
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I feeling
176.Kazumi I think so...I hope so (laughs)
177. Interviewer Yeah. OK, we're finished with the video now, so I'll stop it there (Video switched

off) If you want you can move back
178. Kazumi (moves chair back to desk)
179.lnterviewer So em...so you, there is obviously a difference then, if the teacher's listening to

you
180. Kazumi Absolutely
181. Interviewer And when the teacher's not

182. Kazumi Yes
183. Interviewer Mm. You mentioned feeling, em. . .feeling annoyed with yourself if you make a

mistake
184. Kazumi Yeah
185. Interviewer Or feeling happy when you speak well. Do you feel like that also when the

teacher is not listening? Just with other students?
186.Kazumi Mm

187. Interviewer Do you have the same feelings?
188. Kazumi Er, yes. When I really need teacher to listen to me, just em, l feel not annoyed

but, just I feel (laughs) how to say...mm...just yeah, annoyed because "I really
need you to listen to me" or if you have a discussion with, with your classmate,
and then probably the discussion become er, enthusiastic, it's positive way

189.lnterviewer Mm
190. Kazumi Positive way, so in that case I really need the teacher to listen you our opinion

because we are collecting, and summarising good, good opinion with discussion,
so... but if the teacher stay with the other group...for long time just I feel like that

191. Interviewer So you, if the teacher comes, and you're speaking, you, you do feel some
pressure?

192. Kazumi Mm hm
193. Interviewer But at the same time you want the teacher to come and listen?
194. Kazumi Yeah
195. Interviewer Yeah?
196. Kazumi Yeah.
197.lnterviewer And you said if the teacher is with the other group for a long time, and your

group is speaking well
198.Kazumi Mm
199. Interviewer You want the teacher to hear you?
200. Kazumi Yeah
201. Interviewer Yeah?
202. Kazumi And if I have stopped and I, my speaking because of er the vocabulary problem
203. Interviewer Mm
204. Kazumi It's mm...that case the argument stop
205. Interviewer Mm
206. Kazumi Because I cannot tell my opinion. It's, if it's not exactly the same what I want to

say I really need the teacher when I...yes, I could call the teacher
207. Interviewer Mm
208. Kazumi When I want to know the vocabulary, yes so mm.
209. Interviewer So the teacher can help you to solve a communication problem?
210. Kazumi Yeah
211.Interviewer Sometimes. And how do you feel, you said you, you feel annoyed if the teacher's

with another group
212. Kazumi Mm
213. Interviewer For a long time, and doesn't come to listen to your group?
214. Kazumi Mm hm
215. Interviewer What, tell me more about, about that, why is that annoying? Why don't you like

that?
216.Kazumi Mm...em...why. Em...it's very difficult to have an opinion because I'm not in this,

that situation, but
j 217.lnterviewer Mm

218.Kazumi Yes, sometimes em...mm...mm...just I really want, want them to listen to us,
not, egually

219. Interviewer Mm
220. Kazumi Just as I said, it's big pressure as well so if the teacher stay for a long time it's
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become pressure (laughs)
221 .Interviewer (laughs)
222.Kazumi Again, so it's, just a couple of minutes
223.lnterviewer Mm
224. Kazumi and then yeah, I want them to go away (laughs)
225. Interviewer (laughs)
226. Kazumi It' good rhythm for me so if they never come to my group, it's, it's totally

annoying
227.lnterviewer Mm
228.Kazumi Just coming and, come and go and
229.lnterviewer Mm hm
230.Kazumi

•

I need a kind of rhythm, otherwise you, I got bored because nobody listen to me
although we have a discussion with the group but if the teacher didn't come it's
so annoying

231.Interviewer Do you feel in some that er, that it's, the discussion has been wasted or...?
232.Kazumi Yeah, because sometimes I, you can, you can sum up in time, and if you have

the rest of the time you can start to talk completely different topic, which is
nothing to do with that topic

233. Interviewer Uh huh
234.Kazumi

..

-

In the classroom and sometimes, oh no, often, it happen in Business English
class.

235.lnterviewer Mm hm?
236.Kazumi Yes, although I didn't tell you, we normally have, we used to have the waste of

the time, because sometime we have a discussion, especially in Business
English

237.Interviewer Mm
238. Kazumi We come around to tell the information each other
239.lnterviewer Mm
240. Kazumi And if you completely er to collect the information, you have rest of the time
241. Interviewer Mm hm
242. Kazumi And you can start to talk (laughs) some, something different, so yes I really want

the teacher to keep an eye on us, and because sometime teacher give em,
extra, not extra time, but so much time on only one topic

243.lnterviewer Mm
244. Kazumi But we don't need, really, we don't need like fifteen minutes yeah, sometime it's

too short to discuss, so yeah, sometime the teacher told us "Oh, you couldn't
finish that plan" because we spent for a long time to discuss but on the other
hand sometime it's^yes, waste of time

245. Interviewer Mm hm
246.Kazumi So in, in my case in the speaking class we, we cannot finish the plan so it's too

short, but in Business English class we have so much time! So I think we need to
change or, change something or make a rhythm

247. Interviewer Mm hm
248. Kazumi So
249. Interviewer Mm
250.Kazumi Yes, because if, if the lecture isn't rhythmical it's totally boring
251.Interviewer So you mean sometimes you feel that, that the activity is going on too long and
252. Kazumi Yes
253.lnterviewer And you're, you start talking about something different
254. Kazumi Yeah
255. Interviewer And you would like the teacher to not let you do that?
256.Kazumi Yeah
257. Interviewer To give you something else, or...?
258.Kazumi Mm
259.Interviewer Something like that?
260. Kazumi Yeah, you can, you can practice English anywhere
261.Interviewer | Yeah
262. Kazumi So it's OK, it's good, good practice
263. Interviewer Mm
264.Kazumi To use English
265. Interviewer | Mm
266.Kazumi | Yes, I mm...mm...but anyway...mm...
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267.Interviewer | OK
268. Kazumi Yes
269. Interviewer That's clear. Alright. Well, I want to move on to ask you some other things now,

about something different. Not talking about the teacher listening, but something
else.

270. Kazumi Mm hm
271. Interviewer And er, this question is a little bit difficult to answer, but you can try
272. Kazumi Mm
273. Interviewer OK, em do you think that students in class always do exactly what the teacher

tells them to do?
274. Kazumi No
275. Interviewer OK, tell me more about that then
276. Kazumi Because the student, some student might misunderstand what er, what the

teacher need to, the teacher asking us to do...but we can correct, we can
correct, the rest, that person "No, no, no, this way"

277.lnterviewer Mm
278. Kazumi So it's not problem really
279. Interviewer Mm
280. Kazumi We can correct each other immediately
281 .Interviewer Mm
282. Kazumi Yes. Is that what you mean?
283. Interviewer Yeah, mm. Yeah...Are there any em time where everybody has understood
284. Kazumi Mm
285. Interviewer But they, maybe some people decide to do it differently, or to change the, the

way a little bit?
286.Kazumi Ohhhh! Yes.
287. Interviewer Uh huh?
288.Kazumi If it sounds boring, if the, the what teacher ask sounds boring (laughs)
289. Interviewer Uh huh? (laughs)
290. Kazumi Can change slightly or "It sounds boring isn't it?" "Oh yes, let's do other thing" It's

often happen.
291. Interviewer Uh huh?
292, Kazumi Yes.
293. Interviewer Can you give me an example, a type of, type of example where that, that

happens?
294. Kazumi Eeem OK. In Business Class the half, first half term...yes, em, we have a kind of

sentences to look through, to read through it, just flick through because it was
quite easy, and you can, you have to answer the question?

295.lnterviewer Mm hm
296. Kazumi Related to the sentences. And you can answer it, but the way of teacher's

asking, checking the answers was just "Any volunteers?" so somebody can
answer it

297. Interviewer Mm
298.Kazumi So you don't have to really (laughs) you don't have to answer, because

somebody, somebody else can answer, instead of us, so boring and it's quite
easy so we just didn't er, we didn't completely read it, but just we tick the point
and maybe, might be this answer, this answer, probably somebody else answer
it so don't worry

299.lnterviewer Mm
300. Kazumi No problem
301.Interviewer Right
302.Kazumi Like that
303. Interviewer So you knew in advance how the teacher was going to check it
304. Kazumi Yeah
305. Interviewer So you knew that you could, sort of have that strategy of not doing everything

because you knew that other students were going to answer the questions?
306.Kazumi Yeah
307. Interviewer Is that, is that right?
308.Kazumi

•

Yeah, and you could the other way round. If the, the way of teacher's asking the
answer was like er, the order of the seat, you can count and "Oh! My answer is
fourth one"

309.lnterviewer (laughs)
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310.Kazumi So OK 1 will focus on this answer

311. Interviewer Right
312. Kazumi Like that (laughs)
313.lnterviewer Aha! Clever (laughs). So in the first case, the one you described, the, 1 just want

to check 1 understand, you, you knew that the teacher was just going to ask for
volunteers?

314.Kazumi Yeah
315,lnterviewer But not actually name people
316. Kazumi Yeah
317. Interviewer Is that right?
318.Kazumi Yeah
319.lnterviewer So you, you weren't, you didn't have to do everything, because you could just

answer

320. Kazumi Yeah
321. Interviewer The ones that you did?
322. Kazumi Even if you don't you don't know the, the way, the teacher way, you can say "Oh

it was too difficult to answer, it was too difficult for me, and 1 don't know, 1 don't
really know", and you can make the thinkinq time (lauqhs)

323. Interviewer (laughs)
324. Kazumi At the moment and probably you can answer off the top of my head.
325.lnterviewer OK
326. Kazumi Yeah
327. Interviewer So what did, in a situation like that, if you do that, what does your group do with

the extra time? Because you haven't done everything, you've got, you're just
doing some of the answers, because you don't want to do everything

328.Kazumi Mm
329. Interviewer Do you just talk about something else?
330. Kazumi Yes, yes
331. Interviewer Right. Something related to the lesson, or maybe just something different?
332. Kazumi Something, 1 think something different
333.lnterviewer Uh huh?
334. Kazumi Because a text, the text, the content of the text is quite boring
335.lnterviewer Mm
336.Kazumi So let's have a chat with completely different
337. Interviewer Mm
338. Kazumi Topic
339. Interviewer

,

•

And if you do that, would you normally do it in a quiet voice, or just speak normal
voices do you think?

340. Kazumi Er it depends
341. Interviewer Uh huh?
342. Kazumi Normally quiet, yes.
343.lnterviewer Uh huh?
344.Kazumi Small voice
345.lnterviewer

..

.

OK, interesting. My second question is very related, 1 think you've already
answered it, but wanted to know if you think the teacher directs

346. Kazumi Uh huh
347. interviewer Everything that happens in the class?
348. Kazumi Mm
349. Interviewer Do you think the teacher can direct everything? In the classroom?
350. Kazumi

■■

... ......... . .

No, 1 don't think so, no. Cos in my case the teacher, the Lynn, in speaking
English class is so nice because she, she do something very, very
spontaneously. So if 1 have the, er, question, personal question, she could
answer it but if, em, but if some teacher completely plan and couldn't finish it
they have, some, some teachers really do that, really hurry up without, er, with
ignoring the students' questions

351.Interviewer Mm
352. Kazumi It's, it's definitely not good for students, because we have a question
353. Interviewer Mm
354. Kazumi

I

Even if not, nothing to do with that topic, or might be, might have something to
do with, anyway, English is English. So 1 really want to ask the, the teacher as
many as possible, but em just erthe teacher really. (Audio tape side 1 finished
and turned over) They start to ignore the students' questions and always "Let's
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finish it" em

355. Interviewer Mm hm
356. Kazumi In that case the, the student can't really swallow the topic because (snaps

fingers) just they hurry up everything
357.lnterviewer Mm
358.Kazumi And without focusing on anything. . .so that's the thing
359. Interviewer Mm, mm. Right
360. Kazumi Yeah
361. Interviewer So you think that it depends on the teacher, some teachers are more flexible that

others, do you think?
362. Kazumi Yes, they should be flexible, and they should have rhythm, because oh, I have

got another example that they
363. Interviewer Mm?
364. Kazumi They, they keep the topic for one week and, for example about the army, about

the police, about the crime
365. Interviewer Mm
366. Kazumi About politics
367. Interviewer Mm
368. Kazumi It's totally boring, because it's too long
369. Interviewer Mm
370.Kazumi For me to continue exactly the same topic for one week, and there was one

Italian boy, and he always show his feeling and yes sometimes it er, he interrupt
teacher but for me it was quite nice to, to listen to his opinion because he, just he
said "Come on, don't, stop it now, because we are boring, we got bored now"
And everybody have unanimous agreement (laughs) at that moment, just, just
secretly

371. Interviewer Mm
372. Kazumi "Oh, boring, isn't it?" Because too long they continue, too long and so anyway I

need really rhythm
373. Interviewer Mm
374. Kazumi For me to, to make em, to make me enthusiastic
375.lnterviewer Mm
376. Kazumi Or, yes if I really interested in that topic, really, I can really concentrate on that

topic but if for three, for three days the same topic
377.lnterviewer Mm
378. Kazumi It's quite boring
379. Interviewer Mm
380. Kazumi Yeah
381. Interviewer So you liked it when the, one of the students was open and said he didn't want to

continue with the topic?
382. Kazumi Yeah
383. Interviewer Yeah?
384. Kazumi And we can correct probably the idea
385. Interviewer Mm hm?
386.Kazumi Yeah. That's fine to, to, to continue the topic if they have a reason
387.lnterviewer Mm, yes. So do you think in that case em, the students were influencing the

direction of the lesson? When the Italian boy said, that he didn't want to
continue, what did the teacher do?

388. Kazumi Just, just he said "Oh, no, no it's... no I don't think so, you need it because if you
read, read a newspaper you, you ca, you will see that, these vocabulary

389. Interviewer Mm
390. Kazumi "So if, it might be useful for you to read, when you read newspaper, so you really

need them, that vocabulary, so I, I'll carry on this topic"
391. Interviewer Mm
392. Kazumi Yes. We were forced (laughs)
393. Interviewer

•

Oh well. Em, another thing I want to ask is em when do you thin it is em
important in the class to listen very carefully to the teacher? When is it, when is it
most important? To listen carefully to the teacher?

394. Kazumi Em, when, when the teacher em. direct us to what to do
395.lnterviewer Mm hm
396.Kazumi Or when the teacher gave me some, some other expression related to the topic

or
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397.Interviewer | Mm
398. Kazumi Spontaneously
399. Interviewer Mm
400. Kazumi | On the whiteboard
401. Interviewer Mm
402. Kazumi It's not written in the textbook
403.lnterviewer Mm
404. Kazumi I really need extra vocabulary, em apart from that, that, that word written in on

that textbook
405 Interviewer Mm
406. Kazumi That case I really listen to carefully or probably I would ask, ask something to

have the example, example sentence with that expression
407.lnterviewer Mm hm
408. Kazumi It's really interesting for me
409.lnterviewer Mm
410. Kazumi

• - ' a'-, J < -Y;> >

Because if I listen the, the expression I, I might be able to use, practise on the
street

411. Interviewer Mm
412.Kazumi Or probably I can overhear
413. Interviewer Mm
414.Kazumi In the street, the people talking with that expression
415. Interviewer Mm yeah
416. Kazumi It's very, very practical
417.lnterviewer Mm. What times is it less important to listen to the teacher?
418.Kazumi Em...well it's (laughs) em...mm...mm...when they speak about em not direct

but, yes when they try to do something in depth but not really practical, it's
just...yes...just his experience so (laughs) it's nothing important

419.interviewer Mm hm?
420. Kazumi Not very important
421. Interviewer Mm
422. Kazumi To listen to his experience or mm...ah or if, if the teacher suggested er that we

can, we can have a look at the and we can collect other information relating to
that topic'

423. Interviewer Mm
424. Kazumi In self access centre or the newspaper, or you can have a look at the information

in this book and this book
425. Interviewer Mm
426. Kazumi They start to make a list of the books or
427.lnterviewer Mm
428.Kazumi Something, yes probably I don't listen to him, because I don't really need that
429.lnterviewer Right, so when it's something not very important for you then
430. Kazumi Yes. Personally, if I am not interested in to, to em investigate more and more
431. Interviewer Mm
432.Kazumi It's not quite important
433. Interviewer Right, OK. Now what about the other students? When, when so you think it is

important to listen to the other students, and when is it maybe less important?
434. Kazumi Mm...I really interested in listen to completely different opinion from mine
435.lnterviewer Mm hm?
436. Kazumi Yes and OK for example I agree with that opinion but sometimes I maybe

disagree with, of course it's free, free to, to
437.lnterviewer Mm hm
438. Kazumi Speak, talk about your opinion. I'm really interested.
439. Interviewer Mm hm?
440.Kazumi

-
.

Just listen to somebody's opinion, and we are very, very different about the
nationalities

441. Interviewer Mm
442. Kazumi Or way of thinking
443. Interviewer Mm
444. Kazumi So yes also interesting thing is to, to analyse the, the stereotyped way of thinking

about nationality or the countries' situation, or
445. Interviewer Hm
446.Kazumi Yes and always interested in to know the each country's aspect
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447.Interviewer Mm
448.Kazumi Or history
449. Interviewer Mm
450.Kazumi " | Yes, and I listen not very, not important to listen to the others is when, when the

somebody else ask the what they don't know, it not sure, to the teacher, and I
don't really listen to them when I got it, completely got it, because I know, I know

I the answer
451.Interviewer Mm
452.Kazumi In that case I don't really have to listen to them
453.Interviewer Mm, mm, right. So if you already have the information then
454. Kazumi Yes, if I got it, it's not very important to listen, or they are asking a question and I

know it, in that case yes.

Right, OK. Well I've got one more question for you which is related to speaking
English, you already mentioned using expressions outside in the street and
using English outside...can you compare

456.Kazumi Mm
457.lnterviewer For me, speaking English in the class
458. Kazumi Mm
459. Interviewer And speaking English outside?
460.Kazumi Mm
461.Interviewer Is it the same, different, what's different
462. Kazumi It's really different for me, because you can, you can feel like "Oh I can speak, I

feel like speaking frankly, fluently there because everybody is learner, English
learner so they don't speak eh, as, yes as well as er native speaker

463.lnterviewer Mm
464. Kazumi So I can practice with the vocabulary or yes I, I can speak English more fluently

than speak with native speaker
465.lnterviewer Mm
466. Kazumi And also teacher probably might speak slower than usual so I can understand

what they say and so it's very easy to communicate each other
467.lnterviewer Mm
468.Kazumi If the ability, if somebody's ability of English is very, very low it's, it's also difficult

to communicate but the, not as difficult as a native speaker on the street. But on
the other hand I can collect some other very, very good expression from native
speaker

469. Interviewer Mm hm
470.Kazumi So in a classroom I can practice, what I've got, I can practice what I've learned

em using new expressions which I learned
471.Interviewer Mm
472. Kazumi With that person, just for practice it's very, very good
473. Interviewer Mm
474. Kazumi Outside, I can take it, some new expre, expression
475.lnterviewer Mm
476. Kazumi So

I 477. Interviewer So you're finding new expressions, and you're practising them in the classroom?
478. Kazumi Yes, and when I got an expression, a new expression from the street, or from my

flatmate, I can bring here, and speak and practise
479.lnterviewer Mm, right
480. Kazumi Yeah
481. Interviewer Is there any difference if you're speaking English with other, non-native

speakers?
482. Kazumi Uh huh
483. Interviewer Like the other students here?
484. Kazumi Uh huh
485. Interviewer Outside the classroom?
486.Kazumi Uh huh
487. Interviewer Is there any difference there, between speaking in the classroom and speaking

outside, but not with native speakers?
488.Kazumi I don't think it's any differences
489. Interviewer Mm
490.Kazumi I can't find it
491. Interviewer Right. So the difference is if it's a native speaker or not?
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492. Kazumi Yeah
493.lnterviewer That's the difference
494. Kazumi Yeah
495. Interviewer OK. One more question before we stop. You're doinq Business Enqlish
496.Kazumi Yeah
497.lnterviewer And also you're doinq General Enqlish, yeah?
.498. Kazumi Yeah
499.lnterviewer What's the, would you say there's, well, obviously there are differences. What

are the differences for you? Between speaking English in the Business English
class

500. Kazumi Uh huh
501.Interviewer And speaking it in another, General English class?
502.Kazumi

,

Er, big difference because er BE, it's new, it's not, definitely not familiar with me.
Because I have no knowledge about financial situation in Europe, or even Japan,
or Asian countries

503.interviewer Mm
504.Kazumi But I can collect any information, and I can practice how to write official letters

and how, yes, how to express em the business topic with jargon, because I can
collect so many jargon

505.lnterviewer Mm
506. Kazumi And because you, maybe you are supposed to speak sophisticated English
507.lnterviewer (laughs)
508. Kazumi

:: .

Not to, to speak about financial situation, probably you, yes I might find, diff,
difficulty to spea, to talk about financial system without er knowing, the, er how to
say the figure

509. Interviewer Mm
510.Kazumi Or like for example percentage, or some jargon
511.Interviewer Mm
512;Kazumi I think it's difficult, I knew it so it's...significant for me
513.lnterviewer Right
514. Kazumi Yes
515.lnterviewer

IJjjg •

Are there any, er, do you feel in BE you are learning new information? As well as
language, or are you learning the language to talk about information that you
already know?

516. Kazumi Mm
517. Interviewer Do you get new information, new facts?
518.Kazumi Yes
519. Interviewer That you didn't know before?
520. Kazumi Yes
521. Interviewer Uh huh?
522. Kazumi Exactly
523. Interviewer Yeah?
524.Kazumi Yeah
525. Interviewer So it's not only the language, it's also the business
526.Kazumi Yes
527. Interviewer Information?
528. Kazumi Yes
529. Interviewer Right. So it's kind of double
530.Kazumi Yeah
531. Interviewer Isn't it? Interesting. When I'm watching the business class I'm learning lots of

things, because I don't know much about finance either (laughs). OK. Well I think
that's all my questions for you now. So thanks very much for very clear and
interesting

532. Kazumi Oh I hope (laughs)
533. Interviewer Replies, yes. So I'll switch the tape off now.
534. Kazumi I hope it will be useful for you
535. Interviewer I think it will be very useful actually, I think it's very - you're very good at

expressing your opinions, which is excellent
536. Kazumi Mm
537. Interviewer That's very good, you're very clear
538. Kazumi Thank you
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Based on Island Silks. Discussing the tensions of individual and group work.

2. Annette
3. Interviewei

iewei

iewei

10. Annette

terviewer
42. Annette
43. Interviewer
44. Annette
45. Interviewer
46. Annette
47. Interviewer

49. Interviewer

OK, so the first thing I wanted to ask, I, I think you actually just told that you've
been here for four weeks, is that right?
Four weeks now yeah
Yeah?

And doing some teaching there

Or it's my last week now yeah.

And how did you choose to come here?
Um, actually I, I did some um research on the internet
Uhuh?
And I, I think I wrote seven or nine uh emails

To, to several places in England
Mm
Or UK
Mm hm

Um, and they all in the, in the email they also advised me to the internet, or
Mm
So that I have to look up there
Mm

At Edinburgh and em he said it was quite good.
Mm
So I think that was the point to go to Edinburgh.
Right. Right. So your friend, had your friend been at the university as an
undergraduate, or at the Institute?
No at the language school
Right. Oh right, OK.
Mm.
That's nice, that we got a recommendation.
Mm.
And you are, now let me see, are you a lawyer?
No
What's your job back in Germany?

I'm doing my PhD.
Oh you are! (laughs)
Yeah (laughs) that was

Because I'm so curious about it (laughs)
see! That's really interesting. What's your PhD about?

Oh it's financial mathematics.

Right, mm. (sounding impressed). Bit more difficult that mine then! I see.
I think it's similar. Because I, I'm working at the university

And I um I'm paid for teaching, but I'm, I could also do my research. And so

And it's for, for three years, and with an option to go for five years, and I am now
in the last two years. So I have to finish next year, and then I got, I have five
years.
So whe, when do you have to finish it next year?

What this school's about, and I think the point for Edinburgh was that colleague
of mine at the university he told me he was there

It's the same
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50. Annette Next year in summer.
51. Interviewer I have to finish mine in September next year.
52. Annette (laughs)
53. Interviewer

'

So I'll be thinking of you. Oh dear right. So em, right, I see. That explains, em
your interest in finance anyway

54. Annette Yeah (laughs)
55. Interviewer Cos I noticed in class that you seemed to be very em, familiar with the financial

world.
56. Annette Yes. My subject.
57. Interviewer Yeah. OK, well, you've obviously learned, studied English before you came here.

Can you tell me something about you, your pre, previous experiences of learning
English? What type of classes have you attended in the past?

58. Annette Um, of course in school
59. Interviewer Mm
60. Annette I have finished till the thirteenth class. Till the end of
61. Interviewer Right
62. Annette Our school
63. Interviewer Uhuh
64. Annette Em I think I did nothing anymore (laughs) and I had er some Spanish at the

university.
65. Interviewer Ah. Uhuh?
66. Annette But no English.
67. Interviewer Right.
68. Annette And after finishing my mathematics studies, em I thought I had enough

mathematics, I wanted to learn a language.
69. Interviewer Mm
70. Annette

-

Again. Or at least, er, the intention was to go abroad er for, for, for a job for six
month, er to learn English or to stay in a foreign country

71. Interviewer Mm
72. Annette To learn English. And I didn't get, got, didn't get a job
73. Interviewer Mm
74. Annette And so I went to a language school for three months. And it was in Bath.
75. Interviewer Uhuh?
76. Annette And after that I think I couldn't um the age was em guite good
77. Interviewer Mm
78. Annette But I did the advanced er Cambridge certificate
79. Interviewer Oh right yeah
80. Annette But it was, it's now four years ago and in these period, the last four, four five

years I did nothing again,
81. Interviewer Mm
82. Annette

•

(laughs) and now I, with my PhD studies I have to go to conference to give some
talks

83. Interviewer Mm
84. Annette And presentations and I have to work with em banks
85. Interviewer Mm
86. Annette Where there are em American and er English people
87. Interviewer Mm hm
88. Annette And so I have to em write, writing in English again, and some speaking in

English.
89. Interviewer Mm
90. Annette So I have to do it
91. Interviewer Right
92. Annette Again. And so I thought after my last presentation in English it was so horrible
93. Interviewer Oh!
94. Annette So I thought I have to do something.
95. Interviewer Right.
96. Annette Now on the break er, of the term.
97. Interviewer So that's why you came here.
98. Annette Yeah.
99. Interviewer I see, right.
100.Annette To improve it again. No, at least I, I knew that I was able to speak, er, properly
101. Interviewer Mm
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102.Annette Four years ago, and I only want to, to improve it again that em maybe I am able
to speak like four years ago.

103. Interviewer Mm
104.Annette I'm not quite sure now, not yet so good, but (laughs)
105. Interviewer But you feel you've er got a bit better in the last four weeks?
106.Annette Yeah of course.

107. Interviewer Right. So em, you went to, you mentioned that you went to Bath
108.Annette Mm
109. Interviewer For three months, was it?
110.Annette Three month yeah.
111. Interviewer Mm. And before that you hadn't really done, you'd done English at school but not

at university
112.Annette Yeah. Not there, at university
113.lnterviewer Right. When you went to Bath, was, would you say it was the same, same type

of institution as here?
114.Annette Eem, no. It was a language school, much smaller
115. Interviewer Mm
116.Annette Than this one and em, it was a private one
117.lnterviewer Mm
118.Annette Not connected to the university
119. Interviewer Mm
120.Annette And it was there em only two teachers.
121.Interviewer Ah!
122.Annette And so er

123. Interviewer Very small one
124.Annette Yeah. Very small. And it was a small group, we were always I think nine people.
125.lnterviewer Mm
126.Annette And through the three months there was the same people studying. And, yeah. It

was not the, it was more or less the, you know...what I would expect from a
language school. And I think I didn't expected that what I ...experienced here at
this school.

127. Interviewer Mm
128.Annette They, they're really keen on, or I think, on di, didactic, I don't know if it's the

same word in English. In how to learn. Or how to, not how to learn, how to teach
129.lnterviewer Mm
130.Annette English.
131. Interviewer Mm
132.Annette And, in the la, in Bath, it was just normal school, we had grammar section, and

we had this section, and listening section, and writing section, it was like this.
133. Interviewer Mm
134.Annette And I think here, they are really, they try to mm... to try to, to ...do several

things, not, not, the standard ones, to, to teach English.
135. Interviewer You mean that they, they're using different methodologies and em
136.Annette Yeah. Something like this. And I think I, maybe I focus on this because I teach at

the university too.
137. Interviewer Mm
138.Annette And I had a course ther, how to, to teach
139. Interviewer Mm
140.Annette Students em so that it's not boring in class
141.Interviewer Mm, mm
142.Annette And I think that's really, quite good here.
143. Interviewer Flave you been picking up some ideas?
144.Annette Yeah, really.
145. Interviewer Interesting. Well, can you give me an example of, of something like that?
146.Annette Em, the writing on the board.
147.lnterviewer Mm
148.Annette What John is doing. Em, he, we did some exercise word connected with and.

'

Em, like song and dance.
149. Interviewer Mm
150.Annette There are several words, can't remember all. But he would never write it this and

this. Next one, this and this. But not in this em order.
151. Interviewer Mm hm
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152.Annette Just write it on the board... But he put one there, on there, one there, and one
there (gesturing items spaced out irregularly on WB), and then he connected it
like this, you know? (gestures drawing with a pen to connect items).

153. Interviewer Mm.
154.Annette And it's not a, not a, I think more like a picture on the board, and not a strong

order.
155. Interviewer Right.
156.Annette Something like this.
157. Interviewer Uhuh. And then...did that appeal to you as being an, an interesting alternative

to?
158.Annette I think so because you, er, during the school you get used to this order, yeah? It

is always the same.
159. Interviewer In a line
160.Annette In a line yeah.
161. Interviewer Uh huh
162.Annette But it's, in a sense I think it's, it's boring, it's because it's always the same
163.lnterviewer Mm hm
164.Annette And it's a kind of stre, strength
165. Interviewer Mm hm, mm hm
166.Annette But if you have something on the left, er corner and then something on the right
167. Interviewer Mm
168.Annette And you connect it, like this, I think it's guite funny.
169. Interviewer Mm, mm. Maybe it, it's more memorable
170.Annette Mm
171.Interviewer Because it's something different
172.Annette Yeah maybe because you are remember just his was there, and this then
173.lnterviewer Mm, that's interesting. Yes. Yeah. I suppose we take that for granted that we do

that (laughs), I haven't even thought about that, but yeah. I think that's
something that teachers like us are taught when we're training

174.Annette Oh yeah?
175.lnterviewer About don't use line, em linear lists all the time
176.Annette Mm
177. Interviewer But try to make it varied.
178.Annette Er a similar thing that is that I think Jan uses er often is these cards
179.lnterviewer Ah
180.Annette That she gave out
181.Interviewer Are these like these post-it notes?
182.Annette Yeah. Uh huh. And you have to connect pairs of words
183.lnterviewer Mm
184.Annette Of new language. And not always writing on the board.

I 185. Interviewer Mm
186.Annette So different kinds of stuff, to, to use.
187.lnterviewer To make it more interesting?
188.Annette Yeah.
189. Interviewer Yeah. Yeah.
190.Annette And this it's just a variety of, of things.
191. Interviewer Something that you didn't see so much in the language school.
192.Annette No. I've never seen it before.
193.lnterviewer Really that's interesting.
194. Annette But I think er well it's connected to this what I learned I think its now one year

ago about the course I did er at my university about how to teach.
195. Interviewer Mm
196.Annette And em the man there he told similar things.
197. Interviewer Mm
198.Annette How to, to interest, to, to em awake the interest of the pupils.
199.lnterviewer Mm
200.Annette Students.
201. Interviewer Mm...yeah...so I suppose - well, I shouldn't assume - is this very different from

the experience that you had in secondary school? Of learning English?
202.Annette

-- ■ "
■ :

,

Er, yeah. I would say so. Yeah. But em, it's maybe because at, at school I've I
had the feeling that nobody really is interested in English.

203. Interviewer Mm
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204.Arinette Maybe the one who, there was separate courses
205. Interviewer Mm
206.Annette And I did the one that, more the basic course

207. Interviewer Mm
208.Annette And there was a higher level
209.lnterviewer Mm
21 O.Annette But I did the basic course and in this course there was nobody really interested

in English. And so I, sometimes I had the feeling I was the only one who really
211. Interviewer Mm
212.Annette Er said something and the others were sitting around, and... but maybe its also

depending of course of the teacher.
213.lnterviewer Mm
214.Annette But
215. Interviewer But you feel the motivation is higher here?
216.Annette Yeah.
217.lnterviewer Yeah? OK...Alright, well. I want to move on now because I want to show you a

particular episode from em one of your classes, recently, which I recorded. You'll
see yourself in the picture here. What I want you to do - I going to play the clip,
and I want you first time just to watch it.

218.Annette Mm hm
219.lnterviewer And maybe try to reflect a little bit about it, and think about what's happening. It's

quite long actually
220.Annette Mm hm
221. Interviewer So you'll just have to bear with me. And then I'll rewind it, play it again, but

asking you questions the second time.
222.Annette Mm hm
223.Interviewer If, it might be easier if you move your chair a little bit nearer because it's quite a

small TV.
224.Annette (moves chair nearer)
225. Interviewer Em, this is, em - just to give you some background - em ...you're ...reading a

text, and the teacher - you'll see this in a minute - but the teacher asks you to
discuss ...what the features of a good negotiator are.

226.Annette Mm
227. Interviewer If you remember that
228.Annette Mm hm
229.Interviewer Quite recently, I think it was actually last Friday.
230.Annette Yeah.
231. Interviewer I'm losing track. Anyway let's watch it. We might not actually have to watch it

twice cos it's quite a long one. (Video played from T's instructions to SS
beginning task. Annette is shown in video reading dictionary throughout the
instructions) I'll stop it briefly there, I don't think we'll have to watch this twice
actually. You. You heard what Natasha said there.

232.Annette Mm
233.Interviewer And maybe you can remember a little bit about this. So what, what are you doing

now, in the picture? What, what's your focus at the moment?
234.Annette I think there were one or two words I didn't understand in the text
235. Interviewer Mm
236.Annette And em I thing I could, should er look it up in the dictionary and listen to

Natasha, what we are going to do next.
237.Interviewer Mm hm
238.Annette And so. I think there are only, or maybe there was a picture, and the underline

showed some words I didn't know
239. Interviewer Mm. And I think possibly Ricardo's doing the same thing, yeah
240.Annette Mm
241. Interviewer OK let's see what happens next,
242.Annette I think he is just reading
243. Interviewer Oh yeah. (Video played until students at other table begin talking. Ricardo and

Annette continue individual work) It is very long but I don't want to fast forward it
.. .. in case I miss the next event (laughs)

244.Annette (laughs)
245. Interviewer So bear with me

246.Annette I think it was quite unusual, because normally we always were talking to each
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other or doing some work together
247.lnterviewer Uh huh
248.Annette And I think it was quite unusual to do it on our own
249. Interviewer Yes, yes. Let's see...(Video played showing all students working individually)
250.Annette (laughs) Was that the other table?
251. Interviewer (laughs) Quite a lot of funny noises happen on these tapes. I don't know what's

happening. (Video shows T telling the class to work together)
252.Annette

.
. ■.:■ ? ■

(laughs) (Video shows SS starting to talk in other groups, Annette continues
working individually, Ricardo waits, she looks up) (laughs) I didn't realise that he
was waiting for such a long time!

253.lnterviewer
•

'

I know, I don't think you noticed actually...OK, I'll stop it there. So yeah, I know. I
think that you just didn't notice him did you?

254.Annette Yes (laughs)
255. Interviewer Till he started speaking. You were, you seemed to be quite absorbed. So, em

you can see there that you were, you mentioned already that you were working
individually

256.Annette Mm
257. Interviewer Em, and the room was very quiet
258.Annette Mm
259. Interviewer And then the teacher said "OK then now it's time to discuss". Em...if the teacher

had not said anything, do you think you would have been able to start
discussing, or...did you feel like you were waiting for the instruction to start?

260.Annette Yes, I think I was, I was waiting.
261.Interviewer Uhuh?
262.Annette Maybe I wasn't er finished at this moment
263. Interviewer Mm
264.Annette And it's two points missing
265. Interviewer Mm
266.Annette But maybe after this I would have asked Ricardo to connect or to, to compare
267. Interviewer Mm
268.Annette What we have
269.lnterviewer Mm
270.Annette But I think then I was waiting for the instructions
271.Interviewer Mm
272.Annette To do so

273.lnterviewer Mm. Why do you think sometimes you, you have to wait for the teacher to say
"OK now, you can discuss"? Is it easier sometimes to wait for the instruction?

274.Annette Mm, yes I think so
275. Interviewer Why, why do you think that is?
276.Annette Mm... I think it's just easier when you concentrate on what you are doing, and

you don't have to think about what's, what's going on or what's the next step.
277. Interviewer Right
278.Annette You only concentrate on the thing, on the work you just do
279. Interviewer Mm hm
280.Annette And I don't care about what's going on the next fifteen minutes.
281.Interviewer Mm
282.Annette Or till the end of the class
283.Interviewer Right. So do you mean that if the teacher co-ordinates the different stages, and

tells you, "now discuss", em you have, you can concentrate more on the task?
284.Annette Mm
285.lnterviewer Because you don't have to think about when you should start discussing it?
286.Annette Yeah
287. Interviewer Would that be...?
288.Annette I think so yes.

j 289. Interviewer OK, right. Do you ever feel, em - maybe not particularly in this situation but in
other, similar situations, or this one - is it ever difficult to start discussing, to start
talking to another student, when the room's very quiet like that?

i 290.Annette

I
Yeah, I think this, this one point, and em I remember the morning class,
sometimes I'm not finished with my task given from the teacher, but I think it
doesn't matter because I can do it at home

291. Interviewer Mm hm
292.Annette As well, just these or, at least these individual work I can do at home
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293. Interviewer Mm
294.Annetto And em if a teacher says "OK now discuss" I, I just finish
295. Interviewer Mm
296.Annette Or stop
297. Interviewer Mm
298.Annette Not finish but stop, and go on talking.
299. Interviewer Mm
300.Annette And discussing, and I think that's the main point in class because the other

things I can do at home
301. Interviewer Right, yeah. Is it ever a difficulty, or do you ever feel any difficulty em beginning

the speaking activity if the teacher hasn't told you, if, if you feel ready and you
have to maybe approach the other student?

302.Annette I think it's really when, when it's quiet in class, because I think the others em
they still work, are still working

303. Interviewer Mm
304.Annette I want, I don't want to disturb them
305. Interviewer Right
306.Annette So, but otherwise em, it's, it's the last four weeks we always em er some work in

the qroups or pairs, so em I qet used to it.
307.lnterviewer Mm
308.Annette And I always want to discuss then with a partner
309. Interviewer Mm
31 O.Annette But I think it's sometimes that I don't want to disturb, or that I think that maybe I

finish first
311. Interviewer Mm
312.Annette Em and think I have to wait for the others. Or it depends, sometimes I'm the first,

and sometimes I'm not already finish.
313. Interviewer Mm
314.Annette I haven't finish and so em it doesn't matter if I stop. But then I wait for the

teacher to instruct
315.lnterviewer Right, interesting. In this case, I don't know if you remember but that's why I

played you the long clip, because at the very beginning, the teacher said "OK
read the text for a few minutes and then discuss the main points" or whatever,
and everyone read, and then she said "right now discuss"

316.Annette Mm
317. Interviewer So it was like she repeated her instruction, do, do you think, do teachers

normally do that, or do they sometimes not do that, do they sometimes give the
instruction for two different stages at the same time at the beginning?

318.Annette Mm
319. Interviewer And then the students have to decide when to start discussing?
320.Annette I think normally they, they go round and they er say "OK now it's time, go on,

start now, next point" even though they had said "OK do this, and after that do
this"

321. Interviewer Mm
322.Annette But if they go round and see OK students are, people stay too long on one point

they say "OK now, go on"
323.lnterviewer Right
324.Annette "Don't stay too long on that"
325. Interviewer Mm, you mean that sometimes she, the teacher might address the whole class

and tell them to move on, and others times they might go round individually, in
the groups?

326.Annette Mm...I think it depends on the, it depends yeah
327. Interviewer OK, mm, and you already mentioned that it helps you to concentrate on the task

that you're actually doing
328.Annette Yeah
329. Interviewer Knowing that teacher will probably
330.Annette And I think I like if there, if there's always some instructions
331. Interviewer Uhuh?
332.Annette So, em then I go on to the next point, because it's always em, there's, there's no

stage of, where I get bored, because there's always some new things to do even
if I haven't finished the one point

| 333.Interviewer Mm hm right
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334.Annette It's going rather fluently
335. Interviewer Mm
336.Annette

" *-T 1

:

An this, from another class, em I haven't experienced it in my class, em that
there's some stage when everyone have finished some, some task, and the
other has not, and they get bored, and em for example in the morning class with
John, if he em sees, sees somebody who isn't, who has finished, he gave then
some more work

337.lnterviewer Mm
338.Annette And so you've always something to do
339.lnterviewer Mm
340.Annette And I think that's guite good
341. Interviewer Mm yeah
342.Annette So even if he says to others "OK em", well to, to one pair "OK go on, the next

exercise, and I give this as a homework", so but you have always something to
do

343. Interviewer Yeah, yeah
344.Annette So that's guite important
345.lnterviewer Mm, mm. Do you think there's a sense in which, em again talking about the

teacher instructing you to move on to the different phase, em do you think
there's a sense in which em as a student you feel it's the teacher's responsibility
to move things along, even if they have already said that there are, there's going
to be two stages?

346.Annette Mm, yes I think so.
347.lnterviewer Uh huh?
348.Annette

: . .

llf
Sometimes, in another example we did it in the speaking class in the afternoon,
Lynn gave us some task and we were discussing em not directly this task but a
similar one

349. Interviewer Mm
350.Annette And we were just talking and em it was guite nice but we didn't do the task
351.lnterviewer Mm
352.Annette Em the talking you could also do in the pub in the evening
353. Interviewer Mm hm
354.Annette And so I would like to learn something, it's just that I have the feeling I learned

something if the teacher says "OK do, and do this, and do this, go
355.lnterviewer Right
356.Annette On do what I have said"
357.lnterviewer Even if it's quite similar
358.Annette Yeah
359. Interviewer To what you're doing simultaneously?
360.Annette Yeah
361. Interviewer Right OK that's interesting

Sometimes I just when I'm talking em without a task, maybe I'm not so
concentrated on the grammar or the task was, to, to prepare for speech, er not
for a speech but for a discussion, and so I have to concentrate really, must be er
I have to be more correctly or

363. Interviewer Accurate?
364.Annette Accurately, accurate yeah.
365. Interviewer So you mean that if it's a discussion task that's leading towards
366.Annette Mm hm
367.lnterviewer Something that's focused on accuracy
368.Annette Yeah
369. Interviewer You see more value in it, you see that it's got more?
370.Annette
i • 1 1

I think I have to concentrate more, to yeah, to maybe to be as accurate as the
teacher would like me to be

371.Interviewer Mm. Right. So accuracy's quite important
372.Annette I think so

373. Interviewer How do you feel when you're doing an activity which is basically on it's own, a
discussion without a product like a speech, or negotiation

374.Annette Mm
375. Interviewer It's just a discussion point and the focus is parti, is more on fluency
376.Annette Mm

I 377. Interviewer Do you feel differently about that?
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378.Annette Em, I think it depends because, I just remember one discussion we had with
John in the morning class, it was quite interesting, it was just em John hasn't
planned to discuss this, but it was just er someone said something and another
one had another point of view on this

379.lnterviewer Mm
380.Annette And the whole class was, was discussing
381. Interviewer Uhuh?
382.Annette So everyone was involved
383.lnterviewer Uhuh?
384.Annette And that was I think quite interesting. Maybe that's the point when the teacher

want to go to when the try to discuss something they had planned to
385. Interviewer Mm
386.Annette That everyone is involved
387.lnterviewer Right
388.Annette And that's a spontaneous discussion er and where everyone was involved
389.lnterviewer Mm
390.Annette Towards the same, but that was one example
391.Interviewer Mm. So you feel it's quite different when everyone's talking altogether then, not

in individual groups?
392.Annette Yeah, I think that's the point yeah. Cos we were the example before was were

with discussing em in a small group three, three persons
393. Interviewer Mm
394.Annette And the other discussion was with the whole class
395,Interviewer Mm
396.Annette When I'm speaking with the whole class I have to concentrate and have to be

more accurate that speaking then in such a small group
397. Interviewer Why do you think that is, why do you have to be more accurate in the whole

class?
398.Annette One point was that the three persons were all from Germany
399. Interviewer Aha
400.Annette So em they didn't understand each other, even we make some mistakes which

are typical German mistakes, we could understand what they were wanted to
explain

401 .Interviewer Mm
402.Annette And also if I speak in the class there are several nations
403.lnterviewer Mm
404.Annette Em and
405. Interviewer And the teacher's listening
406.Artnette And also the teacher's listening yeah
407.lnterviewer And that makes a difference does it?
408.Annette Yeah (laughs)
409.lnterviewer What's the difference?
41 O.Annette Em, that em especially the class with Lynn she was always correcting at once
411.Interviewer Mm
412.Annette When I was try to ask em someone from the class something
413.lnterviewer Mm
414.Annette And I did a mistake and em she said "Oh no, no, no, no". She just stopped me in

speaking and said try to correct yourself and maybe when we're talking in small
groups someone would say that's not correct but I think not at once

415. Interviewer Mm
416.Annette I think that's the point
417.lnterviewer And you liked that did you? To, to be corrected at once?
418.Annette Em...I think I like to be corrected but in ... sometimes I had the feeling Lynn did it

several times
419. Interviewer Mm
420.Annette

' ,s '£* TV

I think twice em, em, once let's say on Monday and the next on Tuesday er I
again asked a questions and Lynn interrupted at once and said it's not correct

421. Interviewer Mm
422.Annette And I realised on Thursday, the next speaking class, I was silent (laughs)
423. Interviewer Oh really! (laughs)
424.Annette I think "Oh no". I have to ask and
425. Interviewer Mm
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426.Annette But I maybe it was just em I get round and the next class I spoke again (laughs)
427. Interviewer I think that, yeah, you can sometimes feel a little bit self-conscious
428.Annette Yeah
429.lnterviewer

'

If you're worried about making mistakes. OK, well I want to move on to ask you
something else now, which is very related to what you've been saying em you
mentioned already the, an example of em when people, em, when you finish an
activity or when you. Oh sorry rather when you, when you're in a situation where
the group talks about something a bit different from

430.Annette Mm mm

431. Interviewer What they were asked to talk about. Do you think that happens quite often, that,
that, that students in pairs and groups, or individually even, do something
differently from how they were asked?

432.Annette Em, yes I think so.
433. Interviewer Uhuh?
434.Annette Yeah. But, not, er but, even in the Business Class. I think it er quite often happen

I, in the er speaking class
435.lnterviewer Mm hm?
436.Annette And, but also sometimes in the business class, because it's so interesting to be

with people from other races in one group
437. Interviewer LMm
438,Annette

"

And if we, we talk about currencies, and then we ask some other person's
experience, experiences with currencies at home, or what is the state of the art
in their country

439. Interviewer Mm
440.Annette Or so. It's the, maybe the er the basics are the task
441. Interviewer Mm
442.Annette What we're going to do
443. Interviewer Mm
444.Annette And but we » something else
445. Interviewer Mm
446.Annette Maybe related to this
447. Interviewer Right
448.Annette So it's through personal interest very often
449.lnterviewer Yeah (End of audio tape side 1) That situation where the students, actually do

something different altogether from what they've been asked to do, or they
change it, not adding but actually changing - do you think that happens
sometimes?

450.Annette Mm. I think dot quite so often but a little bit, or even maybe if, if I did something
like this but I did it for some minutes, then go on to the er thing

451.Interviewer Mm
452.Annette Er I was asked to do
453. Interviewer My next question is a kind of strange one, maybe a little bit difficult to answer but

do you think the teacher directs everything that happens in the class?
454.Annette Mm...(laughs). No. I don't think do. Maybe, maybe the, maybe the main points

but he can't em, he or she can't er control all these, these discussions going on
in small groups

455. Interviewer Mm hm
456.Annette Even if it is allowed to do or maybe em the teacher wanted this too, but he or she

can't control which direction it goes, when everyone really speaks
457. Interviewer Mm
458.Annette In these groups
459.lnterviewer Mm
460.Annette So maybe the main points, er let's say 80 percent, something like this
461.Interviewer Mm
462.Annette But I think not all
463. Interviewer So the discussions might go in a different direction or
464.Annette

■'

~ '>

Yeah. Or even if I'm, em, reading a text em, reading a text, or we should read a
text or only one paragraph, I'm reading through the next paragraph because er
because it was quite interesting

465. Interviewer Yeah
466.Annette And to do the next task, I think it would not last, not very long to do this, and so I

go on reading it then, do the task
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467.lnterviewer
■

Right, so it's a sense in which you can, you can use your own personal
judgement then?

468.Annette Yeah
469. Interviewer To be, to bend, not the rules, but the instructions, adapt the instructions a little bit

or something?
470.Annette Yeah, but maybe I know if I, if don't do the task I was asked to do I can -

afterwards we have to discuss these tasks
471. Interviewer Mm
472.Annette I can also improvise a little bit. Or it doesn't matter if I can't answer a question.

Or something like this
473. Interviewer So you can
474.Annette I have a little bit freedom to do what I would like to do
475. Interviewer OK, that's interesting. Now, em a related question about the teacher. When do

you think it is most important to listen to the teacher very carefully? And when is
it a bit less important? If you can think of any differences.

476.Annette Mm. I think if he or she explains em at the beginning what the task is that we
have to do next

477. Interviewer Mm
478.Annette Em I try to listen, but em we have some things today in the business class we

did some, some writing, or some letter writing
479. Interviewer Mm
480.Annette And I think we did it in pairs because we were only - well that was not because

we did it, but we were only two pairs
481. Interviewer Uh huh?
482.Annette Em and I and my partner we were em, we it very quickly
483. Interviewer Mm
484.Annette

I
And we finished it and em gave it to John and he corrected it and said it was all
OK and the other two they em many mistakes and he explained these mistakes

485. Interviewer Mm
486.Annette To these
487. Interviewer Mm
488.Annette And I think I was, I wasn't quite interested
489.lnterviewer Mm
490.Annette In these mistakes because I think I wouldn't do this mistakes, these mistakes
491. Interviewer Mm
492Annette So I didn't listen, I just em started em discussion with my partner, so
493. Interviewer Right
494.Annette

•

So I think I, I maybe I, I try to listen what is going on or what, what the teacher is
explaining, and if I'm interested I, I try to listen

495. Interviewer Right
496.Annette And otherwise maybe the concentration is gone down
497. Interviewer OK. So you kind of half-listen, to see if something interesting is happening
498.Annette Yeah
499. Interviewer But if it's something that you already know, or it's not particularly new information

for you
500.Annette Mm
501.Interviewer You maybe don't listen so much
502.Annette Yeah
503.lnterviewer Right, OK. Now what about other students - because we've talked about

listening to the teacher. What kind of situations is it more or less important for
you to listen to others students carefully?

504.Annette Mm... (laughs) Because, em, I think, I think it depends on the task
505.lnterviewer Mm
506.Annette Em and em maybe if I, if I feel very em confident
507. Interviewer Mm hm
508.Annette I think, in doing this task, I'm not or I try to persuade my partner to do, or if we,

let's say, take the letter I've written
509. Interviewer Mm
51 O.Annette I don't listen to what the partner is saying
511: Interviewer Mm
512.Annette Of how he or she would like to have the letter written
513.lnterviewer Right
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514.Annette Something like this, em so I think I, I'm listening always, or try, or maybe I have
to listen more carefully em when I listen to someone from who, whose
pronunciation isn't very good

515.lnterviewer Mm
516.Annette So that I em need to listen carefully to understand what he or she is saying.
517. Interviewer

jfjj
Right, OK mm. OK. Now the last thing I want to ask you about is em related to
your, your feelings when you're speaking yourself. And you already mentioned
something about em being corrected, or feeling a bit em self-conscious. I'd like
you to compare speaking English in classroom situation, to speaking English
outside the class. What's the difference? If there are any differences

518.Annette Mm
519. interviewer In how you feel about when you're talking.
520.Annette Mm. I think it's, it's quite different em now to the one, to the experience I had four

years ago when I was in Bath
521.Interviewer Mm
522.Annette It's because now I feel more em I think self-confident
523.lnterviewer Mm
524.Annette In speaking
525.lnterviewer Mm
526.Annette

■B

Because I remember when I was in Bath four years ago, I, maybe after a month
or so, after some weeks I was em, em, I was self confident to speak in class, but
I never em was self confident enough to speak to, em, a native speaker in the
street

527.lnterviewer Mm
528.Annette Or even if I went into a shop to try something, I was always a little bit shy to

speak , to, to the native speaker em now its er quite different
529. Interviewer Mm
530.Annette I think I had some problems the first three weeks here in speaking, even in, in or

I think in class when the teacher was listening
531. Interviewer Mm
532.Annette And after three weeks I was em getting quite er well with the language again
533. Interviewer Mm
534.Annette

■

. ' "

And em I trusted my speaking (laughs) and I think when Lynn was correcting it
was maybe the second week or the first week

535.lnterviewer Right
536.Annette But after that I was quite, feeling quite confident
537.lnterviewer Right
538.Annette

•:.V . v

In speaking. But then, unfortunately I had er some guests from Germany
(laughs) and I had to speak for last week in Germany, in German again and so I
now not as confident as last week

539. Interviewer Really?
540.Annette Last week
541. Interviewer Quite a difference then
542.Annette Yeah

j 543.lnterviewer You mentioned that you, had some problems in class when the teacher was
listening. Was that related to what you told me, about feeling that you were going
to be corrected?

544.Annette Mm. I think so yeah
545. Interviewer Right
546.Annette Or maybe, maybe it was just the way Lynn corrected me
547.lnterviewer Mm
548.Annette Because I em remember er when I think of John, he's not correcting too much
549. Interviewer Mm
550.Annette Or even he says em, he says something then the em maybe em not as loud
551. Interviewer Mm
552.Annette As before, though the correct version
553.lnterviewer Mm
554.Annette

. :' V;-__ '
- ■: -

Or just he listened, and he realised that em a mistake and he says the sentence
again correctly. And so I realised "Oh that was a mistake" But it was not a, a
direct correcting

555. Interviewer Mm

556.Annette But maybe em it's, it's sometimes that I know my mistakes
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557. Interviewer Mm

558.Annette Em and even if I have spoke and then I realise "Oh no that's er the wrong
sentence, er the wrong tenses"

559. Interviewer Mm

560.Annette Something like this. And then was came the correction from, from Lynn coming
561. Interviewer Mm
562.Annette But I had already realised it
563.lnterviewer Mm
564.Annette And so I thought "Oh! OK!" (laughs)
565. Interviewer (laughs) Yeah
566.Annette "It's OK, you don't have to mention it!" (both laugh)
567. Interviewer Yeah, yeah. OK, well I think, I think that's all my questions for you actually, so

thanks very much for er very clear answers and very interesting
568.Annette I hope you can understand! (laughs)
569.lnterviewer Absolutely, of course I understand. You've given me some very interesting things

to think about, so thanks very much for your time.
570.Annette Good luck for your work.

| 571.Interviewer Thank you.
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Interview 14 Natasha

Based on lesson 9: Island Silks & Lesson 8: Bonds

1. Interviewer OK em I'd like to ask you a few questions
2. Natasha Mm hm
3. Interviewer More general questions to start with before we look at the videos, em and the

first thing I was going to ask you about - I know it's quite a long time ago now
but I wonder whether you can remember much about that class, the class that
em I recorded...with those students, with people like Christine, and Jules, Helen
and

4. Natasha I'm trying to think back
5. Interviewer Ricardo and Lin, and all of these people
6. Natasha Yes
7. Interviewer Do you remember that class?
8. Natasha Yeah, I remember them yeah
9. Interviewer What sort of class were they, do you think? Were they, how would you describe

that class, or how would you have described them at the time? Was there a kind
of character to the group or...?

10. Natasha Em...that's a difficult one

11. Interviewer Mm
12. Natasha Lesley because I can't em
13. Interviewer It's a while ago now
14. Natasha It's a while ago, I, I. Nothing immediately comes to mind
15. Interviewer Mm
16. Natasha To describe the character of them as a group
17. Interviewer Mm
18. Natasha I remember individuals
19. Interviewer Mm
20. Natasha Two French people
21. Interviewer Mm hm
22. Natasha Very much. Jules and Christine
23. Interviewer Mm hm
24. Natasha Em very much had their own agenda and em
25. Interviewer What sort of agenda did they have?
26. Natasha Saw themselves as very much together, well they were together and em I, I don't

think they were particularly accustomed to the kind of em communicative group
work approach to English language teaching

27. Interviewer Mm
28. Natasha That characterises language learning in the UK
29. Interviewer Mm
30. Natasha Em I think they were em much more wired into a French academic approach
31. Interviewer Mm hm? Em what, how, what gave you that feeling in the class? Were there kind

of incidents?
32. Natasha They didn't seem to perceive the benefits of not speaking in French (Both laugh)
33. Interviewer Did they use to speak in French quite a lot in class?
34. Natasha I think they did, I recall, I mean there was all this kind of interaction that they

didn't see as being sort of central to the work of the class they would carry out in
French, so they had their own little thing going, em in spite of the fact that I'm
sure I emphasised, because I think I usually do, that em, when you're working
with a partner you have to take advantage of all those

35. Interviewer Mm hm
36. Natasha Em things like, you know, when you're asked to check your answers with a

partner to use English because all of those things are actually what's going to
help you to em improve

37. Interviewer Mm
38. Natasha Your use of the language
39. Interviewer Mm
40. Natasha And I'm sure they'd had all of that but em didn't really take it on board...I hesitate

to say that they were typically French (Both laugh) I remember them very well -
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■ ■" there was a, a couple of Chinese girls from mainland China?
41. Interviewer Yeah. Lin and em there was Helen, she was from Chi, mainland China as well.
42. Natasha Helen, Helen and em Lin yes. They were bright but also from a very, very

different kind of em business environment
43. Interviewer Mm
44. Natasha To the others
45. Interviewer Mm
46. Natasha There was Ricardo, who I don't think really wanted to do Business English
47. Interviewer He was a lawyer, wasn't he?
48. Natasha He was a lawyer, and it was at that stage in the Institute when we had all those

Embassy people and people were
49. Interviewer Mm
50. Natasha Arriving every week, and em I think he was just put into Business English

because em there wasn't a place in General English and em there was a place
in Business, and he had a kind of business background, so I don't think he was
desperately keen to do it

51. Interviewer Really?
52. Natasha He's been, I think he'd been persuaded by em (laughs) the interviewer on the

first day
53. Interviewer That it would be a good idea
54. Natasha Or whoever was placing students, I, I have a vague memory that that was the

case

55. Interviewer Uh huh
56. Natasha But he wasn't desperately keen on doing it, he would've preferred to have done
57. Interviewer Did he tell you that at some point?
58. Natasha General English. He must've done, or I must've gleaned that
59. Interviewer Yeah
60. Natasha From somewhere
61. Interviewer Yeah
62. Natasha But I don't think he was ...er...l don't think he came with the intention of doing

Business English. Em, probably due to inertia he was in a Business English
class and didn't do anything about getting himself out of it (laughs)

63. Interviewer He was em, Legal English was running at the same time, wasn't it?
64. Natasha Yes
65. Interviewer Was he doing that as well? Because he was a lawyer
66. Natasha I can't remember. With the two, Christine and er
67. Interviewer They were
68. Natasha

■ : -

Jules were, and Ricardo...probably was actually. I don't remember, I'd have to
look back

69. Interviewer Oh, that's fine. And em, yeah.
70. Natasha There was a Japanese guy wasn't there, who was working
71. Interviewer Mm hm
72. Natasha Em, he was quite good
73. Interviewer Michi
74. Natasha Michi, that's right. He was quite motivated, yeah
75. Interviewer Mm
76. Natasha Em, yes I remember it now because it was at the stage in the Institute where em

we'd just em taken over the Moray House
77. Interviewer Mm
78. Natasha Language teaching operation
79. Interviewer Mm hm
80. Natasha And so there was a kind of a merger of people who'd been used to two very

different educational environments, the Moray House one and the IALS one
81. Interv ewer Oh, so were there people in the class who had been previously...?
82. Natas ha Well he was

83. Interv ewer Oh
84. Natasha Yeah
85. Interviewer And there was em Annette?
86. Natasha Annette, yes, a bright, very bright German lass.
87. Interviewer Mm
88. Natasha Yeah, who...yeah she was good.
89. Interviewer She lectured in finance, didn't she?
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90. Natasha Yes, in Germany
91. Interviewer And there was Kazumi?...Young Japanese
92. Natasha Oh yes! Yes, Kazumi, that's right ves. Who'd been at IALS for a while
93. Interviewer Mm
»4. Natasna And em , again was bright and em slightly eccentric, the usual em very

individualistic, yes. Very em un-Japanese in the sense of the sort of Japanese
stereotype that we used to have

95. Interviewer Yeah
96. Natasha Which of course most Japanese young people don't fall into now, because

they've all turned into individualists (Both laugh) Yeah I remember her, yeah.
OK, anybody else? Is there any one else?

97. Interviewer That's most of them. We'll see the ones in the video in a minute
98. Natasha Yes Kazumi was a law student as well I think
99. Interviewer Yeah, yeah. And Eun Joo?
100.Natasha Eun...
101.lnterviewer Korean?
102. Natasha Oh Korean lady who worked for em a German company in Korea, was it? It was

a multinational she worked for
103. Interviewer Yeah
104.Natasha In Korea. Yes, businesswoman
105.lnterviewer Uhuh?
106. Natasha Very low level of language, English proficiency
107.lnterviewer Uhuh
108. Natasha Andl think she was only here for a short period
109.lnterviewer Mm
11 O.Natasha Wasn't she? But em normally we wouldn't take people with the level of English

proficiency that she had. But if em, if businesspeople come who are only here for
a short period of time and they have enrolled for Business English em I tend to
take them because they are motivated, they have a strong sense of what they
need, em, and em, very often if they're a little bit older

111. Interviewer Mm
112. Natasha Their cloze score doesn't always effect their communicative ability
113. Interviewer Ah
114. Natasha Because they're, it's perhaps a long time since they were at school or since they

studied
115. Interviewer Mm hm
116. Natasha Formally, or if they're in business perhaps, you know, they haven't had a lot of

formal academic study, em and they usually manage quite well in Business
English class

117.lnterviewer Really
118. Natasha

. . . :

And a lot of students like to have them because they have a lot more em work
experience

119. Interviewer Mm
120. Natasha Business expertise, which adds to the dynamic of the group
121. Interviewer

:

Do you think that, in a sense their knowledge and experience can maybe
counterbalance any...lack of proficiency, or...?

122. Natasha Em, it counterbalances it in that they can perform the tasks that we would do
123. Interviewer Mm
124. Natasha In the Business English class and they, in that environment will be able to

improve their communicative ability
l25.lnterviewer Mm
126. Natasha Which wouldn't necessarily be reflected in an improvement in a language

proficiency score (laughs)
127.lnterviewer Mm, right
128. Natasha On a test
129.lnterviewer Mm
130. Natasha But then that's the ESP thing really you know
131. Interviewer Mm
132. Natasha

•

I mean you're not, you, your main aim is not to sort of bring them up ten points in
their proficiency score

133. Interviewer Mm hm
134. Natasha It's to give them the tools that they need em to be able to use English for the
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purposes that they need to use English, you know? So it's much more
instrumental really

135.lnterviewer

■

Mm, yeah... I'd like to come back to that em in a minute, but just going back to
discussing the profile of the class. Would you say that, although of course it was
a while ago, do you think that class represented a, a typical ESP class at the
Institute? Or Business English rather

136.Natasha Em...
137. Interviewer Or was it in any way...?
138. Natasha Was it in any way atypical, em...
139. Interviewer Or, maybe you could describe what, what makes up the normal
140. Natasha Typical in the sense
141. Interviewer Class profile
142. Natasha That it is very em, heterogeneous
143. Interviewer Mm
144. Natasha Em and a lot of the Business English classes that we do run year-round are like

that
145. Interviewer Mm
146.Natasha Mixture of students and professional, a mixture of em language

backgrounds...em, often a mixture of language proficiency levels because me
although, em, we do say that you need to have a good upper intermediate level
of English to do the course

147. Interviewer Mm hm
148. Natasha Because of pragmatic constraints, and institutional constraints em, and because

students very often are very determined to do the course, we often take in a
wider range of levels than really em, would ideally want to

149. Interviewer Mm
150. Natasha So it is fairly typical in that respect
151. Interviewer Mm. So the, you mentioned
152. Natasha Although what's not typical actually is the sort of Christine - Jules thing, where

you have two people who actually know each other already
153.lnterviewer Mm
154. Natasha That, that's fairly unusual
155. Interviewer Mm
156. Natasha We tend not to have friends or partners in the same class
157. Interviewer

-
•

Mm... You mentioned two main, er, groups, in terms of their professions,
students and the people who are

158. Natasha Right
159. Interviewer Already professionals
160. Natasha Mm
161. Interviewer Is that, would that be the two main groups that you would see? In terms of
162. Natasha You mean is that how I'd see them?
163.lnterviewer Or, I mean do you always have a mixture of those two? In the class, you would

tend to see a representation from both of those groups?
164. Natasha Yes. Although we get more students I would say, than working people
165. Interviewer Really
166. Natasha Working people tend to come for the shorter periods of time
167.lnterviewer Mm
168. Natasha You know, so they might come for three weeks, em.. .for obvious reasons, you

know, if you're doing a job, and if your company's sponsoring you then they
might let you away for three weeks, but they're not likely to let you away for any
longer

169. Interviewer Mm hm?
170.Natasha

■

Em whereas the students tend to be here for a term and are very often a typical
General English student, they've just graduated

171.Interviewer Mm
172.Natasha And spending er a term or longer improving English before they apply for a job
173.lnterviewer So em what would you say are the main differences in the needs of the two

groups when they some here?
174. Natasha Oof, er...well the professionals, if they're in a working environment and they've

been sent by their company or em they've come because of the need to use
English in their company, em then they'd have a much clearer idea about what
they need English for
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175. Interviewer Mm
176. Natasha You know, that, that they need English typically to operate in the business

environment
177. Interviewer Mm
178. Natasha In an international company
179. Interviewer Mm hm
180. Natasha So they would need em very often, depending on their job of course, they might

need Enqlish for telephoning if
181. Interviewer Mm
182. Natasha They speak to clients on the phone for example. Em, if it's a multinational

company that uses English em for em in-company communication, then they
need it, they need Enqlish, you know, for every aspect of their work really

183.lnterviewer Mm
184. Natasha For writing, for speaking
185. Interviewer Mm
186. Natasha For communicating with their colleagues. Em, more specifically the kind of em

tasks that professionals might be expected to perform, they might need English
for presentations

187. Interviewer Mm
188. Natasha Giving presentations depending on their level
189. Interviewer Mm
190. Natasha In the company
191.Interviewer Mm
192. Natasha Em some need English to negotiate, either over the phone or em face-to-face.

Em, but very much emphasis on developing speaking and listening skills
193. Interviewer Mm
194. Natasha Sometimes, I mean they have, they need to write, but more commonly, that's if

we get people who are actually workinq in the UK
195.lnterviewer Right
196. Natasha

•

Working in Edinburgh for example. If they've come from somewhere like Korea
or em, another, European country, writing doesn't, isn't usually, I mean aqain it's

197.lnterviewer Mm
198. Natasha It's very much as individual, em, case-by-case thing, but writing generally isn't

that high on their agenda, you know, it's something that they'll accept they could
do in their own country

199. Interviewer Mm
200. Natasha Whereas em they're in an English-speaking environment, so the listening, the

speaking emphasis is much more important
201. Interviewer Mm
202. Natasha Em, students em interestingly, let me think, sometimes they want to know more

about business, sometimes. Em, so they want to expand their knowledge of the
er content area

203. Interviewer Mm
204. Natasha Although you know, that is not one of the aims of the course. The aim of the

course is to improve their English em...
205. Interviewer Do you find that creates any, any tension, as a teacher, when you're faced with

this need for, for content provision, or expansion of their knowledge of content,
when your focus is more on language skills?

206. Natasha Em...does it create a conflict...I wouldn't have said it creates a conflict...There's
a difference between different nationalities, for example em very often students,
and professionals too actually, who come from perhaps the former Eastern
European countries

207. Interviewer Mm hm?
208. Natasha Will often perceive em that Business English is about content, you know, not

about language, em whereas those from Western European countries, from
Spain, Italy em Germany, France, you know, very much see it as improving their
English

209.lnterviewer Mm
21 O.Natasha Specialist knowledge is something else, that you get from somewhere else
211. Interviewer Right
212. Natasha Em so, the, you know the tension might be between different expectations

| 213.Interviewer Right
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214.Natasha From different students within the group, em
215. Interviewer And how do you, how do you handle for example the first day that you have the

students in class and you're introducing the course, how would you frame it, how
would you present it to them, when discussing the aims of the course?

216.Natasha Right, em...Well, again it's problematic with year-round students because of our
continuous enrolment policy

217. Interviewer Of course

218.Natasha Because so many people come in
219. Interviewer Mm
220. Natasha And leave
221 .Interviewer Mm
222. Natasha What we try and do is to give everybody a kind of needs analysis questionnaire

to fill in where we ask them to think about things, their em language learning
objectives, and also to think those areas where they currently use Business
English, or where they nee, will need in the future to use Business English, and
to do a kind of subjective rating of their em ability to do various things... For
example you know, their ability to em read business articles

223. Interviewer Mm
224. Natasha In newspapers, or their ability to give presentations
225. Interviewer Mm hm
226. Natasha We get them all to do a kind of a self-evaluation. Em, we also get them to em, to

write down three business topics that they're interested in finding out more about
227.lnterviewer Mm hm
228. Natasha While they're in the UK, em, and this is done to get them really to reflect on their

own learning and sort of take a bit more responsibility for their own learning
229. Interviewer Mm
230. Natasha Em, on the first day we might then expand that into a general class discussion

about things like, you know, how do you best learn
231. Interviewer Mm
232. Natasha Em, what do you think Business English is, and we get them to sort set realistic

aims depending on, you know, what they need, em, how long they're in. on the
course for

233. Interviewer Mm hm
234. Natasha And how hard they're prepared to work (both laugh) And how much work they

want to do outside class
235. Interviewer Mm hm
236. Natasha Em, and we also use the results of those questionnaires so that they get a

picture of the class profile, we make up a class profile and get em, em, that,
that's partly to help the teacher because the syllabus is partially negotiated, on
the basis of what their needs and interests are

237. Interviewer Right
238. Natasha But also em is designed to help them to see their needs within the context of

evervbodv else's needs, so thev miaht well see that
239. Interviewer Mm
240. Natasha

: ■. : '' '

Perhaps they're the only person who wants to learn more about accountancy, or,
you know, they're the only person who wants to focus on writing skills, and
actually the majority of the class want to focus on speaking skills, this kind of
thing

241.Interviewer Mm hm
242. Natasha So it's em

243.lnterviewer Is that an issue?
244. Natasha In that way. And also we have to spend time, I suppose you'd call it learner

training, sort of getting them used to the idea that they're going to be in a class of
mixed abilities, mixed levels of English, and to get them to reflect on the
advantages of that and

245. Interviewer Mm hm
246. Natasha How this in many ways reflects the world of business
247. Interviewer Mm
248. Natasha This kind of thing, so there's quite a lot of work done in that area
249.lnterviewer Yeah
250. Natasha To sort of get them used to em the learning environment, yeah
251.Interviewer Yeah
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252. Natasha Which is I think quite important, you know, for the class to function
253.lnterviewer Yeah
254.Natasha As a class, yeah
255. Interviewer The em, issue of em, awareness of the needs of the rest of the class
256^ Natasha Mm
257. Interviewer That's, you were saying you foreground that, you let them see what the other
258. Natasha Yes, yes
259. Interviewer Participants want, and so on. Is that an issue, do you think, the individual needs

versus the needs of the rest of the group?
260. Natasha I think it, yes, very much so because of the disparate nature of the group
261.Interviewer Mm
262. Natasha You know, they all have very, very different needs. And I think too for

professionals, if they've come away for a three-week English course they might
have expectations of a much more sort of personalised

263.lnterviewer Mm
264. Natasha Individualised programme
265. Interviewer Right
266. Natasha So you have to sort of indicate what realistically can be done in a class of twelve

people and what they're going to have to work on, on their own, if they you know
267. Interviewer Mm
268. Natasha If they want to, to improve in
269. Interviewer Mm
270.Natasha A particular area that's sort of not central to the needs of the group
271. Interviewer Mm, and do
272. Natasha Of course there are other, em, for example we tend to, or if I'm teaching I try to

get them all to give a presentation, and in pre, preparing for the presentation em
that might give them the opportunity to, to do a bit of research and explore

273. Interviewer Mm
274. Natasha One of the business topic areas that they're interested in. So there are ways of

incorporating, you know, their individual
275.lnterviewer Mm
276. Natasha Agendas into
277. Interviewer Mm
278. Natasha The class as a whole
279. Interviewer

|
Mm. And do you find that that, if you like, pre-emtive work of discussing and
preparing them for the learning environment that they're, that they're in, do you
find that it does address any difficulties that might arise

280. Natasha Yes
281. Interviewer In that area?
282. Natasha Yes, yes, it does. Yeah.
283. Interviewer OK...Now I think I'd like to move on now and we're going to have a look at the

video, so I'm going to pause the tape briefly while I set the video up. (Audio tape
paused) OK so we've got the video ready now. I'm going to show you em, a clip
from a video, which was taken of your class doing a negotiation. It's the "Island
Silks" negotiation from Business Class, I do believe (shows book to Natasha).
Em, I have to apologise for the sound quality, it doesn't sound very good on this
video, but hopefully you'll be able to, to hear it well enough. Em, I'm going to just
show you em a short section from this and just ask you a few questions about it.
What we'll do the first time is just play it and you don't have to comment the first
time if you don't want to, you can just watch and try to reflect or remember the
class. Em, and then I'll rewind it and play it again.

284. Natasha OK
285. Interviewer OK? So it's just quite a short bit (Video played from end of preparation task to

beginning of negotiation, then paused) OK, I'll just pause it there. Em, I don't
know if, do you want to watch that little bit again or...?

286. Natasha No, it's OK, I think that's fine
287. Interviewer That's enough?
288. Natasha Mm
289. Interviewer

:. ■

So, as you'll probably recall that's the em, the beginning of them just about to
start negotiating. And you mentioned already that negotiation's a skill that, it's
quite an important one for them to practice. Now, this activity, this particular one
how would you describe the main purpose of it, what do you think it's main aim
is?
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290. Natasha Em, within the context of this class? Do you mean?
291. Interviewer Mm
292. Natasha Rather than what the textbook writers intended it?
293. Interviewer Yes
294. Natasha Yep
295. Interviewer You might want to talk about any differences
296. Natasha I think all of these activities are, I mean my main purpose in those is to give them

speaking practice
297. Interviewer Mm
298. Natasha To get them, you know, speaking, listening, using the language, activating the

vocabulary that they have
299. Interviewer Mm
300. Natasha In an, in a situation that they find motivating
301. Interviewer Mm hm
302.Natasha So really, yeah I suppose my main aim there is very much a language-related

one

303. Interviewer Right
304. Natasha Yeah. In this context, in this classroom context. Because they're not, em, you

know they're not all immediately going to need to negotiate in English
305. Interviewer Mm
306. Natasha And perhaps some of them never will
307. Interviewer Uhuh?
308. Natasha So it's really more of a role play
309. Interviewer Right
31 O.Natasha Quite frankly
311. Interviewer Uhuh
312. Natasha That's how I would see it in this context
313.lnterviewer Uhuh. Right. Does that differ from the stated aims of the book? Is there a sort of

difference, are you adapting it slightly perhaps in terms of its use?
314. Natasha Em...I'm not sure, I'd have to go back and look at the
315.lnterviewer Right
316.Natasha Look at the book and the teacher's book and things again
317. Interviewer Yeah
318. Natasha And see

319. Interviewer Yeah. So you drew a distinction between a roleplay and a negotiation, em you're
saying that

320. Natasha I call it "a negotiating roleplay"
321. Interviewer Yeah
322.Natasha Perhaps, yeah
323. Interviewer And you said that the emphasis is more on activating their language
324. Natasha Mm
325. Interviewer And giving them speaking practice
326. Natasha Mm
327. Interviewer

spSSi

Em, to what extent do you think they...when they're doing an activity like this,
when they're taking on a role, in your experience of having run activities like this
in the class, to what extent do you think that they are prepared to, to go into
roles? And, and...basically pretend to be someone else, do you find that, that
works well, or do you find them perhaps speaking as themselves, or have you
has any...?

328. Natasha Well, it depends on the activity, I mean this, this one I think, if I remember rightly
there's a sales director

329. Interviewer Yeah
330. Natasha And a buyer?
331.Interviewer Mm hm
332. Natasha Is that right, there's a buyer?
333. Interviewer Silk scarves

334. Natasha Of silk scarves. Em, so those are em, in a sense, business positions
335. Interviewer Mm hm
336. Natasha That they should have some familiarity with, if they're business students
337.lnterviewer Mm
338.Natasha You know, they'll have some idea that, that this is the kind of job
339.lnterviewer Mm
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340. Natasha That somebody might do in the future. If they're working people then they'll be
very familiar

341. Interviewer Uhuh
342. Natasha Perhaps with the position of a sales manager, em, so I don't think they do have a

lot of difficulty really
343. Interviewer Mm hm
344. Natasha Playing those roles, because they perceive them as being real-world type roles
345.interviewer Mm hm
346.Natasha You know, this is something that they might have to do in the future
347.lnterviewer Mm
348. Natasha So I don't think they, I don't think they see it as involving much suspension of

belief
349. Interviewer Mm
350.Natasha If you see what I mean
351.Interviewer Mm
352. Natasha Yeah, so no I don't think they do really
353. Interviewer Mm
354. Natasha I think they're usually quite keen to get into that situation. Also there's a sort of

competitive edge to it as well
355.lnterviewer Mm
356.Natasha This is a negotiation so
357. Interviewer Mm
358. Natasha You know, you're trying to em you know, do as well as you can
359. Interviewer And we saw them in the video where you stopped the previous activity, which

was em, groups preparing for the negotiation in groups before splitting up
360. Natasha Yeah
361 .Interviewer To go and do it as well
362.Natasha Yes
363.lnterviewer What do you think, what effect does that have, do you think, them preparing it in

advance before going off to, with other students collaboratively, before em going
off to negotiate individually?

364. Natasha What effect does it have?
365.lnterviewer Yeah
366. Natasha Or what's the reason for it?
367. Interviewer Yeah, well, what's the reason for it?
368. Natasha Yeah, well several reasons really. One to give them, obviously time
369. Interviewer Mm
370. Natasha To prepare
371. Interviewer Mm
372.Natasha If you're going to engage in activity like that, you've got to cope with em quite a

number of different things at the same time
373. Interviewer Mm
374.Natasha Because you're speaking in a language which is not your first language
375.lnterviewer Yeah
376. Natasha Which you're not entirely, by any means proficient in
377.lnterviewer Mm
378. Natasha Em the, there's information that they have to master
379.lnterviewer Yeah
380. Natasha Often involving facts
381 .Interviewer Mm
382. Natasha And figures
383. Interviewer Mm
384. Natasha So there's quite a lot
385. Interviewer Mm hm
386. Natasha To prepare for. Em, the group thing is intended to give them support, er because

relating to what I said earlier about the different type of people
387. Interviewer Uhuh
388. Natasha In the course, em, what I tend to do is to group them so that if there are perhaps

weaker students linguistic, linguistically they might be with stronger students
389. Interviewer Mm
390.Natasha Em, to group people without any business experience or background
391. Interviewer Right
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392. Natasha With people who do have business experience and background
393.lnterviewer Uhuh
394. Natasha So it's really sort of to help them
395.lnterviewer Mm
396. Natasha You know, to get the most out of the individual negotiation
397. Interviewer And I saw that you...wrote on the board the pairs that you wanted
398. Natasha Yes
399. Interviewer Do you select the pairs on that
400. Natasha Oh absolutely. I think all of that out beforehand
401. Interviewer Mm hm?
402. Natasha Because it can be disastrous if you don't
403.lnterviewer What kind of things can go wrong?
404. Natasha Well, because they are all such individuals. One thing you want to try and ensure

if possible of course is that you haven't got two people from the same language
405. Interviewer Mm
406. Natasha Background
407.lnterviewer Mm
408. Natasha Negotiating with each other, that's the first thing
409. Interviewer What would happen, potentially if
410.Natasha Well then it's a much more artificial situation
411.Interviewer Mm
412. Natasha Because why speak in English?
413.lnterviewer Mm hm
414. Natasha You know, so obviously the advantage of this kind of class
415. Interviewer Mm
416. Natasha Is that you are in a situation where you do have to use English to communicate
417.lnterviewer Mm
418. Natasha If possible
419.lnterviewer Right
420. Natasha So that's the first thing
421.Interviewer Uh huh
422. Natasha I'm looking for. Em...personalities, very often you know that there are two people

who really are not going to hit it off
423.lnterviewer Mm
424. Natasha So you might want to avoid pairing them
425. Interviewer Yeah

ffepwwwjMWBp
If you have a person that, if you have somebody in the class whom you know
most of the students find it difficult to work with, perhaps because their English is
not very good

427.lnterviewer Mm
428. Natasha

•

v. _ -■

■'
.

And this puts a lot of strain on their partner, then you want to share that person
around, so you want to make sure that em

429.lnterviewer Yeah
430. Natasha Em you're not pairing them with somebody they've worked with a lot before
431. Interviewer Mm
432. Natasha So lots and lots of considerations
433. Interviewer Lots to think about, yeah
434. Natasha

.

•

Sometimes I pair students with professionals, sometimes I might want to,
sometimes I feel that some of the professionals are a little bit tired of always
working with students, so then I might want to pair the professionals together

435.lnterviewer Mm
436.Natasha So that they er, they get experience in a situation which is much more realistic

and useful for them, so I mean there are really an awful lot of considerations, so I
certainly would never, ever say "Find a partner and negotiate". It just really
would, it wouldn't be very useful in furthering sort of the aims that I do have in
improving their language

437.!nterviewer I noticed, I won't forward it in this particular example, but in the two videoed
examples that I've got of negotiations from the class, em the follow-up, after the
negotiation, in

438. Natasha Right
439.lnterviewer In the whole class
440.Natasha Right
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441. Interviewer Situation, what would, what's the main purpose of that stage?
442. Natasha OK, well straight after the negotiation, I think it's quite important to give them an

opportunity to em express any emotion or feeling that the activity has generated
443. Interviewer Mm

' AAA UMtMnkn '444.Natasna It's kind of, sort of debriefing, em, because they can really get into this activity,
you know, and if they've been successful, then they feel really, really good. If
they haven't, they might feel really, really down. You know, so first of all you
want them to have an opportunity to express their feelings about it, to, to just
say, you know, how it was

445. Interviewer Mm hm
446. Natasha To let off steam a little bit, so that's the first thing
447. Interviewer Mm hm
448; Natasha Before you even tackle the language
449. Interviewer So they do get quite emotionally engaged?
450. Natasha They can do yes, yes. And em. . . I think this would be normal practice in any kind

of training session
451. interviewer Mm
452. Natasha If you were training people in negotiating skills, it's sort of usually recognised as

quite important to give people
453.lnterviewer Mm

454. Natasha That period of time to actually express any kind of emotion
455. Interviewer Mm
456. Natasha And to sort of...you know, just say what's on their minds at the time. Because

people can have quite strong feelings about the experience, particularly if they
haven't done it much before

457. Interviewer Mm
458. Natasha If that isn't something they've done before
459. Interviewer Right
460. Natasha Sometimes they get very frustrated if they're not experienced at negotiating, em,

they get very frustrated with their partner, who they feel really has been
unreasonable, so I mean, they might need to say something about that. So, so
that, that's the first stage. So that's something that really isn't related

461. Interviewer Mm
462. Natasha To, to em... language
463.lnterviewer No
464. Natasha Teaching, as such. It's much more because of the nature of the, of the activity
465. Interviewer

r- - /

•

Mm. The frustration, maybe the emotional involvement, do you notice at any time
during the negotiation, people expressing this, or is that something that
characterises

466. Natasha Yes, you can see it sometimes, it depends how, how involved they are, depends
on their own individual personalities too, how competitive they are very often

467. Interviewer And I suppose the group preparation stage might me set up a responsibility to
their preparation group, that they maybe feel they've got to meet the, the goals of
what was agreed in their group in advance

468. Natasha Yes, yes there could be that element as well, em, yeah. It very much depends,
from individual to individual. I mean, sometimes they're not particularly involved
at all and em

469.lnterviewer Mm
470. Natasha There's not a lot of heat generated em, I think it probably depends how well, how

well you prepare them
471.Interviewer Yeah
472. Natasha Which will vary from lesson to lesson, you know. In the ideal world, they'd all be

very well prepared for every negotiation, but obviously the nature of classroom
teaching is such

473.lnterviewer Mm
474. Natasha That sometimes you, you know
475.lnterviewer Yeah
476. Natasha You do it better than at other time (laughs)
477. Interviewer Mm. The em, when they're in role, and they're em, discussing, negotiating, and

they do reach any. . . perhaps difficult stages of the negotiation or maybe slightly
sort of face-challenging in some way, something like that, how do think they
cope with that, do you think they're able to stay in role, or do you think there's
any. ..element of going in and out of it, or
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478. Natasha It would be difficult for me to say
479. Interviewer Hard to say
480. Natasha Presumably it's the kind of thing that you could see
481 .Interviewer Mm
482. Natasha From the analysis that you've been doing, em 1 think it would vary very much

from individual to individual
483. Interviewer Yeah
484. Natasha It's personality-related, culture-related
485. Interviewer Mm
488.Natasha Experience-related, depends whether they've had actual negotiation training
487.lnterviewer The more training and experience they've had, the more likely they are to...what,

what difference does that make do you think? In terms of their performance in
the

488. Natasha Oh, 1 think if they've had training in the area, or if they've had to negotiate as part
of their work

489.lnterviewer Mm
490. Natasha Then they're much better at coping with it
491. Interviewer Mm
492. Natasha Then they know because of previous experience the type of situations that are

likely to occur
493. Interviewer Mm
494. Natasha And can cope with that probably quite well. Em, students, perhaps not so well.

When 1 first started teaching the Business English class, you know, 1 can
remember having em, running activities of this kind where you had students who
just actually got nowhere with each other.

495. Interviewer Right
496. Natasha Because they thought the aim was to bludgeon the other person into accepting

your position (laughs)
497.lnterviewer How well, how well do you think, again this is very hard to, to generalise about,

but em, presumably there's linguistic input beforehand, maybe not immediately
beforehand, but they're had input on phrases

498. Natasha Mm hm
499. Interviewer And so on that they can use in the negotiation.
500. Natasha Mm hm
501. Interviewer Do you think, how effective do you think these activities are in terms of actually

activating the language that you want them to use, or
502.Natasha What you mean inputting particular phrases?
503.lnterviewer Yeah
504. Natasha For negotiating?
505.lnterviewer Mm
506. Natasha 1 think all of those activities are actually quite difficult to, if you observe what

happens
507. interviewer Mm hm
508. Natasha Em they find it very difficult
509.lnterviewer Mm
51 O.Natasha To use phrases that they've just been introduced to
511.Interviewer Yeah
512. Natasha Em, it may well be that if you do this type of activity a number of times
513. Interviewer Mm
514. Natasha Then gradually you'll find that some of this language em is activated
515.lnterviewer Mm
516. Natasha Is used, but 1 don't think, you know, it's, it's a matter of inputting phrases before
517. Interviewer Mm hm
518. Natasha The meeting, and then using the phrases afterwards
519.lnterviewer Mm
520. Natasha It doesn't really work that way
521. Interviewer Yeah
522. Natasha 1 don't think language acquisition does
523.lnterviewer You wouldn't expect that to happen particularly either?
524. Natasha 1 wouldn't really, no. Em, although I'd give them brownie points if they did use the

expressions (laughs) that er, 1 mean it's very difficult to do that
525.lnterviewer Yeah
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526. Natasha Even if you're doing it in your own language, you, you'd have to focus very much
on, on that expression, and if you're doing that, it's actually very difficult to focus
on em all the other things that are going on

527. Interviewer Mm
528.Natasha During that process
529.lnterviewer I noticed as well in the videos that, in addition to an opportunity to debrief in

terms of how they feel about how it went, there's quite a lot of em discussion of
the outcomes as well, in terms of

530. Natasha Yes. Yes, because they like to compare, you know
531.Interviewer Mm
532.Natasha They want to see how well they've done in comparison with other people
533. Interviewer Mm hm
534. Natasha It gives them a kind of, sort of benchmark
535. Interviewer Mm
536.Natasha Em "Oh, yes I got a better deal than him" or
537.lnterviewer (laughs)
538. Natasha Or "She got a better deal than me" or... It's just interesting, they really like to

compare the performance and the problems and the whole experience with each
other

539. Interviewer Yes
540. Natasha And it's very interesting if you've done something, just to see how everybody

else engaged in the same experience has done as well
541. Interviewer And do you
542.Natasha And of course it's all speaking and listening practice
543. Interviewer Mm hm
544. Natasha Em
545. Interviewer

-

Do you have an element of correction of errors, or feedback on language that
took place during the activity, or is that maybe not so

546. Natasha Me personally, or in the section?
547. Interviewer Do you tend personally?
548.Natasha

}

Me personally. What I, what I usually do if I've got a class like that em I'll
probably go round and listen in to short sections of most people

549. Interviewer Mm
550.Natasha

• ■ •; '
Yeah, I guess if I'm doing the same kind of activity two or three times in the term,
then I might focus on different pairs each time

551. Interviewer Mm
552. Natasha If I can remember the ones I focused on the last time (laughs). Ideally I would do

that
553. Interviewer Yeah
554. Natasha To listen in to a chunk
555. Interviewer Yeah
556. Natasha

■

What I tend to do then is to take down notes on what I hear, so examples of
good use of English

557. Interviewer Mm
558. Natasha As well as perhaps a few errors
559. Interviewer Mm
560. Natasha Em and then I might spend a little bit of time giving feedback, after they've

debriefed, or in a separate lesson, em on good things that I heard, and em also
mistakes that I think are correctable

561. Interviewer Mm
562. Natasha Em, but not I try not to pick on particular individuals
563. Interviewer Mm
564. Natasha I wouldn't want to sort of focus on individual errors

565. Interviewer Mm
566. Natasha Em at that point
567.lnterviewer Mm
568. Natasha Just things of general interest or benefit to the group as a whole
569. Interviewer Mm
570. Natasha And it might also be a way of em beefing up other language teaching in the

course, because I might hear things that I've noticed throughout the term, you
know

I 571. Interviewer Mm
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572. Natasha Mistakes that they're making, errors that they're making
573.lnterviewer Mm
574. Natasha That kind of thing so yeah
575. Interviewer Yeah
576.Natasha I do some work on that. For individual points what I tend to do is have an

individual word with people, so if I notice something about that particular
individual, I might say something to them individually. Sometimes I'll write
individual things on post-it

577.lnterviewer Mm
578. Natasha Notes and just sort of hand them to them
579. Interviewer Yeah
580.Natasha After the class, which actually they quite like, they actually quite like the sort of
581. Interviewer Mm
582. Natasha Individualised feedback
583. Interviewer Mm
584. Natasha So a mixture of things really
585. Interviewer

'

OK...well I'm going to pause it again while I change the video (Audio tape
paused) OK, so I've changed the video, we're going to have a really quick look at
another video, em, from er the same set of lessons, the same group. And this
video shows the students looking at a text and discussing the subject of Bonds.
Now I'm not sure if you remember this lesson, em when you were looking at
Bonds from the em, English for Business Studies book?

586. Natasha Yeah
587. Interviewer We're going to have a quick look at a couple of minutes from this lesson, I'll just

* show you the unit if you, I'm sure you're very familiar with it but it might jog your
memory (shows book)

, ..

588. Natasha Thank you
589. Interviewer That's the unit, and the students are at the stage now where they're just finished

reading em, part 1A, which is the explanation of Bonds from the Bonfire of the
Vanities... So I'm just going to start the video and we'll watch a little section, then

■ ' "

I'll ask you some questions. (Video played from students reading to beginning of
dictionary task, then paused) OK I'm going to pause it there, we've just watched
a really short section.

590. Natasha (laughs)
591.Interviewer (laughs) You're laughing, what are you laughing at?
592. Natasha It's a good example of a very badly prepared lesson
593. Interviewer No! (laughs)
594. Natasha (laughs)
595. Interviewer (laughs) Why, what happened?
596. Natasha Well I think you'll recall because we've talked about this before
597. Interviewer Yeah
598. Natasha That em this was in the early days of teaching on the other site
599. Interviewer Yeah
600. Natasha This is the early days of split-site teaching
601. Interviewer Uh huh
602. Natasha And all my resources are in
603. Interviewer Yeah
604.Natasha One site and er, I didn't actually have the video for this lesson
605. Interviewer Ah
606. Natasha Not the video, sorry, the tape, the tape
607.lnterviewer Mm
608. Natasha And I thought previously, I hadn't prepared it well, this is very much "deep end"

teaching
609.lnterviewer Mm
610.Natasha This, Bonds is a very hard
611. Interviewer Mm
612. Natasha It's not soft Business English, this, it's hard Business English
613. Interviewer Mm
614. Natasha Which I felt I should be able to tackle, because it was area they'd expressed

interest in
615. Interviewer Mm hm
616. Natasha And I knew this book was very, very good, so I knew it would contain all the
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.. information I needed
617.lnterviewer Mm

618. Natasha
'

And the listening activity was an interview - I'm looking at the book, this is how I
know this

619.lnterviewer Mm

620. Natasha Was an activity with the vice president of J. P. Morgan and Co. explaining bonds,
so I'd had in my head the idea

621. Interviewer Right
622.Natasha That the information would come from the interview
623. Interviewer Uh huh
624. Natasha This would give them the background knowledge that they needed
625,lnterviewer Right
626. Natasha But because I didn't have the tape, then I had to think very quickly about another

way of doing this (laughs)
627.lnterviewer Uh huh. Which, for what it's worth I thought it was completely not noticeable that

you'd forgotten anything
628. Natasha Seamless! (laughs)
629. Interviewer It was seamless. If you hadn't told me I would never have known any better
630. Natasha

.

I was quite aware of the fact that I hadn't prepared this, I mean I should've read
this through thoroughly, am so that I had at my fingertips em, the content
knowledge that was necessary for them to be able to do the activities, em. I
mean it's all in the book

631. Interviewer Mm
632. Natasha But I hadn't

633.lnterviewer Mm
634. Natasha You know, I hadn't really prepared it
635. Interviewer

■

So did you ask them to do the dictionary task to, was that to try to compensate
for the loss of the tape?

636. Natasha Mm, yeah, yeah.
637. Interviewer Yeah

638.Natasha Yep
639.lnterviewer The em, you mentioned when we were talking the other day about, I think this

maybe ties into the issue of input an em and content, you said the other day that
with some of the students in the classes there's sometimes a need to provide
content for them

640. Natasha Mm hm

641.Interviewer To input content
642. Natasha Yep
643.lnterviewer Can you maybe say some more about that? Or is this, would you say for

example that this bonds lesson, would that have been an example of an
occasion where the content was needed as input? For some of the students?

644. Natasha Yes, some of them. Some of them had an interest in financial matters and would
know something about his in their own language, so they would be looking for
translations

645.lnterviewer Mm
646.Natasha Really. Looking for how to say this in English
647.lnterviewer Uhuh
648. Natasha For others, it would have been an area that they knew absolutely nothing about
649. Interviewer Uhuh
650.Natasha So, em, but something that they regarded as being important and useful
651.Interviewer Mm
652. Natasha If you want a career in business
653.lnterviewer Mm hm

654. Natasha You know, so they would be looking actually for content information
655. Interviewer Yes
656. Natasha To be taught something about this, that's what they would be looking for
657. Interviewer Mm
658. Natasha If you look at the reading task there, number two
659. Interviewer Right, right. With the two questions as well, which they went on, I won't bother

fast-forwarding it to it, but they went on to do that task, em...in the context of the
lesson, and what went on before, when you went on to the reading and the
questions, what do you think the main focus of that task would have been, at that
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stage, would you see it more as a reading practice task, or...a content-focused
task, or some kind of combination, or

660. Natasha Well I suppose, I mean it's reading, but it's looking at em, well if you're familiar
with the sort of TAVI- TALO distinction, text as vehicle of information, or text as
linguistic object. This would be very much text as vehicle of information. OK, I
mean you could apply that to any kind of text, whether it's spoken text or reading
text. But there, they're reading, but they're reading for information

661. Interviewer Mm
662. Natasha You know, they're not reading, you know
663. Interviewer Uhuh
664. Natasha So that's how I would see it, it's more of an ESP reading focus.
665. Interviewer And in the case of this class it seems that it's reading for information that they

qenuinely don't already have
666. Natasha Not all of them, some of them would yeah, yeah, yeah. So it's the sort of thing

you might... it's the kind of activity that you might find in an undergraduate
Business Studies course

667. Interviewer Mm
668. Natasha Really, yeah
669. Interviewer So the
670. Natasha But they wouldn't be doing it in a lecture environment of course, this is

something they'd be doing
671.Interviewer Yeah
672. Natasha In their own study time
673. Interviewer Yeah
674. Natasha Yeah.
675. Interviewer When you're running a class such as this one and using that kind of

material. . .do you find, when you're introducing the activities, or framing the
activities, how explicitly do you present activities as input? Or as language
practice? Or, have you got any kind of approach about that, or do you tend to
just...

676. Natasha
, ■ : ;

Em, even if it is input, I think I always try and emphasise the em, advantages of
doing this

677.lnterviewer Mm
678. Natasha To improve English
679. Interviewer Mm
680. Natasha I think I would always do that
681. Interviewer Mm
682. Natasha So I would try, as far as possible, to sort of give them the rationale
683. Interviewer Mm
684. Natasha Or my rationale for doing something. And I, I don't really, to be honest like to do

much reading in class, it's not something em I think is particularly good use of
time

685. Interviewer Mm
686. Natasha Because this is something they can do on their own
687. Interviewer Mm
688. Natasha Unless the text is going to be used as input for another task
689. Interviewer Mm hm
690. Natasha Em, so this, I think this lesson in some ways is guite unusual
691. Interviewer Mm hm
692.Natasha Em, but it's quite a good example, I think of em the difficulties of Business

English teaching, you know, this is, this is the kind of situation, when I'm doing
Business English teacher training

693. Interviewer Mm
694. Natasha The kind of situation that they fear
695.lnterviewer Mm
696. Natasha You know, I mean, ' What do I, how do I cope with a subject that I don't know?"

You know, the students don't necessarily know very much about either
697. Interviewer Uh huh
698. Natasha You know, so this is, this is as difficult as it gets
699. Interviewer Yeah
700. Natasha In some ways
701. Interviewer So what kind of er, advice do you give to trainees about these kinds of things?
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702. Natasha Well I'd say use a very good book, like, you know, the one that I've taken this
activity from, because unusually you will find that em the textbook writer has
found a way of inputting the content, as he has done in this chapter in the form of
the interview and the reading text so

703,Interviewer Right
704. Natasha You also find that em, these kinds of books have excellent teacher's keys
705. Interviewer Mm
706.Natasha And increasingly with Business English books these days, there will be a section

on background information, because textbook writers recognise that er,
particularly teachers who are new to Business English

707. Interviewer Mm
708.Natasha Or those who don't have a business background themselves
709. Interviewer Right
710.Natasha They need this content information themselves. So textbook writers will often
711.Interviewer in order to be able to
712.Natasha They'll provide that, yeah
713.lnterviewer Yeah
714.Natasha So a good Business English coursebook will solve many of these problems
715. Interviewer You mentioned about the em, when you're introducing the, these activities that

you would emphasise the linguistic practice element, or the language value of
716. Natasha The benefit to their language improvement really
717.lnterviewer Yeah
718.Natasha In a, because that's, that's what I tend to focus more on, is
719.lnterviewer Mm
720. Natasha Is, because that's really what people want when they come to a language

course, they want to be able to use language better
721.Interviewer Yeah
722. Natasha Than how they can when they come
723.lnterviewer Mm hm
724. Natasha You know, it's not a matter of just sort of studying it, as an academic subject
725. Interviewer Mm hm
726.Natasha So it's sort of the benefit to their performance, is what I would emphasise
727.lnterviewer Yeah. I was interested in the example we looked at with the dictionary task, that

you, that you framed the task as a dictionary skills
728. Natasha Mm
729.lnterviewer Type task
730. Natasha Mm
731.Interviewer Em...do you think there's a, why do you think it is that in ESP, in Business

English there's it seems, a tendency to frame activities primarily, even if
occasionally they are more input-focused? Do you think there's a... I don't know,
do you think there' some kind of avoidance of...

732. Natasha Yes
733. Interviewer Presenting things as content-focused?
734. Natasha Yes, I think there is, yes, I think there is very often, I mean because there's the

feeling that this is not what you should be doing, you know
735. Interviewer Right
736. Natasha Your expertise is as an ESP teacher
737. Interviewer Uhuh
738. Natasha You're not er, a business academic

| 739.lnterviewer Mm hm
740. Natasha You know, so there is the feeling that your expertise lies elsewhere
741.Interviewer Right
742. Natasha Em so it's very important that this is, you know, what they've signed up to
743. Interviewer Mm
744. Natasha Which is a language class, primarily
745. Interviewer Mm hm
746. Natasha Yes, er, so I think there is, yes, and I think it's also true, I think perhaps, I don't

know, maybe what you're getting at, is this is also a way of coping with content
that may be unfamiliar to the teacher

747.lnterviewer Mm
748. Natasha Em...so, em, yeah, I mean... "avoidance" sounds negative
749. Interviewer Mm
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750.Natasha I suppose I've always viewed it as something more positive
751. Interviewer Oh, yeah
752. Natasha But that's because of my training, and (laughs)
753.lnterviewer I didn't mean to make it sound like a negative thing (laughs)
754. Natasha

•

And the background that I have. I think the other thing too is you, you, I often find
if, if there are teachers who come into Business English teaching with a business
background, without the sort of pedagogical experience

755. Interviewer Mm mm

756. Natasha Or the teacher training, or applied linguistics experience
757.lnterviewer Uhuh
758. Natasha Em, then it will turn into a content lesson
759. Interviewer Right
760. Natasha Em, but this is not necessarily what they need
761. Interviewer Right
762. Natasha It may be what they think they need (laughs)
763.lnterviewer (laughs)
764. Natasha You know
765.lnterviewer Mm
766. Natasha This, so, it's very easy to do that. If you, if you have the background knowledge
767. Interviewer Uhuh
768. Natasha Or you have the information, it's very easy to go over into it becoming a content

lesson. It's also easy to do that em, as you become more experienced as a
Business English teacher

769.lnterv ewer Mm
770.Natas ha I tend to think it's a temptation that should be avoided
771.lnterv ewer Mm
772.Natas ha Really, a little knowledge can be a dangerous thing
773. Interviewer (laughs)
774. Natasha (laughs) You know, you think you know more than you really do, you know

Right...yeah...(laughs)...OK. I've got one thing to ask you, and then that's it. Em,
and that's about, it's again relating back to a comment you made the other day.
About the fact that the Business English class that we've been discussing, and
the Business English classes in general here are taking place in the setting of a
General English programme

776.Natasha Yes
777. Interviewer And you mentioned, I think yesterday that that has an effect on the emphasis

that you put on language work, because I think you said yesterday that you know
that they're doing language work elsewhere in their programme

778. Natasha Yeah, well you know that, as I said there's a mixed ability grouping
779.Interviewer Mm hm
780.Natasha Em and in the general English programme here the 9.15 slot, or I've always

viewed it as the actually language proficiency improvement slot
781.Interviewer Mm
782. Natasha Where students are streamed according to their proficiency level
783.lnterviewer Mm
784. Natasha So em in a sense you go, "Well that's being taken care of by General English.

It's also much more difficult of course to do em structural em, teaching
785. Interviewer Yeah

With mixed ability grouping, em, except in terms of the kind of "deep end"
strategy thing where they do an activity such as a negotiation and then em
looking back you can then perhaps deal with structural points that they've had
problems with

787.Interviewer Mm
788.Natasha So you can do it on that basis
789. Interviewer Right
790. Natasha So the em, the em, communicative activities act as, if you like, diagnostic tools
791.Interviewer Uhuh
792. Natasha That might be one of their purposes, and then retrospectively you might then go

back and review the use of the present perfect, or
793. Interviewer Mm hm
794. Natasha Use of the em, impossible condition, or whatever, you know
795.lnterviewer | Mm, right
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796. Natasha You know, it's very difficult to do it the other way
797.lnterviewer Mm

798. Natasha The other way round, it's
799. Interviewer Mm
800. Natasha To present language and
801. interviewer Mm hm
802. Natasha Get them to practice. I mean it does have an effect on what goes into the

Business English class, cause although it's very er, integrative, you know
803. Interviewer Mm hm
804. Natasha It's em...mixed skills
805. Interviewer Mm
806.Natasha Em, that there is focus on, you know, developing vocabulary
807.lnterviewer Mm
808. Natasha And there's focus on developing listening and speaking skills
809.lnterviewer Mm
81 O.Natasha And some sort of business writing skills
811.Interviewer Mm
812. Natasha So em, yeah I think it does have an effect, because normally in a Business

English programme you would perhaps use a coursebook
813. Interviewer Uh huh
814.Natasha Which would try and systematically develop em the students' knowledge of the

system of the language
815. Interviewer Mm
816. Natasha As well, so we tend, that's something that is missing in this particular Business

English programme, because of, as you said, the fact that it's part of a General
English programme

817. Interviewer Does that contrast with the summer courses, for example, when they're doing
only Business English?

818. Natasha In fact it doesn't because the summer courses tend to be very similar, in some
ways

819. Interviewer Mm.
820.Natasha Yeah
821.Interviewer They're very short as well
822. Natasha But that is actually one criticism that we do sometimes get, you now, in the

feedback in summer courses

823.lnterviewer Uh huh
824. Natasha Students sometimes do want more emphasis on grammar
825. Interviewer Mm
826. Natasha I suppose then the argument there would be that we'd encourage them to do

perhaps a General English as well as a Business English course in the summer
827.lnterviewer Mm hm
828. Natasha Yeah.. yeah. But I think that's one way of coping with that mixed level grouping
829.lnterviewer Uh huh
830. Natasha You know, it's difficult to have a structural, grammatical focus if you
831.Interviewer Yeah, sure
832. Natasha Have to deal with so many levels and abilities
833. Interviewer Mm
834. Natasha You know, you, you. . . where would you aim it? You'd sort of aim it I suppose in

the middle
835.lnterviewer Mm
836. Natasha Which would mean it would be too difficult for half the class, and too easy for the

other
837. Interviewer Mm hm
838.Natasha You know, satisfying a few people in the middle
839. Interviewer Mm
840. Natasha You know, its not, I don't think it's really possible to do that
841. Interviewer Yeah
842. Natasha

v/xT;.;,
..... . . . ■... .. .

In this context. I mean you might pick out some things, simply they em, have a
high em, occurrence in Business English, so for example we look at em, the
lang, what we call the language of facts and figures

843. Interviewer Mm hm
844. Natasha And we might look at ways of making comparisons, ways of contrasting em, you
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' might look at expressions for saying that something has gone up or gone down
845. Interviewer Right
846. Natasha And that way you might incorporate grammatical teaching as well
847. Interviewer Right
848. Natasha Em but from a different starting point
849. Interviewer Right
850. Natasha If you see what I mean
851. Interviewer Yeah
852. Natasha

;
Cause the starting point would be they need to know this, because of the nature
of the use of English in a business environment

853.lnterviewer Right ...OK, well I think that's all my questions for you, so thank you very much
for your time

854. Natasha You're very welcome
855. Interviewer And I'll just stop the interview now
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